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Preface

The 22nd European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society, was hosted by and local arrangements
were made by the JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK. Following
the guidelines of the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the
1995 Conference included topics from the areas of: Tokamaks;
Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement Schemes; Magnetic
Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics; Plasma
Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; and Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics.

The scientific programme and paper selection was the responsibility
of the International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected
492 contributed papers (out of 600 submitted abstracts) for presentation
as posters in four sessions at the meeting. In order to maintain
participants interest throughout all four poster sessions, the sessions
were not divided into topic groups, but a mixture of posters from all
topic groups was arranged at each session. As a consequence, the
Proceedings of the Conference are published in four volumes, which
correspond to the four poster sessions (Sessions P, Q, R and S) rather
than to the Topic Groups.

In 1994, for the lt EPS Conference, the Board of the EPS Plasma
Division agreed to an important change in the arrangements for
contributed papers. The Proceedings were printed after the meeting,
allowing a later submission date for abstracts and giving authors the
opportunity to present latest results in the four-page papers. This
arrangement was continued for the 22nd EPS Conference, in 1995.
Consequently, authors of contributed papers handed in their four-page
papers to the Scientific Secretary during the conference and these are
reproduced in these volumes.



According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference
Proceedings contain the four—page papers of all those contributions for
which at least one author was a registered participant at the Conference.
There are 462 papers which satisfy this condition. The four volumes of
the proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of the
Conference.

The papers of the nine Review Lectures and 18 Topical Lectures will
be published in a Special Issue of the journal “Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion”, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

B E Keen, P E Stott and J Winter

July 1995
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Local Transport Investigations of different L- and H- Mode Discharge
Phases in ASDEX- Upgrade

w,L. Giannone, O. Gruber, S. de Pena Hempel, J. Kollermeyer, G. Pereverzev,
J. Schweinzer, ASDEX- Upgrade and NI teams

Max- Planck- Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D- 85748 Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Introduction

The transport physics of both the electrons and ions in tokamaks are not well understood up to
now. For the test of existing and the development of new theories it is necessary to have well
analysed discharges in the different operating regimes of a tokamak. In this work ASDEX-
Upgrade discharges in the Ohmic- mode, L- mode, H— mode with type IELMs and the recently
discovered CDH— mode [1] are analysed.
For the local analysis with the ASTRA code [2] the profiles of the electron temperature Tc.

ion temperature Ti, electron density n6, radiation Prad’ effective charge Zeff and the results of
magnetic measurements have been used. ASTRA is a fully time dependent transport code for
b0th analysis and simulation with a non circular 2D equilibrium code included. Here we
concentrate on the analysis of the energy transport.
For the analysis of sawtooth propagation an existing code using the maximum entropy
principle and working in cylindrical geometry has been extended [3, 4].

Results and Discussion
n ' c h

For meaningful analysis all results of the diagnostics as Thomson scattering and ECE for T6,
passive CX from the centre and boundary (LENA) and CXRS for Ti, interferometry and Li

beam diagnostic for he, and bolometry for radiation have been checked carefully against each
other. We first checked the agreement of the kinetic energy Wkin against the equilibrium
(Wequ) and diamagnetic (Wdia) energies including the energy contribution of the fast ions. In
all investigated neutral beam discharges the contribution to the plasma energy by the fast ions
never exceeds 20% of the kinetic energy. This is due to the relatively high densities in ASDEX
Upgrade discharges secondly. During the whole analysis the current diffusion equation was
solved. The resulting loop voltage was compared with the measured one to get a check on T3
and Zeff from Bremsstrahlung. The bootstrap current never exceeded 20% of the total
current. The beam driven current is negligible (<2%) due to the nearly perpendicular injection.
All presented analyses were taken in stationary phases of Deuterium discharges.

tic dischflges
In all analysed discharges the ion thermal diffusivity Xi exceeded the electron thermal

diffusivity Xe- For instance the analysis of the Ohmic discharge #4783 shows Xi to be nearly 2

to 4 times higher than Xe (Fig. 1) and approximately 5 times higher compared with XCH [4].
This is confnmed by ion temperature transport simulations with fixed Te and n6 (Fig. 2). The
accuracy of the central ion temperature has been further checked by the comparison of a
simulated neutron rate with the measured one.

High power L- mode discharge
For the L— mode discharge #6056 the analysis of the power balance diffusivities gives Xi values

approximately twice as high as x5. Xe is at the highest Te gradient about 1 m2/s

ill—001



(Fig. 3). The investigations of the sawtooth propagation gives values for t/Xe in the range
from 8 to 15 (Fig. 3). This is a similar value as given from TFI'R [6], but large compared with
other experiments, reporting a range of 1 to 4 [7]. These heat pulse investigation will be
engrossed by using modulated ECRH.

H— mode with type I ELMs
In ELMing H— mode discharges the effect of the power losses by ELMs are time averaged and
included into the heat transport coefficients. The type I ELM H~ mode discharge # 6196 shows
no reduction in the heat transport compared with the L— mode discharge (Fig. 4). This is only
partly described by the lower plasma current and higher heating power of the H— mode
discharge, but reflects our finding [8] that the L- mode confinement with heating powers
corrected for radian'on close to the L—H transition power threshold is much better than
described by the former L— mode scalings and approaches the H» mode values. The higher xe's
outside Ptor = 0.6, Ptor being the normalised toroidal flux coordinate, may be caused by the
lower radiation power Prad normalised to the heating power Ph inside the separatrix of this
discharge. To assess the enhanced ion diffusivity, transport simulations of Ti in the same way
as described in the Ohmic case above are shown in Fig. 5. Only an enhancement of XCH by a
factor of 4 can satisfactorily reproduce the ion temperature on a wide range of Ptor- Such an
enhancement in Xi may be due to ni driven modes, because ni >15 at all radial positions. This
is true for all the different discharges presented in this paper.
In the discharge #5024 the total radiation was increased with additional Ne puffing above 50%
0f the heating power, without loosing type I ELMs (#5024). The energy confinement time of
751ns is only slightly higher than in # 6196 and close to the DHI—D/ JET IASDEX— Upgrade
and the ehny ITER H92P scaling [8]. But the ion heat diffusivity is apparently reduced. To
assess the error bar‘s a special statistical analysis was made therefore. 50 statistically varied Te,
Ti and Prad profiles have been calculated assuming an error of about 10% in the temperatures
and radiation. With these input profiles 50 analyses were done and the standard deviations of
Xi and Xe could be determined, represented by the error bars of Fig. 6. In the near future it is
planned to extend and improve this method.

gDH- mode
Enhancing the impurity radiation loss and the neutral gas pressure in the divertor further, the
CDH— mode [11 is obtained. For the analysis of the CDH— mode discharge # 6136 it is assumed
that Ti is equal to T , as no ion temperature measurements are available. At the high density
of > 1020rn'3 this assumption is allowed. Thus we calculated in addition to Xe and Xi (Fig. 7a)
a xeff = 0.5 (xe+ni/nc- Xi) (Fig. 7b). After switching off the impurity puffing a type I ELM H—
mode appears again, so that Within one shot both H— mode types can be compared. The
difference in x0” is nearly negligible, which also holds comparing it with the type I ELM
discharge # 5024 (see above). This is in agreement with the nearly unchanged global energy
replacement time [8], and with simulations of similar discharges using the BALDUR code [9].
Comparing the individual transport coefficients shows an enhancement of Xe for the type I
ELM phase between PtorzO-G and 0.9 which may be caused both by the shifting of the power
deposition profile towards the edge (due to the about 10% higher electron density and the
reduced radiation power) and the reduced density peaking compared with the CDH- phase.

Ill-002



Summary

The ion thermal diffusivity exceeds the electron thermal diffusivity in all analysed discharges
and is well above the neoclassical value. The heat pulse transport coefficient for electrons is
strongly enhanced compared with the power balance results pointing towards a strongly
nonlinear dependence of the transport on temperature and its gradient.
The confinement of L— mode discharges close to the L-H transition approximates the H-
mode confinement, both locally and globally.
The thermal transport of CDH- and type I ELM H— mode phases are about equal both
compariIIg them in a single discharge or in different discharges. However, changes in the
particle transport are obvious from the density peaking observed in the CDH— mode. This may
be connected with the enhanced edge radiation profile and the corresponding peaking of the
radiation corrected heat deposition, as is indicated already in other enhanced confmement
regimes.
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CONFINEMENT OF HIGH [3pm. PLASMAS IN JET

Awim, CD. Challis. C. Gormezano, CW. Gowers, G,T.A. Huysmans,

S. lshida‘, F.G. Rimini, B.J.D. Tubbing and DJ. Ward.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. Oxon. OX14 313A. United Kingdom.

‘ JAERI, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Ibaraki—ken, 311-01 Japan.

INTRODUCTION

Experiments aimed at examining the confinement characteristics of plasmas with high values of

poloidal beta (Bum) have been performed over a wide range of plasma parameters in JET. In

previous JET campaigns high [3pm plasmas were achieved in conditions of very high

confinement (Ifltmmmm = 3.7) [1,2]. In these ELM free H—mode plasmas the high

confinement phase collapsed after an uncontrolled rise of the plasma density. In the JET

pumped divcrtor campaign the aim of the experiments was to achieve high 13p“. in quasi steady

state conditions to study the confinement. The results of these studies are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

ELMy H-mode plasmas form the basis of these experiments in which the stored energy and

density typically achieve quasi stationary conditions early in the heating phase (Fig. 1).

Pulse No. 33581: 1MA/3,1T
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Figure [:11 high hem poloidul discharge Figure 2: Stored energy vs, input power.
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High combined heating powers are used (maximum: 28 MW, for several seconds) mainly at
1 MA with a variation of the toroidal field from 1.0 to 3.4 Tesla. Carbon tiles were installed in
the JET divertor and the divertor cryo—pump was used extensively.

CONFINEMENT
In previous JET campaigns, ELM free H—mode were obtained at l MA/3.1 Tesla with only
7 MW of ICRH power in double null X~point discharges. High [59,” was achieved by virtue of
the very high confinement (TE/Tm'ERggLy = 3.7) achieved in these conditions. However, the high
confinement regime was only transient.

In the JET pumped divertor campaign the aim of the experiments was to achieve
high [3pm in quasi steady state conditions to study the confinement. Compared with previous
campaigns the pumped divertor geometry offers better power handling and the divertor cryo—
pump can be used to control the density. However, the experiments are at reduced volume and
are single null X—point plasmas.

it was found that H-modes in the JET pumped divertor configuration are naturally
ELMy. allowing quasi steady state operation at high poloidal beta. In these conditions the
stored energy (Wm) reaches typically twice the prediction of the ITER89L—P scaling
expression up to the maximum additional heating power of 28 MW (Fig. 2). The confinement
is independent of the additional heating method. In the high combined heated discharges a beta
limit has not yet been reached [4].
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Figure 3: H-fm‘mr (lTER89L-P) vs. bempnlnidal Figure 4: Triangulariry (595) vs. beta poloidal.
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From these results it can be concluded that there is no apparent increase in confinement over

Hemode scaling With B90] (Fig. 3). High Bnnl plasmas become naturally triangular (595), despite

this increased triangularity the confinement in these ELMy H-modes does not improve (Fig. 4).

sMALL VOLUME PLASMAS

The data presented in the previous section also contain a variation of the aspect ratio.

Dedicated experiments have been performed in ‘small volume’ plasmas in JET in which the

volume has been reduced from 85 In] to 55 mi. The confinement in these small volume plasma

is not much different from the large volume plasmas. However, at l MA the confinement of

the small volume plasmas is slightly below the H—mode scaling (Fig 3). When included in the

data a possible increase in the H—factor (lTER89L-P) with plasma volume in JET is found. But.

a comparison of discharges on the same day at 1.5MA shows no difference between large and

small volume plasmas [3]. The reduction in the H—factor compared to the rest of the 1 MA data

may then be due to the fact that the divertor cryo-pump was not used and the discharges were

heavily gas fuelled to prevent neutral beam shinethrough, both of which might lead to a higher

ELM frequency.

TRANSIENT ELEVATED CONFINEMENT

-— Pulse No: 33576 Pulse No: 33581 (reference)
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In some high [5M discharges it is observed that the stored energy can suddenly increase at

constant input power. correlated with oscillations in the plasma current at high [5pm. This was
"C temperatureexploited by pie—programmed ramps of the plasma current (ramp up). The ed

increases just after the current ramp but the ELMs do not cease. i.e. not a transition to ELM?

free Hemode (Fig. 5).
A speculative explanation is offered as follows: In the JET pumped divertor

configuration the edge pressure is limited by the first stability ballooning limit. Access to 2nd

stable regime exists in the plasma periphery at high [3pm and will allow an improved

confinement regime during the heating. However, the ratio of jcdgc/VPMgt is not large enough.
due to reduced edge collisionality, despite the divertor cryo—pump which helps to keep the
edge density low. The plasma needs a modest increase in jam. With a current ramp in the high
[31.0, phase. the link between VnL. and jam will be broken and the edge current density is

increased (Fig. 6).
The current ramps may be used to extend the high [3M regime to give improved

confinement at higher currents by starting at 1 MA level and high [3pm and using the current

ramp to ‘kick‘ the plasma into the VH mode regime. After the current ramp, the improved
confinement of the VH mode regime may be stable due to a larger bootstrap current at the

edge generated by increased pressure gradients. However, such a plasma may destabilise
external kinks modes due to the high edge current density.

CONCLUSIONS
There is no apparent increase in confinement over H-mode scaling at high [3,...) in quasi steady
state ELMy H—mode conditions (BM up to 2.7). In this regime the confinement is also
insensitive to the heating method, toroidal field and plasma shape, although at 1 MA the small

volume plasmas exhibit confinement parameters at the lower end of the spectrum.
Transient improved levels of confinement can be induced with plasma current

ramps (up!) with the plasma already at high beta poloidal. A possible explanation is that, with a
current ramp during the high 31:01 phase, the link between VPm]gt and jury is broken and the
current density is increased in conditions where access to second stability exists (VH mode)
Current ramps could be used to achieve high [3pm and high fusion performance at 1p 2 2 MA.

REFERENCES
[1] CD. Challis, et al., Nucl Fusion g (1993) 1097.

[2] P.N. Yushmanov. et al. ,Nucl Fusionfl (1990) 1999.
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Sawtooth Heat Pulse Propagation: Ballistic Response and Fourier Analysis

A.Jacchia, F,De Luca“), G.Gorini“), P.Mantica, N.Deliyanakis(2), M.Erba(2), L.Porte(2)
Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, 20133 Milano, Italy

(UDipartimenta di Fisica. Universita degli Studi di Milano, 20133 Milano, Italy

(ZUET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X143EA, United Kingdom

Sawtooth (ST) heat pulse propagation has been widely used to determine the “perturbative”

electron heat diffusivity, xeP, from heat pulse data [1]. The ratio of hp with the electron heat

diffusivity from steady-state power balance analysis, xePB, is usually observed to lie in the range

1<xePlxePB<5, and can be explained by a non-linear (or offset-linear) dependence of the heat

flux on the temperature gradient.

The temperature perturbation following :1 ST crash is the result of an MHD instability. This

instability is generally observed to be very fast (timescale TSTwIOO us) and localised within the

so-called mixing radius (rmix). The observation of the so—called ballistic heat pulse propagation

in TFTR [2], however, has revealed a more complex picture of the ST event, with two phases:

the crash phase, occurring on a fast time scale 131‘ and confined within Fmix; and the ballistic

phase, occurring on a slower time scale Tb and characterised by enhanced transport over a

significant portion of the plasma volume extending outside [mix'

Unfortunately, the need for very fast measurements of the electron temperature has so far

limited the investigation of the two phases of the ST crash. It is therefore of interest to see if any

method exists for detecting anomalies in the ST heat pulse propagation when measured with di-

agnostics with moderate (1- l0 kHz) time resolution.

In order to look for non—diffusive features of ST heat pulses in JET, Fourier analysis was ap-
plied to JET data in [3]. The Fourier method is very sensitive to non-diffusive features in the

heat pulses. It is also more sensitive to noise in the data. The newly available heterodyne ECE
electron temperature diagnostic in JET provides an opportunity for a more detailed analysis of
heat pulse propagation in IET.

Simulation of a ballistic heat pulse
The assumption that Xe be a function of local macroscopic plasma parameters is not valid in the
case of a ballistic heat pulse. The enhancement of Xe following the ST crash can be modelled
heuristically by assuming that Xe is enhanced by a coefficient which is an explicit function of
time (t) and radius (r): Xe=’Y(t,l')Xe0. In this expression, x60 is the power balance diffusivity

without any enhancement. The equation for the perturbed electron temperature, Te, is [4]
3 .z ..angerc — V - [name t)gTe] = V . (that) — llnCOXgOVTeOl (1)

The usual diffusion equation forTvc is recovered by taking 7:1. Apart from the enhancement of
Xe? on the left hand side, one can see that the ballistic effect contributes an additional (time de-

pendent) source term to the right hand side.
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Examples of simulated ballistic heat pulses can be obtained by solving Eq.l numerically af-
ter having specified the functional expressions of 'y(r,t), x6130), Xeofr). neg(r) and T900). as well
as the initial and boundary conditions for Fe. The simulation analysed here was obtained with
the following specifications. For the equilibrium quantities,

2 . 2 4 2
n30(r) = “0 [1—[:] ]+ n“, Tc0(f) = To [l—[l—j ] , XeO 2 X0 +(x1—x0)(:) , where thea a a
numerical values 110:3.46-1019 m’3, 1150121019 in‘3, T0=7 keV, X0205 m3/s, x1=2 mz/s have
been used. The plasma minor radius was a=l m. For the perturbation quantities, Xei’zxso, y(r,t) =
[1+5 exp(-t/Ib — k r2)]. with 5:35, Tb=l ms and k = 16 m‘z. The ST crash was assumed to occur
at t=0. The simulation was performed starting from a standard prescription for the initial tem-
perature perturbation profile with l‘mix=0-29 m. As a boundary condition, '1: was assumed to
vanish at r=a.

Fourier analysis of a ballistic heat pulse
Fourier analysis of the simulated heat pulse is performed using the procedure of Ref.[3] to
which we refer for details. The quantities of interest are the gradient of the phase ((p') and the
logarithmic gradient of the amplitude (A'/A) of the Fourier transform Tmei‘l’ of TC. For a
purely diffusive heat pulse, (p’=(A‘/A)g, where (A'/A)g=A'/A+l/2r—1/2rn and rn=—neolneo'. The

. 3 . .value of Xe!) is determined from c=Xg E 20) / [(p' (A' /A)0]. The Fourier analys1s represents

an unambiguous method to establish the diffusive nature of a heat pulse. Non—diffusive features
will show up in the analysis in the form of a difference between (p' and (A'/A)g. Only if
(p‘=(A'/A)g we expect n to provide the correct numerical value for XeP.

The results of the Fourier analysis of the ballistic simulation are shown in Fig.1. At r:0.5m,
the pulse is still strongly influenced by the ballistic effect: (p' is nearly independent of frequency
and is significantly lower than (A'IA)g. n exceeds Xe? by a factor 2-3. At r=O.6 m. (p' and
(A'IA)g are still significantly different although the error on c is only 10-30% in this case. In
order to observe a purely diffusive behaviour of the pulse, one has to go as far as r=0.7 Hi. There
the agreement between (p' and (AVA)g is very good. Clearly, the ballistic effect is quite strong in
this simulation: despite the mixing radius is rmix=0.29 In, one has to go to r>2rmiX before the
heat pulse is purely diffusive. Other combinations of parameters will result in more or less
favourable conditions for diffusive propagation. The point made here is that if a diffusive region
exists, it can be recognised by Fourier analysis. Of course the possibility for the Fourier analysis
to recognise a diffusive pulse is limited by the s/n ratio of the measurement. In cases where
Fourier analysis is not possible, other approaches must be used in order to recognise the
diffusive region of the pulse. A possible approach is to study the initial perturbation of the pulse.

In Fig.2, the temperature perturbation profile for the ballistic simulation is shown at t=0.5
ms and t:l ms (at t=0, the perturbation vanishes outside rmix). One can see that within 1 ms of
the ST crash, the perturbation has extended over a region well beyond l'mix as a result of the bal-
listic enhancement of the diffusivity. The perturbation is negligibly small for r>O.6—0.7 in, both
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m [:05 ms and t=1 rus. Now r=0.6-()_7 m is just where the heat pulse starts to be diffusive ac—

cording to Fourier analysis. This simple observation justifies the approach used, for instance, in

Previous analyses of JET ST heat pulses [5]. There rmix was defined heuristically as the radius

beyond which the initial perturbation vanished, and standard heat pulse analysis was carried out

for r>rmix'
Fourier analysis of a JET heat pulse

The new ECE heterodyne diagnostic covers most of the electron temperature profile. The space

resolution can be inferred from Fig.3, which shows the temperature profile just before a ST

crash and about 200-300 us afterwards (a) as well as their difference (b). The difference profile

has the role of initial perturbation for the heat pulse, in the sense discussed in the previous sec—

tion. The corresponding normalised mixing radius value is pmsOJ; this is more than twice the

value of the inversion radius (Pinv=0-32)-

Fourier analysis (Fig.4) must be restricted to the region p>0.7 in order to provide a good de—

termination of hp. The values of (p‘ and (AVA)g in the region p>0.7 are plotted vs frequency in

Fig.4a and confirm the diffusive behaviour of the heat pulse. The xeP value is c=35 m2/s. It is

interesting to see what would be the consequence of including data with p<pmix in the analysis.

This is shown in Fig.4b, where the values of (p' and (A’IA)g in the region p>0.6 (7 channels) are

plotted. The values of (p' are seen to be significantly smaller than their true value, while the

value of (A'/A)g has remained unchanged. This result is similar to the analysis of the ballistic

heat pulse shown in Fig.1. Given the time resolution of the diagnostic, however, it is not possi-

ble to decide whether the heat redistribution causing the large l‘mix value occurs on a fast (151‘)

time scale or on a slower (ballistic) time scale.

The large pmix value of this heat pulse prevents a meaningful comparison between perturbed
(hp) and power balance (XCPB) diffusivity values due to the large uncertainties in km near the

plasma edge. Other ST heat pulses measured with the heterodyne diagnostic have smaller Pmix

values and confirm the result xeP/XePl-4 typical of NET plasmas.
Conclusions

Application to a simulated ballistic ST heat pulse has shown that Fourier analysis can identify

the plasma region (far from the mixing radius) where the heat pulse is diffusive. This region co-

incides with the region where a diagnostic with moderate (=1 kHz) time resolution would find a
negligible initial perturbation. Both Fourier and initial perturbation analysis can be used on JET

ST pulses to identify the diffusive region of the pulse.

[1] N.J.Lopes Cardozo, to appear in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion (1995).
[2] E.D.Fredrickson et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 (1990) 2869; Nucl. Fusion 33 (1993) 1759.

[3] P.Mantica et al, Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992) 2203.

[4] A.Jacchia et al, in preparation.
[5] N.J.Lopes Cardozo et 211, in Proc. 18th Eur Conf Berlin, Vol 15C, Part I, EPS (1991) 193.
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3. Change in the Te profile due to a ST instability in JET discharge #23425 as recorded by the
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' V G. Taylor, M.C. Zamstorff, and the TFTR Group
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey, 08543 USA

I. Introduction -— Deuterium-tritium operation in TFTR supershot plasmas [1,2] has been

characterized by a strong, favorable dependence of heating and confinement on isotopic mix

[3.4]. Fast studies of the Supershot regime have indicated that local transport is reduced as Tiffe

is increased [5]. suggesting that a small isotope effect is amplified by a strong dependence on

this temperature ratio. Recent isotope scaling studies indicate that an improvement in the local

ion thermal conductivity persists for deuteriumv and tritium-injection plasmas at the same value

of Ti near r/a : 1/3. However, it is useful to reduce local profile effects as much as possible by

examining plasma pairs of different isotopic mix that are similar throughout the cross section. If

such similar pairs can be found, an ion mass effect would be unambiguously identified by

examination of the total stored energy. rather than a local transport analysis. In addition,

differences in beam physics may play a role in the apparent improvement in ion temperature and

global confinement in plasmas fueled with tritium neutral beams. These two issues are

potentially related, as the stronger coupling of tritium beam ions to thermal and impurity ions

tends towards higher ion temperatures. Also, the differing velocities of the beam ions might lead

to changes in beam-thermal ion coupling large enough to influence the thermal ion stored energy

and ion temperature, resulting in an apparent increase in confinement time during Tibeam

injection that would be attributed to the difference in thermal ion mass alone.

In this paper, we isolate the mass effect from these confounding influences in two ways. In

both techniques, plasma pairs with D-only neutral beam injection (D—NBI) and T—only neutral

beam injection (T—NBI) are examined. The first pair (Section III) had the same neutral beam

injection power. The effects of changes in energy and particle deposition are studied by

simulating the ion temperature (Ti), electron temperature (T5), and electron density (rte) profiles

for the T-NBI case. The calculation was performed by holding constant all of the measured

quantities, except the single one to be simulated For the T, simulation, the ion thermal

conductivity Xi as determined for the D—NBI plasma was used with the calculated T—NBI

sources to evaluate the new T1 profiles A similar procedure was followed in simulating Te (the

electron thermal conductivity Xe from the D'NBI case was used) and nc (the effective electron

particle diffusivity Deff from the D-NBI was used). For the second study (Section IV), the pair

is composed of a 20 MW D—NBI and a 15 MW T-NBI plasma. The D—NBI and T»NBI plasmas

had total stored energies of 3 MJ, and had similar profile shapes and scale lengths, allowing the

effects of average ion mass on confinement to be separated from those due to Changes in the

values and gradients ol, TC, nc and toroidal rotation velocity Vib-
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11. Background -- Past studies ha\e emphasized coiriparrng carcttilly matched sets of DeNBl
and T-NBI plasmas. for which all the externally Controlled discharge parameters and the target

plasma are nominally identical. The T—NBI plasmas consistently showed improved performance

compared to their equal power DeNBl counterparts. For a typical pair of 18 MW, 1.6 MA

deuterium and tritium plasmas from this study, the T—NBI plasma had a ~25% higher central ion

temperature and a 540% higher central electron temperature. The meastired plasma density
profiles had the same shape, but the DeNBI plasma density was ~ 10% lower. The

improvements are evident in the plasma stored energy Wm, as measured by magneties: for the
same heating power, W101 is up to 25% higher in plasma fueled with tritium beams relative to
comparable deuterium plasmas. Some of the increase can be attributed to classical effects such
as the increased energy stored in untherrnalized beam ions during tritium beam injection and

energy stored in the unthcrmalized fusion alpha component, but up to 65 ~ 80% of the total
increase in Wm in high power plasma pairs arises from additional energy stored in the thermal

ions and electrons This indicates a favorable dependence of thermal IE on tritium content in

these plasmas. The transport coefficients of these plasmas show improvement primarily in the

ion thermal conduction and electron particle confinement Differences in the electron thermal
conductivity are small.

Local transport coefficients are inferred using the steady«state transport code SNAP [6] As
input, the code uses the measured temperature and density profiles and impurity content. The
thermal conductivities xi and Xe) ruid effective electron particle diffusivity DC are defined by

QLe E qi’e ni‘EVTi'c + 3/2 rixTie and Fe 2 -D¢Vne, where Q and Q; are the total ion and

electron radial energy fluxes, Fe and [I are the electron and ion radial particle fluxes, and 111 :

a is the total thermal ion density. llere, 'l‘ilrt) and V¢(r,t) were determined by measuring

emission from carbon impurity ions with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CHERS). Tetra) was determined from ECE spectroscopy, and nc(r,t) was inferred from

measurements by a ten—channel infrared interferometer ru-rrry. The ion depletion was calculated

rising tangential visiblcebrcrrrsstrahlung measurements for Zeff and X—ray spectroscopy
measurements of metallic concentrations. This code modelled the deposition of the injected
beam neutral atoms, and the subsequent slowing down and losses of the fast ions. Classical

differences expected in beam deposition between T— and D—NBI plasmas are included in the

analysis. For example, the lower beam particle velocity of TANBI broadens the power

deposition profile. Also, the lower T beam velocity also increases the fraction of beam power

collisionally coupled to thermal ions, and reduces the coupling to thermal electrons.

III. Simulation of T—NBI plasma with D-NBI transport coefficients ——

Ambiguities introdtrccd by differences between D— and T»beam physics are removed by

simulating in SNAP the 'IZNBI plasma profile of interest. using the transport coefficient

pertaining to it from the SNAP analysis ofthe D‘NBI plasma All but the simulated quantity‘s
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measured radial profiles are held to the T—NBl values. With differences in particle and energy

sources thus removed, any change between the simulated and measured profiles can be

attributed to amass effect alone. Results from this simulation are shown in Fig. l.

3 Ion temperature \ Electron temperature. 10

“faked 47 S \ measured{86m \/ -
4.7 T d] \\

1 Predicte
(Xi from D-NBI shot fix (xe from D—NBI shot ' ~
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Figure 1. Measured and simulated ‘ —’/ ‘ 5
plasma profiles, mapped to minor 45

radius. The measured profiles are from a
the T-NBI plasma. Simulations were 33
performed holding all the measured » 2 a)
profiles constant, except the profile of Predicted
interest. The new profile was obtained (De from ”NM 51500 . 1
by assuming the transport coefficient 0
indicated had the profile inferred from 0-0 0-2 0-4 0-6 0~8
SNAP analysis of the DeNBI plasma. MINOR RADIUS (m)

As was seen in the SNAP analysis of the local transport coefficients, the clearest indication
of an isotope effect is found in the ion thermal transport and electron particle transport. This

manifests itself here as a difference between the predicted and measured profiles of Ti and ne.
The similarity in the predicted and measured T6 is not surprising, since the values of X0 inferred

from the SNAP analysis are quite similar. Since differences in the beam physics have been
removed, this implies that inferred and measured improvements in confinement are not due to
secular changes in beam particle and energy deposition. Note that the difference between

predicted and measured values ofTi is smaller than the inferred change in Xi itself between the

two plasmas, since not all of the ion power is conducted. At the halferadius, 30% is expected to
be transferred to the electrons collisionally, while 23% is transported by ion particle convection.

IV. T- and D-NBI Plasmas With Similar Profiles -~ Although D— and T-only

injection at the same power yields substantially different background plasma profiles, it is

possible to construct pairs with more similar profiles by reducing the power in the T‘NBI case

Data from such a pair is shown in Fig. 2. The central carbon profiles, inferred from CHERS
(not shown). and the central Zcff are similar as well. Differences in the V¢ profile outside of R =

2.9 m (r/a = 0.2) are quite small, reducing the possible influence of changes in velocity shear on
the total confinement [7,8]. The total plasma stored energies are the same to within a few
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percent. as are the individual stored energies of the ions and electrons. Significantly. the power
required to establish these plasmas was 15 MW for the T—NBI case, and 20 MW for the D-NBI
case The measured confinement times were 195 ms and 153 ms in the T» and D—NBI plasmas,
respectively. This clearly demonstrates that there is an enhancement in confinement in the T7
NBI case that is not related to local changes in background plasma parameters. This implies a
strong dependence on confinement on ion mass alone: the average ion mass <A> was 2.5 in the
T—NBI case and 1.9 in the D—NBI plasma, leading to a scaling with average ion mass <A> that
is approximately 15 0t <A>l-0.

. t . i . . . I , . . , . . . . IO
30 _ A’T-NB1 *T-NBI

\ D-NBI t’zOMWA ’ 8
T-NBI‘ P =15MW

> 20 b - ‘ ‘ 6 g:
g D-NBI é

' ‘ t- . 4
10 . (a) .

r 2
' Ion Temperature ' Electron Temperature

0 l l 1 L 1 pi i L I 1 I AL | l l A I 1 t x r 0

7 _ 7 l v I—r l , 300
: 79099t‘rt : 3

6 7902| (or : 4 7 S : <m“ r - . *5:IE : jzoo 1U .
to 4 . ' ; 0M2) 1 7 3 9_ 3 . _ -V : (d) E 100 £

2 : _ Z _ ' ‘ .I
3 Electron Denstty ’Torotdal Rotation Veloctty f

1 x J I r I I I I 1 l l A \ l I r ‘

2,4 2.6 2.8 3 3,2 3.4 2.4 2.6 2 8 3 3.2 3.4 0
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Figure 2. Measured radial profiles of the 15 MW T-NBI plasma and the 20 MW D—NBI plasma.
Shown are (a) the ion temperature, (b) the electron temperature, (c) the electron density, and (d)
the toroidal rotation velocity.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

TAssociazione Euratom-ENEA sulla Fusione, Frascati, 00044 Italy

1. Introduction

Ignitor has been the first experiment designed to reach ignition conditions [1]. For this it

relies on the favorable confinement and purity properties of the high density plasmas,

demonstrated by the compact, high field line of experiments represented by the Alcator A, C,

and C—Mod machines at MIT and the FT and FTU machines at Frascati. The two machines

presently in operation, C~Mod and FTU, display different confinement properties, in spite of

their common plasma density range. On C-Mod, the ohmic energy confinement time ”CE is 2-3

times higher than predicted by the neo-Alcator scaling, it shows a positive dependence on

plasma current 1?, and possibly on the inverse of the collisionality parameter vj‘; FI‘U

follows the neo»Alcator scaling [2]. Geometry, in particular elongation, and possibly the edge

conditions at the lowest densities, may play a determining role in establishing the transport

regimes. The presence of the divertor, on the other hand, seems to be beneficial but not so

crucial.

2. Alcator C-Mod Energy Confinement

An analysis of the C-Mod confinement 0'06 iAlcaloiC-Modl fl
properties has been carried out over a recent 0
set (from December ’94 to June ’95) of g g 0

ohmic and ICRF heated discharges at 5.3 T, g 0-04 ‘ 8 0C, '
covering a wide range of parameters (line E? :8 g: 08 0

average density E: 0.5—4.5 x 102° m", E“; e g; o 0
plasma current IF: 0.4—1.2 MA, elongation P 0.02 - 0 e

K = 1.5—1.8), but no H-mode conditions. giiliiiimiiii
The improvement in confinement with Amazozsroam'er—ar

plasma current is shown in Fig. 1, for ohmic 0_oo . . , . '.

discharges. It has been observed that. at a 0'2 0'4 0‘6 1,, 83A) 1'0 L2 L4

Fig.1: I: usfunction ofplasma current 015.3 T

' Sponsored in part by the US. Department of Energy and by ENEA of Italy
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given value of 1?, the ohmic power increases with density, whereas the magnetic stored energy
W (from the EFIT code [3]) remains essentially constant; as a consequence, TE decreases with
density. [3 on the other hand, shows a very limited variation for all ohmic plasmas (see Fig.
2). The previously reported consistency of the experimental results with the ITER89‘P

wl’

scaling [4] is, to some extent, the result of the relation between POH and “e-
We found that the C—Mod ohmic energy confinement time scales with the inverse of the
electron collisionality parameter vj‘ (see Fig. 3) :

v 5'3” , Fve ='——=2.8><10'2qRe‘3"7t—35°—Zm (1)
a) b T:

where v: is the electron collision frequency, tub the trapped electrons bounce period, 6 the
torus aspect ratio, R the major radius in m, T: the electron temperature in keV, 7t the Coulomb
logarithm normalized to 15, n” the electron line average density in units of 10:0 m'] and Z“,
the plasma effective charge; all quantities are calculated at approximately 1/3 of the minor
radius, where the gradients are steepest. This correlation is not found when additional RF Ion
Cyclotron heating is applied. In these cases, 11; degrades with power, similar to other
experiments, and a strong increase of BF), is observed, with good ion and electron heating [5].

06 I t I 006 I l ' t I

Alcator C-Mod >09 MA,q>t.k=L Alcator C-Mod O o
. 99%

El0 9 oG [fiesta O
04- - A 004k ca g3 «

I . D I a '_ - o’ 3 0:30 0 I a A a
8. '.l C: B O‘c!‘ o I
:t' 8 @g: Q :39 A g I. II

(Egg, :5, 0%08 IA A A A ii I l [A o
0.2 — . GA — 0.02 7 93 RF 0H '

010 l I t I , 0.00 1 I . ,I 1
0 10 20 30 4O 50 0 IO 20 30 40 50

1N3 ”V3

Fig. 2: [3,.» for ohmic and RF discharges Fig. 3:1:E {MI-ID) vs collisionaliry
It should be remarked that some uncertainty is associated with the determination of the stored

energy from the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction, particularly for low values of BM and
of stored energy, that could possibly introduce spurious effects on the data. However. the
calculation of the stored energy from the kinetic measurements is also affected by both
instrumental errors and by the effects of some approximations, at present under careful
assessment, and the particular trend of TE with density, which is clear from the magnetic data,
is not evident from the limited number of kinetic calculations that could be performed.
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Indeed, simulations of C-Mod discharges using the 1 1/2 - D transport code BALDUR [6],

With the assumption of neoclassical ion transport and an anomalous thermal electron transport

coeffiCiem Dw containing a nearly linear dependence on IP and only a weak function of nc, is

found to reproduce quite well the measured electron temperature and density profiles of

ohmic plasmas.

3. Comparison with FTU and prospects for Ignitor

Alcator C—Mod is a particularly significant machine for checking the extrapolations involved

for some of the Ignitor parameters. For example, the peak current density, the electron

density and the elongation in C-Mod have already reached the design values envisaged for

Ignitor and C-Mod complements FTU in providing useful and relevant information. The

transport properties in FTU seem to be quite different from C-Mod, and in broad terms they

can be described as following a neo-Alcator scaling up to <n¢>ql = 3 x 102° m'3 and then

saturating [2]. The saturation has beeniattributed to the filling up of the ion energy reservoir:

when T, reaches T= (at <r1e>=1><102°), then IE saturates at a typical value of 40 — 50 msec. A

detailed comparison between experimental determinations and theoretical predictions of

various quantities (radial plasma flow velocity, Z." and stored energy) has led to the

conclusion that FTU plasmas are in better agreement with the extended neoclassical theory

[7]. Contrary to CvMod, [Spa is found to be a function of 1,.

One of the main differences between the two machines is the plasma shape, FTU having a

circular plasma cross section limited by one or two poloidal limiters, and C-Mod

characterized by a highly elongated shape and a divertor. Elongation may be a relevant

parameter: the preliminary analysis of a series of low lC discharges on C-Mod seems to

recover some of the neo-Alcator scaling characteristics. This is a favorable indication for

Ignitor (R=l.32 m, a: 0.47 m, K=l.8, IPSIZ MA, BT=13 T. nwElO“ m", 110315 keV), which
will have a similar K to C—Mod, and will operate at lower values of v}, so that the

confinement can be expected to present the improvements generally associated with the

higher values of IP and the larger dimensions of the machine.

On the other hand, the role of the divertor looks less crucial. On C-Mod, an experiment done

to highlight the difference between limiter and divertor geometry showed an improved

screening for metals and non-intrinsic recycling impurities when in the divertor configuration,

but little or no effect on the energy confinement. Similar results were obtained on FTU,

where an injection of impurity (argon) to the point of substantially raising Z," did degrade the

confinement as much [2].

The attainment of an H-mode in Ignitor is not required to reach ignition and. on the basis of

present power threshold scalings, the available power in Ignitor (20 MW) is not sufficient to

achieve H-mode conditions at full parameters, even considering the C-Mod lower coefficient
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[8]. However, the actual dependence of the threshold on the toroidal field and the effect of
density peaking have yet to be fully verified.
Since both FTU and C—Mod have an all metal first wall, their low density plasmas are
dominated by high Z impurities (Ni for FTU, M0 for C—Mod). A comparison of the edge
conditions shows that FTU edge temperatures (20-30 eV) are typically lower than in C-Mod
(560 eV), for similar SOL densities. while the connection lengths are shorter. Although the
details of the SOL may differ between the two machines. their common characteristic is that
all impurities are very effectively screened from the main plasma as the density is raised
above 10mm], without any particular wall conditioning. From the results obtained by both
machines, it appears that the high 2 materials used for the plasma facing components are not a
hindrance for reaching high performances in ohmic conditions, with values of Zerr steadily
decreasing with increased density, and. indeed, they may be necessary to attain the high
values of ne required in lgnitor to approach ignition. It can also be observed that the expected
power loads on the first wall in Ignitor, under normal ignition conditions, will be similar or
lower than the present ones on C—Mod.
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1. Introduction

The effect of auxiliary heating on local transport properties has been studied in a

series of ECRH experiments carried out on the FTU tokamak (R0=0.935 m,

a=0.3 m) with 0.4 MW of injected microwave power at 140 GHz [1] Equatorial low

field side launch of ordinary polarized waves was used. For on-axis heating

experiments the vacuum magnetic field at R:R0 was B=5.2 T, corresponding to

fundamental resonance at the plasma magnetic axis, while the field was

increased to 5.8 T for off—axis heating.
The electron density at the resonance position varied from 0.6 up 1.7x1020m'3, i.e.
up to 70% of the critical density. Central temperatures in the ohmic phase were in

the range 1+2 keV; some sawtooth free discharges were characterized by strong

central radiation, and by slightly hollow profiles.

The ECRH pulse duration was limited to 15 ms by the power supply available at
the time, while the energy confinement time ranged from 28 to 50 ms. In spite of
the short pulse duration and of the relatively low radiofrequency power (35+60%

0f the ohmic power), large temperature increases (from 0.9 to 3.5 keV) and large

temperature gradients (up to 40 keV/rn) were obtained for central heating, owing
to the large ECRH power density.

2. Changes in temperature profiles during ECRH
Ray tracing calculations typically predict power deposition within 10% of the

plasma minor radius [2], owing to the narrow antenna pattern and to the high

single pass absorption, which in all cases exceeds 90%. Electron temperature

profiles have been measured by a 12-channel grating polychromator tuned to the

second electron cyclotron harmonic. This instrument was not influenced by the
gyrotron radiation, in fact the signals did not change during the gyrotron power

switch on (about 100 us) and the measured temperature increases were in very
good agreement with Thomson scattering data [3]
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The response of temperature profiles in sawtooth free discharges is very sensitive
to the resonance location: central heating gives rise to strong peaking (Fig. 1),
while off-axis heating has nearly no effect on the central temperature (Fig. 2);
there is therefore no evidence of temperature profile resiliency, at least over
times of the order of half energy confinement time and much shorter than the
resistive diffusion time, which is about 100 ms. Similar results have been
obtained by ICRH on JET [4].
Although the tendency of
profile peaking around the

still
observed on the short time
heating radius is

scale also in sawtoothing
discharges, the reconnection

the
reduces

sawtooth crash
the

temperature peaking during

at
average

central heating, while
during off-axis heating the
sawtooth period increases,
giving rise to a build-up of
central temperature (Fig.2)
which is small but has been
systematically observed.
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3 Comparison with transport calculations

In order to evaluate the effect of heating on the electron heat diffusivity Xe, the

temperature evolution measured in a sawtooth free shot (Fig. l) with central

heating has been compared to predictive transport calculations. Sawtooth free

shots are preferable for simulations as no model for convective transport due to

sawtooth reconnections is required. The transport code uses the 2-D flux surfaces

as given by equilibrium reconstruction, so that all quantities are either flux

functions or flux surface averages. Measured radiated power and electron density

profiles are used. Ohmic power and electron-ion energy exchange are calculated

self-consistently assuming Spitzer resistivity and neoclassical ion energy

transport. The ECRH power deposition profile was calculated assuming that all

the launched power is deposited according to the single-pass absorption profile

calculated by the ray tracing code [2]. The code can be run in an interpretative

mode, in which the measured electron temperature is an input data, while the

electron heat diffusivity profile Xe is an outcome.

The predictive analysis during the additional EC heating pulse is carried out

assuming that the XE profile remains equal to the one determined in the ohmic

phase by running the code in the interpretative mode. The Xe profile is

ill—measured in the central region, where radiation is strong and the Te profile is

hollow; in this region a flat X8 is assumed (Fig. 3).

The prediction is in very good
agreement with the measurement for

the channels that are well outside the
heated region, and with the measured
temperature at the end of the pulse for
all the channels (Fig 1), while the
predicted rise is much faster than
measured at the beginning of the
ECRH pulse in the directly heated 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 03

region. In this particular shot the Radimm)
discrepancy could be explained by a
broadening of the power deposition Fig. 3’ Electron heat diffusivity profiles
profiles, but in other cases [5] there may for shot #5282- Solid “"5: Xe from the

interpretative code In the ohmic phase
(t:0.690 5),- dashed line: flattened XE
assumed in the predictive code; dot-

be a relevant amount of missing
power.
The Te rofiles measured at the end ofp dashed line: Xe from the interpretative
the ECRH pulse cannot be reproduced code after the ECRH pulse (t=0.726 s).
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if Xe is increased during ECRH; an example with Xe increasing as Te3/2 is shown
in Fig. 1.
After the ECRH pulse the measured Te profile remains more peaked than the
one predicted with the pre-ECRH Xe profile (see Fig. 1d); in this phase the
interpretative analysis gives very low Xe values in the central region (Fig. 3). The
main difference between this regime and the one observed before the ECRH
pulse is a reduction of radiation near the plasma center, which allows a more
accurate power balance in that region.

4. Discussion
In the experiments reported in this paper a large increase of the central electron
temperature lasting for half confinement time was not accompanied by a
degradation of the local energy transport properties. This indicates that L-mode
behaviour could be associated with effects that could not be produced due to the
limited ECRH power and pulse duration, i.e. either with strong ion heating, or
with electron heating in the outer plasma regions, or its onset could take place on
times comparable with the resistive diffusion time.
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1, Introduction

Controlled fusion experiments have focused on the variation of the plasma characteristics

35 the engineering or control parameters are systematically changed. This has led to

the development of extrapolation formulae for prediction of future device performance

using these same variables as a basis. Recently [1], it was noticed that present—day

tokamaks can operate with all of the dimensionless variables which appear in the Vlasow

Maxwell system of equations (including device geometry) at values projected for a fusion

powerplant with the exception of the parameter p,_, the gyroradius normalized to the

machine size. The scaling with this parameter is related to the benefit of increasing the

size of the machine either directly or effectively by increasing the magnetic field. It is

exactly this scaling which is subject to systematic error in the inter-machine databases

and the cost driver for any future machine. If this scaling can be fixed by a series of

single machine experiments, much as the current and power scalings have been, the

confidence in the prediction of future device performance would be greatly enhanced.

While carrying out experiments of this type, it was also found that the p, scaling

can illuminate the underlying physics of energy transport. Conclusions drawn from

experiments on the DIII—D tokamak in these two areas are the subject of this paper.

2. Background

The fundamental assumption is that the energy diffusivity X can be written as X
= XB pf F(fl, us, q, R/a, rt, Te/Ti, .. . ), where x is normalized to XB’ the Bohm dif-

fusivity, by convention. The goal is to change p, while holding the functional F fixed
to determine a. As explained elsewhere [2], a : 1 is known as gyro-Bohm scaling,
a : 0 is Bohm scaling, a = —1/2 is Goldston scaling, and a = *1 is stochastic scaling.
Drive-wave theories of cross—field transport generally have gyro—Bohm scaling.

Experiments in Lemode plasmas with low [3 (fl-N ~ 0.5) and high q (q ~ 7) found [2]
that the global confinement scaling changed from gyro-Bohm scaling to Bohm scaling
as the density increased. However, these experiments allowed for the first time separate
determination of the p, scaling of the electron and ion diffusivity. The experiments
clearly showed that the electron scaling was always gyro-Bohm, while the ion scaling
was always Goldston. The global scaling varied with the fractional power exhausted
in the electrons. The strong deviation of the ion scaling from gyro-Bohm remains
unexplained; however, one hypothesis is that it arises from orbit averaging over the
turbulence when the ion gyroradius is larger than the turbulent eddy size. The ion
scaling should return to gyro-Bohm in the limit p, —+ 0.
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Another series of experiments [3] designed to lie on a dimensionless scaling path to
ITER was performed in H mode plasmas at lower safety factor (9 : 3.8) and higher fi
(fiN ~ 2.2). The result was that both the electrons and ions (and therefore the global)
scaling was gyro—Bohm. This result leads to a very optimistic confinement prediction
for ITER, as discussed below.

3. Understanding the Ion p. Scaling

Equally interesting is the dramatic change in ion p, scaling. Four quantities have
changed between the two experiments — L mode to H mode, which changes the density
scale length; high q to low q, which changes the shear length; low ,6 to higher ,6; and
Te/Ti > 1 to Te/T; < 1. These variations are listed in the order in which the effect of
their variation will be tested. The density scale length is interesting since it changes
dramatically in the classic phenomenology of the transition from L mode with peaked
profiles to H mode with flat profiles. The magnetic shear length is chosen because the
current scaling is the strongest of the engineering parameter scalings. Also, scale lengths
rather than the dimensionless quantities themselves are chosen because of the working
hypothesis of orbit averaging. If the turbulent eddy scale is determined by some scale
length in the plasma, then a dramatic change in that scale length would correspondingly
change the critical [2,, at which the ion scaling transitions from gyro—Bohm to a < O.
The new experiments reported here are the first in a series to investigate the source of
the variation in the ion p, scaling.

The strategy to find the effect of the density scale length Ln on the ion p, scaling
was to run L—mode discharges with dimensionless parameters as close as possible to
the Himode discharges discussed above. The aspect ratio, elongation, (195, and Te/Ti
were nearly the same; however, it was not possible to remain in L mode with as high
triangularity or ,6. With this caveat, any change in the ion p, scaling will be attributed
to the change in Ln. Some of the dimensionless parameters for a pair of such L—mode
discharges are shown in Fig. 1. Also showu are the parameters from one of the ITER~
like H—mode discharges for comparison. The ratio of the diffusivities for electrons,
ions, and a single fluid are shown in Fig. 2. The electron diffusivity has gyro-Bohm
scaling as always, but the ion scaling is now approximately Bohm. The single fluid
scaling lies about halfway between indicating a nearly even split of the transported
power between electrons and ions. This global scaling is reminiscent of the original
dimensionless scaling experiments on DIIIeD which for low-q, L~mode discharges found
a global scaling between Bohm and gyrcohm [1]. Unfortunately, the scaling of the
individual species could not be determined in those experiments due to the high density.

The correlation between the ion p, scaling and the density scale length can be clearly
seen using all of the datasets for which the ion Pa scaling can be determined (Fig. 3).
While the two quantities are correlated, causality is much more difficult to establish.
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The same unknown mechanism which controls the ion p_ scaling could also af'l'ect the

particle transport-

4. prediction of Future Device Performance

The H-mode discharges discussed above have the same dimensionless parameters as the

ITER EDA design from summer 1994, with p, increased by a factor of 8. The DIII—D

plasma scales to a plasma at a : 3.01 m, I = 19.6 MA, and Pfus = 1.5 GW (with 50%

tritium)~ The power necessary to support the profiles against the gyro—Bolun scaled

tranSpOl't is only 41 lVfVV (with no mass compensation for tritium), considerably less

the 300 MW 0f cut-heating power. The bremsstrahlung losses of ~ 70 MW must
than
a150 be included, but the total losses are less than the or power. Therefore, gyro~Bohrn

scaling provides a large ignition margin.

[t is implicitly assumed in this extrapolation that the discharge will be H mode. Di—

mensionless scaling formulae for the H—mode threshold are now available [4]. Along a

p. scaling path, the formula PH oc n0'7SBS (where S is surface area) has a Goldston

p_ scaling (pIS). [It is interesting to note that this is the same scaling as the original

Limode ion p, scaling, suggesting the transition is related to ion transport. However,

the comments which follow pertain to any H—mode threshold scaling stronger than gyro-

Bohm as p_ a 0.] The H—mode threshold curve crosses the gyro-Bohln confinement

projection at a p, value between DHI—D and the design point (see Fig. 4). Therefore,

while the confinement would be excellent for the ITER design, there is no gyro—Bohrn

scaling path to the point, since the threshold scaling predicts L mode at the design point.

Presumably, the power required to continue the dimensionless scaling path would then

follow the Goldston scaling of the threshold. There is evidence of this from recent .1 ET

data [5]. The larger p, discharges from JET lie along the gyro-Bohm path from DIII—D,

but the smallest ,0. point tracks the threshold curve, giving Goldston scaling (see Fig. 4).

Based on this interpretation, either the fusion powerplant must operate at the H mode

threshold with relatively poor confinement or an ignition point must be found Well on

the H—mode side of the threshold. This suggests operation at higher ['3 through more

highly shaped tokamaks or, if necessary, actively controlled advanced tolcamaks.

This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract

No. DE-ACOB-89ER51114.
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1. Introduction
An understanding of the time evolution of local transport coefficients

during transitions between various confinement regimes is important to
clarify the physical mechanisms responsible for the anomalous transport
observed in tokamak plasmas. In relation to L—H—L transitions, soft
termination and strong ELMs on JET, the time evolutions of electron
temperature, Te, ion temperature, Ti, electron heat diffusivity, Xe, and ion
heat diffusivity, Xi, have been analyzed and reported previously [1-4]. The
simultaneous Te response (with few millisecond uncertainty ) was clearly
seen at 0.2 < r/a < 1. It was shown that Xe changes across almost all
plasma volume on a millisecond time scale (more than a hundred times
faster than the energy confinement time ‘65). The values of Xe jumps were
estimated without knowledge of power balance conductivity before and
after transition. In the "traditional" picture, the L—H or H—L transition
occurs near the plasma surface and the confinement improvement in
plasma interior is then evolved on a time scale of the order of TE [5].

The possible explanation for the coefficients jump is that a part of the
anomalous transport is controlled by "noise pumping" created by strong
periphery turbulence [6]. The density fluctuation level and the correlation
width measured with correlation reflectometry technique decrease
simultaneously with Xe variation at the L-H-L transitions on JET [3,4].
The similar picture of the density turbulence behavior during transitions
was observed in JT-6OU [7].

In this paper, an analysis of the L—H—L transition dynamics on JT-6OU
is presented. We restrict the analyses here for the case of L—H-L transitions
after the improved confinement with high H-factor (ratio of IE to
tEITER89P) is well developed.

2. Jumps of X at L-H-L transitions on JT-60U
The waveform of a 3 MA /4T hot ion H mode pulse 16130 (qeff=3.8,

V~68 m3) [7] are shown in Fig. I. The Te(r,t) is observed with the multi—
channel ECE grating polychromator. The positions of measurement are
shown by p = r/a.

It is clearly seen in Fig. 1 that the growth of the stored energy, W, is
interrupted by a series of ELMs. The decay of all ECE signals is clearly
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particular case, Xe for 0.2 time (s)
< r/a <04 jumps up
immediately and Xe around Fig.1 Waveform of pulse 16130
r/a=O.8 increases gradually.
The value of Xe jump, 5X5, is estimated in a limited space—time region
from simple formula which was checked with transport codes [1-4]. The
value of 5X6 is about 0.75 mZ/s for r/a=0.35 and 0.6 mZ/s for r/a=0.64 at
30 ms after H—L transition at time C in Fig. 1.

The evolution of plasma parameters in a 3.5 MA/4.1T hot ion HAmode
pulse 17058 is shown in Fig. 2. The growth of W is interrupted by an H-L
transition at the time D and the confinement does not recover later. The
sawtooth crash occurs about 50 ms after the transition. The values of 5X3
are about 0.65 m2/s and 0.85 mZ/s for r/a=0.6l and 0.71, respectively.

The time evolution of the Ti profile, Ti(r,t), is evolved similarly to
Te(r,t). The clear correlation between Ti(r,t) and the toroidal rotation
velocity, Vt(r,t), is clearly seen in Fig. 2. The values of 5X1 are estimated
on the assumption that Ti(r,t) evolution started together with Te(r,t). The
value of 8X1 is about 0.55 mZ/s for r/a=0.56. This picture is typical for
many 3.5 MA / 4 T H mode pulses.

The evolution of Ti(r,t) during L—H—L transitions in a 2 MA / 4.1 T
pulse 17038 (qcff=5.8 and V=68 m3) is shown in Fig. 3. The values of 5X1
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at the L-H transition are

0.64 and 0.93 mZ/s at r/a
=0.55 and 0.63, respective-
ly, which are higher than
those in low—q discharges.

3. Conclusion and
discussion

We have analyzed L-
H-L transitions in 8 high
field pulses, in which
plasma parameters varied
352MA<IP<4MA, 3.8

T < Bt< 4.2 T, 2.9 < qeff<

5.8, 20 MW < PNB < 30
MW,5MJ<W<8.5 Ml
during time intervals
studied. The simultaneous
Te response (with uncer—
tainty of order 10 ms) is
clearly seen over 0.2 < r/a
< 0.9. This evolution is not
explained as the result of
the heat pulse propagation
(HPP) from the periphery,
but can be described as the
result of the fast Xe jump
over 0.2< r/a < 0.9. The
fast variation of x (at least
20—40 times less than 15)
inside almost all plasma
volume is a new finding of
the L—H—L transitions in JT-
60U. The T3 response in
the central region (r/a ~
0.3) often delays compar-
ing with that in the outer
region (r/a ~ 0.5), which
may show the importance
of HPP in the central
region similarly to JET
results [1—4]. The values of
5765; ~ 0.75 mz/s were
obtained for 0.35 < r/a <
0.75, 4.3 keV <Te < 5.5
keV and 5.5 keV/m < VTe
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< 12 keV/m. They usually increase with radius.
We have also evaluated 5Xi in 5 pulses. The values of SXi were

similar to axe for 0.5 < r/a < 0.77, 2.0 MA < 1p < 3.5 MA, 3.8 T < Bt < 4.2
T, 7.5 keV < Ti < 11 keV and 15 keV/m < VTj < 19 keV/m. They usually
increase with radius as the same as 5X6.

Now we discuss about the characteristics of 8X comparing our results
and JET data [1-4]. The values of Me in JT-60U and JET are similar. The
expression of 5763 ~ qse/Bt in JET [3] is applied to the JT—60U data, but
the poor agreement is found (the error is about factor 2). As for the ratio,
8X1 / 5966, it is almost unity for JT—60U pulses with B[ ~ 4 T, while it is
about 3 for one low field JET discharges (3 MA/1.9 T) [3,4]. We have
analyzed 8Xi for a low field JT—6OU discharge 17298 (1.5 MA/2.5 T) [7].
We could not evaluate 8703 because of large noise level in ECE data. The
values of 5X1 for L«H transition were about 1.3 mZ/s at r/a=0.52 and 2.0
m2/s at r/a=0.6. These values are similar to those in JET. Jumps of Xi and
Xe may have different dependences on plasma parameters.

If we combine the low field JET and JT-60U data with high field JT-
60U data, we find a negative dependence of 5%] on Bt like l/Bt. Therefore
the ratio of 5X1 / Site may have a negative dependence on Bt. The tendency
of the negative dependence on 1p is also seen for 6X1. The increase of Xi
with decrease of 1p in JT—60U L—mode plasmas was obtained from the
power balance analysis [8]. These dependencies are in qualitative
agreement with each other.

We will further investigate 8X6 and 576i with the ECE measurement at
low field and the high time resolution Ti measurements in new JT—60U
experiments.

We wish to acknowledge Dr. J .G. Cordey for fruitful discussions and
encouragement.
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1 Introduction

In an attempt to elucidate the global confinement properties of the START device and hence

contribute to the understanding of the tight aspect ratio tokamak in general, a series of

measurements of the energy confinement time, 17}; covering a wide variation of parameters has

been made. The START device with R0~0.2—0.35m, a~0.14-0,29m[1,2] can presently operate at

aspect ratio A~1.3, with plasma currents in the range of 50—250kA, central electron

temperatures between lOO-lOOOeV, central ion temperatures between 75-150eV and line

averaged electron densities between ElxlO'Em'3 and lxlOmm‘3. Values of total beta, Br]; and

normalised beta, BN. of ~3.9% and ~1.8 respectively have been achieved in Ohmic discharges.

2 Measurements

The measurements for this study featured the following ranges of parameters, plasma current,

Ip~50-180kA, line averaged density, nr-‘1-5.5x10'9m'3 and toroidal field, BT~O.2—O.4T. All the

plasmas mentioned in this report were limiter discharges formed in deuterium with a major

radius of approximately 0.25m, with the exception of two double—null divertor discharges[3].

The START device has mainly aluminium surfaces exposed to the plasma with the exception

of the central limiter which is made from graphite and the coil cases which are stainless steel.

The vacuum vessel is regularly boronised by glow discharge with a mixture of trimethyl boron

and helium.
In this data-set estimates of 15 are based on measurements of the electron temperature and

electron density profiles on a shot—to-shot basis by a scannable single point Thomson scattering

system. The ion temperature is measured using a 5-channel (lOOeV—lOkeV) neutral particle

analyser (NPA). The data was recorded at a time in the discharge when the main parameters

(plasma current, major radius, line averaged electron density and loop voltage) were close to

steady state. Typical experimental errors on the values of IE are i20%. The effect of radiated

power was not included in the calculations.
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3 Main Results
Figure 1(a) shows a graph of central electron temperature versus plasma current, obtained for
n€~2—3xlONm'J and B.,.~O.38T. In this case there is a clear trend of increasing temperature with
plasma current. For the same conditions, figure ltb) shows a plot of measured energy

confinement time versus plasma current. In this case the confinement is around 1 ms for a
current of lOOkA, with a slight decrease at higher currents typical of an ohmically heated
plasma. Scaling with density shows an initial increase at lower densities with a flatteningroff at
higher densities (nc~5x10]9m-3) for R~O.25m, k~l.4, Ip~lOOkA.

In order to relate the data values to those from other devices, a range of well known scaling

laws have been used. These have arisen as a result of analysis of data from a wide range of
machines, all of which are at a significantly higher aspect ratio. The main laws selected are
neo-Alcator, Rebut-Lallia (R-L), T—lO, Connor—Lackner-Gottardi (C—L—G), TTER89-P and
recent ITER-92 ELMy and ELM-free l-l-mode scalings. Most of these scaling laws are only
valid in certain regimes such as L—mode, Ohmic or H—mode.

500 . . . . . . . 2.0 . . . . . 19. _3 .
% . Lineaveraged density2x‘l019rn‘3 A Ureaveraged dens'rtyZXtO m 1
9 400 _ k=1.4, 81:0.38T ’ fl _ E k=1.4, BED-331'
3 V 1.5- -
r0 0 E’
g 300 O '. g Q
g - ‘3’ E 10- o' -l- H- ' .. I: . O
E 200- . ' 8 . O

4—- o I .a ,0 0 E 0.5- ' o -
ED 100' 4 ' 3a . , ' . g
E
8 0 ' I ' I ' I - 0-0 ' I ' I ' I '

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
Plasma Current (MA) Plasma Current (MA)

Figure 1 : ((1)Temperamre and (I7)cmzfinemem scaling with plasma current in START.

Neo—Alcalor is valid only for Ohmic regimes and figure 3 shows that START data is typically
a factor of 2 above this prediction. A few data points which are less than this value are close to
the UN limit (N=1tabnc) where radiative losses are significant.
Typically foriSTART, the measured confinement is above that predicted by C—L—G(Figure 3).
This is a modified version of Lackner—Gottardi scaling with the free parameters chosen to fit
the results from a whole range of devices from Pulsator to JET, in both Ohmic and L-mode.
The version of Rebut—Lallia used (having a coefficient of 2 in front) is generally optimistic for
the present data set (see Figure 3). The T- l0/MerezhkinrMukhovatov scalings Show reasonable
agreement with the data—set but this may be fortuitous, since it predicts a linear dependence
with magnetic field which is not observed when this variable is isolated. When compared with
ITER89—P, values of H approaching l are observed (see Figure 3). It should be noted that the
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HER-92 ELM—free and ELMy H»mode scaling laws generally predict values of ”[5 less than the

ITER89-P L-mode scaling for START. This obvoiusly casts some doubt on the validity of

these scalings at small aspect ratio.

Local transport versions of the above scaling laws are being tested to try to establish a good

modelling base for the tight aspect ratio tokamak. This is discussed separately[5]. No clear

evidence of a transition to an improved confinement regime has been seen in the two double—

null divertor plasmas, although these have Ohmic power levels above the level sufficient for

the Ohmic H-mode transition on COMPASS-D[6] and other devices. More recent DND

discharges at higher densities do suggest access to improved confinement[3].

4 Ion temperature scalings

EStimates for the ion energy confinement time calculated by assuming electrou collisional

heating alone, give values for 17E, of between 1.7 and 3ms. These values support the global

energy confinement data.The START NPA data show good agreemem with the ion

temperature predictions of Artsimovich, which can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure [2] A comparison of measured ion

temperatures on START with the Artsimoviclz
and Connor-Lackner-Gotmrdi scalings (C—L—G

with C,, = 4.8x10 ’6).
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The Connor-Lackner—Gottardi model of energy confinement scaling includes a modification
due to tight aspect ratio geometry. The equivalent ion temperature scaling is:

7 _ _ II} I
(IP(A)B¢(T)R“(m)nf(m 3)) k2 1 A

C m . 7 —V , where 12:11,,7 Al. '(amu) (1+K')fg (l—ez)'

with E = a/R and K2 = k2 (l + 25 -— 125]), with 5 = the triangularity. This gyro-Bohm law

[.17 —O.65T (eV>= a

predicts essentially the same scaling as the neo-classical formula of Artsimovich, although it
does differ numerically by a small factor for ions in the plateau regime. From typical START

plasmas Cp is found to be 4.68X10‘6i
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5 Conclusions and Discussion
The results reported here represent the most systematic set of confinement data from any tight
aspect ratio tokamak to date and extend the conventional tokamak database to a new domain.
The key result is that 1mm values of a few milliseconds have been observed in the START
device. The results show that energy confinement in the START device is better than that
predicted by Connor—Lackner-Gottardi, neo«Alcator and H—mode scalings while somewhat
below ITER89-P L-mode scaling. Values of total beta of 3.9% and normalised beta of 1.8 have
been achieved using Ohmic heating alone.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, the question will be addressed as to whether electron heat transport is,

as commonly hypothesized, a function of the local thermodynamic variables such as the

electron temperature (Ta), its gradient (VTE) and the electron density (725). An alternative
model, presented by Stroth [1], is that upon a change in heating power level, the radial
electron heat diffusion coefficient (Xe) undergoes a change over the entire plasma cross
section on a timescale smaller than the diffusive transport. timescale. Evidence for this
is obtained from an ECH switch-on (SECH) experiment in the Wendelstein 7 advanced

stellarator (“W—AS) [1].
To address this question transient transport experiments have been performed on W'7—

AS (a g 0.18 m. R 2 2 m, Te(0) < 3.5 keV) and the RTP tokamak (a = 0.165 m, R = 0.72
m, T40) < 3.5 keV) using ECH to locally perturb Tc. The ECH systems on both RTP and
WT-AS allow shaping of the Tia-profile. Modulated—ECH (MECH) experiments have been
carried out on both machines under similar conditions while varying the TE-profile shape
to study the dependence of transport on T,2 and its gradient separately. Furthermore, to
complement the experiment reported in [1], an SECH experiment has been carried out in
RTP.

2. SECH experiment in the RTP tokamak

In the flat top of an Ohmic target plasma (B = 2.04 T, Ip = 80 kA, qu = 4.87 Zeff : 1.7)
110 GHz ECH (330 kW) is applied from the low field side and absorbed on the second
harmonic resonance located on the plasma magnetic axis. The profiles of Te and 715 are
measured with the Thomson-Scattering system which measures at 100 radial positions
(-5 cm < r < 11 cm) simultaneously. To record the entire time-evolution of the profiles
the discharge has been reproduced 20 times while varying the timelag (At) between ECH
switch-on and the Thomson—laser pulse. ECH switch—on causes TE and ne to increase and
decrease respectively, resulting in a monotonic increase of electron plasma pressure with
time. In Fig. 1 the stored electron energy (WE) within respectively 5 and 11 cm plasma
minor radius is plotted versus At along with the results of local transport simulations. The
evolution of TE(r) and n.e(r) cannot be reproduced with a model of the type: Xe o: (Te)C'/nc
or Xe o< (VTQu/m. Limiting the dependencies of Xe to T5, VT: and n5 results in a
too fast increase of Tc(7‘) in the first few Ins. Good agreement is found with a model:
X50) (x (fgp(p)pdp)°'5/ne(r), where p(r) is the total power heating density. This model
implies that Xe responds to changes of the applied ECH power level on timescales smaller
than the diffusive transport time scale and over the entire plasma cross section This
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result is confirmed by the comparison of the experimental Tc—profiles with the simulations
in Fig. 2.

3. MECH experiment in the RTP tokamak

In the flat top of an Ohmic target plasma (B : 2.2 T, [p = 80 kA, qa = 5.2) 110 GHz
ECH (350 kW) is applied from the low field side and absorbed on the second harmonic
resonance located at 7 cm to the low field side of the magnetic axis. This strong and
localized heating results in a flattening of the steady state Te—profile which is a unique
feature of the RTP experiment [3]. In addition, on-axis 60 GHZ MECH is used to generate
heat pulses the propagation of which yields an estimate of Xe~ By choosing the duty cycle
to be 0.2 and 0.8 respectively the time-averaged on—axis ECH power can be changed by
a factor 4 resulting in a variation of VTE over the same range (see Fig. 3). Meanwhile
the harmonic content of the perturbation remains fixed which allows a straightforward
comparison of the phases and the amplitudes of the heat pulses. In Fig. 4 it can be seen
that for the fundamental and the second harmonic frequencies the phases and amplitudes
are essentially the same for VTE differing a factor 4. From the data an explicit dependency
of ye on VT; stronger than Xe 0c V7325 can be excluded. Previously, sawtooth heat pulse
propagation experiments at RTP yielded that an explicit TE-dependence stronger than
Xe o< T: can be excluded [4].

4. MECH experiment in the W7-AS stellarator
In W'T—AS similar ECH power modulation experiments have been carried out recently.
Making use of both 70 GHz ECH (2 X 180 kW) and 140 GHz ECH (400 kW, on—axis and
off-axis) a large variety of TE—profile shapes was obtained at various plasma densities. An
example is given in Fig. 5. The ECH modulation yielded good heat pulse propagation
data. Analysis is still in a preliminary stage.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In the RTP tokamak, the evolution of T89") in the transient phase following a change of
ECH power indicates that a local description of electron heat transport is not feasible.
Instead, the data suggests an explicit and non—local dependence of Xe on the applied
heating power. This result strongly resembles evidence from the VV'T—AS stellarator [1]. It
can be shown that this dependence of X2 does not affect the estimation of other (T. and
VT.) dependencies of Xe by MECH experiments [2l.

MECH experiments at RTP imply that if an explicit dependence of Xe on VT!3 exists
it Inust be weaker than Xe o< (VTJO‘Q‘S.

MECH experiments at the VV7—AS stellarator yielded good heat pulse propagation
data for a large variety of Tc—profile shapes and at various densities. Analysis is in a
preliminary stage.
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Figure 2: In both (a) and (b the measured Typrofiles for At < 0 (closed circles), 0.25 ms (open
circles), 1.33 ms (closed squares and 9.83 ms (open squares) are given. The solid lines represent the

model simulations using xe(r) (X (for p(p)pdp)°’5/ne(r) in (a) and xc(r) Dc TE(r)1'5/ne(r) in (b) where p
is the total heating power density.
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Figure 3: Tc-profiles from
110 GHz oflvtmis heated RTP
discharges with in addition 60
CHI AIECH for duty cycle
= 0.2 and 0.8 respectively.
A higher duty cycle implies
a higher time-averaged ECH
power and consequently a
more peaked TE profile
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Figure 5: In (a) Time-averaged Te -profiles from ECH discharges in the W’flAS stellarator are given.
The flat profile is obtained with 2”” harmonic off-axis EC'H at 140 GHz. When an-aciis 70 GHz ECH is
added T,, becomes peaked. Since both ECH sources were modulated heat pulse propagation is available. In(b) the phases of both the outgoing {open circles) and the ingoing heat pulses (closed circles) are shown
for the case with the peaked TE-profile. As can be seen the data is of high quality.
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ISOTOPE EFFECT ON HARD X-RAY INTENSITY SPECTRA

L. Rodriguez-Rodrigo, F. Castején, F. Medina, M.A. Ochando.

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion, 28040 Madrid, Spain

Spectroscopic observations and sawteeth propagation of soft and hard X—ray fluxes

analyses in TJ-I tokamak suggested that the isotope effect could be related to a reduction of

magnBiiC turbulence [1]. On the other hand, in TJ—I tokamak, average magnetic line diffusion

Coefficient, DM, radial magnetic correlation length, kr“, and runaway diffusion coefficient,

Dr, have been obtained in hydrogen (H) plasmas, using hard X-ray intensity spectra [2].

Average magnetic turbulence level can also be deduced from this method. In fact, hard X-ray

features have been explained in terms of runaway electron kinetic effects induced by magnetic

turbulence, namely orbit averaging of turbulence and energy dependence of radial diffusion.

Therefore, if transport improvement in deuterium (D) plasmas were due to a magnetic

turbulence decrease, since runaway electrons suffer rare collisions and are little sensitive to

electric fields, changes in magnetic turbulence characteristics should be detected in the hard X—

ray intensity spectra signature. Using this method, magnetic turbulence characteristics have

been obtained from hard X—ray spectra in H and D discharges for a scan in toroidal magnetic

field, BT.

These experiments have been carried out in TJ—I tokamak: R0=0.3Om, a:0.10 m;

Plasma current, IP, varied from 24 to 36 kA; toroidal magnetic field, BT, from 0.8 to 1.4 T ,

parallel to 1p, and line averaged electron density, us, was kept around 1.5 x 1019 m3. Plasma

voltage, Vp, changed from 2.5 to 5 V. Under these conditions ohmic power P, changed from

60 to 150 kW and the safety factor, q(a), from 2.5 to 6.5.
Radial distribution of the soft X-ray emission was obtained using two fan—like PIN

photodiode arrays, 10 channels each along 10 chords, and two NaI (Tl) detectors, located on

the equatorial plane, tangentially to the magnetic axis, were used to obtain hard X-ray fluxes

and spectra. Oscillations detected by soft X-ray arrays could not be clearly identified as
sawteeth and soft X—ray intensity profiles were used to follow possible profile changes. Hard

X-ray spectra were measured with an energy resolution of 30 keV to guarentee the detection of

low energy photons, by accumulation of data from at least 10 reproducible discharges for time
windows of 5 ms. All the spectra, from H and D presented two slopes (black circles in figures

la and 1b).

From spectra the following characteristics were directly deduced: the first slope energy
sq), the critical energy ck, from which the second part of the spectra appears, and the cut-off

energy Emax, where photon statistics drastically falls. Measured hard X-ray spectra are fitted
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to the runaway intensity emission calculated from the distribution function given in [2] (whjte
circles in figures la and lb).The mean energy 8(p3 of runaway electrons with energies higher
than Ek, is deduced analytically

H HZ (BT=I.T) t)2 (BT=I.T)
1:1 5% ‘ ' " ‘ lameso key 3: +5 "1'—' ' t' ‘ e¢"=70 ‘1:e

A13 ; 77777 7777777777a.‘) 7EEk=3070777lS¢7Y 7- E H 7 ,,,,,,,,,,,,, b) 7777.:7i::k,=249771\:e‘/7g
3‘ 12 3 E 7 :P -'%C() key; rC‘ itE 1 i o 30 3 “‘1 ig 1 f ‘ .d'l “__" ‘i’n ,1

510’ 0 't ‘9 gig! _; 7 .........g 9 ; 000 ..................... ée:i_7..;7 ,
I t i 'O
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Figure 1. Hart! X-my spectra in hydrogen (a) and deurcrimn (b).

Using the method described in [2], the magnetic line diffusion coefficient is inferred:

7
eV at“ 1

DM = '1 p — (UV
,u52nR c¢

which is related to the magnetic turbulence level as follows:

e 2
B

DM“) = zqRfl 6(1-_]~mn) (2)”
am ET

where a and R are the minor and the major radii respectively and “0 is the first zero of the
Bessel function [or The radial correlation length is given by:

8k (3%
k:1 = Cl

niece)“,
The runaway diffusion coefficient is obtained from the expression:

Dr = DMlVIIlY (4),
where v” is the runaway velocity and Y is the drift modification factor depending on
A = krdr, heing dr the runaway electron drift. Typical drifts for each part Of the spectra are
obtained from E“) and 84;}. In the data analysis kr and dr represent higher limit values since q is
taken as quip), where ap is the plasma radius.

Raw data Obtained from spectra give for hydrogen Em=25-65 keV, 815200—275 keV‘
2(922325-625 keV, and for deuterium 8(9=50-100 keV. 85200—350 keV, €(pg=525—675 keV.
sum varies from 1500 to 2500 keV in both cases.
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Magnetic fluctuation level are obtained from expression (2) and arc represented versus

and P in figures 2:1 and 2b.
BT

It can be Observed that b/BT are higher for hydrogen than for deuterium for the same

parameter range and that their dependencies on By are opposite, decreasing with ET for H and

Arlmost constant for D. b/BT clearly increases with P for H and is also practically constant for
t
D.

0.5 . l l. .i . ti 7. l '

0.7 0.9 1.1 L3 1.5 70 80 90 100 110 120 [30 140

B.. (T) 9 (kW)
Figure 2: Magneticflucruulian levels for hydrogen and deuterium versus toroidal magnetic field, RT ((1) and

versus ohmic power P (b).

For H, the following scaling law is found:

b _ .__ ~ 1,120.4BT00103 (5),
BT

0.005

0.004

g 0.003
'f 0.002

0.001

0
0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3

BT (T) P (kW)

Figure 3: Radial correlation length nf/he magnetic Iul‘bulenee for hydruguu and deuterium \‘ersux toroidal

magneticfiL-ld, BT, and versus ohlnic‘puu‘er P (I7).
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This result is in agreement with previous sealing law obtain for DM in H discharges
with BT inverted in relation to 1p [2] and with results obtained in ASDEX tokamak [5]. For D,
no dependence either on By or on P could be extracted from our data.

The values of k.-'1 are deduced from expression (3) and represented in figure 3 as
functions of BT and P. In this case the radial correlation length is larger for D than for H
giving for deuterium a decreasing tendency and slower than the previous one observed for H
in TJ—l tokamak [2]. and in ASDEX [5]. There is no dependence 01‘ k,-‘1 on the ohmic power.
in spite of the parallel slowly decreasing behaviour observed in figure 3b. The fonuer result is
again in good agreement with those obtain in [5].

Runaway diffusion coefficients can be inferred using expression (5) for the first, DH,
and second slope, Drg. of hard X—ray spectra, and are illustrated in figure 4. From this figure
it is shown that magnetic turbulence levels are lower in D than in H and therefore runaway
diffusion is higher in H. It can also be seen that DI-g are smaller than Drl in both gases, due to
the runaway averaging effect when they overcome the critical energy ek.

. Dflaql) 0 Dn (D2) In conclusion. hard X-ray
' D (H ) 0 D (D spectra measurements are a suitable

12 diagnostic to evaluate magnetic
a 10 turbulence. On the other hand,

7,1] 8 magnetic turbulence levels are lower
“E 6 . " """" in deuterium than in hydrogen
D‘— 4 plasmas, while radial correlation

2 length detected by runaway electrons
0 seems to be higher in deuterium. That

0.5 l 1.5 2 2.5b/B T fact suggests that magnetic turbulence

reduction could be an isotope effect.iii-22317;;lilé’iflifflfiffiifil’llfifflfiil’lSlifii'f’llifll’ifé'd Mos assesses sass analysis is
38“””‘/”""(Dr2)' necessary to infer isotope effect

relevance for fusion machines and its

relation with magnetic turbulence.

l-Zurro B. et a]. lr EPS Conf on Cmmz Fusion and Plasma P]1)’S.18B I 162 (1994).
2—Rodri’guez-Rodrigo L.. Castejon F. Physical Review Letters 74 3987 (1995).
3-Gurevich A.V. et al. Nllt'f. Fusion 27 453 (1987).
4—Myra J.R., Catto PJ. Phys. Fluids B 4 176 (1992)
5-Kwon 0.]. et a1. Nuclear Fusion 28 1931 (1988).
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E Fredrickson, Z Chang, R Budny, D. Darrow, E Mazzucato, R Nazikian,
A. Janos, K. M. McGuire, R. Majeski, C. Phillips. G. Schilling, G Taylor,

R. Wilson and S Zweben
Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

Advan

S. Mimov and I. Semenov
Triniti, Moscow Reg, USSR

MM minor disruptions in the DT camnflgn
Recent experiments on TFTR with extensive diagnostic coverage have

greatly expanded understanding of disruptions at high [3. The high [5
disruption occurs in three stages as shown in Figure 1. In the first stage low
m,n global modes grow at rates 103-104/sec prior to the first thermal
quench (about 3.427sec in Figure 1). The global modes in some cases,
trigger moderate n (10-20) ballooning modes[l-3]. This stage ends in a
partial quench of ion energy and a quench of the electron temperature. The

quench 0f the electron energy is of uncertain size due to uncertainties in the
interpretation of the 2nd harmonic electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
measurements. During the second stage locked modes, possibly generated
during the initial thermal quench or growing out of the n=l precursor kink,
likely appear. Impurities, resulting from the heat deposition on the limiter
enter the plasma and begin to radiatively cool the plasma. The second stage
ends in a global reconnection of magnetic flux possibly involving an
(m,n)=(l,l) internal mode as in the high density disruption [4]. This results
in a complete electron and ion thermal quench, followed by the slower
current quench, (phase III).

The first stage typically begins with a rapid growth of the n=l kink-like
mode. The theoretical model of this not complete - as q(0) is often less than
unity, the (1,1) mode is ideally unstable and it must be assumed that it is non-
linearly saturated at a low level. The n=1 , in many cases (possibly all)
triggers a toroidally localized ballooning modes. The ballooning modes have
very large growth rates (=105/sec), begin near the q=1 radius and by the
time of the disruption extend to the edge of the plasma. The short scale
lengths of the moderate n ballooning modes may allow rapid reconnection of
the flux surfaces leading to global stochasticity and the partial/full quench of
ion and electron thermal energy. This sequence of events, the growth of the
n=1 mode and the triggering of toroidally localized ballooning modes
leading to a thermal quench, are considered the trigger for high [3
disrputions on TFTR. For relatively mild thermal quenches, the plasma can
survive this, but invariably has severely reduced performance due largely to
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the presence of MHD activity or to the influx of hydrogen or impurities
generated by the deposition of heat on the limiter.

Measurements of ECE, used to deduce Te, are complicated during the
initial thermal quench by the strong non—thermal emission during the
quench. Further, following the thermal quench there is in some cases
evidence that the ECE is cutvoff or refracted by a high density plasma
(1031/1n3) near the grating polychromator (GPC) uwave horn. This is
deduced from data from two toroidally separated GPC‘s. In Figure 2 are
shown the evolution of the electron temperature profiles measured by two
GPC's during the first thermal quench of the disruption shown in Fig. 1. At
one toroidal location a GPC measures a plasma with Teff(0) > 6 keV, 126°
toroidally away the ECE level is nearly zero, Teff< 1 keV. Even more
extreme examples have been observed following other disruptions. This cut—
off of the ECE can last up to 3msecs (throughout phase II). Similar cut-offs
have been observed during density limit disruptions. However, in those
cases it lasted less than lOOusec. These observations are preliminary and
further work is planned.

The second stage of the disruption begins after the first thermal quench.
The initial electron thermal quench is not accompanied by a full ion thermal
quench as fast measurements of the neutron emission rate show only a 20%
drop or less at this time. In this example the drop in neutron rate was much
less (Fig. l). The second stage can persist for as long as 10 msec, excluding
minor disruptions where the second stage does not result in a major
disruption. There is some evidence, from numerically integrated Mirnov
coil data, that locked modes are present and growing during the second
stage. The external locked mode diagnostic can not respond on timescales
much less than 20msec, the wall penetration time for the radial field. While
some losses of fusion products occur during the first thermal quench, more
are lost during the second phase as can be seen in the fourth trace of Figure
1. Perhaps most importantly, impurities and cold hydrogenic species
generated by the rapid deposition of energy on the limiters are cooling the
plasma. The electron temperature profile evolution during this period is
very similar to that seen in high density disruptions.

At the end of this period there is a large positive spike in the plasma
current suggesting that a reconnection of the current column takes place. The
fast (lOkHz) measurement of the plasma current shows a positive current
spike of 10% — but lasting only 1 msec as compared with several msec in
high density disruptions. As in the high density disruptions this appears to
be inititiated by an internal m/n=l/l mode based on the data from two
GPC's. In Figure 3 are shown the evolution of electron temperature profiles
from the two GPC'S. The temperature collapse is consistent with an internal
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(1,1) mOde, although in this example it does not appear to have the cold
bubble topology. Thls reconnection causes the final ion and electron thermal
quenCh (neutron rate drop) leading to the third and final phase of the
disruption, the current quench.

Wigenmodes
Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes and other Alfvénic modes have been

predicted to be destabilized by the presence of a fusion on population in
TFTR and future D-T machines, possibly resulting in significant loss of the
fast on population. In the experiments performed to date, there has been no

conclusive evidence of fusion-0t driven Aflvénic modes. Studies of Alfvén
mOdes driven by ICRF generated tail ion populations are the best method of
benchmarking the MHD codes used to predict TAE stability in ITER.

In ICRF heated plasmas a second, independent branch of fast ion driven
Alvénic modes has been found[5]. Direct measurements with a toroidal
Mirnov coil array of the n number of these ICRF generated Alfvénic modes
shows that the mode numbers for the two branches cover the same range,
providing confirming evidence that two types of modes are present (Fig. 4).
At the onset time of the mode the frequency is above that of the TAB modes
and the signal is very weak on the Mirnov coils, but strongest on the core
channel of the reflectometer. Over a period of about lOO—ZOOmsec, the
frequency drops and the signal becomes stronger on the Mirnov coils, i.e., at
the plasma edge and all but disappears from the core reflectometer channel.
The rapid drop in frequency, not caused by density changes, suggests that the
mode is affecting the fast ions, possibly moving fast ions outward in minor
radius. The mode may then follow the fast ion population outward in radius.

The experimental discovery of this new mode illustrates the importance
of experiments dedicated to the search of fast ion driven instabilities.
Measurements of the damping rate of TAE modes by external excitation
would not find these modes, nor properly describe their properties. The
mode, in the initial 'linear' phase is strongly localized in the plasma core —
thus not accessible with external excitation. Secondly, the mode resonance
probably does not exist in the absence of the fast ion population and is not
describable by perturbative MHD codes, nor by perturbative experiments
(external excitation) in plasmas without fast ion components[6].
*Supported by DoE contract No. DE-AC02-76—CHO-3073
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DISRUPTIONS, VERTICAL INSTABILITIES AND HALO
CURRENTS IN COMPASS—D

A W MorriS, L C Appel, G G Castle, P J Knight, S J Manhood, M Valovi'c, P Vyas'
and the COMPASS-D Team.

UKAEA Government Division Fusion, Culliam, 01:011. 0X14 3DB UK
(UKAEA/EURA TOM Fusion Association)

‘ Department of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, UK

1 Introduction
COMPASS—D (R = 0.56m, a N 0.18m, 1,, S, 3201(A, B4, 3 2.1T) is routinely operated

in a single-null divertor configuration (SND) with elongation r; = 1.5 —— 1.6, similar to
JET and that proposed for ITER. Disruptions have been studied in H-modes, at the

experimental fl-limit (flN ~ 2.0), at qgg, ~ 3 and in the presence of applied helical error

fields. Disruptions characteristics such as quench times, current decay rates and halo

currents are measured.

2 The COMPASS-D plasma control system
The plasma current, Vertical and radial fields and plasma shape are controlled by

independent decoupled power supplies and windings - no control matrices are used. For

the data described here, the current in the shaping windings is pre-programmed, and so

there will be small shape changes due to changes in link“ The poloidal field (PF) coil

configuration is shown in Fig 1.

0.6

i 11! iIBR coils
l as

O“. + "._ EVE:

Z(m) : -

0.2 + , _
+ * Fig. 1: Cross-section of
1 *3 COMPASS-D showing the

0.0 + PF coils used and a typi-
* cal single null equilibrium.
: $8 The control (312,310 and

—O.2 : shape (5') coils are marked.
+ Other coils are used for the
+ + magnetising and fast verti—

_o.l. ': BVE+ calfield control.
+3: Sam BS
'11 ‘fi Ties

—0.6

0.0 0.2 0.1. 0.6’ 0.8 1.0
FKm)

The analogue P + D controller for 2,, consists of a velocity (D) signal from 8 pickup
coils (B9) inside the 3mm thick inconel vessel (may; measured to be ~ 300/15 for BR), and
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a signal from ll axisymmetric i‘lux loops outside the vessel which give a measure of the
position of the current centroid (tor the Peterm). A last transistor amplifier (60/120V7
BILL llz bandwidth] provides both the slow position control and the last control of
the vertical instability. The P and D gains are separately programmable during the
discharge, and have been adjusted empirically to provide a critically~damped responsQ
to disturbances and give gOOd control over a wide range of plasma parameters with a
single pair of timeindependent gains. Control is lost for open—loop growth times below
200—300iis. usually triggered by external disturbances (ELMs‘ Mirnov oscillations, 500Hz
thyristor switching noise from the poloidal field power supplies). If the velocity Signal is
replaced with the nnintegrated flux loop (FL) signal. the control range is much reduced due
to the screening of the vacuum vessel. The Hm control theory can be used to improve the
stability margin using the FL signals only. and preliminary results confirm this to be the
case, but the vessel screening means it is still less effective than the hybrid configuration
This is explored quantitatively by applying the process of “system identification”: random
perturbations of the position reference signal are applied to the closed loop system and the
resulting response analysed to yield the open-loop response of the plasma. The resulting
Nyquist diagrams show that the closed loop Stability margin is substantially smaller for
the F‘Leonly system [l]. The growth rate of the vertical instability has been measured in
closed loop (as the plasma shape is varied). and the results, together with measurements
of the growth rate when position control is finally lost, are in agreement with calculations
with the PACE code, which models the plasma as movable rigid filaments and the vessel
as fixed resistive and inductive filaments.
3 Vertical displacement events and halo currents

Fig. 2 shows a vertical displacement event following a large ELM (at the. end of a long
ELh‘Ll'rce period in an Ohmic l’l-rnode). in this example the plasma only moves about
5cm before the energy quench occurs. (/95 reducing to N 3, after which the plasma current
decays and halo currents flow. [halo is measured by shunts (N "21119) on the divertor target
tiles at a single toroidal location Each of the tiles covers 1% of the toroidal circumference,
and a poloidal length of about Scm. For the example shown [1mm > 40kA, assuming
axisymmetry, and in other cases [hm > SOkA is measured. corresponding to more than
40% of the initial plasma current. and Close to 100701;, at the time of the measurement.
Reversing Ba causes the halo current to reverse direction. as expected, Confirming it is
paramagnetic. There is some preliminary evidence of toroidal variation (perhaps up to a
factor ‘2) from differences in the change in 13,5. from poloidal arrays of detectors inside the
vessel at two toroidal locations (Ac) : 180°).

There does not need to be any significant shift of the plasma at the time of an ELM for
the system to lose control, and the observed motion immediately following an ELM which
does not lead to a VDE is modest - at most 243mm for a large ELM (60% + {2/2) N —0.05)7
generally downwards and inwards. For a typical COMPASSD equilibria a drop in tip of
0.05 is calculated to result in the position of force balance between the plasma and the
poloiclal field coils moving up (away from the X»point) by 4min, leading to a downward
force from the poloidal field coils. For this case the plasma moves 30mm in lnrs if the
motion is only limited by the, resistive wall, The great majority 01’ plasmas terminate
moving vertically downwards. 76% of a database of 1009 disruptions in the flat—top
or current decay move downwards, and many of the upward disruptions correspond to
overstable oscillations of the control system before termination.
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Fig. 2: Vertical displacement event on COIlIPflS.§-U triggered by a large ELM at 175.9ms.

4 Disruption precursors and characteristics
In general‘ disruptions in SND plasmas on COMPASS-D do not follow a conventional

sequence of a two-stage energy quench followed by a current quench — the process appears
to be nearly continuous. The current decay rate as measured inside the vacuum vessel

can be as high as SOOMA/s and energy quench times are 507200ps from the central soft

X—ray flux, or 100 — 1000;15 from the average Xeray emission ever the whole detector array
(little data is available for high {3N shots due to hard X-ray emission at the disruption).

The current quench time (90% to 10%) varies between 0.2-1.5ms7 with indications that

higher densities correspond with longer quench times (117 and energy). At the [i—limit [2]

the precursor appears to be a resistive mode, predominantly m = 2,71 : 1, but with
m : 3,71 = ‘2 components which leads to a fast loss of plasma energy, and often loss of

vertical position control. Disruptions are rare. in ELMy H-modes — high densities have only
been achieved in ELM-free periods. ELM—free H—niodes terminate in large spontaneous
ELMs or else an m = 2 mode appears (Fig. 3). The m = ‘2 mode is generally slowly

rotating and either triggers a large ELM and a VDE, or a transition to L-mode when
recovery is possible, or else the H12? mode leads to an energy quench directly (Fig. 3).

Disruptions can also be triggered by error~ficlds in ELM-free Hemode [4] at densities
much higher than would be expected from low density results on COMPASS-D and the
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FitzpatricleHender scaling for Ohmic plasmas [4]. in these cases the stationary driven
island triggers a giant ELM in much the same way as a natural m:‘2 mode - i.e. it is not
the 111:2 mode that seems to be immediately responsible for the disruption.
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Fig. 3: Disruption after an m 2 2 mode in ELill—frcc H—mode, and prececdilzg a VDE.

5 Summary
A relatively simple vertical position control system allows reliable position control,

and growth rate measurements (in closed loop) are. in good agreement with calculations
using a rigid-body model of the plasma. with a resistive wall. All disruptions in SND conv
figurations on COMPASS-D lead to large vertical displacements with the large majority
directed towards the X-point at the bottom of the vessel. The plasma current decays
rapidly (0.2-1.251h8, and up to SOOMASTI) but there are indications that slower decays
occur at higher plasma densities. The energy quench timescale also varies between 50
and 200m. In Hemodes disruptions follow large ELMS at the end of ELM-free periods,
and lead to loss of vertical position control. H~rnodes with infrequent or no ELMS can
also be susceptible to 111:2 modes which lead to giant ELMS or energy quenches. Halo
currents appear during the vertical motion and decay of 1p and, assuming axisymmetry,
correspond to over 40%Ip(ilatetop). The experimental ,B-limit is a consequence of large
m : 22,1121 modes.
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Measurements of Profile Changes Prior to and During
Sawtooth Crashes on TEXTOR Tokamak

G, Fuchs, HR. Koslowski, RC. de Vries and G. Waialmcm

Abstract

The rotation of the plasma has been stopped in TEXTOR tokamak by properly

adjusting the neutral injection power‘ Under these conditions a dipole like plasma

flow across the q = 1 surface could be observed better.

1, Introduction

Since the discovery of the sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks by S.von Goeler [1] the phys-

ical reason for the sudden crash is still not clear. Recently a number of models have been

put forward in order to give an explanation [2, 3, 4, 5]. These models are in agreement

with the experimental finding [6] that the value of the safety factor q stays below 1 during

the entire sawtooth period. As the above models all employ different physical mecha-
nismS, more experimental evidence is needed in order to make a distinction.

2. Experimental procedure

The experiments reported here have been done with the HON interferometer — polarime-
ter, the electron cyclotron emission radiometer ECE, and the soft x—ray pin diode cameras
SXR on TEXTOR. The devices have all been described elsewhere [7, 8, 9]. To get a better
view on the crash event we have slowed down and brought to a standstill the plasma rota-
tion near the q = 1 surface. In ohmic discharges the TEXTOR plasma rotates poloidally
in the paramagnetic direction all the way from the magnetic axis to the limiter edge The
rotation can be reversed with neutral beam injection in direction of the plasma current.
To stop rotation we can adjust the injection power either by the extraction voltage or by
the width of the exit slit made up by a V—shaped target; only the latter method does work
for small powers. The sense of rotation and the frequency of the precursor oscillations
have been monitored by the SXR.
The measured profile data can be decomposed to space and time eigenfunctions using the
method of singular value decomposition

A = U - A - VT, (1)

where A is the matrix containing the measured data versus time in the rows and versus
radius in the columns, U gives the time eigenfunctions, V those in space and A contains the
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eigenvalues. We may note that the Radon transform1 ’R operates on the space functious
only, i.e.

R-IA : U . A . R-IVT, (2)
from which it follows, that structures seen in U do apply to the raw and inverted data as
well. TEXTUR #58981 time eigenfunctions

/o

3. Results
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Fig. 1: left: The SXR profile eigenfunctions in space ozthe average profile +:the changes due to sawtoothjng-:the changes due to a m:1 structure growing. right: The time traces of matrix U for the eigenfunctions1 to 3.
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ve peaks. We interpret this as indicative for the growth of an m : 1 island near
5 ati

n g face. The phasing of this island in space takes random values, i.e. there is
the q z 1 Eur
no direction prefered for the outflow of the plasma during the crash.

From the measurement of the Faraday rotation angle in the mid-plane and the measure—

ment of the electmn temperature with the ECE we can state that the interior of the

island near q : 1 is colder than the x—point region (for more details on this see [10]). For
rotating islands We see a flat portion develop on the ECE signals starting near q = l and

growing toward the magnetic axis (cf. Fig.2). If we assume, that a flat portion during the

minimum in an ECE signal is caused by the island interior passing the resonant volume
of the particular channel, we can deduce that the island grows to a width of about 5 cm

when the sawtooth crash occurs. The diameter of the q = 1 surface was about 20 cm,

therefore there is no reconnection on the time scale of the island growth seen during the

precursor phase. From the magnitude of the disturbed magnetic field in the midplane as

measured by Faraday rotation we may likewise deduce that there cannot be reconnection

at least in the ohmic case [10].

During the crash 0f the sawtooth we see a pulse on the different core diagnostics. This
pulse shows up on the SXR (cf. fig.3) on one side only, whereas there is a depression

TEXTOR #60724 soft x-ruy signals

iield side

Ilq
na

l
am

pl
itu

de

high field side

2090 2091 2092 2093 2094 2095
010 d

iimo/I
Fig. 3: The signals from SXR across the q : 1 surface the peak occuring at the end of the sawtooth ramp
up indicates a plasma flow moving with about 500 m/s all the way across the q:1 surface.

on the other side. The pulse has a width of several hundred ,us, which is under usual
conditions in the order of the precursor period. In case we slow down or stop the plasma
rotation this pulse becomes better visible. We interpret the pulse and its dependence on
radius and time as indicative for a movement of the plasma in one direction across the
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interior of the q : 1 surface, i.e. the flow field is that of a dipole and not that of a radial
outflow, i.e. of a monopole. The speed of that flow can be inferred from fig.3 to about
500 m/s. After the pulse has reached the q : 1 surface at the one side, there is Shortly
afterwards a small pulse at the other side. This we may interpret in such a way that it
circles along the q = 1 surface around that torus to the other side.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion we may say, that an island grows before the sawtooth crash near the q : 1
surface, however, it stays limited in size. Just before the crash there appears a dipole like
flow with about 500 m/s across the interior of the q = 1 surface. These findings favor the
models, which predict such a flow, namely [3, 5].
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THE EFFECT OF A SAWTOOTH CRASH ON FAST PARTICLE BEHAVIOUR

0,N.Jarvis, J.M.Adams], D.Bondl, M.Hone, P.J.A. Howarthz, M.J.Loughlin,

F.B.Marcus, G_Sadler, P. van Belle and N.Watkinsl
JETJoinr Undertaking, Ahingdon, Oxfords/tire, U.K.

'AEA Technology, Hamel], 0x0n 0X11 ORA, UK
2University ofBirmingham, UK.

1‘ Introduction

That the spatial distribution of fast particles in a tokamak is significantly perturbed by the

action of a sawtooth crash is widely accepted. Observations at JET for ohmic plasmas show

that the total neutron emis3ion yield displays weak but abrupt falls at each sawtooth crash.

With ICRF heating, the effect on the neutron emission is more dramatic and studies of 3He-d

fusion product proton emission Showed [1] that accelerated ions are expelled from the centre

of the plasma. With neutral beam heating, strong effects of the sawteeth on neutron emissivity

profiles have been observed (with both d-d and d-t plasmas) [2]. On the other hand, the total

14 MeV neutron emission from burnup of the fusion product tritons released from d-d

reactions are at most marginally afiected as are their profiles [3]. Finally, measurements of the

prefiles of gamma—rays emitted from nuclear reactions between highly energetic fast ions

accelerated by ICRF heating with impurity ions [4] showed the sawtooth crash to have a minor

consequence on the bulk of the fast ion spatial distribution. In this paper, these gamma-ray data

are re-examined and we find that the crash does have an important effect on the orbits of a

particular class of fast ions. It will be argued that all the above observations are consistent.

2. Gamma—ray tomography
The 19—channel neutron profile monitor installed on the JET tokamak has pemtitted

tomographic inversions to be obtained of line-averaged d-d and d-t fusion neutron data and

also of nuclear reaction neutron and gamma-ray data for a variety of plasma conditions [2-5].

The neutron and gamma—ray signals of present interest originate within the plasma as a result

of interactions between 3He ions accelerated during ICRF heating experiments with plasma
impurities (mainly 12C and 9Be). The deduced 2-D profiles of the gamma—ray emission clearly
indicate the presence of a localized source of emission in addition to the distributed emission
from banana orbits with turning points at the resonance layer. This localized source is
attributed to a class ofparticle with orbits having rather small poloidal excursions, centred
about 15 cm to the low—field side of the resonance layer and circulating in the direction of the
current (the co-a'irection). These ions represent no more than 10% of the total fast ion
population but generate a very sharp elf-axis peak in the 2-d emission contour plot [5].

2.1. Sawtooth example - gammas and neutrons
A unique example of a major sawtooth crash [4] in a 5 MA plasma showed that particles with
turning points at the resonance layer are little affected while the class of particle responsible
for the sharp peak in the emission profile is strongly reduced in magnitude (fig. 1). The gamma—
ray tomography shows that the global gamma-ray emission falls by less than 20% at the crash,
consistent with the reduced slowing down time due to the fall in central electron temperature -
implying that most of the fast ions remained near the plasma centre. The global neutron
emission falls by 50% in the 50 ms following the crash, with a time constant consistent with
slowing down at r/a z 0.7; a signal is indeed observed with the profile monitor at this radius.
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The time traces (fig.2) show the appearance at about 9 s of a new source of neutrons,
growing in magnitude to the level of the d-d fiision emission but with no additional gamma-ray
emission from the plasma. This new source is evidently a new reaction with a high reaction
threshold; ”C(3He, n)”O is an obvious candidate as the threshold is —1.l48 MeV and no

gamma—radiation is expected until an excess of about 5 MeV in kinetic energy becomes
available We associate the 50% fall in global neutron emission as being due to this reaction
and with the disappearance of the
particles following these localized
being a result of acceleration by the RF waves by virtue of a Doppler frequency shift effect
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which sustains their parallel velocities. Co-passing ions expelled from the hot-spot region leave
the influence of the RF and will slow down rapidly, as observed,
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Interpretation
We may now speculate as to how a sawtooth crash might afiect the RF-generated fast particles

in the central region. It is believed that the crash is an m=l, n:l kink instability that takes place

suddenly and with a duration of order 50 us in JET. This instability affects the plasma pressure

and may involve a reconnection of field lines [6]. We assume the current channel becomes

deformed, distorting the flux surfaces. Electrons and thermal ions, being closely tied to flux

surfaces, should follow precisely the motion of the field lines, whereas MeV ions accelerated
by RF heating (the majority having large D-shaped orbits with turning points in the resonance

layer) are only loosely coupled to the flux surfaces and are insensitive to any local disturbances.

The main concentration of fast ions is at the resonant surface, close to the machine mid—plane.

With the thermal ions and electrons being displaced by the crash, but not the bulk of the RF-

accelerated ions, then the resulting charge separation should cause an electrical field to be set

up that possesses a scale length of the magnitude of the displacement of the disturbance. Fig. 3

illustrates the situation that would then exist in the absence of any relaxation of the displaced

core along the field lines. The parallel relaxation would, of course, be rapid. However, the

final cross-field relaxation could take several milliseconds (hundreds of times longer than the

orbital period of energetic passing particles). Vdrift
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The transitory electrical field will induce a vertical ExB drift of the poloidally localized
particles. (Since the duration of the sawtooth crash is much greater than the gyration period of
the fast ions, we expect magnetic moment conservation to apply). The co«passing particles
thus have their orbits transformed into off-axis banana orbits with turning points outside the
inversion radius. The trapped ions possessing turning points at the resonance layer spend little
time in the region of this electrical field and so should not be greatly affected.

3. Ohmic heating, ICRF-heating, beam—heating, fusion product tritons.
In the absence of ICRF-heating, there should be no large—scale electrical field generation. The
electrons and ions will be redistributed uniformly by mechanisms such as those outlined by
Kadomtsev [6] and later workers; the global thermal neutron emission will drop because the
particles within the original q=l surface will have become dispersed within an enlarged, cooler,
volume and the previously peaked temperature profile will have become flattened,
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As described here, with ICRF heating a particular set of the accelerated ions will haw
their orbits shitted vertically until they have turning points at or beyond the edge OfIhe
sawtooth disturbance. These particles subsequently perform an orbital motion in outer reBiOIts
of the plasma not previously accessible This explains the very sharp (picket-fence) Signals
observed when recording the 16 MeV fiision product protons from 3’He—d reactions using an
in—vessel silicon diode detector [2,7].

With neutral beam (D°) injection heating, there are three fusion reaction contributions
to the neutron emission to be distinguished: beam-beam, beam-plasma and thermal, The
sawtooth performance ot‘tho thermal contribution has been discussed above Those beam ions
orbiting within the central region of plasma affected by the crash are mostly on passing Orbits
(for JET). As the injected ions have relatively low energy, they tend to follow the field lines
around the flux surfaces, becoming redistributed along with the thermal ions. A SUdden
redistribution of the beam ions has negligible immediate consequences on the beam-plasma
global emission; however, the spatial redistribution is observable through the 2—D profile [21’
Ref. [3] concluded that a discharge for which the beam-plasma neutron emission was wholly
dominant would not display significant neutron sawtoothing, either globally or locally, because
central flattening of a relatively broad distribution, which is the case for beam—plasma dominant
discharges, would produce no observable effect on the neutron emission. Beam-beam
contributions are only important when the beam-ion density profiles are peaked, in which cage
the distinct broadening of the profile greatly reduces the beam-beam contribution,

Finally, as mentioned in the Introduction, the 14 MeV neutron emission from burnup of
fusion product tritons shows no global and weak spatial changes with sawteeth [3], despite
their birth radial profile being the same as the 2.5 MeV neutron emission profile. 14 MeV
neutron production is heavily biased towards tritons at 200 keV, which have the same velocity
as 140 keV beam deuterons, The weak spatial redistribution of the tritons [3] is consistent with
the finding for beam ions in beam-plasma dominated discharges

4. Conclusion
The study [1] of 16 MeV proton emission from ICRF—heated plasmas demonstrated
dramatically that accelerated ions are expelled completely from the inner region of a plasma by
the efiects ofa sawtooth crash, giving a misleading impression of the importance of the effect
The work reported here indicates that the bulk of the accelerated ions barely responds to the
crash and that only a special class of accelerated particle is significantly disturbed. The
mechanism responsible for this effect is peculiar to ICRF-generated fast ion distributions. In
the absence of ICRF heating, highly energetic (several MeV) ions would be expected to be
redistributed along with the sawtooth crash to the extent that their orbits are guided by the flux
surfaces. At lower energies (~100 keV), and in hot plasmas, little distinction between the
behaviour of thermal and fast ions is expected.
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Introduction
While observed for many years, sawtooth activity in tokamak remains an open ques»

tion, mainly because of the variety of observed behaviour and discrepancies between
experimental observations and theoretical explanations. Onset of turbulence during the
process has been suggested both theoretically [l] and experimentally [2,3] as a possible
mechanism to account for unexplained features of the sawtooth crash, especially the rapid
crash time scale.

Transient density fluctuations related to the sawtooth crash have been measured on

the Tore Supra tokamak to characterize the turbulence and test the theoretical models. A

previous study [4] provided mainly the temporal characteristics of that specific turbulence,

and a more detailed analysis is presented below dealing with its spatial structure.

Experimental procedure
Experiments have been performed in standard Tore Supra ohmic discharges (ne 2

41019 m'a, Te : 1.5 keV,1p = 1.? MA, BT = 3.8 T, q(a) : 3.3, rq=1 % ‘25 cm). Sawteeth
observed in such discharges have a typical period of 80 ms, a typical crash time of 100 #57
and relative variation of electron temperature (density) of about 15% (5%).

Density fluctuations 710:, t) were measured via collective scattering of a CO; laser light
(Altair experiment) at different locations of the vertical measurement volume: along a
nearly central chord ( ’ = 7 cm from the center of q = 1 surface), near the q=1 surface (X
= 23 cm) and outside this surface (X = 30 cm). The observed fluctuation wave vector 1: is
directed horizontally towards low field side in the poloidal plane of scattering experiment.

Temperature and density evolutions (ECE emission, interferometry, soft X-ray emis-
sion) and scattering signals were simultaneously analysed to observe the plasma behaviour
on a fast time scale. Figure 1 illustrates the main features of the crash as seen on the
contour plot of the emissivity map, obtained by tomographic reconstruction of soft X-ray

shot 10549_3 x: 40539593 5 Figure I shot 10549) I: 40.639748 5
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signals, at two times during a crash: first a fast displacement (50 p8) of the hot core
(indicated by an arrow on figure a), and a poloidally asymmetric temperature collapse
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(b) (5070 )is). The initial kink-like motion is a m = 1, n = 1 mode, according to Spatial
variation of signals in each diagnostic port; equivalent relative location of the scattering
chord is reported in Xeray diagnostic port and plotted in dashed line in fig. 1. The angle
between the corresponding hot core displacement direction in the scattering experiment
section, and I: direction (fig. 5) will be noted 0 from now on. Hot core fast displacement
direction is statistically evenly distributed in all poloidal directions for our set of ohmic
sh
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General features
A detailed analysis of the scattering signal has shown [4] a first burst of density

fluctuations, appearing synchronously with the fast displacement of the hot core at the
beginning of the crash (referred to as ’first phase”); a stronger burst appears when central
temperature collapses and heat floivs outside the inversion surface (”second phase’).
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Figure 2

As turbulence during the crash has been seen
to be enhanced mainly in high frequency range
(.4 to 1.6 MHZ), the following treatment, ll.
lustrated on figure ‘2, was done to discrimi.
nate this specific turbulence from broadband
quasi-stationary one (QS) generally associated
to anomalous transport. Four spectra corre-
sponding to k : 4 cm‘1 are plotted: (a) is the
average spectrum performed before and after
the crash to evaluate QS contribution (means
over about 50 spectra), (b) 31(w) is performed
during the first phase of the crash (for typically
50 ,us), (c) is the ’specific’ fluctuation spectrum
dSl(w) obtained by computing the difference
between (b) and (a); (d) (152(w) is the spe-
cific one during the second phase, using the
same procedure. Furthermore heterodyne de~
tection allows determination of the direction of
propagation of density fluctuations with neg-
ative frequency corresponding to fluctuations
propagating in the 1: direction. The transient
fluctuations appears either on positive or neg-
ative frequency side of the specific spectrum,
depending on the sawtooth analysed.

As an m = 1 n — 1 mode is doubtless implicated in the sawtooth crash process,
levels and propagation direction have been systematically related to direction of hot core
motion 9, inferred from emissivity maps at the end of first p htase figure 1 (a) illustrates
the case of an upward hot core displacement 1n the scattering experiment port nearly
perpendicular to the analysed wave vector k; co11esponding specific spectra on figure
2(c (1) show fluctuations flowing both along is and opposite to k. The ratio of mean
quadratic value corresponding to positive frequency side of specific spectrum (dS+) over
the whole integral level ((15) is used to quantify the information about the direction of
propagation (dS+/Cl15' m 0.5 in the presented case).
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Density fluctuation propagation direction during the crash.

The ratio dS+/dS, plotted on figure 3 versus 0, shows a strong correlation between

the

inte .
phafiea fluctuations propagate mainly

dS
H-

Id
Si
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propagation direction inferred from the spectra shape and kink-like motion; dashed

lines indicate angles corresponding to kink-like motion towards the scattering volume
[section with q = 1 surface (see figure 5): as shown in figure 3 (a), during the first

in the direction opposite to the hot core motion.
1
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Figure 3 : Fluctuation propagation direction versus hot core poloidal displacement.

This is still the case during second phase (figure b); though hot core motion is no longer

valid because of temperature collapse, we still relate fluctuation propagation direction to
it as it is characteristic of the mode. Fluctuations seem to propagate towards colder zone
of fast collapse of the temperature, which is seen on emissivity maps to invade the q = 1

surface from a. side, quite opposite to the hot core location at the end of the first phase.

Spatial localisation of turbulence
On figure 4 is plotted the total fluctuation level dSI corresponding to a central chord of

measurement, versus 0: turbulence level is strongly correlated with the poloidal position
of the hot core at the end of the first phase; it can vary by a factor up to 6 to 10 and is
roughly higher when the hot core coincides with the scattering measurement chord (for
X : 7 as well as X = 23 cm). Levels are similar for motion towards interior and exterior
(0 z 0" or 180°), the slight difference being due to the 7cm shift of the scattering chord.
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Figure 4: turbulence level versus (9 (first phase)

Surprisingly there is an asymmetry between
hot core moving upwards (6 z 90") and
downwards (0 m 270°), though both corre~
sponds to a motion close to the scattering

‘ volume, in a symmetrical direction with re
spect to the equatorial plane. This could be
explained by Doppler shift of specific spec-
trum due to plasma rotation (v m Vde) on ei-
ther higher or lower frequency depending on
the fluctuation propagation direction and lo-
calisation: due to kink motion, compression
on q = 1 surface induces two fast flows

along separatrix (figure 5): fluctuations propagate from hot core compression zone along
q=1 surface at a velocity about 5-10 times larger than hot core motion, and are detected

near hot core while their level and velocity are high enough compared to Q8 one:
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on one side, fluctuations flowing against plasma
rotation are seen on turbulent spectra in the Q5
turbulence frequency range and are not taken
into account in our treatment. This hypothesis
has been checked numerically, and agreement
with both spectra shape and turbulence level
behaviour versus 0 is rather good (to be pub-
lished ).
Figure 5: schematic vue ofturbulence and scatter-
ing experiment geometry.

Levels associated to collapse phase for a
20' x ’l x=23 cm scattering chord located near q = 1 are pre—

" x sented in figure 6: variation with 0 is less
_ x x x pronounced, probably indicating that turbu.
if in Ex " x x x xK lence is less localised at that stage. Though
: 10 xx X x x x x correlation with (9 is less clear because the
g ‘x x x x C ‘ fast collapse zone is wide and not always

fix I i x x ‘ in opposite direction to hot core motion, we
x can infer that maximum fluctuation level is

0 0 {deg} reached when one side of the colder zone in—
0 so 100 150 200 250 300 350 vades the observation volume, as if turbu-

Fi'gure 0‘: turbulence level (collapse phase) lence was located in the two frontier zones
shown in grey on figure 5.

No enhanced turbulence has been observed for a chord passing outside (1 : 1 surface.
The enhancement of turbulence levels during collapse by a factor 50 to 200 compared

to the Q5 one in the corresponding region shows that onset of turbulence could explain
the last heat transport outside q : 1 surface, which is two orders of magnitude higher
compared to QS one. These density fluctuations can be the sign of magnetic and/or
electrostatic turbulence; it is not elucidated whether they are associated to convection by
plasma flow or conduction during the whole process.

Conclusion
Transient density fluctuations measured during the sawtooth crash are spatially local-

ized within the q : 1 surface: initial kink-like motion of the hot core is accompanied by
fluctuations llowing in opposite direction along (1 = 1; higher level of turbulence is seen
during fast collapse, coming from two more central zones where temperature collapses.
Theoretical models implying onset of stochasticity [5,6] have predicted seine turbulent
zone near destroyed q = 1 separatrix, but detailed dynamical behaviour still has to be
clarified.
[1] M. A. Dubois and A. Samain. Nuclear Fu- [1] A. Truc or al. Proc. of the 20th EPS Int.
siorz, 20, 1101. (1980). Conf. on PPCF(Lisbonne 1993), Vol. II, 497.
[2] F. Gervais et al. Proc. aft/16 161}; EPS Int. [5] R. Sabot et al. Proc. of the 14th [AEA Int.
Conf. on PPCF(Venice 1989), Vol. II, 497. Conf. on PPCF(Wurzburg 1992), Vol. I, 409.
[3] R. Nazikian et al. Proc. of the 18th EPS Int. [6] A. J. Lichtenberg et al. Nuclear Fusion, 32,
Conf. on PPCF(Berlin 1991), Vol. I, 265. 495, (1992)_
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Measurement of m=1 Magnetic Field Perturbations during
Sawtooth Activity in the TEXTOR Tokamak

H. R. Koslowski, H. Soltwischf and W. Stodiek1
Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH,

Ass. EURATOM-KFA, D—52425 Jiilich, Germany

1. Introduction

The sawtooth activity is one of the unresolved problems in tokamak research. Up to

now much work has been contributed to investigate the underlying physics of this phe-

nomCDOD- One feature of the sawteeth commonly observed is the concomitant precursor

oscillation starting some ms before the sawtooth collapse. This perturbation shows an
m : 1 behaviour and is related to poloidally asymmetric deformations of the electron

temperature and density distributions. The growth rate and spatial extension of this

mode is often used as experimental evidence for different theoretical models. Most of the

experimental work done so far is based on the analysis of the soft X—ray emission from the

plasma core Which is a. well established diagnostic on nearly all tokamaks. The electron

cyclotron emission as well as measurements of the electron density profile give additional

information. On the TEXTOR tokamak we have extended the existing nine-channel in~

terferometer/polarimeter by a horizontal probing beam with high time resolution. This

allows us to detect also the magnetic perturbation field during the presence of the pre-

cursor oscillations.

2. The Horizontal Polarimeter at TEXTOR

A detailed description of the nine-channel FIR-interferometer/polarimeter at TEXTOR
can be found elsewhere [1] In brief, the plasma is probed with nine vertical channels in
one poloidal cross section. Along each line of sight the line integrated electron density 'rTe :
c; f ngds as well as the Faraday rotation angle a : CF f neg , d; are measured. Applying
numerical inversion procedures the local electron density and the poloidal magnetic field
can be determined. In order to measure the displacement of the magnetic axis during the
precursor phase an additional probing beam in the horizontal midplane has been added
to the instrument. For technical details of this extension we refer to [2]. The horizontal
interferometer and polarimeter are equipped with He—cooled lnSb-detectors which prove
to have an excellent signal to noise ratio. In addition, the application of digital filtering
of the measured signals results in a time resolution for the Faraday rotation signal better
than 100 #3. As a further option the beat frequency of the heterodyne system can be
increased by frequency shifting the reference beam (i.e. the local oscillator) with a second
rotating grating, thus allowing a time resolution up to 10 A 20 us in future experiments.

‘Institut fiir Experimentalphysik‘ Ruhr-Universitiit Bochum, D-44780 Bochum, Germany

iPlasma. Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton NJ. 08544, USA
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3. First Experimental Results

Figure 1a shows a Poincaré plot of the magnetic field lines, where inside the q 2 1 radius
a helical perturbation of the form Bl = V X (f X B0) has been added to the poloidal field
component. The excursion of the magnetic axis is given by f = {0(cos(6—¢p), sin(t9—(p), 0),
Bo is the sum of the toroidal and the unperturbed poloidal field. The plot ShOWS the
typical m : l island structure. The near»circular flux surfaces inside the q = 1 surfacc
are shifted towards the X-point. The solid lines represent the probing beams of the
interferometer/polarirneter which are able to detect the island structure. Two channel5
of the vertical interferometer at major radius locations of R = 175 cm and R = 185 cm
measure the electron density on both sides of the magnetic axis (Rm,g av 180 cm for
standard discharge conditions). The horizontal polarimeter and interferometer probe the
plasma at z : 0 along a line through (or near) the magnetic axis.

Int (R=1750m) Int (Fl=185r:m) #60629l 1

Int (n=175cmj

37 '“ "a“ "“.
{5 Int (R=185cm)
g . .

’ d i
)jPoI.(z=0) 9 i

Pol(z=0)
0.804 0.

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Poincaré plot of a model field structure with an Tn. : 1 island and location of the
probing beams (b) Interferometric and polarimetric measurements of a sawtooth in a standard
0H discharge

In figure 1b typical data of the interferometer and polarimeter during the precursor
phase of an OH discharge are displayed. The vertical interferometric probing beams at
R = 175 cm and R = 185 cm Show a. modulation with opposite phase. The oscillations are
due to the fact that the magnetic island rotates in the poloidal cross section, thus giving a
signal modulation because of the difference in electron density at the X—point and the 0—
point, respectively. The horizontal interferometer signal exhibits only a small oscillation
amplitude whereas the polarimeter signal (lower trace in figure lb) has a pronounced
modulation during the precursor phase. The latter may be expressed as

(mar/n61§-43~/n.0§0-d“s+/a §0~d}+/n.03-d1+0(7;.8),
where the electron density and the magnetic field have been written as the sum of a
time averaged and a time modulated quantity. The first term on the right hand side is
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constant Faraday rotation produced by the mean values of E and TLC, and the second
a . . .
term gives the modulation of the rotation angle caused by the modulation of the electron

ity. Both vanish if the alignment of the probing beam is exactly perpendicular to the
3:1:da1 and the unperturbed poloidal field. For the present setup it has been checked

that contributiOns from incorrect alignment are small. The third term accounts for the
varying magnetic field and is, therefore, important for the actual measurement. Here the

modulation of the Faraday rotation signal is due to the rotation of the m = 1 perturbation

field.
The vertical line in figure 1b makes clear that the modulation of the Faraday rotation

angle exhibits a phase angle of 90° with respect to the line integrated electron densities

measured along the vertical chords. A maximum or minimum of the interferometric

measurement corresponds to a vertical orientation of the perturbing field, therefore the

Polarimetric measurement is zero. In the geometry of figure 1a the m : 1 perturbation

rotates counter—Clockwisel. The signal from the horizontal polarimeter has a positive sign

if the plasma is shifted downwards and vice versaz, or, in other words, it is positive when
the X-point of the magnetic island is below the horizontal midplane. At the time marked

in figure 1b the X—point crosses the horizontal midplane from top to bottom, i.e. the

X-point is located at the high field side, The density measurement at R = 185 cm (low

field side) shows a minimum. From this measurement we can conclude that the flat part

of the density profile during the precursor phase is at the 0—point of the island.
From earlier investigations of the precursor oscillation on the density and temperature

signals we know that the flat parts of both profiles correspond to each other [3], i.e. the
flattening of the temperature profile is at the 0-point of the island, too. Therefore the
SXR signals should normally show the same behaviour. This has been assumed so far

for the interpretation of the measured data and is now confirmed by the polarimetric

measurement.

Figure 2a shows a time trace of the horizontal polarimeter during the flat top phase of

an OH discharge. The precursor oscillations grow up to amplitudes of about 0.2" ~ 0.3“

and vanish after the sawtooth crash. In figure 2b the amplitude of the mode oscillation
is plotted as a function of the time difference prior to following sawtooth crash. The
data from many sawtooth events under the same discharge conditions are collected. The
solid line represents an exponential fit to the data. The growth rate of the m : 1
mode is about 600 s“. The precursor amplitude at the start of the sawtooth crash is
0.26“. If we approximate the Faraday rotation angle by a = CF’I‘LflEdl where ml is the

average electron density within the q = 1 surface, «11 its diameter, and F1 is the average
perturbation field along the intersection of the line of sight and the q = 1 surface, we
get an average field strength of E = 110 G. The shift of the plasma core corresponding
to this mode amplitude is about 1 cm. Assuming a smooth q-profile with qo % 0.75 and
without a local flattening at the q = 1 surface, the corresponding island width is a small

1The sense of rotation has been measured with two soft X-ray cameras in one poloidal cross section

of the plasma. (G. Mchs, private communication)
2This has been checked by running a discharge with a programmed vertical displacement
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Fig. 2: (a) Sawtooth precursor oscillations measured with the horizontal polarimeter (b) 0 am-
plitude of the precursor us the time prior to the sawtooth cmsh — exponential fit to the data,

fraction of the q = 1 radius (w/r1 S 0.25). Under these conditions full reconnection is not
likely to occur. This conclusion is in agreement with previous measurements according
to which the central safety factor increases by only 6% from before to after the sawtooth
crash interval in a standard Ohmic discharge [4, 5].

4. Conclusion

First results from the new fast horizontal polarimeter at TEXTOR show that the flat
part of the density profile is at the 0-point of the island. The magnitude of the magnetic
m = 1 perturbation in OH discharges at the time of the sawtooth crash is about 110 G
for the average perturbation field. The perturbation field has a growth rate of about
600 5'1. Further investigations covering the whole range of operating conditions as well
as measurements with improved time resolution are underway at present.
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Runaway Electrons in the ASDEX Upgrade Tokamak -
A Free Electron Maser

B Kurzan, KH Steuer, W Suttrop, G FuBmann, ASDEX Upgrade Team
IPP Euratorn Association. Boltzmannstr. 2, 85748 Garching, Germany

1 Introduction
The dynamics of runaway electrons in tokamaks is governed by the acceleration in the
toroidal electric field, the deceleration by synchrotron radiation losses. collisions and the
ripple resonance mechanism. The last effect generates a relativistic monoenergetic electron
beam whiCh can amplify the spontaneously emitted radiation of the runaways as a free-

electron maser.

2 Dynamics of runaway electrons in tokamaks

Runaway electrons in a tokamak plasma are being accelerated in the toroidal electric field,

decelerated by the emission of synchrotron radiation and they collide with the plasma particles.
In this paper we Show, that a resonance between their gyromotion and the ripple of the
magnetic field. which for highly relativistic electrons is (n NCoil c) /R : (e B)/(7n me) (n:
toroidal harmonic of the ripple, NCOU: number of main field coils, which is 16 on ASDEX

Upgrade. c: speed of light, R: major radius of the tokamak, e: elementary charge, B: magnetic
field, 7“: relativistic gamma factor of the runaways. me: electron rest mass) determines their

final energy. This is found when investigating their Bremsstrahlung spectra on ASDEX (fig.
1). In a ripple resonance Lorentz forces due to the ripple field perpendicular to the drift

10‘ < .. ci k Nara-3390 ‘ 025-0,“

0 ' 0,»: s - 0,6 517: 10 “-. a a > 0.8 5
_,§ l“ '1. calculated for 9.4 MeV
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Fig. 1: 77w Bremrstrahlung spectra of runmvays in ASDEX generated at the beginning of the discharges and
hitting a tungflen larger grow harder with time. From 0.8 s on the spectrum is stationary and can be explained by
manoenergetic runaway electrons of energy 9.4 MeV, which is resonant with the 7th harmonic of the magnetic
ripple (B = 2.2T)

surfaces increase the gyromotion and decrease the guiding centre velocity, which is nearly
parallel to the magnetic field. If the ripple harmonic is so strong that the gyration velocity
and thus the pitch angle are increased so much while passing over the resonance that the
synchrotron radiation losses equal the energy gain in the electrical field, the runaways are not
further accelerated. In ASDEX Upgrade the resonant interaction of the gyromotion with the
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ripple field is not randomized by an overlap of neighbouring resonances as suggested by [1]
and thus quasilinear diffusion of the gyration momentum. since here due to the small fiPple
the resonances do not overlap. Pitch angle scattering by collisions of the runaway electrons
with the plasma particles randomizes the phase difference between the gyromotion and the
magnetic ripple field sufficiently for the motion of the runaway electrons to be described ye
well by an analytic diffusion coefficient for the pitch angle. The dynamic of the runaways in
a tokamak is described by the relativistic Fokker-Planck equation

graflfiifirwrcmsmflflw (1)
(f: disttibution function, [3: momentum vector of the runaway electrons) with the electrical
force FE, the friction force F c [2], the retarding force 17‘s due to incoherent synchrotmu
radiation [3] and the diffusive flow of the pitch angle due to ripple resonance,

- i/l—flz a 2F f=mc——qD f)6 (2)
R e q an 190R 19

(u = cos(t7), with 19 as pitch angle. q = ] 13' I / (me c), €79: direction of increasing pitch
angle) with

1 GB (5Bnm>% x/F
3 2 B _ 2 1/4 ’D 2 me \/q .H (1 it ) (3)

MR Iflq-q (a) I<Aq (it)
11111 mm

0 else

(\7

(qnmw): resonance momenta, Aqnmlfl) : qnm(#)[(6Bnm u)/B]1/2(l — #2)1/421‘BS-
onance widths, 613nm: Fourier coefficients of the magnetic ripple field perpendicular to the
drift surfaces of the runaways for the toroidal (n) and poloidal harmonics (m) [1]).

3 Energy-blocked runaways - A free electron maser
3.1 Observation
In an ohmic divertor discharge in ASDEX Upgrade (magnetic field 2.90 T, plasma current
600 kA. line-averaged thermal electron density 3 as 1019 111—3) containing runaway electrons
generated at the time t = (0.35 :l: 0.01)s by delaying the density ramp up, fluctuating
emission (spikes) with frequency (116 :1: 4) GHz starts to develop at the time 1.8 s (fig. 2).
Spikes at other frequencies of the microwave region develop in discharges with other values
of the plasma density and the magnetic field. This phenomenon has not yet been explained.

3.2 Interpretation
Simulating the dynamics of the runaways for the discharge discussed with the Fokker-Planck
equation (1) gives different final energies of the runaways depending on the position of their
drift surfaces in the plasma: The runaways near the plasma centre are not captured in a ripple
resonance, because of the small ripple there. At the plasma edge the runaways are energy
blocked in a high toroidal harmonic of the ripple, which is very strong there, corresponding to
a low final energy of the runaways. With [4] one can assume a near parabolic density profile
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Fig. 2; The coniimous emission in' the first second of the discharge stems from the just generated supralhermal

electrons. With increasing energy of the runaways this emission is shifted to higher frequencies. When the

runmvayl have reached their maximal energy, fluctuating emission (spikes) starts to develop in the channel,

which is sensitive to radiation with frequency 117 GHz. Since in the neighbouring channels the intensity of the
spikes is much lower, the emission frequency is (116 i 4) GHz .

for the runaways. So these calculated energies apply only to a minority of the runaways.
The majon'ty of the runaways, located at about the small plasma radius a/x/i’; (a: minor
radius of the plasma), is captured in the 8th toroidal ripple resonance, corresponding to a
final energy of 11.5 MeV. Solving the stationary FokkepPlanck equation (EH/8t = 0 in (1))
gives a very narrow energy spread of the runaways (AE/E x 8 * 10—3). This extremely
monoenergetic runaway beam can amplify radiation as a free-electron maser, which in the
case of the runaways gyrating in the magnetic field of the tokamak is a clotron<_A_uto-
Resonance—Maser (CARM) [5]. The frequency of the amplified resonant radiation is

l/— _L.__
V — 1 — n/3cos(19M) (4)

(”mi relativistic gyralion frequency of the runaways, n: refractive index, [3: velocity of the
runaways, normed to the speed of light, 19M: pitch angle, where the distribution function of
the runaways in momentum space has its maximum). The radiation can be amplified only, if
the electromagnetic wave moves along the dn'ft velocity of the runaways for a sufficient long
time. Since the width 1 /~y rad = 0.04 rad of the radiation cone emitted along the direction of
the momentary velocity of the runaways is smaller than the pitch angle 19 M m 0.2 rad, the
spontaneously emitted radiation cannot follow the resonant runaways for a sufficient long time.
The electromagnetic wave of frequency (4), which is emitted in the direction of decreasing
refractive index (fig. 3a) is bent to the tangential direction after a radial displacement of about
1 cm. This displaced radiation can be amplified, if the resonance frequency does not change
with the position, 61/ 2 0. The refractive index must then vary as:

(8n/02)p = o, (6n/8R)p = [l/(ficos(t9M)) — 11(19M,R)]/R. (5)
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Fig. 3: refractive index a of the plasma at 116 GHz (a), comparison benveen the postulated (dotted line) and
the real change (solid line) oft/re refractive index with the major radius (b)

The refractive index for a cold plasma [6] depends on both the density of the thermal
electrons and the magnetic field. Since the latter does not change with z, (5) is fulfilled in
the equatorial plane of the plasma, where the flux surfaces, on which the density is constant.
are tangential to the zidirection. Comparing the real change arr/0R with (5) (fig. 3b)
gives to major radii. where both meet. However only at the outer plasma edge the calculated
frequency (122 :1: 9) GHZ (runaway energy 11.5 MeV, 19 M = 0.207 rad at the plasma edge)
agrees with the observed frequency (116 i ll) GHz. This resonant position exists only for an
exponentially decaying thermal electron density (Scrape—off layer). as observed on ASDEX
Upgrade. It is deduced from the spectral width A121fl 5 41 GHz, that the monochromatic
wave puls is so long [7], LP ; u/ Ay1/2)(C/Vce) : 3.2 in, that it must be bent along the
runaway path for the time of amp ' cation. This so—cailed optical guiding is inherent in the
free—electron maser mechanism [7]. The finite length LP is due to the loss L of the curved
guided wave, L : exp(—ct/LP) . The gain G of the maser increases with the density of
the runaways. For an overall amplification bigger than one. the loss must be compensated
by the gain, G as L > 1. This gives the lower limit 11R 2 '2 * 1013 rn‘3 for the density of
the runaways. This is much lower. than the line—averaged density of 3 1= 1014 m ‘3 obtained
from measuring the Bremsstrahlung intensity of the runaway electrons inside the vessel. So
the density profile of the runaways is peaked.

4 Conclusion
The dynamics of runaway electrons in tokamaks is describable by a relativistic Fokker~Planck
equation. Solving this equation gives the maximal energy of the runaways. This is especially
important for the planned ITER tokamak.
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TQMOGRAI’I'IY RESEARCH FOR SAWTOOTII CRASH MECHANISM
AND INFLUENCE OF THE BIASED ELECTRODE ON SAWTOOTI-I

BEHAVIOR IN HLrl
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Q.D.Gao, L.B.Ran, E.Y.Wang,Y.Liu, G.Yang and B.Z.Fu
(Southwestern Institute of Physics,Chengdu,Sichuan,610041)

1 , INTRODUCTION
Since the plasma sawtooth phenomena were observed in 1974 ,the sawtooth oscillations

have been an important subject related to confinement and heating process. Different types
of sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks have been studied by soft x—ray diode arrays and other
diagnosticslli. In order to explain the crash mechanisms of different sawtooth oscillation,
many theoretical models have been proposed, for example Kadomtsev model. Wesson

model and Sato-Hagayama model and so on. These theoretical models have explained some

sawtooth oscillation phenomena, but they can’t explain all sawtooth oscillations due to the

complexity of sawtooth phenomena. Accompanying the development of the soft x—ray
tomographic technique and application of the new measurement methods, e.g., current

density profile, the study on the sawtooth crash mechanism is caused stronger interest once
again. ‘

Different types of sawtooth oscillations have been observed during HL-l tokamak
discharges for eight years. In this paper, two kinds of sawteeth collapse mechanism have
been studied by two-dimension tomographic codeiz] , and the influence of the biased
electrode on sawtooth behavior have been abserved in HL—l.

ll .TOMOGRAPHY OF CRASH PROCESSES FOR TWO TYPES OF SAWTEETH
We have observed sawtooth»lil<e, monster sawtooth in the HL-l tokamak plasmal3i .

Their collapse mechanisms are analyzed initially by the tomographic method in this section.
I) Reconstmction For Sawtooth-like With m=2 precursor oscillations
Fig.1 shows the soft x—ray emission signals which are transiting into the sawtooth-like

from normal sawtooth under higher density discharge. As compared with normal sawtooth,
both the inversion radius and the period of the sawtooth-like oscillation are larger than that
of normal sawtooth. When the sawtooth-like oscillation appearing, the MHD perturbation
measured by magnetic probes are enhanced rapidly. The modes of located at the symmetry
two sides to plasma center are in phase.so they have m=2 mode structure. According to
theoretical analysis, the development and evolution of magnetic islands for m=2/n=1 and
m=3/n=2 have been calculated by the interaction between quasi-linear tearing mode and
impurity radiation and may produce the similar relaxationi4]. It indicated that the m=2
MHD instability play an important role in the sawtootlrlike crash.

The crash process of sawtooth-like have been reconstructed by the tomographic
technique in Fig.1, and the relevant discharge parameters are as follows:

R= 102cm, a: 18cm, BT=2.4T. I,,=128kA, 1—1,=5.4*10”cm’J
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Firstly, the hot core is at the plasma center and the plasma temperature is peak in Fig.1“)
In Fig.1(d,e,i',g), a hydrodynamic flow with a cold bubble exists in plasma and movcs
from the outside into the center of plasma with a velocity about 1700m/s. Secondly, the hot
core is broken into two parts, then the cold bubble is expanded, and pushes the hot Col-Li
out toward the plastna edge continuously. Finally, the hot core becotnes into two crescent.
The temperature of the cold bubble rises gradually due to the ohmic heating and forms a
new hot core. According to the Wesson model, the flow is a convective which is caused by
a quasi—interchange mode instability. The convective flow leads to crash. In the Sale.
Hagayama modelm, the reconnection of magnetic field lines is driven by a kink flow. The
plasma inside the new flux surface is ohmically heated and becomes a new hot spot.

2) Reconstruction For The Monster Sawtooth

The monster sawtecth with 44m: in the HL»1 Ohmic discharge have been observed,

They appeared during high density discharges with strong gas puffing.
Discharge parameters with monster sawteeth are as follows:

13,:231 1,=110kA, hc=6.9*10”cm'l
Fig.2 is soft x~r21y reconstruction image of the monster sawtooth oscillation front the

HLii tokamak plasma and the region of each frame is X: —13.3em —> +133cm and

y: —13.3cm—> +13.3cm.1n Fig.2, a cold bubble dashed into the plasma center quickly

along with a flow and pushed the original hot core outwards. The cold bubble growed
gradually and led to the temperature dropping and flatting of core plasma within larger
area (sec frame b,c.d,c,f). The original hot core is pressed to out of the q=1 surface, next
the m=2/n=1 mode structure appears, and then the core plasma is ohmically heated,
finally becomes a new hot spot gradually, while the original hot core becomes two cold
Crescent (see frame g,h,i,j,k). The reconstruction results for the crash process of the
monster sawtooth arc in accordance with MNPHOB’S model basicallyié] .

The sawtooth oscillation limited the heating and confinement to the core plasma. Once
the oscillation is suppressed, the energy confinement time will go up 20% and increase
greatly the ratio of the fusion reaction,which becomes into an important subject,especially
for monster sawtooth. It stimulates people to try to find out the reasons why the sawtooth
is stabilized. The accumulation of the impurity at the plasma center makes it possible that
the central current density distribution become hollow and lead to the q(0) larger than
l,which stabilize the growth of m=1 mode. It may be an explanation why the monster
sawtooth is formed in HL-l tokamak plasma .

lH.THEINFLUENCEOFTHEIHASEDELECTRODEONSAWTOOTH BEHANHOUR

The influence of the biased electrode on sawtooth behavior have been studied in I-IL-
1.Thc L—H transition is triggered by setting up positive radial electric field in the edge by
means of electrode .Simultaneously,with the increase of energy confinement the sawtooth
periods are apparently prolonged. The reduction of the electron thermal conductivity.
Xe ,which deduced from the propagation of the heat pulse induced by sawtooth in the

biasing phase,is observed,and the reduction of xaat the low field side is more than the one

at the high field sidc(Fig 3), this indicating that the effect of bias on the confinement at low
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LOCKED MHD-MODES IN T-lO TOKAMAK
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1. Introduction

The mode-locking phenomenon was investigated both at the current ramp-up stage of

the discharge and at the Stage Ofthe Current plato. Under the measurements the main attention

was paid to rotation and locking ofthe poloidal magnetic field perturbations at plasma edge.

2. Experimental arrangement

The experiments were performed in OH and second-harmonic-ECRH discharge

regimes differing in safety factor q(a):2-4 and line—average plasma density fie=(0,5-
4)-1013cm'3. Various scenarios of current ramp-up and gas puffing were used. The

measurements ofthe poloidal magnetic field perturbations have been carried out with an array

of 24 magnetic probes uniformly disposed along the minor bypass of the torus. For data

analysis a computer code has been developed which allowed to perform the spatial Fourier

decomposition of the perturbations and to calculate angular velocities of the separated MID

modes rotation.

3. Experimental results
3.1. Low-density discharges
A well reproducible low-density (fie:l~1013cm'3) regime with q(a)=2,75 was chosen

for the mode-locking investigations, The regime was characterized by a periodical repetition of
the m:2 mode locking during the whole quasi-stationary stage ofthe discharge. Each mode-
locking event was accompanied by a rise of the mode amplitude and by a minor disruption A
typical dependence of the inverse value of the m=2 mode instant frequency upon time and
poloidal phase of the mode for this regime in case of Ohmic heating is shown in Fig. 1(a). Note
that the mode-locking takes place at the mode poloidal phase values approximately constant
for all the mode-locking events, It means that the magnetic island structure rotation
periodically interrupts at certain spatial positions.

In this regime the central ECR heating resulted in a significant acceleration of the m=2
mode rotation and in the mode»locking suppression, as it is shown in Fig.1(b). Along with the
rise ofthe mode frequency a decrease of the mode amplitude was observed. The ECRH effect
on the m=2 mode frequency was stronger at higher values ofthe absorbed EC power and at
lower values of the plasma density, as it is shown in Fig.2. The effect of the ECR heating on
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the mode rotation depended on the toroidal magnetic field and on the corresponding positiOn
ofthe second harmonic ECR layer in plasma (see Fig.3), An appreciable rise ot‘the 111:2 mode
frequency was observed in the case of central ECR heating. In the cases of the plasma
periphery heating this ct‘t‘ect decreased and probably changed its sign.

(a) (b)

l<—ECRH ON

Fig.1. The time variation uflhe dependence of inverse value of the 1n~2 made nix/ant fi'eqnencjli 0n the

palaidal phase afthe made; In 0H dixchm'gc (a) and under Central ECR healing (b). Unintcgrated signals of

the magnetic probes were tired. Each pea/r cart-expands to a sl/‘ong decrease Ofllfl.’ IIIUllcfi'cqucncv, Le (a the

mode-lacking ei‘cnl,
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3.2. Low q(a) discharges
In Ohmically heated T-lO plasma with fifi:(3-4)‘1013cm‘3 the lowest achievable value

of the cylindrical safety factor, q(a)=l.9, was determined by the m=2 mode—locking and
subsequent major disruption at the current ramp—up stage of the discharge, Under the input
ECRH power more than 0.5 MW the central auxiliary heating allowed to avoid the mode-
locking and the subsequent major disruption at q(a)=l.9 and to reach the plasma current value
at the quasi-stationary stage of the discharge, corresponding to q(a):1.8. In these experiments

the auxiliary heating was applied 100 ms before the achievement ofthe q(a)=l .9 value In cases
of approximately equal ECRH power, the total ECRH effect on the discharge development
depended on the heating duration, as it is seen in Figt4. In conditions of a sufficiently long
ECRH pulse, plasma remained stable at the quasi—stationary stage of the discharge even afier
the end ofthe ECRH.

As it is shown in Fig.5, the central ECR heating allowed to restore the discharge after
the beginning of the current-quench in the mode-locking induced major disruptions
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4. Conclusions

The presented experimental results can be explained from the existing point of View

that the rotation of the magnetic islands in tokamak plasma is determined by a number of

different competitive factors. The error~fields of the tokamak magnetic system contribute to

the slowing-down of the MED-mode rotation and can cause the mode-locking in definite

spatial positions.
The effect of the central auxiliary heating on the mode-locking phenomenon can be

probably attributed to an increase 0fthe plasma pressure gradient in the vicinity of the resonant

magnetic surface and hence to a strengthening of the factors, accelerating the magnetic islands

rotation, ie the electron diamagnetic drift and plasma drifi in the radial electric and toroidal

magnetic fields
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1. Introduction

A concern for tokamak reactors is that alpha particles, providing the main source of plasma

heating, drive Alfven Eigenmodes (AE) unstable and in turn be subject to anomalous transport

induced by these modes [1]. Experimental investigations into the AE linear stability properties

and into the features determining their effects on particle orbits appear necessary

2. The JET AE Active Diagnostic

To obtain this information a new AE active diagnostic has been developed at JET, combining

excitation by external antennas with coherent detection of various probing signals, including

the impedance of the driven saddle coils, the voltage on non excited saddle coils and magnetic

coils, 8 ECE and 8 reflectometer signals [2]. The IET saddle coils are driven by a 3 kW

amplifier in the range 30-300 kHz. The antenna currents (<30 A) generate low-n magnetic

perturbations much smaller than those predicted to affect the particle transport significantly,

3. TAE and EAE Excitation and Identification

Many global AE have been driven in the frequency range from 50 kHz to 300 kHz and

identified as Toroidicity or Ellipticity induced AE from their frequency dependence on density

and magnetic field. The eigenmodes appear as resonances in the antenna/detector transfer

function The corresponding poles and residues provide the mode frequency, the total damping

rate, V = ydamping - d'vc, and the spatial structure. In Fig 1 we see an example of a driven AE

resonance, with the identification of the observed mode as a TAE being presented in Fig. 2.

4. Direct Measurement of TAE/EAE damping rates

Damping rates were measured in a wide variety of conditions, with l MA<IP<3 MA, 1x10]9

m‘3< EC <Sx1019 m'3 and l T<B.a,<3,5 T [2], The results with both odd and even low-n
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excitation span several orders of magnitude, from y/co < 0.1% to y/oa > 10%, suggesting that

different absorption mechanisms dominate according to the configuration ofeach specific Shot.

Greatly differing damping rates were measured in similar discharges with different profiles ofg

'7 1/(qp'l2), the function determining the AB gap alignment and hence the significance of

continuum damping (Fig. 3). With a strong radial dependence of g(r) (3), strong continumn

damping occurred with «(/03 ~ 5/, g(r) in curve (b) was flatter and led to a more ‘open‘ gap

structure with much less damping.

5. AE spectrum in heated plasmas: kinetic AE

AE experiments have also been undertaken in additionally heated plasmas, to extend the

parameter range for the damping measurements, to assess the driving effects of resonant fast

particles and to study the AE spectrum in the presence of non-ideal MHD effects. A sudden

change was observed in the spectra as Tc, Ti , Tc/T; and the magnetic shear were increased by

means of high current ohmic heating, NB], Lower Hybrid Heating (LI-Hi), ICRH, or fast

plasma current ramps This transition appeared clearly in high current ohmically heated

plasmas (Fig. 4). The single peak TAE observed for low 1,, is transformed into a multiple

structure ofless damped peaks at higher IF. corresponding to a hotter plasma. As these modes

are externally driven with |nl:2. with negligible plasma rotation, they cannot correspond to

Doppler shifted peaks of different n. Similarly, multiple resonances with the same toroidal

mode number characterised the spectrum of driven magnetic and density perturbations in the

TAJi range with LHH and moderate ICRH (Fig. 5). This first observation of driven density

perturbations emphasises the non-ideal MED character of the modes. Comparable spectra in

the 'I‘AE/EAE gap frequency range, with similar peak frequency spacing, resonance width and

mode numbers, have been driven during discharges with other additional heating methods, In

most cases the observed structures consisted of several resonances with regular frequency

spacing and damping rates significantly lower than for the corresponding ‘cold‘ TAE. As they

appear in experimental conditions which correspond to the predicted departure from ideal

MHD behaviour due to kinetic effects, the observed modes are identified as kinetic AE [4].

6. Excitation of AE by non-linear beating ofICRH waves

The excitation of AE by lCRH beat waves was investigated experimentally. The frequencies of

two different ICRH modules were mixed together to produce a beat wave signal at AK then

used as the reference of the AB synchronous detectors. TAE were excited when M coincided
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'th the TAB gap Centre frequency (Fig. 6). The relatively large amplitudes for the TAB
wr
d‘ven by ICRH beat waves suggest that this non-linear excitation method could allow

n
investigati
ICR-H heated thermonuclear plasmas.

ons into the effects of AE on particle orbits and should be taken into account in

7. Conclusions

The Successful implementation of a new active diagnostic for AE has allowed us to drive TAE

and EAE in linearly stable conditions and to measure, for the first time, their damping rates in

a variety of plasma conditions. Weakly damped, multiple kinetic AE have been excited and

detected in the TAE/EAE gap frequency range on the ET heated plasmas, Resonant

e,‘citation of TAE by ICRH beat waves has also been demonstrated experimentally. The

Combination ofthese linear and non-linear studies should provide insight into the AE stability

and their eiTects on alpha particles’ dynamics in future ignition experiments.

The Authors would like to thank the JET Team for experimental support. This work was

partly supported by the Fonds National Sm'sse pour la Recherche Scienhfique.
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1, Introduction
The most promising technique to avoid overheating of the target plates in large tokamaks is to

increase radiative and charge exchange losses from the plasma. JET has performed many

experiments with high recycling and radiative divertor operation in which this technique

worked successfully. With intrinsic impurities — predominantly carbon - radiative detachment

could only be achieved in ohmic and L-mode discharges [i]. This contribution concentrates
on discharges with sufficient input power and impurity seeding to give better confinement

than L-ntode together with radiative divertor conditions. The radiation distribution is
measured With JET’s bolometer system and evaluated with the ADMT (Anisotropic Diffusion
Model Tomography) program and an Abel inversion technique. Since the gain in longevity of
the target is usually accompanied by a loss in core plasma performance the correlation
between the two is also investigated.

2. Diagnostic and Analysis Details
An 84-channel high temperature bolometer system has been installed at JET [1]. The new
system operates without cooling inside JET’s vacuum vessel up to 320°C . A maximum of 20
of these channels looking into or near the divertor were used simultaneously. The old 34-
channel Bolometer [3] has been modified to improve divertor viewing. The ADMT method
[2] is applied to reconstruct the emissivity profiles from these 54 bolometer lines of sight with
a spatial resolution of 8 cm. For the reconstructions it is assumed that the variation of the
radiation perpendicular to the field lines in the poloidal plane is 5 times larger than the
variation parallel to them. In the divertor a 5 to 20 times larger spatial variation is assumed
than in the bulk section. For Abel inverted profiles the horizontal lO-cltannel bolometer array
looking at the upper half of the plasma is used.

3. Discharge selection
Nitrogen seeding was most frequently used to achieve high power radiative divertor operation
in JET, followed by neon and argon. The discharges discussed here are heated by 10-18 MW
NBI at Ip= 2-3 MA and B1: 2-3 T on the horizontal target plates. As far as the radiation is
concerned. these observations are representative also for operation on the side plates and for
both beryllium or carbon target plates and conditions with and without Cryo-pump.
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4. A typical discharge evolution in the high radiative regime
Discharge 34343 is a 2 MA / 2 T discharge
with strong nitrogen seeding at 18 MW of
NBl heating power (fig. 1). With the onset of
the nitrogen influx the radiation rises
especially in the divertor. At first the
radiation maximum is well el w , -

b O thC X 2 Pulse No:34343point. With the build up of the nitrogen and D 'nx
the rise of Zm from 2 to 3.5 the radiation ”EM/“ill M
maximum smoothly moves upwards and SEW;
when the total radiated power has reached g '0
70% of the input power the radiation has 10»P
detached from the target and assembled {2‘53
around the X-point (fig. 2 and 3). JET has “a: "
also cases in which a substantial up/down 5 :7
oscillation is superimposed to this movement ‘9 0
[4} The discharge can remain in the detached 0239: 5
state for a long time and it can be terminated 502:15 Ouler -.
without disruption. However, this example ‘Ogrt nlltllul'JJfljij JWVMJTE' g
has a radiation collapse during which the ”Mi
whole plasma surface radiates strongly‘ after 1.0143—4114—715—11-5 17 15;:
too much radiation condensation in the X- Tima(s)
point has occurred. Fig. 1." Nitrogen seeded discharge evolution
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5 Underl)’ . .
Blue [0 the shallow magnetic- field line angle

the X—point, the electron temperature
“:31?“ in the poloidal plane is largest there
id me X—point is a natural cold spot. In

nal equilibrium the emissivity coefficients
light impurities peak between 10 eV

(carbon. nitrogen) and 40 eV (neon). For short
residence times these values are higher (20 to
200 eV). As for Marfes. there is the tendency

to bring down the temperature locally to the

temperature of the maximum of the emissrvny.

Due to the steep natural temperature gradient
(fig 3). this formation is stabilised at the X-
point after the radiative zone has moved up

from the target. VUV measurements of the
relative intensities of the different ionisation
stages corroborate this view [5]. As long as the

radiation peak stays at the bottom of the steep
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temperature gradient this ‘divertor Marfe' is Fig. 4: Electron temperature along aflux
stable. With a further rise of the radiative loss contour close to the separatrix in the

fraction, the radiation peak moves up further, poloizlul plane with its total length]

the steep gradient disappears and the normalised to 1 fora radiatedfraction of
temperature along the whole plasma surface
collapses.

the input power increasingfi'om a) to c).

6. Comparison between intrinsic impurities, nitrogen, neon and argon
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The radiation shell in carbon and nitrogen dominated discharges has a sharp maximum “e
the sepal-atrix. The neon radiation shell extends deeper inside. Abel invetted bolometer
measurements and simulations performed with a time dependent predictive impurity transport
code based on charge exchange measurements agree in this respect (fig. 4). The ratio of
divertor to bulk radiation increases from carbon and nitrogen (2:1) over neon (1:1) to argon
The peakedness of the X-point radiation increases from argon over neon to nitrogen. Al] thesé
observations reflect that the temperature at which emissivity coefficient has its maximum rises
from carbon and nitrogen over neon to argon. In the detached condition only a Small
proportion ofthe radiation comes from below the X—point. Contrary to the nitrogen eases, the
local radiation maximum in the divertor achieved with neon is still below the X‘poim,
because full detachment was not obtained (fig. 5).

7. Correlation between radiation, performance and impurity accumulation
Observations common to nitrogen and neon
are: by increasing the radiated power fraction
from 30% towards 70% the edge electron
temperature and the neutron rate decline and
the lTER-89p H-faetor is reduced from 2 to
1.5 (fig. 6). A 1 MA / 1.4 T discharge close
to the Greenwald-limit with 65% radiative
losses and an H—factor of 1.75 may be seen as
an indication of possible improvements when
approaching the normalised beta limit. The
density remains unaffected by a rising
impurity radiation fraction in the nitrogen
ease. Less neon input was needed to achieve
the same radiated power fractions. This is
probably due to the different recycling
behaviour. In the neon cases usually a
substantial confinement loss coupled with a FIG, 6:
loss of central density occurred when L
increasing the radiated power fraction. This
performance loss stopped progress to radiated power fractions above 65%. The fuel dilution
by electrons from neon remains small and is smaller than in equivalent nitrogen cases. In the
neon discharges, it could be established, that while the electron temperature profile is reduced
by the increasing impurity radiation, the edge ion temperature is more robust and keeps its H-
mode like shape with a high edge pedestal, The light impurity density profiles remain hollow
throughout JET-discharges. With strong deuterium fuelling from the top of the machine there
is evidence of impurity screening (see also:[6]).
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Improved Plasma Purity in the JET Pumped Divertor

M F Stamp and M Von Hellemiann

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 3EA. UK

1. Introduction

The enhancement of fusion reactivity by the control of plasma impurities is a key aspect of the

JET Pumped Divertor and it is anticipated that several factors should contribute to improved

plasma purity in the Mk.1 Pumped Divertor.

The imprOVCd design, which avoids exposed edges and has an increased wetted area. is

expected to reduce the incidence of impurity blooms during high power heating experiments.

The improved Closure to escaping neutrals at moderate plasma density should give rise to

higher divertor electron densities and lower divertor electron temperatures, leading to a

reduced impurity source and cleaner plasmas.

The establishment of a detached divertor regime should further reduce the flux of energetic

particles to the target, further reducing the source of sputtered impurities.

The line-average Zeff‘, derived from visible bremsstrahlung measurements at 523.5nm, is used

as a routine monitor of the plasma cleanliness and visible spectroscopy (including a new

survey spectrometer, see section 5) is used to measure the fuel and impurity sources. This

work compares data from old (1991/2) and recent (1994/5) plasmas to see if the plasma purity

is improved with the JET Mk.l pumped divertor.

2. Impurity Blooms

With the old divertor, carbon blooms were generated after lOMJ had been deposited on the

carbon target plates [1], With the Pumped Divertor the strike points can be swept to spread

the power load and so keep the target plate temperature low. Carbon blooms are now not

observed, even with 100M] deposited on the carbon divertor tiles [2,3]. Beryllium blooms

occur at a much lower tile temperature, so blooms are avoided by tripping off the additional

heating when the tiles approach melting temperature. Nevertheless, about 60M] has been

deposited on the beryllium divertor target, without a bloom [3].
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3. Plasma Purity

Figs.la.b show a comparison of plasma parameters, including Zcff. and vertical D“ (as a

measure 01' the wall recycling) for a selection of Hot-Ion H-modes using the old and new

divertors. The figures are remarkably similar in Zcfl‘ (about 1‘8). electron density (the faster

density rise in the 1994/5 data is a result of a higher NBl particle source) and vertical Du

signal. It is noteworthy that the Du signals are constant while the central density is rising

rapidly.

Fig.2 shows the same comparison for two Steady-State H-Modes. with 7MW heating power.

This time there is a difference; [eff is about 1.3 in the pumped divertor plasma, and is mach

higher. about 2.0 in the old divertor comparison.

Radiative divertors were produced in 1991/2 on the beryllium divertor target with a Zeff of

about 1.4 [1]. In 1994/5. many radiative divertor plasmas have been produced on the carbon

and beryllium targets ['4]. with a Zeff ofabout 1.2 (no impurity seeding).

4. Discussion

We need to understand why the old and new divertors behave the same at low density (Hot-

lon H-Modc). but differently at higher density (Steady-State H-Mode).

Typical target plasma densities for Task Force ‘D’ (TFD) H—Mode studies were >8x1019m'2,

due to NBI requirements in the plasma configurations that were used. At such densities Zeffls

close to 1. The NBI fuelling produces an increased electron density (tie) at both the inner and

outer target plates. The electron temperature (Te) rises from about 25 to 35eV in the outer

divertor and drops to lOeV or less in the inner divertor (flg.3a). Consequently there is little

change in the sputtering yields. and Zeff stays close to 1. Similar l-l-Modes in 1991/2 had a

lower divertor lle and a higher divertor Te [5], and therefore a higher sputtering yield.

The Hot-Ion H-modes of TFH have a significantly lower target plasma density and

consequently a higher Zcff. During the Hot-Ion H-Mode the line integral electron density

increases but the divertor “e stays constant, as shown both by the Lzmgmuir probes and the

spectroscopic ratio of D-beta/D-gamma (fig3b). The divertor Te also seem constant; SOeV at

the inner divertor, and about 80eV in the outer divertor (though the outer divertor signals are

very noisy). This is the same edge behaviour as found in 1991/2.
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7*

s New visible Survey Spectrometer

The new diagnostic is a novel multi-track F/2 survey spectrometer [6] with 21 1024x1024 pixel

CCD camera as detector. It covers 420-73011m with a spectral linewidth of 1.0nm FWHM. A

portion of the spectrum is shown in fig.4. Note the presence of molecular bands from CD and

mu

6.8unnnflry

ImprOVCd divertor design and sweeping of the strike points has eliminated impurity blooms on

the carbon targets. Blooms on the beryllium targets are avoided by tripping off the additional

heating power.

The JET Pumped divertor produces generally cleaner plasmas than the old divertor at

moderate to high central plasma density. For the low density Hot-Ion H-Modes. the

cleanliness is the same.

The improved Zeff is due to operation at a core plasma density that results in relatively low

divertor electron temperatures, and relatively high divertor electron density The low electron

temperature minimises the physical sputtering source.

Molecular emission (CD, BeD) is seen regularly from the divertor target plates. The

importance of chemical sputtering still needs to be assessed, but it is clearly not significantly

contaminating the plasma core.
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Figure 31;: Evolution of the edge parameters in a
Hot-[on H—Mode, The divertor electron temperature
is constant, and high. The divertor electron density
is also Constant (or even falling), and low. The
strike points are swept,
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Modification of the ASDEX-Upgrade Divertor

H -5, Bosch, D. Coster, O. Gruber, M. Kaulinann, W. Koppendorfer, lx'. Lackner,

' .]_ Neuhauser, R. Schneider, B. Streibl, and the ASDEXeUpgrade team

Max—Plarmkdnstitut fiir Plasrnaphysik, EURATOM Association, D—SéTrlb‘ Garching

1' Introduction

The most challenging issue in the design of lTER. is a divertor concept which simultaneously

rovides tolerable power loads on the target plates and sufficient particle exhaust. Presently

different divertor concepts, based on pOWer and momentum removal by neutrals, are being

discussed. The basis of these concepts is a detached plasma in front of the target plates with

strong radiation cooling in the scrape-off layer plasma.

Such conceptb‘, however, have to be tested first in present fusion experiments, and ASDEX—

Upgrade will modify its present divertor to do so [i]. it is especially suited for such a task, as

the magnetic configuration — when scaled to ITER — looks very similiar, and there is enough

space in the lower half of the vacuum vessel to install a new divertor, because such modifications

had already be envisaged from the beginning.

Two different concepts, the vertical target plates (LYRA) and the GAS BAG are considered

for ASDEX Upgrade. In both configurations the length of the divertor leg will be increased

compal'Cd to the present divertor in order to increase the volume of the radiating plasma. For

the LYRA Vertical target plates have been chosen in order to reflect the neutrals, created at the

target, directly back to the separatrix, where the power conducting layer is situated.

A flexible arrangement of additional baffle elements will further allow to modify the neutral

flux circulation in the divertor chamber.

2. Modelling of different divertor scenarios for ASDEX-Upgrade

To check the underlying physics ideas and to study the effect of geometrical differences, 2])-

modelling calculations using the B‘ZrEIRENE code package have been performed for three dif-

ferent configurations, the present divertor I, the LYRA and the GASBAG. Similiar simulations

have been done for the ITER concepts [‘2].
The calculational grids and the approximated in»vessel—structures for the three ASDEX—

Upgrade configurations are shown in figure 1. The LYRA uses inward—inclined target plates

to direct (unlike in the present diver-tor l) the recycling neutrals towards the region of highest

energy flux close to the separatrix. The exact shape has been derived from the criterion of cone

stant energy flux density onto the target (using the observed power decay legths). The upper

parts of the LYRA—target plates run parallel to the flux surfaces and serve as baffles to reduce

the backfiow of neutrals into the main chamber.

The GASBAG uses only small target plates in a rather open divertor chamber to allow a global

gas flow pattern also to the outside of the divertor fans. Towards the main chamber, however,

the divertor is well closed, very similiar to the LYRA configuration. Figure 2 shows the pressure

drop from the midplane to the target plate for a density sccan for all three configurations. This

pressure drop is defined as the ratio of the flux—surface integrated pressure at the midplane to

the one at the target plate
* _ fmidplane [7' (1+ R42) (1‘1)

p _
ftargctplale P‘ (1+ A42) (“11
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B2—EIRENE simulations of different
ASDEXrUpgrade divertor configurations

Fig. 2 Momentum loss from midplane to
inner target (0) and to outer target
plate (+) Pinups“, : 7,511/IVV.

when [M is the Mach number of the flow.
These calculations were done for pure hydrogen plasmas with an input powur of 7.5 MW

into the scrapeeoi‘i layer. It is clearly seen that in the GAS BAG and the LYRA configuration
detachment occurs at lower separatrix density as compared with divertor I, This is due to the
better confinement of neutrals to the divertor region. However, the detachment at both divertor
legs is rather asymmetric for the GAS BAG, where the inner divertor detaches much earlier.

Stronger control of the neutral gas with structural elements in the private flux region should
allow to symmetrise the GAS BAG, but also to increase the effect of the neutrals if they are
preferentially feed back rather close to the target plates.

3. Modelling of baffle structures for the LYRA-configuration
To study this, we have simulated pure hydrogen plasmas in the LYRAvconfiguration (now with
an input power of 5 MW into the SOL) with different domevshaped baffles (restricting the gas
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Figure 3: Divertor geometry for modelling of the pure LYRA (a), the LYBA with a small baffle (b), a

wide baille (c), and a septum ((1)

flow towards the main plasma) and a septum (separating the both divertor legs), as shown in
figure 3. The separntrix density for this comparison is 3 x 1019 m‘a.

The short ballle (figure 3b) strongly decreases the neutral density below the X—point. However,

the influence on the target plate conditions is almost negligible. This is different for the long
baffle (figure 3c), which covers such a large fraction of the private flux region that the total
recycling of neutrals is strongly decreased. Therefore electron temperature increases at the
separatrix, where the plasma was detached for the pure LYRA and the LYRA with the short
baffle. The septum (figure 3d) acts for these plasma conditions almost identical to the long
baffle.

4. Design and construction of divertor II
Currently three different options are followed simultaneously, the LYRA and GAS BAG 2 (both
similiar to the configurations in figure 1), and GAS BAG 1, which has vertical target plates with
a smaller angle of incidence, resulting in a better spred of the power conducted to the target
plate. The first configuration to be installed in ASDEX Upgrade is the LYRA, and later the
GAS BAG configurations are to be studied. The basic idea underlying the engineering design of
divertor II is the request for a fast change (N 3 months) between different options. Therefore the
base of all configurations is a common water—cooled support structure holding different target
plate modules. Fig. 3 shows the cross-section of the LYRA and GAS BAG 1. it can be seen that
also the retention modules stay the same in the different configurations. Only the transition
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Figure 4: Crosseseetion of the LYRArconfiguration (left) and of the GASBAG configuration 1 (right),

modules and the strike-point modules of the LYRA have to be removed and to be replaced by
the respective bumper plates when converting to a GAS BAG configuration.

The strike-point modules and the bumper plates will be fabricated from CFC, While for the
other modules fine grain graphite has a suliicient power handling capability.

Especially with the LYRA the conductance to the pumping channel is strongly reduced. To
make up for this, and to enhance flexibility for operation in general, additional pumping capacity
is necessary. Therefore a liquid helium cooled cryo pump with a nominal pumping speed of about
100 Ina/s will be installed behind the passive stabiliser. This pump is also shown in figure 4.
The present turbomolccular pumps, for comparison, have a pumping speed of 13*17 ”13/5 for
D2 and He, depending on the pressure. The cryo pump will also be able to pump H (3, using Ar
frost. however, with a pumping speed much lower than that for D2. The pump will have a small
chevron at the bottom side to thermalise fast neutrals from the plasma. With the GAS BAG
configurations an additional baffle for particle thermalisation might become neccessary, which
could be installed between retention module and bumper plate.

5. Summary
The ASDBX—Upgrade divertor will be modified to handle higher divertor power loads connected
to higher auxiliary heating power available in 199?, and to test new divertor concepts that are
presently discussed for I’l‘ER.

The new configurations have been modelled with B2~Eireue to check the underlying ideas.
These simulations show a much better recycling of the neutrals, mainly due to geometric clif-
ferences, leading to easier access to detachment. However, the both divertor legs are strongly
different, and it should be possible to influence these differences with additional baffling struo
tures in the private flux region. So far modelling of such baflles has shown an influence on the
neutral gas distribution, but only small effects on the divertor plasma.

Construction of the LYRA configuration is under way. Starting in May of 1996, it will be
installed in ASDEX—Upgrade, and operation will resume at the beginning of l997.

[1] BOSCH, l-lrS. et al., Extension of the ASDEX Upgrade programme: Divertor Ii and tung-
sten target plate experiment, 'l‘eclmieal Report l/‘281n, lPP, Garching, Germany. 1994.

[2] scrmmonn, n. et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 220—222 (1995) mm
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Effects of toroidal field reversal in ASDEX Upgrade
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A.. Mast. F., . Neuhauser, J. , Haas, G., Fuchs, Ch., Junker, W., Field, A.R., Wenzel, U., Lieder, G.,
ASDEX Upgrade Team, NI Team

Max.Planck-lnstitut filr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching and Berlin, Germany
' CFFI‘P, Toronto, Canada

1, Introduction

1115 dependence of general parameters describing state and performance of the tokamak plasma (like

LAH transition power or the density limit) on the orientation of the toroidal field [1,2] and, therefore the

dkection of the grad B — drifts, confirms the importance of an understanding of field reversal processes. In

tokamak plasmas numerous effects are reported to depend on the orientation of the toroidal magnetic field

including the symmetry of particle and power deposition at inner and outer divenor plates, radial profiles

in the edge and SOL regions. the recycling pattern, etc. [3,4,5]. Usually all these effects depend also

on other control parameters of the discharge like the power, the density, etc.. Therefore, only a detailed

comparison of several discharges representing essentially different types of plasmas can reveal clues for

a physical explanation of the field reversal effects. Such a comparison for ASDEX Upgrade and first

attempts to identify the underlying physical processes are the aim of this paper. A discussion of possible

modifications of the major impurity sources like the divertor plates and the inner and outer walls will

be given, whereas a treatment of the very complicated influence of the field orientation on the impurity

transport is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Experiments

A large variety of discharge parameters is included in the comparison : plasma current 0.6 1.0 MA,

line averaged central densities 1.1x1019 1x 1020 m’3, strength of the toroidal magnetic field 1.2 2.5
T, and heating power 1 10 MW. This parameter space includes L— and H-mode for both field orientations.

attached and detached conditions at the target plates, MARFE formation at the x-poim and excursions of

the MARFE at the high-field side. All discharges are in deuterium having single null configuration with

the x-po'trrt at the bottom of the machine. Magnetic field as well as the plasma current are assumed to

be positive if they point counter—clockwise looking from the top of the machine. The “normal" situation

in ASDEX-Upgrade is negativ Bt-field and positive Ip—current (grad B — drift for ions downwards to the

bottom divertor). In field-reversal experiments only the direction of BI was changed.

3. Diagnostics
Video cameras and arrays of Do diodes were used to monitor changes of the recycling pattern and

the development of radiating structures. A bolometer system is used to determine the radiated power

and an IR diagnostics to measure the power deposited onto the divenor plates. The lR—camera and the

Langmuir-probes mounted flush into the plates deliver power and particle fluxes, respectively, and provide

information about in/out asymmetries. Movable Langmuir-probes are installed in the outer midplane and

in front of the divertor plates. A Bragg~spectrometer observes CVI and DVD] radiation to monitor the
impurity concentration in the central column. The divertor and the boundary layer spectrometers observe

the distribution of the emissivity of few spectral lines in the plasma boundary and the outer divertor
leg, respectively. Radial boundary density profiles in the midplane are determined by observation of an

injected 35 kV Li-beam.
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4. Results and Discussion
The experimental investigation of plasmas with ion grad B-drift pointing away from the divertor has

been motivated by the observation that there is a more equal distribution of the power load between the
inner and outer divertor plates reducing the peak load [3} For a large ensemble of discharges representing
different plasmas states (ohmic. L- and H-mode), different line averaged central densities n, and Slightly
different plasma currents 1p (0.8 lMA) the dependence of this in/out ratio of deposited power is Shown
in Fig. l as a function of the product nBl. Despite the large scatter of the data it can be stated that (i)
the ratio falls with |a at low densities for both field orientations; (ii) it rises again for large negativg
nB., but there are no experiments at high enough positive nBl to confirm this branch for reversed fields;
(iii) the slope of the low-density branch is steeper at normal field, so that for a small positive fiBK the
ratio appears closer to unity compared to a negative nBl having the same absolute value. The same form
of the dependence of the ratio on density implies that. generally, the change with field reversal is minor
compared to the variation with the density itself.
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Figure 1 Ratio of power flux to the inner and outer
divertor plate vs. Mi. [various discharge types) Figure 2 [.inc integrated cmissivily of CV1

radiation from the central plasma column

In ASDEX Upgrade the most striking property of discharges with ion—grad B drift away from the
divertor is the higher impurity content (eg. C and O) of the central column (Fig. 2) leading to a 10%
to 30% higher 2911'. In a series of ohmic shots with reversed field covering densities from 1.1x 10‘9 to
4.6><101°rn'3 the C emissivity in the column (monitored by the intensity of a CV1 spectral line) was
found to change non-monotonically — a minimum appears at 2,..3>< 1019111’3 (for 0.8 MA ohmic). Close
to such densities the divertor of ASDEX-Upgrade becomes cold (<10 eV), the plasma begins to detach
from the divertor plates: a pressure drop is gradually developed and the C-radiation retracts from the
plate surface to the x-point [2]. Fig. 3 illustrates both stages. For it = 2x lO""m’3 (the attached case) the
C111 intensity in front of the outer plate is twice as high for reversed Bl as for normal field orientation,
whereas for 4X 1019m'3 (detaching) about the same amount of radiation comes from the x-point region for
both field orientations. The estimation of CIII particle fluxes from spectroscopic observations of the inner
heat shield during earlier experiments to > 3X10wm'3) revealed a higher and top-bottom asymmetric
influx of carbon for reversed field cases compared to the normal orientation [6]. Changes in the radiation
detected by 10 bolometer channels distributed along the inner shield confirm this observation but indicate
influences of the density as well.
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interaction with the tiles in the reverse field

case. These observations are confirmed com-

plately by measurements using the movable

Langmuir-probe at the outer midplane, Addi»

donally. the long term observation of the AS—

DEX Upgrade discharges using TV-cameras and

Da—detectors showed typical differences in the

recycling pattern for both field orientations. e.g.

there was remarkably more recycling detected at

the ICRH safe—guard limiters during shots with

positive Bl.
Langmuir-probes installed in the divertor

plates and on a movable arm in front of the plate

are used to identify changes of the radial profile

of power and particle fluxes, the potential, or the

streaming velocity along field lines. The reversal

of the magnetic field seems to change the potential

distribution close to the strike zone of the sepa-

ratrix completely and a flow reversal in front of

the outer plate could be detected by a Mach probe
(fig. 5). There are examples where the small

radial zone of maximum power deposition which

is normally located somewhat outside the strike

point (in the scrape—off layer) switches into the

private flux region during field reversal (fig. 6).If

the direct introduction of material eroded from the

plate into the private flux region can lead to a

more efficient impurity fuelling through the

The radial profiles of the plasma density at

the outer midplane observed by an active Li—bcam

diagnostic differ if the field direction changes (fig.

4). For positive B! the profile reaches radially fur-

ther out, especially for higher density (a shift of

some mm due to unccnainties in equilibrium rc—

construction is possible). The radial positions of

additional bumps appearing in the profiles could

be identified as projected locations of iruter struc-

tures like the ICRH safe-guard limiters etc. The
fact that at those bumps the profile becomes 10-

cally flat contradicts the principal shortening of

contraction lengths by additional inner structures

and, therefore. points to ionization of neutrals re—

cycling from these inner structures. This can be

taken as evidence for a strong

Li - Beam
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Figure 4 Radial density profiles at the outer midplane from
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x-point region can only be speculated.

5. Summary

l 08

Langmuir probes In the plates

ne: 4x1019m'3;

0.00 ALL-J

0.996 0.998 1.000 1.002 1,004
p_pol (normalized poloidal tlux)

liignm 6 Deposited power density along
the outer tliverlor plnle from the probes

Effects of field reversal on the radial density profile in the scrape-off layer and the particle and
power deposition profiles along the divertor plates are observed. Flatter profiles are responsible for higher
recycling at walls and inner structures and, probably, enlarge the C-production as well. All effects appeared
to depend strongly on density. The location of the peak power load on the plate changes with respect
to the strike point, indicating a possible activation of a different transport channel (via the private flux
region). In addition impurity transport in the divertor plasma may have changed (flow reversal in pans
of the divertor). All this can contribute to a higher impurity influx leading to a larger impurity content
observed experimentally in the main plasma for reversed field.
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Power Losses During Divertor Plate Biasing and Detachment

Experiments; Biasing Effects on Impurity Levels and Transport in TdeV
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Centre canadicn de fusion magnétique*, Varenncs, Quebec, Canada 13X 181

* Supported by AECL, Hydro—Quebec, and the Institut national de la recherche scientifique

1. Power losses and detachment

The power distribution and the divertor plasma parameters were measured as a function of

the core line-average density, with the divertor plates grounded and with negative divertor

biasing [l], in both ohmic and auxiliary-heated discharges. For these experiments, a single

null (top) configuration was used, with Ip=l90 kA, B¢=l.8T, and the ion VB drift away from

the divertor. The lower hybrid heating system [2] delivered 550 kW, injected counter to the

ohmic current. Radiated power is measured by holometers. Of special interest is a pair of

bolometers which give measurements from two vertically separated regions in front of the

divertor plates. An 1R camera measures the spatial distribution of the heat load on both the

inner and outer divertor plates, and the total energy absorbed by the plates is measured by

imbedded thermocouples. The outer divertor is composed of horizontal and oblique plates, and

the power to them is monitored separately. There is an array of 16 flush-mounted probes in

the horizontal divertor plate. A rotating periscope is installed in the divertor, for spectroscopic

imaging of the divertor plasma. In the SOL the main diagnostics are provided by a Fast—

Scanning Probe on the bottom, and a "Gundestrup" Probe [3] on the outer midplane.

The global power balance shown in Fig. l is generally quite good for ohmic discharges, and

with divertor plate biasing. Of the non—radiated power, most goes to the outer divertor, with

outer/inner ratios of about 2—4. With negative biasing the outer divertor is active, and this ratio

increases, reaching values of about 6-8. With RF heating, on the other hand, a significant

amount of power is not accounted for, due to toroidal asymmetries and power deposited on

uninstrumented machine components. The increase of the measured outer/inner ratio with

biasing is not as dramatic here as in the ohmic case.

As the line average density increases, the fraction of the input power radiated from the main
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plasma increases, and the power and particle fluxes to the divertor plates decrease. At the
same time, however, although the total power deposited in the outer divertor is decieasing,
an increasing fraction of this power is deposited on the oblique plates, even though great Care
was taken to maintain the magnetically-determined strike~point at a constant position on the
horizontal plate. Measurements of the electron pressure in the SOL, and near the horizontal
plate calculated from divertor probe measurements and from ratios of HeI line intensities [4]
are shown in Fig. 2(a) as a function of the core density. It is relatively constant at low
density, and comparable to the pressure in the main SOL. At densities above 5x10” m3, the
divertor pressure drops rapidly. At these densities, both the electron temperature and the

electron density decrease in the divertor, resulting in a pressure gradient between the X-point
and the divertor plate. Spectroscopic imaging of the divertor plasma shows that the density
near the divertor throat continues to rise as the line-average density is increased, while that

near the plate decreases. This redistribution of the fluxes is consistent with a change of the

spatial distribution of the radiation losses from the divertor plasma: at low density, a larger
fraction of the divertor radiation comes from a region near the horizontal plate, while at
higher densities, the zone of strongest radiation moves away from the target toward the X-
point (Fig. 2(b)). The density at which detachment occurs varies approximately linearly with
SOL power per particle. Increasing the ohmic power results in higher edge Tc, and detachment
occurs at higher density. Because of increased recycling, RF heating does not appreciably
change Te in the edge, and therefore the detachment threshold increases only slightly.
Simulations were made with the B25 code (a modified version of B2 [5]) for edge and
divertor plasmas corresponding to ohmic discharges without biasing. The power flux into the
SOL, as well as the approximate powers delivered to the inner and outer divertor plates were
modelled with anomalous particle and energy diffusion coefficients Di=0.2, x,_d=0.6 m2 5".
At the boundary between the SOL and the central plasma, it was necessary to assume Ti=3Te
for low density discharges, and T,=Te for higher densities, in order to reproduce correctly the
deposited powers. As the density is increased at the midplane, the density at the horizontal
divertor plate increases, T, and Te decrease monotonically, but no detachment was observed.

2. Effect of Biasing on Central Impurity Transport

Experiments were performed in L-modc at fie = 2.5x10‘9 m”, Ip = 190 kA and B¢ : 1.5 T in
double null H2 and neon doped (0.3%) discharges. Carbon and oxygen intrinsic impurities, and
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neon and aluminium injected impurites were studied using VUV monochromators [6,7] and

soft X43); cameras [8], both with spatial and temporal resolution. Spectral lines of C IV, 0

VII, Ne IX and Al XI were studied. Fig. 3 shows typical experimental results for 3 impurity

line intensities as a function of minor chordal distance at different biasing voltages. Chordal

profiles of soft X-rays doubled in intensity as Vbias increased from -130 to +130 V. For laser-

ablated A1, both the decay time of the central soft X—ray signal and the Al XI line intensity

doubled as m increased from -250 to +250 V. These experimental results were interpreted

using the MIST code [9] and a soft X-ray model code [10]. The C IV results showed that the

diffusiVitY increased (decreased) by 15% for VI...“ = +200 V (-200). Analysis of C IV, 0 V11,

Ne IX, 50ft X—rays and laser ablation indicated that the inward convection velocity increases

(decreases) by 30% for m 2 +200 V (-200), while the impurity levels are increased

(reduced) by 25-50% for Vb-m = +200 V (—200). It is interesting that impurity transport within

the separatn'x is affected by potentials applied to the central plasma as a whole via the

divertor plates. A possible explanation [11] is that modifications of the poloidal and/or

toroidal ion rotation in the SOL (both observed), caused by a changing radial electric field,

are carried into the central confined plasma by anomalous viscosity. The radial electric field

within the separatrix is therefore altered. changing the radial convection through either the

neoclassical model [12] or the model proposed by Horton and Rowan [13].
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RADIATION DISTRIBUTIONS IN DETACHED DIVERTOR OPERATION ON Dlll-D*

A.W- LeonaEd, S.L. Allen,i M.E. Fenstermacher,T D.N. Hill, T C]. Lasnier, T
WM. Meyer,| T.W. Petrie, J.G. Watkins,A R.D. Wood,I and The DIII—D Team

General Atomics, P.0. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138—9784

Enhanced radiative losses with accompanying divertor heat flux reductions have been

achiCVCd on DHI—D by the puffing of deuterium and/or neon gas [1]. In addition these highly

radiatingi reduced divertor heat flux regimes have been extended to lower core plasma density

throngh cryopumping in the divertor. This paper describes the magnitude, distribution and

other characteristics of the radiation obtained during these experiments. Radiated power is

measured by two poloidally separated 24-channel bolometer arrays. One array views from

above, the other from below the midplane. The radiated power profile is reconstructed by

assuming constant emissivity on a flux surface for the core and SOL plasma and parameteriz-

ing the divertor radiation by flux surface and distance above the divertor floor [2]. Images of

visible line radiation in the divertor provide information about the distribution of impurities;

a tangential image is inverted to provide a poloidal profile of the emissivity. The coreago
plasma impurity densities are measured by charge-exchange spectroscopy techniques.

1. Deuterium Injection

The target plasma for the gas injection experiments is a 1.6 MA, 2.1 T single—null

ELMing H—mode plasma with ~8 MW of injected power and the VB drift direction toward

the X—point. With no additional gas puffing 1R cameras measure the highest heat flux at the

outboard strikepoint at ~6.0 MW/m2 but 31.0 MW/m2 at the inboard strikepoint. Conversely,

the divertor radiation is much greater in the inboard divertor than the outboard [3]. This

radiation pattern obtained from inversion of the bolometer data, is shown in Fig. 1(a).

Sufficient deuterium puffing, ~100 torr-E/s for ~500 ms, produces an abrupt transition to a

highly radiating state in the outboard divertor [4]. The increased radiation in the outboard

divertor [Fig l(b)] extends from the X—point to the divertor target peaking at ~10 W/cm3.

This radiating state is also characterized by a drop in peak outboard divertor heat flux by a

factor of 3—5 and a decrease in plasma flux and pressure at the strikepoint as measured by

Langmuir probes. In the inboard divertor there is no significant change after the transition.

Through the transition the plasma remains in H—mode with confinement at ~2 x L—mode.

By summing specific regions of the reconstructed radiation profile, loss channels for the

injected power can be identified. Before puffing, 18%#20% of the injected power is lost

*Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACO3489ER51 1 l4, W~7405—ENG—
48. and DE-AC04-94AL85000.

ILarwrence Livermore National Laboratory.
ASandia National Laboratory.
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Fig.1. [)it'erlor radiation distribution for (a) no additional gas puffing and (b) deuterium pttfl‘iltg mzlil radiative
regime obtained

through radiation in the core and SOL. In the divertor, radiation accounts for another ~30% of

the power with most of that in the inboard side. The balance of the injected power is observed

as divertot‘ plate heat flux, with 23/4 of that in the outboard strike—point. A detailed account.
ing of power balance during ELMing H—mode in DIII'D is given in Ref, [3]. After injection,
the outboard divettor radiation increases from 7% of the injected power to 30%. With the
extra gas there is a moderate increase in central density, from 7.8 X 1019 rn’3 to 8.9 x
1019 111’3 while the core and SOL radiation modestly increase from 19% to 23% of the
injected power. The increase in total radiation is offset by a corresponding decrease in
divertor heat flux. A summary of radiation distribution is presented below.

No Gas D2 Pul‘fing D2 with Pumping

Core & SOL 20% 23% 23%
Outboard Divertor 7% 31% 31%
Inboard Divertor 21% 16% 21%
Total Radiation 48% 71% 76%

The fractional contributions to radiation from neutral hydrogen and impurities have not
yet been measured on DTH—D. With complete graphite coverage carbon is expected to be the
dominant impurity. Carbon concentrations of ~1.5% have been measured in the core plasma
by charge—exchange spectroscopy for these discharges. Inverted poloidal profiles of visible
CIII emission from camera images present a pattern similar to that for radiated power.
Visible CIII emission is concentrated along the inner leg of the divertor before deuterium
puffing, but then increases to a greater level along the outboard divertor after the radiative
transition. Given the measured carbon concentrations and the region of highly radiating CIII,

the intrinsic carbon impurity probably represents a significant fraction of the increase in
radiated power. Measurements on JT-6OU have shown that carbon contributes approximately
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ff
half of the radiation observed during highly radiating divertor discharges [5]. Measurements

ofthese contributions on DIII—D are planned for the future.

Divertor pumping on DHI—D has allowed operation of ELMing H—mode plasmas at lower

central density [6]. Puffing of deuterium into these pumped plasmas has produced a similar

increase in divertor radiation and reduction in heat flux as the non—pumped case. These

plasmas have a ~25% lower core density and maintain good H—mode confinement. The

divertor radiation profile, shown in Fig. 2, while yielding the same total power has a more

even distribution of radiation along the inboard and outboard divertor legs. Otherwise the

magnitude and distribution of radiation are very similar. This result represents a significant

step in the effort to independently control the core and diveitor plasmas.

2, Neon Injection

Puffing of neon gas has also been

effective in reducing peak divertor heat flux.

For neon puffing the increase in radiation

occurs inside the separatrix. With sufficient

neon to produce a heat flux reduction of a

factor of 35, the radial profile of the radia—

tive emissivity peaks at 0.5 W/cni3 just

inside the separatrix, from p = 0.8—1.0, as
. . . 0,0 2.0 Watts] m3“; 5.0

shown. in Fig. 3. A core neon concentration c

of 15% for this case was measured in [he Fig. 2. Divermr radiation in radiative regime at

_ _ ‘ (owerdeniityii'ithpmnping.
central plasma. The total radiation increases

to 65%~70% of the injected power. The mantle of radiation inside the separatrix is roughly

equal in magnitude to the divertor/Xepoint radiation. A radiation distribution summary is

given in Table I. The total divertor radiation decreases somewhat and moves up the divertor

Table 1

0'5 ' ' ' ‘ _ Radiative Neon Neon with
a; 0.5 ;fig°§‘e°" I . Power Loss Injection Pumping
3 ----- eon with Pumping
g M 7 Core &SOL 42% 48%

E Mantle, 24% 33%

€013 - p : 0.84.0

E 0.2 - X_—point/ 23% 21%
u] divertor

°" __.’i . 7 - Total 65% 69%
o " I415)“ ' Radiation

0,0 0.2 0,4 0.6 DJ} 1.0 1.2
Rho

Fig. 3. Radial profile of radiative emissivity in care plasma
With no gas pufllng. neon injection and neon injection with
pumping.
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leg into the X—point region. The divertor radiation distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4. Visible
CHI images show a decrease in emissivity in the X-point region. Though significant powef is
lost inside the separatrix, H—mode confinement is maintained. However, the ELM character
is strongly affected, with the ELMs decreasing in frequency to ~5—10 Hz and increasing in
amplitude to produce a strong modulation in the central plasma density of ~15%.
Divertor pumping has also been applied to neon injection. When injecting neon into a
pumped plasma with 25% lower central density, a similar mantleof radiation and heat flux
reduction is produced as for the nonpumped case. The core radiation profile is also shown in
Fig. 3. The X-point/divertor radiation, though remaining similar in magnitude to the
nonpumped plasma, moves back to the inboard leg of the divertor. The ELMs are again
reduced in frequency and of larger amplitude producing a significant modulation of the main
plasma density. A method of ELM control must be found, such as in the ASDEX-U CD
H—mode [7], in order to practically make use ofedge plasma radiation for power dissipation

3. Conclusion
Attractive methods of reducing peak

divertor peak divertor heat flux have been
demonstrated by the injection of either deuv
terium or neon gas. With deuterium injection
the radiation is extended along the divertor
leg effectively dissipating much of the in-
jected power. Much of the increased radiation
likely comes from the intrinsic carbon im»
purity. More modeling is needed to determine M m Wang/cm, 2.0 M
if such a scenario can be utilized in larger size, _ _ Fig, 4 Divertor radiation distribution withdevrces. The attainment of a highly radiating mm injection
divertor at reduced central plasma density is also encouraging. This implies a flexibility to
optimize the core plasma conditions yet maintain a reduced divertor heat flux if the right
conditions are met.

Neon injection has demonstrated the possibility of radiating power inside the separatrix
before it reaches the divertor. Better understanding and control of the relationship between
H~rnode power threshold, ELM characteristics and plasma density are needed to asses the
applicability of this scenario for ITER-sized tokamaks.
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ATOMIC PHYSICS AND PLASMA-WALL INTERACTION EFFECTS

ON PARTICLE SCREENING AND RADIATIVE BEHAVIOUR OF
ERGODIC DIVERTOR EDGE PLASMAS IN TORE SUPRA

C, DeMichelis. A. Grosman, C. Chamouard, Ph. Ghendrih, C. Grisolia,
R. Guirlet, W. Hess, M. Mattioli, P. Monicr-Garbet

Association Euratom-CEA sur la Fusion Controlée, DRFC,
C.E. Cadaraehe, 13108 St. Paul-lez-Durance (France)

1. INTRQDUCTIQN. One of the most spectacular effects of the Ergodic Divertor (ED)

in Tore Supra (TS) is its capability to screen intrinsic impurities [1, 2] (mainly carbon in TS,

an all carbon, actively cooled, tokamak), thus purifying the plasma core (r/a S 0.8) with

Practically no change in its confinement properties [3]. This was quite unexpected, since the

ED theory does not foresee a drastic increase of particle transport (contrary to the large

predicted effect on heat transport). The interpretation of this ED-induced impurity screening is

quite complicated. since it involves the interplay among particle transport, atomic physics,

and plasma-wall interaction phenomena. Moreover, it was hoped that the ED would allow a

considerable increase of the radiated power fraction, thus reducing heat load problems. Both

these topics are discussed here, where we try to clearly state our present understanding of

these problems. which has been aided by the study of the behaviour of both intrinsic and

injected impurities. The ED-induced, edge plasma characteristics, relevant to the particle

effects discussed in this paper, are: a relatively large (10-15 cm) radial extension of the

affected edge (both ergodic and laminar layers), characterized by a substantially reduced

particle confinement time, a flat electron temperature, Te. profile (between 40 and 80 eV.

depending on the electron density, ne), between at least 0.9Sr/aSl, and a relatively large, up to

7 cm, scrape-off (laminar) region [3].

2. SCREENINQ. We shall start with a review of the experimental results (the screening

factor is defined as the ratio of the central particle densities with and without ED). For all

particles, screening is proportional to the perturbation strength, i.e., to the ED current IED-

i- Deuterium is strongly screened. In D __

plasmas, De decreases (Fig.1) as soon as the E2 ._

ED is switched on (ne decreases much more in 2-1 b 1%

the ergodic layer, r/a 2 0.8, than in the confined gt" .2 i 4 . ia n
0

plasma); at the same time all the Dot signals ”'1

(an indication of recycling) increase: these two “31' ED d‘mmmpm’m
effects indicate a decreased peripheral particle confinement time. The value of the ne decrease

(up to 50% of the average density) and its time constant depend on the wall conditions. It is

difficult to maintain he at the pre—programmed value when switching on the ED at the current

plateau, since this induces a very large gas injection, eventually leading to a disruption. This
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problem has been solved by switching on the ED at the beginning ofthe current ramp up, thus

ensuring a smooth transition to the divertor configuration (typically a D injection of a few
Pa.m3 s'] is necessary to obtain <ne>s4 1019 m'3, i.e., a filling efficiency of a few %),

ii- Helium is practically not screened. In 10.
He plasmas, ne remains practically constant

when applying the ED. The fuelling efficiency
is 2 80 % . The impurity screening factor is

3
(v

ill-
ll

somewhat less than for D plasmas.

iii- Intrinsic impurities. Carbon is
efficiently screened: a screening factor of 0.2 to, , , , who‘hn‘l0.4 is found, depending on wall conditions and Fig.2- Cconcenlrarion in EDandh'mlierD
fuelling gas (Fig. 2). Screening is somewhat plasmarfunciian af<n¢>.

better with boronized walls. Oxygen is less
screened; however, if the 0 data is normalized
to the Dot measurements (proportional to the D
flux), it falls in line with C (Fig. 3). Chlorine,

present in small quantities only in high density
plasmas, is very efficiently screened, especially
with boronized walls.

iv- Injected impurities. We shall neglect
laser blow-off injection of metals, since Fig.3- C. 0,ancancenrrariarLrinHeplaa
(although non perturbative for the core MMCiMOfIED-
plasma) it is locally (at the periphery where a

the neutrals enter the plasma) very
perturbative, and burns through the ergodic

Nlayer. Nitrogen, argon. and neon have been

injected. N and Ar are both screened
approximately as C (for N, screening is better ..

with boronized walls), and are both partially

w
m

w
m

m
u

u
o

=
h

n
c 11

rs
.

recycling impurities (Ar more than N),
9320because of wall retention. Ar wall trapping has

been systematically investigated by measuring Fig.4- [,9e (mom), and Integrated gummy
the Ar particle balance. using RGA (residual d‘pomedmm‘ wam('rqmr“)‘forArgan

gas analysis) and flowmeter measurements. Fig. 4 shows that the integrated quantity of

deposited Ar particles (for a series of consecutive shots during a radiative layer experiment
with Ar injection) increases continuously: Ar accumulates in the vessel walls. Gas recovery at
the end of the shot larger than the injected quantity is obtained for disruptive plasmas (black
circles) and non~disruptive plasmas without Ar injection. Similar results are obtained for N.
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Both impurities end up in the wall, and are (at least partially) released in subsequent shots,

mus preventing shot to shot reproducibility. Neon, on the other hand, is an almost completely
recycling impurity, practically not screened: the injected quantity is completely recovered at

the end of the shot. RGA measurements show that mass 22 (representing neon) has an

exponential decay with a time constant of 17 5 (very close to the vessel Ne pumping time

constant), to be Compared to 50 s for a non-ED limiter plasma. This difference is probably due

to the lower energy. with the ED, of the impinging Ne ions, because of the lower edge Tc

valuc. leading to a shallower ion penetration in the wall.

A discussion of these results must start with the observation that ‘pumping‘ (either active

pumping or wall retention) is an absolute prerequisite for particle screening. Indeed, a

completely recycling particle, even if ionized in the ED region, will eventually enter the

confined plasma if there is no means to pump it out . D is well screened, even when the usual

wetted carbon surfaces are saturated, because the different ED connections give access to

]arger interaction areas. However, even for a partially or non-recycling particle, screening can
only be effective if the neutral ionization length A} (=vo/nc<ov>ion, where v0 is the velocity

ofincoming neutrals and <ov>ion the ionization rate coefficient) is shorter than the ED layer

extent, KED (in which case, the wider sol and reduced edge particle confinement time increase

the screening). Estimations of WED/Ki show that only backseattered particles have a finite

probability of entering the confined plasma (for backseattering, we have taken the value 3Tee

for the incident particle energy, Tee being the value in the ED layer). For both He and Ne

neutrals, a large fraction is expected to be backscattered; moreover, both have low ionization

rates and are not pumped, thus explaining the poor screening. Finally, since D is efficiently

screened, backseattering cannot play a major role, and most of the population must be of
Franck-Condom origin; indeed, Don line profile measurements show an average energy of 3.5

eV, with practically no underlying hotter component.
3. RADIATIQN. One of the possible 0;“

solutions to the wall heat load problem is to
radiate a large fraction of the input power; this
involves the injection of impurities and requires
that they do not pollute the confined plasma. The
ED screening properties are a distinct advantage;

ad
(N

eo
n)

/<
n.

>
[M

W
/1

0‘
9n

r’]
O N

0however, they would require active pumping,
(0since using the wall retention capability gives :mnrai

rise to shot to shot irreprodueibility, due to the Fig.5-NannalizedN: radium" power“
subsequent release (indeed, we have not been fi‘”¢“"’" ”fN‘ dew" 1" mph-W“ 50"-
able to reliably operate with Ar or N). We have therefore injected Ne (preferred to He
because ofits larger cooling rate at the relevant Te) into relatively high power (up to 5.5 MW

of ICRH) ED plasmas, thus increasing the radiated power by approximately 1.5 MW (up to
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~80% of the total), at the expense of an increased central impurity content (since Ne is not

screened): nNe/nesO.7% for ~1019 Ne atoms injected. The ED effect is seen here in the

increased radiation efficiency (Fig. 5): three to four times less Ne is sufficient to obtain the

same radiated power as in similar , non-ED, limiter plasmas. Larger radiated powers were

obtained in these experiments only at the expense of the onset of a Marfe-like structure at the

high field side [4] (the normal radiative pattern in ED plasmas is with a strong radiating layer

on the low field side), accompanied by an outside detachment. Although the increased Ne

radiation efficiency may be partially due to the ED—induced Tc profile (constant at the rigm

value over a larger edge layer), two other effects are known to increase the impurity radiative
rate: transport modifications and charge exchange (CX) recombination [5]. Reduced particle
confinement times in the ED layer (resulting in increased recycling) have been inferred from

D injection and spectroscopically from N injection [2]. CX recombination requires a large

neutral D density at the edge; although we have no direct measurement of the edge neutral

density, the importance of CX processes in ED plasmas is demonstrated by comparing

experimental values and simulations for two CX sensitive C spectral line intensity ratios,
G=Iclcv and p=Ly0t/Rcv (Lya=CVI 33.74 A, RCV=CV 40.27 A , resonance line , and

Icv=CV 40.73 A, intercombination line), Fig. 6. The G-ratio is an inverse function of Te at

tokamak electron densities; it is increased by CK recombination of H-like C ions. The
Lyot/Rcv ratio, on the other hand, is an indication of the relative amounts of H-like and He-

like C ions, and decreases as a consequence of the increased peripheral recycling in the ED

layer. Indeed, a stronger peripheral recycling increases the He-like C ion density with respect

to that of H-like C ions, since the latter are located in the confined plasma, where the

perturbation has vanished [1]. In order to correctly simulate both line intensity ratios with the

ED [6], it is necessary to increase
simultaneously the diffusion coefficient in “’0--------- 0-1:; ------ “°

A D

the ED layer (by a factor of approximately 5“” 0 mg
three, roughly within the completely m °"’ ‘7 a (’9 u
stochastic region where a flat Te profile is ,2, e ,3

observed) and postulate the existence of a Q mo— TD_______ D_ ug__§1____ m 0

large peripheral neutral deuterium density Ito m r], n w

(in the 1016 m'3 range at the CV emitting
WT—B—W

layer, r/a = 0.85, and in the 1017 m'3 range at 'wlkAl bl“)
/ _ 1 Fig.6- Variation with [ED ofCLya radiance, edge

1' a — ) Ta. and ratio: G and p. normalized to [ED-0.

REFERENCE. [l] C. Breton et al, Nucl. Fusion 3_1_, 1774 (1991). [2] C. DeMichelis et

a], J. Nucl. Mater. 126-128, 485 (1992). [3] C. DeMichelis et al, Nucl. Fusion, to be published.

[4] W.R. Hess et al, Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, to be published. [5] DE. Post. J. Nucl.

Mater. 229-222 (1995) 143. [6] M. Mattioli et al, Nucl. Fusion. to be published.
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1, Introduction

The TCV tokamak [1] has produced a large number of diverted SN and DN plasmas, as well as

limited plasmas. Following boronization in 1994 virtually all discharges with the ion VB drift

towards an X-point and several elongated limited plasmas have produced Ohmic H—modes [2].

The typical SN discharge shown in fig.1 demonstrates most of the features observed in H-

modeS- Transitions can be 'dithering‘, with the Da level switching between L-mode and H—mode

levelS- They can also feature ELMs with pulses of Du emission well above the L~mode level.

Following the transition there generally is an initial ELM-free period. In the example presented

there is a short period of irregular ‘mossy' ELMs causing low amplitude fluctuations on the Da

signal, followed by several Large ELMs which significantly reduce the energy confinement time

and interrupt the density rise and a final period of mossy ELMs. The plasma density rises

rapidly in the absence of Large ELMs. Mossy ELMs have their largest amplitude in the divertor

and do not appear to affect confinement. In the absence of Large ELMs H—modes frequently

terminate in high density disruptions, sometimes at the Greenwald limit <nc>GL = 0.27 Ip/az.

TCV shol a 5645

5 :
D_al ha dither J, (— Large ELMs :

:j 5_ : . 'mossy' ELMS i _
m I

v? 18» ' l ‘ i ' ' ' i ,
10 * ' u

5 Si :
E; 4‘ -
"' 2 ' l,
0.05 ‘ _

0.04’ ,

0.02» I l I l l 1 ¢ ,
v . Te(0)' t . t

i Boo~ W _

700 ' w .

l . l .6G0 I l dpiLHFS i r I . l

Hm ,

° . . 171i I i. .
0 Oil 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

time (5)

Fig.1 Typical Ohmic H-mode evolution in the Single-Null configuration (fig.2b)
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2. Large ELMs
The magnetic signature of Large ELMs features a dominant m=l, n=0 (fast VCTtical
displacement) together with an m=2,3, n=l mode. Higher order modes could not be
measured because of hardware limitations. Both coherent and turbulent precursors have
been observed, beginning 0.1-3 ms before the Da pulse.

ELM effects have been
studied in detail in two
configurations, a Double-Null

D shaped configuration (DN)

with K=l.7, 5:0.7, Ip=390 ILA

and a Single Null configuration
with the X-point at the top

(favourable ion drift, SN) with

K:1.6, 5:0.4. lp=330 kA
(fig.2).

Fig.2 Configurationsfor ELM Studies. Left: DN, right SN

In the SN plasmas these ELMs cause changes in electron content and stored energy of

the order of 10% [3] . The X—ray emission from the plasma edge is dramatically affected,
The emission rises at the arrival of heat pulses released by sawtooth collapses and falls
as a result of the energy loss associated with each ELM. A single ELM may cause the
emission to fall by a factor of 2 within 0.1 ms. It is interesting to note that in ELMy H»
modes these discrete MIID events (sawteeth and ELMs) appear to dominate the power

balance at the edge transport barrier. In DND the ELM effects are 2-3 times smaller.
The effect of ELMs on global confinement has been investigated as a function of ELM
frequency. We may take a time average (over many ELMs) of the usual particle balance
and obtain _

<Neff>/N = (Pm/N - 1/1:up + (<AN>/N)fELM
where the first term on the left hand side is the rate of change of the particle content
averaged of many ELMs. ”Cup stands for the gnderlying (ELM—free) particle confinement

time and (pin is the particle source. Analogous expressions hold for the impurity content,

NZ, and the stored energy W.

The experimental time traces were divided into windows with roughly constant ELM

frequency, for which quantities of interest and their rates of change were sampled. In both

the DN and the SN cases the average rates of change in electron content from a 4 channel

FIR interferometer, impurity content estimated from an X»ray measurement [4], stored

energy from the equilibrium reconstruction vary nearly linearly with fELM up to a maximum

frequency, ~300 Hz for DN and ~120 Hz for SN (figs.3 and 4). Above these frequencies

irregular ELMs and returns to L»mode are often observed.
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From the slopes of the fitted lines we see that in DND these ELMs expel on average 2%
of the electron content, 2.5% of the stored energy and 6% of the impurity content_ In SNU
the corresponding numbers are 3.5%, 7% and 9%. The height of the Da pulses, Which may
be indicative of ELM size, vary little with ELM frequency, These large numbers are
confirmed by direct measurements of ANc/Nc and AW/W in selected cases. Note that as
far as particles are concerned the loss fraction should be taken as net since the gross
outward flux caused by the ELMs may be partly offset by an influx due to ELM-enhanced
recycling at the walls. Also the X—ray estimates for the impurity content, which are Still
based on a single chord and cannot take into account profile changes due to the ELMs,
may be subject to revision when more comprehensive impurity diagnostics bec0me
available.
In DN stationary conditions are obtained for fELM = 120 Hz, with <nC> = 8-1019m'3, Zeff=
1.6 and ”CC = 0.7 T9,“. In SN, stationary conditions with similar plasma parameters are
obtained for fELM = 50 Hz, due to the larger ELM size.

3. Discussion
Although Large ELMs have been observed in ohmic H-modes in TCV, their large size and
probable pressure (gradient) threshold, indicated by the requirement of an ELM—free
period lasting for 20 ms or more before the first Large ELM occurs following an L—H
transition, suggest they may be related to type I ELMs observed in devices with auxiliary
heating. The instability threshold for Large ELMs also depends on configurational factors,
as apparent from the ELM control experiments [5]. In these experiments in DN, Large
ELMs were induced or inhibited depending on the sign of the imbalance of a DN
configuration. When the ion VB drift was away from the 'active’ X—point Large ELMs
appeared after an initial ELMifree period. This opens up the possibility of controlling both
the evolution of H-modes and the size (AW, AN) of the ELMs.
The smaller ELMs observed near L-H and H-L transitions may be of type III. We know of
no counterpart, in other devices, of 'mossy' ELMs, although detachment instabilities have
been suggested as an explanation [6].
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1 Introduction

Low aspect ratio plasmas in START (A = R/a ~ 1.3) are normally obtained in the 'natural

divertor' form characteristic of the low A tokamak [1], in which a substantial fraction of the

scrape-off-layer (SOL) escapes interaction with the centre post and is led off into an exhaust

plume. Although this remains a promising feature of low-A tokamaks, for comparison with

conventional tokarnaks a variety of X-point configurations are now under study in START. To

date, these are obtained by passing an attractive current in a pair of poloidal field coils; denoted

'induction coils“ in Fig 1.
limb By this means a range of double

I; \ r—i ‘ ”—1! ‘ l null divertor (DND) and single
3 null (SND) X-po'mt plasmas can

a be obtained.
The equilibrium properties of

Al. vactium tank

,D 0w) "“23 . _3 these configurations are compared
gl 3 with visible light images of the

' centre . . . .BR Induction limiter plasma in section 2. Preliminary
-. .. coils coils (13cm diam) -—-- —- investigations of the turbulence

and scrape-off layer (SOL)
81 characteristics of these

configurations, using high speedU
\

LJ
LJ

video, probe and reflectometer

coils pport techniques are discussed in
structure section 3 and comments on

i L————r confinement given in section 4.
Fig 2 Schematic of the present layout of START

2 Equilibria in START
Standard plasmas are described in [2,3], and have plasma currents up to 250kA.

By passing current (of the same sign as the plasma current) in the 'induction' coils a range of
X-point configurations can be obtained. As the X-point current increases, the plasma first
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becomes elongated; then gradually separated from the central limiter; then forms a double X~
point plasma. At first the Xipoint is close to the induction coil and a double 'footprint' is Seen
on each coil case as shown in Fig 2. This plasma has elongation K = 1.75 and is verticalY
stable without active feedback.

Fig 2 Photograph and equilibrium model of DND plasma in START. The plasma and
centre rod currents are 100kA, 500kA respectively, and the centre column is 13cm in
diameter. Note the ’shadows’ cast by the Ragowski coil (lower left).

The image of the plasma boundary is now much sharper, and high speed videos suggest a
greatly reduced level of fluctuations in the emitted light from the edge of the plasma. The
picture also reveals remarkable toroidal symmetry of the diverted plasma footprints on the top
and bottom coil cases. There is no beading of the light, as is commonly seen in tokamaks
having targets composed of tiles, nor is there any braiding or splitting of the strike-points. The
Rogowski coils around the upper and lower coil case targets cast distinct shadows in the strike
point emissions, extending toroidally in opposite senses at the inboard and outboard sides,
consistent with plasma transport to Bohm sheaths at the inboard and outboard ends of a SOL
magnetic flux tube meeting a material boundary. Note that the plasma boundary appears
especially sharp on the inboard side, where the toroidal field is 5 - 6 times larger.
The X~point coils, radius 35cm, have recently been moved to a separation of 90cm (from
80cm) and DND plasmas of elongation K' ~ 2 are obtained. At still higher Icoi1/Ip135ma ratios,
the X-point is further from the coil case and the separatrix can completely surround the coil
case.

3 Turbulence and SOL characteristics
A high speed video camera, with speeds of up to 40,500 frames/s, shows that the SOL of a
’natural divertor’ plasma is turbulent with considerable ‘flare' activity outside the apparent
plasma edge (Fig 3a). In contrast, the X-point plasmas generally show a sharp edge with low
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fluctuation level, in the emitted light and without external flares (Fig 3b). When viewed by

more conventional optical devices, the fluctuations and flare activity produce a broad, fuzzy

plasma edge and a surrounding halo.

Fig 3 Successive framesfrom 40,500 fps video of (a) natural divertor plasma
(b) X—point plasma. Apartfrom X—point coil currents, conditions are
identical in these two successive shots.

probe, measurements of the 'natural divertor‘ plasmas have been reported in [4,5], and the

results reflect the video observations; a high fluctuation level and a broad SOL (Fig 4, circles).

In contrast, investigation of the edge regions of X-point plasmas of the type shown in Fig 2

indicate much reduced fluctuation levels and a SOL about 10 times narrower (Fig 4, squares).
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Fig 4 Me and Te profiles in the SOLfor ’natural divertor' (circles)
and X—poinz configurations (black squares)

Note that flux tubes in the outer SOL are considerably shorter in the DND configuration, since

they extend from one coil case to the other (connection length ~4rn), rather than the entire

length of the exhaust plume (overall length 12 ~ 16m). The factor 10 reduction in measured

SOL width 7t is consistent with the model proposed by Peng and Hedrick [6] for the minimum

thickness of an SOL based on marginal stability to ideal ballooning modes, which implies

h or L2.
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4 Energy confinement
The reduced turbulence apparent in the DND plasmas could lead to steeper edge gradients,
lower losses and improved confinement, and reflectomctry measurements do indicate a
steepening of the edge density gradient [7]. Estimates of energy confinement of two DND
discharges are reported at this conference [2], using profiles obtained from pulse to pulse by
Thomson scattering. These discharges are at relatively low plasma current and density, and
show no clear evidence of improved energy confinement; their power density exceeds the
ASDEX — Upgrade H—mode threshold [8] by a factor > 2, but [3N in both discharges is about
one half of the threshold [3N ~ 1 recently suggested for transition to ELM-free H—mode [9].
Recent discharges (June 1995) at higher200

plasma currents and densities do show
_ ' fl

several features associated with transition 0 I
to an improved confinement regime (Fig i '
5). in particular a spontaneous increase in _M
density and stored energy after the X»point c111 Elam
configuration is formed. However, the M

|energy confinement of these discharges I
Ifi 19has not yet been evaluated _5 c (‘10 ) ______

add,pufi1
° r“——l

I

I --
X—point plasmas in START have been I
studied at elon ations u to 2. Probe anal sis " A '

g P . . y 20 30 t,ms 40shows a factor 10 reduction In SOL WldLh ,
Fig 5 waveforms of *25402when compared to the 'natural' plasma

Conclusions W

configuration. Recent discharges at high density and plasma current show features suggestive
of improved confinement, but this is still to be quantified.
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Introduction

In H modes, impurities are expected to show accumulation. Experiments in DHI—D [1]

have shown that the controlled removal of impurities is possible with long periods of grassy

ELMS. An H-factor Of 1.5 is maintained in these steady state discharges. In contrast, giant

ELMs cause periodic collapses in confinement and can expel 5—10% of plasma energy on a

millisecond timescale. They have the additional deleterious effect of being a source of fresh

impurity influxes following energy deposition on the target plates. Clearly it is important to

understand the impurity behaviour during these giant ELMs.

The typical giant ELM is triggered by a fast (I~0.2ms) MHD event [2]. During this time

the temperature in the outer part of the plasma falls on the same timescale with a concomitant rise

in Du. After the giant ELM (Type I) crash there may be a series of smaller, higher frequency.

ELMS (Type HI?) before H-mode is re-established. Alternatively the recovery to H mode can be

free of DOI fluctuations. High time resolution ECE temperature measurements, fig.l, show that

during this recovery period the temperature returns to its pre-ELM value.

The impurity transport behaviour of Neon (from gas puffing) during H mode with giant

ELMs is modelled. Transport following the giant ELM and during the recovery of H mode are

interpreted as distinct transport phases.

Impurity Transport Simulation of Giant ELMs

The SANCO 1.5-D impurity transport code has been used in all simulations. Particle

transport is described by a diffusive and convective part with the flux of each ionisation stage

1“. : VD( w,t)V - "i + V( ty,r)ni
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The transport functions (D,V) are henrislically chosen and the solution is iterated Until the
transport is consistent with experiment.

In the case of low amplitude grassy ELMs it is possible to average the transa OVer a
number of ELM periods (i.e. when total radiation is not perturbed). In the case of giant ELM;
the transport is time—dependent.

A phenomenological model of impurity transport, within the constraints of the [W0
function (D,V) formalism, during H modes with giant ELMs is proposed. The model assUmes
that H mode is established. Following the giant ELM crash there is a period of enhancgd
diffusion before ELM-free conditions are restored. This will be referred to as the H—>L hybrid
phase. It is characterised by smaller, high frequency, mini-ELMs and the recovery of the edge
temperature during these mini—ELMs. The transitions between Hanodc and the hybrid HfiL
phase and back to H—mode are modelled by a sharp switch (< lms) in the diffusion COCfi-lciem
only. Both transport profiles are kept constant throughout each phase.

Experimental Observations

The impurity transport model requires many parameters that can vary both spatially and
temporally. The model inputs are electron temperature and density profiles and a source function
describing the impurity influx. The success, and limitations, of the model depend on these
inputs and on the experimental data used for comparison to the simulation results.

Temperature and density are measured with ECE (ISms time resolution) and LIDAR
(SOms). The source function follows the peripheral NeVII (232 -— 252p 465.22/3t) time history as
measured by a survey VUV spectrometer (1 lms). The instrumental time resolutions are not fast
enough to follow the ELM event in detail.

The location of the transport barrier removes a free parameter from the simulations. Its
location and width are found from the edge charge exchange measurements [4]. The change in
density of NeI0+ inside and outside of the transport barrier is shown in fig.2. The barrier is
located between r=3.68m and r=3.70m, corresponding to a normalised radius of 0.93. The
change in the gradient of the ion temperature near the edge gives a barrier width of ~1cm.

There is no on-axis accumulation of Neon. Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy (CXRS) shows hollow profiles. This necessitates the introduction of an outward
convection term [3] (see fig.3).

The penetration of the ELM into the plasma column is followed from the time histories
of the intrinsic impurities. NiXXV radiates at T6 ~ 500—700eV which, depending on plasma
conditions, corresponds to radii of r ~ 0721 ~ 0.9a. Fig.4 shows that, within the time resolution
of the spectrometer, the impurities react simultaneously with the ELMs. In other discharges
ELMs are seen clearly in the CIXV signal (Te ~ 300—400eV) but not in the NiXXV. The
penetration depth appears to depend on the abruptness of the recovery following the ELM crash.
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Results

The model is adjusted to match the total number of Neon particles, the profile of the

New and impurity line intensities. A sudden drop (<1ms) in diffusion only following the ELM

models the evolution of the Ne10+ profile (see fig.4). A transport barrier is essential throughout

the simulation. A ‘Standard’ convection of (V=-2Dr/a2) during the H—tL hybrid phase destroys

the hollow profile. The allowable values of D(r) are intermediate between H and L mode

DH(r) x2 < DHAL(r) < DH(r) x4

where the L mode factor is typically x6-10 of H-mode value. Although the location is more

important there is a sensitivity to the size of the barrier
-7 ms" < VEDDSUU) < —lO ms’l

There is qualitative agreement between the Ne'0+ behaviour on either side of the transport

barrier. Changes in diffusion during the H mode recovery have not been investigated although

the simulations hint that there may be some change over the ELM—free part.

Conclusions

An impurity transport model has been applied to describe the behaviour of impurities

during H mode with giant ELMs. There is a period of enhanced diffusion following the ELM

crash. Although it can be interpreted as a H-+L transition there is no change in the convection

barrier and the Change in diffusion is intermediate between the H and L mode values.

It is necessary to improve the time resolution, to sub-ms times, over that of present day

Spectroscopic instruments in order to follow the evolution of the transport barrier itself and the

detailed behaviour of impurities during the ELM.
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1. Introduction
There is a general consensus that the transition from L~mode to H-mode confinement regimes is

caused by a reduction of fluctuations at the plasma edge. In this case a parameter might exist which

monotonically changes when plasma evolves from L-mode to ELMAfree H-mode. In this study we

test the hypothesis that this parameter is plasma pressure. We use the volume averaged plasma

pressure and therefore we assume that profiles are self similar up to the transition to ELM-free H-

mode. A restricted dataset from COMPASS-D and ASDEX Upgrade is used. Comparison of these

two machines is interesting because both use single null X-point separatrix, boronized walls and

have similar aspect ratio Rla=3.3, elongation K=l.6-l .7 and low triangularity 5UP=0.0, oduwn=tt28~

0.48. The machines differ considerably in size: R=0.56m, Ip=]30-200kA, BT=O.8-1.9T for

COMPASS—D and R=1.65 m, lp=0.75-]MA, BTclO-ZST for ASDEX Upgrade and different

heating methods are used: Ohmic and ECR heating in COMPASS-D and Ohmic, NBI and ICR

heating on ASDEX—Upgrade.

The transition to ELM—free H-mode does not necessarily coincide with the conventional L-H

transition. The H—mode threshold is studied most extensively in the framework of the ITER H-

mode database [1]. The i-l-tnode power threshold on COMPASS-D is discussed in more detail in

[2].

2. COMPASS-D data
Transition to or from ELM—free H-mode is typically identified by bursts on the Hot emission each

associated with an increase in MHD activity 113945 cosieass-D

observed on Mimov coils at the outboard side at u “‘1 ll ELM-tree V i .

r/a=l.36. Duration of the ELM-free H—mode in 2 1| . t W ,
_ . h. ‘ WW yum-4H

COMPASS—D is 1080 ms. For Ohrmcally l "J“ JNWf ’

heated plasma magnetic signals have a gfimvmm /_f4/ \,_ _;
characteristic precursor—burst structure. The 6— //// 7

frequency of these bursts decreases when iii—ii :
approaching ELM—free H—mode and according to G wa‘ k 7

. . . . . 6; mt 1] I,» ,
conventional c1asstftcatton they can be called ‘ fl , tm‘mfiw:

typevIH ELMs. However, in the Ohmic plasma :mwA/ ,

the power P=POH-dW/dt is observed to be 0.
. ~ . P[kW|

approxnnately constant when approaching ELM- 600‘ {A ,r- e

free H—mode. However, parameters which :00}: f ’ flamers» ‘”“‘\"‘V\.’\.,~»¢.1 ’
monotonically increase are the volume~averaged 'Ogifi‘f'fw . ._ M”;

0.14 0,16 0.13 0.20 0.22 0.24 0,26
plasma pressure (P)°‘Wdia and plasma density. 1mm
Therefore in this case the conventional power Fig. 1: Transition to midfmm ELMfree H—mode

dependence of event repetition rate v for type—III regimcfor ECRH discharge ‘7’ 1mm" 1,5208 M,

ELMs dv/dP<0 should be replaced by Br=-1-9 r, P=P0H+PEC'dW/dL
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dv/d<p><0. With ECR heating, the transition to an ELM-free regime is also associated by With a
drop in the Ha emission and level of MHD fluctuations on the Mimov coils. However, at low
densities with ECRl-l, the observed H0‘ and MHD fluctuations just before the transition to the
ELM-free regime do not Clearly consist of separated events, indicating probably the scale of
structures finer than the diagnostic resolution. With ECRH at higher densities, the transition [0
ELM-free regime appears with the HOt/MHD-events having dV/d(p) < 0, similar to the Ohmic
heating case. Fig. ] shows such a transition. It is seen that the ELMrfree period coincides with the
period when the plasma pressure exceeds a certain threshold. Transitions to and from the ELM~free
regime occur at the same value of (p). However, the density approaches the cut—off value towards
the end ofthe ELM~free period and thus the power absorption profile is uncertain.

Next we test the hypothesis that the criterion for transition to ELM-free H—mode can be expresSed
in terms of the plasma pressure. As a simplest global dimensionless scaling we plot in Fig. 2 the
values of toroidal beta at the transition to ELM-free regime v.s. the safety factor. Here, BT:

2u0<p>/B%~, where BT is the toroidal magnetic
field at the geometric plasma radius and
q*=532Brl‘/(RIDMA)(1+K2)/2 [3]. The data show
that with both Ohmic and ECR heating, ELM-
free H~m0de is triggered approximately along
the line of constant normalised beta
BN=BT(%)aBT/IP(MA)~1. This line well
separates the ELMAfree regimes from L~mode
or type-Ill ELMy regimes. This criterion also
holds for Ohmically heated plasma in helium
where the heating power is typically 1.5 times
higher than in deuterium, For ECR heating at
fundamental resonance, the transition occurs at

similar beta for both lower n=(1.5—1.9)><1019
m‘3 and medium n=(3.5—4.8)X1019m‘3 lilie-
averaged densities, although the required RF
power in the first case is about 2X higher. The
exception however, ECRH plasmas at 2mec
where the density is low n:(0.7-l.4)><l(]'9m'3
and the transition is at higher beta, or even no
transition is observed despite BN>l. These
plasmas have very low electron collisionality.
An ELM»free regime has not been obtained on
COMPASS-D for any discharges with the
unfavourable ion gradB drift direction i. e.
away from the X-point.

Preliminary experiments have been performed
in order to test the dependence of the transition
to ELM—free regime on the edge current
density. using current ramp down in Ohmieally
heated discharges. It was found that in
discharges close to a Hemode transition current

BT[%]*—_t—to H" from H‘t

1.4 0H ‘ ;
some /i\ V t

1-2 eczmcc A ,
1.0« A
0.8
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0.2

0.0. _ .
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l/q*
Fig. 2: Tor'oidal beta at the transition to orfrom

ELMfree H—mode regime.
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f

of ramp doWn during an ELM-free period never triggered ELMs or L»mode,

3. ASDEX Upgrade data

On ASDEX Upgrade, the ELM-free regime is also established through a period of events on the

Hot emission Which are accompanied by activity as detected by Mimov coils in the outboard mid

lane (r/a=1.28)- With ion gradB drift towards the X-point, type-III ELMs or 'late dithering cycles‘

[4] occur, but not for the other direction. However, in this second case 'L-mode fluetuations' grow

With time and power. Fig. 4. shows transitions to and from the ELM-free regime with unfavourable

ion gradB drift,

#4496 ASDEXlJpgnide, ' . I | l l I'l l L

i
1
VJ 0.5
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fé

L—uiode [ELM-free
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TIMFJs
Fig.5: Transition to andfrom ELM-free regime on ASDEX—Upgrade. lp=0.75MA,BT:+2T

As on COMPASS—D. both transitions [‘7]ir iA_

occur at approximately the same BT 0 _ to H* {mm Has \é

values of volume averaged plasma 1_4.AUG/OH 2 v A

pressure <P>°<Wmhd Fig. 5. summa— 12:Egg;£s)§ O o O A

rises the values of [ST at transitions to ' Ji 0 6)

and from the ELM—free regime for 1.0, Q O ‘

NBI, ICRH and OH heating and both . 0

directions of toroidal magnetic field. 0.8 E9 8

COMPASS—D data are shown for - ‘

comparison. It is seen that the 0-6
transition in ASDEX Upgrade appears 04%

close to the same value of [3N as on ' ,
COMPASS-D, however, the scatter 02,

increases towards low q values. j

Concerning the asymmetry in the BT 0.0 , T , v ‘ WI

direction, inspection of similar shots 0-0 0" 02 0-3 0‘4 0'5

with BT=i2T (##4388, 4387) reveals “q...
that at the transition to the ELM—free Fig. 5: [3T at Iransilion to and from ELM-free H-mode

regime Wmhd is the same within 10% on ASDEX Upgrade. COMPASS-D data from Fig. 2

for both field directions while the are shownforcomparison.

heating power PNBI is 2X larger for
unfavourable ion gradB.
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4. Discussion
One possible explanation for these observations might be the stabilising effect of plasma pre53ure_
Ideal MHD theory predicts that the plasma edge is stable against the pressure driven (flute)
instabilities due to the favourable averaged curvature at the edge where q>1 [5]. This stable SyStem
can be de-stabilised by increasing the edge current density or by non—zero resistivity. In order to
restore stability the plasma pressure should exceed the offset given by dcstabilising mechanisms
For the case of finite edge current density the criterion for linear stability (peeling modes) [6] Can
be re—wr'itten in terms of volume average beta as:

[3T > 2\i(l+l<1)/2K1h s J+><1
a (J) q

where s:aq'/q, L =<p>/p‘, prime denotes derivative at the edge, < > denotes volume average‘j is
the total current ensity and]a the current density at the edge. This formula predicts approximately
the observed dependence of threshold beta on q for COMPASS and ASDEX-Upgr‘ade, as abovc_
Also the threshold in beta is independent of machine size if the profiles are similar. The cquatirm
(1) also predicts the observed induced transition into ELM-free I-I-mode on COMPASS~D by
plasma current ramp-down, which is expected to reduce lu/<j>, although the increase of (1 during
ramp down is expected to reduce the threshold beta as well. On the other hand, jal<j> is expected
to increase due to the bootstrap current and thus can explain the increase of threshold BT at low
density 2mcc ECRI-I in COMPASSD. For order-of—magnitude comparison we re-write the edge
current density factor as sjal<j>:s(l-s/2) having a maximum at 5:1. For this s and for a value of
edge pressure gradient Lp/a= 1/11) equation (1) predicts stability for (h) 0.92 % at q:3 i. e. close to
the value at which transition to ELM—free H-mode is observed. The second de—stabilising effect,
finite resistivity [7], is known to be relevant [8] but is not discussed here.

(1)7

If a transition to ELM—free H mode occurs above a critical plasma pressure then some of the
dependencies in the representation of the threshold in power Pm can be explained by the behaviour
of energy confinement time IE. Hysteresis can be a consequence of the discontinuity of ”CE at the
transition. The increase of Pm at low densities, observed in COMPASS—D [2] and other devices,
can be a consequence ofthe dependence tEoctr.

5. Conclusions
The transition to and from ELM-free l-I—mode is observed to occur at a threshold BT X q (BNEI) on
both COMPASS-D and ASDEX-Upgrade. Preliminary comparison with ideal MHD peeling mode
theory shows that it could explain sortie of these observations.
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W7-AS with Modified Mirror Ratio at High r-Values

My CD. Beidler, J. Das, G. Ktihner, E. Harmeyer, J. KiBlinger, H. Niedermeyer,

H. Ringler, E. Wiirsching, H. Wobig, W7-AS Team, ECRH Group

Max—Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, lPP-EURATOM—Association
D-85748 Garching, Germany

A series of operation points is established in this paper for the three configuration types "R", "M"

and "A" With modified mirror ratio in W7-AS, at various values of the edge rotational transform

”90,49. We use stationary low-B plasmas in order to compare to vacuum field calculations. The

first part of this paper describes vacuum field properties for the three configuration types, the second

part gives experimental data.

The number of trapped particles and their localization can be modified in W7-AS by a change of the

mirror ratio, defined as MR 2 (B36 — Bo) / (B36 + Bo), via the axis field values at the toroidal angles

43:0 and 36° in the 5 field periods of the device. This is done by different input currents in the non-

planar coils at ¢=36° compared to the currents in the other non—planar coils. The mirror ratio

changes its sign in "R" with MR=10% and "A" with MR : -10%. A new configuration type, "M"

with minimum values of MR < 1 %, is introduced in the vicinity of the standard case, "S“. In all

cases the field value B36 is kept to e126 T for ECRH plasma production and heating: the average

axis field is largest in "A" and lowest in "R". The sizes of the edge magnetic surfaces differ at 49:0

and 36°: for "R" they are larger at ¢=0 than at 36°, and vice versa for "A".

Vacuum fields for various values of 1a are shown in Big; for “R" and "A" with MR = :10 %, as

well as for "M" with MR is0.2 %. No vertical fields are applied. The input data for the calculations

are from actual shot data, except for the case at 13:5/7. The plasma edges are corrugated according

to the effective main resonance, 13:5/N, with N=7 to 10 in the range of interest. The corrugation

increases with decreasing local shear and is largest in "A" near 13:5/9 (not shown in the figure).

Internal islands at 1=5l9 (or 5/10) can exist within closed edge surfaces in the vacuum fields of "R",

"S" and "M" at slightly differing r—values on axis. The radial extension of these islands increases

towards the edge, it is smaller in "R" than in "M". Higher-order resonances, eg. the combinations of

5/10 and 5/9 => 10/19 or 5/9 and 5/8 => 10/17 can be seen in the vacuum fields at specific 1-va1ues.

fig; summarizes the dependences of minor radius, global shear and global well depth vs 13 for the

three configuration types. The minor radius is defined by the average size of the 'last closed' surface

not touching the inboard limiters or by the size of the separatrix; its value shrinks with increasing 13.

When changing from "R" via "M" to "A" at 13:0.55, the minor radius stays between 15 and 16 cm,

the magnetic well deepens from —0.7 to 4.3%, but the shear is reduced from 6% for "R" to nearly

zero for "A". This is accompanied by a minimum of the minor radius at the 5/9 resonance in the

latter configuration. Similar minima are indicated for "R“ and “M" at 1a=5/8.
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Experimental details. The plasma radius, a, was set in W7-AS until 1994 at low I by the two
movable main limiters at (b=36°, and subsequently by the fixed inboard limiters near (13:0 Via an
appropriate axis shift by a vertical field. At high 1 the separatrix defines the plasma radius. In earlier
experiments with modified mirror ratio the edge rotational transform was mainly adjusted for
la~0.34, see /1/ and /2/. Any increase in 6 causes an increase ofr in the vicinity of the magnetic
axis; other changes of the reprofile are correlated with residual plasma currents 1p, (bootstrap, Ohmic
and/or electron-cyclotron-driven current). Then the resulting r-profile locally deviates from that of
the vacuum field, and its edge value differs from la. Effects of magnetic islands at resonant l‘Vaes
are difficult to predict. They may also change the plasma radius. Details of the edge configuration of
the standard case, "S", and results of correlated experiments for Ip~0 are given in /3/. In these neg
current—free plasmas, the bootstrap current was compensated by an Ohmic current.

Plasma start-up in the present investigation is with ”0.4 MW input power. After 0.15 one of the two
gyrotrons is switched off, the second one is continued at a moderate power of about 0.2 MW for is
pulse time. The line~integrated density is controlled by feed-back of an external gas valve, together
with recycling from the vessel walls. We study discharge pairs with 1p~0 and a free development of
the residual plasma current. fig; gives for example various quantities of interest for two diseharge
pairs in"R", #31838 and #31847 at IpeO, as well as #31839 and #31848 with free development of]p~
Minor radii of 14.3 and 13.8cm, average axis fields of 1.16 and 1.14 T, and values of 13:5/10 and
0.55, resp., are calculated in the vacuum configurations of these discharges. Identical values of the
diamagnetic energy, Wdiaellld, are obtained in the pair #31838-39; in #31847-48 Wdia has
successively smaller values by #1095. The discharge #31847 (Ipe’O, 1a~0.55) is influenced at its end
by an edge probe. This perturbation should be neglected. Free-developing currents of Ip=1.4 and
0.6kA are seen in #31839 and #31848, with differing time behavior: 1p in #31839 tends to saturate at
about Is near the end of the discharge, that of #31848 has a much faster saturation and may be
influenced by 13:5/9. Values of 1p~4Ip/(Ba2)= 0.02 and 0.01 result for these discharges from the
cylindrical approximation using vacuum field data. Peaked Te and slightly hollow ne profiles are
nearly identical for the pair of discharges shown in En, profiles of other cases in "R", "M" and "S“
(two discharge pairs) are similar, Te profiles in "A” are broader, however. Central values scale
roughly as Wdia in all cases. With increasing la the values of Wdia decrease to typically 0.9 k} in
"R" and "M"; the observed Ha-signals at the inboard limiter show small variations, those at the wall
tend to increase marginally. No space-resolution of Hal-signals was attempted.

Summary and conclusions: Three configuration types, "R", ”M" and "A" with modified mirror
ratio are investigated in W7—AS at la>0.49 by extending vacuum field properties for "R" and "M" up
to la~0.7 and for "A" up to ra=0.6. Initial experimental data with low-power ECRH plasmas cover
the transition towards separatrix—dominated cases for "R“ and "M" up to 1:50.58, and yield similar
T9; and ne-profiles with central values of 0.8-1.3 keV and 1.4-1x1019m‘3, resp.. The new operation
points thus provide a basis for further more detailed studies of the transition from limiter-dominated
to separatrix-dominated configurations, magnetic islands and effects of trapped particles.

/1/ F. Rau et. al., 21St EPS Montpellier 1994, Eur. Conf. Abstr., Vol.18B 1,400 (1994)
/2/ F. Rau et. al., 10th Int. Stell. Conf. Madrid (1995), in press
/3/ J. Das et al., paper submitted for this conference
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Drift Reversal in the WVII—X Advanced Stellarator

D. Clement and W. A. Cooper
CRPP/EPFL, Association Euratom/Confederation Suisse,

Lausanne, Switzerland

1. Introduction
The variation of the magnetic field along a field line in fusion plasma confinement con-

figurationfi causes particles to become mirror-trapped. These particles can trigger insta-

bilities in the fluid plasma which can have important implications especially if they are

energetic- The sign of the ratio of the bounce-averaged magnetic drift frequency to the

diamagnetic drift frequency constitutes a useful and important measure of the impact of

trapped particles on instabilities. The application of a Schwarz inequality shows that for

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes, energetic trapped particles exercise a stabilising

afiect if the ratio is positive, but no conclusions can be drawn if it is negative [1]. In the

Wendelstein WVll-X device [2], the effect of trapped particles on ballooning instabilities

has been examined by Niihrenberg and Zheng [3]. Another important class of instability

is the callisitmless trapped particle mode (CTPM) [4], which can enhance anomalous

transport losses. These modes that are localised in regions of unfavourable curvature can

be stabilised by the digging of a magnetic well at finite fl that reverses the direction of

the magnetic drifts. In this work, we examine the conditions that lead to the reversal of

the magnetic drift frequencies in the WVII-X Advanced Stellarator.

2, The equations
We invoke the ballooning representation in order to calculate the ratio ot the magnetic to

diamagnetic drift frequencies because local stability properties are evaluated in balloon-

ing space in order to reconcile conditions of periodicity in toroidal systems with finite

magnetic shear [5]. In the ballooning space, the magnetic drift frequency is given by the

expression 2
_ 1 Bxkl-K 2 (Bxki.VlnB)vl]

“’47—’91“ B )“"+ B 2 ' (1)
where Qj = ZjeB/Mj is the cyclotron frequency of a particle of species j, to = (b - V)b is

the magnetic field line curvature and b is the unit vector along the magnetic field lines.

The diamagnetic drift frequency is

pj B x kl-Vl'nNJ-
, 2

”Wm B ( )“hi:—

where pj is the pressure, Nj is the density, Zia is the electronic charge, pMj = Mi is

the mass density and M,- is the mass of the particles of species j. We express the ratio

of the diamagnetic drift frequency to the bounce-averaged magnetic drift frequency as

—1 9"fi“d6 El = ( )fam fit“ I , (3)
R fax-T d0€[(BxVS-:glp+87[2))vfi+ (BXVB€.VB)%]

which is evaluated in the Boozer magnetic coordinate system [6] (s, 9, qt), where s labels

that radial variable, 9 is the poloidal angle and 45 is the toroidal angle. In this coor-

dinate system, the magnetic field B lines are straight, hence the wave vector k; 2 VS
in ballooning space is given by VS = V¢ — qVG e q’(€ — 9k)Vs, where q is the inverse
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of the rotational transform and prime (’) denotes the derivative with respect to s. The
integration with respect to 9 between the bounce points 9min and 9m“ are eve-hated
on a fixed magnetic field line a : ql — qd which reflects the coordinates being Straight.
The factor (‘1) in the numerator is a result of the normalisation of the die-magnetic
drift frequency that we have imposed to unity taking into consideration that the deflsity
profile is assumed monotonically from the centre to the edge of the plasma to make its
sign negative.

3. Description of the results
We calculate three dimensional (3D) equilibria with nested magnetic flux Surfaces that
model the WVII-X device with the VMEC code [7]. We map these equilibria to the
Boozer magnetic coordinates with the modules of the TERPSICHORE stability Code
that perform this task [8]. To evaluate the bounce averages, we chooses 9 : 9m“ and
evaluate the pitch A : 1/B(9,,m,) and then follow the field line to search for 6min that
satisfies BMW") 2 BMW”) to a prescribed absolute error, typically 10‘“. We then ap.
ply a Simpson rule to performe the bounce average integrations. We have benchmarked
the calculations with results presented for the tight aspect ratio START tokamak [9] We
find good agreement with respect to the drift reversal of the barely trapped particles and
with the observation that the fraction of drift-reversed particles does not change with
f}. Some discrepancies are observed in the shape of the UK curve for deeply trapped
particles that can be attributed to the difference in the models employed. The mod-B
distribution in WVIl—X on a surface with s : 10/18 is illustrated in Fig. 1. As an ini—
tial application for WVH-X, we have considered the evaluation of l/R on two different
field lines a = —l and a : —1 — 277/5, which due to stellarator symmetry describe in
fact the same field line (Fig. 1). The results are essentially identical. The calculation of
l /R shows that the grad-B drifts dominate over the curvature drifts because the trapped
particle orbits are confined to the straight sections of the WVII-X device. It also shows
that the magnetic well is an important factor associated with drift reversal. At low ,3.
only the barely trapped particles have orbits of sufficient toroidal extent to sample the
well to reverse their drifts. The bulk of the trapped particles do not drift-reverse except
for a small fraction of deeply trapped particles near the magnetic axis. This is shown in
Figs. 2a—2c. As we raise fl, we find that the fraction of drift-reversed particles increases
significantly at 5 = 1.5% and that virtually all trapped particles reverse their magnetic
drifts near the MHD limit of ,3 : 5%. The drift reversal is caused by the enhancement
in the magnitude of the radial gradient of the Jacobian fl which is associated with
a deepening of the magnetic well with ,6 and the steepening of the radial gradient of
the poloidal current flux. The fraction of drift—reversed particles on flux surfaces with
s : 3/187 .9 =10/18 and s = 16/18 occupy the solid regions in Figs. 2a—2c for ,3 = 0.15%,
in Figs. 2d—2f for ,3 : 1.5% and in Figs. 2g-2i for [3 = 5.3%.

4. Summary and conclusions
In summary, we have analysed the conditions for drift reversal in the Wendelstein VII-X
Advanced Stellarator. For this purpose, we have evaluated the bounced—averaged drifts
in ballooning space because local stability of a plasma is commonly investigated after
invoking the ballooning mode transformation (in order to reconcile conditions of peri-
odicity in systems with shear). The calculations are performed in the straight field line
Boozer magnetic coordinates . At low fl, we obtain that the helically (toroidally) trapped
particles have bounced-averaged drift frequencies of the same (opposite) sign compared
with the diamagnetic drift frequency (assuming monotonically descreasing density pro-
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files)- Ali fl increases, We find that the fraction of trapped particles that experience drift
reversal also increases (manifested by a. change in the sign of the ratio of the drifts). This
increase is attributed malnly to the modification of the grad-B drift due to the combi-
nation of a favourable variation of the radial gradient of the Jacobian (which is related
to a deepening of the magnetic well with fl) and a steepening of the poloidal current
flux gradient. Near the MHD [3 limit of 5%, nearly all the trapped particles become

drift—reversed This could have very favourable implications for anomalous transport in

the wvrrx.

References
[1] Rosenbluth M N et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51 1967 (1983)
[2] Beidler C. et al., Fusion Technol. 17 148 (1990)

3] Nfihrenberg J and Zheng L .1, Proc. 20th EPS Conf. Contr. Fusion Plasma Phys.

ECA17c 1-413 (1993)
[4] Rosenbluth M N and Sloan M L, Phys. Fluids 14 1725 (1971)
[5] Connor J W, Hastie R J and Taylor J B, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40 396 (1978)

[6] Boozer A H, Phys. Fluids 23 904 (1980)
[7] Hirshman S P and Betancourt O, J. Comput. Phys. 96 99 (1991)
[3] Anderson D V et a1, Int. J. Supercomp. Appl. 4 34 (1990)
[9] Roach C M, Cmmor J W and Janjua S J, Culham Laboratory Report 281 (1995)

m

Figure 1: The mod—B contour distribution in WVII-X on a flux surface with s : 10/18 at [i = 1.5%

peeled open over the poloidal and toroidal Boozer magnetic coordinate angles 9 and ¢, respectively. This

distribution covers two field periods —21r/5 < 45 < 21/5 and two poloidal transits 211' < 9 < 211'. The

dashed line corresponds to the trajectory of the magnetic field line labelled oz : 0 and the dotted line

corresponds to the field line with a = 21/5 or alternatively can be considered as the a = 0 line but one

field period downstream.
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Simulation and Analysis of Neutral Particle Spectra for W7-AS

N. Rust, B. Wolle, K. Hijbner. M. Kick", F.P. Penningsfeld‘), U. Stroth", H. Walter

Institut fijr Angewandte Physik, Universitat Heidelberg, D—69120 Heidelberg, Germany

'1 Max-Planck-Institut fijr Plasmaphysik

Association EURATOMVIPP. D-85748 Garching, Germany

1. Introduction

Good confinement of energetic ions is one of the optimization criteria for the W7-X stellarator

[1]. Therefore, it is of importance to improve present experimental and theoretical methods for

the investigation of the physics of fast particle confinement. Here, we present first results of a

detailed experimental and theoretical study on analysis and interpretation of non-thermal

neutral particle spectra for W7—AS which are strongly related to the ion energy distribution.

2, Experimental Setup

The neutral particle diagnostics (NPA) at W7—AS consists of 4 neutral particle energy—

analysers, built and calibrated up to 22 keV at Joffe Institute [2]. They have lines—of—sight in a

vertical plane and are mounted on a lift that can be moved in vertical direction. A neutral

particle diagnostic beam with an energy of 22 keV is passing vertically through the plasma

center. This allows spacially resolved measurements at the crossing-points of the beam with the

lineseof-sight of the analysers. The observation angle of the diagnostic system is about 35° to

the magnetic field lines. For the measurement of the ion energy distribution two analysers are

used, each having 10 energy channels,

3. Neutral Particle Flux

The local charge—exchange particle flux S (v, u, I) from the plasma is given by

It 1

S (v,tt,t)= 8"; n0 f (v,ti,t) (G v>cx .exp‘:—J;(ni (G v)cx +21! (6 v)c )] . (1)
0

Here, f (v, ti ,1) is the time-dependent 2D ion velocity distribution, v is the particle velocity,

it : vn/vL the pitch—angle, g is a geometrical factor, n, and no are the ion and neutral particle

densities, (o v>cx and (0 ")9 are the rate coefficients for charge-exchange and electron impact

ionization [3]. The exponential factor of eq. 1 describes the absorption of the particles on their

trajectory through the plasma which is important for the low-energy part in the measured

spectra and depends on the absolute values of the ion and electron density profiles.
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4. Simulation of the Ion Distribution Function

For the comparison with the measured neutral particle spectra it is important that the
simulation of the ion velocity distribution includes pitch-angle scattering. Therefore We
calculate the non-thermal ion velocity distributions of neutralibeam—heated ions by using the
timeidcpendent 2D Fokker—Planck code NRFPS [4] which solves the Fokker—Planck equmion
for the velocity distribution f (v, ttJ),

Numerical calculations were carried out for W7—AS discharges with HO-injection into
Hi—plasma. The central density was 2.8><10'9 m‘3, the central electron and ion temperatuyes
were 0.5 and 0.44 keV, respectively. The injection angle of the neutral-beam injection was 220_
The electron temperature and density were taken from Thomson scattering and the jg“
temperature was taken from the neutral particle diagnostics, The deposition profile for the
injected particles was calculated with the 3D Fafner code. Since Ztfl—mcasurements were not
available, Zw = 2 due to carbon impurities was assumed. Fig. 1 shows the calculated ion
velocity distribution for some different pitch-angles in the presence of neutral—beam injection.

Fig.1: Calculated normalized
ion velocity distribution
for different pitch-angles

The plasma data are:

nc = 2.8x10lg m". 2% :2,
Tc = 0.5 keV. Ti: 0.44 keV
and 45 keV injection with a
power density of
Hg = 1.2 W/em‘l.

10g
(f

)

lo 20 3t] 40 50

Energy [keV]

For detailed analysis of the NPA spectra it is important to understand the influence of the
different plasma parameters on the fast ion distribution. Therefore we carried out numerical
studies varying one plasma parameter and keeping the others unchanged.

We found that a change in the electron temperature of 15 % has little effect on the ion-

distribution function below 5 keV and the high energy part is changing by less than 20 %. This

is in the order of the error of the NPA measurements. A change of the ion temperature directly
changes the slope in the low-energy part of the distribution function but has no effect on the
high—energy range.

Lowering the electron density leads to an increase of the non—thermal part at the cost of the

themial part (below = 5 keV). However, we found that a small change in the electron density
of about 5 to 10 % has no measurable effect on the ion distribution function.
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An decrease of Zn.” from 2 to l enhances the plasma ion density. This leads to an enhanced

pitch-angle scattering and an depletion ol‘ the particle distribution function at the injection

energy- Our calculations show that Z1,” is a critical parameter in the highrcnergy region

(SEE fig. 2).

5. Comparison of the flux calculation and measurements

In order to compare the calculated ion distribution function f (i, u , r) with experimental data,

a theoretical particle flux from the plasma S (tutu!) was calculated according to eq. 1. The

absorption term in eq. 1 was calculated with respect to the real stellarator geometry.

9.,
. _ NPA Fig.2: Comparison of
I8 ‘ calculated neutral

—-FPecodc . .
A particle flux With

‘3 experimental data.
. 19 .i
.00 nC = 2.8X10 m

TE = 0.5 c
T; = 0.44 keV

‘ i 2a: 28]] = 2

50

9 V.

8

a. 7
g s

5
4 7‘ 2b: Zd, =15

Energy [c]

Fig 2. shows the comparison of these calculations with the experimental result for the

Ztfl values of 2 (fig. 2a) and 1.5 (fig. 2b). From themial energies up to energies of 24 keV the

comparison between the measurement and the calculation is rather good. Small discrepancies

in the low—energy region may result from uncertainties in the absorption term due to errors in

the density profiles. Larger deviations above 24 keV show the importance of using accurately

measured 21,” —values. Additional work needs to be done for the investigation of the ion

velocity distribution in this energy—region. The comparison is also sensible on the energy

calibration of the NPA that has to be set properly.
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6. Effects of field ripple on fast particle confinement

The good agreement of the calculations with the experimental data up to 24 keV will, for the
future, allow to investigate the influence of global Alfen waves [5] and the losses due to
vertical drifts of magnetically trapped particles (l/v regime).

First measurements observing slowingvdown particles from the neutral particle diagnostic
beam in the presence of a changed toroidal field ripple show a clear coherence between the fast
particle loss and the toroidal field ripple.

ch 7 4974 :V Fig. 3: NPA flux at an enegy#31319 of 4974 W for different
R magnetic configurations.500~ ‘ ' ‘Particles are IHJEClCd

ML“ / during four 50 ms
0 diagnostic beam—pulses

E a 31352 beginning at 240 ms at
E 500 _ S an toroidal angle (p
i N w m /‘W of about 36”.

H: Precence of a magnutie
E 0 _i’V/ii_i % IL hill (passing particles).

it 31335 15' ,\ S: Standard configuration
with a small magnetic

500 — VW well.
WzPresence of a deep

0 A \— A M 00 360 ID magnetic well (trapped
260 460 Etta particles).

Time [ms] Diagnostic beam

In fig. 3, the neutral particle flux at the energy of 4976 keV is shown for the different magnetic

field configurations indicated in the right. If the diagnostic beam is injected in a magnetic hill
position, the fast ions are passing particles and therefore confined. They can be observed. The

NPA flux decreases if a small well is present (standard configuration) and all particles are
trapped and therefore lost if the beam is injected in a strong magnetic well.
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Introduction

To test the validity of a neoclassical description for impurity transport measured

impurity profiles can be compared with code calculations. At W7-AS density profiles of

impurities are obtained from active charge exchange spectroscopy CXRS by means of a

diagnostic neutral beam injector. For the neoclassical transport of He the IONEQ code

predicts, that the He [II profile has a similar shape than the profile of the electron density. in

the gradient region of the core plasma the required electron density profile can be measured

from mm«wave reflectometry with a high spatial and temporal resolution. A comparison

between these density profile and the measured He III profile should show, whether a

neoclassical description is valid or anomalous contributions to He particle transport exist.

Electron density fluctuations possibly generate anomalous transport. An

anomalous component in He transport therefore could be correlated with the density

fluctuation level as it is measured with reflectometry.

Electron density profiles and density fluctuations measured by reflectometry

At W7—AS edge density profiles and electron density fluctuations are measured by

a broadband heterodyne reflectometer [l]. The system is operated in extraordinary mode

polarization probing densities 1 to 6-1019 m‘3 within less than 1ms. Depending on plasma

conditions radial positions range from 0.3 < r/a < 1.1 , with aSlScm. Gaussian beam optics

for final signal launch and detection permits a beam waist of less then 2cm at the plasma

location. The mm—wave launched to the plasma is amplitude modulated, and both the phase

of the modulation envelope and the phase of the carrier are measured simultaneously. From

the phase of the modulation envelope, i.e, the time delay of the reflected signal, the density

profile n(r) is obtained. For the profile recovery by numeric Abel inversion an edge profile up

to the lowest probed density has to be assumed. It is fitted to the probed part via the gradient.

The density profiles obtained by that for the investigated discharges agree with Thomson

scattering and Lithium beam data. An example is shown in Fig.1.

Phase fluctuations of a reflected mm—wave give information about the density

fluctations at or close to the probed cut-off layer [2]. Heterodyne detection technique allows

to measure the required phase fluctuations independent of fluctuations in the amplitude of the

reflected signal. Coherent contributions to the phase spectrum, e.g. modes, are filtered
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numerically and only the turbulent component of the spectrum is taken into account. The

density fluctuation level An(r) is evaluated from the rms value of the measured Phase

fluctuations ACT), using the. local gradient gradlntrfl of the density profile:

Antr) = (4n)'1 -7tcrr - grad[n(r)] -A(D .

The effective probing wavelength Kcl't'is obtained from numerical calculations [1][3]_ For

each discharge density fluctuation profiles are measured under stationary plasma conditions
with the mmAwave frequency ramped up every lOms to probe the different radial positions.
An accurate knowledge of the local density gradient is crucial for the estimation of the

density fluctuation level. Therefore the density profile is taken with the mm~wave frequency
sweeping continuously over the entire range before and after the fluctuation measurement.
The relative density fluctuations An/n obtained with this methode for the same discharge with
profiles shown in Fig.1 are given in Fig.3. For all discharges An/n increases towards the edge

with typical values of 10 to 15% at the limiter respective the separatrix position. As an

example the fluctuation profiles from a density scan at fixed ECRH heating power are

summarized in Fig. 2.

CXRS-Measurement and Code-Calculations of Hts-Profiles

Density profiles of fully stripped He are obtained by active charge exchange

spectroscopy CXRS. A diagnostic neutral beam injector is pulsed with 10 Hz to allow for a

subtraction of background light originating front the plasma edge. The density of He III is

derived from the CX spectral light intensity of He II at 4686 A, which occurs after charge

exchange with the beam neutrals. The CX light is guided by a turnable mirror to a 1.26m

grating spectrometer to resolve the single CXRS spectral lines. One radial position can be

chosen per discharge. To maintain constant He density conditions for a series of discharges, a

short He gas puff is applied at the beginning of each shot. Due to a recycling coefficient R=1

an almost constant helium concentration of about 1% is obtained for the whole discharge.

For the calculation of the Ht: 111 density profile the neutral beam attenuation in

the plasma is calculated by an iterative algorithm, taking into account charge exchange and

ionization by the background plasma as well as by the impurities. Ion temperatures are

obtained from the Doppler broadening of CXRS spectral linewidth, For the ion density

ni(r)=ne(r) is assumed and the electron density n(r) with (0<r<a) is taken from Thomson

scattering measurements. A detailed description of the whole procedure is given in [4]. Fig. 3

shows the He lll density profile (open circles) for the discharge taken as example.

With the IONEQ code [5] impurity density profiles can be calculated using a

neoclassical transport model. For each flux surface a set of coupled continuity equations is

solved which take into account radiation, ionization and recombination as well as diffusive
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and convective transport. The measured density and temperature of the ,,background“

electrons and protons and a background neutral gas profile are required as input parameters.

He.transport and electron density profile

He-transport properties and electron density fluctuations have been characterized

for different plasma conditions and heating scenarios, ECRI—l-, NBI-heated and discharges

with combined heating covering central densities 2 to 10-1019 m‘3 have been studied.

The neoclassical transport model predicts that the He III density profile shape is

very close to the density profile of the electrons. An example of calculated l-Ie density and the

respective electron density profile used as an input is shown in Fig.3. For the calculation the

central He III density is fixed to 1% relative concentration.

Within the experimental error we find that the measured He III density profile

shape (see e.g open circles in Fig.3) is consistent with the calculated one [6]. As density

profile information is available from reflectometry in the gradient region, Fig. 4 compares the

gradient of the measured Pie-profiles at r/a=0.9 with the respective gradient of the measured

electron density for a number of different discharges. Within the limits of experimental error

no significant deviation from the results of the corresponding neoclassical calculation (black

dots and line) is observed. So far our result supports the conclusion that He-particle transport

in W7-AS can be described quite well with the neoclassical theory only, without the

assumption of an additional anomalous contribution.

Access to possible anomalous transport contributions is given from the deviations

between measured and calculated He III profiles. Electron density fluctuations possibly

generate anomalous transport. In this case anomalous contributions to the impurity transport

should be related the density fluctuation profile obtained by reflectometry (black dots in

Fig.3). Nevertheless tip to now we find that deviations between measured and calculated He

III profiles are below the level of experimental error. Dynamic He-profile measurements as a

finer instrument for particle transport are subject to further investigations. Due to their

increased information on He-transport and the detailed knowledge of the electron density

profile in the gradient region also minor anomalous contributions to impurity transport can be

adressed.
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1 , Introduction

In contrast to strong efforts concerning the improvement of energy confinement in fusion

plasma devices. the confinement of so—called impurity atoms released from plasma facing in—

vessel components by plasma-wall interaction should simultaneously be as worse as possible.

Their presence in the plasma can cause a strong reduction of the plasma temperature by impurity

radiation cooling and a significant dilution of the fusion mixture, both, depending on its

concentration. having serious effects on the ignition criteria for a fusion plasma. For these

reasons, there is an urgent need to understand the impurity transport, especially with respect to

steady—state Operation of future fusion devices. For toroidal plasmas the neoclassical transport

theory describes the collisional dissipation. Often, however, a large fraction of the transport

cannot be explained by this theory alone and the difference is attributed to additional turbulent

transport which is not yet well understood. It is important to find out whether the impurity

transport in the stellarator W7»AS is basically governed by turbulent mechanisms or possibly is

described by collisional transport. In the latter case an understanding of the nature of the

impurity transport is provided with the possibility to predict the behaviour in future devices.

The study of the non—stationary temporal behaviour of non—intrinsic impurity tracers injected

into the plasma is a well-known technique to investigate impurity transport. At W7—AS, laser

blow-off and gas—oscillation experiments have been performed in ECR—heated discharges and

were simulated by the transport and radiation code SITAR.

2 . Injection methods
With laser blow-off technique the impurity material (Al, Fe) under investigation, being

evaporated (thickness 1 urn) onto the surface of a glas substrate, is ablated by a short pulse of a

focussed (2 (1) 2—3mm) Q~switched ruby laser beam (1], 30ns) into the stationary phase of an

ECR-heated plasma discharge. From the temporal evolution of spectral lines from different

ionization states (Al IX—XIII, Fe XVIAXXI) of the tracer, directly following the injection,

information about its transport can be derived. With exception of the soft—X camera only central

line~ofasight observation was possible. Additional observation of lowest ionization states (Al I—

111) along the injection path confirmed the already known feature, that the impurity beam consist

of a short pulse (=50tts width) of fast neutrals followed by a broader distribution (=l-3ms
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width) of slower clusters The relative abundance depends strongly on the laser energy density
on the target and on the target thickness [I]. Measurements of the penetration depth of the

clusters into the plasma reveal that their deposition takes place at the last close flux—Sum}ce
whereas a large amount of the neutral component is already ionized outside the plasma edge and

probably lost. Hence. a source function was used in the code simulations having similar lime

behaviour as the emission of the lowest ionization states and being localized at the plasma Edge
for both impurity species.

Another powerful method for impurity transport investigation applied at W7—AS is the gas-

oscillation techniquc [2], which provides better access to the radial dependence of the transport.

Here. a gaseous impurity tracer (eg. H35 for S, 1:c for F) is injected by a sinusoidal

modulated gas valve (5—10HZ) at the vessel wall during the whole stationary phase of the

plasma discharge. Depending on the radial transport. the tracer wave penetrates into the plasma,
steadily undergoing a phase delay and damping of its amplitude relative to its source function at
the plasma edge. The required source function was again obtained by observing spectral lines

of lowest ionization states (S H, F 11) along the injection path. The soft-X camera turned out to
be the most suitable tool for measuring the radial phase and amplitude profiles of the impurity

wave. Although the softAX camera cannot distinguish between different spectral lines, the

observed spectral range could be restricted to line radiation from helium— and hydrogen~like
ions by using proper absmption filters (25 um Be for S. 5 run Be for F) in front of the camera.

In a further step. these line»of—sight integrated and filtered radial profiles were simulated by the

transport and radiation code SlTAR.

3. Code simulation
The transport and radiation code SITAR [3] time—dependently solves the complete set of

coupled continuity equations for all ionization states z. These calculations can be done either

with an ansatz for the particle fluxes T derived directly from neoclassical transport theory or

using an heuristic ansatz I"=rD(5n/5r)-vn with selectable radial values for the diffusion

coefficient D and the convection velocity V, being identical for all ionization states. In the

expression for the neoclassical fluxes originally implemented in the code [3] several coefficients

which had been approximated by constant values. were replaced by collisionality dependent

analytical expressions [2,4] in order to consider correctly the contributions from the different

transport regimes (Banana—Plateau and Pfirsch-Schltiter transport). The influence of the

impurity background on the tracer transport is considered by a single species only, represented

by one typical ionization state, being radially fixed to the electron density profile. Electron

transport is not calculated and hettce not selfconsistently taken into account.

Concerning the errors of the neoclassical simulations. the calculations are highly sensitive on

the radial profiles of electron and ion temperature and electron density as well as the reasonable
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Consideration of — possibly more than one _ additional background impurity. Uncertainties in

mesa input data can cause significant errors (factors 1.5—2) in the simulated results.

4, Results and Discussion

At the low shear stellarator W7—AS (R=2m, a=l2-18cm, Bo=1.25/2.5T, 0.25 g (t=l/q) S

0.7) a variety of experimental plasma conditions were investigated by laser blow—off

measurements. No difference in the transport behaviour was observed between injected iron

and aluminium Th6 fOllowing results were obtained with aluminium as tracer. The confinement

time 1A! was calculated from fitting the temporal decaying pan of the line radiation from highest

ionization states by a function EXPH/‘EAQ and represents the impurity transport in the core

lasma. From a Statistical analysis (53 discharges) the following scaling law was derived for
P

35-10'9 m'3:fleo

mums]: 46.102 3p[m]2.4(i0.4) 30mm (tumpmwj—os (:02) nCOHOi9m—3J1.2(:r0.2)

(plasma radius ap, magnetic field B0, ECR heating power P, central electron density I130).

Unfortunately, Zeff could not be taken into account, because Zcff-IDCilSLlI‘CatS were not

avaiable for most of the discharges. Additionally, no clear dependence on the rotational

transform as well as the working gas (H,D) could be identified Nevertheless, there is a clear

and stable dependence of the confinement time on the plasma density, the heating power and the

plasma radius. Compared to the energy confinement time TE, obtained from the ratio of plasma

energy (diamagnetic loop) and heating power, a nearly proportional relation IN; 41E was

found.
Concerning the density dependence of the transport, similar results were obtained from gas-

oseillation method during a density scan [2] (ap= 18cm, B0: 2,5T, P: 4SOkW, t = l/q E 1/3)

with sulfur as a tracer. For these discharges Zen' changed inversely to the electron density.

Fig.1 shows the overall phase delay between a central channel of the sob camera and the

source function (S 11) at the plasma edge for the different densities. This is compared with

neoclassical expectations. In fig.2 the corresponding central diffusion coefficients D, derived

from the simulations of the experimental results are plotted versus the electron density, together

with results from laser blow~off experiments at B0=1.25T.

For the lowest density the measured phase delay is smaller and consequently the transport

higher than neoclassically predicted. This is also confirmed by simulations of the radial profiles

of phase and amplitude, requiring enhanced values for the diffusion coefficients. To match the

experimental results, the neoclassical fluxes had to be enlarged by factors of 2—4. Although this

deviation is close to the errors of the simulations, the tendency is obvious and supported by

laser blow-off measurements at lowest density. This discrepancy might be explained either by

additional turbulent transport or - in particular under these low-density conditions, where the
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coupling of electrons and ions is weak - the neglection of electron transport and resulting radial
electric fields in the simulation .
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Fig.1: Measurements and neoclassical Calculations of Ii'ig,2: Diffusion coefficientsfrom slum/aria" afgmu

the phase delay between plasma center and lmundaiy. oscillation and laser blow-017T experiments compared

with neoclassical calculations,

At medium densities the experimental data are in agreement with the neoclassical simulations
within the errors, but with a trend towards better agreement using reduced neoclassical fluxes at
increased density. Due to the optimization of the magnetic field topology in W7-AS, a reduction
of the Pl‘irsch-Schltiter—currents by a factor 2 is predicted, so that the experimental findings
would not be in contradiction to expectations.

At the highest density, however, the transport seems to be only explainable using a drastic
reduction of the neoclassical fluxes by factors of 4-10 in the simulations, which is not yet
understood and subject to further investigations. The corresponding data points in fig] and 2

(with arrow) represents the upper/lower limit with respect to uncertainties of the input data.
Close to the plasma edge nearly no phase delay was observed, indicating an enhanced radial

transport in this region. This was confirmed by measurements of radial line radiation profiles of
fluorine (FV-VII) from ionization states, which are located in this region. These profiles could

be simulated only with a transport exceeding the neoclassical one by an order of magnitude.
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Introduction * Wendelstein 7—X (VV7—X), the large advanced stellarator developed by

IPP Garching, aims to operate with HQ/Dg plasmas towards reactor—relevant parameters

and to demonstrate steady—state operation. This calls for active particle and energy

exhaust by an effective divertor. The chosen Helias configuration for this experiment

is optimized [1] for good confinement and stability properties. The main data of this

machine With 5 field periods and modular superconducting coils are: RU : 5.5 111, a

: 0.52 111, B0 = 3 T. The rotational transform Jo at the edge is adjustable from t :
5/6 to t : 5/4; in the standard case t = 5/5. Associated magnetic islands provide an

inherent divertor configuration, no extra divertor coils are required. The island divertor

concept [2, 3] utilizes these islands and their separatrices. Increasing the shear at the

boundary either by modification of the coil system [4] or by means of additional control

coils generates outside the LCMS an crgodized layer, structured by remnants of islands.

Design of target plates 7 The divertor is designed to accornodate the entire t-range,

different island sizes and positions and even an “crgodized” boundary layer. Therefore

a divertor with baffle plates has been chosen, carefully adjusted to the various magnetic

field geometries while avoiding the problem of leading edges. Ten independent divertor

units (two per field period) are arranged toroidally along the “helical edge”; see Fig. 1.

Each of these imits consists of modularized target plates, baffle plates, cryO—pumps and

a control coil. The target plates are composed of single water-cooled elements which are

able to remove a heat load of 10 MW/m2 /5/ . In order to concentrate the neutrals in

the divertor region and minimize the interaction of high-energy neutral particles with

the vessel, the target plates are combined with baffle plates.

at u". ““394”! rut-Tu .

Fig. 1: Magnetic sur ace, target plates {finer segmentation) and bajfic plates (coarser

segmentation}.
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Variation of the island size A crucial value for the proper functioning of the iSland
divertor is the radial size of the island which governs the distance between target and
separatrix and the length of a field line (inside the island‘ near the scp'dl‘atrix) which
connects two target plates. Both parameters depend on the Fourier components of the
magnetic field. Hm". at the rational L : m/n, These field components increase With
lower numbers for In and n. and may be influenced by currents due to finite Plasma
pressure. A system of 10 control coils will be installed which generates magnetic field
components to control the island size. These saddle—shaped loops have dimensions of
0.25x1.8 1112, are integrated in the 10 divertor units and are located behind one of the
baflle plates. Currents of up to 25 kA in these coils allow the variation of size and phage
of the islands, and also the introduction of an ergodic region at the plasma boundary_
Fig. 2 shows Poincaré plots of the standard case with currents of ICC = 0 and ilfikA
in the control coils. Depending on current polarity the islands are either enlarged or
reduced. The islands can he reduced to a small size‘ larger currents increase again the
island size with reversed O- and X-poiut. The connection length and the width of the
SOL decreases with increasing the island size. A further application of the control coils
is the compensation of symmetry breaking error fields. (eg. due to small construction
inaccuracnm ofthe de\dce) achieved by hidivhlual<anrentsin each controlcofl.

alu
55fll0 l

l
5533-7—3——*—5mmu

51m in l i”

Fig. 2 Variation of island
hor size by control curls. Puz’ncaré

.\ plots of nun/metre surfaces at
{p : U and SOL simulation
with the Monie~Carlo code, re-
duced tsluml ICC : -|-15k/l, en—
larged islands ICC : ~15kA.

Fm. 3: Power deposition 07?.
Me («mats with the reduced '17.?
lulu/s and enlarged zsfrmrls 512C.
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50L-modelling — In a first step to simulate the SOL a h'lonte—Carlo method was

used to calculate the particle and energy transport along and perpendicular to the field

lines for the parameter range of the. magnetic configuration. From these calculations

the power densities and neutral sources on the target and bal‘l‘le plates are estimated

(fig, ‘2 bottom row and fig. 3, [2‘ 3])
A second approach to model the SOL is via the multi‘fluid code 82 for simulation

of edge plasmas [6] Since B2 is a 2Drcode the geometry of the plasma edge must be

averaged (distances) or integrated (areas and volume) in the toroidal direction. The

code is based on a rectangular grid which can be generated only approximately in the

WY—X case. Due to the five—fold symmetry it is sufficient to calculate one island region

(a sector of 1/5 of the poloidal circumference). corresponding to a single null geometry.

The main geometrical differences to a tokamak of a comparable size are:

_ The connection length is longer due to the larger aspect ratio and the small rotational

transform inside the island.

_ The distance between the target and the main plasma is smaller.

. The ratio of volumes in the private regions to the volumes inside the islands is larger

because there are 5 X—points.

The first two points come closer to the tokamak values with increasing island size. the

third one with increasing t.

For the calculations the following boundary conditions are used: plasma density and

power flux are prescribed at the connection to the main plasma in radial direction;

zero gradients of all plasma variables are assumed at the. syrmnetry planes in poloidal

direction; low temperature (2eV) and zero density are preset at the boundary towards

the wall (private region and O—points); the condition V” : cs is used towards the targets.

The thermal diffusivity for electrons and ions is set to load/s and the particle diffusivity

to 0.57712/8. The present study is made without impurity radiation and with a simple

neutral particle recycling model (included in B2) with a recycling coefficient to the wall

of l and to the targets of 0.98. In this investigation the plasma density at the separatrix

midplane is varied from 1.5 to 5 ~ 1019/7713, the power reaching the SOL from 1 to 2 Zl/[lV

per island (total 5 to 10 ZVIVV), the ratio of Bg/B by factors FL. : 1 to 8 to simulate

a decrease of the connection length by this factor. Fig. 11 shows the geometry of the

averaged grid of one island and the electron temperature distribution for a case with

midplane separatrix density 72.a : 5 . 1010/7713. heating power 2 N1 W and FE : ‘2. The

left and right side of the grid are connected with the neighbouring island (simulated in

the calculations by the symmetry planes).

rad. cell number 1
target i2

, . eparatrlx 5:350“.
' ' IMOEAGI

' 9.137144)!
_] mama:

I .5AEE-HJ2
2.0”]!s

TE [eV]

’l

Fig. 4: Geometry aft/1c averaged grid of one. island and distribution. of the electron temperature.
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Fig. 5: Temperature, density and power loads us the radial cell number. Parameter is the
separatria; density 71.3 at the midplune. Cell 1 to (f are in the private region. F, : 2.
”so 5590mm ‘ _ L In Fig. 5 temperature. density and power load
"‘E 3 are shown at the target plates vs the radial c911
gm. . number with us as parameter. From these figures we
3” conclude that the high recycling regime is reached at
:20_ _ a separatrix density 72., : 2.5 - 1019/m3 due to the
3.. increase of the density towards the targets by up toc o a factor of 9 compared with us. The power density

0 Rodi” Ce” mister ‘5 looks very moderate, but one must recall that this
is an average value along the wetted length of the
target plates. The maximum value derived by the
simple Monte—Carlo model with constant parameters
everywhere is about 8 MW/m2 for the standard case

with a toroidal average of about 4 IlrIVV/mg. The influence of the connection length LC
is shown in Fig. 6. A drop in the temperature of more than a factor of 2 results at the
targets and a factor of about 1.5 at the separatrix midplanc when Lc is shortend by a
factor 014. The density profile at the target is shifted somewhat towards the separatrix
with about the same maximum value. At the separatrix midplane the density is reduced
by about 6%.
Summary and Conclusion The island divertor concept of VV7—X provides a
flexible solution for the energy and particle exhaust and allows variations of the
rotational transform, island size and position, or to choose configurations with an ergodic
boundary. A critical issue of the island divertor concept is the stability of the islands
against modifications of the vacuum field by finite [3 effects or by construction errors in
the coil system, breaking the five-fold symmetry. The control coils in W7—X allow the
compensation of error fields and finite [5' effects (which are rather small in VV7—X due
to the optimized configuration) on the islands. The calculation with the B2~code show
that the high—recycling regime can be reached at a moderate density, the power load is
comparable with that obtained by previous Monte-Carlo calculations. Shortening the
connetion length lowers the temperature at the targets and at the midplane.
References
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Fig. 6: Temperature and
density at the target plate with
FC as parameter,
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1, Introduction

Information about the radial profiles of electron density new and temperature T60") is important

in the study of energy and particle transport in confined plasmas. On the Extrap Tl, as on all

RFP experiments, diagnostic access is limited due to the necessity of minimising magnetic field

errors due to large penetrations through the conducting shell. The available diagnostics for

measurements of Me and Te include a 5 J ruby laser Thomson scattering equipment for

measurement of the on axis density n.3(0) and temperature T40) at one time into the discharge, a

C02 laser interferometer which gives a time resolved chord averaged density N, and an

electrostatic probe which measures the time evolution of ne and Te in the edge region of the

plasma. In addition spectroscopic measurements of line ratios of 0+3, 0+4, and 0+5 and

measurements of soft x-ray continuum intensity ratios are used to derive weighted chord

averaged Te values. In order to estimate profiles, results from these different measurements are

used in parametric models of "9(1‘) and Te(")- By this technique, a study of the scaling of the

profiles with global plasma parameters has been conducted and in some cases the time evolution

of their mean values has also been measured. In the edge region of the plasma the average radial

particle flux resulting from electrostatic fluctuations has been estimated for different plasma

CUlTCl'ltS.

2. Profile measurements

The scaling of 711(0) and new) measured in the middle of the discharge (at the time 325 us) with

plasma current is shown in fig.la, the data shows a close to linear increase of Tg(0) and a slight

increase of 113(0). An additional result is that the 219 profile is not much affected by the

magnitude of the plasma current. In figlb the scaling of density (at the time 325 us) with the

gas filling pressure is shown and in fig.lc and d the time evolution of the mean profile is given.

The radial particle flux F(r) may be obtained from these measurements using the continuity

equation for ions aIZi/at=—V'F+O(Te)ll0(l‘)llg(7') with the source term 6(Te)no(r)ng(r)

representing the ionisation rate of incoming neutrals. The ionisation rate coefficient O'fTe) is

known and only weakly TL. dependent, the neutral gas density 2200') however needs to be

modelled. The peakedness of ”g (given by 119(0)/N) is found to scale with UN rather than I/N
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Fig.1: Sealing measurements of a) central density and temperature with plasma current and
b) densin’ wit/i gusfilling pressure at the time 325 its. In F) the time evolution ofmenn values
of central, line averaged and edge densities are shown and in d) the resulting profile estimates.

(1 being the plasma current) as obseo/ed for instance in RFX [1], the scaling seems independent
of the gas filling pressure and of time. The observed scaling can be understood by considering
the source term, at higher density the neutrals from the wall are ionised more efficiently and a
smaller fraction penetrates deep into the plasma thus resulting in a more edge weighted

ionisation profile.

3. Edge Particle Transport
Results from other RFPs have pointed out electrostatic fluctuations as being the major drive of
particle flux in the edge plasma, e.g. [2], thus saying that reXB (the electrostatic fluctuation
driven, radial particle flux). For the modelling of the particle transport attempts have been made
to estimate FEX3 with triple Langmuir probe technique using a probe head carrying an array of

four probe tips arranged in a square 3.5 mm on edge. F5,43 is calculated as the product of the
imaginary part of the cross correlation spectra of density and plasma potential fluctuations CW
and the toroidal wave vector, divided by the time averaged magnetic field. Fig.2a shows the
absolute value of CM) and fig.2c the resulting ng as a function of frequency in a series where
I and the pinch parameter Qwere held constant at 62 kA and 1.8 respectively.
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Fig.3: Electrostalic transport measurements showing a) [Cnf/ and C) FEXB asfunctions offrequency.

To the rightfrequency integrated quantities of b) [Cnfl and (1)1”5X3 are shown asfunctions ofplasma current.

The short duration of the T1 pulses, 500 us, limits the frequency resolution of the spectra since

only 50 us time traces can be used for calculation. The integrated FEXB in the displayed

frequency range is 5-1021 m‘zs‘I‘ which is about 20% of the total particle losses deduced from

Ha line emission under similar conditions [3].The low frequency peak at 0—100 kHz, resulting

from coupling with internal tearing modes [4] present in the cross power spectrum does not

contribute significantly to ng, while the major particle flux takes place in the frequency

region above 100 kHz. The bandwidth of the measurement was limited to 500 kHz by low-pass

filters while the TEX}; spectrum suggests that there may be particle transport induced by higher

frequencies. Measurements without the filters have shown substantial levels of fluctuations in

this range. Figures 2b and 2d Show frequency integrated /C"¢/ and FEX3 in a I scan where O

was held constant at about 1.6. The total particle flux varies only slowly with I [3] indicating

that an increasing fraction of the particle flux is driven by electrostatic fluctuations at larger

currents. The limited bandwidth of the measurements may be one reason why the measured

TEX]; is generally lower than expected, ranging from 5% to 20% of the total particle losses.

New measurements are needed to investigate the frequency region above 500 kHz in order to

get a total picture of the electrostatic fluctuation driven particle transport.
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4. Summary
Information about the electron density and temperature mean radial profiles including dieir time
evolution has been obtained from a combination of different diagnostics in the Extrap T1. The
density profile is seen to be peaking with lower densities which is attributed to the deeper

penetration of neutrals towards the plasma centre. The experimental data will be used in a more
detailed study of particle and energy transport. In addition direct measurements of the particle
flux driven by electrostatic fluctuations in the frequency range 0—500 kHz at the plasma edge
have been catried out, however it is likely that higher frequency components also contribute to
the flux, necessitating further measurements. Fig.3 shows a typical discharge in the Extrap T1
including calculated poloidal [3 values and energy confinement times based on the obtained
profiles.
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1. Introduction

In June of 1994 plasma operation started in the Extrap T2 reversed—field pinch, the former

OHTE [1]. This medium size RFP (R/a=l .24 [Tl/0.183 in) features a resistive shell (1:15 ms).

One major aim of the experiment is to study long pulse sustainment of RFP with a resistive

shell. During this first phase of operation, pulses have been achieved with lengths up to 10

ms. corresponding to 6—7 shell times. Plasma first wall is completely covered with graphite

armour. A second goal of the experiment is to study density control with the graphite wall.

Helium glow discharge cleaning is successfully used to reduce the hydrogen loaded in the

wall [2]. Plasma loop voltage is strongly reduced by helium glow discharge cleaning,

suggesting that plasma resistance may be affected by impurity accumulation on the wall.

2. General characteristics of T2 RFP discharges

About 1000 plasma discharges have been made to date. During the initial phase of T2 RFP

operation, plasma currents are around l¢=150 kA and toroidal loop voltages are in the range

V¢=lOO—15O V. A typical RFP discharge is shown in Fig. 1. Discharge wave forms resemble

those previously observed in the OHTE machine [1]. The plasma current is increased to its

maximum during a 2 ms period by firing capacitor banks in two stages. The current is then

maintained for a total of about 10 ms by a low voltage, electrolytic sustaining bank which is

triggered at t=2.5 ms. The pinch parameter ®=Be(a)/<B¢> is in the range 8218—20 and the

reversal parameter is F=B¢(a)/<B¢>=—(0.2»0.4). The plasma density pulse form is similar to

the plasma current wave form, as is typical for graphite wall RFP‘s but in contrast to the

decaying density in metal wall RFP‘s without active fuelling.

During this initial phase of T2 operation, the necessary vertical magnetic field for

toroidal equilibrium is provided partly by the transformer iron core and partly by the OHC

primary currents. The distribution of primary currents between inboard and outboard side is

controlled by a shot-to—shot variable choke inductance in series with the inboard coils.

Optimisation of the inductance value was a requirement for long pulses. The vertical plasma

displacement is small and relatively stationary. With optimum inductance, the radial
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displacement of the outermost closed plasma flux surface relative to the liner is kept less than
about 2 mm for most of the discharge duration. However, there is a persistent radial drift
which increases toward the end of the discharge. It seems therefore likely that the lack of
precise equilibrium control is the cause of the termination of the discharge.
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1n the discharge shown in Fig. l, a temporarily increased plasma resistance is

observed around t=4 rns, causing a drop in the plasma current. The gap vertical field is

observed to increase during a 1.5 ms period before the plasma resistance peak and reaches a

maximum value of about 10 % of the main poloidal magnetic field slightly before the

resistance peak. At the time of maximum resistance there are clearly noticeable density

spikes, suggesting increased plasma wall interaction. It is likely that the observed resistance

increase is caused by MHD modes which become wall locked near the gap, causing a locally

large magnetic field error. However, after t:4 ms the gap field decreases and reaches a low

value after 2 ms of around 1 % which is maintained during the rest of the discharge. Also the

P1asma resistance becomes low again and the plasma current is maintained. The discharge

seems to “'self-heal" from the wall locked modes as observed in earlier OHTE operation [1].

sometimes the sudden resistance increase occurs without a corresponding increase of the gap

vertical field, which suggests that the modes may also lock at other toroidal positions than the

shell gap.

3. Wall conditioning and density control

The experiment is operated with H2 or D2 gas and the electron density is in the range 1 —

6x1019 m'3, depending on the condition of the graphite wall. The ratio I/N correspondingly

varies in the range 3 - llO'14 Am. Total radiated power is typically 10—20% of ohmic input

power in this density range. The density is practically independent of filling density and

mainly determined by hydrogen recycling on the graphite wall. Density is typically increasing

during a series of shots as the wall is loaded with hydrogen. Applying helium glow discharge

cleaning effectively reduces the hydrogen wall concentration and low density plasmas can

easily be produced again.

Plasma loop voltage is reduced by helium glow discharge cleaning. The lowest plasma

resistance, around RP=O.7 m9 at Ip:150 kA which is comparable with previous OHTE

operation, is typically achieved after glow discharge cleaning. The He GDC also reduces the

plasma density in the RFP shots following immediately after the He GDC. Helium glow

discharges every 1020 RFP shots have been necessary for obtaining low density and low

resistance RFP discharges. However, for a given plasma current the density is usually

gradually increasing, shot by shot, after a He GDC. The increase in density and the increase

in loop voltage is not simply related. There is an optimum situation 5—10 discharges after a

GDC where the resistance is lowest (Fig. 2). This may be due to start—up problems which are

more evident in the first discharges or to the existence of an optimum (intermediate) density.

It is clear that the graphite wall allows us to operate in a quite wide density range

where the radiated power fraction is low. Although there is no direct control of the plasma

density in the present situation, the He GDC is effective to reduce the density, while loading
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of the graphite wall in RFP discharges normally increases the density. It may be possible to
utilise these features to investigate further the question of optimum density.
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4. Summary
Pulse lengths in T2 are at present up to 10 ms, corresponding to 6—7 shell times. Events are
seen where the plasma resistance temporarily increases, sometimes coincident with the
growth of an error vertical magnetic field near the shell gap indicating wall locking of MHD
modes near the gap. However, the plasma "self-heals" as the large gap error field
subsequently disappears and the plasma resistance recovers a low value. The experiment is
operated with electron densities in a wide range (113:1—6x1019 m'3) depending on the
condition of the graphite wall. Low density discharges are obtained by applying He GDC to
reduce the hydrogen wall concentration. He GDC every 10—20 RFP shots have been necessary
for obtaining low plasma density and low plasma resistance. The lowest plasma resistance
(RP=0'7 mQ at Ip=150 kA) is comparable with previous OHTE operation [1].

The authors wish to thank the engineering and technical staff at the Alfvén laboratory for

their work with the construction and operation of the T2 experiment. This research was
performed under an Euratom—NFR association agreement with funding from NPR and
Euratom.
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Effects of the Impurities on the Loop Voltage in RFX
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Introduction.

The laws determining the loop voltage in Reversed Field Pinches have been for long a matter

of debate due to the difficulties to experimentally evaluate the classical resistive dissipation, the

power consumption required to produce and maintain the reversed configuration against

resistive diffusion (dynamo) and other processes such as helicity losses at the edge [1,2,3].

This paper focuses on the analysis of the impurity contributions to the loop voltage in RFX,

where the presence of the modes looking at the wall in all the discharges [4] has characterised

significantly the plasma wall interactions, causing in approximately 50 % of the high current

experiments (0.7-0.9 MA) the appearance of carbon blooming [5]. These phenomena have

sometime seriously limited the plasma performance but have also enriched the Z effective

database so as to allow a statistical analysis. The results show that, with the existing machine

geometry and controlminimizing the contribution of the sources of loop voltage enhancement

already recognized in RFX, such as horizontal shift, field errors at the gaps [4] and vertical

field distribution [6], a pedestal of approximately 15 V still characterises the loop voltage.

Zeff measurements

In RFX, Zeff is essentially determined by the contents of carbon and oxygen. Only

occasionally negligible emission from Ni X, Ni XI and Ni XII has been observed, especially at

the beginning of the discharge. Contributions from boron have never seriously affected the

plasma dilution and only in a small number of circumstances fluorine has been observed in

the plasma due to the sublimation of insulating materials exposed to particle fluxes drifted by

large field errors into the diagnostic ports. Zeff has been estimated by measuring the averages

over 20 ms of the absolute intensities of carbon and oxygen hydrogen-like and helium—like

resonant lines by means of an absolutely calibrated grazing incidence spectrometer [ 7] and

deducing the contribution of the non emitting ionisation states with a 1-D collisional—radiative

impurity diffusion code [8]. The RFX experimental line emission is well reproduced when an

outward diffusive term D ~ 10-20 m2/ s and a pinch convective term V(a)=1-2 D/a m/s ( a is

the minor radius) are assumed in the simulation.

Attempts to derive Zeff from the continuum emission in a presumably line free visible region

of the spectrum have resulted in signals probably contaminated by the strong edge radiation

associated to the plasma wall interactions. Zeff from visible continuum was found to be

reasonably close to the one calculated from the resonant impurity lines only in experiments

aimed at minimising the toroidal field ripple, where in fact the CCD cameras have shown a
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smoother interaction outside the regions affected by the locking of the modes. The impurity

diffusion model has not been applied to all of the discharges. but instead its typical results haVe
been used to formulate a fast algorithm to provide Zeff directly from the experimental
emissivities of the carbon and oxygen resonant lines. To compute the excitation coefficients of
the carbon lines the electron temperature derived from the intensity ratio of the intercombinaiior,
to resonant CV lilies was considered, while for the oxygen lines the use of central electron
temperature from the SiLi detector has been found to reproduce well the results of the code.

Results
A selection has been made among 1000 shots at high current and 300 at low current by

including only discharges featuring a horizontal shift between 0 and 1.5 cm . field errors at the
gaps of the conductive shell below 5% and vertical field decay index of about -1.5. These
intervals are the results of experimental optimisation processes to minimise the loop voltage,
The relation between Zeff and the on axis Vloop in high current (0.7-0.9 MA) discharges is

shown in Fig.'s 1a and lb for two electron density intervals. A linear unweighted fit is drawn
in the figures; with this linear scheme, the loop voltage dependence on Zeff shows the presence
of a pedestal of 8 to 15 V (+/» 5).

At currents of 500-600 KA a pedestal of about 10 Volts is found. A weighted fit was not
considered because the experimental error for each datum was difficult to define and the errors
on the pedestals given above should be considered as underestimated. Another, more precise
way of verifying the presence of an anomalous additive contribution to the loop voltage, is to
consider the relationship between the on axis Spitzer loop voltage V5 and the on axis loop
voltage Vloop- taking into account only the discharges with the best dilution, namely with Zeff
comprised between 1.2 and 1.5. In this way, the consequences of the error in the determination
of Zeff are minimised. To evaluate the on axis Spitzer loop voltage VS, the electron temperature
measured with a Si(Li) detector and the current density on axis extrapolated from a t1&p model

[1] are used. Fig. 2 shows the results for the two plasma current values. The data refer to
different density values (from 3 1019m‘3 to 7 1019m’3) and are the result of an average over

5 to 10 discharges. According to this analysis the loop voltage may be expressed as
V100p217(15)+2.1(2.8)VS, the values within brackets referring to the low current case. The

proportionality factor between Vlgop and VS accounts for the loop voltage necessary to sustain

the helicity [9]. The pedestals found in this way are compatible with the previous ones and the
good correlation factors seem to suggest that the difference found above with density and
current was mostly an effect of the experimental uncertainties in Zeff. Also here it should be
stressed that a weighted fit would probably imply a larger error and that therefore these values
should be considered with some care. The same data of Fig. 2 are replotted in Fig.3 as a
function of UN (N being the linear density) together with Vloop .

Fig. ‘5 4 and 5 show the time evolution of plasma current, electron density , C V emission and

loop voltage for the shot # 4694. At about 50 ms the C V emission suddenly increases and a
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similar bchaViour is found on the loop voltage which rises from 35 to 60 V. The enhanced

carbon influx causes a slight increase in the electron density and a decrease in the electron

tempera
enhancement of the plasma resistivity causes a premature decrease of the plasma current whose

Sustainement lasted up to 80 ms. Zeff has been calculated at 40 and 60 ms from the 20 ms

turc from 330 to about 250 eV. The radiated power almost doubles and the

averages of the grazing incidence spectrometer measurements and changes from 1.6 to 2.8.

This variation is compatible with the existence of a pedestal of 23 V in the loop voltage, which l

is a little higher than the values found above with a statistical analysis.

Conclusions
The effective charge has been estimated in the RFX shots from the emissivities of the resonant

lines of carbon and oxygen hydrogenelike and helium-like states and by computing the

contribution of the totally stripped atoms by means of a collisional radiative transport code.

These estimates suffer from a number of uncertainties primarily associated to the presence of

poloidal and toroidal asymmetn'es in the plasma wall interactions that cannot be included in a

]_D model. The statistical analysis of the dependence of Zeff on the loop voltage for fixed

electron temperatures shows that a pedestal of the order of 15 V appears to exist in the loop

voltage, This value is confirmed by a slightly different approach where the on axis Spitzer

resistivity is computed only for those shots with very low Zeff, minimising in such a way the

effects of the uncertainties on the effective charge not associated to systematic errors. The

experimental uncertainties are such that possible dependences of the pedestal on current or

density are not discriminated. Presently the origins of the loop voltage anomaly have not been

uniquely identified. From the results of other experiments, the further reduction of the field

errors induced by the presence of the gaps in the stabilising shell is expected to reduce the

pedestal [9,10,11] ; with this aim, active and passive control systems of the field errors are

being implemented for the next RFX operations.
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INFLUENCE OF PARALLEL VISCOSITY ON TEARING

MODE STABILITY BOUNDARIES

H. X. Xie and A. Bondeson
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I, INTRODUCTION

In linear theory,1'2 resistive modes in tokamaks are strongly stabilized by pressure
gradients combined with favorable curvature for q > 1. This stabilization, the so—called

Glasserefl'ect, depends on particle dynamics along the magnetic field lines, or the coupling

of tearing mode to ”sound waves”. It was recently pointed out3 that the finite beta

stabilization may'be eliminated by a sufficiently large parallel viscosity. In the present

paper, we reexamine the influence ofa parallel viscosity on tearing mode stability assuming

that the parallel viscosity originates from collisionlcss ion Landau damping. We find

that the Glasser effect is rather robust and that parallel viscosity only gives modest

modifications of the stability limits.

The stability boundaries {or tearing modes in tokamaks with a circular cross-section,

are constructed numerically for various values of resistivity and pressure. The results

are presented in an I; — q,1 diagram to facilitate comparison with experiments. Such

comparison shows that at least some stabilization over the cylindrical lowfi result is

needed to explain experimental results. Even rather moderate S-numbers (N 107) bring

the resistive stability boundary quite close to the ideal one. Both are in reasonable

agreement with experimental results. By including the stabilizing effect of conducting

walls we conclude that the lower limit in I; is mainly set by ideal modes.

II. EFFECT OF PARALLEL VISCOSITY
We model ion Landau damping by adding a viscous force —2np7{llvch; lklll along the

magnetic field lines. From a resistive layer analysis we have obtained an analytical ex—

pression for the critical A}, valid when the viscosity coefficient K is sufficiently large.4 In

the limit of small IDJ/I‘fl (where D, is the Suydam parameter, I‘ the adiabatic index,

and fl = 211/32), the critical A, is given by

LEA; = 3.115 (—DsW—l/GKW (1)

where LR = aS-1/3((1/71aql)i/3 is the resistive layer Width. In the limit ll/rfl >> 1’

MA: = 1.919 (705)2/3l31/“(r/KWS (2)
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When N and I“ are of order unity, these results are not Significantly (lill‘ei‘ent from those

of Glasser, et all for r: : (J. This indicates that the pressure ellect is rather robust to
('ollisu’mless parallel Viscosity.

We have made fully toroidal 4,07
computations including; paral-
lel viscosity using the MARS 3107
code.5 We have chosen a circu~
lar equilibrium with R/(i : 3, 'E 2107

'70 = 1.025, qu — "2.3 and m

< [3 >: 0.84%. The resistive 1107
interchange parameter is DR 3
73.67 X 10'2 at the q = 2 sur»
face. For a collisionless plasma
a reasonable approximation is

r: : 0.9 and l‘ = 3/2. Figure 1
shows critical 5' as a function of

Fig.1: Critical Liliidquist number versus parallel vis.

cosity coeflicicnz, a

K. The prediction Sc,“ DC I; from (I) and (2) is well verified for Ii > 0.35, where marginal

stability Occurs at zero frequency. The critical Lundquist number is rather weakly influ—

enced by the parallel Viscosity.

III. RESISTIVE STABILITY BOUNDARIES

Using the MARS code, we have constructed stability boundaries for tearing modes in

tokamaks. The profiles of pressure and surface averaged toroidal current I. have been

prescribed as
(lp/dlll :p0(1—\IJ/\1Ia), l'=]n[l—\II/\Ila]a,

where 0 controls the peaking 0f
the current profile and the in- L2 ' ' I a

. e/
ternal inductance l,-. We have ‘20:] 0/ 9/

. . . . . 1.0 ~ fl _
studied the stability of equilib- fig:

ria. with fixed Troyon coefficient I 016/ €;/ ‘
g = jj/(l/ab’) by adjusting [70 ‘ 0‘8 G‘:_./‘v./ K=Z"_'.r'°"" _

and o. The (lependenceolideal F? V a, ,f"
, _‘_ / g=l K _

Mlll) limits on 'l‘royon coelhi 0‘6 5’" K's'
. . . .i . =0 = ,

eient _(/ is shown in l‘lglll’fi 2. l g E 0“

The upper liinil. of I, is indi» “2'0 :5 3|,o 3‘5 4.0

cated as the line {/0 : i. This 4‘,

l3 essentially the stability limit Fig.2: Idcnl .llllD stability boundaries [or different

for the interim] kink mode in 'I‘mynn rnrflicienls g : ii/(l/alf)
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stC‘ MIl (although experimental evidence indicates that qo often remains < l

rouglimlt the sawtooth cycle). The lower limit is set by the free boundary n : 1 kink

Figure 2 ShOWS that this mode is strongly destabilized by pressure when q" is just

abm’C an integer. For qu just below an integer, the dependence is weaker, and for (In just

below 3 the pressure tends to stabilizing. This indicates that the mode behaves like an

interchange mode, stabilized by favorable averaged curvature, rather than as a ballooning

mode.

the expe

results6 for the lower li-limit

Comparison with experimental Ii— ([0 diagrams (JET,6 Tore Supra?) indicates that

rimental results are consistent with the ideal stability boundaries. The JET

correspond well to the ideal

MHD limit of Figure 2 for g z

1.5. The favorable effect on

the beta limit, indicated by the

empirical scaling g z 41.- for 1.-

ballooning modes8 is confirmed

in aiqualitative sense, but Figi

ure 2 shows that the n : 1
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a fixed Troyon coefiicient g : 1.

2.0 2.5 3.0 3 5 4.0

Fig.4: Resistive MHD stability diagram with (1 Conduct—

ing wall r1! 1) : 1.3a.

Fig.3: Resistive MHD stability diagram for g = 1 with-

out a conducting wall. The lower lines show the ideal

kink limit. The top line represents qo = 1

The results are shown together
with the ideal stability limits,

in Figure 3 [or the case with-

out a conducting wall, and in

Figure 4 with a wall at radius

17 = 1.3a. Figure 3 shows that

m = 3/11 2 1 tearing mode

(for 3 < qLl < 4) is largely

stabilized without a conduct~

ing wall if S 2 108, while the

m = 2/71 2 1 tearing mode (for

2 < qu < 3) requires somewhat

larger 5' for stability. Notably,

there is no stable region with

(/0 > 1 and (10 S 4 if .S' S 106. Figure 4 shows that with a perfectly conducting wall at

1]: 1.3a, the in : 2/11 : 1 and m = 3/77 : 1 modes are largely stabilized il .5' 2 107. We
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note that for 5 Z 107, the resistive stability limits with a wall at b : 1.3a and Troytm
factor 9 : 1 are almost everywhere less restrictive than the ideal limits with the wall at
infinity. 'l‘herefore, for rotation frequencies sufficient to give wall stabilization for resistivugy
but not for ideal modes, the lower limit for l, is set mainly by ideal external kink modes_

Previous works"10 has shown that, even in the absence of toroidal stabilization, tearing
modes may be stabilized by tailoring current profile so that it is locally flattened near
low-order rational q. For the case with no pressure and the present choice of current,
profiles, we find that tearing modes are always unstable for go S 4 even with an ideal Wall
at b : 1.3a. This indicates that the toroidal stabilization of tearing modes1 is ellhectivey
although it is difficult to say whether the result for the critical Svnurnher is quantitatively
correct.
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Sawtooth model for ITER
Franco Porcelli, Dipartimento di Energetica, Politecnico di Torino, Italy

D. Boucher and M. N. Rosenbluth, ITER JWS, San Diego, CA, USA

INTRODUCTION. Sawtooth activity is expected to play an important role in ITER
Iasmas, especially in View of the relatively high values of the normalized beta
arameter, [3,, ~ 2 and low values of the safety factor near the plasma edge, qw ~ 3,

which entail large values of the sawtooth mixing radius, l‘mix, at which ITER
discharges are intended to operate. We present preliminary simulations of sawtooth
activity in ITER based on the PRETOR transport code and on the threshold condition
for the onset of sawteeth outlined below.

INSTABILITY THRESHOLD. The following practical instability criterion has been
implemented in the PRETOR code. Sawtooth crashes are triggered when either of
the two following conditions is met:
1. -6a: > ClitT/l
2. —5W > -cp;3 and a). < my,
The auxiliary condition 030,, > a): is easily satisfied in ITER when the fast ions have
energies above a few hundred KeV. The inequality (0. < 0.7,, can be transformed into
a critical shear criterion for instability. In these equations, BWW, = 5Wmhd +5WK0 is
the core plasma potential energy, «with SWKO the part related to the thermal
ecllisionless trapped particles, SW = 5Wcm+5Wfaw with 5m, the fast ion
contribution. The potential energy terms are normalized so that, when
SW = SWmM <0, the ideal—MHD growth rate is 7,”,t = —8W. Furthermore, com, is
the precessional drift frequency, a). is the thermal diamagnetic frequency, [3 = p,/r1
is the normalized thermal ion Larmor radius, Ii is the q=1 radius, 1: A is the Alfven
time, 'yp = Cp(r);5"7/7S'V7sf/7131 is the m=1 semi-collisional growth rate,
Cp(r)=[2(1+ T)/7L']2/ , T=T,/T,., sl = r,q’(rl ) is the magnetic shear parameter at the
q=1 surface and S is the magnetic Reynolds number. The numerical factors Ch! c" and
c. are of order unity.
This stability threshold can be used to analyze the possibility of sawtooth control in
ITER by means of fast ions, either arising from neutral beam injection or by
thermonuclear reactions, and by means of current drive. The influence of fast
particles is explicitly taken into account by the stabilizing 5W,“ term. As far as
current drive is concerned, all the terms in the threshold condition depend upon the
q profile. Reducing the magnetic shear around the q=1 surface has a stabilizing effect
on two counts: firstly, it becomes easier to satisfy the criterion s, <sm., for stable
operation, which is “relevant when 8W<fi and the density profile is relatively
peaked; secondly, 8W is inversely proportional to the local magnetic shear, so that
for positive 5W the stable domain 5W > 13 can be accessed by reducing s].

PRETOR SAWTOOTH SIMULATIONS. We present preliminary simulations of
the sawtooth period in ITER based on the PRETOR transport code and the proposed
sawtooth model. All cases shown correspond to ignited scenarios with the following
plasma parameters [1]: a = 2.80 m, R = 8.14 m, Bt = 5.68T, Ip = 21 MA, K = 1.6, fusion
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power : 1.5 GW. An important assumption is made in these simulations, name]
that after each sawtooth crash the profiles are relaxed according to the Kadomtsev
complete reconnection model. This amounts to setting the value of q on axis equal to
unity after each sawtooth crash, while the q profile increases slightly as a function of
radius up to r = rm. The temperature and density profiles are flattened up to rm to
a value corresponding to particle and energy (magnetic plus thermal) conservation,
In Figures 1-2, repetitive sawtooth oscillations with a period of about 120 s are
shown. Figure 1a compares the values of ycmr,‘ a —6a, and of chm 01F A. It is clear
from this figure that (SWWH, is negative for most of the sawtooth ramp. On the other
hand, the condition —5Wm,g < chmm”: A is always satisfied. These results indicate that
in this representative simulation the core plasma is unstable to ideal MHD internal
kink modes, but the alpha particles act to suppress the instability. Indeed, the
modified potential energy, 5W = 8WWE+ SW/lm, is positive throughout the sawtooth
ramp, as indicated in Fig. 1b. One concludes that the relevant threshold for the onset
of the sawtooth crash is 8W=o in this example. Values of Elf/<6 cannot be
stabilized by diamagnetic frequency effects because of the rather flat density profile
assumed in this simulation, which is intended to reproduce an H-mode discharge.
Figure 1c shows the break up of the various terms constituting the potential energy
functional (only the absolute values are shown in the figure). The MHD term is
separated into the part corresponding to a circular cross section plasma (indicated
by SWBHSW) and the part due to cross section shaping (ow/9,0”g ). The fast particle term,
BmH dominates over all the other terms, however it decreases rapidly during the
sawtooth ramp because of the expanding q=1 region. The elongation term is never
important in this simulation, while the Kruskal—Oberman term plays a role only at
the beginning of the ramp, when the q profile is still rather flat and close to unity.
Fig. 2a shows the profiles of temperature and Fig. 2b the safety factor profiles just
before and after the sawtooth crash. The density profiles remain flat throughout the
sawtooth crash and the mixing radius is located at about 65% of the minor radius.

We have also studied variants of the above scenario. We found that the mixing
radius can be reduced to 50% of the minor radius by decreasing the plasma current
to 18 MA and adding 50 MW of off-axis current drive (with an assumed efficiency 7
= 0.2 IOZOMA/MW/mzl . Another variant consists in delaying the onset of sawteeth
activity by applying early heating. We found that by applying heating 205 before the
current flat top, a sawtooth free period of more than 5005 can be acheived (the first
sawtooth crash has a normalised mixing radius of 66% ).

The criterion for fishbone excitation has not yet been fully studied as it depends on
the details of the treatment of the ion inertial layer. We however project that, in view
of the large banana width of the fast particles, fishbones would only lead to a
modest flattening of the alpha profile.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. The alpha particles play an important role in
these simulations. Without the alpha particle contribution, the core plasma would be
unstable to ideal internal kink modes and the sawtooth period would be of the order
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of 1 5, Which is the characteristic time scale for the peaking of the pressure profile.

With the alpha particle contribution, sawteeth with a duration of order 100 s are
Observed in the simulations. The sawtooth-free period is limited by the expansion of
the q=1 radius, and the relevant instability threshold, SW = f), is crossed when I,- / (1
reaches a Value of about 0.5. According to Kadomtsev 's relaxation model, the
corresponding mixing radius for these long duration crashes can be as large as
,m / (I ~ 0.7. The observed sawtooth-free period in ITER simulations can be
interpreted as follows. The resistive diffusion time in ITER is about 100 times longer
than in IET, where long duration sawteeth are observed routinely in the presence of
ICRH minority fast ions. Thus, a long duration sawtooth of 100 s in ITER should be
Compared with a "mini-monster" of about is in IET (long sawtooth free periods in
JET can exceed 3 s). It is important to recognize that the rate of current density
diffusion in ITER is very low: starting from a Kadomtsev-relaxed q profile, the q=1
radius takes about 100 s before reaching about 50% of the plasma minor radius.
These results depend to some extent on the adopted Kadomtsev model. A note of
caution should be introduced, as recent observations have indicated that Kadomtsev
relaxation is not always consistent with the experimental data. In particular, the
value of q on axis is often observed to remain well below unity throughout the
sawtooth cycle. The likely consequence of incomplete reconnection is a reduction of
the sawtooth-free period in ITER by perhaps as much as a factor of two, as it would
take a shorter time for the q=1 radius to reach 50% of the plasma minor radius
starting from a partially reconnected q profile. Another consequence would be a
reduction of the sawtooth mixing radius. Clearly, these are important aspects,
therefore we conclude that a characterization of the incomplete reconnection process
is perhaps the most urgent sawtooth theoretical issue to be resolved.
In conclusion, we have presented a sawtooth model for ITER. The first simulations
indicate that sawtooth suppression by alpha particles can occur transiently in ITER
for periods of the order of 100 5. These periods are terminated by crashes with a
mixing radius easily exceeding 50% of the plasma minor radius. Our model is rather
preliminary and directions for possible improvements have been indicated. One
question that is left unanswered is the desirability of transient sawtooth suppression.
On one hand, the ignition margin for ITER — derived in [1] using the conservative
assumption that central profiles would be flattened in case for instance of frequent
sawteeth activity - would be increased further if sawteeth were stabilized because of
the more peaked pressure profiles normally observed during long sawtooth free
periods. On the other hand, we cannot say at present whether good confinement can
persist after a long duration sawtooth crash with a large mixing radius. It appears
that this important question can only be answered by ad hoc experiments in existing
Tokamaks, that would operate simultaneously at high [3 N ~ 2 and low (195 ~ 3. This is
precisely one purpose of the ITER Demonstration Discharges experiments which are
currently being undertaken on all major Tokamaks worldwide.

[1] ITER Interim Design Report - June 1995.
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Scaling Laws for the Amplitude, Period and Crash
time of Sawtooth Oscillations

A. Thyagaraja and FA. l—laas‘
UKAEA Government Division. Fusion. C'ulham, Abingdon, 0X14 BDB, UK.

‘ Oxford Research L'nit. The Open University. Boars Hill. Oxford.
(lflir‘tlL-Vljuratom Fusion Association)

1. Introduction: In recent papers [123] a dynamical model of sawteeth in tokamaks
based on a nonlinear. turbulen(‘e—driven thermal instability in the q < 1 core was devel-
oped. It involves a pair of coupled nonlinear,ordinary (lilterential equations governing

the temporal evolution of the coreeaveraged plasma. temperature and the core averaged
magnetic turbulence energy. The model predicts thati a) the sawtooth temperature
amplitude is proportional to the shear parameter. b) the period is proportional to am—

plitude and core confinement time. with a factor to take account of neoclassical losses.

and C) that the Crash time is proportional to the toroidal Altvén time and varies in-
versely with the amplitude. It describes the complete, nonlinear limit cycle temporal
dynamics of sawteeth without. invoking any Ml-ID instability.

2. Model Equations: The model leadslli] to the following equations for the ‘core'
temperature, T05) and the magnetic turbulence energy. < {jg—11’)? >. the latter evaluated

at r : r1. “'6 Lise nondimensional forms for the reduced variables, 2(2) = TTU) , andmm
WU), the heat flux from the core due to the turbulence. ill" is a direct measure
of the magnetic turbulence energy. Here. Tum" denotes the sawtootlvaveraged core

temperature

[Z _ T'Ts'(_ = 1 — \t — —‘Z (1)
(It ("w-v

—' till" _ , , _:_ = A(Z—1)ttO(H )+F(z.n) (-2)
'2 (If p ,,

The following definitions apply (see [2.3] for details): T; E fififl— .731 =
,1 : 4fr:r1\(r1) 1m :-.c?.-?no(0) £1 ‘2 2 x (n) g 2 , :

liutvén' ll (1‘) _ 33.0 I '1" I” Fitz) (9:0) 1 _ \Lefl (Em) r1) \Lefl' _

r1. 31—Lf(1+q+v§) , Lit. ,. _ r L r: . 7(+1?) t 4 D . L1: = ”all“ | 2.17 [,.1_ \\e then have, A : %(}}))(;I) and O =

(s—z‘fiu—ifixgfl The profile constants 7.11 21([2]).

The function F is determined in terms of the core parameters and the two spatial
moments. Z, W thus:

12‘_, iflgqi/lfl r__ _’5_)(RHIU on)1+(m>(H)-.(ofll)) H11 ”(m-)2
(3)

The timescale T5 is proportional to the ratio of the poloidal magnetic field energy to

F(Z,U') = (

co
|~

i

the power input appropriate to the core and can be usefully thought, of as measure
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at the heating rate normalised to the poloidal held energy. By definition the energy
confinement time. of the core. 1—1.; 1A ‘ ‘31101- 11"l1err: 31).,1 is the poloidal beta ol the
core. The time Ty; represents the neocliissical loss rate of the core. The dimensionless
1.1arameter. A is closely related to the ratio of the sawtooth period to the crash time and

1'1is a lnnction of core. paranwters such as -. 3-. where 1'1 is the ~\lt\ L11 time approp1iateR m
to the problem. It is usually a largei1un1ber(_10'71-10 ). The panameter (3 1e1)resents
the saturated turltmlence level at the crash. lhe luuction, otll’) E lifll‘. represents the
saturation. of turbulent particle transport at large a1111_)litudes The sawtooth period
{1 wrmrl)‘ craxh time [7011111) and the {unpliludeJ111111 _ are then calculated b\1T
sol\ing the aboxe equations subject to a1hit1ai1 initial conditions.

Although the neoclassical loss and the F term are usually small compared to the
other terms on the HHS of Eqs. (1.2) derived in it]. they ensure that the System. (a)
has tine limit c1clebehariourchauaeteiistir ol l1'i\'e11 dissipative systems leading to a
prediction Ol the 111111 )lilude (unlike the previous model [1]]. and (b). is 'structuralhr
stable‘ to neoclassical enerm 1055135.

3. Analysis of theLEquations and Seedlings In physically interesting cases. the
parzuiieters satisfy certain orderings: 1\ /‘> . 0 < l. 71,1 < T; < TNC. 1'1 < H. and
s < 1. These are all consequences of typical toltamalt conditions in the q < 1 core
rewion described by the model. “'19 present in Figs 1-3 the initial transient behaviour
olZ , 13—11‘1'“ Logml'lit). The results pertain to the TEXTOR simulations considered
in [2,l13]. The following values of parameters were used: \rert~_ 10' cmzs 4, :- 1 0.06,
‘ z 100 r1151 13-51 2 250 1115. \II 2 ll)” cmgs‘l. From these core par'ametets we obtain

values for A and 6: A = 5 X 104, O : 3.6 X 10—3. Making use of these values we
that rpm“ : 19.2 ms corresponding to a. sawtooth

1,. and crash time. 11,851, 2 190115.
calculate, using a. numerical code.

‘ AT T 1-771 ,1 -a1111htude. —— : AHA—“4“ 2 5.13l 1 T T111111.
During the ramp (Fig 3. '-\ to B anlirloclmise) ll 1s ESHPDllalh negligible in Pu ( land
the equation can be i11teg1ated to give Z. Substituting in E<.1.(2) in which F proves
to be negligible. we determine the ramp time scale in terms of the amplitude. The
amplitude itself is obtained by requiring continuity of the solution through the crash.
[hder the assumed orderings during the fast crash (Fig 3 B to A) we replace Z 2 1
in E11(1) to 1'1 uood approxinnttiou and di1ide Lt1.(‘2 ) by ql) (neglecting F except
for the fact that U has a 111:1..{i111un1 \z1hie ol 1/0) and get a first order autonomous
equation connecting 11', Z. Then “i is obtained as a function of Z through the crash
from the first integral,

1 ' 1 AT,'1‘ _7 :1)11 , 11' + (NW 11') 1 1 ,7 1—12—11? +C‘ (11)

where the constant ol' integration C is determined by continuity. It follows {3] that the
period-amplitude relation is.

U1

7period =
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Evaluating the ‘crash integral‘ at Z = 1. ll' 2 1/0 immediately gives the amplitude

<Cflllllg law to a good approximation.

AT [1 1 r; 1 l”?
._ g 7 i __l _
T 2*\l E) + TNC' H O)

[ 7.4 HM Y”s —)Z ljll
‘5 \Lcfi'

ie,

3: 2x S———,lilh5R )1/3
7 l:\lf\'én L170

(5)

The crash time is now straightforn'ardLY determined. We thus get the following gener-
alisation of our earlier results.

Tcrnsli 2

«47Trash —

Tpm'iflfl ’craah

2m:

Comparison with experiment and numerics

Machine Parameter Experiment Numerics Theory
TEXTOR 7pm“ (ms) ‘20 19.2 18

% % 4-5 5.5 5
Tcmhlns) 2’ "200 190 200

TEXT Tpmnd (ms) 2 '2 ‘2
% % 20 20 20

> Tcmillus) 2 20 18 18
JET-[CRH TWIN (ms) 17b 185 179

$.14 % z 25 25 23
TCmShUIS) 100 — 200 110 150

See [2,3] and Refs. therein for details.

4. Conclusions: The analytic model developed here gives experimentally testable

scalings for period, amplitude and crash time of san'tee’rh. The period(cf. qi)) is

proportional to amplitude. and core ronfinemeut timescale. lt is lengthened by neo-

Classical losses. The model predicts complete sawtooth stabilisation in certain condr
tionsl'l]. The sawtooth amplitude (cl. Eq.(6)) is proportional to the shear parameter
at q : 1 and to the fourth root of the product ol‘ the plasma. {3 and the mass ratio
(ie. to (‘—ln'Ai/uen )1/3). The dependence on the ratio of the major radius to the pressure
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7length scale is also of interest. The crash time (cf. q )) is proportional to the
toroidal Alfvén time and is modified by the shear and pressure length-scales and as-
Pect. ratio of the core. For fixed rore Conditions. period and crash time are inversdy
related (DilllD, See [‘2] and reference? therein), We estimate the amplitude of Aqw‘ 1)
from toroidal Olim's law. neoclassical resistivity and Ampere's law applied at. 7* = 0 to
be‘ AW“ 2 9T1.Tl1is is consistent (modulo profile factors) with previous cstin‘iates by

3w.”
00(0)

Hasselberg 61‘ u] [I] who obtain. ’ID ( U)
= 0,731.1. \Ym‘l; is in progress on the problem of

thermal interaction of sawteeth and alpha heating in reactor (ITER) conditions.

5. References:

1] Haas FA. and Thyagaraja .—\.. Enrophys. Lent. 19(4)1‘295(1992).
] Haas FA. and 'l'hyagaraja A.. Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion. 37, 415
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Kinetic and hydrodynamic descriptions of wave scattering and
transformation in plasmas

AG Sitenko
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, UNAS,

Metrolohichna 14b, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine

1. Introduction

Extensive applications 0f plasma diagnostics methods which employ electromagnetic

wave scattering, has renewed the interest to the problem that had been considered

many years ago [1—5]. In particular, the studies of plasma dynamics in the nuclear
fu5ion devices made it a problem of importance to calculate the electromagnetic wave
scattering Spectra for nonequilibrium plasmas in strong magnetic fields. Such
calculations have been made in a series of papers [6—10]; some of them [8—10]
doubt the applicability of the fluid approach to the treatment of nonlinear effects

even in cold plasmas. In Ref.[ll], the arguments concerning the fluid approach
inapplicability [9,10] are shown to be erroneous and a simple example of two—wave
interaction in a plasma without external magnetic field is considered to illustrate that
the results of kinetic and fluid approaches in the limiting case of a cold plasma are

identical. Insofar as the approach in terms of hydrodynamic equations considerably
simplifies the treatment of nonlinear processes occurring in a plasma, it is a matter
of principle to substantiate the fluid approximation applicability and to reveal the
relation between the results obtained by kinetic and fluid approaches. In this paper
we consider the relation between the results of fluid and kinetic approaches for the
case of electromagnetic wave scattering in a plasma with an external magnetic field.

2. Reduction of the Kinetic Equation t0 the Chain of Moment Equations

The main task in calculating the cross~sections of wave scattering or mixing is to
derive from the constitutive equation an expression for the current given rise to by
the incident wave nonlinear interaction with fluctuations, and determines the scattered
wave field. The nonlinear constitutive equation for the plasma, and hence the
scattered-wave—inducing current, may be derived from kinetic or hydrodynamic
equations for the electron and ion plasma components. Since the difference between
electron and ion masses is very large, the consideration may be restricted to the
electron component only. The relevant kinetic equation may be written as

6F 96F e '> l_>—> —> 6F_
01+U?+EE+C[U’BO+B] 81v—0, (I)

where F07) is the electron distribution function, 30 is the external magnetic field,
E) and E are self—consistent electric and magnetic fields. The kinetic equation (1)
is nonlinear with regard for the selfeconsistent electron interaction. In order to
compare the results obtained by kinetic and hydrodynamic approaches. we solve the
kinetic equation by the method of moments. Then nonlinear equation (1) reduces
to an infinite chain of equations for the distribution function moments
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(3N (31/1, 61/. (Tl/U P l7 = _' w- : _ —a! + arr 0. at + 6r]. ”,{NEH' C EM 1/! (EM + B0}.

(ll/".1 61/“ (’ fl 1
7)? + 4a,} = :71 {1515/ + E1. 1/]. + ;( E 1.“i + Elk/14k) (BO, + B,)} (2)

and so on, where N = fr/WF is the electron density, 1/1, = d’UiF is the electron
. —> —> ,

flux densrty, if”. : fdv v1, v]. F and VW = I (lv 1)]. u]. vk F are the second- and third—order
moments. We note that

l/ijz‘V—jV‘l/J‘FAU, Aij=f (117(vi—%) (vielf—lvi)F (3)

where AU is the pressure tensor. With no heat fluxes, the chain of equations (2)
is cut off by virtue of the relation

1 1 .1/“, = V 1/11/i + flail. 1/ k + A“ 1/}, + Ajk 1/1,). (4)
Having substituted this relation into the third equation of the set (2), we obtain an
equation for the quantity Air” . The plasma current 1—) is immediately determined by

the electron flux density 17), 1?: 017). (5)
The second equation (2), combined with relation (3) and equation for the pressure
tensor AU , makes it possible to find the current and thus, together with Maxwell’s
equations. completely determines the electromagnetic field in the plasma. The set of
simplified equations (2) derived from the kinetic equation, corresponds to the fluid
approximation with regard for the thermal effects. The hydrodynamic velocity 7 is

determined by the relation 7=N . According to the definition (3), the quantity

1.1., in case of local isotropic equilibrium, reduces to AN=A6U,

= 7%, p = NT , where p is the plasma pressure, T is the plasma temperature.

Then the set of equation (2) reduces to the usual hydrodynamic equations. The4)
current j and the hydrodynamic velocity 7 satisfy the nonlinear relation

7’ —>
J = (’NH . (6)

3.The Limiting Case of Cold Plasmas
In the cold plasma limiting case. we can neglect the quantity AU or the pressure

(p = 0) in the equation for the flux density 7 or for the hydrodynamic velocity
7. We also disregard the nonlinear terms and obtain the constitutive equation in
the form 17E) =— in) £0») E , (7)
where 5(a)) is the dielectric permittivity tensor of a cold magnetoactive plasma. We
denote the incident wave frequency and wave vector by (no and 7:),
scattered wave by a) and I: the fluctuation frequency and wave vector are

those of the

Au) = a) — “’0 and 7: I?- to. In what follows we label the quantities corresponding

to the incident wave by the subscript 0; the fluctuation amplitudes are tilded. We
treat both incident and scattered waves in the linear approximation. In the case of
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cold plasma (when for the incident wave Ag->0 and for fluctuation excitations

11.90), the quatity AU associated with the scattered wave is equal to 0. Hence, in
II

the case under consideration, the current that induces scattered waves is determined
. . 37 W e —> 1 _) —> —>

by the equation for the flux denstty —6t_ + V? — ;{NE + ZU/ , BO + 3]} . (8)

Taking into account the nonlinear terms (which are, however. linear with respect
to the incident wave and fluctuation amplitudes), we obtain an expression for the

. , -> . a) A ~ —’ 0 2?
current that induces scattered waves, i.e., JR) —— I-n—Dx ((1)){213A11‘E0 +11 Emu) +

1 :3 +0 1 :0 2 . III ‘fj 0 f) 0 3+ F “(.7l 1 + FW ,BEM] — [PI—10m rm)? + (L17 )Vrmu) . (9)

With the continuity equation being satisfied, equation (8) for the flux density 77 is
equivalent to the equation for the hydrodynamic velocity (7, Le,
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This means that, in the cold plasma limiting case, the results of the fluid approximation
reproduce the results obtained by the kinetic approach.

9 —)_£_’ la“) —>+(uV)u—m E+c[“'Bo+B] . (10)

4.15 There Ambiguity in the Use of Fluid Equations?
The direct use of equation (10) and current definition (6) results in different from
(9) expression for the scattered-waves—inducing current, i.e.,

_U}0 ~ A ED ”0 —> A E0 4JP“, =7 tfiptqemxfino) + EUCOK ((1)0) )Ilq + (ll)

”0 A 1 3 at] —>0 2 .m 9% -—)() +903+ 0700) x ((1)) F (11mm , B ] + [u ,Bflwl) — I?((lxolll—l-Am)ll + (qu )I’TAw) .

In particular, the factors in the terms of equations (9) and (ll) which describe
wave scattering by electron density fluctuations, depend on different frequencies.
The factor in (9) depends on the scattered wave frequency 0), whereas the one in
(11) depends on the incident wave frequency coo. The difference between the
expressions (9) and (11) which are derived from equivalent hydrodynamical equations
(8) and (10), suggested an idea to the author of Ref. [9] that the fluid approach
is inapplicable for the study of nonlinear processes in plasmas. Actually, however,
expressions (9) and (11) are equivalent in the limiting case of cold plasma (this is
just the case for which the hydrodynamic equations are applicable). For cold plasmas,
one may disregard the thermal effects (i.e. thermal corrections in the dispersion
wave equations) and the langevin source in the constitutive equation for fluctuations.

5. Effect of Thermal Dispersion of Fluctuations
The phase velocities of the incident and scattered electromagnetic waves are much
greater than the electron thermal velocity and hence thermal corrections to the
dispersion of these waves may be disregarded. However, phase velocities of fluctuation
excitations are of the same order of magnitude as the electron thermal velocity and
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therefore, under certain conditions, their thermal dispersion may considerably influence
the wave scattering. If the distribution function F is isotropic with respect to the
velocity deviations from the mean vealue, then for fluctuation excitations we haVe
~ ~ 5 T ~ , . . , .AU = A6,]. A17”: 3,711q . We disregard thermal dispersmn corrections for the

incident and scattered waves. At the same time, in the equation for the flux density
7 associated with the scattered wave, we allow for the thermal correction AU. in the
second moment. This correction is proportional to the temperature and, according
to (2), is determined by the equation

A.1(k, w)—i—(”35(E'lAlx(k,a))+ EMA“, (k,a))) =Si/(k,a)), (12)

where “Si/(k' w): U 0
But/tow(kyoéif+kiVll+klvbnlmuf(13)

The solution of this equation is given by
A —> —> 27: 2A —> —> 2 A —> —>
A(k, w)k =— glow—cos) x(w — wu)Q_(k, w)+ (a) + wB) x (a) + (un)Q+(k , m) ],, (14)

l)

where the quantities Qiifl’) are defined by

—>—>
Q_ (k, w)—— w S(k (1))k + 4s w“(k b)x ((1))S(k, (0)1) : iS(k, a))[k, b]“—wui —r

The additional inducing current, associated with the effect of election thermal motion
on the fluctuation dispersion is described by the expression

*7‘_ mJ*km (15)

Unlike the hydrodynamical current (9) which corresponds to zero plasma temperature,
the thermal current (15), treated as a function of the scattered wave frequency. has
singularities at multiples of the cyclotron frequency, i.e., a) = : 2a)n . Therefore, if
the incident wave frequency is close to twice the cyclotron frequency, the spectrum
of incoherent scattering (associated with small frequency shifts) considerably depends
on thermal dispersion of fluctuations. Singularities in the spectrum of electromagnetic
wave scattering in magnetoactive plasmas were discovered in paper [9] by means
of the kinetic approach.
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Abstract: From the general three-wave coupling formalism in magnetized Vlasov plasma,

an expression is derived which gives the differential cross‘section for the scattering of in-

cident radiation ofl of thermal fluctuations induced by ions in a hot magnetized plasma.

The model is valid to any order in thermal parameters, and thus generalizes the previ-

one theory models to regimes where either the Larmor parameter ltd/1, or the electron

cyclotron resonance can become significant for the scattered or incident waves.

Introduction: Recently, scattering from field fluctuations with full electromagnetic

plasma. screening response [1-3] has been investigated in the context of a particle collec-

tive scattering diagnostics. The inclusion of electromagnetic effects has been motivated

by the fact that for some scattered solid angles the fluctuations are essentially electro-

magnetic, as e.g. near the lower hybrid resonance with near perpendicular propagation,

and for the mixed scattering from e.g. ordinary to extraordinary modes the electro-

magnetic efiects become significant [2]. The models cited above are all based on either

zeroth, first or second moment expansion of the source current 3., which makes it possible

to express this current in closed form in terms of fluctuations of physical quantities like

density or fields. This makes the models valid only under conditions Ikdvi/Qe] << 1,

“snug/(w, — [Sign << 1 and 'vg/c << 1. Here, k,i and k” are the perpendicular and

parallel component of the scattered wave vector with respect to E, and vi and vz are

the corresponding components of the electron velocity. va and c are the electron thermal

velocity and the speed of light, respectively. 9, is the electron cyclotron frequency, and

l is an integer. In the present work, general kinetic formulae for the source current and

the scattering cross-section are derived without relying on the previous assumptions.

The differential Scattering Cross Section: The incident, scattered and fluctuation

electric fields are assumed as plane monochromatic waves in = éuEaexpfilio - 77 _ iwnt),

E, = e‘,E,exp(il-i, -7“‘— taut), and E7 = é’Eepli-F— iwt) entering or leaving a scattering
volume V in a uniform magnetized plasma. The wave angular frequencies and wave

vectors obey the energy and momentum conservation rules Loo + w : w, and Ito + it = [3,.

The wave polarization vectors of unit length are if”, 23'” and (A? for the incident wave,

scattered wave, and the fluctuations, respectively.
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In order to calculate the spectral tensor (5,3) for the source current fluctuations We
obtain the identity é: - A. - E,: —i( /w.eo)€, j" where A stands for the dispersiOn
tensor of the scattered wave. By expanding the Vlasov—Maxwell equations to second
order m wave amplitudes, one can find from the general three-wave coupling formalism
[4] an equation 6: -A -E, : —(i/€o)VE0E, where

:Zmafdvf,((13‘) Z ei(poen+po—_..po”A 42,, (1)

PD+P=PJ

and

A. _ it” [go {fem-+110 l;-“ELL“ «flow-ugh _ 2'9” X
” ”‘9' mp0) ”° ‘1’ (Pa) WP) MP.)

( ’“J "°J Marxism). (2)WP) _ ‘1’0(Pal
Here, pg, 17, and 11, go through all positive and negative integers including zero. The
angles 0]- and velocity vectors 1?,- are defined from exp(it9j) : (k + 'ikjy)/kji and

.. i a' k' 1) 2. P'Qa-J :.“i = qm:jt‘l’j(Pj)Jpj(#)Rj'Ej+l(vz6jz+njr-€j)X
no ji

1) 1.112179 11w“53+ J ”oxxk-) ed—Jp,("J'JJ)1R 11 (a)
with

1 W2 1‘1! 9 0
e‘ 4111127 1112. 0 4J moi—s23) DJ 0, WW ()

J

and ‘Ilj : wj — kvz — p59,. 1;? is the unit vector in the magnetic field direction. The
previous model of the coupling of the wave fields is valid provided the free electron
contribution to the fluctuation of the electron distribution at w, I: can be neglected.

From the previous equations then follows Q} 31,—— w,VEOE, which can be further modified
to a form 6: , ——w,EOG- E, where the coupling Vector G IS given by

' ~ a:Zma d17f,((v) e‘tpoao-tpfl p.a,)__ x

/ Pughe 1711,02

{(w‘kzvz P9 )J(k—§:‘)A R-+(A--R k)><
KM”,“151m J—“Hflti (2* Xh—M 5W}. (5)

With the help of the derived expressions, one finds the scattering cross-section
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dzfl _ kgkfw. 0' Z' (l/VT)tl.l (k “ll'z (6)
dflkadwa 32W353new0w2 (éi- E, -e,)(€0' 60' 60)

Where E has been expressed as a. function of 6j with the help of tensor Z: A 1(a), k) from
the equation A E: —(2/eaw)6j(w, 1:). Here, A(w, k) is the dispersion tensor at w k.

Z+ denotes the transpose of Z‘. Equation (6) gives the cross-section as a function of the

spectral tensor of current fluctuations (fi‘(§,w)) at w, I: and as a function of the coupling

vector C3. This expression is amenable for direct numerical calculation and makes no

approximation With respect to the ordering parameters Nehru/(LI or [hum/(u), — [90”.

Applications to a-particle diagnostics: A code has been Written which calculates the

scattering cross-section from Eq. (6) by including only the ion contributions to the sum

over particle species in the current correlations. The a particle distribution is assumed

to have a slowing—dowu form with on particles assumed as magnetized. The resulting
spectral function for microwave scattering oft fluctuations in the frequency regime w/27r =

0.3 # 3.5 GHZ in a D-T plasma is shown in Fig. 1 The D-T ion background is modeled
with particles having a mass 2.5 times proton mass, and scattering from ordinary mode
polarization to ordinary waves (0 — 0) is considered. The angle 45 between the magnetic
field and the wave vector is 89 degrees. The result is compared with the spectral function
obtained with similar parameters by Aamodt and Russell [2] in their Fig. 2b. These
authors kept only the first moments of fluctuation distribution in evaluating the spectral
function. The fluctuation wavelength is held fixed at kp, : 0.144, where p, is the electron
Larmor radius. The spectral function S(w,li:') shown in Fig. 1 can be found in terms of
the cross-section dZE/dflk,dw, with the help of the relation

M3”- ,—I I“ 2 ,—S/ (ww, IE)=—° a'eaf‘ 9 f2' “’“"‘3 . (7)daidw. 32n3n3(€, .e. . 30013.5D so)

With the present parameters, this ratio is 5.5 x 10“”. Because |ku',vc/Qc| z 0.1 in our
example, a good agreement is obtained between the results of the present paper and those
in Fig. 2b of Ref. [2]. The small difference close to fluctuation frequencies at the lower
hybrid resonance ensues from the different expressions used in calculation of A(w, Iii).

Fig. 2 shows the cross—section from the present model and from the Thomson scattering
limit [5] for three incident wave frequencies 140, 300, and 500 GHz with two electron
temperatures 1 keV and 20 keV. Here, the perpendicular component of the fluctuation
wave vector 1866 m’1 and the angle 4) : 103.5 are kept fixed. With the lower tem-
perature, the Larmor parameter of the incident wave remains less than 0.22, while for
the higher temperature it achieves 1 for coo/2n = 500 GHz. A good agreement with the
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Thomson model is found over all the parameter range. Similar good agreement was found
even when the frequency of the incident wave or the scattered wave approached electmn
cyclotron frequency or its harmonics for nonperpendicular fluctuation wave vectors With
non—mixed wave polarizations.
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FIG. 2 The scatten'ng cross-section for three incident wave frequencies compared between the
kinetic (solid) and Thomson (dotted) models.
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Asymmetric Electron—Cyclotron Emission from Non—Thermal Plasmas
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The electron-cyclotron emission (ECE) spectra characteristic of an optically thick
lasma Comprisinrr a current—carrying su )erthermal tail for which a generalized Kirclr

[303’s law is valic are evaluated for bot) the extraordinary and ordinary mode, for
erpendicular as well as Oblique propagation, accounting for both higher order finite—-
armoreradius effects and harmonic overlap. With specific reference to ECE on the

outboard side of the plasma, besides a spectrally narrow nonthermal feature occur—
ring at frequencies relativistically downshifted to second and first harmonic cyclotron
frequencies outside the plasma, the nonthermal ECE contributes a spectrally broad
enhancement to the optically thick thermal ECE spectrum. The latter nonthcrmal
spectral feature, in particular, is. asymmetric with respect to the parallel refractive
index, N” and has to do With relativistically downshifted third harmonic Xeniode emis—
sion and/or upshifted emission at frequencies 1 5 (w/nwc) g (1- l)“/2, the latter being
dominant for N” > 0.

Introduction. . For a lane plasma slab of thickness 2a, and neglecting wall—
rellections, the solution of t. 1e equation of radiative transfer yields for the specific
intensity of the radiation from the outboard side of the plasma

‘2‘w- “ - , - "ream vrl1(*)(w,i\r,l):8 / da:Tr(‘)(w,i\’H,1:)o('l(w,N”,;c)e f,‘ ( .1».., ) (1)
—a7r3 c2

where Til)(w,N”,r-) is the local radiation temperature of the i~-th mode, and the ex—
ponential function describes self—absorption, a“) being the electron—cyclotron (EC)
absorption coefficient, so that Trina“) is proportional to the (local) emission coefficient,
(the index 1?: X,0, for the extraordinary (Y) and ordinary (0) mode).

EC radiation for a bi—Maxwellian plasma. Let us consider the specific case of
an electron distribution of the form f : (1—1;)f1,+1;f,, where fb denotes the (relativistic)
isotropic Maxwellian distribution of the bulk (b) electrons (temperature T1, and density
rib) and f, denotes the distribution of a ]OWe density population of high energy electrons
{hereafter referred to as supertherinals (5), having temperature T.(> Tb) and density
n, : [77/(17 71)]nb(< HQ} in motion along the magnetic field with respect to the bull:
electrons and such that f, is a (relativistic) isotropic Maxwellian in the co—moving
frame.1 On account of the fact that for a bi—Maxwellian distribution Kirchhoff’s law is
valid for each electron population separately, the (local) radiation ten‘iperature is such
that1

flail)TM (0: (i) —r a T005 +7,(1—N”m) (2)

with cl") : await") the total absorption coefficient, at”, I: = b, s, denoting the absorption
coefficient for the lrth electron population, and 7, E (1—63)"/'“’, with i, the drift velocity
(in units of c).

The integral (1) along with (2) can be evaluated analytically in two limiting cases:
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l. The superthermals are dominant with respect to the bulk,

17 L,_7)"n.i,.\'”]]
(3)*.. Ji)[

- ' - ’ ‘7 ii - 7 W1 , (ICU/u. 1" J"\rith .r = If,” .i\ , the value for which at” E (ifl’w*,1\‘ ,r e f d“ * l ‘\“’ '] reac 19- 'A ll A ll 75 Itsk

maximum, 7"
I

A. (.e, N”) E ff” (outlet .N'H,;1-), the optical thickness of the ieth mode for the
bulk (k = b), and superthermals [A- : .s)r

2. The reabsorption by the bulk is dominant with respect to that by the superthermals,

., (i) . ,.. . 7 71(1) 05 (s.i\”,.r) (I). .[Mtg-MN : , _ ,, [,(r +—,—_——~ 1—c"n (“Wh‘nlt .lll 8a$e-( / ) "Isflilll _ (\‘lll’st-l'll ”EHW lNlll- 1~)>1‘=r£')twvll\’iil)[ l (1)

According to (-1), the radiation temperature observed from the outboard side of the
plasma can exhibit- an enhancement w1t’h respect to the bulk temperature owing to
gCh from superthermals, which is expected to be asyimnetric With respect. to N“ on
account of the _I\"H~aS)-'mmetry of at”(w.1\'“,r).‘

Numerical Results and Discussion. The evaluation of the ECE spectra is
carried out on accounting for both higher order finite—Larn1or—raclius effects (up to ‘20
terms are kept in the series expansion of the relevant Bessel functions) and harmonic.
overlap (the first harmonics are included), as well as thermal corrections in the wave
polarization For reference, let us recall that the relativistic BC resonance around the
n—th harmonic. of the cyclotron frequency, i.e.. 77 1\I||l’||’7c/W : t), where 7 E (l+rr'—')‘/3,
with u E p/me the (dimensionless) electron unimentum, requires that (77;;7,»/14JE)—l+f\"2 2
0, such a. condition being, unaffected by a streaming motion alonrr the magnetic field.1

For the explicit evaluation of the ECE spectra, on the basis of3(1)along with (2), we
assume that i) the magnetic field has the usual (1+c.r/u)‘1 spatial dependence, where a
is the minor plasma. radius and e is the inverse aspect ratio; ii) the density, temperature
and streaming Velocity have spatial profiles of the. form [1 7 (r/nk):!]‘s', with the indexes
i = iik,Tk,zv; I: : b.s and m) E a, i.e.. the spatial scale length of the bulk quantities is
equal to the minor radius, whereas it is (1.,(g a) for the superthernlal component; iii)
for the bulk and superthermals, J” : 1, Le, the density has a parabolic profile, whereas
the temperature profile is somewhat steeper, namely, 6-,, : 3/11; for the drift velocity,
6, = 3/2 also.

Our numerical analysis refers specifically to ECE spectra of supershot plasmas in
TFTR.H for which a = 0.79177, R : 2.115171, SO that s E (1/1? : 0,312; 11(0) 2 51 lgCL, for which
fc(0) : 142.8011: and 2mm = 285.6 (711:; “5(0) = 7 x roman-3, so that 1,.(0) = 75.1361]:
and (fP(U)/fc(t)))3 : 0.28, 72(0) (E T,,(U)) : 6.51m)". For these parameters, both the 2nd
harmonic X—niode and the l.st harmonic. Oemode. are optically thick, even close to the
plasma edge.

For reference, we show in Fig.1 the (spectrum of the) radiation temperature
(Snacg/wzfllrdw) of the X—nrode for perpendicular propagation, for a superthermal
population with temperature 73(0) : 31;,(0) and scale length of the spatial profiles
as : 17/2(: 30 firm), for I} : U.U-t(n_,(0) = 12.8 x lO'gcm’i‘), both with (75(0) : l.Ul) and
without (3., = 1) drift, as Well as for 7) : 0.02 with drift (75(0) : 1.01). Besides two narrow
features due entirely to ECE from superthermals occurring on the low frecpiency side of
the spectrum,3 (whereas the lowerefreqnency feature is at frequencies downshifted with
respect to the upper cut—off at the outboard edge of the plasma, tau . : u) : 0.70%(0),
the higher frequency feature occurs at frequencies downshifted with respect to the
1nd harmonic (cold) resonance near the outboard edge of the plasma). the emission
from the bulk is somewhat enhanced by the emission from the superthermals. ln partio
ular, the downshifted ifrd harmonic emission from the outboard of the ind harmonic
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thermal resonance reinforces (the high frequency side of) the ‘2.nd harmonic thermal
emission i’tself,‘I the enhancement being 55% for w52.'2wc(0).

The ECE spectrum for the oblique Remode is shown in Fig. '2. The most noticeable
feature with respect to the N” : O—case of Fig. 1, is a significant enhancement, due
to the superthermals, of the radiation temperature including the (optically thick) ‘2.n(1
harmonic, the nonthermal ECE being strongly asymmetric with respect to N“, cf. also
Fig.3. The Nileasynimetry has to do with the asymmetry of the distribution function
of the su ertllermals with res wet to the arallel momentum and can thus be usable
to get information on the drift motion olpthe superthermals. For the superthermals
and with reference to the relativistic EC resonance condition, whereas for N” < 0 the
Doppler shift adds to the relativistic frequency downshift, it is the other way about. for
N11 > 0. Thus, in particular, i) the nonthermal features at downshifted 1.st and 2.nd

harmonic are stronger for N” : ~0.34 than for N” = 0.311; ii) around the 2nd harmonic,
the enhancement for N” : —O.34 has to do mainly with the downshifted 3.1‘c1 harmonic
emission from the superthermals and is about 25% at w '2 2.3%(0); iii) for N" : 0.34, the.
enhancement is due to ECE at frequencies 1 g (w/c(l‘) _<_ (l 7 l)’1/'-’, referred to as
upshiftetl ECE,“ from superthermals with parallel momenta of definite sign NII"I| > 0,
located in the (narrow) region

iltifiwl—l - 1l S S iltmw 4'1")” 7 1l
e.g., w0.03 5 (Jr/a) 5 0.17, for (w/‘c(0)) 2 1,01 and Will : 0.34. The resonant energy at the

upper boundary being ”y:(1——1V(i3)'1/2, i.e., (7—1)mc"' : 321:61’ for |N”| = 0.34, the typical
energies of the emitting electrons being, in general, lower for upshifted 2nd harmonic
ECE- than for the downshifted ‘2.nd harmonic ECE. The enhancement of the radiation
temperature due to upshlfted ECE IS about 10% at w 2 2%(0) and 15% at w 2 3%(0).

As for the Oemode, the ECE spectrum for oblique propagation is shown in Fig/1.111
addition to thenonthermal downshifted 1.st harmonic feature, a significant enhance—
ment of the radiation temperature of the bulk occurs as a result of the upshifted (NH > 0
ECE from the superthermals.The NH—asymmetry in ECE is again a salient character-
istic, cf. also Fig.3, and is in line with the asymmetry in wave transmission observed
in the RTP tokamakfi
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Nonithernml ECE spectrmximode, perpendicular observation from the Outboardside of the plasma. in the presence of a snpetcrmal population with temperatum
71(0) : 33(0), density ”(E n_.(U)/n..(0)) : 0.04, with (7, = 1.01) and Without (7, : 1drift, as well as 1; = 0.02 with 7 : 1.01. The 1] : O—cnrrc refers to the l\“laxwelljan
case. The frequency ranges nwc(;r : a) S w E mach.- : —u) for the first 5 harnloniCSare indicated.

Fig. ‘2 Nonithcrmal ECE spectra: Ximode. oblique (NH : i034) observation from theoutboard side of the plasma, in the presence of a supcrthermal population with
temperature TAO) = STAG), density n : 0.04, with 73(0) : 1.01 and without (7, : 1)
drift. The 1;: 04256: (no superthormals) is also shown.

Pic. 3 The Nlrasymmetry in the radiation temperature, A“) E 1 — T,l£,(—N”)/T,l;ld(i\’”) vs,
w, for N” : 0.34, 101‘ both the X and O’lDOde.

Fig.4 Same as Fig. 2 for the O—mode.
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Trapped Particle Precessional Drifts in
Arbitrary Aspect Ratio Tokamaks with Shaping:

Consequences for Stability

C M Roach, J \V Connor and S Janjua“)
UKAEA Government Division. Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon,

OX14 3DB, UK. (UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)
(1) Bath University

Introduction
Plasma equilibrium parameters affect the preces-

sional drift frequencies (top) of trapped particles, which
can significantly influence plasma stability; eg collision-
less trapped electron modes (CTEM) and fishbones. ln-
stability growth rates are maximised when Efl ~ 1 [l],
and minimised or stabilised when this ratio is small (or
negative). We extend a circular large aspect ratio cal-

Figure l: Trapped particle culation of (MD) [2] to calculate the bounce averaged
toroidal precession drift frequencies for toroidally symmetric plasmas of ar-

bitrary aspect ratio with shaped poloidal cross sections.

Our calculation [3] is applied to JET and START like flux surfaces, to investigate the
suggestion [4] that favourable trapped particle drifts are responsible for improved confine-
ment in START [5]. We find a complex dependence of (am) on equilibrium parameters.
with competing effects from aspect ratio, shaping, magnetic shear and pressure gradients.
Averaging over pitch angle and normalising to the diamagnetic driftiequency a), we

characterise our results in terms of the important stability parameter 1:431,

The Calculation
(MD) for trapped electrons is given by ([2]):

m (“)J OJ 71
(~13) = ;fi (07) (1)

where m, e are the electron mass and charge, \11 is the poloidal flux, K — “7 and

J: yuan/l our—“mph (2)
bounce

is the longitudinal adiabatic invariant, where p : gig.
To compute (up) for particles trapped on a given flux surface we need to know the

geometry and magnetic field on the surface. Solving the Grad»Shafranov equation locally,
by expanding about this surface, yields the local variation of the magnetic fields perpen-
dicular to the surface [6]. This gives all the information required to evaluate equation (1),
assuming that we are dealing with very narrow orbits.
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The surface geometry is parameterised via:

R, : 30(1+e(E—1)coso+ercos20)=HOF:
Zs : Hoe((1+Elsin€+TsinEO) (.3)

where HO is the plasma major radius. r is the aspect ratio. E is ellipticity, T is trial-1V
gularity and 0 is a poloidal angle. The magnetic field on the equilibrium surface is (1150
parameterised:

Bp : 8.50:} (1 + BF] cos 9 + BF; cos 20 + Bpg cos 30 + BM cos ~16) = 153028, (4)
1 4

Ba“!
B, Z ‘1— 5i R ( )

where Beau, [3,,1, Bpg, Bpg and BM are constants appropriate to the specified surface, q is
the safety factor. and

1 t.
7 _ E R23, (6)

The magnetic shear s : Lf’flq' (where ’ denotes the partial derivative with respect to the
. . 2 ' 232 . .polmdal flux). and the pressure gradlent parameter 0‘ : —%‘U° are. the only remammg

parameters [7].
Assuming narrow orbit widths, we find from equation (I) after some algebra:

-* ’ “ a ma is r at? 1 r as
a — "m" 4 t, ‘19 (I : AB) Ea: ill ‘ zT—SE) *“ ‘ “"- ‘ *‘El

("d”) _ _ (7)— A, A A —l - .eBaiORO Cl", £26100 _ XB) 2 2.713
p

where the integrals in (7) can be computed numerically, after taking care over singularities
at the bounce angle 0 = 9b. The numerical evaluation of equation (7) has been checked
both analytically in the circular large aspect ratio [2] and in the deeply trapped limits,
and numerically for a tight aspect ratio equilibrium surface against a particle guiding
centre code.

Phase space averaging and normalisation to w. gives a quantity which characterises
stability:

M : ifa’cwbptfimww (8)
w. u). f; (Mbp(05)

where 11(6)” is the velocity phase space factor, and w, = ip’.

Results

Computing a full equilibrium from a 2D
Grad-Shafranov solver using the JET parama Ho (m) 3.00 1,, (MA) 3.0
eters from Table l, we have extracted a and s (t (m) 1-25 #3 (%) 1.15
and fitted the shape and magnetic field at the Na 130 B; (T) 27
q : 2 surface using parameterisations (3), (4) 6a 0-40
and (5). Figure 2 gives (wD)/w. as a function Table 1: Typical JET parame—
Of 0’7' ters.
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Figure 2: (wD)/w. as a function Figure 3: (wD)/w, for c scan.
of 05 for the JET q = 2 surface.

We have calculated (wD)/w. for a range of equilibria, scanning in the aspect ratio
parameter 6. Starting from the JET q = 2 surface we vary 6 by adjusting R0 and Bpo,
keeping other parameters fixed (ie a, q, at, 5, 3,50, Bpl, Bpg, Bpg and B“). This is one of
many possible prescriptions for scanning self-consistent tol<amak equilibria in e. For the
particular scan we have chosen, Figure 3 shows that drifts become more favourable as 6
increases, though the rate of decrease of (wD)/w. with 6 does reduce at larger 5.

In our scan we find that as 6 increases, B, becomes comparable to Beg, and the plasma
develops an unconventional off-axis minima in |BI. This has an important impact on
trapped particle orbits, producing a class of trapped particles which are wholly confined
above or below the equatorial midvplane. Our calculation can compute the toroidal pre-
cession frequencies in such equilibria.

0.10 '

1mm) 0.185 1,, (MA) 0.136
a (m) 0.135 fl (‘76) 1.79
t, 1.30 B,5 (T) 0.59 m
5,, 0.40 (‘00s

Table ‘2: Typical START parameters.

Computing a full equilibrium with START 43-10“
like parameters as in Table 2, we fit the q = 2
surface and display the calculated (wD)/w* 0 ”,4 m, 31% 1!
distribution in Figure 4. Surprisingly we find oh
that (wD)/w. is larger than for JET, despite Figure 4, (haul/w. as a function '0} at
higher 5. START has significantly higher for a START q = 2 surface.
shear than at JET however, and high 5 does
not favour stability [2]. The character of trapped particle drifts appears to be similar in
JET and in START.

We can study the effects of shear and pressure gradient by locally perturbing o and s
on the surface without affecting the global equilibrium. Figures 5 and 6 show the impact
of such perturbations on (wD)/w.. Low (or negative) 3 and high a favour CTEM stability
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Figure 5: (wn)/w. as a function of 01, Figure 6: (wD)/w. as a function of 0,,
for different shear values .5. for different a values.

Conclusions
In conclusion (um) has been calculated for narrow orbit trapped particles in arbitrary

c tokainaks with shaping of the poloidal cross section. Pressure gradients and shear are
also included, so that (wD)/w. can be computed accurately for conventional and advanced
tokamak equilibria. The calculation has been benchmarked numerically and analytically,
and we have calculated (wD)/w. for JET and START like plasmas. A competition between
the benefits of large 6 and the costs of higher 5, gives similar drifts in both machines in
our calculation. This does not provide support for the hypothesis that favourable drifts
stabilise trapped particle instabilities in START, as proposed in [4]. High [3 (hence large
find advanced tokamak configurations with low or negative shear do however optimise
(WI/w-
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The Effect of Shearless Stellarator Rotational Transform on
the Tokamak Plasma Stability

M.l. Mikhailov, VD. Shafranov and A.A. Subbotin

Russian Research Centre ”Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction
We consider the stability of the straight pressureless current column with external to,

tational transform in stellarator approximation. The configuration in this case looks as

onedimensional one and the expression for energy Variation acquire the well known form

(see, 6-3 ill):

6W = "LR {(Y’)2 + 1:723” 3—} (—12—>} rdr . (1)
m2 r30 2, — n/m

Here t = q + 1m, u and rh are the total, current and stellarator rotational transforms

respectively.

2. Analytical approaches
Some useful information concerning instability of current carrying plasma column can

be obtained analytically.
2.1 Uniform current density

First of all let‘s consider the simplest case of uniform current density, j = const . For

this case analytical instability conditions have been obtained [1]. For a, : const and

consequently r = const , the ideal modes are important only. Corresponding instability

condition is
0<nu(a)—n <rJ(a), ('2)

or 71 n, — «,1
— < 5(a) < .
m 771—1

(3)

Here. a is the plasma boundary radius,

7n = 4 m = 3 m = 2

unstable stable

l H m m
l I l I l l I 1(a)

71 _*b nvgh n _ eh

.:~—
|::

0.1 to

Fig, 1. The stabilify windows are appcared at given 71 in (okamak
with j : const (If adding «(7‘) = const .
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It is seen from Eq. (3) that unlike the. tokamak where there is no windows of stability
at t“, = const . in stellarator such windows exist for given 71 value (see Fig. l) :

<r(a)< m—l' (4)

If the modes with different u are taking into account these gaps of stability disappear,
2.2 Nonuniforni current density

For analyzing the stability of plasma. column with nonuniform current density We'll
use here the Principle of Successive Current Layers (SCL) suggested for tokamak by
L. Zakharoy [2] For the tokamak with external rotational transform a, the SCL principle
has been extended in [3]. For more general case of the current column with conducting
shell and external rotational transform it follows from this principle that m/u. mode
with resonance surface in the region between the plasma boundary and the conducting
shell will be stable if for any plasma small radius with nonzero current density

(1n—1)z—n+zh +1‘rll/2 + L[(7n + Uri n — a. — t't‘lh/ZZ] > O. (.5)

And vice versa.‘ if the left side of Eq. (5) is always negative the mode will be unstable.
Here L : (r/b)“, bis a. shell radius.

For tokainak (1;. : 0) without conducting shell (L : 0) it follows from SCL principle
[2] that ideal m/n modes with resonance surface in vacuum region will be unstable for
any current density profile with j > 0 and j'tr) < 0 if

(771—1).e/(0)<u . (6)

That means. for example, that. in configuration with I’Jffl) > 1/2 the mode Iii/1! : 2/1
is unstable if “(0) < 1. Taking into account this result Zakharov treats the disruptive
instability as the instability of ideal 2/1 mode at “((1) > 1/2 when due to internal
disruption the rotational transform on the magnetic axis becomes equal to unity.

Let‘s consider how the adding of shearless stellarator rotational transform will change
this situation. For 2/1 mode in the case (I >> a Eq. (5) means All) > I — r,“ so that
with k]. > 0 there is a possibility of ideal 2/1 mode stabilization even if 40) S 'I (for
example, due to internal disruption). This can explain the results of the experiments
on \‘VV‘Vll—A [4]1 when the introduction of stellarator rotational transform have lead to
disruptive—free discharges.

It can be noted from Eq. (6) that in tokamalt’ with (1(0) < 1 the ideal modes with
resonant surface in vacuum region and m : n +1 are always unstable. ln stellarator
this modes will be unstable if 40) < 1 —r;,/n. Thus in principle they can be stabilized
even at r(0) < 1.

According to SCL principle the part of the current channel with +(r) > (n —r,] )/(m.—
1) is stable against 711/17 mode. Zakharor named this part of the column the “support-
ing channel". it is clear, that stellarator rotational transform expand the "supporting
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channel" ill/1J0) > 0. lt is seen that the flattening of the current density profile expands

the "supporting; Channel“ L00.

3, Numerical Results
More detailed information about different modes stability have been obtained numerii

call)‘- The diagrams of stability are calculated for the configurations with (Mr) : const,

[(0) : l and
. . k .Y ,—

.i=j(0)l1-(7‘/fl)l - (‘l
(0) : l as the possible, due to internal disruption. and the most dangerous

case for external free boundary ideal modes. The current density distribution contains

two parameters l‘ and 7. At given 11“ *h and ”((1) the value of 7 was Chosen to satisfy

the condition ((0) : 1. This limits us in Choosing the values of (1(a). Irh.

We consider ?

th

Halal/5 a Hillel 5 l3
3/4 3/4

2/3

~ 0.4— 1/3
m/n:5/4 711/17:5/4l

Owl 0.8 l) 04 US

b] {(1) lg (a)

Fig. 3. Tlir diagrams of stability of ideal and [eariiig modes for configurations with

”(1'): mnst . j : jt0)[l —- (r/a)k]" . Parameter -, is (films-tn from [/16 Condition

1r(0) : 1 . The boundaries of stability of ideal and tearing mudcs are marked by solid

lines The regions of instability are marked by vertical lines. In marked by crossed

lines regions all the ideal and tearing modes are stable. By dotted lines thr straights

Ala) : 1/‘2i 2/3, 3/4. ‘l/«S are shown. Bdow lllCS( lillLS corresponding modes are

irariiig ones. a: c : 4. l): I; : (j.

The stability boundaries of the modes with m 2 n + l are shown on the diagrams

Fig '2. In the stability region of this modes another modes were Checked too. The

regions in which all ideal and tearing modes was found to be stable. are marked by the

crossed lines. while the regions of instability are marked by Vertical solid lilies.
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1(1‘/n)

“(1): 0.3 .1 0.5

0.65 \ \ 0, \\\ '
0.25

Jr

025 I I I l ‘

0 0.25 015 0.75 l T/(L 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 T/(l 1

Fig. 3. Profiles of total 1-. forml : 0.2.”, Fig. .l. Curr-mt density profiles for
4(0) 2 1 and different values ofuta). 1715 or = 0-25 - *(0) Z 1 "W1 different Wk
liOI'i:unfal solid lines Show the resonance nos of 1.](11)
values for mot/rs In/n : 2/1. 3/2. 4/3.

As the examples the profiles of total rotational transform and current density are
shown on Figs. 3, -l for 1h : 0.25, l? = ‘1 (see Eq. 7) and different values of current
rotational transform on the boundary.

4. Conclusions
1. The shearless stellarator rotational transform can stabilize all the ideal and tearing>

modes. Needed for this purpose the stellarator rotational transform I11 is of the order of
current rotational transform q : 17. may.

2. Rather small stollarator rotational transform can be useful too. As it is seen from
diagrams. the stellarator rotational transform of the order of 0.1 — 0. [5 can stabilize the
most dangerous from viewpoint of disruptive instability mode 2/1 at different current
density profiles and with z(0) : 1. This is in agreement. with the \‘V’Vll—A experimental
results [I].
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DERIVATION OF BOHM's COEFFICIENT OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
DIFFUSION IN FRAME OF 2-D. EMHD MODEL.

O.Z.Zabaidoullin*, V.V.Vik.hrev.
"Russian Research Centre Kurchatov Institute",
*Ecole Polytechnique, LPMI, France.

Like in [I] we discuss the dynamics of the magnetic field in frame of electron magneto
. . . A}

hydrodynamics (EMHD). It was shown that in case of inhomogeneous plasma —7 along the
n

. A) . . .
current lines the Joule heating up to (mrlei —l times higher, than Joule heating of the plasma

in
with uniform density n along the current, For the obtained Joule heating we put into
correspondence the efficient coefficients of magnetic field diffusion and conductivity. The

efiicient coefficient of the magnetic field dufliision D =15; slightly difiers from Bohm’s
e 0

cT
1T1 em 1) = ,coe ci 16eH0

INITIAL CONDITIONS.
At the initial moment t=0 plasma occupies the right part of the plane (x, y), and

magnetic field the lefi part: x 50 (Fig.1). Distribution of the plasma density n(x,y) 5:101)
. , . 6 1 ~71 .

has the posmve constant gradient —(—) =n°— at the interval [0,L] and the same but
6y )1 nonL

negative at the interval [L,2L] (Fig.2).

A? #
MAGNETIC PLASMA

FIELD DENSITY

"21. Mg) 21.I /
‘9 1/. L
O i

Z0 // l

X n, n, fl/g)
Initial distribution of the magnetic field Distribution of the plasma density

and plasma density
FIG.l FIG.2
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We simulated the following equation of the magnetic field dynamics in frame of
EMHD:

8—H=D 6',H +D 6'7}! CH 61-] 6 (_] (1)
8t Bur 6‘y 47re 6x 6y )1

The results of such modelling are shown on Fig.3.

Ufa/a)V=2LL

a
-——>

0
*

75} 75: is X
DYNAMICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

FIG.3

DYNAMICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE INTERVAL [0,L].
For a plasma layer of width dy inside the interval [0,L] eq.(1) can be simplified

6: =0 67% +fl§££( ) (2)
dt 61v 47re 6x a)! n

which has exact analytical solution [1] of magnetic field penetration like a shock wave into 3
H0plasma -e(x —uI)/>\+ (3)

. . 8+1]With velocrty u =cHol—l31rea—I (4)y
and Characteristic width of the shock wave front

01101 1 "
{E(Winn (5)

From the system of the Maxwell's eq., neglecting the electric field energy compare with
magnetic, one can obtain the eq. for changing the magnetic field energy in a given volume

6(H2 /81r)
ill a, 1’ =H RdS 4210",. (6)

From eq.(3) we can obtain expression [2] for current layer Joule heating per unit length
2 1 Ho3 0 8_[1)6H 6x . 7(210141:l / )dd” 4481r2e6y n ()
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And what is more important, that Qjg“, proportional to the magneticfield in cube and does

not depend from plasma conductivity 0 and time t. The reason of such enhanced Joule
heating is in significant decreasing of the shock wave width )x (5) in compare with classical

/2
skin (02%10) _ By this reason in the front of magnetic field penetration the diifitsional

term (first) in the eq.(2) and Hall term (second) have the same order.
There is another method [2] to obtain the value of Joule heating Q1-0", directly from

eq.(6)- The flux of the electromagnetic energy

W =%,ril [EHall *Hlydx (8)
can be obtained, using the expression for the Hall component of the electric field intensity
EHa/I =[r0IH,H]/41ren. In our case

cH3
=—'—1 ° - (9)

481r en(y)
6W CH 3 6 1

P,dS =—d = 0 ¢ _ 10
And H ay y 48h ayinl ( )
According to the eq.(3)

3(117Z /8’11') H2
”J —a~I—dV =M8—odx. ([1)

it
From the eq.(6) we can obtain the expression for Joule heating (7)

Q - =luflé (12)

1“” 3 811- '
For the knowing Joule heating (12), we can put into correspondence the efficient

coefficients of magnetic field diffusion and plasma conductivity. Let us suppose that we do not
know about the possibility of the magnetic field penetration (3) into a plasma. In this case we
can consider the width of a current layer as a classical 5. So, we can estimate the current

2 2
D

1 _ H .

density as follows j =ir0tH =i , and Joule heating as c , , From the equality
4 1r 4 «5 16 1r' (75

cm: = 1 Hsc 1(1)
161205 4 487rZe 6y n

we can express the efficient coefficient of the plasma conductivity
71

0' = if:i[l . (1 3)
12ec 6y n

The efficient coefficient of magnetic field diffusion

D :02 :_CH°6 1(1 (14)
47"” 481re 8y I)

for the considered plasma distribution takes the following form

= CH0 2% (15)
487m:0 L n

DYNAMICS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE lN'TERVAL [L,2L].
At the interval [L,2L], opposite to previous part, the plasma density increases in the

direction of the current. Dynamics of the magnetic field is also described by eq.(2), which has
no analytical solution in this case. By this reason we studied it numerically. The results of
magnetic field dynamics are presented on Fig.3. At the interval [L,2L] magnetic field goes out
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from the plasma boundary with maximum velocity 1' =21: at the line y=2L, where u is fmm
eq.(4).1n this case the width of the shock wave 5 increases proportionally to time and for
simplicity we put 01-0", =0,

So, the average Joule heating at the interval [0,2L]
3

e 1 H06 All
Q jnul =“ 2

8 487r e nonL
and the efficient coefficient of the magnetic field dii‘fusion are twice less then at the interval

H[0,L] 0* = C 0 3E (17)
961mm, L n

(16)

‘HFor a turbulent plasma 2 =1 andfl =1, D* =‘70 i
L H 961mm

INFLUENCE OF THE ELECTRON PRESSURE.
In this part of our work we used the results of [3], where velocity of magnetic field

penetration into a plasma was obtained with account of electron pressure

u ='ycHo /87rc d [1) (18)
6y )1

where 'y is a plasma specific heat % Using the relationship (12) and (16), we can write
3

l H C An0* . = 7 0 , 19
” JD", 78 4871’20 nonL ( )

and for efficient coefficient of magnetic field diffusion,
.' ‘ 17"D: _ c1 __ L (20)

‘7 6el-IO _10eH0’
which is slightly differs from Bohm's coefficient C T1 69110 by a factor of % r

CONCLUSIONS.
It was theoretically obtained the expression of the plasma Joule heating of the current

layer per unit length with density inhomogeneaty
30* . A Hot An

_ jail! — 2 -
8 487,— g nonL

For this Joule heating we put into correspondence the efficient coeflicient of plasma
—1

. . H 6
c0nduct1v1ty 0* =[ 240 ANI)

cc Mon 4
* _ CH0 2%

96 7renu L n ’
which is in case of magnetic field-plasma equilibrium takes the following form

* CTD H 1 OeH0 '

and magnetic field diffusion
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Refined Numerical Modelling of
Fusion Product Measurements

G. Beikert*, B. Wolle, Z. Jauch, T. Baloui, K. Hiibner

Institut fiir Angewandte Physik, Universit'ait Heidelberg, D—69120 Heidelberg

* Max—Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D—85748 Garching, EURATOM Association

Abstract. We present two major refinements to the usual procedure of modelling

fusion product. measurements. Firstly, we take into account effects of particle trapping on
the ion velocity distribution. Secondly, we present a low—variance Monte Carlo modelling

procedure of the fusion product emission rate with an interface to the neutron transport
code MCNP.

1. Introduction

The measurement of fusion products is a powerful tool in plasma diagnostics but
the analysis and interpretation often requires numerical modelling. However, several
important effects are often neglected in papers which report the modelling of such
measurements. In view of the increasing importance of fusion product diagnostics at
future machines like ITER, there is a need for more accurate modelling. Since fusion
reactivities are rather sensitive to the population of fast injected ions, the relaxation of
the ions has to be modelled carefully. We take into account particle trapping and show
that this leads to a significant reduction of the fusion reactivity. We model the local
emission rate of fusion products without any further approximation by using the Monte
Carlo method. This model of the emission rate can be used as an input to the neutron
transport code MCNP which itself can be used to calculate the effects owing to neutron
scattering.

2. Modelling fast ion relaxation

In the neutral beam heating of a tokamak plasma, the relaxation of the fast injected ions
is described by the Fokker‘Planck equation. Usually, assumption is made that all ions are
well—passing. However, the fraction of trapped particles can be quite large, depending on
injection and tokamak geometries.

Expanding the ion velocity distribution f (17) into a series in the bounce over slowing—

down time, the lowest order equation is separable in ’U = El and f = ill — (1 — n2)B0/B,
where n is the pitch and B/Bo is the ratio of the magnetic field over its value on the
axis. The solution can be expanded in a series as f = Z (1,,(1), t) CHM) Where the CH are
eigenfunctions of the equation

1 d 2 mo, _fd—€f(1_g)d—£l +A..C..—0 (2.1)
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with eigenvalues /\,, and boundary conditions discussed in [1]. If the functions r =“Bu/Bow”) and t : (UH/‘U)/§ are approximated in the trapped and passing regionsby their limiting values near 5 = 0 and E = 1, equation (1) reduces to the Legendreequation for passing ions and a similar equation for the trapped particles with eigenvalues1,, : u,,(z/" + 1). For small inverse aspect ratios 6 and assuming that 12,, = n + Q"
with an << 1, one can obtain approximate analytic solutions for the eigenvalues andeigenfunctions [1]. However, it turns out that these analytic solutions are valid for very
small values of 5 only. Already for c : 0.1, a1, a2 and 023 turn out to be 0.45, 0.338 and1.013, respectively.

Therefore, we have developped a method for calculating the eigenfunctions andeigenvalues numerically by using a shooting-method. For a given magnetic field and in-verse aspect ratio, this has to be done only once. The separated equation for the coefficient
functions an(v,t) is solved by using a version of the 2D time-dependent Fokker—Planckcode NRFPS [2] which is based on a finite— 2-0fiflfi—I—nfi‘fi
element method and also calculates fusion 18 _ __,_E’§:°‘§
reactivities. We have carried out calculations ‘_,—.I 1 6
for various inverse aspect ratios 6. 1t (Lu; '
should be noted that the fraction of trapped IE 1-4
particles for e : 0.1 is already about 0.45, m0 12
Taking particle trapping into account, the S 1 O
neutron rate decreases in the order of e, as E i
compared to the well-passing case. This 8 0-8
is owing to a reduction of the fast ion g 0.6
population which itself is in the order of \/E. g 0.4
Thus, the slowing~down time decreases by
the order of ye. For 6 = 0.1, T6 : T, = 5 0'2
keV, Tte : 7m 2 2 x 1019m‘3 and 80 keV 0.0 ' ' I ' l ' '. . . . . 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4-deuterium injection With a source rate of time [s]2 x lOlE‘m’Ss‘1 and injection angle of 45° the
evolution in time of the 2.45 MeV neutron
rate is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Time—evolution of the local neutron
rates with and without particle trapping for the
test case data.

3. iVIodelling the emission of fusion products

The emission rate of fusion products emitted at time t from a point F into the direction
(3 with energy E due to fusion reactions of particles of type A and B is

TB 4 _. .. _.Q(P) dP =fl dP // g(P,'vA, 113) may], (3.1)
. d i _ .With g=f,1~fB-é'lvA—UBI-d(E—E), (3.2)

where (P) is shorthand for (77,6), E', t). n, 17 and f denote the density, the velocity and thenormalized velocity distribution of the reacting particles, dry/dd} is the differential crosssection of the fusion reaction and E‘ is determined by energy and momentum conservation.For Maxwellian ion distributions, eq. (3.1) reduces to a one—dimensional integration. For
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ion distributions expanded in Legendre polynomials of the pitch angle, the local fusion

reactivity (av) 2 /g (ifiyidfigdcfidE can be computed by three—dimensional numerical

integration. However, integration over the direction of emission excludes modelling of
effects from anisotropic emission or modelling of fusion product spectra.

The emission rate of fusion products can be modelled in more detail by using
the Monte Carlo method [2H3]. With the Monte Carlo method, the emission rate is
represented by randomly selected actual phase space coordinates P‘ and a weight ii). If
the expectation of the weight times any arbitrary function h(P‘) satisfies

<w ~ h(P*)> = / h(P)Q(P)dP . (3.3)

(MP) can be called a Wight“ sample 0f Q(P)- Weighted samples of (2(1)) can be

generatEd by Sampling P'1 173 and 1773 from an arbitrary probability density function
(PDF) PUD, 17.4, 173) and setting

”AnB _ 9(Pximil7'8)
LU = w—1 + 6m; p(P‘,17:n1773)

(3.4)

For a particular h, /h(P)Q(P)dP can be estimated by averaging w - h(P*) over a

large number N of samples (wi,P,-‘), i = l...N. The central limit theorem gives the
familiar Monte Carlo precision estimate of a/x/N, where the variance 02 is defined by
02 2 (wzhg) # (wit)? The art of Monte Carlo is choosing a PDF 1) such that 0 becomes
as small as possible without substantial additional computer time or memory cost. The

optimal PDF for the estimation of the integral I : /f(1:1, . . . ,IN)d:r1 . . .dzN is

p($,)___,IN)=_fM_ _ (35)
/f($1i---7$N)d$1---d$rv

Sampling from this N~dimensional PDF is equivalent to the successive sampling of the
:c; from the one—dimensional PDF‘s

/f(:r;7-'wig—173k:-")$N)d$k+l"‘d$N
19051;) =

/f(z‘1‘,...,$;_1,l‘k,. ..,$N)d$k...d.’13N
(3-6)

Numerical integration of eqs. (3.6) is impractical since it is as expensive as the computation
of I. However, eqs. (3.6) can be used to compute approximately optimal PDF’S by
analytical or numerical means. Applying this principle to I = [IL(P)Q(P)dP, we
compute PDF’s for the succesive sampling of t, F, LU, lfiAl, [1731, WA - 773] and the
remaining coordinates of 17,; and 173. Finally, E is computed from reaction kinematics.
For h(P) z 1, we need only 10000 samples to estimate I with a Monte Carlo error of
less than 1 %. We have modelled, as an example, for plasma data corresponding to
the JET PEP discharge #26705 [4], the neutron spectrum emitted in vertical direction.
In figure 2, this spectrum is compared with the spectrum measured by the time—of—flight
spectrometer. The good agreement represents a validation of our method and supports the
assumption that the time—ofiflight spectrometer measures the vertical neutron spectrum.
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4. The MCNP Interface

MCNP [5] is a widely accepted Monte
Carlo code for neutron transport calcula-
tions. However, its built—in neutron source
capabilities are not general enough for ad-
equate modelling of the fusion plasma neut—
ron source. Fortunately, it also allows the
user to supply his own code for modelling the
source. The subroutine source must gener-
ate weighted samples (in, P‘) from the source
distribution Q(P) and the subroutine srcdx
must generate weighted samples (to, E") from
the distribution (2W, 0’, E, 1.”) with fixed loc—
ation r", direction (3’, and time t’. We have
implemented source and srcdx as described
in sec. 3 and patched both subroutines into
MCNP. With this interface, it is now possible
to perform neutron transport calculations in
tokamaks based on realistic neutron source
distributions As an illustrative example, we
enclose the above mentioned model plasma
with a toroidal vessel with a major radius
of 3.0 m and a minor radius of 2.35 m. We
have used our modelling procedure together
with MCNP in order to calculate the spectral
neutron flux at a point located inside the ves-
sel in the toroidal plane 5.0 m from the torus
axis. Computational results for vessel thick-
nesses of 0.5 cm and 5.0 cm are shown in
figure 3. It is interesting to notice to which
amount the total neutron flux is increased by
neutron scattering.
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THE HALL EFFECT IN PLASMAS: ENHANCED RATE OF

MAGNETIC FIELD PROPAGATION AND SHORT-SCALE PLASMA-

FIELD MIXING IN PLASMA FOCUS EXPERIMENTS

A.B.Kukushkin, V.A.Rantsev-Kartinov, A.R,Terentiev, and K.V.Cherepanov

RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia.

1. Introduction

The Hall eiTect in plasmas [1], which is caused by the frozenness of the magnetic field into

electron plasma and by the resulting transfer of magnetic field with electric current velocity,

manifests itself in the enhanced rate, in contrast to conventional diffusion, of magnetic field

propagation in plasmas in the case of electric current moving along the gradient of plasma

density. This includes both the gradients at the boundaries plasma-conductor and in plasma

interior. The major physical mechanism is the "braking" of magnetic field, which is transferred

by the electric current, at positive gradient of electron density. This phenomenon may strongly

influence plasma dynamics both in the case of electronic MHD (immovable ions) and in general

case. For instance, the enhanced rate of magnetic field propagation plays an important role in

the current sheath slipping along the anode in plasma focus experiments. This is confirmed by

fairly good agreement between experimental results from the facility [2] and the 2D two—fluid

numerical modelling [3]. The importance of allowing for the Hall effect in interpreting the

fiber-initiated Z-pinch experiments is demonstrated [4] by comparing the 2D modelling

with/without the Hall term. The enhanced rate effects in the current sheath formation are

essential for the formation of a closed, spheromak-like magnetic configuration (SLMC) by the

self-transformed magnetic field of the Filippov-type plasma focus [5]. Here, the plasma in the

Z49 pinch at the major axis of the SLMC exhibits peak values of power density as high as

those of the dense Z-pinch, i.e. by several orders of magnitude larger than that achieved in

experiments on the fiux-conserver-confined spheromak as a force free configuration (cf Ref.

[6]). Analysis of unpublished experimental results from the facility [2] verifies the concept [7]

and suggests the possibility of further concentrating the plasma power density by natural

compressing the SLMC by the residual magnetic field of plasma focus [5].

In the present note the experimental results are presented for the short~scale (with respest to

characteristic space scales of the current sheath) plasma—magnetic field mixing in plasma focus
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facility [2]. and a qualitative approach is outlined to describing this phenomenon in terms of the

enhanced propagation rate. due to the Hall effect,

2. A qualitative theoretical approach

A qualitative approach to describing the short-scale mixing of plasma and magnetic field is

based on the extension [8] ot‘the model [9]. This approach allows to (i) reproduce a number of

previous results in the theory ofthe electronic MHD (namely, the enhanced rate of magnetic

field propagation (21) along the anode, and (b) in plasma interior in the case of

monotonically/sharply growing density along the electric current velocity) and (ii) find scaling

laws for the non-monotonic density profile in the electronic MHD‘ and for the repelling the

plasma from the anode by the magnetic field in the MHD For the scaling law of the magnetic

field propagation in perpendicular direction to plasma-field boundary, with a smooth non~

monotonic (one-dimensional) profile of electron density n(z) in the parallel direction, it is

found [8L for a homogeneous temperature

8: Z my rm

7
?ln —’ ].\'(z.t)=,/2Dar+wgrk.,v( ”Dat+f J'L- 20n (l)

, , i . . C“ .
where the first term allows for the contribution of conventional dificusmn, D‘7 : 4— 0' is

7:0'

Spitzer conductivity; the second term decrihes enhanced propagation rate (we I”. >> 1); and

the last term corresponds to the transfer ofinitial perturbation of the front, x(:,0) 5 fit = O).

In the opposite case, for (9/1(:)/(7:. —>oo , the front

motion is close to that in the case of enhanced rate

propagation along the anode, i.ei by the difiusion

law with the efl‘ective diffusion coefficient

Dlfi- :(wc 6,»)200 [10,3].
Application ofthese results to describing the

propagation ofthe magnetic field in the case oflocal

perturbation of plasma density at the front of

magnetic field in plasma (in particular, at plasma-

ficld boundary, Fig.1), enables us to find criteria for
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e maximum space scale of plasma droplets isolated from the bulk plasma by the propagating
th

magnetic

magnetic field, at time scales determined by the Alfven velocity. These criteria establish the
field, in advance of suppressing such a penetration by the large—scale pressure of

links between We observed phenomena in high current gas discharges (plasma focus, Z—pinch

etc.) for myrt,i>>1, namely, the enhanced propagation rate, compared to conventional

diffusion, of magnetic field in plasmas and short-scale mixing ofthe plasma and magnetic field.

3_ Experimental results

The experimental setup [2] is a Filippov-type plasma focus with mushroom-shaped anode, 1 1

cm diameter, located inside a coaxial metallic chamber 80-cm long and 30-cm high, which acts

as the cathode. The distance between the anode and the cathode along the major axis was

varied between 6 cm to 12 cm. The main discharge parameters are: capacitance, 180 ttF; initial

inductance, 55 nG; initial voltage, 16-24 kV, varying with energy of 20-50 H, respectively;

maximum current, 600 kA; deuterium gas pressure, 163 Torr. The pictures in Fig.2 (t= -90 ns)

and Fig.3 (t= +174 ns) are the shadowgrams taken with the help ofa ruby laser (0.01-1 laser

pulse energy; lS-ns duration; pulse direction perpendicular to the system axis). The anode is at

the bottom ofthe diagnostic window (4 cm diam), the plasma focus major axis coincides with

the vertical axis ofthe window; time zero corresponds to the major (first) singularity of electric

current derivative.

Fig, 2 Fig. 3

The numerous data exhibit cell-like structure of the plasma, This corresponds to a thin

volumetric (three—dimensional) net-like structure of the magnetic field penetrating the plasma.
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The local values of magnetic field inside this net found from the above mentioned criteria
may exceed its values averaged over several cells up to the order of magnitude.

4. Conclusions

It follows from the analysis of experimental data in terms ofthe qualitative approach [8.9] that
the enhanced rate of magnetic field propagation in plasmas, due to the Hall effect in plasmas
[I], may be responsible for the short—scale (with respest to characteristic space scales ofthe
current sheath) mixing of plasma and magnetic field. This mechanism of plasma—magnetic field
interaction manifests itself even at not large spatially averaged values of the parameter (perm.
and being combined with plasma-field inhomogeneities of larger space scale (filamentation of
electric current etc.) may substanstially influence dynamics of plasma compression in a plasma
focus discharge and other high current gas discharge systems
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Plasma Edge Turbulence Numerical Study with a Vlasov Eulerian Code
E. Fijalkow‘. M. Shoucriz. G. i\'lanlredi3, M. R. Feix].

l’. BertrandJ‘. A. Ghizzo“ G. Knorr‘j.

Introduction

A full kinetic (electrons and ions) gyl‘okinetic Vlasov Eulerian Code. is compared with
a simpler Code with ions handled by a fluid equation. The. agreement is excellent.

The same code is now used to study the formation and evolution problem of charges

separation at the plasma edge. It appear that if for a magnetic field tilted by 88° from

the plasma sheet, the perturbation is essentially stable. for angles nearer to 90° the

evolution is dominated by an inverse cascades effect, the energy condensing towards
the lower 1" modes.

Basic equations

We consider a twoedimensional slab geometry, the .r (poloidal) direction being periodic,
the y (radial) direction finite. The magnetic field E is in the .r. : plane and tilted by an
angle 0 from the 1 axis. We allow that the motion perpendicular to the magnetic field
is described by the E X I? and Polarisation drifts, A correction taking into account the
finiteness of Larmor radius is introduced for the ions.

The equation for electrons takes then the form

i + Vilma + fin «will: e income-f5 = 0
0t (11‘ inc. ()‘l'H

fl 3, a , m, 01? I; X I? A a,
l‘iE=bXB/B2fi<f+(7+l‘ll).vb_i_) (l)

For the ions two equations are to be caught in mind: equation 2 for the kinetic case.
equation 3 for the fluid case.

Kinetic case:

3ft u a afi 6 ~ 01’;_‘A / . v I y 6— if; =01 + Vt (Inf ) + lHCOS (91' + I'm-F 01'” U

1' “ “ n a 7: ()5: ”'3‘ d ft
with in, = %-2 ((E' x B/B‘ + vulva; + all) + E x 3/32. (2)

t
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fluid ease:

Um
(7t

m. ((95)

—t— vitriol.) : 0

again with 14‘ : If X g/B2 + 532 ()1 + E x B/B’ZFEi) (3)

a
The star over E and fit, is an operaion that accounts for the finite Larmor radius
effects. and represent a smoothing by a Gaussian Kernel [l]. The star operation is
carried out in lt~space. The electric field is obtained solving Poisson equation. the ions
density smoothed.

_\q):v:(n:—np) : }?:~\_’¢ ('1)5t)

A normalized form of the equations. together with an explanation of the numerical
method. ean he found in refs [2]. [It].

The numerical simulations

We start the simulation for both electrons and ions with a steep density in y:

.\'(y):.5(1+tanhtl.tiy))

so that the initial conditions for the two species are

_ My) mwrf‘ . . .
I/(y,;(.l'. t' ./ : 0):— exp — _ {1+ €(s1uA‘U.r+ 5111‘21.‘ .r + s1113il.‘ .1‘)

ll MENTAL/7721,. 211m 0 0 l

(5)
111 the actual simulation TE/ll', : l : m,/HI,; : 1810/; :f : .0 : 5 : .005 and the
temperature varies as

Tty): Toll).2+0.~ltl +tauhtl.fiy))] (6)

C'muparison of the two codes shows a quasi similitude in the results. As example see
figtl ). slicm'ing a countour plot of the potential at F = 38000. t} = 59°. Full kinetic
in la. Kinetic -i— fluid in lb.

The first Fourier modes of the potential are presented fig. 2 for 0 : 88° and fig. 23 for
6 : 89.5“.
In fig. ‘2 still the first mode is strongly oscillating. its amplitude remains at a low
level. equivalent to that of the seeoud and the third modes. The higher modes are
growing with time. The total perturbation is small and has little effect on electrons
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and ions density profites. In fig. 3 the first mode dominates, the whole evolutim]
beeing characterized by an inverse cascade process. the energy flowing to the longuest
wavelength. In-th‘e latter case the actual regime is no more dominated by kinetic effects
and fluid behaviour is dominant. Curves of the potential (full time) and the charge
(dotted line) spatially average over :1: for 0 = 89" are presented fig. 4, If for 0 = 88° the
initial curve don‘t change. the evolution at 9 : 89° tends to an cuverted shape.

t : 0_00 t : 12000.00
0.30 ' ' . 0.30

0.15 0.15

0.00 0.00

-0.15- —0.15

—0.30 —0.30
—6 —3 0 3 6 —6 ~3 0 3 6

y Figure 4
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Non-linear Heat Pinch in a Tokamak

M. G. llaines
Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College London SW7 282, UK

Consultant to AEA "Technology, Fusion
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 3DB, UK

Recent experimental results on the DlIl—D tokamak have demonstrated that with

off—axis electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) there is a large inward electron heat flux up

the temperature gradient. We propose that due to the finite drift parameter for the toroidal

current, enhanced by the presence of trapped electrons, the isotropic component of the

distribution function is driven non—Maxwellian. The enhanced number of energetic

electrons leads to an extra and nonvlinear inward heat flux in quantitative agreement with

experiment. Furthermore this model permits an understanding of profile consistency or

resilience in tokamaks.

This work is motivated by the intriguing experimental results on the DlH-D

tokamak in which ECH is absorbed half—way between the minor axis and the wall, yet

electron temperature profiles are strongly peaked on the minor axisllvzl. Indeed the

electron temperature on axis is 1.7keV and only 0.5keV at the position of ECH

deposition. It therefore appears that heat actually flows up the temperature gradient, a

phenomenon inconsistent with a simple diffusive model of heat flow. Any explanation of

this must of course be consistent with the Second Law of Thermodynamics; indeed the

local generation of entropy must be positive.

If we assume that in the region of ECl-l deposition there is a substantial

population of suprathermal electrons created, the trapped component of these will drift

inwards with a convection time 'rC given by

T, = r — (1)

where B0 is the poloidal magnetic field and r1 is the distance to the minor axis. The

effective time TL- for a hot electron to lose energy by electron—electron collisions is
3JT, =0.51—"L.i[1] (2)me‘ E, vi

where v; 5 2T“ / ml, and trapped particle and other effects in Ohm's law are neglected.
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l . .Using 12. E :tlul‘M: we obtain the ratio

T. t4 '1. 3 \‘.—‘ = +43 [—j (3)TI. c I'

For Dlll»D parameters. n : 2.2 x 1019nr3. r] 2 0.34m. TC : 0.5 keV. we find that TC is
equal to TL. only for 1 MeV electrons. Fokker~Planck simulationsl31 show that there is a
negligible number of electrons with energy above 50 keV. Therefore there is no
enhanced inward heat flux by suprathermal electrons generated in this localised ECH
region unless their energy is maintained or increased. This effect is considered next.

Taking the tensor expansion of the FokkerePlanck equationl445l and limiting our
attention to to and 1'1 we write, where f. is replaced by the (t) component only, fit,

$44 at;,_ .vt— t —+ Cw, (4)(if m ‘ dv l" l' v3 ”I

For a Maxwellian lowest order isotropic component. ic. f0 = f,” = an exp(-i’2/vf)

and neglecting the Cm], and (Vi/(77 terms (see refs.18 and 19) the condition that ll‘l l > fm

is v/‘l'l' $ (VT/‘21)”J (5)

where the classical drift velocity vd is given by

v (E,0. 381—" = —"— (6)
VT vi',

where E1, = I] u Jq, = 0.506111vd/(erk.) and vote = 3/4/17. The well known Dreicer
conditionlfil for the runaway electrons is given by the condition

_ 1p
v/Vr >(l'1'/lil) (7)

for the unlimited acceleration of electrons.

The effect of Y4, on to is given byl5l (8)

an ”(44' ‘j “4 v 4 14ml-————.— 4—5, =;__ 4 41~+~ —._[ M444» 414 -—
01‘ 3W 0\' \ m If“ Ir, ‘d'fu NIL” H 3 t" ”f“ H Inn-font] 0v]

, . . I _ <where the RHS represents electron-electron colltsrons With vfi. = v‘,f,tt4'.,./vl. it we take
; ,. . v 0f . . . . .this term to be ot order Va]. —:—03 we arrive at the condition which Dreicer also found1" 1'

for the isotropic velocity of electrons above which Joule heating exceeds the down-
scatter by electron-electron collisions,
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my 5 (tn/ml" (9)
We note that this is intermediate to conditions (5) and (7). The three conditions are

illustrated in Fig.1.

For a tokamak in the neoclassical regime the classical values of vd/v-r above must

be modified in order that VJ“ represents the mean drift velocity of passing particles.

If we approximate L], to be ZBg/(por) = 2Bll/(p0Rq). condition (75 is modified to

l

v 1 t—t.95(r/R)V2 A it, y‘ .
v, 0.7621—1.47(r/R)l 12,"

v1. 2 pH acv,

Vt: * 2 3.,
with [1 —1.47(r/ RVI] (10)

For the DIII-D tokamaklml in the ECH region. r/R = 0.2, R = l.7m. Bd, = 1.7

tesla. q = 1.5, n = 2.2 x 1019 and VT = 1.3 x 107msl (TL. : SOOeV) we find that vT/vd* is

15 and condition (5') states that for v > 1.64v-r there is a strong departure of f0 from

Maxwellian.

In order to provide a realistic approximate formula for the extra non—linear heat
pinch QNL we assume that for v/vT greater that at (eq.6‘) the extra energy in the electrons

is double that of the equivalent Maxwellian. This then gives

3E, ,AJVzJ‘ 4 ‘fig 2a in; . L
=——l.4 -— ——0t' ’ + ’ +€rctx HT 11QNL 2 B; R 135 ‘ JT?( f I ( l

where, neglecting bootstrap terms,

E 2_"' ; —rlll___ (12)

B. t1 0r[1 — l.95(r/ R)1/3]

ln eq.(11) lib/Bo represents the radially inward Ware pinch velocity, 1.47(r/R)“2

represents the fraction of electrons that are trapped, and the term in brackets represents
the fraction of energy for electrons with v/vT>ot. For the DMD parameters eq.(ll)
yields QM = 1.63 X 103 a2, which is close to the experimental value.

We note however that we have ignored the empirical 'anomalous‘ heat flux and
the linear neoclassical [ab/B0 component of heat flow which however are both outward

and ofa similar magnitude to this. It would appear from this rough estimate that there is

a strong possibility that a non—linear heat flux associated with a non—Maxwellian

distribution could explain the experimental results.
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Figure 1

A sketch of a Maxwellian distribution FD = exp (—vl/VZTC) versus v/vn showing the values of V/VTC,

(VTe/du which a strong distortion of F0 from a Maxwellian will begin. (vTL/Vdfl” at which the Joule

heating balances the e16ctmnclectmn downscatter, and (wk/w)”: at which runaway electrons occur. The

Value of vd/VTc is also indicated.
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Neoclassical Theory of Poloidal Rotation Damping

R. C. Morris. M. G. Haines. R. J. Hastie
Plasma Physics. Imperial College. London. SW7 ZBZ. United Kingdom.

1, Introduction
The rate of decay of poloidal [low pa“) in a tokamalt in the banana regime has been a
source of contention since 1972 when the first attempt was made to determine a characr

mism damping time :3. Since then ralerenees [ll—[ti] have calculated the value of Tp such
that 7,, ~ ("rm where n = l. 1.5. —.5.0, .5.l respectively. The present worlt attempts to

unity the result as much as possible by treating the damping calculation as an initial value

problem.
The tokamak is modelled in the drift regime 6 << 1. where 6 is the ration between

the ion larmor radius ,1 and the plasma scale length L. and also in the banana regime

1] << 1. where I] is the ratio between the bounce time. T5 and the ion-ion collision time

7-“. Flux coordinates ($6.112) are used such that the magnetic field can be written B 2
V0") V53- + [(1‘5')t.

2. Fluid Picture
To first order in e the flows in a lokauiak plasma are within a flux surface. The poloidal
and toroidal compents of such a flow can be derived from the first order pressure balance
equation to give

fl_‘fl T 1&3 1
ligflb’ 171139 T P l ()

nut, , “J + T “V I— 5’ 2)

B,,,— [3 777139 T 1) i (

where <l> is the electrostatic potential. Q is the ion Larmor frequency. 1’ and T are the ion
pressure and temperature and the dash implies a radial derivative 0/011".

Sinre the tokamak is axisyunuetric equations (1) and (‘2) Show that for a small change
in the parallel How u“. 11,,“ is kept constant clue to a large readjustment in (1” and it is this
component ot the poloidal flow which is seen to change.

3. Kinetic Picture
The parallel flow evolves according to the surface averaged parallel component of the ion,
momentum balance equation given by the expression

0
m,n,:—(B-u;) :—(B-V‘H>. (3)

(it
where H. The parallel stress can be written as a velocity moment of the gyroeaveraged,
ion distribution function f.»

(B-VAH) : (Bin [dvufi1‘1.vfi). (4)
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Not-c t l# t'mm.t ljiy solving, the Drift It'mrlic Equation. which is written

t’_/' Wt,7 t tvtt - wan-W,—ztv“+vn-Et—(H ()H'

where u- is the kinetii' energy. v.3 i5 the gnixlinger'entre ilril'l . ( '{f} is the Collision Operator
and E is the t,‘lt"('ll‘l|' held, 'l'he HOltlllOll ol‘ equation (:3) is the subject of the next sct‘tion.

,1‘ Solution of the Drift Kinetic Equation

4.1 The Banana Constraint Equation
The distrihution I’unrtiou t'nn he expanded in terms of the parameters (‘1 and 7] such that

./i Z /l\ + it + ' '* Where f] w (5 j” [-

./‘| : film + lill + ~ " Where fill” w 7’ [10" ll)

The first expansion is put into equation [5) which is solved to zeroth order in 0 giving a
\laxn‘r-llian distribution

‘H'l' III *' _,. ,—

:"l-_'rirl " ' l’)
Where ,r : will. To lirst order in b and zeroth in 1/. the solution takes the form

'3

-[t|l 7 I’ll ., w,1 —fi./U+ytt..r.,\J (t)

where t/ in an integration comtant independent of the poloidal angle 0 and A is a pitch
dangle mrialile defined hy ,\ : p/n‘ and [I is the particle magnetic moment. The parallel
5| regs (“an be written solel)‘ in terms of flul (or 9), hence uniting the drill kinetir equation
to lit-st order in n and hounu: averaging results in the bunmm mus/mint nitration

r; , ,(U, Ut'l'” 7<I,H (ti/t } - U, —U- (9)

4.2 Analytical Solution
the initial value nature or the prohleni ran now l)(“ exploited l)_\' [)ei‘l()1'111irig a Laplace
transform of equation (fl) Hllt'll that a time dependent quantity j'[/) transforms to (1(a)
where a is the Laplai-e rariahle of dimension t’l taking on values 0 E 5 5 03.011 very
short time wales (tin/x l) it is Clear that only the particles occupying a narrow layer
of |)ll(‘ll'{'tllfll(‘ space adjacent to the trapped passing boundary can diffuse due to collisions
into lllt‘ ti'atnyed region and hence t‘ontrilmte to the damping proress. This implies that
the eollision ternw in the transl'orni of equation [9) are neglected every where outside of
this l'u'ntmlary layert The distribution function 57(5) at early times in the boundary layer
run then he written

git : 0)_ if; _ l ,my: 1 rt We "‘l l%tsqflts)immuni— , (10)
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whet“ [) : (Bl/Vl—mUY). This expression is then put into equation (1) and after in-
iegrntillg over the whole ol‘ velocity space. it is combined with equation (3) and inverse
LapliH-‘C transformed. the initial distril.>ution function is taken to be a Gaussian in pitch
anghg apart? centred at /\ : /\0. 'l'he resulting damping rate of the radial potential gradient
is given ltV

{NM/j 7 graham?
‘ 0/ \\//‘ ‘ (“l

where n is an arbitrary Constant.

4,3 Numerical Solution
Equation {9) is now solved numerically for arbitrary time scales so that all collision terms

are retained. ('rancli-Nicholson ditterencing is used together With a forward I'EC‘ ‘swn.
(“u‘lf .wU/llf technique outlined in reference [T]. Internal boundary conditions express the
continuity of the distribution function and conservation of flux (in ,X) at the trapped
passing boundary.

The initial distribution can be varied extensiveltr and in figure 1 we consider two
contrasting initial distributions sketched in pitchiangle space. Here ,\.. = 1/3,,”LE and

marks the trapped-passing boundary and A,” : l/b’mn represents the tar trapped region

a)

Figure 1: Two initial distributions in [\ispace.

In a) the majority of the particles are situated deep in co»passing space whilst in b)
the bulk are close to the trapped-passing boundary. The decay of poloidal flow for each
01' the initial conditions above is shown in figure ‘2. In each Case an exponential fit has
been attempted and the associated characteristic decay time n, is given with the figure.

For each of these runs the inverse aspect ratio a was kept constant at a value of 5 : 0.3.
However as parameter was varied the decay curves altered and the variation for initial
condition figure la) is illustrated in figure 3.
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l’igure ‘2: The poloidal l'low decay curves for initial conditions of figure 1
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Figure 3: Variation of decay curves with e.

5. Conclusions
[1 has been lound that the decay time of the poloidal flow in a. tokamak is dependent upon
the pitclrangle structure of the initial distribution function. In particular the evolution
is sensitive to the proportion of particles close to the trappedepassing boundary

The parametric dependence of the decay time with the inverse aspect ratio disagrees
with most of the past references. In fact an accurate functional dependence is difficult to
determine but the general trend is an inverse scaling with c, implying that the decay rate
decreases with the proportion of trapped particles.
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Scale-Invariant Plasma Motions Near X—Points

T. J. Schepl, F. Pegoraro2, B. N. Kuvshinovl, M. Romanelli2
1 FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica, ”Rijnhuizen”, Association Euratom—FOM,
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Abstract
The dynamical equations and the related topological invariants in the low frequency

range have been studied for a plasma embedded in a strong magnetic field. These
equations are Hamiltonian with non-canonical Poisson brackets, and involve spatial

scale lengths which extend from the global MHD scale—lenghts down to the ion gy-

roradius and the electron skin depth. The plasma dynamics in the neighbourhood
of critical points (X — and 0— points) of the magnetic configuration is investigated,

both on MHD scale and on a scale below the ion gyro—radius, in terms of scale-
invariant equations. The scale~invariant solutions exhibit a collapse of an X-—point
configuration in a finite time. An explicit model that connects the solutions on both
scales is presented.

Two—fluid model of a 2—D collisionless plasma
We consider a geometry with magnetic field B = BO (E; + E; X VW) and electric field

E = —V¢+ (Bo/c) (aw/at) 5;, where \Il(a:,y,t) is the flux function and ¢J(:r,y, t) the
electric potential. Assuming that the parallel ion velocity is much smaller than the
electron velocity 1),, Ampere’s law reads 222 z ~Jz/eno : —(cBo/47reno)V2\IJ, where
no is a reference value. The parallel momentum balance and the continuity equation
of the electrons are [1]

18w.Zat+[<r>,\pe]+[w,1nnio]=0, (1)

16 1gamn10+[®’lllnlol_iiw’1]20’ (2)

respectively. Here, ‘115 = \I' — dGQVilJ is the generalized flux function, de = c/wpe is

the electron inertial skin depth, the brackets are defined by [f, g] = E; ~ Vf x Vg, <I> =

eat/T, J = V1111, a = cT/(eBu), and fie = 47r nDT/BOQ. Finite electron mass effects
enter through d6. Temperatures are taken to be constant throughout the plasma. The

electron density n is related to the ion density through the quasi-neutrality condition.
In the limit of large and small ion gyroradii, the ion response is respectively,

inn/710(5) + at = 0, 1n n/no(f) — TipiZVZQ) = 0, (n = Tm) . (3)
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In terms of the proper variables, the nonlinear equations (1) and (2) can be written in
Hamiltonian form with non-canonical Poisson brackets [1,2]. Independently of the ion
response, these electron equations admit the two infinite sets of Lagrangian invariants
Fi[\Ile IF (fi€)1/2deln n/no]. with Fi arbitrary functions in the case of closed systems}
the volume integrals of these invariant functions are the Casimirs of the noncanonical
Poisson brackets. In what follows we will limit the discussion to the case d2 —) 0.

Invariants and self-similar solutions
The plasma behaviour in the neighbourhood of critical points, such as X— and 0—
points, is studied by referring to a class of solutions that leave Eqs (1) and (2) un-
changed under the transformation t —> t, (3:,y) —» (013:, cry), This class contains
solutions that describe the collapse of the magnetic configuration in a finite time
[3,4]. Close to the critical point, the large ion gyroradius limit will apply. Adopting
polar coordinates, the spatially self-similar solutions are of the form

\11 = T3\l/(9,t), <I> : arm) . (4)

Farther away from the critical point, the large ion gyroradius (MHD) limit applies
and the self-similar solutions are of the form

q: =T2®(a,t), cr :7‘2<i>(l9,t) , (5)

These self—similar systems are not energetically closed and will not possess invariant
integrals over a fixed domain. However, one expects that in a scale-invariant system
the integrals of Lagrangian invariants that scale inversely with the volume will still be
conserved. This leaves the following two invariants in the large ion gyroradius limit

fl \11’2/3d6, f oil-“3dr; , (6)
and two invariants in the small ion gyroradius limit

fir-1:19, fix-Wilde . (7)
These integrals reflect the geometrical structure of the configuration. Their values
are controlled by the magnetic separatrices ‘11 = 0. It can easily be verified that,
independently of the relationship between \I' and J, these integrals are indeed con—
stants of the motion of the respective systems. The additional invariant f @016 is
the remnant of the rotational invariance of the Hamiltonian of the complete system.
By expanding \TI and <l> in a Fourier series in 0, we obtain from Eqs.(1), (2), (3),
and (4) in the small scale limit a set of coupled ordinary differential equations for
the Fourier coefficients ‘11,” = \II‘_m and (Pm : (him. This infinite system becomes
finite if it consists only of the harmonics \Ilil, \Ilfl, (1)0 and (big. These harmonics
correspond to potentials <I> that are quadratic and magnetic potentials 'D that are
cubic in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y). The resulting magnetic field has either one
or three real separatrices. The set of equations for the time behaviour of the Fourier
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harmonics describes a finite~dimensional system with six degrees of freedom. Note

that (P0 is a constant. This finite system is Hamiltonian with conjugate variables,

{4"} = (‘11-1: 1/2 Q2, 31/2‘1’3). {pi} = (\111, 1/2 (1)4, 31/2\Il_3) .

A5 is shown in [4], the system posseses three conserved quantities that are indepen-
dent and in involution Thus, the scale—invariant system in the large ion gyroradius
limit is integrable. For most of the initial conditions, the potential is everywhere

repulsive and the initial configuration collapses in a finite time, i.e., the magnitude
of the velocity potential (1) becomes infinite with a (to — if)‘1 behaviour.
In the MHD—limit, where the second Eq.(3) and Eq.(5) are valid, the Fourier expan-
sion of Ill and it lead to a finite dimensional system for the harmonics \I’D, \Ilfl, <I>o and
@i2. This corresponds to potentials <13 and \II that are both quadratic in Cartesian
variables. The corresponding magnetic field has two real separatrices. The resulting
system consist of evolution equations for the time behaviour of \Ilo(t) and might) that
contain (Pi2(t). The time dependence of the latter quantities is undetermined.
In the region where neither the large nor the small ion gyroradius limit is valid, self-
similar solutions do not exist.

Collapse on MHD scale-lengths
In this Section we present a model that connects the self-similar solutions on the
MHD—scale to those on the small scale below the ion gyroradius.
Since the magnetic structure away from the X—point has two separatrices, while the
structure in the neighbourhood of the X—point has three separatrices, two X-points are
needed in order to represent a consistent magnetic topology. The distance between
the X—points is of the order of or larger than an ion gyroradius. Further we assume
that the time dependence of the global solution is given basically by the small scale
system. Hence, the global system is assumed to exhibit a collapse. The following
model is adopted for the magnetic potential ‘11 and the electric potential (I),

we.» : Rae.emanate-92)Hits-WM[we+a<newga<01eiwl+92>+
+\Ijg4(t)[e3i(91—92) + ei(91—92)] + 6.0},

_ (8)
<I>(r, 0,15) : ago, 6){@gl(t)[62'91 + em] + egg(t)[e2“"l-92) + ewe-W] + eggs) + co}.

(9)
The following expressions for R30", 6), R2010) and (1(T, 6) are adopted:

3 3 2 2
= __E'-’__ = ___7"1_T2___Ra 1+(7‘1—1)2(r2—l)2’ R2 1+(T1A1)(r2—1)' (1°)

and
01(Ty9):(T1 ‘1)(7‘2—1)(1+T1T2)_11 (11)

Where we have introduced the local radial and angular coordinates,

r13 = [r2sin26 + (r cost? $ 1/2)2]%, sin 91,2 = i(T/T1’2) sin6.
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These functions have the correct behaviour in the large scale li1nit (small ,0.) "1:2 at
r >> 1. 91 a 9, 02 a 6 + 7t, and in either of the small scale limits (large pl)
TM a 1, 61'; —t 7r.
The time dependent. coefficients \IJW, (119] are determined by matching the sclf~similar
solutions around the X—points with those valid on the MHD scale-lenghts. This
matching leads to a condition on the time behaviour of (big that permits to close. the
system of the self-similar solution on the {VII-ID scale.
The potentials (8) and (9), at a certain instant of time, are presented in Figs. 1 and
2 respectively. The positions of the X—points are indicated by crosses. The three
separatrices emanating from each X—point are connected to each other and to the
outgoing separatrices on the MHD scale. Close to the X—points as well as in the
outer MHD region, the flow lines are hyperbolic. In the intermediate region convec-
tive cells exist.

.8)—.,—.—-—.—.———.—. —0.5~_.—__.__.__.-o.a—0.0Ao.470.2 o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 -o.5 —o.4 40.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Fig. 1: The magnetic flux (8) Fig. 2: The flow potential (9)
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Investigation of low radiation collapses in stellarator plasmas
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1. Introduction

Radiative collapses in the Advanced Toroidal Facility (A'I‘F) [1] have been already studied

using the predictive transport code Proctr [2], mainly during the campaign in which field

errors were present [3]. At that time, no bolometric signals were fully available and the total

radiated power was modelled from discrete impurity line radiation measurements. The

dominant role of radiation was admitted only in discharges in which 100% of the plasma

energy was radiated at the collapse time. However, shots with moderate radiation level,

Prad/Pin as low as 30%, could also suffer collapse and no threshold for the maximum

admissible fraction of radiative losses seemed to exist. For these reasons the radiation channel

was considered of no decisive importance to trigger the thermal collapse [4]. Later, and

especially during the experimental campaigns of 1990-91, both global monitors [5] and a 15-

channel bolometer array [6] were used to give the complete information on total and local

plasma radiative losses and the role of radiation in the occurrence of plasma collapses was

then reconsidered. As the radial profile of the total radiation showed a characteristic evolution

when the collapse was in progress: an emissivity peak located well inside the last closed

magnetic surface moved towards the center of the plasma while increasing in intensity, a

local, more than a global, breaking of the power balance was suggested as the possible origin

of the thermal collapse [7]. The spatial localization of this breakdown and the existence of

precursors could be used to develop methods to control these catastmphic phenomena.

Together with the well known central impurity accumulation, several other scenarios have

been considered as candidates for triggering a thermal collapse. Inadequate fuelling,

uncontrolled recycling, offvaxis absorption when combined heating is applied or the

synergetic effect of local turbulence on thermally unstable regions might all lead plasmas to

collapse. In a previous work we have used a simplified 1—D code to determine if a thermal

instability in the outermost part of the confinement region could trigger the plasma energy

collapse [8].

2. Results and discussion
In spite of the field errors were corrected and the wall conditioning was improved, during the

above mentioned later operation period, collapsing discharges were obtained under a wide
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Figure 2. a) electron and ion temperatures; b) power
absorbed by electrons and ions and CK losses.

variety of conditions: toroidal field, Bt: 1-2 T;
ECRH only; ECHR+NBI; controlled impurity
injection; pellet injection, etc.
In order to obtain possible evidences on the
mechanisms involved in the collapse, the dynamics
of plasma parameters have been simulated with the
Proctr code. Here we are presenting the results of

the comparison between two identically
preprogrammed ATF shots: #15990 (no collapse)
and #15994 (partial collapse). Identical initial

conditions, such as magnetic field, heating models,
profiles shape, transport models, fuelling procedures
and plasma-wall interaction, have been assumed.

Although the impurity population was uncertain, as the two discharges belonged to the same
series and no titanium gettering had been applied recently, we have supposed that only
oxygen and carbon were present in the considered plasmas. The shape of the total radiation
radial profiles also supported this assumption.

As external inputs for the code we have used the experimental time evolutions 0f the line
density (nelin), input power (Pin), diamagnetic stored energy (Wp) and total radiated power
(Prad). In figure 1 all these mentioned signals for the two shots are displayed. As can be seen,
discharge #15994 suffers an energy collapse followed by a density fall at about 350 ms and,
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after 20 to 30 ms plasma density recovers just until neutral injectors are switched off. On the

contrary, shot 15990 shows a monotonic increase in stored energy while power is injected

into the plasma. It must be emphasized that in all the collapsing discharges, the time evolution

of main plasma magnitudes presents the same behaviour as in shot #15994.

From the results of the transport code calculations, it can be said that the ECRH "conditioning

phase" seems to be critical. Global parameters and profiles of the generated target plasma are
of extreme importance for thesoc
neutral beam heating phase.

As is displayed in figure 2a,
m both, average electron and ion

temperatures are lower in shot
#15994 than in #15990, due to
its slightly higher plasma density

po
we

r
de

ns
ity

(W
Im

’)

(see fig.1). Injected neutrals,

more efficient to rise density of
#15994 during the early stage of

«100

m the NBI, are also apparently
better coupled to electrons but,

as shown in figure 2b, the energy
transfer to ions is notably higher
than that of #15990. Figure 3a

illustrates the response of the
plasma bulk of #15994 trying to
sustain the energy balance: heat

po
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r
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from the core must be conducted

"°° to electrons in the central region,
who are efficiently transferring

Figure 3. Radial electron power balance for a) collapsing their energy to ions. Besides, it

and b) "an callapflng Shm‘ can be also seen in figure 3a

(thin, dashed and thick lines correspond to times before, during and after the collapse) that

radiation presents a local maximum at about 0.8a which slowly propagates inwards. This is a

systematic time evolution experimentally observed in all of the discharges once the collapse

starts. On the contrary, in shot #15990, conducted power is only needed at the plasma

periphery and radiation does not change while density is kept constant (see figs.1 and 3b). On

the other hand, as electron temperature is much lower at the outer region of the plasma in shot

#15994, cold neutrals can enter deeper into the plasma, favouring so an enhancement of the

CX losses mostly by collisions with non thermalized ions, and also a more extended
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ionisation region is established (see fig.4; labels are time in ms). For those radial locatiOns
the electron temperature does not surpass 100 eV and radiative thermal instabilities can easily

mo develop due to the
characteristic cooling rates of
the considered impurities.

m _ This fact can be understood as

T9
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a support for the argument
discussed in reference 7, on the
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possibility of radiation
triggering plasma collapse due
to a local power unbalance.
But, it should be mentioned
that Proctr code in its present
version can only yield balanced
electron energy. Therefore
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More simulations are in
progress to go deeper into this

Figure 4. Radial profiles of electron temperature, fast ion important SUbJeCt’ maklng use
density and density sourccsfmm low and high energy neutrals Of several other experimental

data from the ATP torsatron.
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DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF L-H POWER THRESHOLD SCALINGS

W. Kerner, ].G. Cordey, O. Pogutse *, and E. Righi
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, UK
* RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia

INTRODUCTION

The region where the physical effects of the open field lines become important
includes part of the closed field line edge plasma as well as the scrape—off-layer
(50L) plasma. Due to the fast longitudinal losses just outside the last Closed flux
surface, i.e. the separatrix, steep gradients in the temperature and density build
up. The near separatrix region in tokamaks provides a new length scale

arameter x0 = (-d In pO/dxH being of the order of several Larmor radii.
Modified drift and interchange instabilities occur in this region due to

longitudinal losses. The related turbulence gives rise to perpendicular transport
and regulates the width x0. The H-mode is set up when the shear flow stabilises
these instabilities leading to the condition on the normalised gyro—radius
f, = Pi/XO > C] where q is of order unity.

The ITER data base working group has studied the scaling of the L-H transition
power threshold with plasma parameters and has recently presented a reasonable
fit to the multimachine threshold data base [1]:

P > 0.025 110075 BO 5 (la), P > 0.4 no BO R25 , (1b)

where P is the power in MW, no the average density in 1020 m‘3, Bothe toroidal
field in Tesla and R the major radius in m. Both forms assume that the linear B0
dependence is correct and take a quadratic dependence on the length scale or a
linear dependence on the density as correct and adjust the other parameters. Our
model indicates that the edge pressure gradient length x0 is the relevant length
scale.

The simplified energy balance near the separatrix (Ti = TC = To) reads (under the
assumption that the density gradient is comparable or less than the temperature

a a 1d' t: —r =— —T ——T.W ‘8“) at 0 ax"i ax 0 1., 0

Here the T” is the characteristic time of the longitudinal losses. Integrating this
equation and inserting the total power which diffuses into the SOL as a boundary
condition gives the following balance relations:

i: XlTo z XoTo ‘ (2)
nos X0 T“

Here P denotes the total power which diffuses across the separatrix and S the
tokamak surface S.
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The scientific method used is dimensional analysis together with the mixing
length argument. This enables us to derive the scaling of the perpendicular heat
conductivity from the analysis of the edge instabilities without knowing the
specific details of the physical processes. For the L-H transition the condition of
Shear flow stabilisation is applied. Then the product x0 TO can be obtained as a
function of P, once I“ is known. The longitudinal losses are described by tWo
different models. In the first regime the losses are due to classical longitudinal
thermal conduction, i.e. if it < L”, and the second one is due to free-streaming
flow, i.e. if A > L". Here X is the particle mean free path, L” the distance along the
field line between the target plates and C5 the sound speed.

2 2th Lu L"no f5 Lu LuT“ = — x w (38) T =— °< . (3b)
Xll "PS/2 H C5 Tii/2

TURBULENT TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT Xi FOR THE OPEN FIELD LINES
REGION

We briefly discuss the linear equations for the mutual drift and interchange
modes, from which we define the dimensional parameters of the problem. The
ion and electron continuity equation together with matching boundary
conditions of the ion and electron current to the corresponding sheath currents
can be cast into the form (as explained in detail in Ref. [2]) with 4)‘ being the
perturbed potential:

. .2.§£ .iL':_r. _ .L' .13"(m+m,)(l<lp1) Towing “0 iv [(1 1:) “0+5 To]

(4)
, , 03* , , ,w*,fl_m.i+_8.i:_iv. (_§),L+g.fl ,

T0 no 2 no no To

where (0* denotes the electron drift frequency, wig the magnetic drift frequency,

v : CS/L“ and i: hi. These equations can be solved analytically for the resistive
nlli

interchange instability as well as for the drift instability. Inserting the maximum
growth rate and the corresponding perpendicular wave vector the mixing length
argument determines the transport coefficients:

—l
Xo

A v /’

l = XGB(LII / mm) and Kim : XcBiLu / {OI/{R} I (With v : O and 1 in
nA T

- . . .special cases) where XGB : CB -p is the gyro-Bohm coeffrcrent ande
[3: (a / R-x0)-[3 is the normalised beta. Thus the dimensional analysis together
with the mixing length arguments give the following general expression for the
turbulent transport for the mutual influence of interchange and drift instabilities:
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Xi : 26‘5'fifi’é’l‘" /R’fi’X° “1)“ins-fmzxo/R):7ZGB(8)G[XEO)5 (5)

THE CRITERION FOR STABILITY

A5 a criterion for stability we apply the condition Vb > ymax, where Vb = dVo / dx
is the shear velocity. This condition has been derived for both the interchange
and drift modes. It indicates that the perturbations have no time to develop fully
and are suppressed due to the velocity shear drag. This gives the following

Esflestimate for the shear flow Vb:
X0 X0

. Inserting the result for the growth rates

in ‘13
yields [3R1 > [3%) and p3,), > [:1] , respectively. As discussed in detail in

II

Ref. [2] the more stringent dimensional criterion 5» C1 = 0 (1) need to be applied.

Then the marginal condition [3: 1 can be rewritten as To cc x02 B02.

DISCUSSION

The first striking result is that a cubic dependence of the threshold power on the
P 3S :30 f(no,ot,5)
0

For classical parallel losses, on the other hand, the empirical scalings can be

reproduced (with L“ or R i.e. ignoring the qa dependence). Scaling (1a) is obtained
for (X. = - 1/2 and 5 = 1/6. Then the transport coefficient scales as

magnetic field is obtained for the free—streaming case, i.e.

_ /2

Xi = X63 , ([5) 1 (x0 /R)U6. The scaling (1b) requires 0: = 1/3 and 6 = O and implies
-

A 71/3
Xi : X6803) -

Let us compare these findings with the experimental observations Figure 1
displays the L-H transition power threshold for many JET discharges. The data
indicate a stronger than linear dependence on ne B0, in particular for low density
and high power. Considering the case of SOL drift type instabilities the
dependence of the L—H threshold on the net current onto the target plates
provides the possibility for control. It follows that for an ion current in the
instability region exceeding the corresponding electron current, i.e. t; < 1, the
plasma becomes more stable. Consequently the condition for L-H threshold is
more favourable, i.e. lower. If the ion drift is in the direction towards the X-point
then the ion current onto the target plates just outside the separatrix should be
larger than in the case when the ion drift direction is away from the X—point. In
contrast, the electrons stick close to the separatrix. This fact can explain the
difference in the observed L—H transition power threshold.

More recent threshold data are shown in Figure 2. The best fit is obtained for a
slightly nonlinear dependence P/S on “90.75 B0120. Obviously, the cubic
dependence on BO in the free streaming limit (expected for low density and high
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temperature) is not observed. The presented model allows to derive conclusions
on detached divertor plasmas. In this case a cold layer develops in front of the
target plates, which suppresses the currents onto the target plates. It is concluded
that the SOL drift instability will be absent but the SOL interchange instabilities
become more severe due to the absence of line—tying of the magnetic field. As a
consequence the L-H threshold should increase.

CONCLUSIONS

The near separatrix region in tokamaks provides an important length Scale
parameter x0 = (—d In pO/dxfl being of the order of several ion gyro radii. In the
L—H transition both resistive interchange and drift instabilities are stabilised With
increasing edge temperature thereby decreasing x0. The H-mode is set up when
the shear flow stabilisation of drift waves and of interchange modes becomes
effective. The results indicate that the length parameter x0 prompts new
dimensionless quantities such as f), xO/R and x0/ L“, which should be taken into
account in the empirical scalings for the transport coefficients. The other
important result is that finite beta physics, in form of the parameter
[3: (a / XOR)'B being of order unity, plays an important role for electrostatic SOL
turbulence. Classical parallel thermal heat conduction provides a threshold
power scaling similar to the experimentally observed scaling.

[I] H-mode Data Base Working Group, presented by F, Ryter, lt EPS
Montpellier 1994, Vol. I p.334.

[2] 1.6. Cordey, W. Kerner and O. Pogutse to appear in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus.
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LONG TERM APPLICATIONS OF HIGH [3 SPHERICAL TOKAMAKS

T C Hender, G C Counsell, C A Gardner, M R Gardner, R J Hastie,
P J Knight, 0 J Kwon*, D C Robinson, N P Taylor and H R Wilson

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon OX143DB, UK
(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)

*Dept of Physics, Taegu University, Seoul, South Korea.

Introduction The Troyon B—limit indicates the possibility of high—B at tight aspect ratio.
Detailed calculations show a first stability limit fi 52#u(p)/ BE <fi,l(MA)/ a(m)B,.(T) (Bv=vacuum
toroidal field at geometric axis) which increases slightly at tight aspect ratio, as shown in Fig 1.

6 30
=1

n=2

4 . ”:00 20 '

l3" 507°)

2 - 10 W

0 , , o
1 1.5 2 2.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Aspect Ratio
Fig 1 Variation ofnormalised [3n(=fi/[RMA)/a(m)B,,(T)]) and fi(=2/.LD<P>/B,2) with aspect ratio
for qw=5, q0=1.05 and b/a=1.6. n=1 and 2 stability with no wall calculated by ERATO code.

The results shown in Fig l are optimised such that the pressure profile is globally marginally
stable to ballooning modes using the CHEASE equilibrium code [1]. These results are for
relatively modest elongation, whereas at tight aspect ratio vertically controllable high elongation
(b/a~2.5) is permitted by the natural shaping, as demonstrated in the START experiment [2].
At such high elongations calculations show a first stability B-limit (no wall) in excess of 50%.
Second ballooning stable configurations with monotone q-profiles have also been found at tight
aspect ratio. Figure 2 shows such a case with q0=l.9, qw=5.7, B:93% and Bn=8.1.

(b) 2

0 2
on

Fig 2 (a) Flux surfacesfor second stable case showing (b) direct access to second ballooning
on the most nearly unstable (highlighted)flux surface (S=rq'/q , a=-212/RBHZ dP/dR )
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To achieve second ballooning stability requires deeply honow current profiles with large
current gradients near the plasma edge, which are strongly destabilising for low-n external kink
modes. For the second stable case shown in Fig. 2 a conducting shell is required at rshellla<1-2
to stabilise the most unstable (n=") mode. An advantage of tight aspect ratio is the ability to
achieve second stability with monotone q~profiles thus avoiding instabilities associated With
low shear (infernal modes) or inverted q-profiles (double tearing).

The compact high-[3 nature of the spherical tokamak lends itself to several long term
applications, which include:-

- Component Test Facility (CTF) for evaluating component assemblies (e.g. blanket
sections) in a 14MeV neutron environment

0 Compact D-T and D—lHe power plants

Some aspect of the CTF and D-T power plant designs are discussed in Ref [3]. In the
remainder of this paper we will examine further aspects of these tight aspect ratio designs and
look at initial considerations for a D—3He power plant.

CTF design For CTF, a design based on conservative tight aspect ratio physics assumptions
(many of which have been demonstrated in the START experiment) results in a modest size
device (R=0.7-0.9m, Ip=7-10MA) with a blanket test area of 6-10m2, driven (Q~l) by ~25W
of NBI. The possibility of MHD stable steadyistate operation has been demonstrated by self
consistent calculations which show that the plasma current (in magnitude and profile) may be
driven by a combination of bootstrap, diamagnetic and NBI driven currents. Further the
required beam power is consistent with energy balance assessed relative to physics—based
confinement scalings (e. g. Rebut—Lallia). The reference CTF design is described in Ref [3].
The key features are normal conducting coils with a single turn dispersion strengthened copper
(Glid—Cop [4]) centre post carrying the toroidal field current and no solenoid; the plasma being
formed by a compression scheme as in START [2] with the current ramped to, and maintained
in, flat-top by a combination of pressure driven currents (bootstrap and diamagnetic) and NBI
current drive. For CTF an assessment of the likely fluxes and component damage has been
made via a 3-D neutronics study, and the likely fluence has been determined from a statistical
availability analysis.

The availability analysis is based on a detailed examination of scheduled maintenance tasks,
combined with a probability assessment of unscheduled maintenance events. The main
scheduled maintenance items are annual replacement of neutron damaged items such as the
toroidal field centre column and divertor targets, which contribute to a total estimated scheduled
maintenance time of 0.19 years. For unscheduled maintenance a detailed study has been made
for the NET device [5] and, where appropriate, values from that study are used for the mean
time to failure (MTTF) and mean down time (MDT) for a given system. However CTF differs
from NET in having normal conducting (as opposed to superconducting) coils. For these coils
the MTTF has been estimated from detailed published data and the MDT deduced from a
detailed breakdown of the operations in replacing these coils. The total availability arising from
unscheduled events is calculated to be 0.54. This gives an overall availability of 0.44, which
translates to a fluenec of 6.6MWam'Z over 10 years and a modest annual tritium consumption
of ~0.5kg. The availability study thus indicates an acceptable fluence for CTF and has also
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been very useful in isolating the critical systems whose reliability have most impact on
availability, thus indicating areas for future design optimisation

For the CTF design [3] a 3-D neutronics survey has been made using the Monte Carlo code,
MCNP4- The aim of this work is to establish a detailed description of the neutron fluxes and
damage to components; particularly the single turn copper centre column and the insulators of

the shielded multi-tum poloidal field coils. The key components, comprising the toroidal and
poloidal field coils, the centre column, the blanket test modules and all shielding materials, are

all included in the Monte Carlo model. For each of the key components the nuclide composition
has been specified and necessary nuclear cross—section libraries included. Finally the model is
completed by specifying a realistic plasma neutron source model. The results show modest
damage rates to the dispersion strengthened copper centre post (Fig 3).

Fig 3 Displacements per atom
< (DPA) perfull power year as a
D. 4 —- function ofdept/1 into the
0 column. NB: since expected

availability is 44% afull power
year is 2.3 operarional years.

0 10 20

Column Radius (mm)
Available data for Glid-Cop [4] suggest that the centre column, at its peak operating
temperature of <130°C, should last several years before neutron damage necessitates
replacement (showing the annual replacement assumption in availability analysis is probably
pessimistic). The neutron spectrum in the CTF blanket has also been calculated. For these
calculations the blanket test modules are taken to be a homogenous mixture comprised of 50%
Lip, 40%H20 and 10% 316 stainless steel, with natural lithium (7.42 atom% Li“) The
calculated flux spectrum is shown in Fig 4.

1 o 14 .-

‘i:
q? 1013 - Fig 4 Volume-averaged
E neutronflux spectrum in
2:: blanket module
x:I 1 2 -E 1 0

1 O1 1 l I I
100 104 108

Energy (eV)
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The detailed structure of the spectrum is due to the choice of blanket material, eg. the dip
around 300keV is due to a resonance in 7Li. Comparison of this blanket spectrum, with a
spectrum at the front of the ITER shielding blanket (no Li in composition) ShOWS good
agreement in the shape, probably due to the common use of water coolant, which acts as a
good neutron moderator, and the steel structure, which provides some of the detailed features
ofthe spectra.

Power Plants For both D-T and D-JHe power plants the key advantage of tight aspect ratio is
the ability to achieve compact devices with high mass power densities. For D—T based power
plants the main issues are discussed in Ref [3]. For example studies show D—T power plants
based on second stability regime (see above) result in very compact devices with R~2m at
R/a=l.2. These power plants remain feasible at small unit sizes (<lOOMWe) making them
economically attractive, in terms of capital cost, as demonstration devices.

For D-3He the conditions for ignition are much more demanding. At conventional aspect ratio,
the ARIES-1H study [6] resulted in a moderate size device (R=7.5m) with exceedingly high
requirements on stability ([3515) and confinement (scaling factor relative to the ITER-89P
scaling law HI.I.ER89P=7.2). At tight aspect ratio initial studies of D-JHe power plants based on
second stable equilibria show compact devices result (R~2m for Pms~3GW), but that the
requirements on stability and confinement remain demanding, Bn=15 and Hn—EmpS (and
relative to the Connor-Lackner—Gottardi scaling H~4). It must be remembered however that the
first stability [5" increases at tight aspect ratio and so the enhancement factor relative to the first
stable [3,, is less for tight aspect ratio D-3He power plants. An advantage of the tight aspect
ratio designs is that the toroidal field is ~2 times smaller than that for ARIES—III (BK=7.6T) and
the so the effects of synchrotron losses on the power balance at tight aspect ratio are much less
pronounced. This means the requirements on wall reflectivity (which are very high for
ARIES—HI, R=0.977) can be relaxed at tight aspect ratio, thus eliminating a major problem for
D-IHe reactors.

Summary The potential for high [3 at tight aspect ratio has been confirmed by detailed
stability calculations. These show in the first stability regime a limit which increases as the
aspect ratio decreases giving [3,75 at R/a=1.2. Still higher B's can be achieved in the second
stability regime though close fitting shells are required for low—n stability. Applications of the
tight aspect ratio tokamak to a 14MeV neutron component test facility and D-T/D—SHe power
plants are discussed. For these applications it is shown that the high B nature of the tight aspect
ratio tokamak results in very compact devices.
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Abstract

The effect Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) on the electron density and temper-
ature as well as on O impurities as measured by their x—ray radiation is studied
for ASDEX Upgrade H-mode discharges. Enhanced particle and heat fluxes across
the separatrix are observed and described on the diffusive time scale by enhanced
transport coefficients. Impurity transport simulations suggest an outward drift of
O impurities. The turbulent nature of enhanced transport caused by type I ELMs
is demonstrated by fast ECE measurements.

Introduction

H—rnode confinement is characterized by formation of a transport barrier near the plasma
boundary combined with improved core transport Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) cause
enhanced periodic (rate: 50—2000 s'l) particle and heat loss during short time intervals
(duration At < 1 ms). While basically causing confinement degradation, ELM activity
can be beneficial for density control and to reduce the impurity level in H—mode discharges.

Following the DIII—D classification [1], based on the ELM frequency dependence on the
auxiliary heating power, ELM types observed in ASDEX Upgrade are type III (df/dP <
0) close to the I-I—mode threshold or at high radiation levels and type I (df/dP > 0)
for heating powers well above the H~mode threshold. In addition, type III ELMs are
distinguished from type I ELMs in that a coherent magnetic precursor is observed for
the former (e.g. [2]). This paper focuses on type I ELMs and their influence on electron
and impurity transport in the bulk plasma close to the last closed flux surface. Results
are presented for neutral beam heated (PNBI = 2.5... 10 MW) discharges with VB—drift
directed towards the X-point.

Electron temperature and density measurements are conducted using Electron Cy-
clotron Emission (ECE) and Li beam [3] diagnostics. For ECE measurements, a 18-
channel heterodyne radiometer [4] is used at the second harmonic of the cyclotron emis
sion. The system is operated at 300 MHZ RF bandwidth corresponding to 6 — 10 mm
spatial channel width and at 15 — 250 kHz video bandwidth (temporal resolution 2 2 p3).
Impurity (0 VIII, /\ = 1.8967 nm, and Cu XX, A = 1.1386 nm) radiation is monitored
with a Bragg spectrometer. In order improve the signal—tonoise ratio of the Li beam di—
agnostics and the counting statistics of the Bragg spectrometer without compromising the
temporal resolution, 40—70 ELMs are averaged, each aligned with respect to the nearest
maximum of the DD, emission.

Electron temperature and density profiles during ELMs
Figure 1 shows electron temperature and density profiles shortly before and during type
I ELMs in a neutral beam heated H-mode discharge. The profiles are plotted at the
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l’igure 1: T5 and ne profiles before and during type I ELfl'fs. An ASDEX Upgrade
shot with By : 2.5 T, [p : 08 MA, (10,95 : 4.9, and RM?! : 5 MW is shown.

indicated times relative to the DC, emission maximum in the divertor. The ll—mode
transport barrier is recognized by steep TE and ne profiles in a region extending from
the separatrix position to 2 cm inside the plasma. During the ELM (t : 0.2 ms), the
profiles flatten considerably and recover for times t > 0.5 ms until the next ELM occurs.

From the experimental TC and nE profiles shown in Fig. 1, the maximum electron
pressure gradient is found to be Vp : 172 kPa/m. Assuming 71c 2 71,’ and T5 : Ti,
and using (195 : 4.9 from equilibrium reconstruction, the normalized pressure gradient is
Q = 2.0. The critical pressure gradient for ballooning stability in the first stability region
can be approximated for high shear (S 2 4 in this case) by the linear relationship [5]
06m : 0.575 = 2.3. This observation confirms within our experimental accuracy limits
that prior to type I ELMs7 the ideal balloning limit is reached at the plasma edge.

Unlike for type III ELMs, no magnetic precursor has been found for type I ELMS in
ASDEX Upgrade to date. Figure '2 a) shows traces ofa. differential magnetic loop, sensitive
preferentially to high mode number oscillations, the divertor Du radiation, and two ECE
channels sampled at 1 MHz with the resonances located closely inside and outside the
separatrix. A precursor oscillation is observed in the ECE signal at a 7 0.4 em but not in
the magnetics.

Type I ELMS affect TE profiles in a minor radius range extending from the separatrix
to 10 e 18 cm inside the separatrix. Fig. ‘2 b) shows TC traces at different radii for a
typical case. A “cooling wave" launched by a type I ELM propagates ll cm on the time
scale of 0.5 ms, indicating diffusive heat transport. Instantaneous TE changes are limited
to the first 3.3 cm in this example.

Modelling of transport modification due to type I ELMs has been attempted using
either a simple one—dimensional particle and heat diffusion model in cylindrical geometry
or, alternatively, by BZ—EIRENE simulations [6] in full 2—D geometry based on the recon-
structed equilibrium. In both models? transport coefficients Di and XL were found to
change by factors of 3 — 10 in radial a region extending from 4 — S cm inside the separatrix
into the scrapeoff layer (SOL) during a time interval of 0.4 — l ms during the ELM.

It should be emphasized. however, that a description of ELM induced transport by a
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Figure 2: a) A coherent precursor to type I ELIWS is observed in ECE measurements
with resonance near the separatrir but not in a magnetic loop sensitive to high. poloidat
mode numbers. 17) in a typical case, type I ELMS aflect TC in a radial range ofll cm
inside the separatrza' by heat diflusion. An instantaneous drop of Te occurs within 3.3
cm inside the separatrix.

diffusive model can hold only in a timceaveraged sense. Suificiently time-resolved ECE
measurements in the SOL reveal that transport across the separatrix occurs in an irregular
sequence of distinct outbursts of plasma7 as shown by the spikes in the bottom trace of
Figure 2 a).
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Figure 3: 0 VIII line radiation measured during type I ELJi/[s (a), and simulation
ofO VIII radiation for two transport models: 1)) timedndependent D, pea/red outward
drift Up at the edge during the ELM, c} D augmented at the edge during the ELM, no
drift vD

ELM-related impurity transport
The effect of type I ELMs on O VII] impurities is demonstrated by Figure 3. The
observed line radiation (Fig. 3 3) drops within 0.2...03 ins during the ELM by 5 — 15%
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of its original value1 indicating a decrease of 0 VIII concentration, then slowly increasing
back to the original value before the ELlVl.

Impurity transport is simulated by using a modification of the STRAHL [7] code to
solve a system of coupled one—dimensional continuity equations for all 0 ionization stages
assuming profiles of the diffusion coefficient D and an optional drift velocity in). Various
combinations of D and on have been attempted. Assuming a time—independent Di profile
D; = 3 m2/s for r/a < 90% and Di 2 0.09 mQ/s for r/a > 90% together with an outward
drift of Up : 4 m/s at the edge, results in a simulated 15% intensity decrease (Fig. 3
b). If vD : 0 is assumed and the edge diffusion coefficient Di is augmented to 4 mz/s
during the ELM, the 0 VII] radiation increases (Fig. 3 c) because the outward—directed
oxygen concentration gradient in the ELM region causes inwardrdil'fusion and ionization
of O in lower ionization stages. As a consequence, the simulations suggest that impurity
transport during ELMs implies an outward particle drift rather than a mere change of
the diffusion coefficient Di.

Summary and conclusion
The effect of type I ELMs on electron density and temperature profiles as well as on
oxygen impurity transport has been studied for the H-mode of ASDEX Upgrade. ECE
measurements show that Te profiles are affected by a cooling wave propagating from
the separatrix to 10 — 18 cm inside the plasma. Instantaneous effects on T.3 profiles are
limited to the first 4—8 cm. First attempts to model TE and nc averaged over a sequence of
ELMs indicate that ELM—related transport is compatible with the assumption of transport
coefficients Di and xi augmented by a factor of 3 — 10 during the ELM.

Oxygen (0 VIII) impurity radiation is found to decrease during type 1 ELMS. Consid—
ering the hollow oxygen concentration profile this implies that ELM effects on impurities
cannot be described primarily by enhanced (infusion. Transport simulations suggest an
outward particle drift during ELMs.

A fluctuating ECE signal is observed as a precursor of type I ELMS. During the
ELM, heat transport is found to occur as repeated turbulent outbursts of plasma by ECE
measurements with 2 its time resolution. This indicates that transport during ELMs is
closely connected to MHD activity and a simple diffusion model can be interpreted in a
timeeaveraged sense only.
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Variation of power density decay lengths in the SOL of
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1. Introduction

Controlled dissipation of power flowing from the core plasma into the scrape-off layer is
a major problem in tokamak fusion reactors and a main topic in the research program of the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. Some efforts were made on ASDEX Upgrade to achieve ITER
relevant conditions in the divertor region and to get experimental results as a base for the ITER
divertor design [1]. For this. ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with versatile diagnostics to measure
the plasma parameters and the energy flow in the divertor region. In this paper we will concentrate
on results of Langmuir probe measurements at different positions in the scrape off layer and data
from the thermography diagnostic. We compare the power density derived from both type of
measurements and will present power decay lengths at the target plate for a wide range of
discharge conditions.

2. Diagnostics

A high time resolution therrnography system has been used to record the power density at
the divertor plates [2]. The system is based on a 256 pixels IR line camera with a highest time
resolution of 130 ps (typically used: 260 ps). The spatial resolution is 2.72 min/pixel at the
outer plate and 3.4 min/pixel at the inner plate.

The plasma parameters at the plates are monitored by a set of Langmuir probes, flush mounted
into the outer and inner divertor plates at different radial and toroidal positions. Three tips are
always located at the same radial position toroidally adjacent. so that they can he used as triple,
double or single probes. The typical time resolution is of the order of (50.70) #5.

In 1994 a new midplane manipulator went into operation on ASDEX Upgrade. It gives the
opportunity to expose different kinds of probe heads, such as collector or electrical probes, into
the edge plasma near the outer midplane. For the experiments under discussion. a head with a
reciprocating Mach type Langmuir probe was used. The housing and the probe tips are made
from carbon. Three tips (0.9 mm dia., 2 mm length, 3 mm pin distance) viewing into the ion
and electron drift direction, respectively. are arranged at a poloidal line. Two strokes can be
performed per discharge, where each stroke lasts about 100 ms. Because the radial position was
directly measured the radial dependence of electron temperature, density and floating potential
can be derived precisely. The maximum penetration depdi is limited by the power load to the
probe head and, therefore, is just inside the separatrix for ohmic discharges and 1 cm outside
in additionally-heated plasmas.

The flux of neutral gas is measured by ionization gauges at different toroidal and poloidal
positions in the vacuum vessel [3].
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3. Experiments
The shots under discussion were single null divertor discharges in hydrogen or deuterium.The thermography diagnostic. the flush mounted Langmuir probes. and the ionization gauges

were routinely measuring. The midplane reciprocating Langmuir probe was used in Ohmic and-mode shots. A negative magnetic field is the ‘normal' situation on ASDEX Upgrade associatedwith an ion grad B — drift direction towards the bottom divertor.

4. Results and discussion
The experiments presented here deal with three subjects The comparison of the pQWer

density decay. measured at the midplane and at the divertor plate, gives an idea of contribution
of the perpendicular energy transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL). The contribution of Chargedparticles to the power deposition onto the plates can be estimated from me ratio of the power
density calculated from Langmuir data with that measured by thermography. The variation of
the power decay lengths at the outer plate with the neutral density in the SOL is investigated,

The midplane probe is. due to the geometry, measuring the parallel heat flux. whereas the
heat flux measured by thermography and flush mounted Langmuir probes is a projection of the
parallel heat flux to the target plates. Taking the pitch angle between die target plate and the
magnetic field lines into account. the parallel power density is calculated for thermography data.
Additionally, the SOL spreading is considered by projecting the radial position of both diagnostics
to the normalized poloidal magnetic flux (ppm). This procedure was performed for each data
point separately, using the function parametrization calculation for the magnetic configuration
of ASDEX Upgrade.

For a set of ohmic discharges (Ip = 800 kA, r1. = (1—4)><10"’m’3, B1 = 1' 2T) the midplane
power flow is calculated from the measured particle flux. Tim. and electron temperature, c,
based on Langmuir measurements:

q : lWinn (”l ll) ‘i‘ Einterar't) Eqn. (1)

where 7 = 5 is the sheath transmission factor and Emma“ contributes for the net energy release
per ion due to ion target interaction. For typical ion temperatures in the midplane of about 50 eV
this contribution can be neglected.

Fig. 1 shows power density profiles for a high density discharge. The curves are fitted in
the region near the separatrix to an exponential function, giving the decay length.
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liz ’ fl . . . inorme ed magnetic ux Fig. 1: Change ol the power density decay mlln
Fig. 1.: Power tlcnsily prolilcs. measured by midplane (Langmuir / thcnnography) “5 3 function ”f ““5 “”0Langmuir probes and lhennogrnpliy. nE = 4x 10% 7‘ averaged density. dash dotted collisionnlity limit
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The power load to the inner plate is generally low and combined with a large decay length
(Fig. 1), whereas the decay lengths at the outer plate and at the midplane are similar. The density

dependence of the ratio of the power decay lengths at the midplane and at the plates is shown

in Fig. 2 for the whole set of data.
The ratio of the power decay lengths is about unity. except the high density points for

the inner plate. A ratio of unity reveals a correlation between the midplane (Langmuir) and

the target power density (thermography) profile. indicating that the perpendicular heat transport.

which should broaden the power density profile at the plate, is negligible within the accuracy of

the measurement. Applying the criterion for collisionality in the SOL [4] shows. that at densities

above 3.5x1019m'J the collisionality limit is exceeded. i.e A‘f'm < 3 x L,” This explains the

moreased decay length at the inner plate at high density (Fig. l , Fig. 2). As we know from
density limit discharges. also the outer plate detaches at densities of about 5x10'9m'3. A ratio

well above unity is observed for the first shots after the change of the magnetic field direction

where a conditioning of the ICRH limiter near the probe is expected. This may result in additional

ionization processes which increase the measured decay length [5].
In the following the thermography and the flush mounted Langmuir probes will be compared.

measuring the net power density deposited onto the plates and Lhe energy release due to charged

particles (Eqn. 1), respectively. An energy gain due to the recombination energy (Eimcmm = 13.6

eV) is taken into account (Eqn. 1).
Moving the separatrix across the plates avoids the problem of the relatively big distances

between the Langmuir tips. compared to the decay length, and gives the opportunity to measure

power density profiles across the plates which can be compared with that, measured thermo-

graphically (Fig. 3).
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i 2. . . . , Oztsnmm

0.996 0.995 1.000 1,002 1.004 L006 1.008 1'00““) Imutmmmfllmolmzltm .
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Hg. 1. Power density profiles across the outer target plate
derived from Langmuir measurement and lhcrrnography (IF

= 800 kA. 3| = 72.5 T. "I: 5x 101° m'j‘. PM = 3 MW) Fig. 4.: Comparison of power density rntios 7 Lnngmuir/
tllcrrnugrnnhy 7 measured at the outer target plute

The ratio is about 1.5 at the separatrix (ppm = l) and decreases slowly with the distance

from the separatrix. Fig. 4 shows ratios for a set of 37 ohmic and L—Mode discharges

(1,. = (800.1000) kA. B. = i (2.1—2.6) T. m= (1710)x101°m*-‘. Pm = (073) MW).
A ratio of about unity away from the separatrix indicates that most of deposited power is due

to charged particles. Close to the separatrix the ratio depends on the field direction. It is about

3 in the case of normal field direction and 1/3 for reversed field. This effect is not understood
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yet. Phenomenologically it is due to different behaviour of the temperature and density Pl'Ofiles
at the plate for the two field directions. In the case of normal field direction. the maximum of
the temperature and density profile is at the same location. For the reversed field direction the
temperature peak is moved away from the density peak into the direction of the private flux
region [6].

In ASDEX Upgrade the neutIal density in the divertor can be influenced by controlling the
gas puffing and changing the pumping speed almost independent of the main plasma parameters
[7]. One goal of increasing the neutral density in the divertor is to produce a dense and cold
divertor plasma.

High densities and low temperatures in the divertor should result in an imbalance of pressure

[8]. in a broadening of the power density pro.100 + D. .257 files and therefore. in a reduction of the max-
30 _ A D, 275T _ imum power density.

— titled parabola Investigations of the variation of the
E 60_ a power decay lengths with neutral density for
:4 j different confinement regimes (ohmic, L-_ H-
.< 40_ _‘ mode) and directions of the magnetic field

have been started. In this paper only the
20_ : outer target plate and stationary Ohmic and

AA“ + | . - L-mode discharges as well as phases in be-
o.o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 tween ELMs are considered. As shown in

NOW-POW] 1020m-3 Fig. 5 this theory is verified by the measure-
F s Ch f I a . d t I ‘1 merits. No significant differences are obvious

1g. _ .: ange o lit: power ensrly ecay engti “111 . , .
the neutral density below the X~pnint tN.,tX—point)l between the different field dlmcuons'

5. Summary
The combined use of Langmuir probes and thermography on ASDEX Upgrade is not only

a meaningful tool to validate the results of both diagnostics but gives also the possibility to
prove models for the energy transport in the SOL. eg. it was found experimentally, that the
perpendicular heat transport in the SOL is negligible for densities and temperatures where the
collisionality is low (A'flrw > L.) Further. the combined use of both methods provides access
to the understanding of energy deposition onto the target plates, It was shown for Ohmic and
L—Mode discharges, that the deposited power to the outer plate is essentially due to charged
particles.
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1, Introduction

In this paper we compare the predictions of a simple l-dimensional SOL model with ex-
perimental results from the AUGD tokamak. We specifically focus on the loss of power and
pressure that occurs in a SOL flux tube in its transit from the region adjacent to the main
plasma down to the divertor plate. We concentrate on the flux tube that corresponds to the

first radial effoldjng distance in parallel power flow that starts at the outside midplane and
terminates at the outer target plate. The model and experimental results are presented in
greater detail in a review paper [1].

2. Model

For simplicity we assume that power enters the flux tube only at the midplane location, i.e.
‘Illw and that power flows to the divertor by electron heat conduction,

7qlluLTj/2 — TI” 2 2
50

(1)

where L is the connection length (25 m), T is the plasma temperature (we assume T; : TC),
Hg is a constant and ‘u’ and “6’ denote the upstream (or midplane) and target plate locations,
respectively.

We assume that the plasma pressure along the flux tube remains constant throughout the
majority of the flux tube, although pressure can be lost within a thin recycling region close
to the divertor plate, where friction of plasma ions on neutrals can lead to substantial plasma
pressure loss. We write,

2m]; = fmnuTu (‘2)

where fm is the pressure loss factor, as in [2].
L11 deriving fm, we use analytic results from Self and Ewald [3], whose model deals with the

case of hot ions within a gas discharge tube7

a m
: 2 2

fm (a + l) (3)

where,
< M) >'

a E ——'—— (4)
<ov>g+<av>m
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where < on > are the rate coefficients for ionization (i) and momentum loss (in, includingboth elastic and charge—exchange collisions), given by [rt]. To a first approximation, at, andtherefore the pressure loss f,,,, also shown in Fig. l, depend only on the electron temperatufe
in the recycling region, assumed to be the plate temperature I}. The neutral density in the
region does not by itSelf affect the pressure drop, but instead determines the scale length of
the recycling region [1]. Significant pressure loss occurs only for T: < 58V.

We assume that volumetric power loss above the recycling region is due to impurity radjrntion [5],
1 o r. oqfiu ~ at = gsuczpttlr?“ “ Jim) (5)

where cZ is the impurity concentration, assumed to be constant along the flux tube, and LZ
is the radiation power coefficient, also assumed to be constant (for T > 56V) and zero for
T < 5st", in approximate agreement with data for carbon in non-coronal equilibrium [6]. (1”, is
the power entering the recycling region and pH is the upstream plasma. pressure (ion + electron),
One can see that the loss of power along the flux tube depends on the presence of a paralleltemperature gradient. and increases strongly with upstream pressure.

The boundary condition at the entrance of the recycling region is

qur : 7liCSt(7Tz + 6pm + 6m) (G)
where, (‘5: is the ion acoustic speed at the plate and 7' : 6 is the sheath power transmission
factor. gm, is the potential energy associated with each ion reaching the plate, including
atomic and molecular recombination (cm 2' 16Cl/). firm! is the energy radiated per recycling
hydrogenic atom ((WI 2 156V).

3. Experimental Details

The model is compared with experimental results from the Asdex—Upgrade tolramak. The up-stream conditions are measured with ECE, Langmuir probes, Thomson scattering and a lithiumbeam. The conditions at the plate are measured with builtin Langmuir probes and infra-redthermography. In addition, the plasma density and temperature just above the plate and re-cycling region are measured with a novel moving Langmuir probe [7]. The two—dimensionalradiated power distribution across the plasma crossesection, including the divertor fans, isobtained with bolometer cameras.

4. fm - Comparison With Experiment

In Fig. ] we compare results from a large number of discharges with the prediction for thepressure loss factor, Eqn. 3. Upstream pressure is obtained from ECE (for T5) and lithium beam
(for me) profiles. Target plate values are obtained from built-in Langmuir probes. Separatrixand inter»ELM conditions are given. Experimental results are shown for an Ohmic density scanwith VB drift away from the X~p0int (series of steady/state discharges), an Ohmic density rampwith VB drift towards the X—point, a. density scan in hydrogen L-mode discharges with 3.5MW NB] (steady-state), a low density hydrogen lrmode discharge with 3.5 MW with transientneon puff, a steadyestate CDH discharge (neon) with 7.5 MW #6136 (see [8]) and finally, atransient CDl'l discharge with 7.5 MW with time~varying neon pull.

As expected, the pressure loss appears to be a function of the electron temperature in the
recycling region immediately adjacent to the target plate. Pressure drops as small as f", 2 0.013
at T, 2 1.561/ are. observed and little pressure loss is found for T1 > 5cV.
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5 Detailed Comparison with h/Iodel

The full model is Compared with a subset of the experimental results shown in Fig. 1, an Ohmic

density scan in deuterium with grad»B drift away from the X—point, [p = 0.8MA, B1 = 2.1T

vith plasma density in the range 1'17; : 1.1 X 101977773 to We : 4.6 X 1019171—3- Again, only
and \ . ~ . ‘ |
;eparatfix conditions are consrdered, obtained during clensrty flat-tops lasting several seconds.

Carbon is the dominant impurity. The power entering the divertor is constant with density,

(Poly 2’ 300/:l'l"), as iS the power e~folding distance ,\p a 4mm (midplane), thus giving a

constant parallel power density, qllu :3 lBMWm‘Z.

In the comparison of the model with experiment, we have used L: : 2.3 X 10—32Wm3 for

cal'bOIl- While this particular value was chosen to give the best fit with experiment, it lies

within the error bounds of the appropriate value based on nonvcoronal equilibrium [6]. The

carbon concentration is taken from brernsstrahlung Zcfj measurements, c: = 0.02, and is

approximately constant with density.

Fig. 2 gives the model predictions and the experimental results for the plasma temperature

and total electron pressure at three locations in the flux tubefiupstream, target plate and a

point in between, corresponding to the location of the moving Langmuir probe, at distance of

3,5 in along field lines from the plate. At low plasma density, the SOL is nearly isothermal,

pressure is approximately constant and the temperature is high, T > 308V. At medium density,

a significant temperature gradient develops, but pressure remains constant since T > 106V

everywhere within the SOL. At high density, T, < 58V, a significant pressure loss occurs

between the upstream/probe locations and the plate, due to neutral friction in the recycling

region. The pressure at the probe is expected to be equal to the upstream pressure since

recycling is assumed to occur below the moving probe in these discharges.

Fig. 3a gives the density at the moving probe location and at the plate. The probe density

rises rapidly with discharge density whilst the plate density rises in parallel only at low and

medium density, but rolls-over and decreases at high density. The decrease of 71, and T, (i.e.
of particle llux) at the plate are key elements in reducing the power flux to the plate to small

levels; that is, reducing T, by itself is not sufficient, since the power associated with the flux of
potential energy 67,0] is only reduced by reducing the particle flux, magi, Eqn. 6 [2].

The strong decrease in power reaching the plate is shown in Fig. 3b. (In the model we have
neglected that fraction of the radiated power which is incident on the plate.) The comple-

mentary increase in divertor radiation (i.e. radiation below the X-poiut) is shown in Fig. 3c,
here normalized with respect to the power entering the divertor, PDIV- Also included in Fig.

3c is the model prediction for the impurity radiation and that due to hydrogenic radiation.
The impurity radiation rises rapidly with density, reflecting its p3 dependence (Eqn. 5). The

hydrogenic radiation is always relatively small.
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1 Introduction

In principle, the energy distribution of the neutrals coming out of a plasma is closely related

to the ion temperature since neutrals and ions are coupled via charge exchange (CX), electron-

ion recombination and electron impact ionization. The rather straight forward methods [1] that

estimate the temperature at the innermost point of the line-of—sight from the exponential decay

of the spectra at high energies were applicable only at low densities and small plasma radii.

They can not be used for plasmas of modem tokamak devices. This paper describes the status

reached so far in the ion~temperature estimation by fitting all of the measured neutral-flux data

by varying the parametrisation of the temperature for stable and ELMy plasma conditons.

2 Energy-resolved neutral-flux measurement
At ASDEX—Upgrade, energy resolved neutral fluxes are measured with two methods for

different energy ranges that can be analysed. Both view the plasma nearly radiallly at the

outer midplane. The time-of—tlight diagnostic LENA [2] covers the energy range from 30 eV

to 1000 eV (Deuterium). The opening time of the chopper is l as and the chopper frequency

is 7 kHz. It has no mass resolution. The diagnostic CXA [3] uses a gas cell for reionization

and parallel electric and magnetic fields for energy and mass selection. It has a wide energy

range starting at 500 eV. However, the energy range usable for temperature evaluation during

neutral injection is reduced for the injected species due to non thermal neutrals. In these cases

the upper energy limit was 3 keV. The highest sample frequency used so far was 50 as.

The statistics of both diagnostics are very poor on a time scale of 100 as which is needed to

study a single edge localised mode (ELM). Therefore, a time interval with a large number of

similar ELMs is mapped onto a interval with the length of the mean ELM period. Thereby,

the times when the divertor Da signal reaches its maximum are mapped to zero. So far only

type-l ELMs have been investigated.

3 Ion temperature estimation
Most neutral particles leaving the plasma are due to CX processes. Therefore the knowledge

of the neutral density profile is important for the interpretation of the measured spectra.

There are two different types of sources for neutrals in the plasma: the neutrals penetrating
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the plasma from outside. leading to a distribution that decays roughly exponentially inside
the separtrix and recombination of electrons and ions that dominates the distribution in the
plasma center. The energy dependence of the neutral particle fluxes due to CX is:

L It

u . ,1 . CXl’i—EU/Ti) 31/1 . ' (ls .1th,) N /”r “0 \ (TH-r2 > W— Lu -cxl> — AM”) iii (1)
U 0

Obviously the knowlege of many parameters and cross sections is required to extract temper.
ature information from the data. Since we do not have a possibility to measure the neutraldensity profile we calculate it self—consistently using the EIRENE code [4], which is based
on a Monte—Carlo algorithm and state-of—art crossesection data. Nevertheless, profile data of
the electron density, electron temperature and Zen- have to be known. A minority of the mea‘
sured neutrals originate directly from ion-electron recombination without undergoing further
CX processes and is therefore not included in equation (1). However. these additional fluxes
are calculated in EIRENE as well.
The fitting procedure uses a parameterisation for the Ti profile combined with a decay length
in the scrape—oft layer. that linearly interpolates adjustable Ti values at fixed radial positions.
The radial coordinate is pp”! : (\II — Wang/(WW, ~ dim-s). The steps of the procedure
are: (a) create a calculation grid from magnetic data so that radial surfaces are close to
flux surfaces. (b) fill the grid with experimental plasma background data constant on radial
surfaces. (0) use start values for the Ti . (d) calculate neutral density with EIRENE. (e)
minimize the difference between the measured neutral fluxes and the fluxes calculated with
equation (1) using a ’quasi Newton’ method. In this step no is taken as constant. (1‘) iterate
(d) and (e) until X2 is reasonable small allready after step (d). i. e. when the profile of
the neutrals is selfconsistent with the ion temperature. Errors can be estimated from the
derivatives calculated during step (e). but the effects of the ion—temperature variation on the
neutrals is not included.
It is important that the lines-offsight are almost normal to the separatrix. In this case,
the neutral density in a small area around the penetration point dominates as outer neutral
source and the poloidal distribution of the neutrals has not to be accounted for. This would
be different for more tangential lines-of—sight. In that case a detailed knowledge of the
neutral sources at the vessel walls would be necessary. In our case, beside from the plasma
background. there is only one parameter in the neutral density calculation, that is the source
strength of the outer source which is included in step (e) of the fitting procedure. For
the energy range and plasma conditions discussed here the collision rate is high enough to
exclude effects due to ripple trapped particles.
4 Steady state results
Since the quality of the procedure is best studied for simple conditions, we consider here a
stationary ohmic discharge (600 kA, ~2 T). Fig. I shows the T1 profile resulting from the
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fitting procedure together with the electron temperature and density profiles using LENA and
CKA results [30 eV, 8000 eV]. The dashed error bars belong to the procedure described

above. They come along with an error in the neutral source strength of more than a factor
of two. It has been checked that for various fixed source strengths in this range, different

Ti profiles we found that lead to comparable \2 values. Fixing the source strength leads

to a significant decrease of the errors of the outer Ti parameters (small bars in Fig. 1). To
determine the correct source strength we use ETRENE to calculate the total neutral fluxes

50 cm away from the plasma and adjust the source to simulate the value measured with an

ionization—gauge [5] in the vincinity of the CXA diagnostic.

1200 "z in
1000 '— n

-; 3?r; 800:: E E
s; I E 9F. 600 :— E26

61’ 400 E E C: —: 1 m
200 _— E Z

0 j— i 0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

rho pololdol

Figure 1 [0n ( — ) and electron (. 7) temperatures as well as electron density
(- - -—) are shown for an ohmic discharge (#4783). The difierent errorbars (I 0-)

for the ion temperature are due to variations in the fitting procedure (see text).

5 Edge localised modes
The highest time resolution with reasonable statistics obtained with the mapping procedure
described in section 2 is 200 its (LENA). On this time scale a strong variation of the shape and
intensity of the energy spectra is observed. For these type-I ELMs we do not see changes in
the fluxes before the start of the Da rise, in contrast to results for type—HT ELMs at JET—2M [6].
Fig. 2 shows the ion temperature profiles obtained for a shot with long ELMy H«mode and
strong gaspuffing. The period between the type-I ELMs is about 5ms. These profiles are
compared with theoretical results of BZ—EIRENE calculations [7]. Since only LENA data

could be used for this shot, the information comes mostly from the scrape—off layer. There,
experiment and modelling agree quite well. The main feature is a temperature rise during
the ELM outside the separatrix. In terms of decay length this is an increase of about a factor
of two. The time resolution of the CX—temperature is 1 ms due to the limited time resolution
of the electron density needed for the plasma background. This has been improved. so that
we hope to present higher time resolutions in the near future.
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Figure 2 ELM resolved ion tentpemliu‘esfrotti CX data (solid line) and HZ—EIRENE
Calculations (dashed). Left: 1 ms before the Dg maximum, Rig/1f: 0.7 ms after

the nmxinmm. integration time for the experimental data is 1 ms (#4906).

6 Conclusions
The simulation of CX—spectra is shown to be a useful instrument for ion—temperature de-
termination in ASDEX—Upgrade. For well documented shots in stationary phases reliable
temperature profiles can be obtained from the scrape-off layer to the center. In cases of neu-
tral beam heating, the depth that can be examined is limited due to non—thermal neutrals at
energies higher than 3 keV, but this might be overcome by simulating the other, undisturbed
isotope as well. The accuracy at the edge is significantly improved if absolute values of
neutral fluxes outside the plasma can be included.
ELM resolved CX-measurements show strong variations in shape on a timescale of 200 us
or less. The Ti Profiles (At = 1ms) obtained for the scrape-off layer are in good agreement
with B2—EIRENE calculations: During the ELM (the first ms after the MHD event) the decay
length is at least a factor of two higher than in the quiet phase 1 ms before the ELM starts.
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Density Profiles in the ASDEX Upgrade Scrape-Off Layer
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1. Introduction
The understanding of particle and energy transport in the scrape—off layer (SOL) of toroidal

confinement dCVlCCS is important for physics interpretation of ongoing experiments, and is
vital for the successful engineering of any next—step configuration. In this context reliable
density profiles among other SOL plasma parameters are of interest. On ASDEX Upgrade
SOL density profiles in the outer midplane are measured by a 35 keV—lithium beam

diagnostic [1].
This paper describes the optical detection system and the experimental difficulties to

determine radial Li(2p) emission profiles from measured raw signals. These relatively

measured Lil (670.8 nm) emission profiles are sufficient to determine electron density
profiles [2]. The number of considered atomic Li(nl) states in the unfolding method has been

increased to 10 (n = 2,3,4) in order to model more accurately the attenuation of the beam. All
used atomic data has been recompiled recently in [3].
The behaviour of SOL density with varying neutral gas density in the divertor chamber will
be presented.
The combination of line density measurements by means of DCN—interferometry and SOL
density profiles permits to obtain accurate profiles for the full radial range. This method is
applied to a NI-heated discharge with strong neon and gas puffing which leads to a H-mode
where the plasma is completely detached from the target plates (CDH-mode) [4].

2. Optical Detection System and Determination of Radial Li(2p) Emission Profiles
A poloidal cross section of ASDEX Upgrade with position of both Li-injector and optical
detection system can be found in [1]. Li(2p-2s) light emitted from the beam (FWHM 12 mm)
is focused by an optical wedge and a system of two lenses onto an array of 3 x 35 individual
quartz fibres (diameter 0.4 mm, length 40 m). A rectangular section along the beam axis, 183
mm in radial and 15 mm in toroidal extent, is covered by the detection system. A single
spatial channel consists of three fibres arranged perpendicular to the beam axis guiding the
light to a chain of lens / IF filter (FWHM 0.5 nm) / lens / photomultiplier. A schematic of
such a channel is shown in fig. 1.
The broadness of the sensitive section is chosen similar to the beam diameter in order to
discriminate efficiently between beam emission and plasma background light. However, this
design requires an almost perfect adjustment of the beam relative to the sensitive section of
the detection system.
Calibration of the 35 channels relative to each other is usually achieved by observing the light
arising from the interaction of the beam with neutral gas right after termination of the
discharge, assuming a constant beam emission over the complete radial detection range. As it
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turned out, such calibration factors are very sensitive to the toroidal position of the Li~beam,
The main reason for this unwanted behaviour is, that three individual fibres (cf. fig. 1)
building up one spatial channel exhibit different transmission efficiencies.

= 40 In light guides.
Li - beamphotomumpller 3 per Spatial channel

l = 671 um observation optic
A?» = 0.5 nm = 40 mm diameter

Fig. I .' A schematic of the optical detection system of the Li-beam probe.

When the Li-beam changes its toroidial position during the discharge and in the following
time period where the calibration signal is gathered, this non-uniform transmission introduces
considerable errors for the determination of Li(2p) emission profiles from the raw signals.
Unfortunately, the Li-beam on ASDEX Upgrade is deflected by the magnetic field, although
the injector is shielded by 5 cm iron and a 2 mm thick u-metal box. A remaining vertical
magnetic field of = 1.0 to 1.5 mT is sufficient to shift the beam 4 to 6 mm toroidally in the
section of observation.
To eliminate these errors we measure calibration factors for different beam positions right
after the discharge by deflecting the beam electrically (U...deflection voltage). The calibration
factors ci(U) are found by minimising the function G(U) which corresponds to maximal
smoothness of the arising profiles (cf. equation below, Si raw signal of channel i). This
requirement for determining profiles can be justified by comparing the spatial resolution of
the measurement (0.52 mm) with the transition distance 1L1 = vbem up, which is the distance
a Li atom travels during the lifetime of the excited 2p state.

34 8- S S, 2 In fig. 2 two emission profiles at U = 41 and
cm) : Z[2 1 ___i___|+.1_:| U = 135 V are compared with the one for

i:2 Ci(U) Ci—1(U) ci+1(U) U = 83 where G(U) reaches a minimum.
700 I t l

RU serves as a measure how steep gradients m - #6535 it """“ ' “‘3 " —
I‘ —-—U = 50.4 vof the electron density are smeared out in the _ m- y,’ ba\ _& 'u = 135.: V .

corresponding Li(2p) emission profile. For a E m _ ”fit. 51b _
35 keV beam In is equal to 2.6 cm which is a a” ‘xx
roughly five times the spatial resolution. % m- X], Eusssg -
Therefore a "scatter" of neighbouring 2”— s I a '
channels in the emission profile is of no “’°‘
physical meaning. It should be noted that o; S 5' 1'0 1‘5 20
collisional deexcitation will decrease KM, but r“ [cm]
never to such small values which could Fig. 2.. L[(2p) emission profiles for three
prevent to apply the described method. deflection voltages U.
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3' 50L Density Profiles and their Relation to Neutral Gas Density in the Divertor

We have measured SOL electron density profiles 30 cm below midplane in ohmic discharges,

where the neutral density in the divertor, monitored by the flux into an ionization gauge, was

increased until a density limit disruption took place. Such profiles are characterised by the

density he“? at the magnetically determined separatrix (error: i 5 mm) and by a fall-off-
length 7» derived by fitting an exponential to the profile over the first 4 cm outside the

separafl'ix-
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Fig. 4: Electron density new!) as a
function of neutral gas flux density cDofor
three dfierent discharges.

Fig. 3: Electron density ”grep, line
averaged density ne andfall-ofl—length las
a function of neutral gasflux density (Do.

Both parameters are shown in fig. 3 in comparison with the line averaged bulk density ne

from laser interferometry as a function of the neutral gas flux density (Do. For values of (Do
lower than 5 1021 m‘2 s'1 neSCP increases strongly with (DO While no is steadily increasing
with (Do, the increase of neSCP becomes weaker and finally even a decrease is found. The fall-

off—length 7» increases permanently during the discharge and reaches extremely high values
close to the disruption. It seems, that there exists an egde density limit which is reached long
before the plasma disrupts. This is in agreement with theoretical models which predict a
maximum attainable edge density for a given power flow to the SOL based on power balance
considerations [5].
new]3 values of discharges with different plasma current and heating power can be ordered
rather well by (Do. As long as the discharge stays away from the critical density limit, nesep
seems to be determined mainly by the neutral gas flux density in the divertor [6]. For high
and low (Do, however, neseP depends differently on @0 (cf. fig. 4).

This statement has to be further supported from analysis of more discharges of different
types, in order to find out whether the is of paramount importance for neSBP, or whether other
parameters as the power flux into the SOL are of comparable influence [6].
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4. Density Profiles from Interferometry and Li-beam Measurements
The DCN interferometer on ASDEX Upgrade measures line densities along 8 different lines
of sight, 5 oriented nearly horizontally and 3 vertically, covering mainly the inner separam'x
plasma region. An unfolding method which calculates the density profile on flux surfaces
from the measured line densities only, suffers from missing information about the plasma
edger Therefore we have improved this method by including SOL density profiles from Li-
beam measurements in the unfolding procedure of DCN data. By combining both
measurements reliable profiles over the complete radial range as a function of a normalised
poloidal flux coordinate are produced.
A long—lasting CDH phase in a NI-heated discharge was obtained with simultaneous feedback
control of both the radiation level (neon puff rate) and the divertor neutral gas flux density
(D2 puff rate). In this phase more than 90% of the heating power is lost by radiation. During
the initial stage of the CDH phase, the density profile changes slowly to a more peaked shape
(fig. 5). From fig. 6, where the ratio between central and edge density is shown, can be
deduced that the shape of the profile becomes stationary for t > 2.1 s. This effect is due to the
appearance of the (1,1) mode [4]. Neither a reduction of the energy confinement time nor a
considerable increase of the central neon concentration is accompanied with the change of the
density profile [4]. All measurements were time-integrated over 5 ms, thus averaged densities
over the small high-frequency type III ELM’s are presented.

1’4 l...|.n-|...I...|-..l... [Illilll'llllllllllllll 40: t: 6136 CDH phase : —V—central—e+— Centr / edge: ’1,~-' c IplA, NI:7.5 MW; +edge : =: ' 80% : _—3,5«=A_ 1 0." frnc— '_ - ‘0o ’ - ~ * ' gE : g : T. ; va 0”“-—o———t=1.6 l: -‘ 1.0— m m m M :3'0 \3 2-----»--»t:1.7 E : 0:9" m m [9 - :74+ 0,6—_’"“'-t=1.8 g _— 0,8‘ m "_2 5°AH __A. 7t=1.9 g _ 0 7.
- v ‘fi:~04_'—~V--et=2.0 L ’ : H’ :—o— -t:2.3 : 0,6' m - -07-'~EJ- [22.3 - 0 :2903!-__— % rt=3. :- ,5' Y -,_._..3,5 : Wieffiflfl? :0,0 ,...,...,.t.,.........w 0,4 ....,'f:..,....,......... 1,50 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,3 1 1,2 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4p t[s]pol

Fig. 5: Density profiles of the CDH phase as a Fig. 6 .' Central and edge density and thefunction of normalisedflux coordinate ppol. ratio of both during the CDH—phase.
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1_ Introduction

Extensive studies of the behaviour of divertor and Scrape—Off Layer (SOL) parameters have

been undertaken following the installation of the new JET Mk1 pumped divertor. Using both

reciprocating and fixed Langmuir probe systems it has been possible to simultaneously measure

SOL and target profiles over a wide range of plasma parameters during ohmic, L- and H-mode

phases of a pulse. The data presented in this paper were obtained from a series of pulses with line-

averaged densities of (1.3-6.7)x10l9 111'3 at input powers up to lOMW with (1.5-3.3)T fields. Both

horizontal and vertical target configurations were used with normal (BAVBl) and reversed

(BAVBT) field.

The main topics covered are comparison of SOL widths in horizontal and vertical target

configurations with reversed field, scaling of horizontal/vertical configuration SOL widths in

reversed/normal field and the behaviour of target scrape—off widths as a function of X-point height

and connection length. The radial heat diffusivity, x], was calculated for these data using an

analytical model [1] and compared with EDGEZD modelling results. Finally the scaling of JET

target power scrape-off widths were compared with the empirically-derived JT—60 scaling [2]. The

SOL and target widths quoted in this paper are referenced to the midplane unless stated otherwise.

2. Comparison of SOL widths in horizontal and vertical target configurations

SOL widths in reversed field for both the horizontal and vertical target configurations were

measured as a function of density and input power. EDGE2D-U/NIMBUS modelling of these

target configurations predicted (for a given density and input power) that the SOL would be

thinner in the vertical target configuration owing to the different recycling patterns within the

divertor [3].
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Figure 1 compares the measured density SOL
widths, Arum", for the two configurations as a
function of line - integrated density and inputB 7 o (HOI'IZ.OH)

A (HWAMW) . power. Generally the vertical target densitA a (Horiz.8MW) y

g 6 ' (WWW) a SOL widths are lower than for the horiZOmalg x (Vert,3MW) "dEIaChed" . .
:9 A (Vert.4MW) ” case as predicted. Under ohmic ConditionsE 4 - (Veri.8MW) SOL _ . .
45 ‘EM 4: . An; in the vertical target configuration0

:9 2_ 0893 0 :9 . ' ‘ A A i increases less rapidly than for the horizOmal
; case. The increase in SOL width with density

00 4' I 23 ' 1‘2 ' 1'5 ' jg is indicative of the approach to detachment
LineintegraleddensitvmeLBHOW/r112) (566 (1g. [4 5])

Figure 1 : Comparison between denrr'o' SOL widthsfor
horizontal and vertical target configurations.

3. Scaling of horizontal/vertical configuration SOL widths in reversed/normal field
The best regressions to the horizontal configuration SOL widths in reversed field, using line.

integrated density and input power as the regression variables, were obtained by fitting separately
to data with input powers of <4MW and to data with input powers of (4-8)MW. The density and
temperature SOL widths scaled approximately as he“ P101025 for input powers of <4MW and as
nan" Pm?” for (4-8)MW input power. Correspondingly the pressure and power SOL widths scaled
approximately as “cl (Plul< 4MW) and as “£0.75 Pinto” (Pm (4-8) MW).

SOL widths recorded in vertical configuration, normal field pulses were scaled using line~
averaged density, power to the SOL and qty: as the regression variables. This approach enables
easier comparison between different tokamaks and is consistent with various modelling approaches,
e.g.[6]. The regressions were performed over the whole data range and the best fit to the density
SOL widths was Psoi’w‘m’” n: (0910.2) qcyi'm'm'z’. Note the small dependence on qcyi and the inverse
dependence on Full in contrast to the reversed field scaling above.

This series of pulses also included an investigation of the effect of top/divertor fuelling
position on edge parameters. Initial observations suggest that the temperature/power SOL widths at
high densities are lower for top fuelling by up to a factor of two. For divertor fuelling the best fit
to the temperature SOL width was Psoimfim) n: (“1“) qcyi‘0‘95:°'m’ and for the power SOL width
(which changed little over the range of plasma parameters) it was Paul (”"0”“) n:“”"“‘"” norm-33:00“.
Little or no difference was observed as a result of top/divertor fuelling in the density SOL width or
the target scrape-off widths. The changes to the SOL as a function of top/divertor fuelling is
discussed more fully in [7].
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4 Behaviour of target scrape-off widths for different X-point equilibria

Equilibria with different X-p0int height, connection lengths and consequently flux expansions

but with the same main plasma parameters were developed to investigate the effect of configuration

on div

is seen in the density and temperature profiles and is a result of the different flux expansions. The
ertor performance. The largest variation in target scrape—off widths mapped to the midplane

outer target power scrape—off width mapped to the midplane remained unchanged at (0.5i0.1)cm

and thus was larger at the target for higher flux expansions. The comments below refer to outer

strike zone profiles and the same differences were observed under OH, L- and H-mode conditions.

For the same X-point height (300m) but different flux expansion (2.3/4.5) the density scrape-

off width at the target, km, was the same at, for example, z2.7cm (L-Mode) and the corresponding

power scrape—off width at the target, N», was 1.4cm/1.8cm. For different X—point height

(30cm/150m), Me was zlcm (H-Mode) and the corresponding M was 1.1cm/3.4cm when the flux

expansion differed by a factor ~3 (2.3/6). For comparable (4.5/6) flux expansions Me was

2.7cm/3.2¢m (L—Mode) whilst Ar» was 1.8cm/2.9cm.

5, Determination of radial heat diffusivity, X1, from target power scrape-off widths

The target power scrape-off width at the midplane, MT“, calculated using analytical
modelling [1] and modified for JET specific quantities [8], is given by

7/9 2/9
T t 28 7/9 _5/9 71.

Apg = (g) (mgr/1t Pm, —— (1)-
7 swarm/B).

x]. has been calculated using (1) for the data recorded in the various configurations described in
this paper and was found to have a strong dependence on power to the target as shown below.

1.2 0
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Figure 2 : 11 plotted as (1fluzction of WW”. Figure 3 : 11 as afuncn'wr ofpower to target.
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EDGE2D-U/NIMBUS modelling of similar low density ohmic discharges with horizontal and
vertical target configurations gives a X1 of 1.3 mzls with D1 = 0.12 mils [4] which is an order of
magnitude higher than that calculated here.
6. Comparison of JET target power scrape-off widths with JT-60 scaling

The behaviour of Air at the target within the framework of the JT-6O empirical scaling law [2]
is shown in Figure 4, where UK? at the target for the reversed field, horizontal target and the
normal field, vertical target series are plotted along with the JT—60 data.

The horizontal target data represents the but
general agreement with the JT-60 data. The160 _ . .I BnVBT(Horiz.contlg.) effect of configuration is clearly shown by the

140, - BnVBMVenicalconfig.) vertical target data which should be increasedT n JT—EO—L-mode
is 120- A ~H.630. Mode by a factor of seven for direct comparison With: o JHso during ELMg 100_ A the JT-60 data. These JET data clearly showN
a:

E! . .g 80 I ' o q the discrepancy With the JT-60 data. The JT-60é . . . .g scaling assumes a constant x1, which as the'5, 50‘
g previous section has shown, is not the case.‘” 40
a The best fit scaling of UM for the horizontal20 a +, o 3 target data was Pigi(kW)‘”'”-“'°"

o 5 10 15 _2lo__l§ Dc(X1019m-3)‘(n'85t0‘22) qcyIA(0.S9+0110)'

pm” (kW)l° sew 18) fin (x1 Diem—a) —{o «5:022: qe" 40.6710 13)

Figure 4 .- 1/ Jr at the target as afulicri‘ou (if the JT—60
empirically derived scaling law.
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Introduction
1mproved measurements at ion and electron pressure gradients and ion rotation velocity at
the edge of Hemode plasmas in JET’s new divertor phase have been studied and analysed
with regard to the relationship of velocity shear profile and steep pressure gradients with
enhanced confinement and edge stability.

The ECE hetrodyne radiometer has been upgraded to have the best radial resolution
possible, limited by the layer width needed for the plasma to become opaque, The. up-
graded edge change exchange diagnostic makes simultaneous measurements of impurity
ion temperature, density and flow velocity. Both diagnostics have a radial spatial reso
lution of l cm or less under optimum conditions. Measurements of electron density on a
corresponding scale are. made With a multi—channel reflectometer,

Poloidal Velocity Measurements During Elms
During strong neon gas puffing experiments an intermittent periodic ELM behaviour is
established. Taken together with the bright emission from the neon impurity these condi-
tions yield the most sensitive measurements of the poloidal flow. Under these conditions
the scatter in the poloidal velocity measurement for a chord located in the steep part
of the temperature gradient, where the poloidal velocity has been found to be highest
in the DllleD measurementsm, is Within :l:5l{1n.s‘l of zero during both the ELMy and
quiescent H-phases with no systematic shift between the two phases.

During these intermittent ELMS the gradients of impurity density vary significantly
compared to the quiescent H-phase, whilst those of the ion temperature are almost unaf-
fected. The resilience of the T1 profiles to ELMs is characteristic of most types of ELMs
in JET.

Ion Temperature Gradients from Sweeping
During high power discharges the. X-point is swept at 4 Hz across the target to reduce local
heat loading, This also has the. effect of moving the separatrix position at the midplane
where the charge exchange observations are made. When a single chord of the diagnostic
intersects the steep part of the temperature profile then the sweeping takes this chord
up and down the profile, modulating the temperature measurement. The amplitude of
this T] modulation compared to the. sweep amplitude provides a direct measurement of
the gradient, and this is in agreement with the results from the profile measurements.
Gradients of T1 up to StilreVni—l have been recorded from adjacent chord differences,
where the steep gradient region lies entirely between two Chords.
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H-mode Ion Profile Evolution
In the new JET divert-or configuration the l'l—mode transition is generally characteriSed
by a gradual evolution of the D through an ELMV phase to a quiet I'lemode. In such
cases there is a slow development 1n the pressure profile. Several theories of the H— mode
[2 3 for evample] invoke a sheared poloidal EXB [low to account [or the confinement
changes. In the JET measurements there is no evidence ol such a flow 111 the impurity
ions implying that their diamagneth flow speed is balanced by their EXB (or 1111) motion_
The background 1011 dianragnetic flow would be greate1 than that of the impurities (for the
same pressure profiles) due to their lower charge giving, in general, a different poloidal
flow speed, Therefore it becomes important to study the time evolution of the radial
ebdficfidd

The chordal charge exchange measurements allow the determination of the radial
electric field from the zero order force balance of the impurity ions, E : g5: — V x B. In
the slow H~transition cases, where the poloidal How does not appear to change, the radial
field evolution can be evaluated from the pressure gradients and the toroidal [lows alone.
In these cases a negative well in E, develops of up to 351(V.1n‘l at 2-30111 inboard of the
LCFS due to the pressure gradient terms on a timescale of 0.5715, While 1—2 cm inboard
of this minimum the field becomes positive due to the increase in toroidal rotation. The
region of strong shear in the toroidal rotation therefore lies at a different radius from the
region of highest pressure gradient.

Clear, direct evidence that the shear in toroidal rotation forms inboard of the maximum
ion temperature gradient is seen in particular discharges Where, for a chord that lies Within
the temperature gradient, its toroidal rotation is almost zero during the entire Hemode.
For this to occur, the gradient in 11,1 must lie at least i cm inboard of the. gradient in T1.

A fast alodC transnion \vas set up in order to study the changes in the profiles
immediately before and after the Hetransition with a magnetic geometry giving close to
optimum diagnostic space resolution. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of Du, impurity
density, temperature and poloidal flow during surh an Il- morle. At [0. 215 the Dev intene
sity falls abruptly coincident with a. sawtooth crash and the transport barrier forms, as
indicated by the ramp-up of the CVI density at the inner chords (R53.778m). In the
1001115 before the transition there is some evidence of transition ELMS, but no steep—
ening of the. impurity pressure profiles. There appears to be a small change in poloidal
[low (~51rm.s_l, in the electron diamagnetic direction) at the time of the transition at
3.802111, at. the edge of the transport barriervinboard of this radius there is no change
within the errors.

Two radial profiles of electric field are shown in figure 2. The profiles have been
obtained by averaging over IOU ms periods immediately preceeding and following the II—
transition. The poloidal rotation (and errors in this rrreasurenrent) dominate the total
radial field, although, eVen 501715 after the transition there is evidence of a negative field
well appearing due to the \71) terms. However, from the time traces (figure 1) it is clear
that this source of ET develops linearly with time following the transition and hence is
not involved in the physics of the transition itself.
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and TE gradients. Since there is some uncertainty on the ECE radii from the calculated

adients of both T1 and TE are seen in the edge region, falling off sharply over
ly one ion poloidal gyroradius. Figure 3 shows the time behaviour of the T1

equilibrium fields, the maximum gradient at the edge of each profile is indicated. The
ues agree quite closely, rising from ~10 keVJn—1 at the start of the main heating

pulse to over 65 keVJn'l. The gradient is not seen to follow a local (toroidal) velocity
but rather the Velocity evolution over a wider region, peaking when Ltd, reaches a

two val

sheaf,

maximum on the inner channel. At a density of 1019177’3 this maximum gradient gives
a pressure gradient >1001(Pa.m‘1. Since collisionality, l/f, is low, a. large parallel current

density jbs N 6—1/2Vp/Bg ~ 500 em'1 results from the bootstrap current. This is of
the order of the central current density and so can, when fully developed, reduce local

magnetic shear considerably This must be taken into consideration when assessing, for

example, ballooning and external kink stability of the edge.

Conclusions
An extensive datasct has been built up of edge impurity (C and Ne) poloidal rotation
in the new JET. The evidence is that there is no such rotation in JET H-modes to
within [val < 5 kms"1 within the region of the transport barrier, consistent with previous
JET results[4]. Outboard of this region, the lower emission brightness results in larger
errors although a slow drift in the electron diamagnetic direction is sometimes seen in
the outermost channels. The ET profile in JET develops a negative well at the transport

barrier, relatively slowly as a consequence of confinement changes. not coincident with

the H-transition.
Profiles of ion and electron temperature show strong gradients (11p to 65keVJrf1).

This implies the existence of a strong bootstrap current, of order of the central density,
therefore considerably reducing local magnetic shear and hence aflecting edge ballooning
and kink stability
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1 , Introduction

In the Texas Experimental Tokamak, TEXT—U, tokamak plasmas are produced in
diverted or limited configurations [l] in a boronized or unboronized vacuum vessel and can be

heated with 600 kW of ECRH. SOL experiments are yielding interesting results on the source
of plasma turbulence, on recycling and impurity asymmetries near the divertor tiles, and on
asymmetries in density fluctuations. Because electrostatic turbulence appears to be the
mechanism for cross—field transport in the SOL, the main goal is to identify possible
turbulence drives. SOL simulations will eventually be used to compare predicted drives to
experiment. Until then, the simulations are being used to investigate up-down asymmetries
near the divertor tiles.
2 . Experiments to Identify the Turbulence Drives

Cross field transport in the SOL is well correlated with the transport due to electrostatic
turbulence. The source of the turbulence remains elusive, but the turbulence properties have
been identified. One of these may be particularly valuable. The magnitude of k1] relative to k9
may suggest a spatial location for the drives. Since parallel wave numbers for the turbulence
are small, the turbulence drives may be well separated from the point of observation -- as far
away as the divertor plates or the limiter. Hence, turbulence may be due to atomic drives
resulting from ionization [2] or radiation [3] near the divertor plates or limiter or due to

curvature drives [4] that depend on unfavorable magnetic curvature along only one limited
region of a magnetic field line.

2.1 Ionization Drive
To understand the ionization drive, simply consider the electron source, neSno, due to

the ionization of neutrals. Clearly, a density fluctuation will act through this term to increase
the level of fluctuations. The drive was examined in detail [2] to produce both a critical level
of ionization for the instability to exist and a prediction of the associated particle transport.
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To search for this drive, the TEXT-U experiments were conducted in a poloidallylimited discharge to make the drive as large as possible. In this discharge. the local ioniZatiOnproduced near the toroidally localized limiter is as high as can be produced in TEX'DU. In aseries of discharges, the electron density was increased shot by shot. AS the densityincreased, the ionization increased, but the relative fluctuation level was independent of theincrease. Though one conclusion is that the ionization drive does not exist, a second is thatthe fluctuation level is simply saturated. In a second experiment, the fluctuation level wasmeasured in close proximity to the toroidally localized limiter and as a function of distancefrom it. Because the neutral density is a decaying function of distance from the limiter, thiswas a measurement of fluctuation level as a function of neutral density along a magnetic fieldline. The fluctuation level was independent of the local ionization rate. Though interesting,this result may simply reflect the magnitude of k”. Finally, the transport due to the ionizationdrive was estimated. The predicted transport is directed inward and more than an order ofmagnitude smaller than the measured transport which is directed outward. It is concluded thatthe ionization drive does not play a role in TEXT-U and may not exist at all. The latter point isconsistent with a recent critique [5] of the original theory.
2.2 Radiation Drive
If the radiated power, Fwd, is represented in terms of the electron density, no, theimpurity density, n2, and the cooling rate, IZ, in the usual way as

Pmd = rte; (“212) ,
then the growth rate for this instability is [3]

_ 2 nZ 2 I2 81ZY - 3 (T7 ' an)
In TEXT~U experiments, the effects of the second term were sought. Were thecooling rate to decrease with increasing Tc (as suggested in the original work on this drive [2]following results from calculation based on coronal models, [6] for example), then theinstability would grow. In TEXT~U experiments, T6 in the plasma periphery was modulatedwith ECRH. The plasma radiation appeared to be in phase with the temperature at the plasmaedge, hence the second term of the above equation is not destabilizing. Furthermore, thismight almost have been expected because the inference of a destabilizing influence of thatsecond term is based on a coronal model for impurities which, of course, omits transport.
2.3 Curvature Drive
The toroidal curvature of the magnetic field lines may be a source for turbulence intokamaks [4]. On the open field lines in the SOL, some fluid modes may be unstable for theapprOpriate average curvature of the magnetic field lines with respect to the pressure gradient.In a tokamak, curvature is stabilizing on the inner side of the torus (on the high field side ofthe poloidal cross section) and destabilizing on the outer side (on the low field side).
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On TEXTiU, curvature drives can be

studied by comparing turbulence
measurements in two different configurations.
poloidally limited and double null (DN). In

the double null configuration (see figure 1).

the SOL on the high field side (favorable
curvature) is effectively isolated from that on
the low field side (unfavorable curvature).

The growth rate. 7. for the curvature instability
at k||=0 in each of the two configurations can= 4. ——W Vthi

Figure 1, smure drive in a DN discharge
be estimated using a simple model [4] due to

Garbet. The results are shown in Figure 1

where R is major radius, and Vthi is ion thermal velocity. For the poloidally limited

configuration, Y = 2.5 % for the entire SOL. As shown in figure 2, the turbulence level is

as predicted, higher on the low field side (LFS) than on the high field side (HFS). This is

consistent with previous findings [7]. A similar experiment in a limited configuration in

TEXT—U gave essentially the same fluctuations on both the I-IFS and on the LFS.
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Figure 2. C(mipm‘ismr aFS and LFS turbulence in a diverted discharge

3 . SOL simulation. A study of up-down asymmetry.
In equatorial single-null discharges (see figure 3a), there is an up—down asymmetry in

Da and impurity emission from the vicinity of the divertor plate. The spectroscopic viewing
chords are shown in figure 3a. The radiance measurements and simulations are in figure 3b.
The tangent radius of 3b is measured with respect to the center of the magnetic configuration.
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The degree of asymmetry is independent of plasma current direction, but decreases and
eventually reverses with increasing nc. The divertor plate construction and the magnetic
configuration are Lip—down symmetric, so this configuration is ideal for study of the plasma
drives for tip-down asymmetries. In a first attempt to understand the measured asymmetry,
the B27Eirene [8] plasma simulation code was used to examine the impact of the VT x B drift
on Da emission at the divertor plate. The inclusion of the drift correctly predicts the sign of
the asymmetry Addition of carbon impurities (drift + C of Fig. 3b) further enhances the
asymmetry and improves agreement with the experimental data. The increased effect of the
VT X B drift with carbon may simply be due to enhancement of the temperature gradient via
radiative losses. However, the dependence on density is not yet understood.
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0)
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Figure 3. Da emission: simulation and experiment.
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In W7-AS plasma performance is strongly affected by the three dimensional edge
topology" Two principally different edge topologies can be distinguished: a) at low ro—
tational transform (L S 0.4) the last closed flux surface is determined by the limiters,
whereas b) at higher I scparatrix-dominated configurations are possible. For I.a 20.53
the Hemode of WY—AS is accessible above a power and density threshold[1]. "ransient
phenomena (dithers, ELMs) frequently appear before and after the L—H transition.

The edge electron density distribution depends sensitively on both the magnetic
field topology and the confinement mode, thus its investigation can reveal phenomena
leading to Changes in global plasma performance. This paper presents a detailed study of
the density profile behaviour for different edge topologies and confinement modes.

The experiments were done using the high—energy neutral Lithium beam diagnostic,
which can measure n5(1‘,t) from the outer SOL to deep Within the main plasma[‘2]. The
time — (£0.2ms) and spatial 7(0.6‘1cm) resolution of the diagnostic permits determination
of both the fast temporal variation of me and its fine radial structure.

Density profiles for different edge configurations. In order to get a more symmetric
SOL in VV7VAS, the main limiters were replaced by a set of poloidal limiters (two per field
perio l). The structure of the edge was investigated at different rotational transforms,
ECRH heating powers and line integrated densities.

Fig. I. shows as a contour plot the density profile vs edge rotational transform La
(low i3, low density, net current free, 30 : l.25T, ECRH discharges) for the separatrix
dominated case (L 2 0.4). The thick solid, dashed and dash dot lines on this figure
represent the (vacuum field calculated) boundary of the scrape—off layer with a connection
length of less than :30 min the positive and negative toroidal direction, and the separatrix
position, respectively. It can be clearly seen that characteristic changes in the position of
these lines are accompanied by similar changes in the contour lines of the density in the
SOL, justifying the reliability of the vacuum field calculation.

This figure establishes that the plasma globally shrinks for increasing ta values.
Repeated deviations from this general trend can be observed around these rotational
transform values where the natural 5/m islands appear: 0.463, 0.512, 0.57 and 0.635 (see
the 2D plot of Fig. 2..) Moving along the 1.“ axis from lower values a shoulder appears step
by step accompanied by a. steeper density profile outside the shoulder. Moving further
in La the density increases behind the shoulder, which gradually disappears this way.
After this the profile moves inside until the next resonant value where a similar shoulder
appears. One might explain the appearance of the shoulder with the presence of the 5/m
islands[3] partly intersected by the limiters, because they introduce a radial short cut in
the particle and energy transport by a strong parallel component. The radial position of
the profile shoulders agree well with the position of the vacuum field calculated islands.
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For the limiter dominated case (t g 0.4) neithcr the density profile nor the vacuum
lield calculated connection length changes drastically in the SOL at different rotational
transforms. Density eil'olding lengths (in flux coordinates) in the SOL in a. density scan
with constant ECRH heating power (lv’lDGliz, P:460l<\'V, B:2.5T. Bzz‘ZEmT, ta : 0.34)
and in a power scan with constant volume averaged density (TO/1110(‘1‘I'l7h B:‘7.5T , 33:17
m‘T,’ [u = 0.34, (719w; : 1.48 X 1013677173) are shown in Fit/i 3’}. The e—l‘olding length
decreases with increasing density and increascs with the non radiated part of the heating
power. These results are in good agreement with Langmuir probe nicasurernentshlfi].

Density profile change at the L—H transition. L—H modc transition is achieved at
i z 0.5, 81 : 2.5T with 1/10 GHZ ECRH heating if the electron density of the plasma
is increased above a certain threshold. The onset of the Hrmode is best characterized
by a sharp drop in the HO, radiation from the limiter and wall. Due to the improved
confinement the line averaged electron density of the plasma increases after the transition
even if the gas feed rate is reduced

The difference between the L and H mode electron density profiles is shown in
Fig. 4/. As one can see, the profile stcepens significantly around the LCFS, indicating
the improvement of confinement. Analysis of the fast time evolution around the DH
transition shows that this steepcning develops in about 5 ms

The change of the density profile in the H—modc phase of the discharge during a.
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continous increase of the line integrated density is shown in Fig. 5. Although the line
density, and also the local density in the core plasma increases by a factor of two between
the first and last profile, there is no change in the SOL density distribution. The decay
length of an exponential fit to the SOL density profile shows no change opposed to the
behaviour found in the L-mode at L :4 0.3. This “locking" of the ll-modc SOL density
profile is in agreement with similar tolramak measurementsm].

Transient phenomena in ll-rnode shots The L—H transition is preceeded by fluctu‘m
tions of the HQ signals. The modulation amplitude increases towards the transition in
the form of pulses with a fast (0.57713) rise and a slow (m 1771.3) decay time. Similar phei
nomena are often observed in the H-mode7 at a lower frequency. The LizP light profile
exhibits characteristic changes during these transients. but. the calculation of the density
profile Change is difficult due to similar changes of the background light profile which is
measured by chopping the Li~beam every 60 ms. in some cases nearly identical pulses
(in the HQ signal) can be found in the same shot at close times. one during chopper timc
interval and the other during a heamaon interval. in these cases the background light can
be subtracted from the total detected light by using the background light time evolution
found during the. pulse in the chopper interval. Several events have been processed this
way, and a characteristic density profile change can be deduced from this measurements.
Fig. 6. shows density profiles at different times during an HQ pulse before the final L—H
transition (dithering) and in the Hrmode (ELM). Both figures show the, same characteris-
tic change; the profile flattens around the LCFS and becomes closer to an li—mode profile.
In this sense. there is no difference between dithering and ELMS. Observations also show.
that the density profile starts to change about 200 ,us before the HO signal starts to rise.
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This time delay is equal to the time resolution of the diagnostic, thus its exact value
cannot be (.letermined.

Conclusions. It was found that the high energy Lithium beam disgnostic can rou~
finely measure the edge electron density distribution of WT-AS plasmas with 0.21725 ten}
poral and z 1077 spatial resolution. However, the temporal resolution can be exploited
only if a. good estimate is available for the background light intensity on the same time
scale.

Density profile Changes in the edge and SOL are in good agreement with changes
in the calculated vacuum magnetic field configuration. Local shoulders appear close to
the calculated pOsition of magnetic islands. The SOL e-folding length of the density
distribution increases with the total edge power loss and decreases with increasing volume
averaged density, indicating similar changes in the SOL cross diffusion coefficient. These
results are in good agreement with Langmuir probe measureinentshlfi].

The SOL and edge density distribution steepens at the L7H transition in about 5 ms.
in the H—mode the SOL density distribution becomes independent of the line averaged
density, in agreement with observations on ASDEX[6]. The density profile change during"
a dithering cycle. is very similar to changes (luring an ELM. and both have characteristics
resembling an H—L backtransition. The wall Ha signal delay shows a. few hundred Ins
propagation time for the ELM density pulse to reach the wall.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the underlying physical mechanism giving rise to Edge Localised Modes

(ELMs) is an important first step in controlling this phenomena which has been associ-

ated with the H-mode on numerous tokamaks. ELMs degrade confinement, but can be

used for control of density rise and impurity accumulation in H mode. They also have a

Significant impact on peak power loads at the divertor, an important issue for ITER..

On both COMPASS—D and ASDEX-Upgrade, which have similar, ITER-like, mag-

netic geometry7 these ELMs fall into two categories - Type I and Type III ELMS. Type ill

ELMs characteristically occur just above the L—H power threshold and have a repetition

rate that decreases with increasing power. Type I ELMS are larger, occurring after ELM

free H modes, with a lower repetition rate which increases with input power. Both these

types of ELMS exhibit certain types of precursors, such as magnetic and/0r temperature

oscillations, and other accompanying activity. In this work, we examine the signatures of

ELMs on these machines, and model them to see if the observed effects during an ELM

can be explained by the magnetic modes seen to grow in the ELM precursor.

2. ASDEX-Upgrade Results
ASDEX—Upgrade (I? :0.6-1.4il/1'A, BT:l-3T, R = 1.65m, a = 0.5m) is equipped

with electron cyclotron emission (ECE) radiometry with good spatial (1cm) and temporal

(Zips) resolution at the edge of the plasma and Mirnov coils. Infrared data and Langmuir

probes provide measurements at the target plates.

There is clear evidence for a magnetic precursor to type Ill ELMs7 with frequency

w 70kHz, which appears to be in phase with oscillations in the ECE measurements from .

the edge of the plasma. It is interesting to note that temperature precursors also appear

to be present for type I ELMs, but at lower frequency (10-20) kHz and less coherent.

However, no similar precursor has yet been observed with the Mirnov coils.

The ECE data (Fig 1) show that the ELM is localised within the outer few cms of

the plasma, with the temperature perturbation propagating further in. The precursor is

localised within the outer l‘2cms. During the ELM, power is ejected into the scrape-off

layer. Thermography on the target plates shows a broadening of the deposition profile,

suggesting increased transport in the edge.
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Figure 1: ECE at edge of the plasma (separatrix at 2.12111)

3. COMPASS-D Observations
The CO\[PASS-D tolralnak (Ip 2100-200e B; :1-2T R_— 56cm (1 — 18cm) is

well equipped with three arrays of Miinov coils (24 poloidally oliented coils per array)
inside the vessel, with coils at 4 other toroidal locations. These coils are located closer
to the plasma (7/0 ~ 1.3) than those on ASDEX-Upgrade, and provide a more detailed
picture of the magnetic signals from high mode number perturbations.

Like ASDEX—Upgrade, evidence for various magnetic modes during Type III ELMs is
observed as well as high frequency (~ IOOkHz) precursor modes. However, there are also
magnetic precursors to Type I ELMs in Ohmic and ECRH discharges, with similar spatial
structure to the Type III precursors. These ELMs obey the power scaling relationship
for Type I ELMs mentioned above.

Signals from a type T ELM are shown in Fig (2). The long precursor of this ELM
allows a clear analysis ofits mode structure. Shortly before the D0 rise, this mode grows
rapidly before becoming incoherent during the ELM itself. Fourier analysis shows two
high frequency precursor modes (at lOOkHz, iQOcz) with n : 4,5, which merge (or
perhaps one becomes dominant) as they grow and slow down before the ELM. Typical
growth times for Type T precursor modes are N 30115 compared with ~ 200/15 for Type
111‘s.
4. lVIodelling of Type I Precursors

The external magnetic field during the ELM can be reconstructed by inserting nu-
merous helical filament currents parallel to the field on the relevant flux surfaces, with
current varying sinusoidally with filament number to match the mode number, 71. The
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Figure 2: Da and intcrgrated Mirnov signal (Tesla) traces for Type I ELM, COMPASS—D

shot 14808. Arrows indicate times used in model to match the Mirnov signal.

total current in an island is matched to the observed amplitude of Mirnov signals during

the ELM and the radial location of the filaments is varied to match the Mirnov oscillations

observed at various toroidal and poloidal angles.

Using this technique for the modes described above on COMPASS—D, we find the

n : 4,5 modes are located on the q : 225,28 surfaces, corresponding to m : 9 and

m : 14 respectively. These surfaces intercept the outboard midplane 161nm and 8mm

inside the separatrix. The current profiles used in the model have only a small effect. on

the location of the islands in the plasma.

The resulting field is used to calculate the electron thermal diffusivity using the Rechv

ester and Rosenbluth formula [1],
2

52%Uatmmm (1)

where (Sr is the change in radius for field line length, (51. It should be stressed that this

is an empirical model, saying nothing about growth or rotation time scales.

5. Results of Modelling
The total island current is matched to the precursor amplitude at three times, as

indicated by the arrows in Fig (2): (a) at the start of the precursor (TSAmps); (h) during

the growth of the mode prior to the rise in D” (150Arnps); (c) during rapid growth of

the mode during the DO rise itself, just. before the mode loses coherence (SilOAinps).

The effects of these modes on the thermal diliusivity are shown in Fig (3). In the first

stage (a), there is a modest degree of ergodicity, and hence xr, around the islands. This

Xr:
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is substantially increased and broadened during the growth (h) of the mode. Finally,
during the D0 rise ((1), the ergodicity is enormously increased and extends beyond the
separatrix.

Thus the model predicts a large loss of power during the D,‘ rise. A conservative
estimate7 based on edge ion temperature and density, assuming 2cm of plasma are lostI
gives a N 200J loss of energy, i.e. about ~ 3% of plasma energy, in line With the measured
losses due to type l ELMS on COMPASS—D seen with the diamagnetic loop,

Recent analyses of ECE data on ASDEX-Upgrade compare well with this, predicting
an increase of x, to ~ 87712/8 [2] in the outer 7cm of plasma during an ELM.
6. Conclusions

Modelling of the observed helical magnetic modes during a. type I ELM can account
for the significantly increased transport and loss of energy from the plasma seen in ex—
periment, based on transport enhancement due to ergodicity of the magnetic field at the
plasma edge.
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1' Introduction

The tokamak edge plasma includes a part of the core plasma and a part of the
5cmpe.c)ff-layer about a few Larmor radii inside and outside the separatrix. These

arts have quite different topology with open and closed magnetic field lines,
respectively. Due to MHD activity these two areas can interact. Therefore, this
edge plasma plays a critical role in the behaviour of the entire plasma. With
increasing edge temperature the dissipative instabilities in the edge plasma
become weaker, the transport coefficients decrease and the gradients at the
boundary increase. The profile of the pressure (along with temperature and
density) becomes increasingly more step-like. For such steep gradients Larmor
radius stabilisation and shear flow stabilisation take place, turbulence is
suppressed and the H—mode is set up. Moreover, the development of a step—like
pressure prOfile in the H-mode will lead to unstable MHD surface modes, which
may explain the essential properties of the ELM phenomenon. The MHD
instability first occurs near the X—point and gives rise to a precursor event. This
instability throws out plasma from this region and destroys the separatrix in this

cint. Both these processes give a strong interaction with the end plates and the
wall of the chamber. Due to this interaction the region near the X—point is filled
by cold dirty plasma with low conductivity. This "new“ plasma acts like an
effective limiter for the main plasma just inside the separatrix, which becomes
MHD unstable against surface modes. These surface modes have a relatively
weak radial dependence which explains the macroscopic character of the ELM.
This model gives an estimate for the ELM repetition time and explains, in
addition, the occurrence of two different time scales during a giant ELM. The
initial rise ends with a fast MHD event removing a plasma layer from the
periphery. The second phase is determined by the diffusive refilling of the
expelled layer.

2. Perturbed MHD equations near the separatrix.
Coordinate System:

The magnetic field line geometry is described by the orthogonal coordinates
p, (0, (p with line element ds2 = hgdp2 + hide)2 + dtpz, where hf, = hi, = (Y3 /25/2).

, /[l—cos((l))+p2 /2] 1 2,- YO is the distance of the current wire from the X—point. For

p << 1 this expression reduces to h2 =(y5/4)~[w2+p2]’“2. Introducing
R = R(p,m) = R0 + x(p,w), where
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x(p,(u) : i(y0 /x/§).[—1+Cos((u)+ p+\/§(1—cos((o)+ p2 /2)”2]”2, leads for p << 1 to
x(p,w)=i (yo /\/§)-[p+(cu2 “fir/21W.

MHD ballooning equation:
Introducing the eikonal representation for the perturbed electrostatic
potential:¢(t,p,w,<p) = o(p,w)-exp(—Yt+ inf:0q(p,co‘ )dw—incp), where Y is the
growth rate, leads to the ballooning stability equation:

2 21[ Bm 1H?) (1 + wihi}; _ YECRT?) (1+C2)<i)E E80) 1130 8a) (
1)_ (5,4;[ETL as, 13 flaw)R30 . h a h2 ap B0 am 130 dp

q : q(p,(u) = :0: denotes the safety factor and C: C(p,m,m0)= (igoqdwfl qis the
shear function.

3. Stability analysis

Introducing the function u(t):ti)(t): Ji; u(t), and expanding all quantities near1+t'
the X-point leads to a Schrodinger-type equation in the new variable t: (D/p:
uL‘,+(E~V(t))u=O, where E=O and the "potential" V(t) is:
(t):[ 1‘22 + ‘12 2 —B[1+(1+t:);//3]WJ: with r2=Y2qLIt2>2RUEK

(1+t) (1+t) (1+t) “ CA
fi32a) q(p,n)2 1/2 dPO

¥ Yo 30002 p a

, and

U
)

. This equation for u(t) can be derived from the

variational form W=%f[(u',)2+V(t)~uz]dt. Choosing the trial function
u(t) = c1, where c1 is constant and varying c1 yields the condition for the growth
rate If V(t)dt = O. The resulting threshold beta (for y = 0), is:

A _, *2 m 2 1/2 kBa=i_ (1H2) cit/L [1+(1+t2)”] /(i+t2)mdi:o,5 . (2)

The condition for instability, B>l expressed through the pressure gradient
near the X—point assumes the form:

q(7t)247tP0 > yU [tawny/2 x (Ax)?7 (3)B0(rt)' R(1r) , y0 R0

Pa
Ar)

pressure gradient length on the separatrix in the mid—plane and Bohr) is the

We approximate Y0 ~ b and % as ~ i, where p ~ Ap = (Ax)0 / yo; (Ax)0 is theP P
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oidal magnetic field of the magnetic axis, (Ax)X =((Ax)oy0)”2 is the X—point
tOY
radiem length. The safety factor q(n) E q(p,n) near the separatrix is related to q by

the relation q(p)=q(p,rt)tA, where A=2/1tln(41t/p). Then it holds that

(195 =3-q(0.1,n).

4, ELM model
Nonlinear evolution:

The interChange instability occurs near the X-point. Thereby a plasma tube of

Width (Ax)X = ((Ax)0y0)”2 is expelled onto the target plates in the time

AWX z n(Ax)§‘( Seed—ge
W nab < P0 > '

and is too small to explain the loss observed in a giant ELM. For (Ax)0 ~ 0.1m, a ~
1.1 : [(AX)XR]U2 /CS. The related energy loss is given by 5X =

1m, b ~ 1.5m and POedge/PO ~ 10'1, the energy loss amounts to 5X - 10'3, i.e. it is

very small. However, the expelled plasma interacts with the target plates and as a
consequence the X—point region is filled with cold dirty plasma. This plasma with

low conductivity acts as a ”new effective limiter". The plasma inside the

separatrix now obeys unfrozen boundary conditions. It becomes unstable against

a flute type instability of the main plasma with a growth rate 1:2 : [(A><)0R]”2 / CS.

This event yields the giant ELM. Eventually a refilling of the expelled plasma

inside the separatrix by hot plasma from the centre takes place on the diffusion

times scale 13 = IE(Aa/ a)2 = 1E / (nq)Z (see Figs. 1 and 3).

Scaling of the ELM frequency.
Core plasma is expelled from the region inside the separatrix with an effective

radial width of the order of Aa x a/nq. This causes the energy loss

P e e 21” a
AW=2nabfl, or 8=&=_Od—g°_

(nq) W (nq) < PD >
5 = 5%, which is close to typical experimentally observed values. The time to

For n ~ 1, q ~ 5 one has a loss of

restore the lost energy by heating is given by 1: {WI with W : 21rab<PO>. Using
1

the definition TE =W/P we can rewrite I in the following way

2It‘a‘bPOedge 1 W Pfledge
=————=——#—. For n ~ 1, ~ 5 and P /<P > ~ 0.1 th's

(nq)P nq P <Po> q Oedge O 1

expression gives the estimate ”C = lO'ZtE z 1ms. The scaling which follows from
this formula for the ELM frequency is then given by:

p BOPHtz—«n —H “’1’, 4
’C qw F’ 13mm,” ( )

where I denotes the plasma current, P the heating power, Hp = <P0>/P0edge ac

P0(0)/<P0> the peakness factor of the pressure profile and (Ax)0 the mid-plane
gradient length of the pressure at the separatrix (see Fig. 2).
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5. Conclusions

The separatrix changes qualitatively the condition for the existence ofinterchange MHD instabilities. In a plasma with a separatrix the edgeperturbations mainly affect the X—point. The threshold beta for the perturbationswhich occur just outside the separatrix is given by (3). It is found that theseperturbations are more easily destablised than the corresponding internal
perturbations in the closed field line region. The internal perturbationsexperience the stabilising effect of the magnetic well, which is absent for externalperturbations. These perturbations can remove only a small fraction of the totalstored energy and only destroy the magnetic separatrix near the X-point,However, these effects lead to an influx of cold and dirty plasma into the X-pOintregion. This plasma with low conductivity acts now like an effective limiter for
the plasma tube of width Aaz a/(nq) inside the separatrix. It destabilises the
interchange instability of the main plasma. From this scenario we can estimatethe frequency of ELMs, its dependence on the plasma current, on the heatingpower and on the peakness factor (4). The entire process has three stages:i) appearance of the interchange instability near the X—point and filling of thisregion by dirty, cold plasma,- ii) triggering of the major interchange instability dueunfreezing and iii) refilling of the empty region inside the sepriratrix by hotplasma from the centre on the diffusion time scale. A reasonable correlationbetween the theoretical predictions and the experiment results is found.
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INTRODUCTION - ELMs are an unavoidable ingredient ofH - mode plasmas in tokamaks.

They are associated with a pulse-like release of energy and particles from the main plasma

into the divertor. This may adversely affect the divertor operation or in the case of high power
operation. even damage the divertor target plates. On the other hand. it is well known that

ELMS are beneficial in reducing the density and impurity build-up in H-mode discharges. To
exploit these beneficial features of the ELMs and to avoid the detrimental ones a thorough

understanding of their generation and of then energy release mechanism is necessary. This
paper focuses on the details of the ELM - triggered energy and particle release into the

divertor.
For analysis, mostly giant ELMS (Type I) have been used which are observed after the ELM—

free phase of high performance NB-heated discharges [1].

SUMMARY OF RECENT JET RESULTS - During an ELM the release of energy and
particles from the main plasma into the divertor occurs in a sequence of three phases:
oPhase I the "precursor" phase with a characteristic time of 8tP S 100 ps
0 Phase II the "plasma edge determined" phase with a characteristic time 5te ~ 100 its,
0 Phase III the "confinement degradation" phase with a characteristic time Etc ~ 10 - 50 ms.

Phase 1 - The precursor phase is observed at the divertor as a perturbation of the floating
potential measured by the target Langmuir probes. Since the floating potential is mainly
determined by the electron temperature and the current flow between plasma and target, this
phase may be regarded as the beginning of the increase of the power flux into the divertor
caused by electron heat conduction. The total amount of deposited energy on the divertor
target plates is below the detection limit ( ~ 104 J).
During an ELM the perturbation of the floating voltage starts usually 5tp ~ 10 — 100 us earlier
than the density increase measured by a divertor interferometer. This feature is not observed
with every ELM. Often the floating voltage precursor is correlated with precursors observed
by the reflectometer and by magnetic probes.
A comparison between the time of arrival of the floating voltage perturbation on the outer and
inner strike zones shows no time difference to within 20 us. However, there is a time
difference of 0.5 - 1 ms between the signals obtained by a reciprocating probe inserted near
the top of the plasma and the target probes [2]. This implies that the X-point region is the
origin of the perturbation [2,3,4].
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Phase [I — During the plasma edge determined phase. up to a Few percent of the main plasma
stored energy is released within Stu ~ 100 ttS into the divertor. This energy is removed from
the outer region of the plasma column [5] and assumed to be transported mainly by electron
heat conduction. A similar model has been proposed for type III ELMs [6].The maximum
parallel power flux may reach values of ~ 104 MW/mz. A transient connection between the
target surface and a plasma 01‘ ~ 300 - 400 eV gives the right order of magnitude for the
measured power flux.
The soft X-ray intensity perturbation caused by an ELM is shown in fig. 1. Here. the
perturbation starts at the top of the plasma. moves down to the X—point and again up to the
top. Note however. that other ELMs have been observed which start near the X-point region
There is no evidence of the outer inidplane being the origin of ELMs [7‘]. The Fastest time
scale found in this data is ~ 10 us which may be associated with the precursor time scale Stp.
The total time ofthe perturbation is ~ 100 tlS. This time interval is associated with the phase 1]
time scale (Ste.

From the time evolution of the floating voltage and the surface temperature (figs2 and 3) it is
evident that during this phase the strike points of the separatrix move rapidly (< 100 ns)
inwards (inner strike point) and outwards (outer strike point) by ARS ~ 20 cm. The energy
deposition has its maximum at the new position of the inner strike point. For the inner strike
point ARS may be so large that the main energy is released outside the divertor target onto
structures of the inner wall.
Assuming that the plasma column behaves like a rigid body the observed movement of the
strike points translates into a movement of the main plasma upwards and inwards with A2 ~
10 — 20 em and ARp ~ 5 - 10 cm. The observation of multiple peaked and broadened profiles
on the divertor target reported previously [2] is caused by poor time resolution of the
diagnostic instruments.
The high power flux pulse causes a release of impurities and deuterium from the affected
areas which leads to the Du — intensity peak usually associated with an ELM. to a peak in the
radiated power and to an increase of the plasma density. The amount of released material and
gas depends on the history of the surface hit by the power flux pulse. However, it is generally
large because the target areas involved are regions with loosely bound deposition layers of
non - stochiometric mixtures ofimput'ities and gas.
Finally. the impurity/deuterium release triggers a deterioration of the global plasma energy
confinement.

Phase III — During the confinement degradation phase the plasma loses particles and energy
due to a drop in the relevant confinement times. This drop shows in most cases the features of
an H a L transition [8].
The loss of particles leads to a decrease in the total particle content of the main plasma. The
time evolution of the averaged density depends on the balance between the increase due to the
injected impurities and deuterium during phase II and the subsequent decrease in the particle
confinement time.
The loss of energy leads to an enhanced power flux to the target plates in a time scale of
several 10 ms. This energy is deposited at the initial position of the strike points with an
asymmetry of the power flux commonly observed during H —> L transitions. The
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total amount of energy lost during phase III depends on the extent of confinement degradation

and is usually by a factor 2 - 8 larger than the energy loss during phase II (fig.4). After the

H —> L transition the plasma recovers within several 10 ms and goes again into the H mode.

However. depending on the amount of injected impurities during phase 11‘ the plasma may

show a reduced H factor or even, after a sequence of giant ELMs. remain in the L mode.
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The neutral gas pressure below the divertor target plate measured by pressure gauges [9,10]
shows a spike for each ELM. Additionally. there is a "pile-up” of the base line pressure in the
case of switched oft" cryo—pump. The Da intensity shows the same pile-up behaviour, whereas
the ion saturation current does not show this feature. The pile up is caused by neutral gas not
taking part in the recycling process which indicates that there is a strong neutral gas source at
the target caused by the ELMs. This additional gas can be removed by operating the cryo
pump which is located below the target in the region of the outer strike point. With the Cryo
pump switched on the ELM frequency is reduced. Presumably. the neutral influx near the X.
point region influences the ELM generation mechanism.
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Instabilities of Debye Layers in Experiments on Imitation

of SOL Plasma-Surface Interactions

1V Vizgalov, GS Kirnev, VA Kurnaev, DV Sariehev, YuV Chernyatjev

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow 115409, Russia

1_ Introduction
A beam‘plasma discharge (BPD) driven by an electron gun in a linear magnetic field

mits to generate a highly non—equilibrium long-thin plasma flows with main parameters

similar to those of scrape-off layer (SOL) in the present day tokamaks. In previous

experiments [1] it was shown that in some particular conditions plasma-surface interaction sets

unstable: and powerful RF electromagnetic oscillations arise in the collector circuit affecting

energy dissipation and particle transport in imitated SOL plasma flows.

per

2, Experimental Conditions and Features of the Sheath Potential Drop Instability

The imitation facility with its diagnostic equipment was described in [1]. Experiments

under discussion were carried out with the water cooled collector plates made of materials

which can be used in candidate plasma-facing components (PFC), namely. graphite, W and Al

(:15 :1 Be analogy forming oxide layer with similar to BeO secondary electron emission

properties). Plasma flows were generated by BPD in hydrogen or argon with small admixtures

of oxygen (1-10%, if necessary). The discharge channel was confined by a linear magnetic field

varied in the range of 0.1»05 T. The input plasma cross»section was limited by a circular

diaphragm (@lcm) installed in front of the collector plate. Plasma composition and energy

spectra could be controlled with the built-in energy and mass analysers.
An autogeneration of electromagnetic oscillations appears in the collector circuit after a

prior plasma treating of the surface, the plates made of W and Al revealing the oscillation

activity more easily. Typical collector potential oscillograms along with time-averaged current»

voltage characteristics (CVCs) are presented in t'ig.1-2. The first oscillogram (figla) clearly

demonstrates the prevalence of nonlinear effects in generation mechanism. It is obtained at a

rather low bias corresponding to the maximum of CVC (fig.2). A sinusoidally varying collector

potential (figlb) is observed when both the working point and the range of oscillations lay

inside the bias interval with CVC linear decrease. If oscillations are powerful enough, they alter

the incoming plasma flow parameters along with transport processes and the surface

emissivity. In this case of self—correlation collector plate oscillations obtain an amplitude-

modulated character to the extent that they can die out at regular intervals with successive

bursts of auto-oscillation activity (fig. lc).

Fig.1. Oscillograms of the collector potential. (I) - Um, =-6() V (0.02 mks/mill , 10 V/tmr‘r): b) — Um, =»200 V t

(0.02 mks/unit, 50 V/rutir); c) - U...) =-500 V (20 mks/turn, 100 V/mtil).
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Fig}, Current-voltage t‘lmructert'rtics. Figj. Effective electron emission coefficient as n
p=2*10“‘ Torr. 1-4 - xii-collector: 1'i , (9:30” .‘ 2- function of negative collector biasing. Aluminium
Ar, tp=6t)” .' 3411', 09:0“ .‘ J-Ar, tp=0” {com/mind collector. H:,p=2.4*10"' Torr,
dependence); igmpliire Colfcclor, Ar, (9:00.

3. Instability mechanism
The bias autoioscillating instability is assumed to be determined by N—shaped CVCA It

is most distinct for nonisothermal plasmas with pronounced superthemial “tail" in electron
energy distribution. This points to significance of enhanced secondary electronclectron
emission as an instability factor, for interaction of low-emissive surface with hot electrons
would increase the sheath potential drop and smooth the CVC. In our imitation experiments
with the use of BPD the presence of hot electrons is provided automatically due to the intrinsic
mechanism of collisionlcss electron beam power dissipation in bulk plasma. In edge plasmas
there is always a source of superthennal electrons due to their drift across a scparatrix from
hot regions or due to interaction with means of auxiliary plasma heating (with ICRH or ECRH
antennae, for instance).

The bias dependence of effective coefficients for secondary electron emission ye
measured by calorimetry method and referred to ion saturation current for cold Al plates is
presented in tig.3. Its behaviour is similar to that for CVC. At high negative voltages 7.. is
determined by the ion bombardment and corresponds to ya for cold cathodes with oxide layers
in glow discharges. At low voltages, as one would expect, emission under surface
bombardment with superthermal electrons prevails and provides the negative differential
resistance in the collector circuit. This effect depends substantially both on details of electron
energy distribution and on surface emissivity.

The collector current—voltage relationship can be presented in the following analytical
fomi, when hot electrons with density 11“, are assumed to move normally to the solid surface:

[(U) : an“! 30 (r — ctl)— 11f(e)(2e/m l, )%de — IF (U)+ (7 + 1):, + I, (Ud). (1)
where the collector voltage U is referred to the plasma potential (in our experiments it was
close to the ground potential), S is the collector plate area, f(e) is the energy distribution
function of hot electrons, ”(,6 are the energy dependent coefficients of secondary ion and
electron emissions, Il — the saturation ion current, Ic(U) - the thermal electron current, 11(Ud) -
the term which can appear title to other emission mechanisms, for example, there exists the
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n0n_zcm probability of direct electron tunnelling through a thin dielectric layer with potential

drop Us This expression without the first and the last terms represents the usual probe

characTISIiC for plasmas With moderate temperatures, when electron-electron emission can be

neglec‘ed' . . . . ,
Computer mtegrattons based on one-dimenstonal plasma model With measured energy

spectra and without inclusion of direct tunnelling demonstrate good coincidence with

experimental CVCs (fig.2, curves 3,4). In accordance w1th experimental results calculated

CVCS remain monotone for graphites and pure metals which have rather low 0 values (6—1 in

maxiinum)- 1n the case of N—shaped CVCs for Al and W targets the coincidence with

computations can be achieved only providing the use of o and Y energy dependencies peculiar

to oxides [2, 3], the first sufficiently exceeding 1 in maximum (it is about 5 for oxides on

aluminium surfaces).
It is worthy of note that varying Al or W collector bias in Ar+O plasmas one can

observe hysteresis transitions between two states of the surface emissivity corresponding to

appearing or removal (due to sputtering) of the oxide scale. The bias difference for forward

and reverse transitions can be explained by two reasons: firstly, dielectric oxide layer is

charged and its potential drop lowers the bombarding ion energy, secondly, the higher binding

energy in oxides with respect to the oxygen adsorbed on the pure metal surfaces reduces

sputtering. The thickness of oxide layer is determined by the equilibrium between its sputtering

and growth. The former depends on the sheath potential drop along with mass~charge

composition of an ion component. The latter depends both on oxygen content and on the rate

of its diffusion through the layer, just as on the rate of substrate atoms counter-diffusion. In

typical conditions, when CVC obtains N-form, the equilibrium oxide layer thickness is of the

order of 100A. Thus, a voltage drop through it of about 10V provides a necessary conductivity

(due to tunnel effect for high‘quality dielectric layers [4]). Thicker layers (something like

1000A) need much higher voltages for surface discharging. At high biasing they become

unstable because casual irreversible punctures perturb electric field distributions in the sheath.

The break-down of induced surface charges leaves erosion traces of snow-flake form (3-10
mm in diameter) characterised by small central

_ ‘ a ' ‘ ' ' boreholes into the bulk collector material.

5' ', ‘ Graphite collector plates have

\\ , monotone and almost unchanged with time

1* \ 3 ' CVC. Carbon has volatile chemical

\ 3; compounds with hydrogen just as with main

15* \‘r - plasma impurities and it does not exhibit an

E E. auto-oscillation activity during interaction

10. '\ \\ 2 . with intensive plasma flows. Nevertheless, the
I ‘u.\ carbon erosion products in specific conditions

5, can form re—deposited synthesised layers of
carbides or of a diamond—like structure with

G . enhanced emissivity, which makes possible an

1) autocscillation activity according to the
discussed above instability mechanism.

In the vicinity of the floating potential
Fig.4. Radial distribution of the i011 saturation the observed N_5hflped CVCS have almost a

“we“ H2 ' p=2.4*10‘4 To” 1 ‘ Ur“ =0V’ Z ' UN' stepwise current change with voltage, that is,
:30 v, 3 - Um =-300 v. . . ‘. .

they have a very large postuve delivativc. In
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this case collector operates as a sort of voltage stabiliser damping potential fluctuations in the
incoming plasma flow and lowering its transverse turbulent drift. In the voltage range With
negative derivation of N—shaped CVC such a collector plate, in contrast, operates as an
amplifier of plasma regular oscillations (ion—acoustic waves, for example) or random potential
fluctuations and so stimulates the turbulent broadening of the flow. Moreover, a non-linear
element with N—sliaped CVC facilitates the autogeneration of electromagnetic oscillations in
the effective LC-Contour involving outer circuit elements along with plasma—surface
capacitance. The latter is non—linear too, for it includes Debye and dielectric layers with
oscillating electric fields, Experimentally observed radial contraction and broadening of the
BPD channel with the change of operating bias (time—averaged in oscillation regime) are
depicted in the fig.4.

4. Conclusions
Surface composition anti structure generated during PFC interaction with incoming

plasma [lows can play the principal role in dynamics of edge Debye layers. In particular, stable
thin layers of oxide, carbide or even diamond—like dielectric scales can appear on the Stu-face
contacting with hydrogen plasmas in presence of minor quantity of impurities. It crucially alters
PFC emissivity in presence of hot electron component. The enhanced secondary emission from
PFC can stabilise or, quite the reverse, trigger unstable behaviour of the sheath potential
distribution depending on the resulting form of CVC and bias value. Nishaped current-voltage
relationship corresponding to such an instability fundamentally differs from S—shaped one
common to arcs. Powerful electromagnetic oscillations can arise in unstable regime. It causes
the mean potential drop across a plasma sheath to step tip (due to detector effect) with the
overall increase of sputtering. It also drastically changes the transport processes in plasma.
Corresponding self-correlated effects in plasma—surface interaction, under certain conditions,
generate the regular bursts of auto—oscillation activity.
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Effect of the toroidal field reversal on divertor asymmetries
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Introduction
The study of divertor asymmetries is largely motivated by the problem of unequal power

sharing between the strike zones. Excessive power load to the outer side often observed in

the "normal" toroidal field direction (Le. ion VB drift directed towards the target) in JET

[1,2] and other machines (see e.g. refs. in [3],[4]) can aggravate the power exhaust

pmblem for ITER. The "reversal" of the toroidal field (so that the ion VB drift is directed

away from the target) was found to alleviate this problem by loading the two strike zones

more synunetrically.

The field reversal also causes substantial changes of the asymmetries in density, electron

temperature, Ha and local radiation power near the strike zones. In high recycling plasmas

with additional heating, the ratio of the inner to outer side densities (the iii/out ne ratio)

decreased, and the same ratio for electron temperatures (the iii/out Te ratio) increased with

the VB reversal [3]. Such changes led to more symmetric distribution of plasma parameters

in the reversed field compared to the normal one, where denser and cooler plasma with

associated increase in local radiation and decrease in the target heat flux was observed at

the inner strike zone.
Since the divertor asymmetries also depend on plasma core density, confinement regime,

type and repetition of ELMs etc., a series of single null X—point discharges with both BT

directions was performed in JET to determine the effects caused by the field reversal.

Experimental Results
The discharges considered here are 2.7—4.2 MW NBI-heated L—modes with medium to high

density. Along with ET, the plasma current 1p was also reversed, thereby keeping the

helicity of magnetic field lines and the contribution of NBI-induced momentum input to the

divertor asymmetries unchanged. Pairs of pulses with similar main plasma parameters but

opposite directions of BT and 1p are compared. The results on the distribution of power to

the target, the line averaged radiated power intensity and H0! radiation integrated over

divertor inner and outer halves. are summarised in the Table l. Reversed field data are

shown in shaded rows.
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The JET MK I target consists of rows of individual small carbon CFC (in them
experiments) tiles, leading to highly nonfuniform heating of the target. AS the IR
measurements of the target temperature were taken by a 1D array (see [5] for details), a 3D
program of heat propagation within individual tiles had to be developed. The program also
takes account of the exposed and shadowed areas of the tiles by incorporating the angles
between the field lines and the tile surfaces. The power balance calculations are
benchmarked by comparing (Pinpur' md) with the calculated Pmrget for steady state
conditions (in Table 1 0K power to the inner side means power conducted to the target less
than 0.5 MW, corresponding to IR temperatures below the detection level of m380°C).ln/out ratios of Pmd and Ha from Table l, as well as in/out ratios of the peak values of km
saturation currents at the strike zones (obtained from Langmuir probes during radial
sweeps of strike-points) are plotted in Fig.1 for both field directions as functions of the
safety factor at the flux surface enclosing 95% 0f the poloidal magnetic flux (q95).
Discussion
The most clear experimental feature of the toroidal field reversal was the reversal of Pmd,
HQ and 15,1, asymmetries, confirming that the plasma is denser/cooler at the inner side in
normal VB, In/out ratios of Pm, and Ha are above 1 for all the pulses with the normal VB,
and below 1 for the reversed field pulses. The in/out ratios of the peak 150,, plotted in
Fig.1, are also higher in the normal VB ease. The in/out ratio of Te is generally lower in
the normal field. The full extent of the T6 drop at the inner side in normal VB is difficult to
quantify, owing to the problem in determining Te in strongly collisional plasmas [6].
Langmuir probe measurements with standard interpretation give a figure of :15—20 eV. For
the ([95:51 pulse with normal VB, the calculated powers from Langmuir probe data are
2.9 MW to the inner side and 1.3 MW to the outer side, in apparent disagreement with the
power calculated from IR data (0.9 and 2.0 MW respectively),
The Pmrger asymmetry was almost always in favour of the outer side (see Table l), and
could not be significantly altered by the inclusion of local radiation. The high detection
levels of the IR measurements did not allow us to cross-check the conclusion made on
.lT~6OU that at high densities the total power asymmetry, after the inclusion of local strike
zone radiation, is almost unaffected by the VB reversal [4].
In the reversed VB pulses, the q—dependence of the pOWer distribution between strike zones
[7] was confirmed, with more equal power sharing at low (195. Concerning shifts in the
Pmrgc, asymmetry caused by the VB reversal, an "anomalous" behaviour at q95=4.2 and
5.1 was observed: more equal power sharing in normal VB cases. Radiation near the inner
strike zone, as well as the HCl signals, were the highest in normal field discharges with
(795:4). and 5.1. suggesting high ”e and low Te there. The parallel 1m, in the normal VB
discharge with ([95:51 reached 90 A/cmz. It is estimated that half of the measured total
IR power to the inner side in this discharge (0.45 MW) can be attributed to surface
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ccombinatlon of the ion flux at the target [7]. The recombination power to the target,
r .

-13.66V><n,/T , can exceed the sheath dominated power flux, P5,,m,h~7n,,Tc3/2, at
Free a

Te<2 CV- . .
field linCS, Pe=canst, would imply HETE'" :HSMTLP’" and lead to a tendency of increased

Provided that the plasma is attached to the target, constant pressure along the

powcf deposition to the inner side at lowest Te: 132;“, N Pa/ Tel" . This contrasts with a

conventiOl‘lfll sheath dominated picture, where low Te at the inner side results in lower

p01ver, 331mm ~ 13;?“ x 117;” / Tam” , and emphasises the necessity of the pressure drop by

momentum removal in order to reduce the power conducted to the target.

To explain the effect of the VB reversal on the divertor asymmetries, various classical

drifts were considered. According to the theories accounting for the effect of the poloidal

ExB drift on divertor asymmetries [8,9], the in/out ne ratio should increase with the VB

reversal. In the experiment, however, the opposite tendency is observed — the in/out net

Pm, and Ha ratios decrease with the VB reversal. This can be due to the radial EXB drift

[10], which dominates the poloidal EXB drift in high recycling plasmas [11]. This drift

produces asymmetries in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations, due to

an asymmetric particle supply and shear viscosity in the SOL [11] (see Fig.2 illustrating

directions of radial and poloidal EXB drifts for normal VB).

Conclusions
Dedicated experiments in JET confirmed that in high recycling plasmas VB reversal affects

primarily the density asymmetry between strike zones. Shift in the density distribution

between the inner and outer strike zones is consistent with the effect of the radial ExB

drift. Asymmetries in the power to the target are more complex. In high (1 discharges
"anomalous" behaviour of the power distribution was observed (more equal power sharing

in normal VB), which could be explained by the recombination power at the inner target
for an attached plasma and very low electron temperature. In reversed VB discharges, the

previously reported q—dependence of power sharing between the strike zones. with more
symmetric power deposition at low 495 was validated.
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1 l1
FE: . Prad Ptarget(MW)= Prad(.MW/m2) H-alpha rad.

Ip Bt Pm . , at strike zone, (ph./e+15),
q95 (MA) (T) ("‘3’ (MW) ""31 ""1" “d“ + inner side inner side.1, ‘ _____ —_

e 19) (MW) outer s1dc outer side outer side

2.3 0.12/0.11=Not available 1. :2 3/1.4= 1.64

11.125: 0*+2.5

1011270007: 1.6 18. 8/34 2. 9fi0*+2.8

-- - ' 732.1 7/2.7= 0.63

-2.8 _ 8.2'1'. “4.7
5.11 2 13.31.110.11 45

-2 :33 757114.87 , *f'
10.13/0.087; 1.5 120/4. 5: 4.40.9+2 0

' 99921021232073. 21014-0: 0-5 '

Table 1 Comparison benveen normal (positive BT and I ) and reversed (negative BT and]p) field discharges.
surface temperature from the IR camera is below [he background level.

3 ' " 1
P ‘ 2 ' :“ ‘5’”: 1‘5md‘ In/out 1 A‘l-il-rl—ii [:77-

o 7— - 7
5 - 1
4. — W.

Ha, in/out 3 ' .i" '
2 :1 _

1W. in/out ' /

2.3 2.6 3.6 3.7 4.2 5.1

q95

. . Fig. 2: Directions of radial and poloidalFig.1: qidependence 0f (II/out asymmetries in local radiated EXB drifts for the Case of ion VB drifi
pmver. H11 intensity and peak ion saturation current deruiry: towards the target. 771mg directionsD . VB normal, I _ VB reverted. reversefor the reversed VB.
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1. Introduction

Given the large power exhaust expected from a reactor plasma (such as ITER) it is evident

that the divertor target will not survive without some additional means to dissipate a

significant fraction of the power. By creating a cold and dense plasma in the divertor it is

possible to access a “detached" regime [1] whereby atomic physics loss mechanisms, such as

charge exchange and hydrogenie radiation provide significant reductions in the particle.

momentum and energy fluxes to the target plates. Experiments have been carried out in the

JET tokamak using the new Mk. I pumped divertor to investigate plasma detaelunent under a

Wide range of conditions. This paper outlines the results from discharges where only the

intrinsic impurities (eg. carbon and beryllium) are present. radiative divertor experiments

with impurity seeding are described elsewhere [2,3].

2. Detachment in Ohmic and L-Mode Discharges

As the main plasma density is increased by gas puffing during ohmic and L—mode discharges

the following features are generally observed (see figure 1) :—

0 Ion saturation current (13m) measured by Langmuir probes. Du photon flux and neutral

pressure increase more than linearly with density - the “high recycling" regime.

0 Approaching < fig >2 3 ><10"’m’3 the lsfll reaches a peak value and begins to “roll-over“.

0 While Du zuid neutral pressure continues to increase. the lsnl falls to low values indicating

that “detachment“ has occurred.

0 Finally. if the plasma density is further increased a MARFE enters the main plasma with a

characteristic drop in the divertor Du signal. usually ending in a density limit disruption.

During the “high recycling“ phase. the electron temperature at the divertor plates falls from

around 20eV to lOeV and the Be-ll or C-ll emission decreases indicating a reduction in the

sputtered impurities (see figure 2). However. divertor probe l—V characteristics under these

high density conditions tend to exhibit low electron to ion saturation current ratios (in some

cases <1) which is reflected in an overestimation of Tc [4]. As the DU intensity profile
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increases across the divertor a large peak in the outer ISal IS seen to emerge from the brOader
exponential profile (figure 3). Simultaneous probe measurements in the divertor and main
SOL (see figure 3) indicate that during this phase there is electron pressu1e balance along the
field lines Measurements fiom probes mounted 111 the side panels of the divettor target shows
no e\ idcnce for enhanced cress-field losses of ions dining detachment.

As the plasma detaches the ISM near the separatrix drops by an order of magnitude and the T
falls to approximately 2eV at the inner plate and 3eV on the outer. During this phase there is a
large decrease 111 the electron pressure at the divertor (figure 3) which remains tairly constam
in the main SOL although the e-folding width. Apsm. increases from 2.5 to 7.2cm. A1
detachment. the Du profile has a peak in the vicinity of the x-point rather than the strike
points. This is also observed in the radiated power distribution determined from the
bolometers [3]. Measurements of the bremsstrahlung radiation in the infrared indicates a

20111.3) in the vicinity of the x-point in agreement with the
region of very high density (>10
interferometer. Detachment is observed to be a gradual process rather than a bifurcation and
develops as a function of the density rise. typically over a timescale of seconds.

Steady—state detached discharges of >53 have been produced on carbon and beryllium divertor
targets with 3-4MW ofneutral beam heating. In general, it is observed that the "roll-over"~ and
density limit scale weakly as a function of the input power. Increased flux expansion appears
to allow access to detachment at lower main plasma densities although the density limit is
similarly reduced. However. wall clearance and plasma purity are critical in achieving a
favourable split between divertor and bulk radiation (typicallyZ :1) and consequently
maintaining a high density limit Use of the in-vessel c)1opump lowczs the divertot neutral
p1essure [5] and requires a higher main plasma density to achieve the same degree of
detachment as an unpumped discharge Density limits occur when the radiated power fraction
exceeds ~70% (carbon target) or ~85% (beryllium target). Otherwise. the behaviour of the
carbon and beryllium targets with respect to detachment is very similar. The comparison 01"
horizontal and vertical plate operation with reSpect to detaclunent is discussed elsewhere [6].

In terms ofdivertor detachment. the behaviour with the reverse toroidal field direction (ion V
B drift away from the target) is similar to the normal field case with the 15m roll-over occurring
at similar main plasma density. However. in ohmic discharges, the density limit and
consequently the operating window for detaclnnent. is reduced by approximately 30%
compared to the normal field case.

3. High Density H-Mode Discharges

With increased D2 gas puffing into ELMy H—modes it is observed that the ELM frequency
meieases and the enetgy confinement time is degraded (typically from an ITER89- P L mode
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or of 3 down to 1.4). At radiated power fractions of Pm] / Pm : 50% there is a transition
fact
back to L—mode which determines the H—mode density limit. At the highest densities

compatible with H—mode operation, the lSm between ELMs can be reduced. However. it is

highlighted in [7] that when operating close to the H-mode power threshold, the net effect of

incBSing the density is to increase the peak target temperature measured by IR

thermograpll)"- This is due to the degraded energy confinement and reduced power spreading

characteristic of the high frequency "grassy" ELMs.

4. Divertor and Edge Plasma Instabilities on the Approach to Detachment

During L-mode high density discharges. periods of oscillatory behaviour in the divertor and

edge plasma parameters are commonly observed (figure 4). These phenomena are

characterised by a sharp drop in 15m, D“ and Pm at the strike zones followed by an increase in

the edge plasma density and increased Da and Pm, in the vicinity of the x-point. This

"detached" phase lasts for approximately 10ms and then there is a large increase in ISm that

resembles an ELM followed by the plasma re-attaching to the divertor plate. The oscillations

are observed to occur over a reproducible range of input power and density. The frequency of

the oscillations decrease With the level of power flowing into the scrape-off layer and cease

during the detached phase. Such periodic detachment may be driven by the requirement to

maintain the principal impurity source (Let the interaction of the divertor plasma with the

target). The observed increase in edge density with detachment is associated with the

ionisation in the main plasma of the neutral particles that were previously confined to the

divertor region. Further work is underway to ascertain the driving mechanism for these

phenomenon.

5. Conclusions

Steady-state detached plasmas with 70-85% radiated power can be achieved with D2 injection

for ohmic and L-mode plasmas. During detachment the electron pressure is observed to fall by

over an order of magnitude at the divertor target. During high density H-modes the divertor

ion flow can be reduced in-between ELMs although the confinement is degraded and reverts

to L-mode at around Prad / Pm z 50%. The operating window for detachment with the ion VB

drift direction away from the divertor target is narrower than for the normal field case. During

high density L-mode plasmas a form of oscillatory detachment is observed.
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1, Introduction

Verification of tokamak scrape-off layer models requires measurement of plasma parameters at

the divertor target plates and upStream in the SOL. Because of the very short scrape-off

thicknesses of these parameters at the plasma mid-plane, typically 10 - 30 m, it is important

to know the position of the separatrix with an accuracy much better than this. A solution to

this problem is essential if meaningfiil multi—machine scalar edge databases are to be

constructed for ITER. Apart from recent high resolution spectroscopy and lithium beam

measurements, (P Breger et.al., these proceedings), current methods for determination of the

separatrix position in JET plasmas are:

. Use of magnetic codes EFIT [1] and XLOC [2].

. The behaviour of upstream reciprocating probe floating potential near to the separatrix,

o The location of a maximum in particle flux to fixed probes in the divertor during a radial sweep

of the separatrix.

- The use of pressure balance between target probes and upstream reciprocating probes.

2. Use of the magnetic codes EFIT and XLOC

The magnetic codes use data from an array of pick—up coils located around the inside of the

vessel to construct the magnetic flux surfaces, often presented as a 2 D poloidal cross section

of the plasma. A typical expected accuracy, determined primarily by mesh size, would be

i 20 mm at the torus mid—plane. Due to field line expansion to the probe locations at the top

of the vessel, and in the divertor region, accuracy at these positions is only i 50 mm. This is
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useless for modelling purposes, where separatn'x upstream and target parameters are required
with an accuracy of better than ~ 10 mm.

Figure 1 shows the position of the separatrix calculated from the magnetic codes for a series of
2 MA, L-mode discharges. Input powers are between 2 - 8 MW, and line average densities are
in the range 2 - 4X10l9 m'3. Toroidal fields, BT, vary between 1.5 and 3.4 T. Also shown in
this figure is the position of the separatrix from probe data using pressure balance, reported
below.

Position ofSepalatrix from EFlT, XLOC and Pmbcs
Shots: 3146210 31472, 2 MA eode. l - 8 MW

1660
A 1640
E

I

E 1620 ' no; I IU

E 1600 U EFIT
5.-2 1580 . . Probes ,
E 1560 n ’E ‘ ' :g 1540 t .
:3 1520 F
U

1I 1500 ‘4
1430 . . . . . H —.

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Tomida] Held (Tesla)

Figure 1 The location ofthe separatrix determinedfrom magnetics, andfrom probe pressure balance.

There is no change in separatrix position as indicated by the probes with either input neutral
beam power or 81-, although the codes suggest a dependence on BT,

3. The Floating Potential near to the Separatrix

The floating potential Vf is observed to fall close to the separatrix, and in the past on IET this
has been used as an indicator of the separatrix position. However it is now clear that much of
this fall is associated with heating and sublimation of the carbon reciprocating probe,
sometimes seen as an increase in CH light and 1n radiation. The hysteresis 1n Te(r) and V1{r)
clue to heating of the reciprocating probe as it moves in then out of the plasma, is shown 1n
figure 2 The general fall 1n Vf(r) reflects the increasing electron temperature Te(r), since the
plasma potential Vp =Vf + 2 5 kTe, remains fairly constant. The use of the electric field, E
6V / 6r to give an indication of separatnx position, as used by other groups [3], is clearly
not applicable for these L-mode discharges due to these hysteresis effects
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4, Use of Pressure Balance to determine the Upstream Separatrix position.

Pressure balance between upstream and target probe pressures, Pu, PT, which in the simplest

model is total electron pressure Pu = 2 PT, may be used to establish the position of the

separatrix position upstream This technique can be used for sheath limited (T6 = constant)

and also high recycling mode (V // Tc large) plasmas, but not for detached plasmas. The .

technique relies on the good identification of the separatrix position, to within ~ 3 mm, as

provided by a maximum particle flux isat on probes in the diveitor during a sweep of the

separatrix, figure 3, Edge codes suggest that this maximum in jsm is indeed within a few mm.

of the separatrix,
Shuts, 31-162, ll—HO, 31-005. 3 l ~16?

25 .a 2.0 M\\I.3.0x10"10 m-3
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Figure 3 Radialprofiles ofparticleflux, jsat’ in the divertar, showing maxima at separatrix
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Radial profiles of target pressure with the upstream pressure profiles moved radially to satisfy
P — 2 PT are shown in figure 4. Due to an uncertainty in the efi‘ective area of the target
probe used for these measurements, this area has been calibrated using absolute Du
measurements. The technique fails if the strike zones are bifurcated, which sometimes occurs at
high densities, (ie. the 8.5 MW example).

Pressure Balance: Upstream and Target Probes
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Figure 4 Radial profiles afelectran pressure Iofixed target and upstream reciprocating probes

5. Summary

. The magnetics codes, EFlT and XLOC on JET cannot determine separatn'x positions with
the accuracy required for modelling of the edge plasma using target probes and upstream
reciprocating probes.

0 Changes in floating potential near to the separatn'x are not a good indicator of separatrix
position.

. Pressure balance between target and upstream reciprocating probe measurements can be
used to determine the separatrix position provided the target plasma is not close to
detachment.
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1. Introduction

In creating ”‘6 ideal finVil‘Ommint for thennonuclezu' fusion, every aspect affecting its parameters

must be considered A greater understanding of the plasma’s opacity will lead to a more

accurate estimation of the pOWCI' losses occurring in the tokamak due to the absorption of

radiation.

The probability of light absorption occurring is itt direct proportion with increasing density of

absorbers. ln JET these are the conditions necessary to reduce sputtering of material from the

wall of the pumped divertor. It is therefore possible that opacity effects are great enough to alter

the plasma’s power balance.

2, The Theoretical Investigation

Opacity increases linearly with absorber densityi Normally, in an ”attached” divertor, the peak

densities occur at the targets, where Langmuir probe measurements are available,

There are two types of divertor plasma model being used to simulate ”detached" plasmas, these

being an onion skin model of the SOL [l] and a full two dimensional fluid code, EDGE2D [2].

The first of these models is available for a wider range of shots and, when used to simulate the

plasma, obtains the expected result of peak densities at the target [see Fig. 11. However, at high

densities, such as those in the divertor region, studies show that a momentum loss is caused by

collisions of ions with recycling neutrals |3|. This results in higher plasma pressures above the

target plates, increasing the density in this region and often culminating in a peak density away

from the targets

The onion skin model has been modified to incorporate the momentum loss due to the ion-

neutral collisions as calculated by the Monte Carlo neutral code NIMBUS [4]. For detached

plasma simulations, this modified model does show an increased density just away from the

target as predicted [see Fig.1al However the density increase does not reproduce the measured

level of bremsstrahlung in the divertor

More detailed calculations using the fluid code predict a larger momentum loss and better

reproduce the experiment [see Figs 1 b], The discrepancy in the two simulations is thought to be

related to errors in electron temperature measurements with the target Langmuir probes and is

under investigation [ref Guenther, this conferencel
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To estimate the extent of radiative absorption in the divertor plasma we have used a collisiOnal
radiative model of deuterium level populations. This utilises a first order escape probability
method [5] to evaluate the line escape probabilities and gives a self consistent model of the level
populations and radiation field in a plane parallel slab of uniform temperature and density.
In an initial model of the JET divertor, data from a fluid code simulation of a high density JET
shot is used. The plasma parameters from the simulation, tip to a selected height vertically
above the target and between the separatrix and the wall are averaged and fed into the
population code to form the uniform slab of plasma. The height of the slab is varied as a
parameter, trading offextra plasma depth with lower average densities in the slab.
This model shows that for a photon being emitted at the midpoint of a slab of height 3cm, the
Lytx and LyB lines have optical depths of approximately 2.0 and 0.3] with corresponding line
escape probabilities of 0.42 and 0.81, respectively. This result shows that divertor plasmas
produced in JET are close to the region where opacity effects become important.
Recently, the model has been improved so that it better imitates the changing environment in the
divertor plasma by using a finite stack of uniform rectangular slabs, each with different plasma
parameters. Emission and absorption profiles are assumed to be Doppler broadened and the
code allows for a variation in the profile width from slab to slab. Doppler shifts between slabs,
caused by neutral velocity gradients, are accounted for in all three dimensions. The slabs are of
finite length with the slab stack base running parallel to the separatrix rather than to the target
plate. The single flight escape probability from the entire stack, for a photon emitted at an
arbitrary point, is calculated by numerically averaging over all frequencies and angles of
emission,
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3 The Experimental Investigation

TWO ohmic density ramp pulses are examined, both very similar, their main difference being

that for the first the strike points hit the vertical plate of the divertor whereas for the second the

strike points

a line of sight through the inner divertor leg using a combined visible/VUV spectrometer
are on the horizontal plate of the divertor, LyB and Dor emission are measured

along
[6]. The precise lines of sight of the visible and VUV channels of this spectrometer are

uncertain. In addition, spatial profiles of Du are available across the horizontal target from a

flux camera.
For the two Shots, LyB and Da line profiles from the visible/VUV spectrometer have been

fined to give total intensities. The Lyfi has an estimated fitting error of 10% and the Dot has a

small error given in Fig.2. The ratio of these lines has been taken and can also be seen in

Fig.2.
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It can be seen that for the first shot there is a notable drop in the ratio of approximately 50%,

well outside the fitting errors described above. In the second shot, both the Do. and LyB show

oscillations as the strike points are swept across the horizontal target. The oscillations in the UV

signal are larger than those in the visible, due to the fact that the two systems have different

acceptance cones and the resulting ratio then also oscillates making interpretation difficult.

The fact that the D0: emission is seen to oscillate less than the Lyfi emission as the plasma strike

point is swept suggests that the acceptance cone for the visible channel of the visible/VUV

spectrometer is greater than that for the UV channel. Using the radial profile of Du emission

from the flux camera, it is possible to assess the effect of geometry of these signals. These
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profiles have been averaged over :1 20cm spot size [or the visible signal and 1! 10cm size f0r [he
UV.

Changes occur hithe rano ofthese averages asthe plasnatis swept wdnch explainsthe
variations seen in the horizontal target shot (see Fig 2b). Nevertheless, using the same
averaging process,theitnio ofaveragestorthe venicalcase doesttotreproducethe drop seenin
meemmfinwnmlmdoofLflyDa(weF@2at
It must be said that the characterisation of the UV spectrometer is not complete. In particular,
shifts in the wavelength position of spectral lines have been observed during a shot. This may
be due to underfillingy ol‘ the grating, which would be most apparent in horizontal plats
discharges where the spectrometer views large spatial emission gradients. It is not clear h0w
this would affect the effective calibration of the UV system.
Nevertheless, it seems most likely from these studies that the change in the ratios of Lyfi/Do,
are due mainly to a decrease in the Lyl} emissivity and therefore to absorption of this spectral
hne
4. Comparing Theoretical And Experimental Results
Using the altered population code with fluid model simulations of a recent plasma pulse has
gven veg/pronnsingtesuhs.Forttshdisuwk ollmightZOCntthe Lya and LyB escape
probabHinestue(148 and1187.respecnvely.Forthe odginalsingk flabtnodel,covedngthe
mnnetuea,the Lyctand LyB escape probabHinestnello7 and(l9l,respecnvely
The line of sight ol’ the spectrometer is at a 45 degree angle to the separatrix and slab base. This
increased line of sight could lower the escape probabilities further. Therefore, to make a direct
conipadson benveentheoredcaland experhnentalresuhs,the unproved populadon code has
been used to estimate the opacity along the same line oi‘sight. This results in a 6% drop in the
LyB to DOL ratio as a function 01‘ time. Although this result is not nearly as dramatic as the 30%—
50% drop in the ratio from the experimental investigation. it is still within the error bars of the
theoreacalstudy dueto duiuncerudnty nielecutnitentperaune and densny profdesin exisdng
models of detached plasmas
S Conduflon
Calculations show that radiative absorption is on the point of being significant in the JET
divertor. Experimental measurements of the Lyl} to Do. ratio, which show a drop as the divertor
denshyisincrcased Gaulteniperaunevdecreased),supportthistheorencalstud>u
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1. Introduction

The JET Mark I pumped divertor can be operated with the strike zones either on the horizontal

or vertical section of the divertor target, allowing a study of the influence of divertor geometry

on the scrape-off layer (SOL) and the main plasma. Predictive modelling for JET [1,2] had

shown large differences between the characteristics of the SOL and divertor plasma for the two

configurations, associated with their different recycling patterns. The horizontal divertor

directs the recycling neutrals towards the outer part of the SOL, while the vertical divertor

should concentrate them towards the separatrix. For the vertical target, this effect should lead

to lower neutral leakage from the divertor, more peaked density profiles in divertor and main

SOL, and inverted electron temperature profiles at the divertor, with lower separatrix electron

temperature than for the horizontal targets. These characteristics should also lead to

detachment of the separatrix divertor plasma at lower main plasma density for the vertical

divertor than for the horizontal one. A series of experiments has been carried out in JET to test

these predictions (typical magnetic configurations are shown in Fig. l), comparing plasmas in

all confinement regimes, toroidal field directions, with/without cryopump and for a wide range

of plasma densities. We only consider here discharges without cryopump to differentiate

between purely geometrical effects and those associated with difierences in pumping for the

various configurations [3].

2. Measured Ion Flow and Temperature Profiles at the Divertor Plate.

Ion flow profiles at the divertor plate for low density Ohmic and L-mode discharges are more

peaked when the separatrix is on the lower part of the vertical plate, compared to the

horizontal divertor, and similar to the horizontal for the upper part of the vertical plate (see

Fig. 2). The difference in the shape of the electron temperature profiles is less clear but the

uncertainty of this measurement is larger. As the density increases, the horizontal plate ion flow

profiles deveIOp a peak near the separatrix, becoming more similar to the vertical case (upper

and lower). The temperature profiles become very flat for both configurations, but the simple

interpretation of these measurements becomes questionable under such conditions [4]. If the
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density is increased further. divertor detachment is obtained at similar densities for horizontal
and lower vertical plate configurations. A difference found between horizontal and “elTical
divertor is that, while for horizontal plate discharges strike point sweeping does not affect
detachment (ie the detached divertor plasma profiles follow the strike point movement), for
vertical plate configurations the degree of detachment depends on which part of the target the
strike point lands, being greater for the lower vertical plate than for the upper part (see Fig. 3)_
Similar observations are found for H-mode discharges, although the comparison of the detailed
shape ofthe profiles at the divertor target is more uncertain because ofthe distonion caused by
the presence of ELMS.

3. Main Scrape—off Layer Density Profiles
Predictive modelling has shown that a vertical plate divertor should lead to a narrower density
profile in the main SOL. This elfect is associated with the intrinsic recycling pattern of a
vertical divertor, which concentrates the recycling neutrals near the separatrix, depleting the
outer part ofthe SOL. This prediction has been observed in the experiment, but the difference
in density e-folding lengths depends very strongly on the plasma density and input power, the
difference being largest (up to a factor of 2) for L—mode discharges with 4MW of N81
additional heating
4. Effects of Divertor Geometry on the Main Plasma
Although some of the predicted profile modifications due to the divertor geometry are
observed at the divertor and the scrape-off layer, the main plasma parameters are very similar
for equivalent discharges in the two configurations. Radiation levels and patterns are similar in
both configurations apart from the trivial differences associated with the location of the
divertor strike zones. No clear correlation has been found between the level of recycling, as
determined by the Da intensity in the main chamber (which should reflect the level of neutral
leakage from the divertor) and the strike zones being on the horizontal or the vertical section
of the plate, Fig. 4 shows the main plasma parameters and divertor ion flow for two
additionally heated (4 MW) L-mode discharges on the horizontal and vertical target, No
noticeable difference between these discharges is observed (similar examples exist for Ohmic
and ELMy H»mode discharges).
5. Modelling of Divertor Geometry Effects
EDGEZD—U/NIMBUS [5] modelling of discharges (assuming purely diffusive perpendicular
particle transport) on the horizontal and vertical divertor plate has been performed for the
discharges described in sections 2 and 3, The values for the perpendicular diffusion coefficients
have been obtained from detailed modelling (assuming a pure plasma and a non—coronal
approximation for impurity radiation or with full fluid treatment ofall carbon ionisation stages)
oflow density Ohmic discharges : Dt = 0.12 mZ/s , X.».u.i =1 .3 mZ/s These coefficients are kept
constant for all the simulations and the value ofthe separatrix density, power into the SOL and
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divertor radiation adjusted to match the experiment. The results for the ion flow profiles at the

plate for L_mode conditions are shown in Fig. 5. The agreement between modelling and

experiment is good in the lower density range of Ohmic and L—mode discharges but as the

density increases (before detachment starts in the experiment) the model predictions diverge

from eweriment. The predicted main SOL density e-folding lengths exceed those measured by

more lhfln

f1ctor. Modelling does not describe the experimental approach to detachment for the vertical
a factor of 2 and the peak ion flows at the plate are underestimated by a similar

and horizontal divertors. From these calculations, the main plasma density at which detachment

starts (ion flow 211 divertor drops with increasing main plasma density) should be a factor 2 to 3

lower for the vertical plate divertor. This is not supported by the experiment, where

detachment is Observed at the same densities for both horizontal and vertical divertors.

work is in progress to explain the discrepancies between model and experiment along the

following lines (presently, none of them provides a satisfactory explanation for all ditterences

Observed) : a) Existence of a particle pinch in the SOL [6]. b) Unsatisfactory battling of the

structures surrounding the divertor, c) Neutral recirculation caused by the 3-D structure of the

“3]" Mark 1 divertor (not included in the modelling presented here), d) Inadequate modelling of

impurity dynamics in the SOL and divertor for highly radiative divertors.

6. Conclusions

Detailed experiments have been carried out in the JET Mark I divertor to assess the effect of

divertor geometry on the divertor SOL and divertor plasma. While steeper SOL density and

ion flow profiles at the plate are observed in the experiment, as expected from modelling

predictions, no significant differences in the main plasma parameters are correlated with the

discharges being diverted on the horizontal or vertical plate. In particular, the predicted (with a

purely diffusive model for perpendicular particle transport) access to detachment at lower

densities for the vertical plate divertor does not take place in the experiment. Whether this

disagreement is due to the recirculation of hydrogen neutrals in the experiment being strongly

influenced by the real 3D structure of the divertor (not included in the model) or to SOL

transport processes, is not clear. It is of paramount importance to assess this point

quantitatively, as the physical basis of all advanced divertor designs relies on the strong

influence of divertor target geometrical effects which has not been corroborated by the JET

Mark 1 divertor experiments.
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1/ INTRODUCTION. The study of divertor performance under steady—state conditions at

high power is a central goal of the JET Pumped Divertor programme. Particular care has

been taken in the design and installation of the Mk I divertor target so as to Optimise its

power handling, in particular by avoiding exposure of tile edges, which, in previous JET

divertor configurations, limited the range of heating power due to the occurrence of

carbon blooms. In addition, the strike points can be swept over the target‘plates at 4 Hz

with an amplitude of up to 20cm so as to increase the effective wetted area of the target.

The Mk I JET divertor has shown an excellent power handling capability during the

current experimental campaign. In the first part of the experimental campaign, the Mk I

divertor target plates consisted of small fibre-reinforced carbon tiles clamped to a cooled

support; in March 1995, Be tiles replaced the CFC tiles, The performance of the target

has been investigated over a wide range of plasma conditions, at powers of up to 28MW

and in steady-state H-modes lasting up to 20s.

2/ EXPERIMENTAL. The surface temperature of the divertor tiles is measured by an

infrared thermography system, consisting of a linear array of InGaAs diodes oriented

along the radial direction of the divertor and sensitive in the 1.6 pm region. The spatial

resolution along the radius is 3 mm; the signal is averaged toroidally over the width of 4

pairs of tiles. In this way, the temperature measured underestimates the maximum

temperature in each averaged region, and has to be subsequently correcred for the real

wetted area of the tiles. The time resolution of 2ms permits (marginally) the study of fast

events such as ELMs. The minimum detectable temperature is 350 to 5600C; the initial

temperature of the tiles given by thermocouples imbedded in the tiles. One video camera

and 3 spectroscopic CCD cameras (Dot, Be 11 or C II, and Bremsstrahlung filters) are

focused on the same area as the IR camera, and an extra CCD camera coupled with a light

source is used between shots to observe the target. The power conducted to the tiles and

the corrected temperatures are calculated by a dedicated parallel processor system.

The problems encountered in the interpretation of the R data arise not only from the 1D

toroidal averaging for a very non-symmetrical tile geometry, but also from the

contributions of non-thermal emission to the signal, and from thermal radiation emitted by

re—deposited layers and loose flakes that have poor thermal contact with the bulk material.
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modes: in a typical hot ion mode case (#34230) with a long ELM—free PEriod,
Pcond:10Mw, and 1D power calculation with the corrected temperatures giVes
Pmcr=4.5MW, Puumr=3.5MW, hence Purgct=8fl MW. Langmuir probes however find
only ~1MW conducted in the electron channel [4]. This is attributed to the high SOL i0“
temperature in this regime. In high performance Elm-free H—modes the power Sharing
between inner and outer strike zones is more balanced than in L-mode in the Same
configuration.
The effect of giant ELMs is twofold [5]: first, a fast (<1ms) power deposition Occurs in
the inner divertor, away from the strike zone, with typical energies around 100k]; then a
back-transition to L—mode confinement is often observed, during which energy is
deposited at the strike points (already hot); this second phase has caused melting in the Be
tiles). The power distribution inner/outer clearly changes between ELMs.
High frequency ELMs are produced in discharges with medium to high gas fuelling
These ELMs also tend to deposit power in the inner divertor target during the fast event.
and at the high repetition rates obtained, the net effect is a broad power deposition profile
on the target. Combining gas fueling and sweeping, a 205 Hemode has been obtained, at
medium injected power (8.5 MW, 120 Ml), where the tile temperature stayed below
550°C. However, high gas fueling at powers near to the H~mode threshold can cause a
back—transition into L—mode, where the benefits of the ELMs are lost (fig4).
5/ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. a) The Mk I divertor targets have shown a very
good power handling capability both in the CFC and Be versions. In CFC, 140M] have
been injected, of which more than 100M] were conducted to the horizontal target. For the
side plates the values are 85 and 50M] respectively. The Be target sustained more than
60M] conducted to the horizontal target, and more than 20M] on the side plates. With the
CFC tiles, in no case has a carbon bloom limited the performance as in the past. The
more limited power handling capability of the Be tiles has nevertheless permitted the high
current/high power programme to be carried out by using the sweeping capability.
b) Within the uncertainties of the measurements of the IR thermography, a satisfactory
global power balance (z80%) is found in quiescent discharges, both in L- and ELM free
H—modes. c) Frequent ELMs are extremely effective in alleviating the heat load on the
strike zones, by spreading the power over a large surface area of the divertor target, but
the penalty is the uncontrolled deposition of power in zones which may have a poor power
handling capability. In the case of giant ELMs, the increased power deposition on the
strike zone associated with the frequently observed back-transition to L-mode confinement
cancels out the benefit of the initial power spreading. d) The largest uncertainties in the
thermography measurements arise from the existence of loosely bound re-deposited layers
on the target surface, that have a poor thermal contact with the bulk material. The
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Furthermore! the emissivity of the Be surfaces changes significantly when power is

deposited on the tiles. JET Neutral Beam test bed results shows emmisivity changing

between 0.2 and 0.8, with a strong dependency on temperature and thermal cycling

[1].t attempt to address these problems by using a careful reconstruction of the wetted

areas and 3D modelling of the temperatures, measuring the bremsstrahlung profile at the

same location, and analyzing the cooling rates to distinguish between bulk material and

loosely bound materials. Nevertheless, temperature measurements on the Be tiles have a

high uncertainty due to the changing emmissivity and loose flake effects.

3/ POWER HANDLING OF THE CFC TARGET. A quantitative analysis of the power

deposition on the Mark I divertor tiles has been carried out with TILO [2], a code that

computes the power denSity on the tile surfaces, taking into account the shadowing

patterns, and allows further thermo-mechanical analysis of the tile(s) considered. Four

inputs are needed: the magnetic geometry of the plasma, given by the equilibrium code

PROTEUS; the power conducted to the divertor tiles, calculated from measured plasma

parameters as Pmd=Pm-Pnu—dW/dt; the decay length of the power density M, measured

with the IR camera; and the geometry of the divertor tiles, which is imported from a

CAD system. The resulting power density on the target is then input to ABAQUS and the

calculated time evolution of the peak target temperatures at the strike points can be

compared with those measured with the infrared thermography [fig2].

A Simple case has been chosen: the shot #30909, with Ip=3.2MA, Bl:3.2T, 6MW of

NBI heating, L—mode confinement (hence no ELMs) and no sweeping of the strike

regions. In this shot, M=1cm at the midplane, and Tiniu'al (thermocouples)=40°C.

The results of the simulation are: Pin=0.85 ( 1/2 Pmnd)=0.425 Pmd=2.3MW, Pm=1.40

(1/2 Pmd)=0.7 Pmd=3.85MW. The calculated conducted power is 112% of the measured

conducted power: this is a satisfactory power balance, considering the error of 10-20% in

the experimental values, and the uncertainties in the material properties of the tiles.

Pom/Pin differs only by 10% from the value of Tum/ Tin, which means that the tiles behave

like a semi—infinite solid to a reasonable approximation, and that the peak temperature

values can reasonably be compared to make power imbalance assessments. The result of

the TILO simulation shows that the tiles are handling z20% more power than predicted

from the design parameters [3]. Sweeping the strike regions further enhances the power

handling capability of the target. Comparison between two similar shots with and without

sweeping show that, for a ratio of lot/sweep amplitude=0.44, the effective power seen by

the target is Pswcpl<0.66Punswcpl, in agreement with the calculated increase of the wetted

area with sweeping [3].

4/ POWER BALANCE AND DISTRIBUTION IN DIFFERENT REGIMES. A good

global power balance is found in L mode regime, and also in quiescent ELM—free H-
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redeposition pattern has been observed to vary on a shot by shot basis [6]. The analysis of
the cool down characteristics, coupled with careful modelling, can help to identify the
bulk heat transmission processes.

Special thanks are due to Mr. P van Belle.

[l] H Falter et al. to be published. [41K McCormick et 31, these proceedings.
[2] R. Viola. TILO USER‘S MANUAL (JET). [5] J Lingertat et al. these proceedings.
[3] C G Lowry. private communication. [6] H Guo et al, these proceedings.
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1 Introduction
I]; this paper we address the question of whether experiments can be carried out in

existing and planned tokamaks in which the appropriate dimensionless parameters

in their divertors can be matched to those expected in the ITER divertor. This

uestion is an extension of the question of whether a toroidal ITER divertor

simulator could be built, as discussed first by Lackner [l] and subsequently by

Hutchinson and Vlases [2]. The second reference also developed the question of

what can be done in existing tokamaks, which is expandedupon in the present paper.

2, Divertor Similarity- Unconstrained
In order to have divertor similarity in the strictest sense, all relevant dimensionless

arameters, and the geometry, must be the same in the simulator as in ITER. Lackner

Showed that similarity of all binary atomic collision processes (including radiation) is

achieved if the absolute temperature, T, is the same in both devices. He further

showed that exact similarity 0f the entire tokamak, i.e. core, edge, and divertor

regions, is not possible, and was thus led to analyze the conditions for similarity of

the divertor as an isolated system, arguing that the important processes such as

charge exchange and radiation might be modelled independent of the tokamak

driving the divertor. He chose to maintain exact geometrical similarity, and showed

that the similarity parameters temperature, T, parallel collisionality, v” = L/ke_i ~

nL/TZ, and a perpendicular relative neutral penetration distance, v0 = )LO/A ~ nA/

f(T) could all be matched if the power entering the SOL was given by the relation

(P/R)5gm = (P/R)[TER, which requires values of P higher than those possible in

existing or planned tokamaks. The required divertor depth (x-point to strike point) is

determined by the required geometrical similarity. Here A is the SOL width and L

the field line length. In principle, [3 = 2uonl<T/B2 could also be matched, but the

magnetic fields would have to be higher than those in lTER, which is difficult to

achieve. p*= p/A (p is the gyroradius; note that this is not the "core“ definition of p‘)

cannot be matched.

Hutchinson and Vlases showed that if the field line pitch angle, ad =tan‘l(Bp/BT)

were allowed to be shallower than that in ITER, then all five divertor similarity

parameters listed above, T, V’, W, p*, and [3, could all be matched simultaneously.

The matching of [3 requires Bsim =BITER= 6 T. The power required is considerably

lower than that given by the "P /R scaling", and goes roughly as P15. They showed
that a tokamak driven simulator with R = 1m and a midplane SOL width half that of

ITER would require only P = 18 MW, n equal 1/2 that of ITER, and a divertor depth

of 1 m. The perpendicular (to B) motion of neutrals is correctly modelled. The

penalty for relaxing the field line angle is that the neutrals emitted from the plate and

going "directly back“ along flux surfaces and reionized, do not have the ratio
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104301 / dx preserved, where dx is divertor depth, measured along the separatrix from
x-point to target and 1011301,} 1 the neutral mean free path in the direction parallel to
poloidal flux surfaces. The fraction of such neutrals, however, is expected to be quite
small in detached divertors, particularly those with steeply inclined targets as
envisaged for ITER, and thus their "mismatch" should be unimportant.

We note that simulating an "isolated divertor" such as we are doing here ignores
certain phenomena in the main plasma edge, in particular ELMs and the L—H
transition, which affect divertor performance. Thus, any results obtained in Such
similarity experiments must be treated with caution.

3. Approximate Similarity in Todays Divertors - with Constraints
We turn now to the question of how closely existing tokamaks can approximate ITER
divertor similarity parameters. The approach adopted in ref [2] is first to calculate
the similarity parameters in the divertor of a given tokamak, relative to the values in
ITER (the ratio is in the rest of this paper denoted by an underscore, i.e. B_ =
Bsim/BITER) by using a simple two point model. The input or "control" parameters,
which are BL, P, f0, and dx, are then varied to minimize the mismatch between the
simulator and ITER values of the similarity variables, which can be weighted in an
arbitrary fashion. The two point model uses Bohm, gyrobohm, or stochastic scaling
of the perpendicular diffusivity. In all existing or planned tokamaks it is impossible
to achieve the idealized matching of all five similarity variables as described above
because of various constraints, the most common of which are limited magnetic field
strength, flux expansion (fe) capability (which determines ad), and divertor depth
(dx). In the following examples we choose to match T, vivo, and p* at the divertor
entrance and target, and not to try to match [3.

Table 1 shows the results of such an optimization for the case of Bohm diffusivity.
The safety factor is taken to be the same as in ITER (g = 1). The first eight rows list
the input parameters which were assumed. The next eight rows (light shading)
show the fits obtained to the ITER similarity parameters for the various devices; a
value of 1.0 is a perfect match. Rows 19 and 20 (darker shaded) show the heating
power and the midplane density. JET is capable of matching the ITER parameters
within about 25%, with C-mod and TPX being the next closest. The powers required
are in general around the maximum available from the various devices, but
considerably below that which would be required using the geometry preserving
”P/R“ scaling. The last two rows show the values of b and a parameter measuring
the mismatch of directly reionized recycling neutrals, gig; ~( 10,pol,| | / dx)'] -

The match can be improved by operating the simulator at twice the safety factor of
ITER (g_= 2). This has the effect of lengthening the field lines in the divertor. The
results, using the same input as for table 1 except for the changed safety factor, are
shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the fit to virtually all of the dimensionless
variables, for all of the devices, in improved considerably. In addition, the power
required has decreased to relatively moderate levels. The principal instance where
the fit worsens is in the mdx, which is expected to be unimportant.
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/ ITER JET AUG JT-6O DIIID C-MOD TCV
W 6 3.4 3.5 4 2.1 9 1.4
R(nfl 8 3 L6 33 L67 .67 .88
fa 2.5 5 4 4 7.5 5 10
dx(nfl 2 .6 .25 .3 .45 .22 .3
Efl:;:_d 1 .213 .117 .275 .073 .125 .026
fe 1 2 1.6 1.6 3 2 4
fix 1 .3 .125 .15 .225 .11 .15
Ld/Lm 1 1.6 1.0 58 3.2 2.62 5.45
Id 1 .76 56 51 7 .88 .76
1d 1 .80 .97 1.20 .60 .67 .48
ndAd 1 L11 L24 L4 L04 .9? L0
i 1 L07 L59 097 L32 151 L74
Z: 1 .7' .58 .60 .68 .76 .60
El 1 .88 .86 .72 .93 1.03 .98
BUM 1 L14 L19 L19 L20 L13 L26
.3; 1 1.05 1.63 1.06 1.23 1.41 1.55
p l .364 .33 .35 .22 .37 .15
nmLm 1 .33 .31 .45 .16 .26 .084
9111“?) 300 41 1.9.8 43 14.0 9.3 5.0
gm 1 .88 L55 L09 .76 31 .76
Q 1 L83 253 L47 35 93 65
ugh 1 .26 .19 .16 .17 .34 .11

Table 1. ITER Matching for g = 1 and restricted feand dI

ITER JET AUG JT-6O DIIID C-MOD TCV
BLU) 1 .42 .23 .55 .14 .25 .05

Id 1 .88 .65 .58 090 L02 088
yd 1 .80 .98 1.20 0.60 0.66 0.48

DdAd 1 L08 L21 L38 L01 095 097

g 1 079 L1? 071 .97 L11 L28

It 1 0.86 0.68 0.70 0.79 0.88 0.70
gt 1 0.86 0.85 0.71 .91 1.01 0.96

mm 1 1.11 1.15 1.15 1.1: 1.09 1.22
g 1 078 L20 0J8 .91 L04 L14

Q 1 .44 .40 .42 .27 .45 .18

nn¢n1 1 .44 .41 .61 .21 .34 .11
WNW} 300 24.7 12.0 26 8.5 5.6 3.0
gm 1 .59 L02 .74 .50 20 .50
fl 1 L4 L95 L13 268 071 50

nuix 1 .17 .13 .11 .11 .22 .075

Table 2. ITER matchingfor IL: 2. All other input same as table 1.
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We next consider only a set of existing tokamaks, and take ASDEX as the
representative "standard case”. Each of them has a different divertor geometry. We
now constrain only the divertor depth to the maximum available, except for the three
JET cases representing different divertor depths. The results are shown in Table 3. It
is seen that JET, DIII D, and ASDEX-UG can be operated in such a way as to achie
nearly identical values of the important divertor similarity variables. This suggests
the possibility of carrying out "matched" r (periments in the three devices to attempt
to understand the influence of the varying geometry.

AUG JET JET JET JT-6O DIHD C-MOD TCV
dx= .6 dx= .45 dx= .35

£111 1 1.82 1.82 1.82 2.36 .63 1.07 .22
fe 1 .77 .75 .75 .67 1.25 .96 2.04
p 1 1.59 1.43 1.30 1.40 0.79 1.37 .52
HmLm 1 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.95 0.70 1.01 .31
I 1 1.20 1.03 .90 .82 1.03 1.47 1.29
X;- 1 1.03 1.15 1.26 1.4.7 .86 .77 ‘
mad 1 0.91 1.0 1.03 1.16 .17 .79
.3; 1 1.03 .96 .90 0.84 1.06 1.18
It 1 1.17 1.03 100 0.97 0.97 1.25
gt 1 1.10 1.02 .9 0.89 1.02 1.2-i-
Qtét 1 0.93 .96 .98 0.98 1.02 0.93
{3: 1 1.01 .98 .95 0.92 1.03 1.09
PiM't-N’V} 8 23.3 21.4 19.5 23.1 6.6 4.6
13131 1 .82 .83 .84 .9—1- .67 2.4
fl 1 1.03 1.01 .96 .78 1.73 .44
Qtflx 1 1.96 1.49 1.17 1.12 .80 2.11

Table 3. Matching to AUG.

4. Conclusions

We have considered the similarity of the divertor as an isolated system, as developed
by Hutchinson and Vlases [2], and applied their technique to optimization of todays
tokamaks. When current devices are operated at twice the value of the ITER safety
factor, i.e. at (1 ~ 6, several of them are capable of producing similarity parameters,
other than Bdiv. which are quite close to those expected in ITER. As a second
example, we have considered the comparison of parameters within the group of
existing tokamaks, and found that JET, A-UG, and DIIID can produce nearly
identical parameters, thus isolating the effects of their differing geometries and main
plasma edge conditions. It should be emphasized, however, that matching of these
similarity parameters in the divertor, while necessary, may not be sufficient due to
the differing main plasma edge properties which influence divertor performance.

References
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Power and particle flux to the neutraliser plates

of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor
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1, Introduction
In order to investigate steady state regimes, the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra [1]

must control the power flux to its neutraliser plates while ensuring a sufficient pumping

capability. The physics of these processes is the same as that of conventional divertors

anhough the geometry is somewhat more involved. The ergodic divertor offers therefore a

means to examine ITER relevant problems with different geometrical constraints. The energy

deposition is monitored by calorimetric measurements which are complemented by bolometry

and infrared imaging. The imaging of an actively cooled plate with a low thermal time constant

yields a precise map of the 2-D patterns of the power flux [2]. Although the average power

deposition remains constant, one finds that the power flux pattern on one neutraliser is

sensitive to minor changes of the plasma magnetic equilibrium such as a modification of the

edge safety factor by about 2%. This property is analysed in ohmic plasmas and good

agreement is found with patterns computed with the field line tracing code Mastoc. Langmuir

probes give access to the plasma parameters at the plate location but without a detailed map of

the particle influx.

2. Energy transport and deposition : theory and experiments.

2.1 Theoretical considerations : A first step in the analysis of heat deposition with the

ergodic divertor has been to rule out the naive picture of wall components wetted in an ergodic

way (meaning uniformly) by the field lines. Indeed the naive picture of the ergodic heat

deposition assumes a purely diffusive motion of the field lines, with a diffusion coefficient of

the order of DH, ~ 104 m2 / m. This random walk process is based on a large number of steps,

hence infinite field lines. The intersection with wall components clearly violates this

assumption. In this case, the very last step in the random walk determines essentially the

intersection point, Starting from the energy sink which characterises the plasma interaction

with the wall, one can draw in the parallel direction a coherent flux bundle which bares the

memory of the interaction. In the domain where coherence properties prevail, the so-called

laminar region, the transport process is dominated (by definition) by the parallel transport with

a small effect of the transverse transport. Such a transport scheme is generic of divertor

configurations. The experimental evidence of the corresponding structures of the heat

deposition have already been reported for the deposition on the modular limiter located in the
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mid plane. The field line tracing code (MASTOC) clearly exemplifies these results [3]_
Obviously, this computation has shown that field lines experience a radial "jump" from One
magnetic surface to another (the magnetic surfaces referred to are the unperturbed magnetic
surfaces) only at the location ofthe divertor coils. Consequently, the computation ofthe field
lines radial penetration with the code MASTOC gives a generic pattern of the heat depositicm
on a divertor module. An analysis of the energy deposition at a sufficient level of precision
must account for all magnetic perturbations to the axisymmetric magnetic equilibrium, the
largest being the ripple modulation of the toroidal field. It should be noted that the amplitude
of its radial component is at maximum slightly larger than the one due to the ergodic divertor
coils themselves. A local calculation of the total radial component between the bars has been
achieved and has been appended to the MASTOC code to allow an accurate comparisoxt
between its results and the experimental observations

2.2 Comparison with experiments : At first, one should examine the overall splitting of
the conductive and radiative fraction of the heat outflux. This will allow one to take into
account the deposition on other plasma-facing components than the ED modules themselves.
Then, a first order analysis indicates that the heat deposition is modulated according to the
poloidal structure ofthe magnetic perturbation, On a more detailed basis, one must investigate
the effect of the perturbation on the connection properties. In fact, the energy deposition
pattern exhibits fine structures which translate into a non homogeneous deposition on the
neutraliser plates themselves. The size of these structures are a significant fraction of the total
surface each ofthe neutraliser plates (~ 0.10 x 0.05 m2),

This is analysed in a series of shots such that the magnetic configuration of the plasma
is slightly modified by decreasing the major radius on a shot to shot basis (table 1). Calorimetry
measurements of the water-cooled elements, in figure 1, indicates the splitting of the
conductive-convective and radiative (including charge-exchange) power to the neutraliser
plates and front face of the ED modules and to the inner bumper limiter, The latter intercepts a
significant fraction of the conductive power with an e—folding length of about 0.02 m in the
high-field side, i.e. kq = 0.01 m on the low-field-side. On the contrary the conductive power
increases, despite a growing mismatch between the plasma minor radius and the radius of the
modules, 0.8 m. The conductive power to the ED modules remain equally shared between the
neutraliser plates and the front face. Calorimetry also allows one to analyse the partition
between the six toroidally spaced modules as done in [4].The radiative outflux is noteworthy a
little higher in the vicinity of the ED modules. On the dedicated neutraliser plate for infrared
imaging, the low thermal time constant (about 5 ms, i.e. less than the lapse of time between
two successive thermal images) of its thin boron carbide layer allows one to translate
approximately the temperature map into the heat flux map . The structures are clearly visible
and appear to exhibit the highest degree of modification for a variation of the edge safety
factor by about 2% as shown in figures 2a and 2b. The very high degree of sensitivity on the
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magne‘lc Configuration is also found in experiments where BpHi/Z increases due to auxiliary

heating -
An application to the experimental case mentioned above allows one to link the heat

deposition to the flux tubes connection to the plasma. In figures 3a and 3b, the maximum radial

penetration of the flux tubes for 3 toroidal turns (approximately, the thermal conduction

comelgtion length) is displayed. It compares well with the experimental images especially as far

as the general shape and its radial variation by changing the safety factor q is concerned. This

seems to confirm that the major reason to explain the inhomogeneity is the large probability

(about 40% [4]) that a field line leaving the ED modules intersects it after only one poloidal

tum Only the longer flux tubes yield significant heat fluxes on the neutraliser plates. The

analySiS of themal images allows one to derive a peaking factor for the heat flux on a

neutraliser plate. In appropriate cases with q about equal to 3, the heat flux is rather evenly

distributed as the peaking factor is about 2 if the whole surface is concerned and would be

restricted to 1.7 if only the wetted area is taken into account. A sweeping capability exists for

such a deposition scenario by inducing very modest changes of the plasma current and of the

magnetic equilibrium.

3. Particle fluxes to the divertor neutraliser plates

The particle flux to the neutraliser plate has been deduced from Langmuir probes

mounted on the neutraliser plates. It is not possible to study the inhomogeneities that way.

Nevertheless, an interesting observation can be made : the local density remains small (lower

than 1019 m‘3) for the series of shots studied hereabove. The lack of local condensation should

be related to the rather high electron temperature measured within the edge region by a

reciprocating Langmuir probe (see figure 4). The simple fact that the radial modulations affect

much more the electron temperature profile than the density profile, shows that the dominant

heat transport is in the parallel direction whereas the particle source is certainly more evenly

distributed in this layer due to an increased transverse transport.

4. Conclusions
The heat flow to the plasma facing components in the ED configuration of Tore Supra

is essentially determined by the parallel transport along a thermal correlation length, i.e. about

one toroidal turn : this allows one to use a field line tracing code (MASTOC) to derive the

general shape of the heat deposition.
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Table l : Shot characteristics
Shot‘ii1 q(a) R(m) a(m) Bt(T} IND/IA) Idiv(kA) BPHi/Z

15518 296 2.398 0.775 3 1465 38.5 072
15519 3.01 2.39 0775 3 1.465 38.5 073
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Analysis of Particle Flow in the DIII-D SOL and Divertor1

G, D. Porter, M. Rensink, T. Rognlien, G. Smith, and the DIII-D team2

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, 94550 USA

1. Introduc ion
The Scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor plasma in the DIlI—D tokamak has been

modeled using the 2-D fluid c0de UEDGEmmB]. The resulting simulated plasmas
are compared in detail with the numerous diagnostics available on the device. Good

a eement is obtained between the experimental measurements and the simulations

when relatively small values of the assumed anomalous perpendicular transport

coefficients are used. We use a purely diffusive model for perpendicular transport,

with transport coefficients which are constant in space. The value of each of these

transport coefficients is varied in the simulation to match the measured upstream

density and temperature profiles. The resulting plasma parameters are then

compared with all other diagnostics which measure parameters at various poloidal
locations in the SOL.

One of the difficulties in this procedure arises from experimental uncertainty in
determining the total particle flux from the closed flux surfaces into the SOL. One can
gain confidence that the thermal diffusivities which are used to obtain consistency of

the upstream temperature profiles between simulation and experiment are also

consistent with the experimentally inferred power to the SOL, i.e., not only do the
assumed diffusivities produce consistency in the upstream radial profile of the
temperature, but the power across the separatrix, determined from a diffusive model

and hence dependent on the temperature gradients, is also consistent with the power
into the SOL determined experimentally. Analogously, one could test the particle

diffusivity used to simulate the density profiles by comparing with the total particle
flux into the SOL. Unfortunately, the particle flux is not well determined
experimentally. Furthermore, the simulated density profile is determined by at least
three parameters; the particle diffusivity, and the recycling coefficients for both

neutrals and ions at the walls of the vessel (including the divertor plates). None of

these parameters are well known. We discuss the effect of the particle flux and

recycling in this paper. We begin by briefly discussing the expected particle flow

channels in the plasma, and the experimental estimates of the particle flux across the

separatrix in Section 2. We compare the simulations of a specific DIII-D discharge
with experimental data in Section 3. We finish with discussion in Section 4.

2. Experimental estimate of particle flux
There are at least three sources of particles inside the last closed flux surface of a

tokamak plasma: (1) high energy neutrals introduced by neutral beam heating; (2)
neutral gas injected outside the SOL plasma to control the plasma density; and (3)
neutral gas produced by recycling of ions impinging on the divertor plates. (We

1Work supported by U.S.DOE under LLNL Contract W-74OS-ENC—48 and GA contract
DE —ACO3—89ER51 1 14
2General Alomics, La Jolla, CA, USA
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speak here only of the primary gas species, not impurity species.) The ionization
source rate of energetic neutrals from the heating systems is typically a few hUndred
amps (5—20 x 10 20 /s). The second source of particles, injected cold gas, is usually
turned off in the H-mode plasma operation considered here. The final particle Source
recycling gas, is the major source of uncertainty in determining the particle flux into I
the SOL. A small fraction (typically no more than a few percent) of the neutral gas
which originates from recycling of the ions impinging on the divertor plates will be
ionized inside the last closed flux surface, and hence be a source of particles flowing
from the core into the SOL. Thus the core ionization source from recycling depends
not only on the recycling coefficient at the divertor, but also on the probability of a
neutral penetrating to the core and hence on the detailed plasma parameters in the
SOL. At steady state all ions created by ionization of neutrals inside the separatrix
must flow into the SOL and be removed. Hence the particle flux into the SOL muSt
be equal to the total ionization rate in the core plasma.

Experimentally one can estimate the total ionization rate from all sources by
examining the behavior of the density at a plasma transition such as the L to
H-mode tranSition. Using temporally fixed values for all parameters except the
density (particle confinement time, divertor recycling coefficient, wall neutral particle
albedo, and penetration probability for neutral gas sources into the core plasma), the
temporal behavior of the total number of particles inside the separatrix is given byl4l

N (t)=N (oc>+[N (0)-Nmm(°°)]exp{%}core core core
T

P
(1)

51-

Where 1p is the core confinement time corrected to include sources from divertor
recycling, and the equilibrium particle content, N core(ea), is determined by the total
ionization rate in the core plasma. One can estimate the total ionization source inside
the separatrix by fitting the temporal behavior of the particle content observed at the
L- to H-mode transition to Equation 1. Typically we find the experimental particle
content, obtained from Thomson scattering data with the assumption of constant
density on flux surfaces inside the separatrix, is described well by Equation 1
throughout the period from the transition until density equilibrium has been
achieved after the onset of Edge Localized Mode (ELM) activity, suggesting that the
assumptions inherent in deriving this equation are reasonable. The total ionization
source inferred by this process is a few kA, or a few times 1022/5, approximately an
order of magnitude higher than expected from neutral beam sources.

3. Comparison of simulation and experiment
We explore the nature of recycling physics by simulation of a specific discharge on
the DIII—D tokamak; a 1.6 MA lower single null configuration with neutral beam
heating of approximately 6 MW. Inversion of the radiated power profile obtained
from two bolometer cameras indicate '1 MW of power is radiated on the closed flux
surfaces, and an additional 1.9 MW is radiated in the SOL and divertor regions.
Application of the analysis described in the previous section indicates an ionization
rate inside the separatrix of about 2.7 kA (1.7 x 1022/5), decreasing rapidly as one
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moves inward from the separatrix. The simulation is done over a radial region

between a normalized poloidal flux of 0.98 and 1.125. Weassume a fixed power and

density at the inner flux surface, and adjust the thermal diffusivities to match the

electron temperature and density profile measured by the Thomson system, and the

ion temperature profile measured by Charge Exchange Recombination. We assume

the ion recycling coefficient at the divertor plate is unity except in the region which

corresponds to the entrance to the pumping chamber under the outer ring of the

DUI-D divertor, where we assume that only 90% of the ions are recycled as neutrals.

Finally, we assume a neutral particle albedo of 0.95 on both the outer wall and the

private flux wall which provides particle removal. Upon matching the upstream

denSity and temperature prOfiles, the consistency between the simulation and

experiment is determined by comparison of the power deposited in the divertor,

measured with an IRTV system; He, emission measured with a 7 channel array which

views the divertor from above the machine; radiation profiles measured with two

bolometer camera arrays; and the ion saturation current at the plate measured with a

Langmuir probe array.

We consider two simulations which differ in the value of the particle diffusivity. The

first case has a diffusivity of Di = 0.15 mz/s with a corresponding particle flux across
the separatrix of 2.2 kA, and
obtains the best overall fit to

6 1021 T? m. .... .... ,... ‘ ‘ "G" ' gnrgnent the SQL data. The upstream
. J density and temperature

5 1021 _ .". , """ 01:0415 profiles are well matched to
g . .' ‘I Strike Points ; . that obtained experimentally.
NE 4 1021 : i I" 1 ‘ y i The simulated peak power at
D m E j \\ 1'. E the outer strike point on the

g 3 10 - G ” = " "l : divertor floor is within about

a 2 1021 . ,’ . ‘ ‘ 10% of that obtained from
g 7 Private PM the IRTV, although the
”J 1 102‘ _. 5 1,, , 1 simulated power profile is

: V s . g _ g _ , i ; somewhat narrower than
0 .1. - . . - . ”1"" | measured. The simulated

1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 peakpowerattheinner

R (m) strike point is aboutafactor

Figure 1: Comparison ofsimulated and measured Ha emission measured with Of 4 hlgher than measured,
and is dominated by

a photo diode array viewing the divertor from above. The particle diffusivity is recombination Of the large

given in units of "12/5. ion current. The simulated

ion current to the inner strike point is indeed larger than measured with the

Langmuir probe array. This discrepancy suggests significant departure in the model

of recycling from the behavior of the experiment. We compare the simulated I-I0L

photo diode signals with experimental results in Figure 1. The simulated signal on

the channels nearest the strike points is about 70% high on the outside, and a factor
of 2 high on the inside. The simulated signals on the three channels which View the
private flux region are a factor of 2 to 5 lower than the experiment. These results

suggest that the mean free path for recycled neutrals is too short in the simulation,
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leading to a larger particle flux amplification from the mid plane to the plate, and
low neutral densities in the private flux region.

The simulated Ha signals for a second case with a particle diffusivity of 0.3 mZ/s and
resulting particle flux of 3.9 kA across the separatrix is also shown in Figure l. The
large increase in the particle flux increases the convective power across the separatrix
to the point that it dominates the power flow. Since the simulation is done with a
fixed power, the upstream electron temperature at the separatrix has dropped from
about 160 eV to about 120 eV. The combination of lower electron temperature and
increased particle flow to the SOL has resulted in a significant drop in the electron
temperature at the plate, particularly the inner plate. As a consequence the location
of the electron temperature at which ionization of the recycling neutrals occurs
(approximately the 5 eV contour) has moved a few centimeters off the inner plate for
the high diffusivity case. This in turn permits penetration of the recycling neutrals
into the private flux region and increases the emission seen on the photo diodes
viewing this region, as seen in Figure 1. Likewise, there is better penetration of
recycled gas to the SOL side of the inner divertor region, producing a cooler SOL,
and in general a narrower SOL profile. All of these effects depend critically on the
electron temperature at the inner plate being very low, less than 1 eV in the
simulation. In contrast, interpretation of the Langmuir probe data indicate the plate
temperature is 5-10 eV.
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4. Discussion
Design of future divertor configurations rely upon control of recycled neutral
particles, hence it is important to better model this phenomenon. The results
presented here suggest we can better model the neutral particle recycling at the
divertor plates, as measured by the HCl emission, with simulations which obtain plate
electron temperatures below 1 eV. Such low temperatures provide a long ionization
mean free path region for recycled neutrals, permitting neutral penetration around
the inner strike point, and more accurate simulation of the measured emission is
obtained. The existence of such low temperature regions is inconsistent with
Langmuir probe data which indicate plate temperatures of 5~10 eV. Thus it would
appear the Langmuir probe and 1-10l diagnostics are in conflict. The neutral model
used in the UEDGE simulations discussed here was a simple diffusive fluid model
which did not account for momentum removal via neutral interactions. As indicated
here, this model overestimates the ion current to the plates, and hence overestimates
recycled neutral densities. This simple model has now been upgraded to include
neutral momentum effects, and is expected to permit more accurate modeling of the
recycling phenomena. Validation of this improved model will require resolution of
the apparent diagnostic conflict.
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An Investigation of the Extent of Divertor Detachment in
Alcator C-Mod
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Introduction
Understanding divertor detachment is essential to predicting the operation of future diverted

[okamaks The Current plan for H'ER operation assumes that the plasma is detached from the

divertor, that fie be near the Greenwald limit [1] and that the main plasma is not diluted by

impurities. However, we do not know whether these conditions can be achieved

simultaneously. In this set of experiments the core plasma parameters have been varied

systematically in order to determine when divertor detachment starts, how the radial extent of

detachment grows and how the detachment process can be controlled. Various divertor

geometries have been studied in Alcator C-Mod, with most emphasis on equilibria with strike

points on the vertical plates[2,3] as shown in Figure 1.

In general, the threshold density for divertor detachment of Alcator C-Mod plasmas has

been found to be linearly dependent on the

input power for ohmic plasmas [4]. T6 at

the divertor plate is ~ 5 eV for flux surfaces

about to detach. Under ohmic conditions

the core density at the divertor detachment

threshold is r‘i6 ~ 0.25 x “Greenwald . Other

tokamaks, with more open, flat—plate

divertor geometries, typically find that the

detachment threshold is closer to the

Greenwald density limit (0.5-0.9 x

“Greenwald )[5]. More detailed

characteristics of divertor detachment and

the available diagnostics are found

elsewhere [2,4,6]. Figure I: The Alcator C—Mad divertor configuration. A
representative equilibrium with outer strike point on the

vertical xection of the plate is shown.

Density dependence of detachment

The detachment of plasma on a particular flux surface from the outer divertor plate has been

determined by comparing the plasma pressure profiles at the target to upstream values in the

SOL outside the divertor. Each flux surface is labeled by its distance outside the separatrix on

the midplane (p in mm). The absolute uncertainty of this mapping is a 1-2 mm but the relative

uncertainty, shot to shot, is ~ 1 mm. Figure 2 shows the growth of the radial extent of

detachment for typical ohmic 0.8 MA(5.3 Tesla) plasmas. Included are data from discharges
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with outer divertor strike point on the vertical section (figure I; region B—C) and with the Strike
point on the floor (figure 1; region A-B) - the so called ’slot-divertor’ configuration. From this
data it is clear that the radial extent of detachmentis a strong function of [‘16 until the diver-[0r
pressure deficit reaches the ‘nose’ of the outer divertor(figure 1, point C). We have varied the
density over the widest range for the vertical plate geometry and the detachment extent does not
increase beyond the divertor nose (p=6 mm) even for densities 2,5 x the detachment threshold.

The effect of the divertor detachment on radiation in the divertor is similarly abrupt. Below
the detachment threshold, divertor radiation is peaked near the inner and outer plate surfaccs
and the magnitude of the radiative loss increases with density. As the detachment of flux
surfaces extends up the divertor face to the nose, the majority of the radiation in the divertor
region moves inside the separatrix to just above the x-point. The emission distribution does not
change as the density is increased further.

The detachment process can cause very large drops in pressure at the divertor surface.
Figure 3a illustrates the density dependence of pressure
(2neTe) at different locations along the vertical (3a)plate for the discharges shown in figure 2. The 2, inflmnmum
pressure loss at the plate in the private flux 100 _.. , “.°"’.‘.,".E’i“,” W???“ ..
region and at the separatrix is very large. ‘5
Moving further out in the SOL, the effect of %
detachment on the plate pressure is gradually E:
reduced up to the divertor nose (9 = 6 mm). In if

S
E

the regions of the outer divertor plate beyond
the nose the pressure increases with density,
independent of the detachment. There may be
some variation among the flux surfaces in the
rate of pressure loss with respect to he (e.g. the
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for 3 (ii/79’5"! geometries. PCUFVBSPO'ldS ’0 "15 figure 2: a) Plate pressure at dififerenl radii; b) Flaremidplune "1111-1” ofrhe detaclmzenrfrom. pressure normalized to corresponding SOL value.
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plasma pressure at p = 4 mm drops more slowly than in the separatrix and private flux

' s .mail: plasma pressure loss at the divertor surface can also be viewed as a pressure deficit

with respeCt t0 the SOL Outside the divertor. Figure 3b replots the data of 3a normalized to the

pressure upstream on the same fiux surface. The level of pressure deficit in the divertor

(2ncTe,plate/2nET€-SOL) is not necessarily a simple function of density. Often, a small pressure

enhancement or ‘densified region' (p = 1 mm curve) can appear before detachment spreads

ross the vertical section. The 'radial' width of this region is small (p = 1—2 mm).
ac

Dependence of detachment threshold on divertor geometry

Some aspects of the Alcator C-Mod divertor geometry appear to have a strong effect on the

Chm—zrcteristics 0f divertor detachment. As discussed above, the differences between vertical

plate and slot operation are minimal in the onset of detachment. Another common feature is that

the extent of detachment is limited to below the divertor nose; p = 6 mm for the vertical plate

data shown and p = 10 mm for the slot geometry data. For all strike point locations in the

region B—C of figure 1, the detachment density threshold does not vary, nor the observation of

the localized pressure enhancement prior to detachment. As the strike point is moved closer to

the divertor nose (location C) from below, the ‘fraction’ of the flux surfaces detached from the

divertor surface and the fractional pressure loss are reduced.

In an effort to compare C-Mod results with divertor detachment characteristics in other

devices a third mode of divertor Operation was developed. The plasma is raised such that the

inner and outer strike points are located above the divertor noses. Then the angle of separatrix

intersection with the divertor plate and access of recycling neutrals to the SOL and core plasmas

is similar to the more open, fiat-plate divertor geometry found in other tokamaks. Field line

lengths in the region below the x-point are decreased. Several differences emerge from this

study: The he required for divertor detachmentis increased by 50—80% above that found for

equivalent (core conditions, input power, plasma current,...) vertical plate operation (see fig.

2); the pressure deficit at the plate is much smaller (ZnBTB‘plam/ZneTe‘SOL ~ 0.1 compared to .01

for vertical plate). The extent of detachment increases as the density is increased with the initial

pressure loss occurring at p :2 mm. The occurrence of a pressure enhancement before

detachment initiates is also still observed for the flat-plate configuration.

Modification of the detachment threshold

Core parameters other than density can have a significant effect on the divertor detachment

threshold. PSOL (the power flowing across the separatrix), Ip and BToroidal have all been

varied as part of this study. It appears that the density threshold for detachment increases with

PSOL and decreases with increasing q. The strongest dependence is on q. Further experiments

need to be carried out to test these preliminary results.

We have also studied the efficacy of lowering the detachment threshold by injecting neon

gas. The detachment threshold has been reduced to ~ 60% of the non-neon value. Following
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divertor detachment, impurity screening of impurities from the core plasma degrades[4,7]
increasing both puffed and intrinsic impurities levels there. In these neon puffing experimems
c- rose from 1.2 to 1.8.

Summary
We find with vertical divertor plate divertor operation that the radial extent of detachment

increases strongly with increasing density until the detachment process reaches the ‘nose’ of the
outer divertor, outside which the divertor plate is more horizontal. The detachment extent does
not increase beyond the divertor nose even when the core density is more than doubled.
Without auxiliary heating or addition of impurity gases, the detachment onset corresponds to
rig ~ 0.25 x “Greenwald The detachmentthreshold increases with PSOL, l/q and moving the
outer strike point above the divertor nose. It can be reduced through the addition of neon.

Discussion
The divertor nose plays an important role in limiting detachment (vertical plate geometry)

and affecting the detachment threshold. One possible reason is that neutrals which recycle from
regions of the divertor plate below the nose can repetitively travel back and forth between the
private flux zone and the plate, each time participating in momentumloss processes. Neutrals
originating from the divertor surface above the divertor nose are likely to travel to other regions
(core, midplane or private flux vacuum regions) thus not repetitively removing ion momentum.

The q dependence of the detachment threshold can possibly be explained in terms of
increased radiating volume with longer field line length in the divertor. The increased losses
(along a flux surface) will reduce Tap]ate ~ 5 eV and bring on detachment. Increased PSOL has
the opposite effect.
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1. muoducflon.

Wants of electron temperature fluctuations with high temporal resolution [1,2] have put

a new Light on edge mrbulence Determination of Te by means of swept probe technique or by

method of double harmonic involves exponential current-voltage characteristics, describing

nonlinear Cunkel-Guillary resistance ofDebye layer. Using such characteristics is equivalent to

the assumption that Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF) does not differ strongly

from Maxwellian. However this assumption is questionable for sheath and presheath plasmas in

SQL where Maxwellizntion time is not large enough compared to electron lifetime in presheath.

Present paper is devoted to the investigation of EEDF in edge plasmas of small research

tokamak TF-Z. Simultaneously we try to improve the method of determination on the basis of

detector etfect. Corrections due to drift polarization: currents have been taken into account. It

will be shown that Te fluctuations at frequency region above 200 kHz (exowding typical

frequency of density fluctuations) are caused by overthermal electrons from the tail part of

distribution function
‘

2. Theoretical principles.

In isotropic nonmagnetized plasmas EEDF is defined by Druyvesteyn formula for second

derivative ofprobe current over voltage [3].

(1214s =2xe’ m‘2 3,, f(W) , (1)

Where Ie — electron current, Sp -probe area. Similar expression appears to be

valid for spherical probes in magnetized plasma provided W is treated as retarding potential

difference on Debye layer rather than biasing voltage U [4]. Current-Voltage Characteristics

(I-V Ch) of single probe underlying all measurements of Te results from the same theory that

expression (1) when EEDF is Maxwollian -

In tokamaks the probe current must close its circuit across strong magnetic field. This means

that the probe voltage supplied by external gmerator is devided between sheath/presheath drop

gr'iciilgrir‘iiii layer, U = V + t; (See fig.1). At high frequency a) > wp= wa- S P lnn ~ 10’ l/s ion

polarization current is capable to close the most part ofprobe current, the voltage drop on layer

(etfective polarization capacitance) being small [5].It has been demonstrated in[5] that
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Fig 1. Langmuirprobe in edge plasma: geometry and electric layout.
Dynamical I—V Ch obtained with the help of pOWerful generator (P > 1 MW, U,m .>_ 100 V,
ramping time is about 2 us) is very similar to usual I-V Ch of Langmuir probe in
nonmagnetized plasma. For example, the ratio of electron saturation current to ion saturation
one reachs 35 at high frequencies, whenever this ratio is about 4 + 6 at quasystationary biasing
So, polarization currents make possible to define EEDF with high temporal resolution. During
short measuring interval turbulent fluctuations, which perturb the probe current play no role.

We substitute second derivative in (I) by time derivatives of probe current and voltage. The
Voltage drop 2; is of order of small parameter mp /u) and it may be taken into account as first
order correction. The expression defining EEDF is as follows
ttU-E))~'r'lt'12[1-2?'_g/I'I]-UI/U'1 [1-3é/U+'é/£i.] (2)
The correction E, results from ion inertia effect. Using the expression for polarization current and
equivalent layout (fig. 1) one may evaluate g by the formula [5]

g=re 00., 1;] l1dt=wu BT(27tLl|en)'1lIdt, (3)
Where L - ion saturation current, BT - toroidal field, Ln —connection lenth of magnetic line.
Actually the expression in right side (2) defines the detector effect of occurrence the double
harmonic in probe current, while the probe voltage is pure sinusoidal and has moderate
amplitude Umax < Te . It follows from Taylor expansion of I—V Ch that the relation between
double harmonic amplitude h; , base harmonic amplitude h] , electron temperature Te and
parameters forming the right side (2) may be written as
T. =h2\.é(th1)-1=U['I'/l - U/U]" (4)
(Corrections w t; are omitted for the sake of simplicity; for TF-Z conditions the corrections due
to polarization currents are less than 15 % ). In (4) the derivatives are assumed to be taken
in ”floating” point, where I z 0.
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3. Experiment and results

Experiments have been held on TF-2 tokamak with ring poloidal limiter (R: 23,5 cm; a: 3,5

am; ET 2 1 T; IF; = 6+ 10 kA). Typical density and electron temperature of plasma near limiter

tip are respectively n E 5 1012 cm"3 . Te = 10+ 20 eVl. Some moveable Lzmgmuir probes

[collecting area 3 mm) have been installed in different toroidal cross-sections. A ramping

57‘enemtor and sinusoidal AC generator have been used for biasing, the voltage amplitude being

;o + 50 V, the frequency being varied from 100 kHz to 750 kHz. The capacitor system forming

300 V powerful pulse of ramping voltage has been used also to control the accordance between

output of source and fluctuating load (the probe immersed to edge plasma). Signals from

nmuir probe have been recorded by conventional 4 K ADC with time discretization 25 mi.

The delay between measuring channels of current and voltage is tested to be less than 50 us.

Measurements have been made in discharges with low and moderate level ofMED -activity,

the factor q being respectively 4,3 and 3,3.

Fig.2 represents the plot of EEDF of a plasma at 2mm depth from the limiter tip. The global

plot appears to be reproducible in dilferent measurements during a shot and in dilferent shots

With 30% accuracy. At energy region W< 20 eV EEDF plotted in fig.2 is similar to

Maxwellian distribution function, but the tail ofEEDF is absent. This may be related to end

losses of fast electrons leaving plasma for limiter. Even week perturbation results in arising of

EEDF second spike that corresponds to hot electrons (fig.3). The lifetime of electrons with

enhanced energy is observed to be about 5 ps. The most probable reason for occurrence of

overthermal electrons is flute perturbations mixing SOL plasma electrons and that from SOL

outside. The EEDF of a plasma outside SOL is shown on the fig.4, the probe being located at

1.5 m depth from Last Closed Flux Surface. The behavior of main plasma EEDF plot is not so

reproducible as that of SOL plasma. Particularly, distribution with smooth maximum at plato

type region at energy interval 15 + 50 eV has been observed otten. After choosing shots with

EEDF like Maxwellian distribution we define by (5) the electron temperature. Fig.5 gives the

example of Te time dependence. High frequency spike ofTe is related to arising - disappearing

of a group of hot electrons. The 25% level of Te fluctuations is comparable with the level of

density fluctuations. This may be explained by the properties of edge flute instability specified

in [6} The cross-correlation between temperature and density fluctuations does not excwd 0.5.

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant No N51000 from the

”lntcmational Science foundation"
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LOW FREQUENCY PLASMA HEATING AND CURRENT

DRIVE REGIMES FOR IGNITOR

P. E. Moroz

Lodestar Research Corporation, Boulder CO, USA

and University of Wisconsin, Madison WI, USA

Abstract. Analysis of low frequency plasma heating and current drive (LFCD)

regimes is given for the first time for the high density plasmas, typical for the

Ignitor tokamak. Numerical calculations are carried out via the 2D toroidal full»

wave hot-plasma code, ALFA. The 3D distributions of RF fields obtained, as well

as distributions of absorbed power and driven current are discussed. It is shown

that LFCD methods are efficient for the high density plasmas and can be used for

current profile control and for generation of the seed for the bootstrap current.

Introduction.

The powerful system of ICRF heating is an essential part of the Ignitor design [1—3]. It

allows to shorten substantially the time to ignition and save valuable Volt—sec (up to 6 Vs

[3]) of the ohmic current transformer. Also, it allows the attainment of ignition at relatively

low plasma current of 10 MA and to obtain high levels of performance at lower than

standard fields and currents [3]. An ICRF system with a frequency range, 100 MHZ < f <

210 MHZ, has been considered in Refs. [1-4].

In this paper we extend the analysis to lower frequencies, 40 < f < 100 MHZ. Also, we

extend the analysis to the current drive problem. In our calculations, the main parameters of

the machine and the plasma have been taken to be: toroidal magnetic field at the axis, B0 =

12 T, ohmic current, Ioh = 10 MA, central electron density, use = 1021 m‘3, central

temperature, T = Tco = Tm : 15 keV. The main conclusions, however, are correct not only

for lgnitor but for other large tokamaks with high plasma density and temperature.

The global 2D fullrwave code, ALFA [5,6], is used in our analysis of wave penetration,

power deposition and current drive. This code features general toroidal geometry with the

poloidal magnetic field included, and uses Bessel functions in the hot plasma dielectric

tensor to correctly account for the large Larrnor radius effects.

Antenna system.

The RF antenna system, consisted of 6»strap antennae, is considered in our analysis. The

total input RF power of up to 24 MW is suggested. The 6-strap phased antenna is required

to produce the narrow spectrum of excited toroidal wave numbers, n, which is necessary

for high CD efficiency. For plasma heating, however, there is no need in so narrow

spectrum and more simple 4-strap antenna works satisfactorily. Normally, in Ignitor (as

well as, in the other large tokamaks with the hot and dense plasma) the fast waves do not

penetrate far in toroidal direction from the antenna. As a result, neighboring antennae

practically do not "feel" each other, and can be considered separately. That is why, in our

studies, we focus on field distribution, wave absorption, and current drive produced by

one antenna. The full picture of wave fields in the plasma can be obtained by superposition

of contributions (which are practically do not intersect) from all antennae.
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The low frequency region considered includes frequencies corresponding to the ion
cyclotron resonances for all ion species: for deuterium, o) = (2;), for tritium, (u = QT, and
for (it-particles, (i) : (2a. As a result, a variety of essentially different plasma heating
regimes can be identified which have the potential for various applications in lgnitor. Onecan find the heating scenarios when RF power is absorbed preferentially by any particular
ion component: D, T. or tx~particles Also, the ion—ion hybrid resonance is usually presentin the plasma, which extends the possible heating and current drive schemes to ones thatinclude mode conversion to the ion Bernstein wave (IBW). For example, at frequencies, f
-~ 6070 MHZ, it is easy to find scenarios when most of RF power goes to T-ions, and at
frequencies, f z 80—90 MHZ, -- to D—ions or (7.»particles. To demonstrate this feature, Fig.
1 shows contours for RF power deposition at f = 66 MHz. Equal concentrations of D and
Teions, and concentration of (it-particles of 2%, are suggested. The bulk of absorption
(75%) is due to T—ions at the major radius, R z 1.2 in, corresponding to o) : QT.
Remaining power is absorbed mainly directly by electrons (13.5%) and through the mode
conversion to IBW (10%).

Current drive.

The steady-state operation of a fusion reactor is, probably, absolutely necessary to makethe electricity production cost competitive. RF current drive together with the bootstrapcurrent is one of the possible means to reach the steady operation. In this paper we show
that low frequency current drive methods can be used for high density plasmas, neo : 1021
m‘3, typical for Ignitor.

An interesting regime is found at Alfven frequencies, i.e. (0 < Q for all plasma species. As
an example. below we present results for f: 42 MHz. The single-pass absorption in thiscase is about 50% and RF power is absorbed by electrons alone, The toroidal Fourier
spectrum of the 6»strap antenna with phasing A:7t/4 between adjacent straps is given in
Fig. 2. One can see two distinguished peaks, one for n = —10 to 0, and another for n : 30
to 40. The peak at large n is parasitic because the coupled power can drive the current inopposite direction. However. the antenna geometry and phasings were chosen such thatthis peak has little contribution to the antenna loading (Fig. 3) and even less to current
drive. The first peak has typical n z 5 corresponding to the strongest electron absorption
(C5 : 1, where QC 2 w/kiivc). The importance of the condition, Ce z 1, for LFCD was first
mentioned in Ref. [7]. The distribution of the vertical component of the RF electric field,Re(EZ), in the poloidal cross-section is shown in Fig. 4, and in the equatorial plane of thetorus in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. The latter shows the details of the near—antenna field. Thesefigures confirm the above mentioned statement that fast wave does not penetrate far fromthe antenna in the toroidal direction. Note also that even the contributions from eachseparate strap are not mixed and can be clearly seen on a distance from the antenna. Thecontours for the power deposition are given in Fig. 6. Most power is absorbed in thecentral region. However, some insignificant power is absorbed near the plasma edge on thehigh~field—side (HFS) via the Alfven resonance. The radial profiles of the total absorbed
power (dashed curve) and RF driven current (solid curve) are presented in Fig. 7. The
current profile is more peaked than the power deposition profile due to the electron trappingeffects.
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The total driven Current at f = 42 MHz is found to be 360 kA for nco : 1021 m'3. This is a

Significant result if one takes into account that CD efficiency usually scales as l/ne. This

cunent. although is not encugh to sustain the plasma equilibrium by itself, is important as a

seed for the bootstrap Current. Also, it can be used for the current profile control.

There are other regimes at higher frequencies, f z 66 MHz and f z 90 MHz, also efficient

for current drive (antenna strap phasing or/and spacing has to be changed with frequency to

satisfy the requirement, Ce = 1). In those cases, the D-T hybrid layer plays the role of a

reflecting wall. Better CD results are obtained for smaller T~concentrations when the ion—

ion hybrid layer is located further on HFS leaving more space for wave penetration and

electron absorption. The main competitor to the electron absorption at f z 66 MHz is T-ion

absorption, and at f = 90 MHz it is Drion absorption. At T-concentrations of around 25%

the power absorbed by electrons in these regimes can reach 70%, and the CD efficiency is

acceptably high-
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Toroidal velocity and ripple losses in Tore Supra with
LH, ICRF, and combined additonal heating

P.Platz, V.Basiuk, B.Saoutic, R.Arslanbekov and ].Carrasco

Association EURATOM-CEA, CE. Cadarache
13108 SLPaul-lez-Durance,France

Abstract. Observations from a high—resolution crystal spectrometer and from

collector arrays for ripple- lossed fast particles (electrons or ions) show a strong

col-relation between the torOidal plasma velocity and the nature of the particles

leaving the plasma. The velocity is in the direction parallel to (opposite to) Ip, when

the net charge leaving the plasma is negative (positive). We observe Av/Al = 22-36

km 5—1/100mA (Av=tor0idal velocity; AI=net current collected in one out of

the 18 magnetic wells ).
Analysis of X-ray line spectra. On Tore Supra, high resolution line spectra from the

=2—n=1 transitions in He— and Li-like ions of intrinsic impurities are recorded with

a multi-crystal spectrometer [1]. The present study is based on the strong Fe and Cr

spectra in the 1.85 — 2.2 A region. A typical spectrum from Fe is shown in fig.1. The
5 ectrurn contains the lines w, x, y, and z from Fe24+; the remaining lines are from
Fe23+ (n23 designates a group of low—intensity lines). The spectra are taken at a rate

of 5 or 10 per second. The spectrum shown in fig.1 is the result of a summation

over 1.55.
The solid line through the w, n23 andj lines is the result of x2 - fitting of a (partial)

synthetic spectrum. The linesj and n23 are produced by di—electric recombination,
and their intensities (relative to the intensity of w), are known functions of Te

(decreasing with increasing Te).Ti is obtained from the width of the line w,

corrected for natural and instrumental broadening (Voigt profiles). Finally, the shift

of the line w from its position during the ohmic heating phase, gives the

(differential) toroidal plasma velocity, Av.
The spectra of Cr , such as the one shown in fig.2, are treated in the same way, but
the fit includes the line 2 because of the partial overlapping with j.
As an example, fig.3 illustrates qualitatively the effects we observe when LH is
replaced by ICRF: Te decreases (the intensities of the n23 lines go up), Ti increases,
and the spectrum shifts to shorter wavelengths (given the geometry of observation,

the plasma is accelerated in the direction opposite to Ip).

In the following, all quantities are relative to the ohmic phase ( AV, ATe, ATi). The

uncertainties of these quantities (fitting errors) may be quite low. For spectra with a

good S/N we have typically 5v : 1 ~ 2 km/s (occasionnally 2 - 4 kin/s for low

intensity ”ohmic" spectra) and 5Te , 5Ti = 0.05 — 0.1 keV.
Ripple-loss diagnostic. This diagnostic consists of two arrays of twelve polarisable
graphite collectors on the top and on the bottom of a vertical port. They act as probes

for the low-density plasma in the port, and as collectors for the high—energy,
collisionless particles, locally trapped in the magnetic well and drifting into the port
(electrons down, ions up) [2,3]. In the present experiment, all collectors are

set at +1OOV (in order to recollect possible secondary electrons). Consequently, the
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fray collects thermal and fast electrons, and the top array collects thermal

d fast ions. The net ripple current collected in the port ( i.e. in one out of

tic wells) is defined by
bofloflla
electrons an
the 18 magne

A] : lladd ' Iohm l top - lladd ' Iohm 1 bottom : Ali ' AIE! (1)

with subscripts add (ohm) for additional (ohmic) heating. Consequently, AI>0 (<0)

indicates a net positive (negative) charge leaving the plasma in the port (the total

current should be 18 times this value ). Finally, from a large data base of shots with

LH, we have obtained the following scaling law:

Ale[rnA] = 820* PLH * (n1) '2 * IP/Bt + — 10 ; [ MW, 1019m’2, MA, T] (2)

Experiments. We discuss the results from two series of shots:

series 1: shots 11956-11969, low density plasma, 111:25 1019111‘2
Ip=O.SMA, PLH22.7—2.9MW,P1CRF:1—3MW (H—minority heating)

spectrometer set on Fe24+, 23+

series H: shots 1299043006, high density plasma, nl=6 1019m‘2
Ip=1.51MA, PLH:1.8-3.8MW, PICRF:3.6-5MW (H—minority heating)

spectrometer set on Fe24+, 23+ for shots 12990 and12991
spectrometer set on Cr22+, 21+ for shots 12992-13006

Common discharge parameters are: a=0.77m, R=2.34m, 1323.71", He filling.Typical

electron and ion temperatures prior to the additional heating are 2.4keV and 2keV,

reapectivelte results for Av, ATe, and ATi obtained from the two series are shOWn

in fig.4 and 5. First we notice that, as expected, the LH additional power favours

electron heating, whereas the ICRF additional power goes to electrons and ions.

ATe and ATi attain 2keV and 1.3keV, respectively. Secondly, we observe that when

ICRF is applied, the plasma is accelerated in the direction opposite to the plasma

current ( Av >0); with LH applied, the acceleration is in the direction of 1p (Av<0).

Finally, with both heating methods present, we observe the sum velocity.

The correlation of the sign of Av with the species of heated particles suggests the

existence of a relation between the toroidal rotation and the electric charge leaving

the plasma. In fig.6 we have plotted Av against A1 for series 11. Obviously, the

correlation is quite strong, i.e. the plasma is accelerated in the direction parallel

(opposite) to 1p, when the net charge leaving the plasma is negative (positive),

creating an outward (inward) radial electric field. For the shots of series I, the

electron —loss diagnostic (bottom array) was not in operation. In spite of this, we get

interesting results from this series too , by proceeding in the following manner:

i) for the "ICRF only” time— slices , the ion current always dominates and,

consequently, AI is not affected by the missing electron array; ii) for the ”ICRF+LH”—

time— slices we can calculate a correction using the scaling law, eq.(2), for Ale;

iii) for the "LH only" time slices, Ali =0, and A1 = — Ale, with Ale again calculated

from eq.(2). The result of this approach is shown in fig.7 (the ”horizontal" error bars

of + - 10mA follow from the use of eq.(2)). Although there is much scatter in the

points, it is again obvious that high electron losses are on a par with Av<0.

A quantitative relation is obtained by looking on individual shots as shown in fig.8

(which is a a zoom on the data of fig.7).
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In View of the data presented here, the correlation of ripple losses and toroidal
rotation seems quite well established. A further argument in favour of this relation
is expected from another RF heating scheme used on Tore Supra, the direct fast wave
electron heating (FWEH) [4], with typical parameters : 48MHz, Ip=O.4—1MA, Bt:
1.5-2.2T. Both experiment and theory [4,5] show a strong heating of bulk electrons
without the creation of fast particles. Therefore, no toroidal rotation is expected.
However, the electron temperature (1.2keV at 2T) of the ohmic plasma (serving as
the reference) is too low to produce Cr or Fe spectra with good photon statistics.
These experiments, with FWEH, will be repeated using Titanium or Argon.
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1, Introduction and overview of the problem
To perform low voltage tokamak start-up in a reliable manner, save volt-seconds and

reduce the generation of runaway electrons, non-inductive preionization and plasma production

are desirable. It may even be mandatory in the next generations of machines, like lTER.

In the present paper, the first successful production of plasma in a tokamak using RF

power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) is reported. The increased interest in

this frequency band (1+100 MHz) is explained by the following facts. The same RF technology

may be used for ICRF plasma production as well as for normal RF heating (RF generators,

transmission lines and antennas without Faraday shields (FS), like in the case of TEXTOR [1]).

The powerful, reliable and inexpensive RF generators operated in quasi—steady regime are

widespread now. Dense plasmas (nc >10l3 cm'3) of a parabolic profile were reliably produced

in a wide range of toroidal magnetic field and gas pressure values in magnetic devices of

different types: open traps [2-3], stellarators and torsatrons [4-6] and toroidal machines without

rotational transform [4]. The capability to perform in one scenario the RF plasma start-up,

preheating and current ramp-up as well was also demonstrated [7]. At last, the qualitative theory

of plasma production in ICRF and numerical models were developed too [8-10].

A crucial fact to start the experiment on ICRF plasma production in TEXTOR was the

presence of a screenless double loop antenna. Along with the RF magnetic field required to

excite efficiently fast wave (FW) during the~ plasma heating phase [1], the antenna without FS

generates also the RF parallel electric field ( E u) between the antenna central conductors and the

side protection limiters. According to theory [8], the RF Eu field is responsible for neutral gas

ionisation and plasma build-up by electron impact during the gas breakdown phase (co>wpe) and

during the slow wave (SW) excitation phase (aKwpc).

2. Experimental conditions
TEXTOR is a medium size tokamak with Ro=1.75 m and a=0.46 m equipped with a

pumped toroidal belt limiter. Both double loop antennas, one without FS (Al), the other with a

FS (A2), which have been designed for normal ICRF heating experiments were employed for

the present studies. Being installed at toroidally diametrically opposite locations, the antennas

were fixed at standard radial positions meaning that the current straps were at rA1=rA2=051 m.

Keeping the standard value of the toroidal magnetic field BT =2.25 T, two scenarios of RF

plasma production were tested:
(i) - co>coci (f=32.5 MHz, deuterium);
(ii) . aKcoci (f=25 MHz, hydrogen).
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Each pair of the current straps in both antennas was fed either in phase (zero-phasing) orout-of phase (mphasing) with typical (generator) RF power in the range ~100+300 kW. In thecase where the loading resistance could be measured, about 50% of the power was found to becoupled to the plasma. However, in most cases a reliable evaluation of the power radiated in theplasma was not possible (most probably due to a high level of harmonics in the transmissiOnlines affecting the measured voltage levels). All experiments reported here were performedeither in pure RF regime (no loop voltage) or in combined RF and Ohmic heating (OH) regime“
To improve plasma confinement in pure toroidal geometry at the RF preionization phase(before OH discharge start), a small correction poloidal magnetic field was also used [11].

3. Results of the first experiments
3.1 Deuterium RF plasma production, 03>c

In this frequency range, the SW is strongly evanescent and the power is expected to be,collisionally dissipated in the ion Bernstein wave (IBW). coupling taking place directly at theantenna or at the 2nd harmonic layer where the evanescent FW can convert to IBW. Othermechanisms or waves linked to the fact that the plasma is only partially ionised might play arole. Absorption and coupling by non-linear mechanisms is also possible [12].
To find the range in BT, where RF plasma production would be possible and reliable,the first series of RF only discharges was performed in multi-pulse regime, while BT was

ramped down in time (Fig. 1). Two antennas were excited in sequence (Al: zero—phasing, A2;rr—phasing) with time overlapped RF pulses. Deuterium plasma was easily produced in a widerange of BT (1.3 +2.4 T) at a gas pressure ranging from 10'6 to 10’4 Torr starting with 250 kWof RF generator power. No restriction in RF plasma production performance was observed inthis operational parameter range. Therefore. the subsequent experiments have been perfonried atthe standard BT value when both antennas were operated in single long RF pulses.
It was found that RF plasma production was also possible for A1 and A2 antennas

operated separately. However, the screenless antenna produced plasma more efficiently. Theantenna phasing also has an influence on plasma production. For example, to obtain the same
plasma (~1011cm3), twice the power was needed in n—phasing as compared to zero-phasing (A1antenna in both cases). This is thought to be due to better antenna coupling and power
deposition at low kn's.

The highest density so far (up to about 1012 cm‘3 ) has been achieved withsimultaneous operation of both antennas (Fig.2a). During pure RF phase the density of plasmahad a broad and mainly central profile (Fig.3a). However, the easiness of producing the RF
plasma and the quality of the plasma produced (density, position of formation, etc.) weresensitive to the poloidal correction field and the inductor stray field during the OH start-up
phase (Figs.2a,3a).

3.2 Hydrogen RF plasma production, wane"
In this case, plasma production was realised using the Alfvén heating scenario [13] atstandard value of BT =2.25 T. The screenless antenna fed in zero-phasing produced plasma

more efficiently at the same RF power level as compared with the case co>wCD . The highest
density was again achieved by simultaneous operation of both antennas (Fig.2b). The profile ofRF plasma density was initially peaked at the centre of the vessel like in the case of deuteriumplasma production (Fig.3b).

Unfortunately, the programmable dynamic correction of poloidal magnetic field and gaspressure were not well adjusted enough to perform low loop voltage (S 7 V) OH start-upassisted by RF. It led to decreasing of antenna coupling, plasma cooling and disappearance ofthe RF discharge either before applying the loop voltage (Fig.2) or during its application(Fig.4). Figure 4 also shows the "plasma current" lp . In reality apart from the short time—period(0.17s<t<0.34s) during which a plasma is present, Ip is in fact the current flowing in the liner.When the plasma is present Ip increases by ~2 kA which represents a true plasma current. The
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(that the plasma current does not start increasing once started probably indicates that the

31:5!“ channel is too resistive.

4 Numerical modelling
To analyse plasma build-up scenarios for the present antennas installed in TEXTOR and

se me RF Start-up process for more adapted antennas, we use a numerical simulation that

es self-consistently two codes: the 1—D RF code [9] and the 0-D Transport code [8].

This simulation provides the time-evolution of the plasma density and temperature under

e action of a given amount 0f RF input power, taking into account that only a fraction is

coupled to the plasma, the other part being dissipated ohmically on the antenna. Comparisons

with the present experiments remain to be done. However, the code predicted a much better

coupling for the "crankshaft" antenna [9], as compared to more conventional antenna types and

the "crankshaft" antenna was successfully tested recently in the URAGAN—3M torsatron. First

computations for the TEXTOR case indicate a strong sensitivity of the coupling to deviation

from 90° of the angle between the RF current and the total magnetic field which would favour

o eralion at moderate vertical magnetic field (Bv=0.01+0.02 T). For too large values

(>0~01”‘0'03 T) of the vertical field the code predicts a strong deterioration of the plasma

confinement.

0 firm
0011113111

5, Conclusions
The results obtained can be summarised as follows:

1. RF plasma has been successfully produced in ICRF for the first time in a tokamak.

2_ A plasma density up to about 1012 cm'3 with broad and central profile has been achieved.

3, The plasma has been produced in a wide range of toroidal magnetic fields (1.3+2.4 T)

Without retuning of RF generators, in deuterium (cu>mCD) and hydrogen (0)40“) at a gas

pressure ranging from 10'5 to 10'4 Torr.
4. The plasma has been produced with unshielded and shielded antennas. The unshielded

antenna produced plasma more efficiently, especially in the case of Alfvén heating scenario.

5. The electron temperature was probably too small for plasma current start-up. A more

Optimised dynamic programming of poloidal magnetic field and gas pressure will be needed,

to realise the low loop voltage OH start-up assisted by RF.
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1, Introduction

At present, plasmaefacing components belong to the most difficult design issues for lTEFi.

The main concerns for the utilization of high—Z materials as plasma—facing materials (PFM’si

are [1]: (1) key issue: impurity production and accumulation (very low tolerable high-Z

impurity concentration due to strong line radiation), (2) hydrogen recycling in the high

recycling regime, (3) materials performance under high heat load conditions, and (4) metal

impurities during lCRH [7].

Since TEXTOFi is dedicated to the study of plasma~surface interactions and PFM’s, and is

particularly Well edge-diagnosed, a high-Z test limiter programme has been initiated [2, 3]

to broaden the poor database for the evaluation of the suitability of high-Z materials as

PFM’s. Neutral beam and lCRF heating experiments with a tungsten test limiter were

conducted to find operational conditions suitable for the use of tungsten PFM’s.

2. Experimental Set—up

The test limiter experiments were performed under standard TEXTOR conditions with

boronized walls (ALT-ll belt limiter at 46 cm, Bt = 2.25 T, ID = 350 kA) in Lemode

discharges (NBIACo, H°H>D+ ; ICFlH: 32.5 MHZ, screenless antenna, H-minority heating).

A solid tungsten test limiter was inserted through a limiter lock at the bottom of the vessel

up to a minor radius r = 44 cm. The limiter was made of highly purified W and had

dimensions of 10 cm in toroidal direction, 6 cm in poloidal direction and 5 cm in height

(toroidal curvature 8.5 cm and poloidal curvature 6 cm). The plasma-facing area of the test

limiter represents only about 1/500 that of ALT-ll (3.3 m2). Hence, the major part of the

plasma still interacts with the graphite belt limiter which dominates the general impurity

behaviour.
Heat fluxes representative of ITER divertor target conditions were reached. The surface

temperature was determined from lFl thermography. The local impurity release was studied
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by visible spectroscopy. Edge electron temperature and density profiles were meaSured
using He- and Li-beams. Highez contamination of the plasma was observed by
Bremsstrahlung and radial profiles of the radiated power from bolometry. Graphite collecmr
probes at (r = 47.5 cm) were used in the SOL to trace tungsten and other impurity “Was
[2].

3. Experimental Results
Recent experiments on TEXTOR with molybdenum [2, 3, 4] and tungsten [4, 5] test
limiters have demonstrated that in ohmic discharges the radiated power increment due to
high Z impurities increases with density. Accumulation of Mo-or Weimpurities occurs when
the density exceeds a critical value ncr (see discussion). During the experiments discussed
here, in the OH phase of discharges with the W~limiter at 44 cm and a central lineeaverage
density neo higher than a critical value of about 2.5 x1013 cm”3 accumulation of W in the
plasma centre was observed. This leads to a strong central radiation, peaked density
profiles, centrally flattened electron temperature profiles, suppression of sawteeth, and
eventually to a minor disruption (thermal instability) [5].
ln discharges heated by a sufficiently high ICRH power the impurity behaviour as a
function of density is totally different from that in thermally unstable 0H discharges. In
both cases the relative strength of the W-impurity source is dominated by physical
sputtering by impact of carbon and oxygen impurities [4] and decreases with increasing
plasma density (corresponding to a decreasing edge temperature). Under high edge density
conditions with auxiliary heating, sputtered W—atoms are efficiently screened by prompt
redeposition. Details of the local impurity release and screening are discussed in [5]. At
high density the influence of the tungsten limiter on the plasma impurity content and the
plasma performance becomes negligible [4, 6].
An lCFlH power scan in a series of (L-mode) discharges showed that in OH target plasmas
with a density above nu the central radiation disappears and the Weconcentration falls by
at least on order of magnitude some hundreds of ms after the onset of ICRH (see Fig. 1)
if the RF power level is above a threshold value varying between roughly 0.7 MW and l.1
MW depending on the plasma density. The radiated power profiles peak at the outer
plasma regions. Preliminary experiments had already demonstrated such an RFvinduced
expulsion of W from the centre [6].
For ICFlH power levels below threshold tungsten accumulates in the centre. Its influence
on the discharge (Fig. 2) is similar to that in OH discharges with density above the critical
value and a thermal instability occurs. The central W-concentration cwlo) reconstructed [4,
5] from central radiated power, new), TelO) and calculated values for impurity radiation
under the assumption of corona equilibrium, is on the order of 10“, in good agreement
with the relative W—deposition rate on the collector probes [4, 6]. Measurements of
Bremsstrahlung in the visible range indicate that within the error bars the accumulation of
W in the centre does not significantly increase 26” and hence the dilution. This is
consistent with a W-concentration on the order of 104.
A thermal instability in the presence of ICRH (below threshold) occurs several times during
a discharge (Fig. 2) and can develop in different ways. For the discharge shown in Fig. 2
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= 3.25 s the accumulation process evolves as in the OH case [5] above no: cw(o)

(r) peaks, radiation grows and Telr) flattens until the situation becomes unstable

ruption occurs. At t = 2.0 5, starting from a higher cwlo), cwlo) rises, Telr)

(r) also flattens this time (and over a broad radial range). When auxiliary

at t
rises, n3 _

and a minor d's
flattens bUt “e
heating delivers sufficient power to heat, the central plasma, Telr) peaks, nelr) flattens and

the thermal instability is stopped (Fig. 3). The Te(r) profiles become stable and sawtoothing

sets in, “:25 sin Fig. i) but only after the central radiation decreased.

The influence of tungsten was also investigated in NBI-Co heated discharges at different

densities and at a power level of 1.3 MW lno power scan). No impurity accumulation was

observed, and the phenomena observed during stabilization of a thermally unstable OH

target plasma are similar to those in target plasmas heated by lCFlH power above the

threshold level. The W/D flux ratio [2] in front of the W.limiter as well as its surface

temperature were found to be higher with NBI than with lCRH. However, values of Zeff

(about 1.5 at F190 = 4 x 1013 cm’3) estimated from visible Bremsstrahlung do not show

any measurable difference (no measurable plasma dilution) between lCRH— and NBl-heated

discharges.

In the OH as Well as in the auxiliary heated case Telr) flatting always sets in at the high

field side (maybe due to the lower heat conductivity). In both cases a heat pulse is emitted

shortly before a minor disruption. After the heat pulse an m = 2 mode is developing with

a frequency of about 2.3 kHz.

4, Discussion and Summary

The behaviour of tungsten is found to be very different in the ohmic- and the auxiliary

heated phase of the discharge. In the lCRH phase the behaviour depends on the RF power

level.
In the OH phase the radiated power increment due to W-impurities increases with density

lalthough the impurity source intensity decreases), leading to a plasma thermal instability

if the density exceeds a critical value her. if in ohmic target plasmas with density above

ncr, ICRH at a power level above a threshold value (which increases with increasing

density) is added, the thermal instability is suppressed.

The mechanisms provoking the thermal instability in OH discharges and the relaxation of

the plasma core are discussed by Tokar et al. [8] (see also [21). The critical density can be

explained by the fact that impurity radiation and neoclassical (NC) transport of W-impurities

increase with density. In stationary state the NC-flux is balanced by the flux due to

anomalous diffusion. A central Te(r) flattering due to radiation by accumulated tungsten

causes the NC inward flux of W to dominate (temperature screening disappears), leading

to an instability.

In auxiliary heated discharges at sufficiently high power levels anomalous transport

dominates over NC transport and W—accumulation is prevented. The threshold auxiliary

power level can be interpreted in terms of her which increases with increasing central

temperature, anomalous diffusivity,and heat conductivity [8]. The critical density above

which a thermal instability sets in increases with auxiliary heating power.
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1, Introduction . _
esent moment the quasilinear theory of radiofrequency heating (cyclotron and

he I‘
ghetrenkgv) with monochromatic waves is almost complete. It provides the consistent account

ofthe non-local effects at wave-particle interaction due the magnetic field nonuniformity along

the magnetic field lines (mfl) and the coherence of RF-field (the finitness of wave packet

size) as well as of the effects of wave-particle decorrelation due to Coulomb collisions. The

resulting from this theory bounce—averaged quasilinear equation (QLE) is extensively used for

the numerical Studies of the RF—heating. One of the basic assumptions used for the derivation

of bounce—averaged QLE is that the unperturbed particles motion provides sufficient

relaxation ofthe distribution function over all canonical angles, so that the distribution function

stays constant on the magnetic (or drift) surface [1,2]. This assumption is obviously not valid

for all collisionality regimes In particular case of heating with toroidally localized wave

packets in tokamak it means that the collision frequency should be less than banana toroidal

rotation frequency and may be violated even in "collisionless" confinement regime, This

situation can be modelled by 2D QLE averaged over the parallel motion, with the effects of

the magnetic drift being either neglected or retained in the equation in the form of the drift of

trapped orbit as a whole [3,4] Obviously the direct effect of resonance interaction on

neoclassical transport (see eg Ref,[1]) is omitted in this approximation From the other hand

the for the purposes of Monte-Carlo modeling of quasilinear effects of plasma heating in

systems with complicated magnetic field geometry, such as stellarators, it is convenient to have

the kinetic equation in the local form rather than in averaged one that permits the direct

integration of particles stochastic orbits Such an equation is present in implicit form in the

literature, and our purpose is to present it explicitly that demands the explicit description of the

wave-particle decorrelation. In particular case of "collisionless" regime we consider with the

help of its bounce averaged form (not a surface~averaged) the effect of additional transport at

ion cyclotron minority heating in tokamak due to the toroidal nonuniformity of wave packet.

2. Basic equation
Following Ref. [5] we introduce the guiding center variables zi =(e,u,¢,§) being the total

energy. magnetic moment, gyrophase and guiding center position, using the momentum

{3: p0 +efk /c where [30 is the kinetic momentum and A is RF-field vector potential, The drifi—

kinetic QLE takes the form
or - . 1 a y or 1
Tat—ivgw:LCHIJJ-‘iDéLQJ‘QLIJ (1)

where {lg is guiding center velocity flc is a Coulomb collision operator, J V is the Jacobian of

phase space coordinates. The components of the symmetric diffusion tensor are given by

D311:%Re E idt’(aim‘(13\)affilfl‘)+a§n(f{)-al,,.(I-{’))-exp[iitldt'(m+inmc(}_{”))+5mm(t,t’)] (2)
m=7<tr —a:

1Sponsored in part by International Science Foundation, Contract ISF N U32000.
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where R' and R" are unperturbed characteristics for time values 1' and t" respectively, a) and
mc are the wave and relativistic cyclotron frequencies and mm is collisional decorrelatim,
function obtained explicitly in Ref.[6]. The amplitudes of Fourier series over gyrophase 0fthe
acceleration components are expressed through noncanonical Poisson brackets of Ref. [5] as

l
3n:' 2n

1 1'
-

idrii -exp(—im«|>)r{2' ,H1 }
_ A21

where H1 is complex amplitude ofthe linear over RF-tield part of the perturbed Hamiltonian
fl E moc2[ 1+(piciifcl'/mac2 — l+p2/mgczj= Reihll expkimtll +l-l2 +O(/—\3).'

Here [110 is the mass of resting particle and the gauge (p: 0 is assumed for the RF-field.
For the components of quasilinear force one has

FéL : {2‘ .K}+6Fi,
where the ponderomotive Hamiltonian K is given byat r. ,.

-

- i
-

K:1Re Z [immclii'4’EJ'Hlmglm+{Hl‘m‘HlmU'i<Hz>l¢i (3)B0 flu or.

. I - _ I V _HI", : idl'iHlm(R’)<expL~iidl”(m+nimc(R"))+5(lim(l,l'l
-50 t

in: —'2:

and angular brackets mean the averaging over time and gyrophase. Here H1m are the
amplitudes of Fourier expansion of HI over gyrophase 7 is a relativistic factor and B0 is the
main magnetic filed. The nonadiabatic part ofthe force of" is in general case ofthe same order
with adiabatic pan. however in the considered case of small collision frequency vE <<cn it is
rapidly oscillating with phase—space variables and gives a negligibly small contribution to the
distribution function. therefore it is omitted in the following.
In the particular case when the resonance interaction is absent and the RF-field has a form ofa
quasi-plane wave the main contribution to the time integral in Eq.(3) comes from the upper
limit, where the decorrelation function is negligibly small. In this case the ponderomotive
Hamiltonian coincides with given in Ref.[S]i Note that the phase-space variables used here are
not the oscillation center variables introduced in Ref.[5], As the consequence even in non—
resonant case the fake diffusion is present in the equation together with the resonant one.
In the particular case ofthe cyclotron resonance heating ( m = time) in collisionless confinement
regime (Val-[Ii «I for the trapped particles where Th and "a: are bounce time and collisional
detrapping frequency resp, and verb << Ph for passing particles, where PI) is the probability to
pass the cyclotron interaction region during one poloidal rotation (this quantity can be small
for the heating with localized wave packets)) the drift kinetic QLE can be averaged over the
parallel motion. Neglecting in collisional and quasilinear terms in Eq,(l) the derivatives over
the guiding center position responsible for the neoclassical transport and assuming the
trajectories I5" and R" being along the magnetic field lines one getsat 1 a i A 1 a ii at

at Jb ax' Jl3<VCl>i3L<LC>bHJb 57} IbiDQL>b all ‘ (4)
where xi :(xl ,l are guiding center coordinates aligned to the magnetic field lines
(BOVxi = 0) The other notation is

3 . 13 fl _ I .J :lda-i..i,, v' :— dS-J.’J.-VV3', J :— d3R-J,, v' :0m a, \ i < d)“ Jh SJ: i i \ hp (Wait “V < d>hP
where subscripts "t" and "p” mean trapped and passing particles resp., S is the coordinate on
given magnetic field line. 91 are the particle turning points. 6V is the volume between the two
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close magnetic surfaces and sfixltxzfil/Eill'fiztf). The components of the diffusion

r can be expressed in terms of "time" average
.. 1'1. t.

D" > = lit—idr-DU 9's; V (5)
< QL b Tilo oLi i l)

[enSO

where 919.1} iS the trajectory starting from S at 1: :0. The ponderomotive force is averaged of

the equation due to {5,K} = —&K/5’E and {mi} : 0. The diffusion tensor (5) formally differs from

obtained with the assumption of resonance overlapping (see eg, Ref.[3]) by the presence of

the rapidly oscillating terms of the same order. which give negligibly small contribution to the

distribution function. In this approximation the distribution function of passing particles stays

constant on given magnetic surface , while for the trapped particles this symmetry can be

destroyed eighther by the asymmetry of the main magnetic field or of the RF—tieldi

3. Localized [CRH induced transport.
For the simplest case of the fundamental minority cyclotron resonance heating with toroidally

localized wave packet in tokamak the relativistic and finite Larmor radius effects can be

neglected and the averaged equation fc()r )trapped particles takes the form
6f (7f aRP x l 0 ("If

Rewifirrrauatd~ u ,1 p b _L r J.
(6)

where \‘p and "t are parallel and perpendicular components of particle velocity in the

cyclotron resonance point $2“ is the banana toroidal rotation frequency 1 :e; ~q9 ‘9‘; are the

poloidal and toroidal angles, q.R,mu,na are safety factor, torus major radius‘ minority mass

and density respectively, and Pitt) is the RF-power density averaged over one poloidal

revolution of the magnetic field line with given 7“ The correspoding equation for passing

particles is obtained from Eq.(6) by putting Q a) 0 and Ptx) a if" P(y_) lav For the simplicity we

take Krook model for the collision operator and assume the minority distribution to be close to

Maxwellian fM. Using Fourier series expansion as given by 19(1) = ZP, expiilx), for the

amplitudes ofthe distorted part ofthe trapped particles distribution function we get

fl—
n T0.11

27tqM mmv2 \ PI

“3)i Ta Jvm “to“ '

The increase of the trapped particles population in the region of wave packet creates the

ambipolar potential
1/2 -i/2 —i/2

(111(3) =W,idi<-di<'[t<2 -si11Z 3] [K2 —:si112 i] ,

2 encil-i—Zcfl-v +119“) Kn KiK) 2 7

where Zu ‘Zm are minority and effective charge, 110 is plasma density, Ktx) is elliptic integral

of2-nd kind, x0 is defined by the square root domain and Sr is the cyclotron resonance point,

Here we assumed smallness of toroidicity 5‘ and independence of detrapping and rotation

frequencies on velocity space variables. The toroidal asymmetry of the electrostatic potential

causes the drift of bulk plasma trapped particles with radial velocity Vr =(cq/a)£{tp)b/€7,,

resulting in additional diffusion with coefficient
\2 2 2

5/2 ca 1 P1
Di:r;‘ v F(S )[ J2 .

H r Re “380(14'Zefl‘) | (\‘fi+r1312S2%)(v(21+t1(212S2i)

Here vufluypflfl are collision and toroidal rotation frequencies of minority and bulk

(7)

particles, rte r) = 1. Estimating QM}, zc/(ZeafiBoeiRz) for the tokamak with R : 3 m, q = 2,

B = 3 T, ne: 31019 m-3, Ta: Tn:
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5 KeV heated with 10 MW ofICRl—l power localized within the radius r : 0,5 m and angle AC
: 90°. we get Dr E 0.01 1n2/s‘ that is higher than neoclassical ion thermal conductivity
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Fokker-Planck Solver With Spatial Diffusion

Of The Driven Currents*

LP. Shkarofsky" and MM. Shoucri

Centre canadien de fusion magnétique, Varennes, Que’bec, J3XISI, Canada

1. Introduction

To calculate the currents driven in a tokamak by a dc electric field or by lower-hybrid or

electron-cyclotron waves, the Fokker-Planck equation is solved [1,2] to first derive the form

of the electron momentum distribution function. Thereafter, one can calculate both the driven

current density and the X-ray emission spatial profiles. However, the fast electrons which are

generated during current drive can diffuse the spatial current density profile. The spatial

diffusion that occurs depends on the form assumed for its dependence in space and also in

momentum. We solve relativistically the Fokker-Planck equation in two dimensions (2D) in

momentum (p) space and with one radial (r) dimension (1D) in configuration space. In [1],

we developed a fast Fokker-Planck solver without spatial diffusion. It is capable of predicting

the actual line-integrated bremsstrahlung energy spectrum up to hundreds of keV [3]. It uses

an accelerated method through a solution of an elliptic equation. However, when spatial

diffusion is included, we have to solve numerically the Fokker-Planck equation as a diffusion

parabolic equation on the much slower collisional time scale. Here we provide the new

version of the solver, with evolution on a collisional time scale, which includes spatial

diffusion. Previous efforts were those in [4], and Cairns et al [5] who use a simplified model.

2. Analysis

We solve for the distribution function,f, with a diffusion term, D(r,p) :

31—: + VP- 3 = 1(fm,flcosfip) + %%[rD(r,p)%£] (1)

where S includes effects, explicitly given in [1], due to a dc electric field (a), quasi—linear rf

fields (lower-hybrid (DLH), fast wave and electron—cyclotron, see [2]), electron-ion collisions

and part of electron-electron collisions, and I includes the remaining electron-electron

collision part which is an integral overf,. The variables are normalized as in [l], with the

additional parameter D(r,p) normalized to Vaz, where v is the collision frequency. Using a
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collisional relaxation time step At, we altemate by solving Eq. (1) without spatial diffugion

6f/61+ Vp- S = I(fm,flcosBp) (2)

and then solving Eq. (1) with only spatial diffusion but setting the terms 5 : I : O.

2213 if 3at rarirD(r’p)6ri O
This corresponds to the method of fractional steps for solving Eq. (1). For the calculations,
two simplifications are used, although the numerics can handle more general Cases. Firs:
since both parallel and perpendicular velocities are included in the 2D solution, we took the
spatial diffusion coefficient to be a function of the magnitude of the velocity or momentum,
rather than of only the parallel velocity component. Thereby, we also get around the problem
of how to handle the negative parallel velocity side. Secondly, since the suprathermal
electrons induce the spatial diffusion, the spatial diffusion operator acts only for velocities
above thermal. This is simulated by assuming a dependence proportional to the factor (v .
v,,,) with v > vlh where v,h = [TM/771]”2 is the local thermal velocity.
3. Results

We provide results from the FokkerePlanck solver of the diffused current profilcs for several
examples of D()',p). Comparisons with experimental results of TdeV (shot number 23870,
with a = 0.25 m, R = 0.86 m, BT = 1.5 T, Zeff = 3.5, line averaged 115 = 1.4 x 10191113,)“:
25) and with an analysis [5] are presented. The adopted density and temperature profiles are:

ne(1019m'3) = 1.95 [1 + 0.3712 (r/a)Z — 2.98 (r/a)3 + 1.6963 (Ir/(1)4] (4)
T£(keV) = 1.878 [1 — (r/a)1'5]2 +0.03 , Tl = Tc/2

All other space dependent variables (eg. v,h and v) are also referred to their values obtained
with nu = 1019 m'3 and 7",.C = 1 keV. The lower~hybrid rf power input is given in terms of the
normalized DLH, which is assumed to vary in space as D11H = 0.5[.tz'n:(rtl'/O.425r1)] for r/a S
0.425, zero for r/a > 0.425, and D”, is applied between the local v1 = 3 v”, and v2 : 8 vm.
This shape mimics the form of the hot electron population I (f .f,,,,,,.) (13;). We first Show

results without spatial diffusion [D(r,p) = 0.0] subject to no electric field (a = 0.0), but to the
above DLH. The resultant current density profile, derived from integrals over the distribution
function at spatial radial points, is shown in Fig. 1, plot a. This profile is hollow in the
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cenfl‘e but can fill up by including appropriate D(r,p) or D(r,v) radial diffusion. ln plots b

of D(r v)-— c (v vm) in mils (not normalized), where respectively c : 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2

d0.05[1 + 3. 5(r/a)2]. Note that the central region gets filled up and that the profile

:nroadens for larger constant values 0f 6. When c = 0.2, the central value is about 0 19,

decreasing monotonically to zero at about r/a = 0.8. In Fig. 2, we plot the normalized hot

electron population, l (f- fMW) (Pp The theoretical plots a to f correspond to the same a to

fcases as in Fig.1. In plot g (dashed curve), we show TdeV experimental data whose values,

indjcative of the hot population, are obtained from the 10-20 keV range of the X--ray

emission profile divided by ne(r). There is reasonable agreement between the experimental

and the theoretical curve for c = 0.2. Plot h of Fig.2 plots the result from the simplified

model in Cairns et al [5], indicating qualitative agreement between the latter and plot :3.

Cairns et :11 use D(r,v") : 0.2 v", limited to positive parallel velocity vl within the plateau

region, and apply an averaging procedure which reduces the calculation of the spatial profile

in the plateau region to a simple diffusion equation in r. Our 2D analysis has a much larger

range of applicability covering all of 2D (including perpendicular and negative parallel)

velocity space in a continuous fashion, and allowing more complicated solutions, such as

partial current drive with a net electric field existing. The current density profiles for such

a case with E = 0.13/(ZrtR) are shown in Fig.3. Curves a to d correspond [O values of c =

0.05, 0.1, 02 and 0.05[1 + 3.501502]. In Fig 4, curves a to d, we plot the corresponding

results for the normalized hot electron population, l (f- fm") (Pp and plot e shows again the

experimental curve. These examples show the versatility of the code. The cpu time on a unix

DEC Alpha machine, OSFl v3.2, is about 2 hours for 20 radial points and 400 iterations.

' Supported by the Centre canadz‘en de fusion magnétique with funds from AECL, Hydro-

Québec and MRS. " Also at MPB Technologies Inc, Pointe Claire, Quebec, Canada.
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1. Introduction

Using two spectra of lower hybrid (LH) waves with different values of 11” offers interesting

possibilities for Controlling the absorption profile of LH waves in tokamaks. Previously,

the synergy between a fast and a slow spectrum of lower hybrid waves has been ex—

perimentally studied at ASDEX [l] and JT»60U [2]. At ASDEX, local control of the

current profile was achieved. At JT-SOU, filling of the spectral gap by the slower wave

was investigated.
In this report, the absorption of a spectrum of fast (UN, ’1 five) lower hybrid Waves

is investigated via numerical simulations. The enhancement of the absorption caused

by filling the spectral gap by simultaneously launched slower waves with up}. 2' 4.31):

is studied. The electron motion is solved from a two-dimensional driftikinetic Vlasov

equation [3] and the ion motion from the fluid equations. The electrostatic field is

obtained from the Poisson equation. The absorption profile of the waves is solved, and

the time evolution of the LH spectrum is investigated.

2. Drift-kinetic model
In our numerical simulations, the distribution function f€(m,y,v“,t) for the electrons is

solved from the two—dimensional drift—kinetic Vlasov equation [3]

6f E sinfi 8f E sindaf 8f
’8 9 -9 4-;J_Ez 9 5:0, 1

(9t (”l' C“ + w... law we, fly “)5 at“ l l
where the magnetic field is in the a: — 2 plane making an angle 9 : 10° with the a:

direction. The ion kinetic effects are neglected and the ion density ni(m,y,t) is solved

and the field components Em and Ey are solved from the two—
from a fluid equation,
dimensional Poisson equation [3].

The initial density and temperature profiles are assumed to be parabolic in y di-

rection: ne(y) : neu[l # (y/Lnfl and ve(y) : vggfl — (y/Lu)2]1/2. In the periodic m

direction, the initial temperature and density are homogeneous.

The LH waves are launched into the plasma by a ‘grill’ formed by an oscillating

external charge

Mew) : some) 23 2am. cosua + m — at). (2)
i=s,f k:
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where w(y) is a Gaussian that is localized around yg : —286/\DE. The step function 3(t)
grows from zero to one between wpet : 0 and 300. The frequencies a), and Leif correspcmd
to the slow and the fast part of the spectrum, respectively. The Wave numbers in Eq. (2)
are calculated from the linear dispersion relation.

3. Single Spectrum of fast LH Waves
The modes launched by the ‘grill’ have the frequency 11f : 3.7 GHz, and are centered at
the parallel refraction index of n” : 3. The corresponding parallel phase velocity near the
‘grill’ is 1)t 2 6.15125. Initially, the spectrum contains nine modes with parallel refraction
indices varying from 71.“ : 1.67 to 4.33. In this simulation, the peak temperature and
density of the plasma were Tao : 1.5 keV and neg : 2 X 1019 m”, respectively.

The evolution of the "H spectrum of the LH waves is shown in Fig. 1 at time wpet :
800 at different positions. As the wave amplitude at the ‘grill’ increases and the LH ae
propagates deeper inside the plasma, the spectrum becomes slightly wider and modes
with higher values of n“ are excited. At time expat : 800, a small second maximum is
formed in the spectrum at the second harmonic \vavenumber of the excited waves at
77,” 2’ 6.

Deep inside the plasma, the spectrum becomes asymmetric because of the strong
absorption of the modes with large values of 11". During the propagation, the maximum
of the spectrum is also shifted towards smaller values of n” as can be seen in Fig. 1. At
y : —150/\DE, the maximum of the spectrum is at n,“ z 3 but at y : 150M» it has
shifted to n” 2 2.

Formation of a hot tail in the electron distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Close
to the ‘grill’, at y : —200/\De, the temperature of the tail begins to increase at time
wpgt 2 300, and a tail is formed at wpct 2 500. Deeper inside the plasma, at y : —100/\D,3
and y : 0, a tail is formed later at time wpet 2 700 and 800, respectively. At 11 2 150M)e7
the velocity distribution is not changed during the simulation even though the amplitude
of the field is rather large there at the end of the simulation. The field in this region is
dominated by modes with high parallel phase velocities because the modes with small
phase velocities have already been absorbed close to the ‘grill’.

4. Filling the Spectral Gap with Slower LH Waves
The effect of filling the spectral gap by waves with smaller phase velocities is investigated
by launching a compound spectrum of lower hybrid waves into the plasma. The spectrum
consists of a slow part centered at the parallel refraction index of 1L” : 3 and of a
faster one at n” : 2. The corresponding parallel phase velocities near the ‘grill’ are
1)t : 4.3511e and 1)t : 6.531% for the slower and the faster wave, respectively. Both
the slow and the fast part of the spectrum have parallel wave numbers centered at
kIIADC : 0.0150, but the frequency of the faster part is z/f : 5.55 GHZ and the frequency
of the slower part is u, : 3.7 GHZ. The corresponding parallel refraction indices for
the fast part of the spectrum vary from n“ : 1.111 to 2.889 and for the slow part from
n.“ : 1.667 to 4.333. In this simulation, the peak temperature and density of the plasma
were chosen to be T50 : 3 keV and nan : 4 X 1019 m‘3, respectively.

The compound spectrum of the LH waves is shown in Fig. 2 at time wpgt : 564
at diiferent positions. The spectra have again been obtained by performing a spatial
Fourier transform of the Field in the :0 direction. The bottom axis has then been scaled
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by the frequency of the slow part of the spectrum and the top mds by the frequency of
the fast part of the spectrum in order to obtain the n” scales.

Strong absorption of the waves with large 77.” values can be seen in the spectra shown
in Fig. 2, where the amplitudes of the slow part of the spectrum around 71.” 2 3 decrease
when the waves propagate deeper inside the plasma. The spectrum broadens again
towards higher values of 71“, and modes with the second harmonic wavenumber of the
originally excited modes appear. For the slower part of the spectrum this corresponds to
refraction index n“ z 6 and for the faster part n“ 2 4. The amplitudes of these second
harmonic modes are much higher in the case of the compound spectrum than in the case
of a single spectrum even though the amplitudes of the modes are somewhat smaller.

The evolution of the electron velocity distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The
interaction of the electrons with the compound spectrum of LH waves is much stronger
than with the single spectrum having high phase velocities. The height of the plateau
obtained at y : —2OU)\DE with the combined spectrum of waves is more than two orders
of magnitude higher than the one obtained with the single spectrum (cf. Fig. 3(a)). This
of course means that a much higher current is obtained with the combined spectrum.
The plateau of the distribution function shown in Fig. 3(b) has also positive values of the
slope at y 2 wZOOADC, which is a Sign of energy transferring back and forth between the
LH field and the fast electrons. This is in strong contrast with the smooth quasilinear
plateau found in the case of a. single spectrum in Fig. 3(a).

[1] F. X. Stildner7 F. Leuterer, R. Bartiromo, et al., Nucl. Fusion 34 (1994) 985.
[2] S. Ide7 O. Naito T. Kondoh, Y. lkeda and K. Ushigusa7 Phys. Rev. Lett. 73 (1994)

2312.
[3] A. Ghizzo, P. Bertrand, M. Shoucri, E. Fijalkow and M. Feix, J. Comput. Phys.

108 (1993) 105.
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Abstract

Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) experiments on profile control with sawteeth

suppression and shear reversal have been modelled with the transport code IETTO using LH

deposition profiles from the Baranov ray tracing code. Both modelling and Fast Electron

Bremsstrahlung (FEB) diagnostic show a wide range of LH current deposition profiles in these

experiments with variation from hollow to centrally peaked profile shapes Parameter scalings

of local emission are deduced from inverted FEB profiles. LH current deposition profiles from

the ray tracing plus 1D and 2D Fokker Planck codes are validated by comparison with FEB

profiles. The modelled plasma current redistribution and heating is compared with the

experiment on the basis of the evolution of the q—profile, internal inductance, loop voltage and

total energy content.

Parameter dependences of LH deposition profiles

The FEB camera [1] is a multichord system providing line integrated emissivity profiles of 4

equal energy windows in the range of 133-400 keV. Parameter scalings of LH deposition have

been deduced from inverted local emissivity profiles of the lowest energy window normalised

to thermal electron density. Full LH current drive pulses in X-point configurations at various

plasma parameters have been investigated: The peak of the FEB profiles is more off-axis for

higher plasma current of IP=3MA than for IP=2MA for B1 2 2.8T. (Fig,1,2). The profile

maximum is shified off-axis with increasing density in the range of <nc>= 0.8 - 2x1019m'3,

where the maximum position is observed in the range of (r/a)=0.35-0.6. An effect of the

electron temperature was a tendency of ofilaxis shifi with increasing temperature for the

present experiments in the range of <1"? = 1 — 3 keV. No change of the FEB profile with the
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launched NI-spectrum in the range of NH=l.4-2.3 has been observed This can be explained by
multipass absorption dominating the present LHCD experiments

Profile control experiment and simulation of sawteeth stabilisation
A full current drive LH pulse of SMW power on a ZMA discharge (B1=2.8T, <T,>=1.8kev,
Tcgu\:4kev, <r1e>=l,5x10'9m'3, niZJXIm‘a, 25“.:19) in excess of 105 of duration
with subsequent ohmic ramp from 2 to 3MA has been performed to raise q(0) as much as
possible. Long pulse times are required in order to obtain steady—state conditions after a
redistribution of the current profile on a long diffusive time scale. Sawteeth have been
suppressed from the very beginning of the LHCD pulse. The current profile is frozen after
LHCD and IP-ramp with ICRH heating (Fig.3). The calculated total LH current is 1.7MA~
Differences between the 1D and 2D Fokker Planck code [2,3] are within 10%. Very similar
current deposition profiles are found from both codes. They are in good agreement with the
FEB measurement (Fig.2). Using experimental temperature profiles as input in J'ETTO, the
tranSport code results show that (1(0) is sufficiently increased above 1 to explain the
experimentally observed sawteeth suppression. The central q remains above 1 during ICRH
heating, the current profile is nearly frozen and relaxes slowly. The simulation shows even
shear reversal, which is not yet indicated by a simple equilibrium reconstruction, i.e. without
several constrains such as polarimetry. The temporal behaviour of internal inductance and loop
voltage (Fig,4) is well reproduced by the simulation. Using the Bohm-like JET L-mode
transport model [4] in JETTO reveals the same results as stated above until the late second
current ramp. Modelling ofthe second phase has yet to be done. The plasma energy content is
well reproduced by the simulation for more than 105 of LH heating (Fig.5). The ohmic heating
in this phase is negligible and the dominant power deposition is due to LH.

Shear reversal with LHCD and ohmic ramp up in the initial plasma phase
Shear reversal has been built up with LHCD + ICRH in a rapid ohmic ramp of lMA/s and n: <
1.5x10'91'n'3 [5]. The hollow current profile has been frozen at higher density by high additional
power and subsequent electron heating. Very peaked LH deposition profiles have been found
from both FEB diagnostic and ray tracing together with Fokker Planck calculations in the early
ohmic ramp up phase Gigfi). The early ramp up has been simulated imposing the
experimentally validated LH current profile. The shear reversal, indicated by the equilibrium
reconstmction, is found to be in reasonable agreement with the simulation.
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Summary and future plans

The FEB diagnostic is essential for the LH deposition analysis and the experimental validation

ofLH deposition profile modelling Using experimentally validated LH deposition profiles the

transpofl code Simulation reproduces the plasma current redistribution and plasma heating in

good agreement with the experiment. The equilibrium reconstruction has to be upgraded with

a polan'metry restraint in order to obtain more reliable central (1 values from the experiment.

LH and transport code modelling will be applied to find scenarios for experiments on current

profile control in parameter regimes which are more sensitive with respect to the launched NH-

spectrum and the available time duration of the JET plateau in current.
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1, Introduction
Since the inception of the deuterium-tritium (D-T) phase on TFTR, radio-frequency

(RF) experiments in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) have focussed either directly

on the leading candidate for RF heating of reactor grade plasmas. heating at the second

harmonic of tritium, or on heating and current drive techniques which are applicable to D-T

plasmas. Many aspects of ICRF heating at the second harmonic of tritium (291‘) have now

been investigated, including power deposition and transport in RF heated supershot plasmas.

The second Class of experiments includes direct electron heating and current drive by the ion

Bernstein wave (IBW), excited via mode conversion at the ion—ion hybrid layer from the

launched fast magnetosonic wave. The mode converted IBW has been shown to heat electrons

and drive current both on and off axis, and to couple strongly to fusion products. Finally, direct

fast wave current drive in reactor relevant regimes has been demonstrated.

2. Second harmonic tritium heating.
Up to 6 MW of RF power has been applied to second harmonic tritium (ZQT) heating.

With 5.5 MW of ICRF power coupled to a D-T target plasma formed by 23 MW of neutral

beam injection (NBI), the central ion temperature increased from 26 to 36 keV, and the central

electron temperature from 8 to 10.5 keV.[1] A small amount (2%) of 3He was added to the

discharge in this case to increase the single pass absorption. During RF modulation

experiments[1] with 60% tritium NBI and no 3He minority, up to 65i13% of the RF power

was deposited directly on the tritium. As shown in Fig. 1, similar discharges with 4.4 MW of

RF power (unmodulated) and 23 MW of NBI, again with 60% in T and no 3He, exhibited

power deposition profiles for ions and electrons which were highly peaked on axis. as

determined by TRANSP analysis.

3. Mode conversion electron heating and current drive.

The theory of efficient single-pass mode conversion with a low field side wave launch

in a multiple ion species plasma has been discussed in detail.[2,3] These experiments

compliment earlier work with a high field side launch in TFR.[4]
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The magnetic fields (<5.2T), frequencies (43 or 64 MHz), and allowable gas species in
TFI'R restrict the ion species mix for mode conversion to D (or 4He) — 3He at 43 MHZ, with the
possible addition of tritium to increase fusion reactivity. We find experimentally that heating is
localized to the mode conversion surface (nu2zs. where S is defined by Stix[5]). The positiOn

of peak electron power deposition has been varied with the magnetic field and ion Species
mix.[6] For a 3He fraction greater than 15-20%, 60-80% of the total RF power coupled to the
plasma is found in the electron heating channel at the tnode conversion surface. Off axis heating
with 4.4 MW of RF at r/a=0. 15 has produced transiently hollow electron temperature
profiles.[7] When the mode conversion surface was located on the Shafranov~shifted axis, 4
MW of ICRF was sufficient to raise the central electron temperature of the ohmic target plasma
from 3 to over 10 keV, the highest electron temperature produced by RF alone in TFI‘R F01-
comparison, the highest electron temperature attained in the sawtooth-stabilized hydrogen
minority regime is less than 8 keV, with over 10 MW of RF power.

For current drive experiments, the two strap TFTR ICRF antennas were driven
at either 900 (co—) or -900 (counter-) relative phase. Co- and counter- are referred to the

direction of ohmic electron current. In Fig. 3 (a,b) we display the time evolution of the surface
loop voltage for two such discharges. In these discharges, the electron temperature and
temperature profiles were substantially the same from 3.3 - 4.0 seconds, with Te(0)=5.5 keV.
The central electron density was 4 x 1019 m'3 in 4He, 3He, and D. For the counter» discharge
nfecu've = 3.2 at 3.75 seconds; while for the cor discharge Zeffemve : 3.5. The difference in
the loop voltage just prior to beam injection implies a noninductively driven current ofi120 kA.
Analysis of awn/at at the termination of the RF pulse indicates that the power deposition was
on-axis. The mode conversion process is selective in parallel wavenumber[2], so that near

100% directivity of the mode converted wave is expected Modelling with the FELICElS] code
combined with the Ehst—Karney[9] parameter-ization yields a predicted current of :100 kA.

Off-axis currents, at r/a up to 0.2. have also been driven. The maximum RF—driven off-

axis current in these experiments was 100 kA, with 3.4 MW of power coupled to a plasma with
a central density of 5.5 x 1019 m'3, and central electron temperature of 6 keV, in 4He, 3He, D,

and T. The predicted current for this pair of discharges was 90 kA. RF~driven evolution of the
current profile was observed with the motional Stark effect diagnostic, with a 50% increase in
qO for the off-axis co- discharge relative to the counter— discharge.

In cases where the mode conversion layer is located precisely on the Shafranov-shifted
plasma axis, a strongly enhanced loss of fusion products has been seen with the escaping
fusion product detectors, with driven loss rates approaching 50% of the fusion product birth
rate. D-D fusion products (tritons) are primarly observed, due to the relative positions of the

mode conversion and 291‘ layers. Losses show evidence of strong heating (up to 50% above

the birth energy). The implied diffusion rate approaches 1 MevZ/sec. This rate of energy
diffusion is expected to be sufficient to investigate aspects of alpha channeling.[lO,11]
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driven losses of DT fusion alpha particles have also been observed when the mode
Recently, .

er is sufficrently close to the alpha particle cyclotron layer, as shown in Fig. 4.
Conversion la)’

4' Fast wave current drive.

Experiments in fast wave current drive have principally utilized a 4He target plasma at a

toroidal field of 2.7 T. ICRF at 43 MHz is applied to indirectly heat electrons in an H-minon‘ty

while current drive utilizes a frequency of 64 MHz to couple directly to the

] Results are shown in Fig. 5(a and b). The central electron temperature and

and 3.5 ><1019 m'3 respectively, with 1.4 MA of plasma current. The

regime,

e[ecuonsllz

density were 4 keV

directivity of the launched fast wave spectrum was maximized by increasing the antenna-

plasma separation, and is estimated at >60%. If symmetric co! and counter current drive is

assumed, then the observed loop voltage difference implies a driven current of $70 kA for 2

MW of current drive power. This is in approximate agreement with the estimated current drive

using the Ehst-Kamey parameterization, which is 40-150 kA over the range of 60—100% in

antenna directivity.
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Introduction

A 1,3GHz lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system has been installed on the COMPASS-D

tokamak- The system is designed to deliver up to 400kW into COMPASS-D for 1.5s using two

kjyslfons coupled simultaneously to a single transmission line via a combiner network which

also allows Operation of one klystron in isolation. System modifications are underway to allow

Sequential operation of the ldystrons to provide ~200kW for up to 33. The ~60m transmission

line feeds a conventional eight-waveguide grill antenna via a power splitting and phasing

network. The radial position of the antenna is remotely adjustable. The resonant alumina

windows are brazed at the front of a titanium waveguide assembly which was wire—eroded

from a solid block. The position of the windows ensures that all cyclotron resonances are

located in the pressurised pan of the transmission system. The stainless steel antenna

mouthpiece is shaped both poloidally and toroidally and the internal surfaces are gold«coated to

inhibit breakdown. The individual waveguide dimensions are 165.1mm x 14.75mm with 2mm

septa giving a peak N” ~ 3.25 and 2.1 for a relative waveguide phasing of A4) = —90“ and —60°

respectively, with a spectrum width AN” ~ 1.75 (FWHM) and good directivity (70 - 80%).

Coupling Studies

Extensive coupling studies have been undertaken for a range of grill phasings (-90”, -60" and

+60”), a variety of plasma configurations (ie. circular and ITER—like single null divertor (SND)

discharges, varyinn and 13¢, directions) and a wide range of plasma parameters. Magnetic

reconstructions of the plasma configuration indicate a clear improvement in coupling when the

grill mouth and plasma shape are well matched, the plasma is vertically centred and the distance

between the antenna and the last closed flux surface (LCFS) is minimised. Most striking,

however, is the observation of a preferred Ila/Bl) configuration for optimum coupling (11) and

By, in the same direction and such that LH provides co-current drive) which typically reduces

the reflected power by a factor of 2 compared with all other configurations for similar plasma

parameters. If Ad) is changed from +60" to —60°, the directions of both IP and Bq, must be

changed to maintain optimum coupling. Thus the conditions for good coupling correspond to

co-current drive together with a preferred field line tilt in front of the antenna. The explanation

for this behaviour is not yet clear. The reflected power level increases only quite weakly with

decreasing electron density and increasing plasma-antenna separation provided that the latter is
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not too large. Even in conditions in which the coupling is not optimised, continuous power
injection can be maintained through an L—)H transition albeit with a ~50% increase in reflected
power at the transition Comparison ofthe measured reflection coefficients in the individual
waveguides with predictions of the SWAN coupling code [1] suggests the presence of an
underdense region (to > (ape) in front of the grill for a wide range ofconditions in COMPASS.
D, consistent also with the fact that coupling is improved when the phasing is changed from A4)
: —90“ to 13¢ = -60°. Similarly, the presence of modest levels of 6OGHZ ECRH power (100.
150kW) can significantly improve the coupling at densities below the LH density limit/EC};
cut~off (1.5—2.0 x 1019/m3) if the ECRH resonance (a) = ZwCe) is located towards the outbomd
side of the tokamak. This is presumably due to an increase in the scrape—off layer density in
front ofthe grill with ECRJ-I as has been previously measured in DITE [2]. At lower toroidal
magnetic fields, when the resonance is located towards the inboard side of the vessel, there is
no noticeable improvement in LH coupling with ECRH. By optimisation of the plasma
configuration and antenna radial position, good coupling (R ~ 15-20%) is routinely achieved in
SND plasmas even in the absence of ECRH. This corresponds to R ~ 2—4% from a
multijunction grill.

Current Drive
LHCD at modest power levels (~100kW) has enabled COMPASS—D discharges to be extended
to >15 (Ip ~ lOOkA. B5, ~ 1.7T, 77¢ ~ 3—4 X 1018m‘3). At higher injected powers l'ull non-
inductive current drive has been observed (1p 2 135kA, B¢ : 1.4T) at line-averaged densities
5-6 x 1018m’3 (PLH = lZOkW) and 7-8 x lOar3 (PLH =140kW) corresponding to current
drive efficiencies in the range n20 = nEILHRO/PLH ~ 0.035 - 0.04 (x 1030) Aem-2 (Fig 1). At
such low toroidal fields the poor accessibility of the low N” components of the launched
spectrum limits the current drive efficiencies achievable but these are adequate for proposed
experiments in COMPASSAD. Due to inductive effects, the loop voltage is initially driven
significantly negative (~ >0.lV) recovering to zero as the current profile evolves towards its
final state. By the end of the IOOms LH pulse the measured internal inductance is almost
constant and the inductive contribution to the measured loop voltage is calculated to be small
(< 0.05V). The measured primary current (Fig 1) indicates significant transformer recharging
during the LH pulse, Simple theoretical estimates of the current drive efficiency based on the
expression [3]:

4 31 1—7—7 AW'la
(5+Zefi)1n/\ (NI—I)

7720 =

where [4],
+m 2 N 21 IN” P(NII)/Nllll_J_°:"“P(Nll)/NII‘INII

(Ni?!)_ I::P(N||)‘[NII
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give values ~ (1.5-2.0) X n20(exp.) depending on the values assumed for Zeff and NH“, which

must be considered reasonable agreement in view of the large number of assumptions implicit

in this theoretical formulation [5]. Calculations using the BANDIT3VD Fokker Planck code [6]

give closer agreement with experiment but exhibit a fairly strong sensitivity to electron

temperature. The LHCD density limit in COMPASS-D, above which no current drive is

observed, is typically 176 ~ 1.5 - 2.0 x 1019m-3. In common with observations on other

devices, there is evidence of improved panicle confinement during LHCD in COMPASS-D in

contrast to the reduced particle confinement typically observed during ECRH.

At power levels for which the full current was driven non—inductively, a short period of m=2

activity was observed shortly after LH turn»on and sawteetli were stabilised (Fig 2). The 111:2

activity quickly decreased again as the current profile evolved further. The m:2 mode was

accompanied by a burst of hard x—ray emission (visible also on the soft xeray detectors)

indicating that appearance of the mode led to a loss of fast electrons. At lower LH powers

(~50—100kW) continuous m=2 activity is generated during the LHCD pulse; this has been

stabilised using high power modulated ECRH [7].

Summary

LHCD at modest power levels has enabled COMPASS—D discharges to be extended to >15 and

full non—inductive current drive has been achieved (1p ~ l35kA) at line-averaged densities up to

fie : 7—8 x 1018m'3 with a current drive efficiency in good agreement with theory. Stabilisation

of sawteeth is observed. Extensive coupling studies have revealed a surprising dependence on

the plasma configuration and in particular on the direction of field line tilt in front of the

antenna. Optimisation of coupling has resulted in reflected power levels ~15% in HER-like

SND plasmas.
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1. Introduction
The improvement of the Tokamak concept has received increasing interest in fusion

research. The SO-Called "advanced Tokamak” concept is characterised by self consistent hollow

current density profiles which should provide an enhancement of global energy confinement

and improved stability. an attractive behaviour for a non»inductive steady state operation of a

fusion reactor. The main objective of the Lower Hybrid (Ll-l) experiments performed on Tore

Supra is to define and realise such scenarios [1-2]. Various LH driven plasma regimes have

been studied. In this paper two different types ofexperiments are presented.

4 Tesla discharges have been obtained using feed-back control of the primary circuit voltage

(Voh) such that the transformer flux was kept constant and so, the loop voltage was maintained

exactly zero. A model of coupled plasma-poloidal field (PF) coils system is used to describe

this operation mode. Moreover, a reversed shear, improved confinement regime has been

investigated at low toroidal magnetic fields (Bt < 2T) when the core plasma is inaccessible to

the LH waves. A 1D current diffusion simulation is performed with CRONOS [2]. The

importance of the non-inductive current profile shape on the time evolution of the discharge is

discussed as well as on the electron heat transport by a local analysis.

2. "Constant-flux" Tore Supra Experiinents
The Tore Supra coupled plasma—PF coils system has been fully modelled using

equivalent circuit equations, where the inductance matrix of the poloidal field circuits were

numerically calculated with a finite element equilibrium code (CEDRES) [3']. Early experiments

in which Voh was kept constant were performed during the 1992 campaign and have since been

analysed The good agreement between theoretical simulations and the measured variation of

the primary coil current as a function of 1p validated the assumptions in the model [4]. Thus, it

was used as a tool to test various feed-back schemes. It has been found that an alternate and

promising scheme was a feedback control of Voh such that the transformer flux is imposed, and

consequently, a zero loop voltage is obtained faster. indeed the calculated equilibrium time

constant (Icq) in that case was shorter than the resistive time (1p), c = Tp (1 — M), where it the

coupling coefficient is close to 1 in Tore Supra. During the last experimental campaign, that

"constanteflux" operation mode has been explored.
A stable fully noneinductive plasma current of 0.8 MA has been sustained during 15 seconds in

the 44Tesla Lower Hybrid enhanced confinement regime (LHEP) [576] (Fig. la). The standard

LHEP mode is characterized by (i) a flattening of the central qw—profile (r/a <03) together with

(ii) an increase of the internal inductance (1i) which leads to global improved confinement. The

phase shift in the LH antenna was -3() deg. (n//0= 1.8 where n//0 is the parallel index at the

peak of the launched spectrum). The electron thermal energy content was about 40 % above the

Rebut Lallia Watkins prediction [7]. By applying the LH power (= 3.7 MW), q0 varied front 1

to 1.4, while the internal inductance 11 was larger than in the ohmic phase. The inductance

matrix of the poloidal field circuits was calculated by CEDRES [8] taking into account the

characteristics of the discharge. A comparison was then possible between the model predictions

and the experiment. A good agreement with the model predictions was obtained [4] and
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confimied that the current in the poloidal field coils reached an equilibrium on a time scale of 65
(fig. l.b.c).
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The current diffusion code CRONOS allows to assess the time evolution of the electric field and
the LH current deposition profiles by comparing theoretical and experimental time evolutions of
the plasma parameters (Fig. 2). The electric field is stationary after time of the Order of 3 s
which is 11) times shorter than the typical plasma resistive time. In fact, by maintaining the loop
voltage exactly zero at the edge and by cancelling the on—axis electric field with a central and
broad LH current deposition profile, the electric field profile is forced to reach an equilibrium
with a short time constant.
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Therefore, in these plasma conditions and antenna phasing a stable fully non-inductive
equilibrium state has been reached for the thermal energy, impurity content, current and
pressure profiles and finally the electromagnetic fields of the poloidal system. The duration of
that type of shots can therefore be extended, and this provides a scenario for studying
continuous operation (heat exhaust, plasma-wall interaction, etc...)

3, Stationary shear reversal LH Experiments
Another similar improved confinement regime has been observed at low toroidal
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magnetic field ( Bl < 2 T ) when the plasma
core is inaccessible to the waves [2]. The
plasma parameters were chosen so that the LH
wave propagation behaves as in high—density/4
Tesla plasmas for which steady—state operation
would demand more LH power. In the cold-
plasma approximation, the accessibility limit for
the local parallel wave index depends mainly on
the ratio of the electron plasma frequency (fps)
to ths cyclotron frequency (fee), which scales as
tic/Bl (no is the electron density). For instance,
the local accessibility criterion is conserved by
decreasing the electron density and magnetic
field by a factor 4 and 2, respectively.
Furthermore, to keep the edge safety factor (qa)
constant the current is varied together with the
magnetic field. Experiments have been
performed in standard (qaz3. high current) and
"advanced-tokamak" (qazo, low current)
operation. To simulate high»density steady-state
discharges, rt‘30 2 1020 m‘3, Bl: 4 T, ID =
1.6-0.8 MA (qam3-6), the plasma parameters
are typically neo=3‘4 1019 m'3, Bl=2T, lp=0.8—

0.4 MA.
As far as experiments are concerned, the

local hardixiray emissivity profiles measured
during high—density/4T and low-density/ZT
discharges present the same hollow shapes (Fig.
3), which confirms the relevance of the "self-
similar” experiments. In the “advanced—plasma"
configuration (0.4 MA/2T), stable, fully non—
inductive discharges were obtained with an
electron thermal energy contents exceeding the
Rebut-LalliaiWatkins prediction by a factor Hrlw
= 2 at [3P = 0.8 and a safety factor on~axis (qo)
increasing above 2 when the LH power is
applied. Polarimetry measurements indicate that
the magnetic shear is negative within the surface
r/a S 0.3 with a minimum q value above 2 (Fig.
4). Despite the off~axis power deposition profile
inferred from the hard—X—ray emission data, the
central temperature rises from 1 keV to 3.5 keV
(Fig. 4).
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4. Conclusion
A new operation mode where a zero loop voltage is imposed by a feed-back control

through Voh has been studied theoretically and experimentally. The feasability of the ”constant-
flux" operation mode is demonstrated. By choosing an appropriate n// launched spectrum, a
fully non-inductive and stable discharge has been obtained durind 15 s. Furthermore, using this
scheme, the transition to the LHEP regime has been reproduced.
In addition, a new improved confinement regime with a reversedshear has been obtained at 2‘
Tesla when the core~plasma is inaccessible to the LH waves. In this case, the off—axis power
deposition is assessed. and a transport barrier in the reversed magnetic shear region is
observed.
In the next experimental campaign, the "constant—flux" operation mode will be fully used with
possibly other non»inductive methods such as fast wave current-drive together with a larger
self-generated bootstrap current component. Steady-state liigh»density LH similarity
experiments will also be pursued using this operation scheme.
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1. Introduction

In order to safely operate, control and optimise ITER at high levels of fusion power (~l.5

(3W), it will be necessary to measure accurately and reliably a wide range of plasma

parameters. Key parameters which describe the condition of the first wall and divertor will

also have to be measured. The measurements will he made with an extensive set of plasma

diagnostics.

The implementation of the diagnostics on ITER is a substantial task because of the combined

requirements to operate in high levels of radiation, through limited access. in some cases with

long transmission paths, and to achieve very high levels of availabilty and reliability. Many of

the measurements will be used for machine protection and plasma control and will require an

operational reliability considerably above that presently achieved. A good starting point for the

designs is the experience gained on exisiting large tokamaks such as JET, JT60 and TFTR but

the extrapolation to ITER conditions is substantial and it is already obvious that it will not be

possible to apply some of the established techniques. For some measurements new approaches

are required: for example, it is planned to use Faraday rotation measurements in the mid-plane

for the measurement of the line integrated density rather than multichord transmission

interferometry which does not appear feasible on ITER.

Work on ITER diagnostics is a combined effort of the ITER Joint Central Team and the Home

Teams. Thus far the required measurements, parameter ranges, accuracies and resolutions

have been determined; the problems of diagnostic access have been examined; and a

preliminary choice of diagnostic techniques has been made. Also, an extensive programme to

establish the effects of radiation on diagnostic materials and components is in progress. In this

paper, we summarise the work carried out thus far and present the plans for the future

activities.
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2. Required Measurements

As on existing machines, the measurements will play different roles in the OPCI‘flliOn-a]
programme. They can be grouped into three broad categories: (i) those necessary for machine
protection and plasma control; (ii) those necessary for optimising and evaluating the plasma
performance; and (iii) those required for understanding important physical phenomena Which
may limit ITER performance. All measurements in categories (i) and (ii) are regarded ag
essential for ITER operation. A thorough consideration of the ITER requirements has led to
the measurements in each categoryr as shown in Table I.

Table 1 Summary of Required Measurements
Category (i):
Measurements for Machine
Protection and Plasma Conu‘ol

Category (ii):
Measurements for Performance
Evaluation and Optimization.

Category (iii): x
Additional Measurements

Plasma Current Electron Temperature Prot'ile'l‘
for Physics Understanding

‘1‘

Pellet Penetration
Plasma Position and Shape Electron Density Prolile'l" PFC Material Erosion
Loop Voltage q(r)‘i‘ Density Fluctuations _

Beta Zet‘f Pr'ot‘ilei Edge Turbulence
Radiation Fishhones, TAE ModesT

Plasma Line-Averaged Density Ion Temperature Profile Te Fluctuations

Total Neutron Flux and Em. Prof. He Density in Plasma Core E field and E fluctuations
Locked-modes Escaping Alphas
m=2 MHD Modes, Sawteeth nH/nD in Plasma Core

Plasma Rotation Confined Alpha—Particles
nT/nD Escaping Alphas
Impurity Species Identification Impurity Density
Zefl‘ (Line-Averaged) Edge nT/nD

ELMs, L/H Mode Indicators Neutron Fluence

Hard X—ray Emission Impurity & D/T lntlux in Div.
Key Divertor Parameters:

Plate Temp*,Rad. Power, Plate

AblationJonization Front Posn.

Gas Pr'essrrt'e*

Ion Saturation Current in

Divertor;

n5, Tc at Divertor Target

Edge Light & First Wall Temp* Rad. Power (Edge and Div)
Base Pressure* Radiation Profile in Divertor

Gas Pressure in Duet* Heat Loading Profile in Div.
In-vessel viewing* Divertor Helium Density

Halo‘ Currents* nT/nD'nH/nD in Divertor
n6, TC and Ti of Div. Plasma

Toroidal Magnetic Field‘* Divertor Plasma Flow

‘i‘ [Ill/1E”g’.P(II'(IlH€I(’71Y 7" Potential Cmega/y (1') Maris.
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3 Selected Diagnostic Techniques and Key Design Requirements

The measurements will be made with an extensive set of diagnostic systems which is expected

to be very similar to that on existing large tokamaks. Most of the individual systems will be

based on established techniques; however in some cases the established technique can not be

applie

diagnostics into seven generic groups: magnetics, neutron systems. optical/ir systems,
d and a ‘new concept‘ diagnostic is being considered. For convenience we group the

bolomBU'iC systems, spectroscopic and NPA systems. microwave diagnostics, and plasma

facing and operational diagnostics.

The principal magnetic systems will be a series of loops and coils mounted inside and outside

the vacuum vessel including coils in the divertor region. In order to get a high frequency

response it will be necessary to have a set of coils mounted close to the plasma in the blanket

and the design and installation of these is particularly challenging. The key design

requirements are for radiation resistant coils and loops and integrators capable of operating with

the long ITER pulses (1000s). The main neutron diagnostics will be radial and vertical neutron

cameras, neutron flux monitors, neutron spectrometers and an activation system. Here the

major design difficulties are obtaining the necessary views of the plasma within the consuaints

of the ITER ports and mounting the collimators and spectrometers close to the tokamak.

Measurement of the lost alpha particles will be important and will require the development of a

new concept technique. Measurement of the confined alpha particles is also important and the

principal technique under consideration is collective scattering. Many factors are involved in

choosing the optimum wavelength and this choice has not yet been made. Separate Thomson

scattering systems are being considered for measurements in the core, edge, X»point and

divertor regions. LIDAR systems are preferred but in order to achieve the required spatial

resolution in the edge region (5 mm), a conventional imaging system is being considered. A

key design issue is the potential radiation damage to the plasma facing optics, especially the

components which transmit the high power laser beam. Measurement of the electron density

by conventional multichord transmission interferometry is not feasible because vertical

transmission is not possible and mirrors mounted on the inside wall will probably not survive

the thermal and radiation loads. Transmission in the equatorial plane is being considered with

the simultaneous measurement of both the phase delay (inteferometer measurement) and the

Faraday rotation. Two bolometer arrays are planned: one for the main plasma and another for

the divertor region. The key design requirement is for radiation resistant bolometer heads and

an important question is whether a sufficiently high signal/noise can be achieved in the

measurement in the presence of the intense neutron and gamma background.

An extensive set of spectroscopic diagnostics is foreseen. There will be a series of viewing

systems and spectrometers operating in the visible and uv regions. A high resolution x-ray

crystal spectrometer system will be included for measurements of the ion temperature and

plasma rotation using highly ionised impurity ions. An array of sight-lines will view the
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plasma along tnany chords and the intensity of the visible continuum will be measured for ”to
determination of the Zcff profile. Key design areas are the systems used for transmitting the
radiation to the spectrometers and detectors, and the location of these components. Two new
concept systems are under consideration: a two photon Ly—alpha fluorescence technique fer the
measurement of the nD/nT and nH/nD ratios, and laser induced fluorescence for the
measurement of the helium density in the divertor. Active measurements with neutral beams
are also planned. MSE measurements are in principle possible using one of the high energy
heating beams, but for CHERS measurements a lower energy beam is required. Preliminary
estimates show that the optimum energy is about 100 keV/amu and the required beam power is
about 5 MW. It is probable that a dedicated neutral beam will be included for diagnostic
purposes. Both active and passive NPA measurements are planned. ECE and reflectomeiel-
systems are planned for the measurement of the electron temperature and density profiles. For
ECE a key matter is the possible degradation of the measurement capability due to the enhanced
relativistic and Doppler broadening at the high electron temperatures in ITER. For
rellectometry an important question is whether measurements of the central plasma region are
possible with such a large plastna and the expected broad density profile. The possibility of
using reflectometry with the magneto~sonic wave is being considered as a possible method for
measuring the profile of the species mix and/or the line integrated mass density. Microwave
scattering is being considered as a technique for obtaining the bulk plasma rotation.

Measurements of the plasma in the divertor region and measurements of the condition of the
divertor target plates are especially difficult because of the very limited access. Two types of
special divertor diagnostic cassette are planned. One will be instrumented with the magnetic
coils, pressure gauges. bolomcters and Langmuire probes and will be located at both sides of
each remote handling port. The other will be infront of each remote handling port and will
provide access for optical and microwave diagnostics viewing through slots and channels.

4. Required Design Levels and R&D
During the EDA it is not necessary to design in detail every part ofeach diagnostic system: the
construction phase of ITER is about eight years and there will be time to complete the
diagnostic designs. However, it is necessary to establish the feasibility of the chosen
techniques and to determine the characteristics of the main diagnostic components. The
interfaces with the large machine components, which are planned to proceed to procurement
immediately following the EDA, need to be designed in detail. The requirements for space and
services need to be specified. The determination of the required design levels is an important
part of the present design activities. It is also necessary to establish a data base of radiation
effects on relevant materials and on diagnostic components so that the designs can be finalised.
This is being established in the supporting radiation effects R&D programme. The
combination of the design and R&D activities should allow a diagnostic system which can meet
the demanding ITER diagnostic requirements to be provided.
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1. Introduction

The initial definition of required diagnostic functions for ITER has now been presented as

part of ongoing EDA work. In response to this, a new neutron diagnostic is proposed. It is

conceived as a 3-arm system of high resolution neutron spectrometers viewing the ITER

plasma along horizontal lines of sight intersecting the plasma axis normally (radially, R) and

tangentially (T); the latter includes two directions being counter to each other (co and counter

to the plasma current, T1 and T2). The measurement objective is to acquire data of very high

and controlled quality that will permit unfolding of or compensation for direction dependent

vector and scalar factors in the neutron emission. Vector dependent factors might arise, for

instance, due to toroidal rotation. Scalar dependent factors can be caused by plasma profiles

giving different line integration values along the chords of sight lines used. The acquisition of

multiple sight line data makes it possible to obtain plasma information that goes beyond

single line measurements in scope, range and quality.

The basis for this diagnostic is simultaneous measurement of several neutron emission

components and the use of this information in a comprehensive way. Especially, it is the pur-

pose to extract the plasma information contained in the differences of measured quantities.

These differences are often small relative to the values of the quantities measured. This diag— l

nostic therefore rests crucially on the ability to perform measurements with very high accu-

racy in absolute and relative terms. Especially, the relative instrumental errors must be very

small for the quantities used for the extraction of difference based diagnostic information.

What is proposed is a three ray ion advanced diagnostic (TRIAD) to provide four

essential ITER diagnostic functions with regard to (i) ion densities, (ii) ion temperature, (iii)

the fast (la—particle population, and (iv) the plasma toroidal rotation. Each arm of the

instrument is equipped with a spectrometer system to measure the neutron spectrum in the

regions of 14— and 2.5-MeV to which the d+t—>0t+n and d+d—> 3He+n reactions, respectively, l

contribute. These reactions constitute, for a thermal plasma, a spectrum of two peaks whose j

intensity, location and shape are to be measured. The main function of the 2.5-McV

spectrometers is to measure intensity which is needed for the density determination while the

14—MeV spectrometers are used for full peak determination. The diagnostic potential and the

instrumental feasibility of this new concept has been explored based on results from the
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ongoing development work on neutron diagnostics for burning plasmas [l]. A neutron
spectrometer utilizing the magnetic proton recoil (MPR) technique is under construction as a
prototype for HER. The MPR techniques is envisaged to be used in TRIAD.

2. The neutron emission spectrum
The main features of the neutron emission spectrum of a DT~plasma consists of the 2.5- and

14-MeV peaks mentioned (Fig. 1). A third broad distribution of neutrons (centered at around
14 MeV) is predicted to arise due to reactions involving deuterons or tritons whose velocity
distribution has been made super-thermal by collisions with the (it—particles existing as a
slowing down population (typically, Ea<4 MeV). In addition, the spectrum will contain
unavoidable background contributions but this is not crucial for the diagnostic principles. All
features are sufficiently separated from each other to be suitable for the intended diagnostic
uses. The most detailed information is derived from the 14—MeV peak and it is used below to
illustrate the extraction of the scalar and vector dependencies in the neutron emission.
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Fig. 1. Schematic spectrum of the neutron emission front a DT plasma in steady state condi-
tion oftemperatitre Ti=20 keV. The peaks at 2.5 and 14 MeV are due to the thermal ion reac-
tions d+d ——>3He+n, d+t—>a+n:.T/re broad distribution is due to d*+t—90t+n plus d+r* +a+n
involving supra thermal ions ((1* and 1*) created through knock on by the fast a—particlcs.

3. Shape and location dependencies of neutron emission peaks
The neutron peak (P) is a superposition of Gaussians determined by the temperature Ti with
weight factors gi, i.e., PR=21 (gR)i-F(Ti),PT1= 2; (gT1)~FCFi) and P72: Xi (gn)-T(Ti). The
factor g is the observed neutron flux per fixed ATi, i.e., a neutron emission distribution as a

function of temperature. The tangential sight lines are assumed to be identical apart from the
co/counter directions so that gT=gn=grn. The above is true for observations made with three

spectrometers having no off—sets in the energy calibration (ER=er1=ET2=0) and for a plasma

with no toroidal plasma rotation (VT=0). With VT¢0, there is a Doppler energy shift of iAEDs

affecting the neutrons observed along T1 and T2 but mo rotation effects on R-line data.
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The plasma rotation is determined from the difference between the peaks Pm and P12
Which we can express, for the sake of illustration, as a peak position difference AE-[cETl-

En=2AEDs+9rr€T2~ The Doppler shift AEDS is proportional to VT and amounts to 0.27 keV
(AE/E=4'10'5) at VTzl km/s (the ITER lower limit diagnostic requirement), or a measured
difference of ZAEDS=O.54 keV. It is not feasible to attempt an energy calibration of the T1 and

T2 Spectrometers at the 10‘5 level. Instead, the acquired data for different plasma conditions
should be used to find the limit (AEmin) of lowest values of lAETI and use AEmi“ as an

estimate for the calibration difference, i.e., 2AETE£11-En=AEmin as 2AeT—>AE"“in for VHO
(assuming mono»dircctiona1 VT for small values). One can now derive VT from AEDS: (AET-
AEmin)/2 and the measurement of AET. This leads to a systematic overestimation of the true

rotation value amounting to the minimum rotation that the plasma can have in the core for

conditions of sufficient neutron flux to be observed.
Next we wish to use also the radial view data. Applying the correction iAeT to the

Observed positions of the P11 and P12 peaks and taking out the Doppler shift as determined (to
eliminate the vector dependence), one obtains reduced data (P'T1 and PH). The tangential

data sets have now the same energy off-set of e'T, and the radial data have ER. These two off-

sets Can be empirically related to each other through an observable that is independent of the
R and T viewing directions. The maximum of the Ti—profile (T0) is such a quantity which can
be used to determine the off-set difference Ae=e'1~eR using the measured spectral position for
the FCTi=To) component of the composite peaks PR, PT, and P12. With all spectra on the same

energy scale, one can study the peak shape differences in terms of the weight factors gR and
gT which, in turn, reflect line integrals sampling the neutron emissivity profiles (depending on
the density and temperature profiles) along the tangential and radial plasma chords.

4. Instrumental considerations.
The MPRAmethod is suitable for precision energy measurements as it is based on charge

particle deflection in a magnetic field. While the absolute energy determination may be
limited to AE/E=10—3, what matters for the intended applications is the relative calibration

stability of the TRIAD system. A stability of better than 10'5 is routine under amenable
laboratory conditions which at a tokamak could be upset mainly by stray magnetic fields.
These would be controlled as far as possible by passive shielding. The field variations that
leak through can be counteracted with active field compensation to obtain a constant field in
the spectrometer or the field must be monitored for application of corrections to the data. In
principle, it is possible to keep a system calibration stability at the 10'5 level for the TRIAD

spectrometers. The feasibility of achieving this depends on the magnitude of the stray fields at
the diagnostic location and the arrangement of the spectrometers relative to each other. A note
of comfort is the fact that the requirements on stray field handling are no more exacting for

the TRIAD diagnostic than those for the neutral beam injection systems in successful use. The
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MPR spectrometers for TRIAD would be of dedicated design while the crucial stability
performance can be assessed based on the work with the prototype.

5. Diagnostic out-put
The potential diagnostic out—put of TRIAD is as follows noting the special roles of the R, T1
and T2 spectrometers. TRIAD provides information on the peak ion temperature and them-
perature dependence of the line integrated neutron emissivity. The peak temperature is prefer:
entially sampled by the T-lines while the temperature dependence is more readily observed
along the R—line; with combined use the T— and R—lines give enhanced information on Ti-
dependence. The fuel ion densities nnnl can be determined with the R~line spectrum but
the signal intensity, both in absolute terms and relative to background, is enhanced by a factor
of 3.5 by using the Tiline. The plasma rotation is obtained by the combined use of the T1- and
T‘2-1ines while the R-line can be used for analysis consistency check. The Cit-particle popul. :
Q can be probed with either of the three lines. The tat-particle and fuel density measurements
are the diagnostics for which low count rate is the limiting factor. For a spectrometer of the
MPR type, the count rate increases with neutron flux which is about a factor 3.5 higher for the
T—lines compared to the R-line. Therefore, the TRIAD is 8 times better than a single R-line with
respect to count rate which can be translated into a corresponding increase in statistical
accuracy or time resolution, and also increased sensitivity in the case of an Ot—particle probe.

6. Conclusion
The proposed TRIAD neutron spectrometry diagnostic can potentially provide four essential
diagnostic functions for ITER. The tangential sight lines are required for plasma rotation mea-
surement which, in practice, is also true for obtaining the fuel densities. For all functions, the
diagnostic quality and range are significantly enhanced for TRIAD compared to using a single
sight line. Suitable instrumentation, with potential capability to meet the high accuracy
standards identified, is identified and can provide the starting point for studying the feasibility
of the diagnostic measurements proposed and of the technical solutions required.
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Technical Approach and Methodology

Electron temperature in ITER is expected to vary up to 20keV. This range is too

wide to cover with system based on one kind of detector. Te spectral response of

detector should be within a range approximately 2-5Te, to achieve appropriate image

contrast (discussed later). For measurements of low temperature plasma (TesfgkeV)

diamond detector can be proposed.

Diamond Detector Properties

Soft X-ray radiation flux measuring system based 011 diamond sensitive elements

have been developed for the purposes of high temperature thermonuclear plasma

diagnostics and X-ray dosimetry. In comparison with well-known Si and CdTe

semiconductor sensors, diamond detectors proved to be more preferable due to their

outstanding features: low leakage currents (<lpA at V: 100 V and low radiation

background conditions) providing extremely low level of intrinsic current noises and

therefore high signal/noise ratio (commonly defined by preamplifier input current

noise)I high radiation damage level (~10‘4 DT-neutrons/cml ), etc. Entrance window

being properly chosen, corresponding detector spectral response can be obtained in

the range from UV tolOkeV photons. Lower cut-off energy of the order of SOOeV is

provided by outer metal contact absorption (20 nm—thick gold layer) at the absence of

any window, while the diamond crystal thickness (300 mom for a given sample) limits

the upper edge of spectral curve.

Insertion of the second diamond layer of the same thickness provides

“two-color“ sensitivity of the detector (Fig. l ).

Comparative tests of diamond, Si and CdTe X~ray detectors with similar

dimensions have been performed at the T—10 tokamak (Kurchatov's Atomic Energy

Institute. Moscow) [1]. Definitely higher S/N—ratio (by more than the order of

magnitude) approximately at the same value of current sensitivity have been proved in

diamond detector- based measurements. Besides it. the CdTe detector shows essentially

lower sensitivity in hv < 2.5keV spectral range. Expectations of more severe operation

conditions (background radiation. high electromagnetic fields and acoustic noises, etc.)

forced a further developments of the device. It was divided into two parts: remote

detector head including the diamond sensor with entrance window (beryllium foil as

usual) and first preamplifier stage (low-noise FET or nouvistor. if high radiation

damage level is needed), and basic amplifier unit with the systems of dc bias. leakage

current and/or thermal output voltage drift compensation, frequency and noise

correction. detector power supply filtering. optoelectronic isolation. etc.
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Table 1. Diamond detector specification

Spectral range 0.5 ~ 10 keV

Entrance wlndow (removable) 30 mcm—thlck Be foil
Sensltlve area 0.1 + 0.2 cm2
Dark current < 1 pA

Dynamlc current range 10'12 +10"5 A A7
Response time < 10'8 s
Detector voltage supply 400 V

Figure I shows the response of diamond detector with and without 30mm] Beentrance window and the response ofsecond layer of ”two-color” detector.

l—l-¥ No lilter

fi"--‘-" 3 O m k m
Be

—‘—— 'Z-nd
layer

0
0

0
0

10000 100000
Energy,eV

Figure 1i Diamond detector SX‘R-absorption

This dependence is typical for detector with narrow spectral range in comparisonwith Te. The temperature contrast ofnarrow spectral band detector can be estimated asfollowing:

a, /T 5/2" ~ 1u i
where E is average energy of detector spectral response.

So diamond detector can he used for imaging of plasma in the spectral range upto 8 keV. It can be useful for investigations of the beginning and the end of discharge(first 100 s), on outer magnetic surfaces for divertor plasma. in the region of X-point.near divertor ionization front.

Dlagnostlc preclslon

Table '2 shows signal/noise estimation for diamond detector, with time resolution notworse than 0.] ms. To improve detector shielding curved glass capillaly bundles shouldbe used. Spatial resolution in the case will be limited with angle of SXR-rcllection
(srad) and distance to plasma from bundle entrance edge (3m). that is about 30m.
The displacement of detector from direct neutron beam will be about 2-5 cm, so
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neutrons should pass all shield layers to reach detector. Curved bundles should be
anged in channels in blanket. In Table 2:

, {corresponds to measurements of outer plasma region. DT -phase
. 1| central chord, first 100 ms of discharge

, ||| central chord. DT—phase

alT

Table 2. Diamond detector diagnostic parameters.

Parameter _ I I! III Units

:Te> " 1 _' 2.5 11.3 keV '
Detector sensitive area 0.1 0.1 0.1 cm2

”Field of view 45-05 45-05 415-05 ster.
lnputSXR-power on firstwall 005 0.5 15 W/cm2

SXR-Power on detector 3E-08 3E-07 1E-05 W

Absorped power 1E-08 1E-07 3E—06 W

Swignal current 96 ”1,173“”2—0-00?”‘pAWMW'M

Neutron flux on firstwall 1E+14 1E+11 1E+141«'cm25

_Neutron flux “"’”“”1E+o7 1E+04 1E+07 1/cm2s
Neutron count 5000 5 50001/‘5

“Rift—375E169 neutron energy ‘ 2 2 2 MeV
Neutron induced current 16 0.02 16 pA

Noise current mm 1.0 10 1.0 pA hhhhhhhh
Signal/Noise, no neutron 96 1115 28662

éi’gnaI/N'Bise W s 1115 1788 ’

For measurements of plasma near X-point and ionization front in diver-tor the
special planar diamond detector should be used with spectral sensitivity band from
several eVs to several keVs. It‘s quite difficult to expect that temperature measurements
are possible for that region. because of the predomination of radiation in impurities
peaks. The location of ionization front can be estimated due to large changes in
concentration and temperature near it, see Figure 2,

Al— N e. 1 et 3

—K— Te. eV

\ -46 +m
i . ‘J/JF"

AF/K —o—— Pff
/’:K—AA

x‘ ‘X‘135x —N" Pen nt

1/ , a "‘~-»~—.._..._.fi.__I “W
, x

«We» . Wit—ska
20 30 40 50 50

Figure 2. SXR-emisston near ionization front in di'vertor

Here PET - hremstraghlung emission. Wilt-.1113, I’M-recombination in very rough

estimation. Emission in peaks is significant but wasn't taken into account and not
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shown on this graph because of poor information about plasma impurities comp03itjonexpected. Obviously imaging system can observe bands of high emission near theX-point. To improve signal/noise ratio curved microchzmnel SXR-conductor can beused. Glass capillary bundles (about 1 cm diameter ant 4m length) can be assembled infocusing configuration along plasma magnetic axes to increase signal. The radius ofbundles curvature (above 3m) is enough to shift detector to reduce neutmn “11xreaching it passing through all shielding layers. Such capillaries showed attractiwSXR-transmission features (see Fig. 3). bending radius N 9 m.

+With cap. +— No cap,

3.0E+5 A—
2.5E+5 ..

fl 2.0E+5 -» _
g 1.5E+5 .- -_;
0 10E+5 7» E

5.0E+4 .. ;
k99£+94 {.2 o 2 4 s e 10 12 1;!

Shm,mm

Figure 3. Comparison of cap/Wary transmission

The power of SXR~Flux was increased more than 2 times after insertion of 30cm . 1long. 0.5mm inner diameter capillary into optical path that can be explained by
increasing of solid angle field of View. It’s possible to manufacture special capillaryconcentrators that can increase initial SXR-f‘lux hundreds times [2]
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IMPURITY INDUCED NEUTRALIZATION OF ALPHA PARTICLES
AND APPLICATION TO ITER DIAGNOSTICS

A.A. Korotkov, A.M. Ermolaev+
A.F.Ioffe Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

+ University of Durham, Durham DH1 3LE, England, UK

1. Introduction

Charge exchange between ICRF—driven protons and hydrogen—like main impurity ions in

JET plasmas (Impurity Induced Neutralization) has been recently established as the

dominant neutralization process for MeV-energy protons [1]. The same process could

underlie a passive diagnostic of alphas at the core of ITER plasma unaccessible for

a probing beam or pellet injection. The neutralization of alphas in ITER plasmas

Will occur due to double capture of electrons from the helium-like main impurity

ions:
2+ (2-2)+ 2 2 2+

He + A (is) a He(ls) + A (1)

where AMPr — [He]-ions of beryllium and carbon or atoms of helium ash. The cross-

section of the reaction (1) is quite reliably established in the case of helium

atoms, but not known for [He]-ions. We have estimated these cross—sections as well

as densities of the impurity donors in ITER plasmas. The calculations allow to

determine the main plasma parameters having an influence on the neutralized alpha

particle fluxes and consider a feasibility of the diagnostics based on the

measurement of these fluxes.

2. Cross—sections for double charge exchange of alphas with [He]—ions

152 - ls2 transition in (l) is the main one in fusion plasmas because of the low

population of the excited ionic states and because a final He(lsZ)—state has the

most close bound energy to the initial A(Z'2)+(lsz)—state. We have calculated the

cross—section of the reaction (1) for Be“ and C4+ using a model of the independent

electrons (IBM). IBM is expected to give a reliable estimation if 1s2 —1s2 is the

main transition and ZIHZl > 1 or v > sup{Zp,Zl} [2] as in our case (ZWZt —

projectile and target nuclear charges, v — relative velocity in atomic units). In

IEM we have o-cm = 2n I | P,(p)|4 p dp , where Pl(p) is a probability of a

single charge exchange from the initial state to the ground state of the He+, p -

impact parameter. P‘(p) has been computered using the modified two—orthogonal state

expansion method (TSEM) [3] at energies near the cross-section maximum and at higher

energies - the firstrorder continuum distorted wave approximation (CDWl) [4]. The

initial state of the [He]—ion is described by the Hartree-Fock orbital [5] in CDWl
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calculations and by the orbital of the Hylleraas type in TSEM. The final orbital is
a hydrogenjc one. The results presented in Fig.1 quite well match each other in the
intermediate energy range. Fig.2 shows the obtained cross—sections (including helium
atom case) used in further calculations. To estimate the uncertainty Of the Cross-
sections due to IBM we have calculated the combined crossvsection taking into
account an electron—electron interaction in the final channel: Fem = (E Vim +dung/(1 + E), where ‘Tim is for the relaxation of the electrons in the final
state, .5 = vu/v. v0 — orbital electron velocity in the ground state of He+. “:c
has been computered using Hartree—Fock or Hylleraas type orbital for the helimn
ground state. We obtained: 0.5 a“cm s Fem s rrmx for Be2+ and 0.7 o-cm S
0‘ 5 1r for C“. More elaborated theoretical methods are in progress for thecxcx cxcx

determination of the uncertainties due to application of TSEM and CDWl themselves

3. [He]—ion densities and neutralization probability of alphas at ITER plasma center
We consider an ignited ITER plasma with parameters presented in [6]: ne(m‘3) = 1.3 x
1020(1-x2)0'5, Te=Ti(keV) = 20 (1—x2), B = 5.7 T, Pm = 1500 MW, x = r/a, a = 3 m,
plasma elongation — 1.55. We adopt a classical alpha particle distribution function
fa in the absence of the particle losses which gives 0.3% of the slowing—down
alphas at the plasma center. Three impurity compositions were considered: 1) 20% He,
1% Be, Zen: 1.55; 2) 15% He, 6% Be, 26“: 2.05; 3) 20% He, 1% Be, 1% C, 2,“: 1.82.
Impurity donor densities have been computered using a model of the impurity ion
balance which was developed earlier to describe the [IN of MeV-energy protons in JET
plasmas [1]. Radial ion transport in the model is described by an empirical
confinement time 1:, taken to be equal for all species. The calculations show that
r2 is a critical parameter for the [He]—ion densities (nu). The steady state ion
densities at ITER plasma center are presented in Fig.3 versus 12 (in the relation to
the bare ion densities n2). With good accuracy: 111,2 = nZ/(ne 17:2 11). where IZ.2
is a rate coefficient for the ionization of [He]-ion by electron impact. A great
number of the experiments at different confinement modes give the impurity ion
diffusion coefficient in the plasma center in the range 0.1 s Dz(m2/s) s 1.5
independently on the ion species. Therefore we expect for ITER II in the interval 1
s rz(sec) s 20 for the plasma area it < 0.5. Fig.4 presents the IIN probability P0, =
g “excaU—m as a function of the alpha particle energy at T1: 5 sec.
Neutralization probability due to helium probing beam Pbcnm (Eb: 400 keV, I = 7 A)
proposed for the neutral particle diagnostics in [7] is also shown. Pa far exceeds
Pbeam even at a half of the plasma radius. The neutralization is determined by the
helium ash at Eu 5 0.5 MeV and by Be2+ at EX 2 1 MeV. Contribution of C4+ becomes
important at Eu 2 2 MeV if carbon density approachs 1% (composition 3).
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4. Feasibility of the diagnostics using passive neutralized alpha particle flux

Neutralized alpha particle fluxes from the plasma center in the radial (9].: and

vertical direction (In; at 12 = 5 see are shown in Fig.5. ex = fa Pa 7, where 7 is an

attenuation factor. The importance of the flux attenuation is clearly seen. Note i

that electron loss throw excited helium states [8] results in 20 - 40% and 30 - 50%

decrease of a for the 4:2 and a; correspondingly when alphas energy varies from 3 to

05 MeV. We have also calculated the alpha particle count rates for the measurement

of the energy distribution dea/dEa with neutral particle analyzer (NPA) GEMMA—ZM

used on JET [7]. The results are presented in Fig.6 for the NPA geometric factor 3.7

x 104cm2 str and 2 x 1044 cm2 str for the is}; and a; correspondingly (source area in

the plasma is 40 x 40 cmz). Count rate for the background neutrons has been

calculated for the total neutron flux (in = 5 x 107 cm'2 s'1 [9] at the NPA detector

position. The most promising diagnostic approach is a multichord measurement of the

it: The alphas count rate far exceeds the neutron one in this case at Ea > 0.5 MeV. i

The fa — analysis with energy resolution 30% and statistic accuracy 10 — 20% is

provided at required time At= 0.1 sec and space resolution of 30 cm in the energy

range 0.5 s Em(MeV) s 3 if "ct = 5 sec. For any other T; At = 0.02 x '61 .

5. Conclusion
The analysis predicts that IIN will provide the neutralized alpha particle fluxes

sufficient for the measurement of the alphas energy spectrum at the core of ITER

plasma with required space and time resolution and accuracy. The problem of the 1:1

measurement has to be solved for the alphas density determination. The measurements

of the fast helium fluxes in the 3He ICRF heating or dt— experiments on modern

tokamaks with simultaneous control of the light impurity densities are of highly

priority as well as a development of the relevant atomic data base.
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Advances in Neural Network Applications for COMPASS-D and ITER

C. G. Windsor, T. N. Todd, M. E. U. Smith and D. L. Trotman

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, 0X14 3DB, UK

(UKAEA/EURATOM Association)

1. Introduction

Neural networks have become a standard part of the armoury of methods available for

control systems since the development of the multilayer perceptron (MLP) method ten

years ago [1] Recent reviews have been given in the book “Neural Networks" [2]. The

problem of solving the Grad—Shafranov equation to derive the plasma parameters from

the diagnostic signals is too complex to perform on line with present—generation digital

processors, but can be solved numerically for a particular case. Alternatively, as in the

neural network implementation used here, a series of numerical simulations in which the

predicted diagnostic signals are calculated off-line for a series of possible plasma positions

and shapes can be used to form a training database. The neural network thus operates

by performing a non-linear mapping between the multi-dimensional input space of the

various diagnostic variables to an output space containing the desired parameters to be

controlled.

2. Real time plasma shape and position control on COMPASS-D

The plasma position and shape on the COMPASS-D tokamak have been controlled simul-

taneously using a 75kHz bandwidth hard-wired real time neural network. The primary

network operates with up to 48 selected magnetic inputs and has been used in the ver-

tical position control loop to control the position of the upper edge of the plasma at the

radius of a reciprocating Langmuir probe and, for example, to keep this constant during

a programmed plasma shape sequence as shown in figure 1[3].
5- llIlllllllll[IllllIlllIIllllI|Illlllllll‘lllllllllllll

lll

Elongation (Kl Network prediction

(with reconstructions xxx)

Programmed variation

Plasma height (Z pm») Network prediction

Programmed variation

time

Figure 1: The control of both plasma shape and position of COMPASS-D for shot 13804.

The upper traces show the elongation given by the network compared with the programmed

variation. The lower traces show the corresponding values for the vertical position of the

plasma boundary at the radius of the reciprocating probe. The crosses represent the output

of a filament code {DFIT) matched to the measured data.
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3. A network to combine magnetic, control current and soft X-ray data
One of the main advantages of neural networks is their ability to combine different tyDes of
diagnostics Two coupled networks are now ready for use as shown in figure 2. A dedicated
soft X-ray network uses inputs from 16 vertical and 16 horizontal camera channels, With
just four hidden units it is able to determine accurately three output signals defining the
plasma core radius, vertical position and elongation. These outputs are fed to the Primary
network along with selected magnetic inputs, and four control current inputs, to display
the plasma boundary. The core data is expected to help characterise the equilibrium by
providing information on the Shafranov shift and gradient of elongation, related to the
equilibrium parameters [3,, + li/Z and 1,. Soft X-rey network

Main network

Figure 2: The layout of the double network as simulated on COMPASS —D.

4. A ten parameter plasma boundary and profile display
The plasma boundary for circular plasmas and the upper section of the single—null X~point
plasmas is described by the conventional function of poloidal angle 9 as a function of the
plasma radius, R0, vertical position Zo, minor radius a, elongation ft, and triangularity 6.
The lower section of an X-point plasma is described by an approximate polynomial func-
tion evaluated so that the boundary goes through the desired RmZx and through theinner radius with the calculated curvature (1 + 6 ) / A 252. This prescription gives a fair
description of the plasma boundary, as shown in figure 3.
5. COMPASS—D as a test bed for ITER
Although smaller than ITER by a factor of about 15, the COMPASS~D toltamak is well
suited to trial studies of plasma position control. It mimics ITER in featuring a strongly
asymmetric single—null divertor configuration. lTER’s long pulses and high fast neutron
radiation levels mean that magnetic diagnostics close to the plasma may not be reliable
in the long term. Neural networks are here used to consider the alternatives of control
current inputs, remote flux loops and soft X-ray emission. Random noise of 2% was added
to all inputs and in the case of soft X—ray values this was increased to 10% with a minimum
spread of around 10% of the peak intensity. The 251 equilibrium training examples in the
database were presented for over 10,000 iterations to the network and the performance
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Figure 3: The plasma boundary as afunction of time in 0.01 sec intervals, predicted using

a double network from magnetic, control current and soft :c-ray experimental data from

shot 14776 on COMPASSD.

quoted here was evaluated for the 250 test examples in the database. 8 hidden units

were generally used. The mean accuracy in the profile boundary, in the X-point position

and in the core position has been determined for various networks including 5 flux loop

inputs (FL), 4 poloidal field control current inputs (CC) and 32 soft X—ray inputs (SX).

The accuracy of the network mapping itself may be gauged from the precision of the

network boundary parameters compared with the exact values from the database. The

results confirmed many intuitive concepts. The 5 flux loops alone gave a benchmark

boundary accuracy of order 5.4 mm. Soft X-rays alone were very poor for the boundary

determination, and failed to show the X-point, but gave the core dimensions to 1.5 mm,

a factor of 4 better than the flux loops alone.

This provides the rationale for the double networks illustrated in figure 2. The first

network analyses only the soft X—rays and has just three output parameters, defining the

core major radius, vertical position and elongation, These combined networks give 0.7

mm core accuracy with a 1.9 mm boundary accuracy. When scaled to ITER dimensions

this corresponds to a 25 mm boundary error, not too far from the lTER D93 specification

of 20 mm.

The application of the networks to real experimental data is another matter. Experimental

errors caused by integrator drift, soft X-ray leakage currents, calibration errors and noise

are now necessarily included. There is in addition the problem that the “true answer” is

no longer to hand, and must be evaluated approximately from some numerical code with

its own attendant errors. In this case it has been evaluated using the filament code DFIT.

Generally the precision of the results is very much worse than in case of the pure simula—

tions. The boundary error from flux loops is roughly doubled to 11.7 mm, and the core

error in a double network increases to 11.1 mm. However the present preliminary results

are being refined, In particular it is necessary to consider the time dependence through

the shot of any accuracy parameters, especially those involving soft X—rays. At both early

and late times this is very low and good results cannot be expected. Around the middle
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of the shot when the plasma pressure is high, the signals are large and much better FeSultsare achieved. This is illustrated in figure 4 which shows the three spread parameters f0rnetworks with inputs from flux loops, soft X-rays and control current,

E 3 sxo + 5 FL + 4,cc Edge‘efiV Core —+—~~
g , X—point -B~-a a 15 1//\”\_\ /

Q n ‘ »»»»» i "\ /

D r: Bu n Siggggn.“page”; ‘ I]; a
a n as o I u is 1&2 0.15 a l o )5

Tune
Figure 4: The average accuracy of the parameters defining the boundary, X»p0int and coredimensions, in mm, as a function of time for the double network, showing the much betterperformance in the middle period of the shot when the soft X—ray intensity is high.
6. Conclusions and work in progress
Simulations from the database show clearly that the neural network method would becapable of determining the ITER plasma boundary to the required accuracy given thatthe experimental diagnostic inputs to the network were of an adequate accuracy.
The inclusion of soft X-ray data gives much improved accuracy to the boundary prediction.Also demonstrated is the feasibility of the neural network method to include independentdiagnostic techniques besides the magnetic field and flux measurements.
The use of real experimental data shows all too clearly the difficulties of obtaining diag-nostic data to the accuracy needed to make full use of the neural network method.
The real time soft X—ray network is now installed on COMPASS-D and giving its firstresults The remote flux loops are now collecting data, however their analysis must awaita new database with an extended spatial grid.
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Introduction

The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) is planned to be an advanced

performance, high beta, steady state, high heat flux, double null divertor tokamak

[1, 2, 3, 4]. Machine parameters are: R022.25 m, aP20.5 In; A245; K~2; 5~0.8,' BT=4 T

and Ip=2 MA. Operation in both hydrogen and deuterium is planned. The design is

Figure 1. Elevation View of TPX Core
including IR TV locations and view afplasma

through stabilizer plates

required to incorporate end-of-life tritium

capability. The experiment includes 8 MW of

neutral beam power, 6 MW of ion cyclotron

and 3 MW of lower hybrid rf power for

auxiliary heating and current drive.

Experimental scenarios include non—inductive

current drive with an initial 1000 sec long

pulse mode and an upgrade to steady state

(105 sec), divertor heat loads of up to

7.5 MW/m3 and maximum neutron rates up

to 7.5x1016/sec. First plasma is scheduled for

mid—2001.
Diagnostics are required for real time

plasma control, physics measurements and

machine protection. Fundamental to initial

operation are measurements of plasma equi-

librium and position, basic plasma properties,

current density and pressure profiles, surface

heat loads on plasma facing components and
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i provision for disruption avoidance
An extensive set of diagnostics is
planned, divided between a

i baseline set required for the firstDIAGNOSTIC .TANCENTIAL ' phase of operation and an upgrade| VIEW . ., “Rig set which includes fluctuation d1-LASER \
BEA.“ agnostics as well as those required

for extended pulse length operation
[5]. Present diagnostic design is
concentrated on the first phase d1.

, / .. agnostics. Preliminary designs fOr, , . r-r- . . the magnetics, Thomson scattering,
,, 7 ' " 7 i inotional Stark effect and divertorA / t . "« . .‘ {Afr} ‘ ‘ infra-red imaging diagnostics areW. / r ‘yfiétlfigmém PASSIVE‘ described.

—i

Figure 2. Plan View of TPX quadrant showing TPX diagnostic design, con-. . ti‘L . . . .representative MSE i'e-entrant port, NB trajectory, s ICtlon, mStaHahon and operation. , . . . wi l b '1 ' m ' —Thomson scattering beam and View lines, and typical 1 e a n: t10 (I effort, WIth partangential mid plane view. tICipation by National Laboratories,
industry and universities under the

Plasma Parameters Baseline Upgi'ade(a) direction of the TPX project.

”3(0) ("1—3) 0.9x1020 Z'OXIUZO TPX Device DescriptionTE (ms) 300 400Tail) (c) H 2] An elevation View of the TPX
TKO) (kev) 14 33 machine core is shown in Fig. 1 and a
[m (95). B.{1.BO/lp(TeIll/MA) 4 5.5 partial plan view in Fig. 2. Stability
Bootstrap Fraction. F135 0.72 073 against MHD modes at high beta
PM" DD “mum” “"C (5") 5" 1016 75“]016 requires close fitting stabilizer plates.

Table 1 Selected TPX Pm’miietm‘s These consist of upper and lower
toroidal rings with a resistive gap and

vertical plates located at the four vessel weld planes. These plates will have narrow
mid plane slots for tangential viewing. A projection of a representative tangential
View is included in Fig. 1. Selected physics parameters for the baseline and upgrade
configurations are given in Table I.
The primary neutron shielding will consist of boronized cooling water in the double
jacket vacuum vessel, external shields and plugs installed in vessel penetrations will
provide further shielding. Remote maintenance will be required for all in—vessel
components; this radiation zone includes many diagnostic elements, fiber optics,
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windows, etc. Where necessary this requirement is included in the diagnostic

design To minimize this need, a design preference is that diagnostics should be

robust, redundant and remotely insertable.

The combination of high heat flux and long pulse accentuates the issues of thermal

heating and erosion/deposition for plasma facing diagnostic components, such as

windows and mirrors and of the degradation of window and fiber—optic

transmission quality due to radiation induced absorption and scintillation effects.

TPX Diagnostics Description

Shape, Position and Magnetic Configuration Measurements.

The TPX magnetic set is based on conventional inductive sensors with

advanced hybrid integrators [6]. Real time processing of the data for equilibrium

reconstruction is needed for plasma profile control and for integration with the MSE

and pressure diagnostics for current profile control. Additional sensors will measure

currents in the plasma facing, vacuum vessel and other structural components.

Remote maintenance of the magnetic diagnostics is unlikely and the diagnostics will

be required to survive for the life of the machine.
Current Profile Measurements.
The plasma current profiles will be measured by the Motional Stark Effect

(MSE) diagnostic. The diagnostic requires a tangential View intersecting a neutral

beam path. The planned installation, shown in Fig 2, provides a spatial resolution of

about 2 cm [7]. Each beam line contains three sources, only one is used for the MSE

diagnostic, beam modulation will be required to discriminate against signals from

the two other beams. For extended pulse length operation (>> 1,000 sec) two beam

lines will be utilized for plasma heating and current drive, these will alternate

during the long pulse to allow for cryopump regeneration. A second MSE system

will be added, viewing the second beam line, to supply continuous current profile

information.
Thomson Scattering.

The goals for the Thomson scattering system include a repetition rate of

100 Hz and spatial resolution of 3 cm in the core and 3 mm in the edge. Technical

and performance requirements favor imaging systems over LIDAR techniques [8].

The proposed configuration utilizes radial imaging of a tangential laser beam line. A

separate viewing system will be used for the high resolution view of the mid plane

edge plasma. The viewing and laser sightlines are indicated in Fig. 2.

Divertor Imaging

The divertor tile temperature will be monitored using visible/LR TV systems.

The imaging elements will be located in—vessel at top and bottom locations as shown
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in Fig. 1. A non—perspective divertor View
from the outboard auxiliary port is ShOWn in
Fig. 3. Fiber optic and lens/mirror relay Optics
will deliver the signal to cameras located in a
low radiation environment outside the VESSEL
Beam splitting mirrors will allow SimultaneOus
viewing in the infra—red and visible. COmplete
coverage of the high heat flux tiles is desired_
A preliminary study of the divertor IR/TV
diagnostic has been completed [9].

Summary
The diagnostics for TPX are at an early

design phase, with emphasis on the diagnostic
access interface with the major tokamak
components. Account has to be taken of the

Fig. 3. Non~per5prclivedivcrlorvir’tufi'am Very SCVere EDViI‘OHmEI‘lt fOl‘ diagnostic
auxiliary pm (outboard mum-,1 m Fig, 1,) components located inside the vacuum vessel.

The placement of subcontracts for the design
and fabrication of the diagnostic systems is in progress.
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Introduction

Bolometric measurements of experiments with controlled puffing of neon impurities

into a deuterium plasma. in order to achieve a radiating boundary are analyzed for

ASDEX Upgrade and JET. Radiation losses are recorded by several bolomcters with

crossed lines of sight. A twodimensional poloidal reconstruction of the local radiation

power density is performed with a tomographic algorithm based on an anisotropic

diffusion model. The radiation profiles for some shots with and without injection of

neon and other impurities are compared for both ASDEX Upgrade and JET plasmas.

Bolometric diagnostic

In the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak rae "mcfl‘mmvc

diation losses are recorded by SS bolome- “mm“?

ters placed in six pinhole cameras and two

colliinators which are mounted around one

Dlllll cum-m HOV
I well. 45-

poloidal cross section of the plasma inside
the vacuum vessel (Fig. 1). The bolome-
ters are miniaturized. low noise metal re— hnrlz ant-l GIMIII HCI

i2 chairman, IE'

sistor bolonieters [1] which are excited by
a 50kHz sine wave and effectively suppress mmfiffi“ "'3'"

thermal drift and electromagnetic interfer-
ences. Radiation from the X—point and die

hoflz I'IIII elm-ll HCI
I2 ch mlu. 1a-

vertor region and the upper boundary of
the plasma is observed by two “horizontal"
cameras With a high spatial resolution (3cm)V ,: , '

. . ‘ ‘ — L—Ayih n JumnHGV

whereas the radiation from the. center part i, ' m |“5'
> . ' fl.’ 9| s.

of the plasma is registrated by a ‘horizon— “; ‘
y _ . :uiiimniari

tal camera With a resolution of 10cm. A WWW" "We!“
Athlnmlu

vertical camera with 24 channels measures

the radiation from the entire plasma cross
section along basically vertically arranged
lines of sight.

The divertor camera HCIV with 8 channels and the two collimators with 4 channels

Fig. I: Boloiiielcr cameras on ASDE-X Upgrade

over each target plate were taken into operation lately. However. cooling effects by gas

putting, and other disturbances have not yet been quantified. so the reconstruction of the

radiation distribution is still performed without the measurements of these channels.
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In JET there are 3-1 channels in the old bolometer system with crossed lines ofsight. placed in two ‘horizontal' and one ‘verticali camera and 84 channels in the new
system of which up to 16 have been used simultaneously leading; to a good resolutigr1in both the main plasma and the Xepoint and divertor region [2].

Tomographic reconstruction of the radiation emissivity
Bolometers measure the radiated power integrated along their lines of sight Inorder to obtain the distribution of the local radiation emissivity in a poloidal Cross

section of the plasma. the measured line integrals therefore must be unfolded, This
is done with a new algorithm for tomographic reconstructii'm of the two dimensional
distribution of the emissivity, which is not limited to closed flux surfaces, but also works
on open flux surfaces. cg. around the Xepoint and in the divertor region [3]

The algoritlnn is based on the fact that the variation of the emissivity along mag
netic field lines is much smaller than perpendicular to them. In order to describe
this behaviour. We make the ansatz that the distribution of the radiation emissivity is
generated by an anisotropic diffusion model with strongly different values of the dif.
fusion coefficients Dlt‘ DL along and perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. The
solution with minimized sources and sinks of this diffusion process and considering the
constraints of the measured line integrals represents the poloidal distribution of the
emissivity 6(R, z).

Volume integration of the emissivity over the whole plasma or some parts of it
gives the total radiated power and the radiated power from the divert-or region or the
main plasma.

The radiation profiles presented in this paper have been obtained using; a grid with
26x48 grid points. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of about Semi for ASDEX
Upgrade plasmas and Semi for JET plasmas. The ratio of the diffusion coefficients was
chosen to take values Di/DH : Oil in the main plasma and up to 0.8 in the divertor
region. Also the absolute values of Di and D” were chosen smaller around the Xepoint
than in the main plasma because here one expects a larger variation in the radiation
profile.

Results
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the radiation distribution for two ASDEX Upgrade

shots with I,J : 1MA. E RICQO/IH3 and TDM'W neutral beam injection heating. On
the left hand side the radiation profile is shown for a shot without any neon. on the
right hand side for a shot with an additional neon puff. where the amount. of the neon
injection was feedback controlled with the fractional radiated power Fwd/PM“.

In the case without. any neon the radiation profile is strongly peaked in the X«
point and divertor region. About 55% of the heating power is lost by radiation, and
the X»point radiation (unsyinmetric part of the radiation profile around the Xepoint)
is about 60% of the total radiated power. With additional neon injection the radiation
from the main plasma and especially from the boundary increases‘ which is also proved
by model calculations [4]. The radiation profile develops a more uniform layer around
the boundary region of the plasma. The total radiated power increases to ca. 80% of
the heating; power. whereas the Xepoint radiation is only ca 25% of the total radiated
power.
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s for two Similar shotprofile
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The total radiated ,ower raises to ea 55"}. of thePin comp
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heating, power. in comparison to 3
on the divertor region also shows a. decrease of radiation over the strike zones during

the neon injection.
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Fig. 3: Radiation profile for two JI‘
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The development of the radiation pro-
file during neon injection depends also on
the location of the gas valve. Fig. 4 shows
the comparison of the time evolution of some
measured line integrals of radiation for two
ASDEX Upgrade shots with neon pufiing
into the main chamber or into the diren
tor respectively. In the case of neon in-
jection into the divertor the radiation from
the main plasma and the upper boundary
increases more slowly than for neon injece
tion into the main chamber. but reaches
almost the same levels. Correspondingly.
the radiation profile at the beginning of the
neon puff shows much less radiation from
the main plasma and upper boundary for
injection into the divertor.

The measured line integrals of the col-
limator over the inner target plate show
also that the radiation directly over this
plates decreases quickly to a very low level
for shots with neon injection into the main
chamber. whereas for shots with injection
into the divertor the radiation decreases ‘ 3 4
Inore Slowly" _ . _ Fry. 4: Line mfegmls of radiation from divertorThe radiation profile 15 also influenced
by additional puffing of deuterium into the
plasma. In ASDEX Upgrade. deuterium
puffing results in an increase of the radi—
ation, especially in the divertor region.

Injection of nitrogen or argon instead of neon results also in similar radiation
profiles. However. nitrogen radiates more in the edge and argon more towards the
center of the plasma than neon [5] as can be seen both in the measured line integrals
and in the reconstructed radiation profiles.

6

region, X—pmnl. main plasma and upper boundary
for two shots with neon mjecimn mm [/15 main
chumbcr (Sula/1mm) and into the drum-[or {dashed
{mes}

Conclusions
Bolometric measurements of experiments with controlled puffing ofneon impurities

into a deuterium plasma have been analyzed. For both ASDEX Upgrade and JET
plasmas neon injection results in an increase of the radiation from the main plasma
and the boundary. the radiation profile develops a more uniform boundary layer. Neon
injection into the divertor instead of the main chamber leads to a slower increase of the
radiation in the upper boundary. Additional puffing of deuterium also influences the
radiation profile.
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The Laser Phase Contrast Method, which has so far been a line-of—sight measurement, is

improved to obtain spatially resolved information along the probe beam path, A counter

propagating pair of waves, electron mode and ion mode, were observed. Phase velocities of

these modes and their parametric dependencies are discussed.

1. Introduction
The Laser Phase Contrast Method (LPC Method) for measuring electron density

fluctuations in a magnetically confined high temperature plasma was first proposed and applied

by Weisen[1,2], the detailed discussions were made by Matsuo et a1. [3], and the trial for

identifying the turbulence occurring in Heliotron E was performed by Tanaka et a]. [4]. The

LPC method basically utilizes the merit of imaging optics: i.e. the wavenumber and frequency

in the plasma are directly represented on the detection plane, In order to achieve this, the phase

disturbance of the probe beam due to the fluctuating density is converted to an amplitude

disturbance by situating a 11/2 phase plate on the beam-focused point where the diffracted and

undiffracted beam are separated, so that the signals become detectable by a photo-conductive

detector. Thus, the LPC method has such merits as simplicity in optical setup, ease of port

access, quite high time resolution, capability of measuring longer wavelength fluctuation than

using the conventional Bragg scattering measurement, etc. However, the conventional LPC

method only yields line—of—sight integrated signals along a probe beam chord.

In this paper, we present results from a new LPC system which is capable of measuring

spatial distributions of fluctuations in toroidally confined plasmas. The basic principle of this

measurement is similar to the collective scattering experiment on the Tore Supra tokamak[5] in

utilizing the perpendicularity of the propagation direction of fluctuations to the magnetic field.

By virtue of the sheared magnetic field, the observable regions along the beam chord can be

restricted by selecting the particular diffraction directions of the probe beam which are parallel

to the propagation directions of fluctuations[6]. This is achieved by attaching a slit to the phase

plate.

2. Measurements and results

Figure 1 shows the schematics of the LPC system installed on the Heliotron E. device. A

TEMOO mode CW-COg laser having a wavelength of 10.6 yin and output power of 11W was
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used and the dimensions of the beam just before the input port were set to be 160 mm and 50mm, respectively. A 16 ch HnTe detector array was used to detect the signal from any 40mm wide section of the beam in the plasma. The ranges of the detectable frequency and
wavenumber Were 2.5-314 kHz and 0.18-13 mm-l, respectively. The WiWErtlber.
frequency spectrum S(K,D was derived by the Fourier transform in terms of time and Space.

Figure 2 shows the spectrum of an ultrasonic wave (40 kHz) which simulatEd the densityfluctuation in plasmas. The transducer was placed just below the output port. For such amonochromatic wave, the spectrum had a peak at the wavenumber corresponding to the phase
velocity of the test wave. Here, the positive and the negative frequencies correspond 10
propagation towards the inboard and the outboard sides of the torus, respectively. For the
tttrbulent spectrum, like generally observed fluctuations, the ridges found in the contour plot of
the spectra show the dispersion relations of the plasma Waves, and thus the phase velocities can
be determined.

Figure 3 shows the spectra for the plasma discharges displayed as a contour plot
separated by 3 dB. The conditions in this series Were as follows: 821.9 T, produced by 53
GHz ECH systems, "ECH phase" (270 kW ), and sustained by an additional NBI heating,
“NBI phase" (0.6MW), yielding a central electron density of ne(O) ~ 2x1019 m3. In the NBI
phase, additional ECl—I systems were superimposed, "2nd ECl—l phase" (53GHZ ZSOkW +
106GH7. ZOOkW) The system detected the wave vectors perpendicular to the probe beam, so
that the poloidal component, K9, at the top and bottom, and radial component, K,, at the
midplane were measured,

We first analyzed the NBI phase. In the spectra for K9 in the edge region (lr/al > 0.6 fm
K6 > 0.4), Fig, 3(a) and (e), a counter propagating pair of waves were observed. Higher
level ridges (solid lines) of the spectra represent the propagation in the electron diamagnetie
direction (the electron mode) having the phase velocities of about (201500 and (c)1600 m/s.
Lower level ridges (dashed line) represent the ion modes Whose phase velocities were about
(205000 and (c)3600 m/s. In the spectrum for Kr in the central region, Fig. 3(b), however, it
is hard to find the ridges. In other words, fluctuations under these discharge conditions do not
seem to propagate radially, or do so slower than a few hundred m/s. Reproducibility of the
spectra between shots was not very good especially in the ion mode, biit during one discharge,
the spectra corresponded well with the plasma behavior, discussed in the following section.

A similar procedure was followed over a period of a discharge including the 2nd ECH
phase to yield temporal evolution of phase velocities of electron and ion modes as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The "net average" phase velocity is discussed in the following section.

3. Discussions
In this section, We intend to deduce further information about the characteristics of

measured fluctuations from the following two points: namely, phase velocity and parametric
dependencies. For the former, we estimated the phase veloctty of electron dnft wave in the
NBI phase from Vd=('l'e[eV]/B[T]) ><(Lttlm])_l [in/s], where Ln= l/( v n/n). Here, we
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used the values Of Te. B and Ln obtained using Thomson scattering, numerical calculation and

FIR interferometry, respectively. The calculated phase velocities in this region are between

700(r/a~0.7) and 2400(r/a~0.8)m/s, which do not disagree With the measured value of that for

the electron mode.
On the other hand, the temporal evolution of electron and ion temperature measured by

ECE(r/a ~ 0.5) and NPA(line average), respectively, are shown in Fig. 4(b). The change of

LD over this region was comparatively small so that we concentrated on the dependence of the

phase velocities on Te or Ti. The electron mode corresponds well with the temporal change in

Te, following even with the small change after 360 ms caused by the change in the input power

of 10éGHZ ECH. However, the ion mode deceleration also corresponds with Te, having no

dependence on Ti. Therefore, it seems more likely that the waves were affected by a change in

a plasma poloidal rotation, than by changes in Te. In fact, the mean value of VP, and vpe, "net

average" in Fig. 4(a), in which the effect of the rotation is eliminated, does not seem to depends

on Te. Therefore, the electron mode observed here does not seem to have a characteristic of an

electron drift wave. The estimated increase in bulk plasma velocity during 2nd ECH phase is

about 1000 m/s in the electron diamagnetic direction. This might be caused by the shift in the

value of a radial electric field towards the negative direction. However, the shift in rotation

velocity of an MHD wave estimated from measurements using a magnetic probe indicates the

opposite direction. Hence, a more detailed discussion is necessary, hopefully based on direct

measurements of radial electric field and/or plasma rotation.

4. Conclusions
The LPC method has been improved to obtain spatially resolved signals of fluctuations.

In the low power NBI discharges in Heliotron E, the following facts are observed.

1)The spectrum is quite different between the center (Kr) and the edge (K9). The former

seems incoherent, while the latter seems to be a coherent propagating mode.

2)A counter propagating pair of waves are observed in the edge region.

3)The phase velocity of the electron mode dose not seem to have a dependence on Te, which

would be expected for a drift wave.

From now on, detailed natures in each spatial region and of each mode should be

investigated, together with the information of the radial electric field and/or plasma rotation, in

order to identify the instabilities and to clarify the phenomena occurring in the varieties of

plasma discharges.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of the detailed plasma parameter distributions, the plasma behaviour and the

dominant processes in the divertor region of toroidally confined plasmas play an increasingly

important role in fusion research. High resolution spectroscopy in the divertor of ASDEX-

Upgrade aims predominantly at determining the ion temperatures (from Doppler widths

[1-4]), the streaming velocities along the magnetic field lines (from Doppler shifts), the

divertor plate erosion mechanisms (from molecular spectra), and the impurity transport in the

divertor region [5-6] (from absolutely calibrated line emission measurements).

2. High resolution visible spectroscopy in the ASDEX-Upgrade divertor

For sufficiently high spatial resolution in poloidal and toroidal direction the ASDEX-Upgrade

divertor is equipped with 32 poloidal lines of sight that predominantly scan the region above

the outer divertor plate, while about 50 toroidal lines of sight aim at the observation of the

radiation which is emitted nearly parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field lines. They will

be installed during the opening period in summer 95. The poloidally oriented lines of sight

view parallel to the outer target plates at distances of 1 to 100 mm with a spatial resolution

as low as 1 mm near to the tiles and about 5 mm at greater distance thus covering the X-

point area. The scheme of the lines of sight in ASDEX-Upgrade is given in Fig. 1. The

plasma emission is integrated along the lines of sight by quartz lenses, collected onto quartz

fibres, and fed to the detector systems. There are two spectrometers with low spectral

resolution in operation, a 1 m spectrometer equipped with a 2D CCD camera for survey

spectroscopy and an interference filter device coupled to two photomultiplier arrays for
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measuring the spatial emission profile with high
time resolution. The high resolution instrument is
a 1.5 m Echelle spectrometer fitted with an inten-
sified 2D CCD camera. Its resolution is about
MA?» .. 105, which gives a A?» of 2 pm at the low
end of the wavelength range of 220 nm to 850

nm to be observed. This allows to determine ion
temperatures down to about Ti - 20 meV and ion
streaming velocities as low as vi ~ 500 m/s. Here
we report on the first results of the poloidal sys-
tem, which is already in operation.

Painidll Ilnu
arsight . ‘

Fig.1: Scheme of polotdat and toroidal lines of
sight in the ASDEX-Upgradc divertor “Mpflffm TMmdul liuu‘

mum

3. First results

The first measurements from high resolution spectroscopy near to the outer diveitor plate in
the poloidal plane offer informations on the isotope ratio of hydrogen, on the ion temperature
distribution, on the erosion mechanisms and on the local magnetic field strength.
The high spectral resolution
allows not only to determine the 1400 {5627 ID“ In“ Dcu‘grium:89%

=600kA‘ ' ' ii : 4.0 '1'important isotope ratio of H to 1100 “F“ x 10.9"“;
D but also to analyze the hydro- Meismdpmfiiusoiidiinc)221000. . . . ‘ —Ft (dotted I' Jgen energy distribution. Fig. 2 5 i '"c

8. 8m Component determinedshows an example of the g by dissociutun or byu; sputtering5 600measured spectrum of Da and 3 Thermalcomponenl
. 400' Camponml determined“at in the ASDEX~Upgrade by “"5“!" ““1"a 0'reflection

diveitor together with the fit 300
~ ' ocomposed 0f ”16 convolution Of (155.6 655.8 656.0 656.2 556.4 656.6 555.5, Wavelen Lh[nm]the instrumental profile onto g

the fine structure components
and the line Splitting by the Fig.2: High resolution measurement ofhydrogen isotopes
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Paschen Back effect. These multiple splitted line profiles will be convoluted by Gaussian

functions for three temperatures fitted onto the measurements by optimizing these tempera-

ture components. The three temperatures are related to the thermal component (thermally

released hydrogen atoms from the plasma facing surface), the component given by the

molecular dissociation or by sputtering as well as to the component determined by charge

exchange or by reflection (high energy part). These results from measurements on atomic line

intensity are supported by the measurements of molecular bands as those of CD and CH for

determining the isotope ratio, CD and C2 for investigating the erosion mechanisms.

Since the ion temperatures Ti near to the divertor plates are relatively low (according to the

aim) the choice of spectral lines for these Doppler profile measurements has to be quite

careful. A good candidate for the determination of Ti from spectral emission profiles is the

singlet line of C III (2p 1P0 - 2p 1D) at 229.687 am because of its simple Zeeman pattern

and of its Doppler width dominating clearly the line profile. in contrast, other spectral lines

show the importance of Zeeman and Paschen-Back splitting. Furthermore, the C III ions will

have the kinetic deuteron temperature, since their ionization times at typically Te 5 40 eV in

the divertor are longer than the

equilibration times. Fig. 3 gives

an example of the measured _ #05631
330 1,5139.

line profile of the C III spectral 300 2:1lllfwmma Measured pmfile(solidlinc)

. _ 31:10t
line at 229.687 nm. On the E150 “WWW

5

basis of the correction with E300
. E“

Zeeman-profile

respect to the instrumental 22150
G

profile and the Zeeman splitting Zeeman-splitting

the Doppler width and hence

the ion temperature can be

inferred-which is demonstrated 129'“ 22966 Vijffingmwfigj ”9'73 129'74

by the excellent agreement

between of the measured and

calculated profiltBS. Fig.3: Measured C iii line profile with its Gaussianflts

including the Zeeman splitting
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By this method spatial Ti profiles were determined from regions close to the target tiles 11p
to the X-point. During discharges with additional heating only a Slight increase of Ti less
than a factor of2 was observed towards the X-point.

Special emphasis was put on the investigation of H-mode discharges with feedback-controlled
radiative boundary layers by means of Ne and D2 puffing in the midplane. Fig. 4 shows an
example of the ion temperature
distribution in the divertor N, , , 14 o #5573withoutNe Eregion With and Without Ne o esmmitm :

Ipuffing demonstrating the cool- 12 S
.L
ling of the divertor plasma by 10 :0 °.. - - - - o lcontrolled impurity injection. 5: s o o o o o o o :

- - - E: 0000 o 9 ’ o ;By means of Ne llijéCtn, Ti 5 o o 0 o , . . : 0
00 o o 9 . I- O ldecreases over the entire profile 4 ° ° 0 ‘ o :' ’ '

‘ - ldue to the enhanced radiative 2 o X-pomt:
I.power losses during this CDH- :0 .- - o 10 20 so 40 so so 70 so 90 momOde Operatlon [7] The maxt- Distance fromtheonter divertor platc[mm]

mum drop is at the X-point,
where Ti approximately halves. Fig.4: Ion temperature deducedfram Doppler widths of

C III versus the distancefrorn the outer divertor
plate with and without Ne puffing

The presented results together with those from the high resolution spectroscopy using the
toroidal lines of sight in the ASDEX-Upgrade divertor in combination with the divertor
modelling will certainly contribute to a better understanding of the divertor physics and the
CDH-mode operation.
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1. Introduction

Thomson scattering is one of the most reliable methods and widely used for the measurements

of electron temperature and density of laboratory plasmas. We have installed a multichannel

YAG Thomson scattering [1] on the Compact Helical System (CHS). A unique optics

arrangement with oblique backward scattering has been adopted to keep experimental flexibility

in the helical magnetic configuration. The whole electron temperature and density profiles of

CHS plasmas can be obtained at every 4 msec during a single shot. The YAG Thomson

scattering and its first application to CHS plasmas are described.

2. CHS YAG Thomson Scattering

The CHS YAG Thomson scattering device is mainly composed of five NsAG lasers,

photon collection optics, twenty four polychromators and CAMAC based data acquisition

system, as shown in Fig.1.

CHS YAG Thomson Scattering

YAG Lasers

Polychromators \§}

+7, CAMAC System

Fig.1: CHS YAG Thomson Scanning
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As geometrical configurations of helical systems are complicated, we have selected an
oblique backward scattering configuration (163" at the plasma center). Both laser entrance and
viewing windows are located on the same horizontal port on CHS.

2.1. YAG Laser
Five Nd:YAG lasers with the repetition rate of 50 Hz, the pulse energy and width of 0.5 J and
10 nsec, respectively, are used. We have designed a beam packing mirror like the multilasgr
system in the Doublet-III Thomson scattering [2]. This mirror can be mounted on a high
resolution mirror mount. A dielectric 14x20 mm1 elliptic mirror is formed on an AR-Coated
glass of 80 mm diameter. and the position of the mirror area is different for each laser to
allow upstream laser beams to pass through. In the regular operation, the five lasers are
triggered successively at every 4 msec. i.e., the five lasers are used as a Single 250 Hz laser.
By adjusting the trigger sequence, various operational modes are possible.

2.2. Photon Collection Optics
In CHS experiments, flexible magnetic configurations are possible, for example. the major
radius of vacuum magnetic axis is 92 cm in the standard configuration, and the axis position
can be widely shifted from 89 to 102 cm. Backward scattering configuration is suited for
getting wider observation range. However. the spatial resolution becomes worse on the contrary.
We have selected the scattering angle to be 1630 at the major radius after consideration. In the
configuration, we can observe the whole electron temperature and density profiles from the
end to end along the laser beam with the spatial resolution of about 20 mm at the plasma
center.

A large (500 Inn-Kb) Au-coated mirror is utilized to collect feeble Thomson scattered photons
efficiently. The solid angle is about 50 msr for the plasma center. To minimise the aberrations
for all Viewing positions over 600 mm, the mirror is set so that the center of the mirror sphere
is located at a CHS viewing port (200 mrno), which serves as a pupil. The collected photons
are transmitted to polychromators through twenty four optical fibers.

Au Coated Mirror

CHS Plasma

Laser Beamll

L

Optical Fiber
(to Polychromator)

Horizontal Port
Fig.2: Schematic diagram afthe collection optics~ (top View)
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2.3. Polychromator

A filter polychromator with three wavelength channels, similar to the system for the Doublet—Hl

Thomson scattering [3], has been developed. There are four different filter combinations

Optimised for the temperature ranges: 5-50, 20-200, 100-500 and 200-2000 eV. Avalanche

photo diode detectors with high quantum efficiency (80-40 % at 7t=900-1060 nm) and wide

bandwidth (25 MHZ) are used for photon detection. The relative spectral sensitivities for each

wavelength channel in a polychromator have been calibrated with a tungsten standard lump

and monochromator.

Stray photons are successfully suppressed owing to the high cut—off filter used, whose

rejection rate against the incident laser wavelength is below 105. In addition, the wavelength

shjft in backward scattering is larger than that in right~angle scattering, contributing to the

stray light suppression. Typical signal to noise ratio is about 10—102 for intermediate temperature

and density plasmas heated by NBI (~300 eV and ~3x1013 cm‘3), which depends mainly on

the observation position (inner region worse).

The relative error of measured temperature is estimated to be less than 5 % from the

calculation based on the model spectra of Thomson scattering which takes account of the

relativistic blue shift, and spectral sensitivities for each wavelength channel.

2.4. Raman Calibration

For absolute measurements of electron densities, we have calibrated the YAG Thomson

scattering by using anti—Stokes rotational Raman scattering in molecular hydrogen [4][5]. The

calibration has been carried out at several pressures up to 400 Torr at room temperature . A

clear liner dependence of the Raman intensities on sample pressure has been obtained. The

calibration factor has been determined from the gradient of the pressure dependence and

spectral sensitivity for each channel. Because the three polychromators for the lowest temperature

range have no wavelength channel which observes the Raman transition, the factors have not

been obtained. The angular distribution of Raman scattered photons differs form that for

Thomson scattering, resulting in the difference of effective collection efficiencies of scattered

photons. The correction to it has been also taken into account. The measured electron densities

are reasonably consistent with those by an HCN interferometer. However, some improvements

are needed for higher reliability and accuracy.

3. Application to the CH8 Plasmas

Fig.3 demonstrates an example for the measurements of the temporal evolutions of electron

temperature, Te, and density, N, profiles of CHS plasmas. In the discharge, a target plasma

produced by ECH was heated by NBI (1.0 MW) at 25-145 msec. The magnetic field and axis

were set at 1.7 T and 92 cm, respectively. The plasma stored energy of about 2 k] was

sustained from 50 msec to the end of the discharge, resulting in nearly constant B-value of

0.18 % during the time. It is clearly observed that the electron temperature profile is nearly
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parabolic while the density profile has a broad double peaked ‘hollow’ profile. The respecm,e
peaking factors for the temperature and density profiles defined by,

TARM) N.- ( Rm )
il T..(R)dR
H"

and l
el Nl,(R1dR
W

where w is the width between both ends. are 1.54 and 1.15 at 120 msec. Both the center axes
of the profiles have been observed to be slightly shifted outward from the vacuum magnetic
axis due to the Shafranov (finitevfi) shift [6]. The observed axis shift of about 1 cm at 120
msec agrees with that calculated by the 3D equilibrium code VMEC.

Te (keV)
0.5
0.4 _ _

.s -‘\o 3 ,1" \\ «Rises»' l I \\\\ \‘\'-‘.-\\-\~\~‘\\‘°\“ \‘.\‘\\s‘ \\“~“s0,2 I“ \\ \‘ ‘\‘\\\‘-‘\\‘
o\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Fig.3: An examplefar the temporal evolutions oft/1e electron temperature 7; and density N!
profiles of an NB] heated plasma measured with tlie YAG T/imnson scattering

4. Summary
The multichannel-multilaser YAG Thomson scattering has been successfully applied to the
measurements of the temporal evolutions of the electron temperature and density profiles of
the CH8 plasmas. Finally, it is noted that the CH8 YAG Thomson scattering is also served as
a prototype for the Large Helical Device.
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1. Introduction
Due to the importance of the measurement of the beam divergence angle to determine the

energy deposition profile of a heating beam and the spatial resolution of the plasma diagnostics

using the neutral beam, several methods have been developed to measure it. The calorimetry is

the most common tool on this aspect and the spectroscopic method[l] to measure the Doppler

Width of the beam emission is also often applied to determine the beam divergence angle before

the plasma discharge. A recent example of the measurement was given by an experiment carried

out on TEXTOR[2], where the total beam profile was measured using a carbon graphite plate

inside the torus and the beam emission spectrum was measured for the deduction of the power

ratio and the two-dimensional divergence angle of the three beam species. As to determine the

beam divergence angle in a toroidal plasma, only one method is available so far [3] because the

spectrum of the beam emission is complicated due to the motional Stark effect (MSE).

Recently, it has been recognized in our research that all fine components on both sides of

the central 00 component of the MSE spectrum in the plasma are asymmetric owing to the finite

beam divergence angle[4]. The difference of the wavelength width of the two TE or 0 lines on

both sides of the Go line is proportional to the beam divergence angle if the magnetic field in the

viewed region is uniform and the beam attenuation is negligible in the plasma. The difference

will be enlarged if the variation of the magnetic field is taken into account. This effect is useful

to determine the divergence angle by comparison of a simulation and a measured spectrum of

the beam emission in a toroidal plasma.

2. Brief overview of the simulation of beam emission in a plasma

In a plasma, the Balmer on line of an injected beam emission is mainly split into nine

components and is polarized by an induced Lorentz electric field E: v[5]. The TC component

shows parallel polarization when it is observed transversely and the 0 component is polarized

perpendicularly to the electric field. The polarization direction of the cs component in the i

simulation is given by vector G = Exs and that of the TE component is obtained by rotating the

vector around the viewing line by 90". Here, s is a unit vector along the viewing line.

Because the beam is made up of a lot of beamlet, the simulation of the beam emission is

based on the considerations for each beamlet. Considering that the optical system consists of a

polarizer and a spectrometer, the spectrum of the beam emission, 10»), is given by
3 9 t

1(a) = 22 XI ifUku'nosZamkha — xymav. (1)
m j=1k=1V,Q

Here, the integration is over the region of (V, Q, k, j, m). V is the volume of the viewed region

of the beam emission and Q is the solid angle of an object lens. 'k', ‘j' and 'm‘ label the k—th
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component of the MSE spectrum, beam species with the j-th energy of the full energy beam and
the beamlet output from the m—th aperture of the grid of the beam ion source, respectively a
is the tilted angle of the polarization direction of the k-th MSE line of the m-th beamlet enussigln
at the observed position with respect to the transmission direction of the polarizer. 'L' is the
instrumental function of the spectrometer. UmjkOt') is the emissivity of the line with the
wavelength of X‘ per unit solid angle in the direction of the line of sight and is determined by

m'k
U J (7t'):hknI .acE, (2)

Hi
where all of the parameters are those at the position of the beam emission. bk is the branch ratio
of the transition of the k-th line per unit solid angle in the direction of the line of sight, which is
a function of the angle between the induced electric field and the viewing line, and n6 is the
electron density, which is assumed to be equal to the density of the bulk ion. Qefr is the
effective excitation rate of the beam including the contributions of the ion and electron impact.
rim is the beam density of the j-th species of the m-th neutral beamlet and is expressed as

. l
nmj = Thexp(i Bil/s?)exp(— inmojnedl] , (3)

J m J

where i is the total current of the j-th species of the m-th beamlet and e is the divergence
angle of the j-th species of all beamlets, 9m and dm are the angle of the beam path with respect
to the bearnlet axis and the distance between the m-th hole of the beam ion source and the point
of the beam emission, respectively. ‘e' is the charge of an electron. The final exponential term
in the formulas (3) describes the beam attenuation in the plasma, where 0' is the total ionization
cross section due to the charge exchange, ion and the electron impact. X, the Doppler shified
wavelength of the k—th MSE line of the j-th beam species emission of the m-th beamlet at the
considered location, is given by

v
x' = KOO + cos pmm + a(k)v?tOsin gm). (4)

Here, Cm and Bm are the angle between the beam and the magnetic field and the angle between
the beam and the line of sight, respectively. a(k) is the coefficient for the k-th line splitting[5],
A0 is wavelength of the Ha line (6562.79 A) and e is the light velocity.
3. Determination of the divergence angle of a hydrogen beam in JFT-ZM

The experiment is performed using a hydrogen beam on the JFT—2M tokamak[6]. Figure 1
shows the experimental setup. The major radius of the tokamak is 1.31 m and the minor radius
is 0.29 m. The toroidal magnetic field is 1.3 T and the total plasma current is 227.8 kA. The
beam, 32 keV, consists of 1050 beamlets ($4) and intersects the magnetic field at 403" at the
plasma center. The diameter of the beam at the grid of the beam ion source is 0.185 m and the
focal length is 2.80 m. The optical system consists of a 20mm-diameter lens, 0.1mm-diameter
fiber, a polarizer, tilted by 900 with respect to the horizontal direction, and a spectrometer with
the instrument function of full width at halfmaximum (FWHM), AM, of 0.76 A. The viewing
line is aligned by intersecting the beam at 29.90 at major radius of R0.

Figure 2 shows a measured 7: spectrum of the beam emission in the plasma after subtraction
of background of the plasma liq emission including that of the charge exchange recombination
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ofthe plasma ion. The impurity emission ofC 11 ion
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Fig. l The schematic of the experiment Fig. 2 The observed 7: manifolds of the beam emission

arrangement on JFT—ZM. using a polarizer tilted by 900 horizontally.

from the plasma edge is also shown in the Figure 2, from which the wavelength dispersion of

0.176 t 0.001 A per channel of the spectrometer is obtained in the interested wavelength region.

Due to the large Doppler shift, the beam emission is well separated into the three parts

corresponding to those of the three species, H(E), HOE/2) and H(E/3), of the beam with full,

half and one third energy. The separations of the MSE lines are small, all of the TC components

are grouped into the two manifolds on both sides of the central 00 line.

The measured spectrum were compared with a simulation. It is assumed that i) the profile of

the plasma current density is a cube of parabola, ii) current of the all beamlets is same and the

energy variation of the beam is negligible and iii) the instrumental function of the spectrometer is

2.5

"-‘ a“
0

Ed 2 2.0

a r";
m >»"' .
5 L: 1.5
H II

x: v
H o

1.0 -

6604 6606 6608 6610 6612 6614 6616 0.80 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

k ( A) Divergence angle 8 (degree)

Fig.3 The comparison ofthe measured 7: Fig.4 The derivation in the normalized spectrum

spectrum offull energy beam emission and between the simulation and measurement.

simulation with the beam divergence angle The crave a is that for the Spectrum ofH{E/3)

as the indicated. and the b is that/or the spec-mun ofH(E).

a Lorentz function. The measured plasma electron temperature and density profile are used to

calculate the beam attenuation and excitation in the plasma. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the
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measured and simulated spectra of the full energy beam emission with the indicated diVergence
angles. The beam divergence angle is obtained from the best fit, Figure 4 depicts the dCViation
between the normalized spectrum of the measurement and the normalized spectrum of the
simulation vs. the beam divergence angle. The value correSpOnding to the minimum derivation
is taken as the expected beam divergence, which is 1.350 for the full energy beam and is 1.550
for the one third energy beam. Because the photon statistics of the half energy beam emission is
not good enough, it is found difficult to determine its angular divergence.
4. Uncertainty in the determination of the divergence angle

The uncertainties of the determined divergence angle may come from the assumptions in our
simulation. Since the observed position of the beam emission is at the plasma center, the Spatial
resolution of the measurement is about 4.0 cm, the uncertainty induced by the assumptiori i) is
negligible. The accuracy of the divergence angle depends on the current uniformity of all the
beamlets and the accuracy of the wavelength resolution of the spectrometer. In the case that the
current of edge beamlet is smaller than that of the beamlet in the central region of the ion source,
the divergence angle will be enlarged for the best fit. Our simulation shows that the divergencc
of the full and the third energy beam is enlarged by about 4% in an extreme case that the Width
of the beam ion source is reduced by 5%. The uncertainty of the divergence angle is 0.050 and
0.080 for the two beams, respectively, if the uncertainty of the FWHM value of the spectrometer
is 5%. The error bars of the beam divergence related to the quantity of the photon statistics of
the spectrum are also estimated, which are 0.010 and 0.030 for the two beams, respectively.
5. Summary

The work of in situ determination of the divergence angle of a neutral beam in a toroidal
plasma is presented in this paper. The spectral asymmetry of the 11: manifolds of the beam
emission is demonstrated to be sensitive to the beam divergence angle by our simulation using a
newly developed code involving the detailed knowledge of the atomic physics. By comparing
the simulation and the measured spectrum of the beam emission in the JFT—ZM plasma, the
value of the divergence angle of the full energy beam and that of the one third energy beam are
obtained and the uncertainties in the determination of the beam divergence are analyzed.
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Introduction

The current density distribution in tokamak plasmas plays a crucial role in deter-

mining the plasma equilibrium and its stability. The current profile can be derived from

a measurement of the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of far-infrared laser

radiation transmitted through the plasma (polarimetry). Other methods, such as mea-

surement of the Zeeman splitting of ionic energy levels, tangential Thomson scattering, or

the motioual Stark effect, have also been attempted but only the last one is used routinely

at present.
Many schemes have been proposed for the difficult measurement of the typically

small Faraday rotation anglesl. Nowadays, the development of new methods is directed

towards techniques that actively modulate the polarization vector. before sending the

beam through the plasma. This offers the advantage that both the interferometer phase

shift and the Faraday rotation can be measured using a single detection element for each

probing beam — an almost essential requirement in multi—beam systems.

At the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RT?) a new polarimeter scheme has recently

been developed and implementedz, which is similar in spirit to earlier schemes by Dodel

and K111123 and by Rice“. The problem of crosstalk from the polarimeter into the interfer-

ometer data, which existed in both of these schemes, is now eliminated, and in principle

a very high temporal resolution can be obtained.

Method description

In the method recently developed and implemented at RTP, a total of three far-

infrared (FIR) lasers has been applied. Two of the laser beams are used for probing the

plasma, whereas the third one acts as a local oscillator. A slight frequency difference be-

tween all three lasers is introduced, such that after detection three frequency multiplexed

beat signals are obtained.
Since the RTP polarimeter is intended for current density measurements, the geometry

is such that. the probing beams propagate nearly perpendicular to the total magnetic field.

As a consequence, the characteristic propagation modes of the beams in the plasma are

to a good approximation counter-rotating circularly polarized waves, each experiencing a

slightly different refractive index. By setting the polarization of each of the probing beams

equal to one of the characteristic polarizationsof the plasma, it is then possible to measure

both refractive indices simultaneously. Due to the frequency offsets, the information on

the two refractive indices is spectrally resolved and can be retrieved by separating the

carriers after detection and performing a separate phase measurement on each.

As stated above, the detected spectrum will consist of three frequency bands, that

need to be well separated. Two of the bands are due to mixing of the local oscillator beam
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with each of the probing beams. The phase change of these beams can be averaged to give
the interferometer phase change, or be substracted to give twice the polarimeter phage
change. The third spectral band carries direct information on the difference between the
two refractive indices and thus on the Faraday angle.

Experimental setup

The RTP tokamak (R4, : 72 cm, a : 16.4 cm, 1,, g 150 kA, Bt S 2.5 T) is equipped
with a heterodyne FIR. interferometer operating at 432.5 nm. This interferometer has
recently been extended with a three-laser polarimeter. Separate cavities, pmnped by
a single COg laser. are used for generating the probing beams and the local oscillatm.
beam. The probing beams are combined and then expanded using parabolic optics to fill
the RTP ports. Up to 20 Schottky diode cornermube mixers are used for polarization
sensitive detection of the slab beam. The width of the laser transition allows freqUency
ofisets (IF) up to several MHZ between the various laser beams to be Obtained by Slightly
detuning the relative cavity lengths.

I reference
mixer

flint\- /
probing N4 / .

beam plate combiner
‘02 I 7‘\ x x| N x x I

polarizer Q plasma
plasma mixer

no, t x x‘beam l ,

splitter

Figure 1: Schematic one-channel depiction of the three laser setup recently
implemented at RTP. The two probing beams are made orthogonally linearly
polarized. and are then combined using a polarizing grid. Then the beams are
sent through a half wave plate, oriented at 45° to either polarization, so that
counter-rotating circularly polarized waves are obtained.

The measured signals are directly acquired at a digitization rate of 500 kHz without
any electronic signal processing other than amplification and bandpass filtering (200—
5000 kHz). For the data presented here, the laser IF’s were set such that both probe-
L.O. mixing peaks were in the 500—750 kHz region. As a result the mixing between the
two probes gave a much lower beat frequency, that was strongly filtered and therefore,
not used. Due to the relatively slow sampling rate, the frequency peaks were aliased
down. Care was taken that this did not lead to an overlap between the peaks, so that
all information was preserved. The two peaks were then computationally isolated using
bandpass filters and separately demodulated. The phases were extracted by dividing the
corresponding analytic signalsf’.
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First results

For calibration and testing purposes a stepper-motor driven rotating half wave plate

can be inserted in the probing arm to simulate a stepwise increase of the Faraday rotation.

The results of this calibration for several channels are given in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Calibration traces for a few polarimeter channels at various radial

positions. For each trace the r/a ratio is indicated. Filtering has been performed

at z 400 Hz.

The waveplate movement is clearly visible on all channels. The strong filtering Was

needed to eliminate some disturbance peaks that are believed to be due to the aliasing.

The spectrum namely suffers from peaks at the second harmonic of the mixer signals,

due to the non—linear diode characteristic. Even though these peaks are over 40 dB down,

the spectrum is somewhat disturbed. With better frequency stabilization of the laser

and possibly electronic signal analysis this problem will be solved in the future, making

a much higher temporal resolution possible.

Some first measurements on the RTP plasma have been performed. Using the 110

GHz gyrotron, 400 kW of additional heating was deposited at half the minor radius

(Ohmic input 3 200 kW). In this way the temperature and current profile were strongly

reshaped, since much current was expelled from the plasma centre. A strong decrease of

the central slope of the current profile was indeed observed (Fig. 3).

In conclusion it may be stated that a new method for doing polarimetry has been de-

veloped and implemented at RTP. This method, although not yet optimally functioning,

has the potential of high temporal resolution polarimetric and interferometric measure—

ments, limited only by the natural linewidth of the laser line. In practice this resolution

will be limited by the S/N that is desired, and is expected for the RTP system to be of

the order of 10 kHz for a measurement accuracy of 0.1 degrees. If the algebraic equations

underlying the method are evaluated. it is clear that crosstalk problems are not to be
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Figure 3: Time traces and Faraday rotation profiles for a discharge where 400
kW ofECH pOWer was deposited at half the minor radius between 150 and 225 ms.
The profiles were determined by averaging over 20 ms at 100 and at 200 ms. Other
measurements (eg. Thomson Scattering) show a slightly hollow temperature
profile, from which a qwaluc on axis ofjust below 4 could be determined. (II, :
80 RA, n“, = 6—9 if)” m”)

expected. in contrast to earlier methods2. Furthermore only one detector per channel is
required.
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Diagnosis of nonthermal ECE by means of combined LFS

ECE, HFS ECE and ECA measurements

J.F.M. van Gelder, E. \Nesterhof, A.J.H. Donné and RTP-Team

FOM~Instituut voor Plasmaf-ysica “Rijnhuizen”, Association Euratom-FOM,

P. 0. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegez'n, The Netherlands

1 INTRODUCTION

To investigate the behaviour of the 2"d harmonic electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and

absorption (ECA) in the RTP tokamak, a 20-channel heterodyne radiometer is being ap-

plied. The electron cyclotron emission can be measured from both the high field side

(HFS) and the low field side (LFS). LFS ECE X—mode and RCA are measured simulta-

neously. A comparison of HFS and LFS X-mode emission provides information on the

nonthermal ECE. Macor viewing dumps at either side of the vessel eliminate multiple-pass

reflections of the ECE and standing waves between the two antennae. When viewed from

the LFS, the nonthermal EC emission is reabsorbed at the thermal resonance layer. As

the nonthermal population itself is optically thin, nonthermal radiation can travel freely

towards the HFS antenna. This implies that the radiation temperatures TM, and Tlfs

are given by:
Thfs : Te - (1 — €_T> + 15m, (1)

Tifs=Te' (1—6_T)+Iszh'€_ri (2)

and therefore,
Thfs — Tm

Isth :w: (3)

where T8 is the electron temperature, T the optical depth and Is”, the suprathermal

radiation intensity. The combination of LFS ECE, HFS ECE and ECA allows a clear

identification of the EC emission contribution from the nonthermal part of the electron

distribution. The effect of ECRH on the creation of suprathermals is regarded.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The antenna system of the ECE/ECA setup, consists of an open-ended circular waveguide

at the low field side (LFS) and a hog-horn antenna at the high field side (HFS) of the torus,

mounted in the equatorial midplane [1]. The HFS and LFS antennae are connected to the

radiometer through a switch board. By means of waveguide switches, three different ECE-

measurements can be performed: 1) LFS X—mode ECE, 2) LFS O-mode ECE (using a grid

polarizer) and 3) HFS X-mode ECE. For the purpose of measuring ECA, two sweepable

sources, which cover the overall bandwidth of the radiometer, are connected to the HFS

transmission line. The radiometer is calibrated using a fast magnetic field ramp in a
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thermal discharge with sufficiently high density. This is a relative calibration mEthod
The absolute temperature is obtained by sealing the top of the. resulting profile with the
temperature obtained from Thomson scattering. The HFS ECE Signals are Calibrated
against the LFS signals in the ohmic phase of two comparable thermal discharges. To
get a clear View on the effect of ECRl-I on the creation of nonthermal populations‘ only
discharges were selected, that did not show such a population in the preceding Ohmic
phase.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ECRH is injected from the HFS (60 GHZ, X-mode, 125 kW), with a launching angle of [)0
and 25". In order to diagnose nonthermal ECE, alternate HFS ECE and LFS ECE+ECA
measurements are performed on a shot-to—shot basis. Figure (1) shows nine pictures
From top to bottom (A to C) measurements are presented with line averaged densities of
fig = 1.2, 1.2 and 0.8 ><1019 TTL_3, respectively. The top graphs (A) are measured with an
ECRH launching angle of 25°, the other graphs (B and C) with an angle of 0". The left
plots show the radiation temperature profiles, measured in the ohmic and ECRH phase‘
The solid lines depict the LFS View, the dotted lines represent the HFS View and the dots
indicate the radiation temperature calculated from Thomson scattering data. During the
ohmic phases the radiation temperature profiles viewed from the HFS and the LFS are
similar, which indicates a thermal plasma. For p > 0.41, it can be seen that TU: surpasses
Thfs, which is due to the influence of wave dispersion. The centre plots show the optical
depth profiles as measured with ECA in the ohmic and ECRH phase (solid lines) and 7-
calculated from Thomson scattering data during ECRH (riots). It should be stressed that
the LFS ECE spectra and the ECA T—profiles are measured simultaneously, with a single
radiometer, which provides a reliable tool for evaluating eq.(3). The agreement with the 7--
profiles deduced from Thomson scattering is good. The right plots show the suprathermal
radiation, 13m, as calculated with eq. (3) (solid lines: ohmic; dashed lines: ECRH). For
m : 0.8 X 1019 m‘3 and an ECRH launching angle of 0" (graph C), the plasma emissivity
increases rapidly at ECRH switch-0n, although only a weak temperature enhancement
occurs of approximately 20% in the centre. The suprathermal radiation shows a maximum
of 2.3 keV at p m 0.25. This may correspond to suprathermal electrons with an energy
of 20 to 30 keV on the central axis. For fie = 1.2 X 1019 m.‘3 (graph B) only a small
increase of suprathermal radiation during ECRH is observed. Although a decrease of Isth
for increasing density is reported in literature [2, 3], the rate at which the decrease occurs
here is much faster. The magnification of the small amount of suprathermals created by
ECRH may be caused by an additional influence of the toroidal electric field, which is
stronger for low density discharges. In the case of an ECRH launching angle of 25" (graph
A), the plasma is heated much more efficiently.
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Figure 1: A: comparison of LFS and HFS EC'E for fie = 1.2 X 1019 m’3 and an ECRH

launching angle of 25°. The left graph shows the radiation temperature measured with

LFS ECE (solid line), HFS ECE {dotted line) and Thomson scattering {dots}. The

centre graph represents the optical depth measured with ECA (solid lines) and Thomson

scattering (dots). The right plot shows Is”. as calculated with 611. (3). B: same plots

with fie = 1.2 x 1019 m‘3 and an ECRH launching angle of 0°. C: same plots with

fie : 0.8 x 1019 m”. Throughout the graphs, the lower curves correspond to the ohmic

phase and the higher curves to the ECRH phase.

A suprathermal population is created as a result of ECRH. The nonthermal radiation

shows a maximum of 1.6 keV on the central axis. The determination of the responsible

electron population from the nonthermal ECE is an ill—posed problem. To address this

problem, the measurement is compared with theoretical ECE spectra obtained on the

basis of bounced—averaged Fokker-Planck simulations. Figure (2) shows the simulated

and measured temperature profiles. The markers represent the measurements. The solid

lines indicate the simulated spectra, when no radial transport is taken into account.

The dashed lines denote simulations assuming a radial transport. resulting in a heat

conductivity X = 0.5 mz/s in the centre to x : 2.0 mg/s at the edge. It can be seen
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that a large discrepancy exist between the LFS measurement and the simulation SinCer A“. 5 the LFS observation should be comparable with a thermal spectrum The found
discrepancy can not be explained. The HFS spectra agree fairly well, both qualitatively
as quantitatively.

HFS view
5 - 5

4 < 4S‘
d.)
5, 3 ~ 3E|_'-

2 ~ 2

1 - 1

O . . fl 0 . .
4 .0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 —1.0 . 0.0

p p
Figure 2: The left and right picture show simulated and measured temperature profiles,
viewed from the LFS and HFS, respectively. For both pictures, the markers represent
measurements. The solid lines indicate the simulated spectra, when no transport is
taken into account. The dashed lines denote simulations assuming a radial transport,
resulting in a heat conductivity X = 0.5m2/s in the centre to X = 2.0m2/s at the edge.
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Modulational Instability of Electromagnetic Waves in
Collisional Dusty Plasmas
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1. Introduction
Dusty plasmas [l] are characterized as a lowitemperature ionized gas whose constituents

are electrons, ions and extremely massive micronusized dust particulates. The latter are

usually negatively charged due to the attachment of the background plasma electrons on

the surface of the dust grains via collisions. In the presence of waves the plasma currents

reaching the surface of the grains assume oscillatory character. Because of the imbalancce

of the electron and ion currents, there appears dust charge fluctuations [2,3].

In low-temperature space and laboratory plasmas the electron collisions with heavy

charged particles are rather frequent and it turns out that when the frequency of the

plasma slow motion is comparable with the electron collision frequency, then enhanced

electron temperature perturbations caused by the differential Joule heating [4] of electrons

ought to be incorporated in the study of the modulational instability of HF electromag-

netic waves. Subsequently, nonthermal density and temperature fluctuations could be

simultaneously driven on account of the combined effects of the ponderornotive force and

the differential Joule heating nonlinearities. In a collisional dusty plasma, Joule heating

nonlinearity might exceed the ponderoniotive force nonlinearity.

In this paper, we present an investigation of the modulational interaction between large

amplitude electromagnetic waves and quasi-stationary plasma slow motions by incorporat-

ing the effects of the dust charge perturbation in an unmagnetized collisional dusty plasma,

The quasi-stationary plasma slow response, as considered here, has extremely low phase

velocity (in comparison with the electron and ion thermal velocities) and could have a typ

ical frequency of the order of the charging frequency [3], ye}, : C(lICDI/C)(1/TQG + l/wg),

where e is the magnitude of the electron charge, In is the equilibrium electron current

reaching the surface of the grains, C is the grain capitance, wo : Tgo # 341/0, T00 is the

unperturbed temperature of the particle species a (0 equals e for electrons, i for ions,

and d for dust grains), and (Mo is the is the steady state floating potential of the grains.

2. Formulation
We consider the nonlinear propagation of intense electromagnetic waves in a three

component unmagnetized plasma whose constituents are electrons, ions, and massive

(md : 00) negatively charged dust grains. The latter are assumed to be point charges

and their sizes as well as the inter—grain spacing (T0) are supposed to be much smaller than

the effective Debye radius (/\D) of the dusty plasma. We neglect the effects of a back-

ground inhomogeneous electric field since, in what follows, we shall be considering the

low—frequency dusty plasma slow response with a characteristic period much smaller than

l/flqpi. Here, ,u,(<< l) is the ratio between the potential energy of the plasma

particles in the spatially nonuniform stationary electric field and the ion thermal energy,

qo is the correlation length of the static dust grains in the plasma, top; = Mango/mg”? is

the ion plasma frequency, 11,0 is the unperturbed ion number density, and m, is the ion

mass. In equilibrium, we have 871.0 : enco — nndo, where use is the unperturbed electron
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number density, (No 2 —do is the equilibrium dust charge, Zdo is the number of
residing on a dust particle. and 7140 is the unperturbed dust number density.

The momentum equations for incrtialess electron and ion fluids can then be written

Charge

as
2n,’ eO : —enF0Vc-*J e TCOVHH — nwVTEl 7 mllzi (l)

0 : Uliovai — Trev/7711 , TliDVTm (2)
Whc Ilk—,1(<< no”) is the perturbed number density of the particle species a, Ta1(<< Tan)
is the perturbed temperature, o is the ambipolar potential associated with dusty plasma
slow motions, E is the electric field vector of the HF electromagnetic waves7 and the
last term on the right-hand side of (1) is the usual ponderomotive force contribution
Furthermore, tag, : W; + kgc2 is the squared electromagnetic pump wave frequency7 Wpe :
Mango/unjl/Z is the electron plasma frequency? k0 is the pump wavevector, and c is
the speed of light The electron and ion collisional drags have been neglected became
the wavelengths of the dusty plasma slow motion are assumed to be much smaller than
(jimyiu/lllcvl‘l/EJlily/2, where ”C(14) is the. electron (ion) collision frequency.

The energy balance equations can now be written as

3i ,. 1 ,. Te , 214623drTci — %V21u1+ —(1c1’ Till — —0dtnsl : . glEl27 (3)_ __ Tc 7150 mO
3 .‘ , 1 T, .‘aiTn * LVZTH — _(Tc1 — Til) — Jamil = 0- (4)2 2 T5 n.1,

we note that the rightvhand side of (3) represents the differential Joule heating [3] of
electrons caused by the electromagnetic wave energy in collisional plasmas. Here, X0 is
the coellicient of the thermal conductivity of the particle species a, and TC is the electron
energy relaxation rate,

The charging equation in dusty plasmas for our purposes reads

atqd = I: (5) l"
where :14 is the average charge of the dust grains and I is the average plasma current
flowing into the dust grains [3].

For small amplitude perturbations of the dust charge (viz. qm << qdn), we linearize
Eq. (5). Assuming that the charge fluctuation qdl is proportional to epK - r — int),
where Q and K are, respectively, the frequency and wavevector associated with quasi-
stationary plasma slow motions, we obtain

- e 7151 77h T51 7' — Z I ll— Q C 2 — I q — — — 1 2 ~ —— , 6r 2 what is [M MM + am) T+z27tl ()
where T = go/Teg, z : —qu/a,TCD, and 71,0 = n50 + ”dolfldol/C- The expression for the
equilibrium electron current is given by

. 47702611. Zdez)[(11:74 Teex 7* . 7no Tm \/ p( an ( )
Here‘ we have assumed that Ii), + 115' << vm|V| so that the effects of collisions on electron
and ion charging currents are negligibly small.
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The nonlinear coupling of an intense HF electromagnetic pump (LL10,1(0) with the quasi-

stationary plasma slow motions, as described above, (0 << m) gives rise to HF

e]ectr01nagnetic sidebands,‘ which are governed by [4]

Cr2 71 1 W2

’ E - fik x k x E : C ”E , 8ed: i w; i (i 2t) "How: 0d: ()

where we : Q :t we and ki : K i k0 are the frequency and the wavevector of the.

Sidebands, respectively, and at = 1 — wig/w; EM 2 E0, E0, = E5. Here, the subscript

HO) stands for the uppereand lower sidebands (pump) and the asterisk stands for the

complex conjugate.

3. Nonlinear dispersion relation
In order to obtain the dispersion relation for our purposes, we derive an expression for

1151. Thus, we assume that rim and Tm are proportional to exp(iK-ri ILQt), Accordingly,

by assuming T51 ~ . n, we obtain from (3) and (4)

("32:0 + XKZ) (Teena! + Tro?nu) ' 219 (Tanner + Teogflnu>
1-0 n10

nwe2 |El2
2 .

2771,c: — (—3729 + XKZ + 4%) (9)

Combining (9) with the charging equation (6) in the quasineutral approxiation, we

readily obtain
71-“— _ 62|El21 2 1 4

an _,1»2_2Q ——:§2232 u_#_. g _, ,2 _
l 7 +3k\ )Cut ) 37 C.;( l ”20 2%n 19+3x18 +3141! 7 (10)

where
T50 lo 1 Vedlfl+6il +I1+T)l/(1+l‘)

2 Q 2 i__ 1 ”I—
c“( ) m, + m; 1 + n i: —i0 + 11c), +Vcd[1' 76]/(1+ u) ‘ (U)

2 _ Tao Tm 1 ”will + 6(1 + ll + r)l/(1 + II)c (n) — e — (12)
s m; 1m 1+p —iSl+1/ch+ Vcdll - T6]/(1+ p) l

and
c _ Q ’2

V” 21+2NM+2IL (13)
1/5 it)

In Eqs. (11) and (12), we. have denoted [1 : Wolol/naoe = Qdo/Qeo, where Qd(5)0

is the total charge accumulated 011 the dust (electron) plasma component7 and 115,1 2

ndOIl/neoe : z/ChPU' + zj/(l + T + z) is the frequency of the electron capture by the

dust grain [3], where P : ndoaTEo/neoez. Furthermore, we have

—iQ/‘2 lT—Z VEts/(l—i—p)
(5 : —_."—,‘ 1+ 2" - -‘ K. :(Ii.

731!) + xhz 720 +11“, +1/Cd(l — 76)/(l + p)T T + z

It appears that the dust charge fluctuation leads to a “renormalization” of the collision

frequency I/c as well as of the sound speed. If we set 6 = 0, we obtain the result without

the temperature fluctuations in the charging equation.

(14)
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Equation (10) can now be combined with Eq. (8) in order to derive a general dlSPErsion
relation for the modulational instability of intense HF electromagnetic waves in duat
plasmas. However, for illustrative purposes, we consider the case in which the J0me
heating nonlinearity far dominates the ponderornotive force in a collisional dusty Plasma
Hence. for HEN >> ll! + ixK'lL we have the following dispersion equation (cf. Eq. (6) of
Ref. (1])

3
i—S—l—Q—, SZO=< (15)10mm)

81/4/01;d 1/3
3c2A

Here, A = 1+11w3F2/K2c2, F : l/flffwgP/n is the collisional damping of the electromag.
netic sidebands (we note that in this case we have a L"renorrnali’zed" collision freqiiency
according to Eq. (13)), VD2 = c2|E0|2/m§wg, and 112(9) : c301) + 2cf(SZ)/3. A close
inspection of (15) reveals that the character of the modulational instability is altered
in comparison with that reported in Ref. [4] (when S! < Keg). Specifically, Eq_ (15)
predicts an oscillatory instability.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the parametric coupling of large amplitude HF elec.
tromagnetic waves with noneresonant quasi-stationary electrostatic perturbations by em.
ploying the multiecomponent dusty plasma. model which incorporates the effect of the
dust charge perturbation. In the presence of the latter, we have a new type of plasma
slow response to electromagnetic waves. The wavelength of the quasi~stationary modula-
tions is assumed to be much smaller than the collisional mean path of the plasma so that
the usual charging equation holds for our purposes. The newly derived electron number
density perturbation associated with quasiestationary plasma slow motion is combined
with the electromagnetic sideband equations in order to obtain a nonlinear dispersion
relation in a collisional regime in which the modulation frequency is much smaller than
the effective electron collision frequency. Accordingly, the differential Joule heating non«
linearity dominates over the radiation pressure. An examination of the dispersion relation
reveals some new features of the modulational instability.
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Modulational Instability of Packets of Lower—Hybrid Waves

Sergey I. Popel
Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Leninsky pr. 38, Building 6,

117979 Moscow, Russia

The self~consistent description of a large number of collective modes is very important

in plasma physics. Among nonlinear effects influencing the wave evolution the modue

lational instabilities are of particular interest. The modulational instability of a single

monochromatic pump mode is now fairly well investigated both for collisionless as well as

for collisionedominated, magnetized. eta, plasmas [l] Hon/ever. for adequate description

of many real situations in space and astrophysical plasmas, plasmas of earth’s ionosphere

and planetary atmospheres, as well as in laboratory plasmas, the modulational instability

of broad spectra should be considered. Its character signulicantly differs from that of

a monochromatic pump. For description of the modulational instability of broad Lang-

muir wave spectra in Collisionlcss unmagnetized plasmas two approaches [2,3] have been

used. The former one [2] (see also [4]) is based on the VVKB ansatz while the latter [3]

uses the theory of weak plasma turbulence. Unfortunately, these approaches can be used

advantageously only for the description of near—threshold behaviour of the modulational

instability of Langmuir waves [4,5]. For the Langmuir Wave modulational instability de-

veloped (when the characteristic inhomogeneity scale is determined by the modulational

processes) the theory of weak plasma turbulence has severe applicability limits, and the

WKB approximation cannot be used. Here we study the case of broad spectra of lowere

hybrid (LH) waves in magnetized plasmas, LH oscillations are the short—wavelength

(lk|c >> Lupe) quasielectrostatic oscillations with the following dispersion (see, c.g., (ll)

wk z to“; (1+ Eicosg 0) 2 if (7m/rri.)1/2 g Ic059| < l, (1)
mi

and 1 1
wk z w”, (1+ im—‘cos2 9 + 5mm?) if lcosfil<<(mc/m,)1/2. (2)

me

Here, wk, k are the frequency and the wave number of LH wave, respectively, 7716(6) is the

electron (ion) mass, to“; : wpg/(l + Luge/way” is the frequency of LH resonance, Lupe“)

is the electron (ion) plasma frequency, (4)139 is the electron gyrofrequency, c is the speed of

light, 9 is the angle between the wave propagation and an external magnetic field B0,

R2 = {ME/Tobi)“ if was > mpg, (3)

3(UTe/Wflcllzfl/4 ’l’ Ti/Te)a 1f LUBE << ”pea

TE“) is the electron (ion) temperature, roe is the electron Debye length, 'Uy'e is the electron

thermal speed. Consideration of the nonlinear processes with participation of LH waves

is very important for theoretical description of the nonlinear stage of the loss—cone instae

bility in the open traps, of the If plasma heating on frequencies close to the frequency of
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lill resonance, of LH current drive,‘ etc. It has also astrophysirzal applications leg” the
problem of the structure of the transverse shock wave).

Let us find applicability limits of the weak turbulence theory for description of the
modulational instability of broad LH wave spectra. This theory is valid for the systems
with developed stoehasticity [5.6] when the so—(‘alled stochasticity parameter S is Sufi?“
('iently large,

Sigh/ritzti (4)

Here Al i is the island width (the width of the trapping region of a particle by a Wave) in

the velocity space‘ 6t" is the velocity spacing between adjacent wave particle resonances
For the ease of LH waves the latter are simply Cerenkov resonancesi ou‘k — I‘llull — ()1
where v is the electron velocity; the subscript l|(ll denotes the vector component parallel
(perpendicular) to the external magnetic field,

For the mode with the wave number“ k the width of the trapping region is AV :
4(‘269k/me)1/2. Here no is the electron charge. pk is the amplitude of the. mode. poo
tential. The energy density of the mode Wk and the potential 55k are related by 1t m
t1<2l‘Pkl2/3Wl (wadwdd/Owkcflj where dank) is the dielectric, function.

Let us consider a packet ol‘ LH waves with spectral width LV‘lItL) in the parallel (per:
pendirnlar) direction with respect to the external magnetic field We assume that this
packet is isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the external magnetic field (is, the
spectrum It} depends on k“ and lkLl only). In this case the energy density in the packet
can be estimated as H" ~ Nl’l'k ~ (AkllAkL/é'l'uéky) H}, where N is the. number of
modes in the wave packet. 6km“ is the wave number spacing between adjacent modes in
the parallel (perpendicular) direction to the external magnetic field We note that the
Value of (it: can be presented as at? z (Skillllflll — UPl-ill)/kchll where I'gH‘ (rpm, kc}, are the
characteristic values 01' flwk/(JICH, Wk/I‘i“, and the wave number in the LH wave spectrumT
respectively

Inequality (it) (:an be rewritten in the form (we assume krh ~ Ak)

- . t » t » F- Lie“
(I t i(will) (icoslt‘o 1i (Ly ( ll 1”) 21. (5)

m6 7m. 1‘7,l n7"E (Likrht)

where Ltlti) is the characteristic plasma inhomogeneity scale in the parallel (perpendicue
lar) direction with respect to the external magnetic field. )1 is the electron density For a
developed modulational instability the values Lil and Li can be estimated as the charac—
teristic lengths of plasma modulations: [*Ilti) ~ 4““)d «2 l/Afimndmi), where kmod is the

characteristic wave number of the modulational perturbations.
If lcosgl << (Inf/mm” then the modulational instability results in selFAr'ontraction of

Lll waves in some regions 01' a plasma with characteristic inhomogeneity scales (see, eg.,

[7])
m,, ”7,1..w L2. III;L ~Rit ~m—~. L ~—-- —. G

J- m; ll" W; H H ‘InE ( )
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Substituting (6) in inequality (5) and taking into account that |cos0| ~ LL/LH we find

r 10

W7 L- 7m .i w r Tswallow ) (i) v (7)
HT, WM “1171:

Condition (7) shows that for the case ]Cos€| << (me/mm” the weak turbulence theory

is of limited usefulness for description of the modulational instability of broad LH wave

for the case Te w T!-

spectra, even though initially LH wave phases can be considered as random. Similar to

the Case of Langmuir waves [6], this is connected with the amplification of wave phase

correlations in the process of the instability development even at very low turbulence levels

and is caused by the LH wave dispersion (2) [which is reminiscent of that of Langmuir

waves].
A different situation arises with the case (mu/mi)”2 g [(1059] << 1. in this case for

the estimation of the characteristic scale Li we use the results of the investigation of the

instability of a monochromatic LH wave in the limit of longewavelength pumping (in the

case considered this is the limit |kmndl >> Ikd,]). we have (see, eg., [1])

W lknlodl'l’Tc (771s i" wt. .
I N —J —' i _r . Ho ) . s
477T6 ”km 771i) “t w”, (tos + ( )

a pL

For a fixed W and ]k’] 2 lkmoa] [where k’ is the wave number of the modulated per~

m E
mI

turbations7 kmod is determined by (8)] the instability of a monochromatic pump devel-

ops most efficiently. Determining LL ~ lkmudi]—l % |km(,dl'1 from Eq, (8) and using

]cos0] ~ LL/L“ we obtain from inequality (5)

E 3 (away (22)“ (1+ _) (E)? (9)
71TH mC 1:t to; m,‘

The latter condition is significantly weaker than that (7). For example, for the data of

the experimeinnt on LH current drive [8]: n x 5 - 1012 cm”, ]Bu| z 4.5 T, TE m '2 lteV,

lJph” k3 c/lr7, we [ind [from dispersion law (1)] c050 % $1.2(me/mi)1/2 and obtain [from

inequality (9)] I'll/n1; S lO'l. Thus it initially the phases of LH waves with (me/rm)”2 S

]cos0] << 1 can be considered as random, the theory of weak plasma turbulence can be used

to describe the modulational processes for sufficiently wide range of levels of turbulence

in a plasma [determined by inequality (9)].
A nonlinear formalism suitable for description of the. modulational instability of broad

spectra consisting of random LH oscillations is developed in much the same manner as

in the case of random Langmuir waves [3]. In particular, we separate the random (turf

bulent) and regular components of the electric field E and of the distribution functions

of plasma particles. To obtain the basic equations for the description of the modula

tional instability, we use Poisson equation in which the terms up to the third order in

electric field are taken into account Furthermore, we present the random electric field

6Ei as a sum of the initial random field 6Eilul (which obeys the equations of the weak

turbulence theory in the absence of the modulational interaction) and the field of the mod-

ulational perturbations S'Ei. Here the superscripts “+11 and "—"’ denote the positive-
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and negativcilrcquency harmonics of the electric. field. respectively. Equations descrihin
the modulational instability can be written for the correlation functions: g

Gt», : <5’ng+k,arc:t“’> and (g : <6’b‘:m_k,6Efl”l>‘ (10)
where ls : ha. k}. the right hand side ol' expressions (10) contains Fourier components of
the electric fields. the angular brackets 0 denote the averaging over statistical CIlSemhlP
il‘hesc equations take the form

C cl: 7 7 veil Vi ‘ ,1, D) 2 .
amt-'6“: " /“tk+k’.ik1,;k1(’k.kil}:,( hid/‘1

_ \mfi' at t+(0) 2 .
f—‘rk;,i}:+k',;k1(7k.kl lb h», (”‘1

7 .+t0] 2 vi veil wit ‘
l]? h» /(’t1.k’(—‘ik; trait-gt; + Air-.ixrn-t-Igti )dt]

’ Eflmli/ Gibk’lgpiilikht-WLQI + xiii-lama“, ”it (11)

Here
.' 2(k‘ J’k' rcti) 9(6) #1

vett’ : 7” 2 . .3) *k3+k3(‘kg+k3 )

i My“ 87’”§lk1llk2llk3 5A; kg
#11:] itkt >< km) Ir, Ag. itlcu x kn)X[ tt 2[I _,_ tt it2 || _ It (12)

to wf to ww’m

is the ethJctive thirdiorder nonlinear response for the case of LH waves (see, reg, [l])_
<fiEaloléEkzlol> : 7l£.'+(0l|i15(1\'1+k3); the, superscripts “(e)" an( “(1?)" identity the elec-
tron and ion parts ol‘ the dielectric function 5k. Investigation of the modulational insta-
bility on the basis of equations (ll) and (12) allows us to conclude that the instability of
broad LH wave spectrum is suppressed comparing with that of a monochromatic pump
of the same energy.

ll] closing. we emphasize that in most cases when the nimhilational instahility of LH
waves is important. LH waves constitute hroarl spectra. hi this connection the proposed
nonlinear formalism could be useful for description of real situations occurring in labora7
tory and astrophysical plasmas.
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Combined Diagnostic Methods of non-LTE Dense Pulsed Plasma

IL Babich, AI Cheredarchuk, AN Veklich, VA Zhovtyansky

Radiophysics Dep, Taras Shevchenko University, Kiev 252017, Ukraine

1, Introduction
11 is generally agreed the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) takes place in the dense

plasma. Individual authors have been investigated deviation from LTE in noble-gas plasma in

electric arcs owing to diffusion processes or overpopulation of the base atoms level due to

resonance radiation [1]. Nevertheless LTE-assumption has been universally accepted. However

results of investigations of electric arc plasma between evaporated copper electrodes in such

assumption exhibit the significant non-physical copper vapour content at the arc periphery at

every its section, Such increasing in our opinion [2,3] is unexplained as a result of demixing as

it was expected in other authors‘ papers [4].

Our previous investigations [2] ofthe pulse electric arc plasma between copper electrodes have

been shown its deviation from LTE. It is the result of radiation transfer in the nonuniform

plasma. Really, the temperature gradient takes place at least near the boundary of any real

plasma The comprehensive calculation allows to specify the overpopulation extent of the atom

copper resonance level with respect to the ground one at various distances away from the arc

axis. This effect has been sufficiently universal for any dense plasma. It is most manifested at

the periphery of the specified plasma source. That is why it went largely unnoticed under

ordinary observations along the axis chord of the plasma volume, excluding tomographic

procedure.

This paper deals with diagnostic of such non—LTE plasma. Addition problems are unstable

position of the plasma bulk owing to electrodes' processes and the self-absorption of the

typical for copper plasma diagnostic spectral line 510.5 nm. They are solved, too.

2. Experiment
Fast scanning compact tomographic spectrometer of a high spectral resolving power and

aperture ratio is created on the base ofFabry-Perot interferometer, special monochromator and

the image dissector of electrostatic type [5]. The dissector's advantage among another scanning

photodetectors is providing a cycle of measurements over a single event of an investigated

pulsed high-speed process. The spectrometer ensures practically simultaneous recording of

spectral line shapes in various space elements of plasma as well as space distribution of the

spectral line emission and absorption. Last improvements permit to use this device as a

tomographic spectrophotometer for investigation of the single high—speed processes under the

condition of the substantial radiance absorption. The image was focused in such a way that the

range of space instability of the plasma bulk should not be exceeded the size of dissector‘s

photocathode.

The wide-spread pair of spectral lines of copper atom 5l0.5 and 521.8 nm are chosen for

temperature measurements by the method of relative intensities. It should be primarily taken

into account the possibility of measured intensity‘s distortion in the result of self-absorption for

spectral line Cul 510.5 nm having slight exciting energy 139 eV of lower level. It is directly

shown in our experiment based on the laser absorption spectroscopy technique [6]. That is why
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the temperature measurements obtained in the experiment may be eStimated only as first Order
approximation

The methods of electron density measurements independent on temperature are preferable
One of them is measuring of Stark width ofthe spectral line 5153 nm. Another possibility is
measuring ofthe absolute intensity of spectral line, radiated from high—exited level of atom. It
is easily provided in atom of copper owing to its system of shifted levels The ionization
potential of exited s-electron terms consists of Ei:7t724 eV. As the energy of shifted Upper
level 4D7/2 for spectral line CuI 465.1 nm consist of ES=7.74 eV, the exponential temperature
dependence may be usually neglected in measurements of radial profiles Ne:

1~ Ne2 T-3/2 exp[(Ei-ES)/kT] ~ N62 T-3/2. (1)
The problem is the possibility of autoionization depopulation of shifted levels, which may be
resulted in its nonequilibrium with s-terms. Fortunately, the autonization from levels 4D7/2 is
foreboded. The calibration of absolute electron density values being carried out with the
reference to high-temperature (4*104 K) source of continuum radiation
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Fig 1‘ Experimental data (a) and estimatedpopulations iV,,,0/'metaslnble level (b): l - m LTE-amtmption with
experimentally obtained N. a," and T CW; 2 — in LTEeassumptlrm with experimentallv obtained a}, and '1' "W;
3 - nun-LTE it'llhaut account ofseljlabsolynmn: 4 - nun-LTE optically thick plasma

The example of temperature T(r) and electron density Ne(r) obtained in the case of
interelectrode distance L = 2 mm and the current impulse i = 30 A are shown in the Figtl.
They have typical for free-burning electric arc the radial profiles Their approximations are
presented in this figure, too. The main peculiarity of data obtained is "catastrophic" increasing
ofthe copper vapour density at the are periphery if it is determined front T(r) and Ne(r) with
Saba and Dalton equations. It’s corresponds to essential increasing of calculated in LTE—
assumption the metastable level population with 1' increasing in Fig.1, Such tendency is in full
disagreement with experimentally observed radial profile of the absorption coefficient k0(r) in
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r—#

the center of the spectral line 510,5 nm, which with a precision of spectral line width A?»

determines the metastable level population Nm:
k0 ~ Nm/Al. (2)

That is why we had abandoning of the LTE—assumption thereafier.

It must be noticed some authors explained periphery increasing of a copper density as a result
of demixing due to ambipolar diffusion [4]. We have specially examined this viewpoint by
simulation ofthe axially symmetric diffusion problem [3]. The conclusion is the demixing does

not essential effect in electric arc plasma.

3. Radiation transfer
We consider the adequate explanation for obtained results is evident from the partial LTE-
assumption (PLTE) in such plasma. The PLTE is caused by resonance radiation transfer. This
radiation from the hot are core is able to overpopulate the resonance level of Cu atoms at the
arc periphery, where the temperature is relatively small. The overpopulation is identified by
collision-radiative model with account of radiation transfer. Such simulation includes iteration
processes until the Dalton equation and PLTE model be satisfy simultaneously at each point of
arc radius. The result is illustrated by a curve 3 in Fig.1. It‘s essentially more corresponds to
experimental values of ko(r) in Fig.1. Below is this simulation procedure have been included in
simulation-adaptive spectroscopy method.

4. Simulation-adaptive spectroscopy method
A deficiency of temperature data presented in Fig.1 is neglect of self—absorption of the spectral
line 510.5 nm. This problem with account of PLTE is solved by suggested method. The next

baggageofmSfi yes mam?“
opticalptiuck ‘—*measurements'

l / t \ no yes‘

tomography /_‘fi__ efifi‘ no

Specmmae’ correction! (/2 NT kT+N.kT, = P0? _ vafiwof

l / Ni:
fl\(’A/ assumption: the revision of the

" optical thm plasma plasma produced particles
density

1(1) ’ 7“'1) K *
_ ll 0,1

convertlng to __,.
the local radiance determining ofthe ground

l I( r x ) and metastable levels
“I '- population of the plasma ‘#

generated particles for
collision—radiative theo
incluchng radiation trans er

determiningpf the initial
diagnostic information

TL,M,M i

Fig. 2. The diagram of[he simMarion—adaptive spectrascapv method.
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idea of simulation-adaptive procedure of the plasma optical diagnostic is proposed (see Fig.2)Starting with the LTE-assumption plasma parameters including heavy particle’s density aré
calculated. in this case obsewedradial profiles of plasma radiame(integrated along spans) as a functionof distance r in a number of spectral
ranges J(r,}tn) are used as initial data,In the result of inverse problem
solving they are transformed to
radial distribution of the emission
I(r, Kn) in the assumption of optically
thin plasma. Next stage includes
iterative process of collision~radiative
population of the ground and
metastable levels of plasma particles
with account of radiation transfer in
resonance lines. The calculated
plasma parameters are to be satisfied
simultaneously the supposed model of
the non-LTE plasma and initial values
J(r,?tn). Boltzman, Saha and Dalton
equations were used in determining of

r_ ‘ the plasma condition, The last
operation in this cycle is checking of
plasma optical thickness in diagnosticg ‘ _ . " spectral lines. The simulation is overFig. 3. The illustration (if/he sci/Aabsaiptmn L'j/ECI 0/1 the if the plasma is optically thin. In theplasma temperature measuring Mr) and cnnlaui's [(1) of (he . . .spectral line 5105 um i-mlintedfl'ani the arc axis: 0 - ii'i'llioul contrary case the Initial values Iain)account q/s‘e{/labmi'pti’on,‘ n- apnea/h» l/liCh’p/(I.\‘IH(1. WOUId be correued to new values
1k(r,?tn) and temperature Tk. Further
previous cycle would be repeateduntil the result of integration of radial distribution ofthe emission along spans with account ofradiation transfer will be coincide with initial experimental data J(r,?tn). This iterative process isover if the result of optical thickness checking corresponds to calculated temperature andlevel‘s population. The efficiency ofthis procedure is illustrated in Fig.3.
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Nonlinear effects in the coupling of electrostatic waves

C Riecardi. A Penso, E Agostini, M Fontanesi
Dipartimcnto di Fisica dell‘Universita' di Milano

Via Celoria 16— 20133, Milano- ITALY

1. Introduction
The efficiency of wave coupling in a plasma depends on the launched wave and the
launching system and can be experimentally obtained by measuring the reflection
coefficient and/or the plasma loading. So that analysing the impedance of the
antenna—plasma system it is possible to establish what kind of wave is coupled and when its
coupling is efficient; it also allows to evaluate the presence of some undesired waves which
can be coupled, and the presence of non-linear phenomena. due to high power injected
through the same antenna system. In the past experimental measurements on ES waves

coupling, as Electron Plasma Wave (EPW) coupling. performed evaluating the reflection
coefficient, have been subject of several studies in small devices [1].
Subsequently measurements of impedance performed in tokamak devices
(Alcator C. Dlll D) [2,3] in the low frequency range, ES (electrostatic) waves, gave
anomalous loading [2-4]. The presence of this anomalous loading is actually explained

involving surface plasma waves (SPW) but should be due also to non-linear effectsOur

work, on this line, concerns the experimental analysis of plasma loading, in order to
establish the presence of bulk and/or surface waves and some non-linear effects involved
when ES waves are coupled Waves are coupled in a magnetised homogeneous plasma in
the range of the ion cyclotron frequencies and both the Electron Plasma Waves (EPW) and
the Ion Bernstein Waves (lBW) coupling are experimentally analysed with respect to the
impedance ofthe slow-wave antenna used to excite them [5,6].
The experimental analysis is carried out measuring both the reflection coefficient and the
impedance of the plasma-slow wave antenna, through an automatic computerised system,
in the experimental apparatus ”Thorello" where many basic plasma physics experiments are
possible [5—6]; the data are compared with a simple theoretical model giving the plasma
loading for homogeneous plasma.[5]

2. Experimental Setup
The experiment is performed on the toroidal device "Thorello". with major radius
R = 40 cm, minor radius a = 8 cm, B,,,,.,,,,,a ;; 2 kGauss, B,,B,.,,-C,,1; 1-5 Gauss [6]. It produces

hydrogen magnetised plasmas by hot-filament emission and voltage—induced acceleration,
and the typical plasma parameters are: Te '5 1 eV, T, S Oil eV. edge plasma
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density 5 108 cm'3. center plasma density 31010 cm'3. neutral gas pressure P = 8-10-5 mbar,
The launching system is composed of four thin metallic blades placed on the outer side of
the vacuum chamber at a distance 5 = 5 mm from the wall. Each blade has a surfaCe
S : l dm2 and is fed with a sinusoidal signal of angular frequency (a = 279’. with a variable
phase shift (p between signals feeding two consecutive blades (0 S (p S 7r/2)_ We use a

launched power in the range 0-30 dBm and frequencies in the range 3-30 MHZ (the ion
cyclotron frequency is about 3.4 MHz). launching waves with the wave vector component

parallel k” to the toroidal magnetic field of about 0.1 cm'l; the wave phase velocity is
smaller than the light speed in vacuum, so that the analysis concerns the coupling of
electrostatic waves [5]. Details of the power antenna spectrum are given in the following
section.
To evaluate and graph both p and Z in the complex domain as a function of the relevant
parameters (frequency, power) we have developed an automatic detection system

composed of a generator and a vector analyser, interfaced to a PC and a program which

give simultaneously p and Z in real time.

3.Experimcntal Results
The analysis of non-linear effects due to high power is given in Fig.1, where the reflection

coefficient p is plotted as function of wave power in the case of EPW coupling. The

reflection coefficient is a measure of the amount of power which is transferred into the

plasma and depends, as Z, for given wave frequency and wave vector values, only on the

plasma parameters in front of the antennas, i.e. on density and temperature. The linear

regime, in which the reflection coefficient is constant with power, is below P = 30 mW,

while above this tlu'eshold the reflection coefficient increase its value with power. This

phenomena is not due to SPW but to a decrease in plasma density in front of the antenna,

caused by the presence of ponderomotive forces. In the Figure 2 the density measured by

Langmuir probe is plotted varying the injection power. From the theory, the perturbed

density decreases exponentially following this formula:

n = no exp(—Vp,,/To) (1)

where n0 is the density imperturbed and m is the ponderomotive potential given by:

0) co 2 E 2 7 E ”
Vim: pl i + (07),. —‘ (2)
I m3 — Q? 811 (1) 3 7 (2'? 8a

If. for a given electron temperature Te value, m exceeds TL, the density turns out to be

perturbed. When the density decreases the theoretical Z given by the theory increases,

according to Fig.3, so that Z takes values higher than that given by the linear theory

(800 ohms instead of 200 ohms). Therefore we can say that the presence of ponderomotive
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effects drastically reduce the transmitted power diminishing p at a few percent and
increases the value o respect to that given in linear conditions. It turns out to be that in
non-linear condition. i.e. when the power rises the threshold given in Eq.(2) the plasma
loading results higher. anomalous. due to the effect of the ponderomolive forces.
Indeed while at low power injection , for frequencies f <f,,, , we can excite the IBW. at
higher power. due to a decrease of the density in front of the antenna, the inequality f< fin
is not yet satisfate, so that we couple EPW not IBW. A similar result was obtained in the
high power IBW experiment on DIII-D [1.3].

0.92 i t ‘P r , ....... . _7 .........— '1‘...-... .0 »'..._.'.,l...‘-"' . ‘A.__, I. ..
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fig.3: Theoretical Zjbr’ EP W coupling pinned vs. [he plasma densiow (p=90°,
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The Condition of the Existence of the Electrostatic Waves in an
Electron Beam-Plasma System

Y Nejoh
Hachinohe Institute of Technology,

Myo-Obiraki, Haehinohe, 031, Japan

1. Introduction
Nonlinear waves may play important roles in the situations ranging from rarefied space plasmas in the
Earth's auroral zoneil-E], the physics of solar atmosphere and other astrophysical plasmas.
Observations confirm the facts that stationary nonlinear ion-acoustic waves are usually formed when
an electron beam is injected into a plasmai3]. In the actual situations, electron beam component are
frequently obscrved in the region of space where large amplitude ion—acoustic waves exist.

In this paper, we make an attempt to theoretically study the existence of large amplitude ion-acoustic
waves under the influence of an electron beam in a plasma consisting of warm ions and hot
isothermal electrons. We demonstrate the region of the existence of the large amplitude ion-acoustic
waves and study the dependence of the region of the existence on the electron beam temperature, the
concentration of mo beam density, and so on[4].

2. Basic Equations and formulation
We assume a plasma consisting of warm ions and hot isothermal electrons traversed by a warm
electron beam, and consider one-dimensional propagation. We apply the fluid equations for the
ions and beam electrons. The continuity equation and the equation of motion for ions are described
by,

an a ‘
5t +ainvi=0 (La)

8- W- 30‘ 'i a
TL+ui+7qzfl+i¢=0 (Lb)
at 9x (1+a)“ dx (x

Here, OITi/Te, and Garbo/no, where the subscripts i , e and b denote the ion, electron and beam,
respectively.

We have the following two equations, for the beam electrons,

dub a
‘fi v . = 7 .a: + 8x (rrbLh) 0 (ma)

dub as y 1 611 1 dwwb—Hei ”77420. (2b)
a: 5x [1 Ith 8x # dx

We have assumed an isothermal equation of state for the beam electrons. Herc, twine/mi,
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v=Th/Te, where Tb is the beam electron temperature. The electron density follows the 1301. . . . . . ‘Zm'drmdistribution, 116: exphp). The Pmsson‘s equahon is given by
a- 2

=11 +11 — n. (3)ax

where WC used the usual normalization.
In order to solve the above equations, we introduce the Variable 5— x M:

which is the moving frame with the velocity M. Integrating eqs. (1)--(3) and using the boundary
conditions, 1;)- 0, 11 ~ 1+ (1, 11h w or. L‘ A (l, uh ~ L‘ n at .5 A 00, we obtain the redneed
Poisson‘s equation as follows,

d3 o. l+a dl’(¢)¢ ____, 7=__(15: =exp(¢)+ l l E l 3915 11¢; , (4)
1_—_,"—1 , f1, w

l] I‘lll/Vli’JD—IVI) l 1. AM"730

where lr'(q5) denotes the pseudopotential. Integration of (4) gives the Energy law .
2

lid +1(¢)=n. (5)5t ',

‘8
N

I

The pseudopotential I’(¢) becomes

1—73111~———
ll liliuvllvu -1l/[) v l

. .. . v 241 ‘+l1+allM‘—3rrl , 17: —1
l 11/1"~30 _

—l (¢)= exp(¢)—l—flvll—l lt/vlli-‘fl- Mm) l

(6)
The oscillatory solution 01 the large amplitude ion-acoustic wzwes exist when the tolltming two
conditions are satisfied:
(i)The pseudopotential has a minimum if (13171111: <0 at (/)=().

(ii)Ion-21coustie waves exist only if I'm“) 2 0. This implies that the inequality

"1+a,lM:—3ol[1—) 1,. V Sax/+exp(v/2)—l,
V 11/]: - 3O

is hold. This condition determines the maximum Mach number. Figure 1 illustrates the maximum
Mach number depending on the beam density 0., in the ease of (7:0.4 and v=0.2. We
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un(jerstand that the Mach number decreases as the concentration of the beam density increases.

3_ The region of the existence of large amplitude ion waves

We show a bird‘s eye View of the pseudopotential when v=0.2, in Fig.2, in the case of uo:1.25,

M:1.30, 0:0.4 and #:1/1836. In this case supersonic waves can propagate. Figure 3 illustrates

the dependence of the pseudopotential on the electrostaticpotential when (1:0.27 and v=0.2.

From Figs.2 and 3, we can understand the following: If 0.086<OL<0.280 , the pseudopotential
forms the potrntial well. In the potential well, large amplitude ion-acoustic waves can propagate.
The potential well becomes deep as (1 decreases. In the range of (1>0.280 and 0.086>0t, the
potential well is not formed.

We can illustrate the region of the existence of large amplitude ion waves depending on (1 and v,

in the case of 00:1.25, M=1.30, 0:0.4 and #:1/1836. In addition, we show the region of the
existence of ion waves in ¢- (1 plane in Fig.4-(a), (b) and (c), for the case of v=0.2, 0.3 and 0.4,
respectively. large amplitude ion-acoustic waves exist in the lower region of the curves. It turns
out that large amplitude ion-acoustic waves can exist under proper conditions, mentioned above.

M

Fig.1 The maximum Mach number Fig.2 A bird’s eye view of -V when
depending on the beam density 0! , 1120.2 and 0:0.4 .
in the case of 0:0.4 and v=0.2.
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4. Concluding discussion
We have presented the region of the existence of ion waves on the basis of the fluid equations for

an electron beam-plasma system. The results are briefly summarized as follows:
(i) The conditions of the existence for large amplitude ion-acoustic waves sensitively depend on the
density, the temperature of electron beams and also the ratio of the bulk ion temperature to the
electron temperature.
(ii) The allowable range of the concentration of the electron density becomes wide as the beam
temperature decreases.
(iii) Although supersonic ion-acoustic waves can propagate, the concentration of the electron beam
density reduces the propagation speed of the large amplitude ion—acoustic wave.
(iv) The electrostatic potential—beam density plane where large amplitude ion waves exist spread as the
beam temperature increases.

The present investigation predicts new findings on large amplitude nonlinear ion-acoustic waves
in plasmas with an electron beam. In actual situations, large amplitude ion wave events associated
with electron beams are frequently observed in interplanetary space. Hence, referring to the present
studies, we can understand the properties of large amplitude ion waves in space where the electron
beam exists.
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Computational Studies on Generation and Control of Ion Source Plasmas

Shunji [do and Takeshi Kageyama
Faculty of Engineering, Saitama University

255, Shimo-Okubo, Urawa, Saitama 338, Japan

1. Introduction
Ion beam technology has become very important in recent scientific and industrial fields. The
bucket~type ion source has been used to realize a uniform plasma and large size of the ion
beam.

The performances of a bucket-type ion source depend on the motion of electrons in
the ion source. Ohara er al. developed a simulation code to calculate the- trajectories of
electrons in an ion source using the collisionless model [1]. Because the mean free path of
electrons is typically shorter than the total path of electrons, we developed a simulation code
taking account of collision phenomena [2]. In the code with collisions, we could calculate the
distribution of ionization points by tracing primary electrons emitted from filaments until they
lost their energy or escaped to the wall and the grid [3,4].

In this study, we calculate the distribution of ionization points and the number of
ionization collisions on gas pressure and the initial energy of primary electrons. And we
calculate the life time of primary electrons. Further, we calculate two scattering models,
anisotropic and isotropic scattering, on collisions between electrons and neutral gas atoms
and discuss the availability of the isotropic scattering model. We apply this code to analyze
the design optimization ofa bucket-type ion source.

2. Simulation Model
2.1 Physical model ofa bucket-type ion source

Figure 1 shows the schematic View ofa
reference bucket~type ion source. The size

of the arc chamber is 500mm X 230mm Filament Permanent magnet
X 200mm. Twenty-six permanent
magnets are arranged to form a cusp field
near the wall of the arc chamber. The
residual flux density of the permanent
magnets is 41t Ten filaments are installed plasmagfid
in the arc chamber. Filament current is l
10A. Arc discharge occurs between the Fig.1 The schematic View of a buckeHype ion source.
filaments that work as the cathode and
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the arc chamber walls that work as the anode. The neutral gas filled into the arc chamber Will
be ionized and become a weakly ionized plasma. The plasma is expected to exist UnifOrmly
throughout the arc chamber, because the cusp field formed by surrounding magnets reflects
the charged particles. Ion beams are extracted through the plasma grid.

2.2 Calculation model
Electrons are emitted from the filaments and move in the magnetic field which is created by
the surrounding magnets and the filament currents. Electrons collide with neutral atoms
elastically or inelastically. In the case of inelastic collisionS, electrons ionize or excite the
atoms.

The motion of an electron is calculated by solving the equation of motion as follows_
d

m—v»=qv><B+Fd; col , (1)
where m is mass of the electron. q is charge, I) is the velocity vector and B is the vector of
magnetic flux density. The electric field is neglected in the above equation because it is
neglibly small over the entire plasma regions anisotropic to be examined as compared with
the electric field in the very narrow region near the filaments. The second term on the
right-hand side Fcol is the force term by the collisions. We get the trajectries of the electrons
by solving Eq. (1) by using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method as the initial value problem.

In this studies. the gas is Ar. The collision cross sections and differential cross section,
we quoted from Ref. [5.6]. The kinds of collisions are ionization, excitation and elastic
collision.

The magnetic field created by permanent magnets is calculated by 3D analytical
solution based on the magnetic charge model
[1]. The magnetic field created by the filament
currents is calculated by using Biot-Savart's _ m
law [1,5]. The typical configuration of Em
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2. The line ” 5'

I
cusp field can be seen along the chamber wall. .255 .m .,59 we .59 a 55 m m m 255

. . X mmA calculation of the trajectory of an [ ]
electron is terminated when the conditions pig 2 The magneticfield [,1 [he H plane at y=0.
as follow are satisfied.

(1) The electron arrives at the chamber wall.

(2) The energy of the electron becomes below 16eV (the least ionization energy of Ar
atoms).

(3) The electron gets out of the grid.
We assume that the neutral atoms have no kinetic energy, because their thermal energy is
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much less than that of electrons. An example
_ _ ' . 9 [I I!

of trajectory 15 shown in Fig. 3, where gas 7" =. a
pressure is 5 mTorr. the initial energy of 'E .5. u a

. . E IIIprimary electrons 13 80 eV and the filament T: J “
_ _ . 5a a a

current is 10 A. In this figure, the dots
I

show the ionization points. .22» .z'ss .355 .m .as s‘ 5.5 ,33 ”in $35 ‘74-
x [mm]

3. Results and Discussions Fig.3 The electron orbits projected on x—z plane.

3.1 Collisions and lifetime of primary electrons
Figure 4 shows the number of ionization collisions which
occur in the flight paths of electrons as a function of
gas pressure. In these gas pressures, the number of
electron collisions increases with the increase in the gas
pressure and the initial energy of electrons. In the low
pressure of 1 mtorr, electrons have the less ionization
collisions for any initial energy of electrons. because
the number density of Ar atoms is small. The electrons
that have the small initial energy, for example 30eV,
generate the less ionization collisions.

Figure 5 shows the average energy of electrons
as a function of time. At l><10'7 sec, electrons still
have sufficint energy to ionize neutral atoms in the case
of gas pressure of 5 mTorr and 10 mTorr. This means
that the present simulation is good for obtaining more
realistic physical result than the former simulation
[1,5].

3.2 Effects of isotropic scattering
Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the angular distribusions of

anisotropic and isotropic scattering. The total cross
section is same. In the anisotropic case, the scattering

about the inclimation angle is calculated using the value
of the differential cross sections where most electrons
are scattered forward.
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Fig.5 The average energy of electrons
shown as a function of time.

Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the ionization points projected on the x-z plane. Gas
pressure is 5 mTorr and the initial energy of primary electrons is 80 eV. The distribusion of
ionization points in the isotropic case is quite localized in the upper point as compared with
that in the anisotropic case. This fact means that electrons escape more rapidly near the grid
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(the lower edge) in the isotropic case because of larger diffusion. In the earlier studies [7], it
was found that the distribution of ionization points well approximates plasma density
distribution. Therefore, anisotropy of scattering collision affects the distribution of magma
generation in the ion souce.

180
'

[70
'

(a) Anisotropic (b) Isotropic

Fig.6 The angular distributions ofscatteri'ng electrons.
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Fig.7 The ionization points projected on x-z plane.

4. Conclusions
We have developed a simulation code to trace primary electrons and to analyze the ionization
points in plasmas of a bucket-type ion source, It was found that collision between primary
electrons and neutral gas atoms are essential to examine the plasma features.
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The Operational Characteristics of a Molten and Damaged
Beryllium Divertor Target in J'ET

B.J.D. Tubbing, A. Chankin, S. Clement, P. Coad, E. Deksnis,
J. Lingertat, A. Loarte, C. Lowry

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA, UK.

1. Introduction
In the final phase of the 1994/95 experimental campaign, the Carbon Composite target in the
JET Mic—1 divertor was replaced by a Beryllium target. The typical plasma facing dimensions
of the target components are 30 x 80mm. To relieve thermal stresses the Beryllium surface is
castellated with squares of 6mm, Most of the experimental work on the Beryllium tiles was
carried out such that gross melting was avoided. Generally, sweeping of the strike zones was
used to reduce the heatfluxes, and heating pulse lengths were relatively short. It was observed
that in most respects operating on a Beryllium target did not differ significantly from that on a
Carbon target [1].

In addition, a specific experiment was carried out to address the question of operation
on Beryllium at higher heatfluxes and with gross melting, and the question how melt damage
affects subsequent operation. An important motivation for these experiments was to test the
speculation that in ITER a Beryllium target would ‘self—protect' against excessive heatfluxes in

. off—normal operational conditions [2], In this scenario, evaporating Beryllium would lead to
high radiative power losses and thus reduce the heatflux to the target. This effect is often
referred to as the ‘vapour shield', although Beryllium vapour as such plays no role. The
reference heatload for the ITER off—normal event is 25MW/m2.

The configuration was a single-null divertor discharge, at toroidal field 2.4T and plasma
current 2.5MA for most ofthis programme. With the full NBI heating power of 17.5MW, and
with stationary strike zones, heat fluxes to the target are nominally 25MW/m2, Most of the
melting was made with stationary strike zones. Gas puffing rate was a primary variable in these
experiments, because of its key role in establishing radiative divertor conditions. Reference
discharges were taken before and after the melting in three standard JET regimes: 1_ elmy H-
mode without gas puff, 2. elmy H-mode with strong gas puff, 3. radiative divertor with
Nitrogen impurity seeding.

2. Initial melting and results with and without gas—puff.
The experiments were conducted with the strike zones on a part of the divertor target that had
not been damaged by prior operation, Figure 1 shows the sequence of discharges that led to
the initial melting in these experiments. These were done with a constant gas pufi rate of 2.5
10225‘1 electrons. NBI power was lZMW, The temperatures quoted are the maximum
temperatures in the field of view of an infra-red CCD camera. The target was pre—heated by a
phase with sweeping strike zones. Then, at 175, the sweeping is stopped, and the maximum
target temperature is seen to rise. The integrated heat flux to the target in this series is
increased by delaying the time of resumption of the sweeping (195, 20.55 and 21.55
respectively). With increasing heat flux, clear signs of Beryllium influxes are observed. from
the Be 11 line emission. After the third discharge, an in-vessel camera view revealed clear signs
of melting, on the outer strike zone. It was not easy to distinguish melting from the
evaporation ofthe solid near the melting point. This issue will be analysed further.
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After the discharges shown in figure 1, the power and duration of the unswept phase
were further increased, and significant melting was observed. Nevertheless, the radiated power
did not exceed 50% of the input power. Elmy H—mode operation was retained, and no
degradation of plasma stored energy or D-D reaction rate with rising target temperature Was
evident. It was remarkable that the Be influxes into the discharge were significantly larger
during the swept phases on a cold target, than during the unswept phases on the hot target,
Presumably, this is due to the accumulation of Beryllium material that was re-deposited during
the previous shot(s).

A similar approach to melting, using entirely unswept discharges, was carried out
without gas pufi‘ (except for the normal density feedback), In these discharges melting Was
observed both on the outer and on the inner strike zone. Figure 2 shows one of these
discharges, with a total energy input by NBI of 75M]. The radiated power was observed to
rise from about 50% to about 70% over a period of several seconds, While further
deterioration of the target damage was clearly Visible. The H—mode of these discharges was
severly degraded. These non gas~puffed high power discharges were the only cases in which
the radiated power fraction was seen to increase beyond about 50% by Beryllium influx. While
a moderate degree of self—protection of the target is thus evident, this was not sufiicient to
prevent further tile damage.

3. Post-melting reference discharges, unswept.
After the melting, the reference discharges were repeated. These discharges are now unswept,
with the strike zones located precisely on the molten regions. In figure 3 a comparison is
shown between a pre— and post-melt elmy H—mode without gas pufi‘, The post-melt discharge
is clearly degraded. H—mode is not obtained. The discharge disrupts as a result of a density
limit disruption, caused by the Be influx

In contrast, pre- and post melt discharges in elmy H-mode with gas pufi‘ are rather
similar, as shown in figure 4. After an initial transient, at the same level of NBI power, the
same radiated power levels and stored energy are obtained. The D-D reaction rate is slightly
higher in the post—melt discharge, due to the somewhat lower density. There is no evidence for
large Be influxes. Similarly, the behaviour of Nitrogen seeded radiative divertor' discharges
before and after the melting is nearly identical, after an initial transient. Both discharges are
elmy H—modes. We conclude that, with the exception of the low density, no gas pufl’ regime,
the penalty from operation on a damaged Beryllium target is not severe.

4. Recovery of normal, swept operation.
Subsequently, a series Of discharges was executed in which the strike zones were swept over
the damaged zones. The first of these had no gas puff. It disrupted, due to excessive Beryllium
influxes. However, subsequent conditioning of the damaged zones was achieved in a series of
gas puffed discharges. A steady recovery was seen. After three such gas puffed pulses, a
further attempt was made at the non gas puffed case. This was now successful. Elmy H—mode
was recovered, although the stored energy and D—D reaction rate were still degraded (about
20% and 40% respectively),

5. Long pulse swept operation at high input power.
Two high power, long pulse discharges, with sweeping strike zones (about 60mm) were
performed at toroidal field 2.8T and plasma current EMA, and with strike zones on a
previously undamaged part of the target. Total plasma input energies (ICRH, N131 and ohmic
power) were 120 and 180M} respectively, Soon after the heating is switched on there is an
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initial Be influx lasting about 0.55, presumably due to accumulation of re-deposited material.

After that, conditions are relatively stationary until Beryllium melting starts (after about 53 at

’2o total input power). Then a strong Beryllium influx is observed, the radiated power

increases, and the D-D reaction rate drops dramatically. Significant further damage to the

target was observed to result from these discharges.

6, Final state of the target.
Figure 5 is a photograph of a sector of the target near the outer strike zone, taken afier the

experiment. Three annuli of damage are visible. The inner damage existed already before this

experiment, It was the result of a giant elm in high power operation, and of a particular

discharge in the divertor assessment programme. The middle ring of damage is due to the

unswept melting, while the outer ring is due to the high power swept operation. In the middle

ring, significant formation of drops and bridging of tile gaps (about 10mm) is observed. Tiles

are eroded to a depth of 2 to 3mm. There is little spreading of droplets or damage to

neighbouring areas. All damage exhibits fiJll toroidal symmetry around the machine.

7. Conclusions and implications for ITER.
A controlled experiment to assess operation on a molten and damaged Beryllium divertor

target was carried out. The heatfluxes in these experiment are nominally 25MW/m2, This

corresponds to the ITER reference value for the off-normal heatflux to the ITER target,

The radiated power fraction in all these experiments remained below 50%, with the

exception of the high power, unswept, non gas—puffed discharges, where it was seen to rise to

- about 70% over a period of seconds. Although this level of radiated power represent a certain

degree of ’self—protection‘ of the target, it is clearly insufficient to prevent gross damage,

Post melt reference discharges showed that operation with strike zones on the damaged

areas with gas—puffing and with Nitrogen seeding is essentially the same as on pristine tiles.

Only discharges without gas-puffing were disruptive and / or degraded. Normal elrny H-mode

operation, with strike zones sweeping over the damaged areas, could be re-established after

some conditioning discharges.
The implication for ITER is that at this level of heatflux significant damage to a

Beryllium divertor target can be done, while only a moderate degree of 'self~protection‘ is

evident Damage to the divertor target at the level observed here does not lead to loss of

operation, but may be expected to lead to a rapid failure of the exposed component. It may

therefore be preferable to design and implement an active safety device to protect against off-

normal conditions, rather than to rely on the ‘self-protection‘ of a Beryllium divertor target.
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Resistivity profile effects in numerical magnetohydrodynamic
simulations of the reversed-field pinch

H.-E. S'aitherblom, S. Mazur and P. Nordluncl

Division of Fusion Plasma Physics (Association EURATOM—NFR), Alfvén Laboratory,
Royal Institute of Technology, 8—100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Experiments on the Extrap Tl reversed-field pinch have shown that the magnetic
fluctuation level and the input power dissipated by fluctuating components are strongly
influenced by variations in the resistivity profile [1]. In this paper we present results from
numerical investigations of the influence of variations in the resistivity profile on the plasma

dynamics, using the 3—dimensional magnetohydrodynamic code DEBS [2].

The DEBS-code [2] solves the force—free resistive MHD equations in a cylinder,
periodic in the poloidal Hand toroidal a5 directions. The code uses a semi~implicit method which
adjusts the code time step to the dynamic activity in the code, thus the output data is unevenly
sampled and for the temporal spectral analysis discussed in this paper the Lamb method is used
[3]. For the present calculations we use 161 radial grid points. Poloidal mode numbers ranges
from m = 0 to 3 and toroidal Inode numbers from n = —”l to 21. We use a Lundquist number of
104 and a viscosity of 1.5. The aspect ratio is set to 2.2. We use a resistivity profile of the form
n(r) = (1+9ri')2, where r is the normalised minor radius. We vary the shape of the resistivity
profile and the resistivity in the edge region by changing y from 30 to 10. The profile is not
evolved in time. The code is set—up to hold the toroidal current and the pinch parameter (9 =

Bg(a)/<B¢> constant in time by adjusting the toroidal loop-voltage. The toroidal flux is kept
constant by a perfectly conducting shell. The code was run for approximately 3000 Alfvc’n
times in both cases in order to achieve quasi‘stationary states.

This modest modification of the resistivity profile turns out to have a strong influence
on the plasma dynamics. The case with the narrow. high edge resistivity profile (7: 10) is
characterised by higher fluctuation levels and a more shallow reversed quasi—stationary state
than the low edge (7/: 30) resistivity case, as previously reported consistent with experimental
results [1]. Thus, when changing y we observe a factor of two increase in the volume
integrated energy of the fluctuating radial magnetic field 83,. (see Fig. l) accompanied by a
broadening of the mode spectra. In the m = 1 mode spectra the energy in the core resonant

modes :1 = 4 and 5 are doubled and a secondary peak is caused by the four—fold increase of
energy in the n = 7 mode. The energy of the m = 2 modes is approximately doubled with a
slight spectral broadening whereas the energy increase in the m = 0 modes is less pronounced
but the peak is shifted from the n = 2 to the n = 3 mode. The fluctuation induced electric field
Ef = <v >< b> changes accordingly, strengthening its effect of suppressing axial current on the
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axis and driving poloidal current at the edge. However, the parallel current jn at the edge is
nonetheless reduced, due to the higher edge resistivity, and the quasilinear effect of the m = 0
modes at the reversal surface is suppressed. The enhanced suppression of parallel current in the
core results in a hollow time-averaged #(7') = pg(J-B)/B2 profile in the central region, The
resulting increase in the Spitzer input power - associated with ohmic dissipation of the mean
current - is less than ten percent, whereas the anomalous input power Pa, which is dissipated
by the fluctuations, increases more than a factor of two. The total loop voltage Vt!) increases
about 30%. The time averaged field reversal parameter F: 3,3 (a)/<B¢,> changes from -0.26 to
—O.12.

0.03 I I l I l

_ 0.025“

E 002--

§ 0015*
a
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52

0.005 s,

0
0

Fig I.: The volume-integrated radial magneticfield energy vs. time normalised to resistive dtfiilsiali time

Furthermore we find that the narrowing of the resistivity profile has a strong influence
on the time-scale of the RFP dynamics. From Fig. l we see that the bursts in magnetic energy
due to relaxation events occur more frequently and less coherent in the y: 10 case than with y

= 30. The corresponding Lomb periodogram [3] verifies this picture, showing a broad
temporal power spectrum with significant frequency components of overf= 200 in the y=10
case, whereas for the y=30 case the spectrum shows one dominant peak at about f= 40 and no
significant components above f: 100. Herefis in units of 1/(resisrive diljiision time). The
spectra of the on axis value (1(0) of the safety factor (1 = I‘B¢/RBQ, where R is the major radius,
and F, show similar pictures although the maxima offarc different, being about 1000 and 500
for q(0) and less pronounced for F, where we find maxima off: 140 and 100, for y: 10 and
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y: 30, respectively. Thus the dynamics are proceeding at up to a factor two higher rate in the
narrow resistivity profile case.

In Fig. 2 the safety factor is shown as function of minor radius and time normalised to
resistive diffusion time. We see that the y: 10 case gives rise to a more rapid edge field
diffusion, which causes relaxation events, characterised by the rapid peaking of q on axis, to
occur with a rate which is over 50% higher than in the y: 30 case.

Fig 2.: The safety factor q vs the normalised minor radius and time nonnalised to resistive dy’fiman lime for

the y: 10 case (mp) and the y: 30 care (bottom)

The higher V¢ characterising the 7: 10 case is equivalent to proportionally higher
energy and helicity input rates. In spite of this, the y: 10 case approaches a state characterised
by a slightly lower total magnetic energy Wand total helicity K = I (A ‘ B)dV. Fig. 3 shows
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K vs. V0 for the two cases. The starting points I = 0 are at the upper left of the diagram, It is

seen that as time increases the systems approach different regions in the diagram. The plot of W
versus 17¢ is similar. The time~average values of the Taylor ratio W/K differ less than One

percent between the both cases

, I l I 1 t t6 ’ t t t | t l t

He
lic

tty
‘

—2() 0 20 4O 60 80 100 120 140
Loop-voltage

Fig 3.: The helicity vs, the toroidal loop—ralrage

In summary, with a more narrow resistivity profile the fluctuation level and the
fluctuation induced electric field increases. However, the enhanced dynamo action does not

suffice to totally counteract the effect of the increased edge resistivity, resulting in reduced j” at

the edge and a more shallow reversal F . The enhanced edge resistivity increases the edge field
diffusion rate, forcing the system to increase its field conversion rate. reducing the dynamic
time scale. With a higher edge resistivity the final state of the system is characterised by higher

loopvvoltage, slightly lower values of the total magnetic energy W and the magnetic helicity K
and almost unchanged Taylor ratio W/K.
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